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Appendix M. Comment Letters 
 

Commenter on the Desert Sunlight Solar Power Project  
Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

Letter 
Number Commenter 

Letter Available in 
Appendix M, Page 

1 Jeff Randall, Individual M-5 
2 Mary Zeiler, Individual M-6 
3 Supporters of Desert Sunlight Petition M-7 
4 Sign-in Sheet M-17 
5 Ali Baba Farzaneh, Individual M-23 
6 Bob Hargreaves, Individual M-24 
7 Coachella Valley Economic Partnership M-25 
8 Dennis Larney, Individual M-26 
9 Gerald Budlong, Individual M-27 
10 Graeme Donaldson, Individual M-28 
11 Kathy Gottberg, Individual M-29 
12 Larry McLaughlin, Individual M-30 
13 LR Sanders, Individual M-31 
14 Assembly Member V. Manuel Perez M-32 
15 Sign-in Sheet M-34 
16 Anco Blazev, Individual M-39 
17 Dale Jenneskens, Individual M-42 
18 Dan Allen, Individual M-45 
19 Native American Heritage Commission M-47 
20 Anco Blazev, Individual M-52 
21 George Hepker, Individual M-53 
22 George Hepker, Individual M-54 
23 Alan Beattie, Individual M-55 
24 Kim Bauer, Individual M-57 
25 Anco Blazev, Individual M-58 
26 Anco Blazev, Individual M-60 
27 Jim Turney, Individual M-61 
28 Cynthia Cox, Individual M-62 
29 Carol Gerratana, Individual M-65 
30 Cindy Zacks, Individual M-66 
31 Mearl A. Rose, Individual M-68 
32 Ramon Alviso Mendoza, Individual M-71 
33 R. Ploss, Individual M-73 
34 Beals Steve, Individual M-76 
35 Betsy Foran, Individual M-78 
36 Debbie Burgett, Individual M-80 
37 Eric Mueller, Individual M-83 
38 Gary Hunt, Individual M-86 
39 Jason Burnham, Individual M-89 
40 Les Starks, Individual M-92 
41 Richard Worthington, Individual M-94 
42 Wendy Hunt, Individual M-96 
43 Jill Giegerich, Individual M-98 
44 Penny Kemp, Individual M-101 
45 Rebecca Bueller, Individual M-103 
46 Vicki Perizzolo, Individual M-105 
47 Barbara Buckland, Individual M-109 
48 Joanne Flory, Individual M-111 
49 Cynthia Anderson, Individual M-114 
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Appendix M. Comment Letters 
 

Commenter on the Desert Sunlight Solar Power Project  
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (continued) 

Letter 
Number Commenter 

Letter Available in 
Appendix M, Page 

50 Virgila Weeks Hawthorne, Individual M-117 
51 Alex Mintzer, Individual M-118 
52 Ernest Goiten, Individual M-119 
53 David Halligan, Individual M-122 
54 Karen Tracy, Individual M-124 
55 C.B Wolf, Individual M-127 
56 State of California, Public Utilities Commission M-129 
57 City of Indian Wells, California M-237 
58 College of the Desert M-239 
59 David Halligan, Individual M-241 
60 Cleona Jenneskens, Individual M-243 
61 Dale Jenneskens, Individual M-244 
62 Geo. Donaldson, Individual M-245 
63 John Beach, Individual M-246 
64 R&M Johnson, Individual M-248 
65 Rick Estes, Individual M-252 
66 Environmental Commons M-253 
67 John Beach, Individual M-261 
68 JoAnn Dean, Individual M-262 
69 Ron Brinkley, Individual M-263 
70 Walter Green, Individual M-279 
71 Michael Silvey, Individual M-280 
72 Bruce Ray, Individual M-281 
73 Celia Beauchamp, Individual M-282 
74 John Beach, Individual M-283 
75 National Parks Conservation Association M-288 
76 Shaun Gonzales, Individual M-295 
77 Karen Berry, Individual M-303 
78 Michele Mooney, Individual M-307 
79 William Eskin, Individual M-308 
80 B.E. Singer, Individual M-310 
81 Caltrans District 8 M-311 
82 Individual (to remain anonymous) M-314 
83 JVIndividual M-316 
84 La Cuna de Aztlan Sacred Sites Protection Circle M-317 
85 Brendan Hughes, Individual M-321 
86 Diane Mossbager, Individual M-322 
87 Lorenzo Romero, Individual M-323 
88 Marian Livingood, Individual M-324 
89 Raymond Kelso, Individual M-325 
90 Suzanne Ragsdale, Individual M-326 
91 Tex Whitson, Individual M-327 
92 Dennis Morrison, Individual M-328 
93 Defenders of Wildlife, Natural Resources Defense Council, Sierra Club M-329 
94 Jerry Grey, Individual M-341 
95 Janell Harder, Individual M-342 
96 Cynthia Green, Individual M-343 
97 Warren Dean, Individual M-345 
98 Edith Arizmendi, Individual M-346 
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Appendix M. Comment Letters 
 

Commenter on the Desert Sunlight Solar Power Project  
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (continued) 

Letter 
Number Commenter 

Letter Available in 
Appendix M, Page 

99 Gene Oliphant, Individual M-347 
100 Jonathan Levin, Individual M-348 
101 Ken and Pattie Stamp, Individual M-349 
102 Michael Rhoades, Individual M-350 
103 South Coast Air Quality Management District M-351 
104 Center for Biological Diversity M-357 
105 Citizens for the Chuckwalla Valley M-392 
106 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency M-422 
107 First Solar M-440 
108 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service M-473 
109 Johnney/Timothy Coon/Anderson, Individual M-479 
110 Kevin Emmerich, Individual M-480 
111 Kaiser Ventures LLC M-515 
112 Laura Cunningham, Individual M-520 
113 Mary Zeiler, Individual M-532 
114 National Park Service M-534 
115 Patrick Poole, Individual M-543 
116 The Wilderness Society M-545 
117 Victor Stewart, Individual M-557 
118 Western Lands Project M-558 
119 Chris Clarke, Individual M-562 
120 enXco M-566 
121 Jared Fuller, Individual M-568 
122 Western Watersheds Project M-569 
123 Barbara Daddario, Individual M-577 
124 Claudia Sall, Individual M-578 
125 Riverside County Fire Department M-581 
126 Renee Castor, Individual M-584 
127 Southern California Edison M-587 
128 Southern California Edison M-611 
129 Metropolitan Water District of Southern California M-614 
130 Chris Crow, Individual M-626 
131 Paul Smith, Individual M-627 
132 Rebecca Unger, Individual M-628 
133 Southern California Desert Video Astronomers M-629 
134 Tammie Dye, Individual M-633 
135 Richard DeLashmit, Individual M-634 
136 Ken Statler, Individual M-635 
137 Requests to not publish, Individual M-638 
138 Riverside County Planning Department M-640 
139 Diana Millikan, Individual M-689 
140 Lois Donaldson, Individual M-690 
141 Ed and Carol Schlauch, Individual M-691 
142 "We Support Desert Sunlight" petition M-692 
143 Ron Brinkley, Individual M-697 
144 Claudia Sall, Individual M-706 
145 Stephen J Wright, individual M-711 
146 Colorado River Board of California M-713 
147 Department of the Navy M-718 
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"Anco Blazev" To <Ysmael_Wariner@blm.gov>, 
<ablazev@cox.net> <CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 

cc "Mark Herbst" <mcherbst@gmail.com>, 08/27/2010 04:48 PM 
<lkrueger@firstsolar.com>, <mgustafsson@firstsolar.com> Please respond to 

bcc"Anco Blazev" 

<ablazev@cox.net> 
 Subject Re: BLM releases Desert Sunlight Solar EIS 

Ysmael and Allison, 

Re: Desert Quartzsite, and Desert Sunlight CdTe Power Plants (1,150 MW untested and 
unproven CdTe TFPV) 

As previously communicated, we are extremely concerned about the safety of CdTe PV 
modules in such large scale installations in the US deserts. The flimsy, frame-less modules 
contain significant amount of Cadmium--a proven toxic carcinogen heavy metal--which with 
time will disintegrate and decompose under the harsh desert elements. The open edge 
module design will not be able to protect the Cadmium compounds inside during 30 years of 
non stop exposure to the desert elements, and will allow the poisons to decompose and 
escape in solid, particulate, liquid or gaseous form, thus contaminating environment and life 
in it. 

The combined 1,150MW CdTe fields will consist of approx. 15 million CdTe TFPV modules, 
containing over 275,000 lbs of Cadmium (in CdTe and CdS form) evenly spread over 10,000 
acres desert land close to populated centers. This is untested, unproven and unregulated 
super-large scale experiment, which--my 35 years hands-on experience with solar (PV) and 
semiconductor (thin film) processes and products assure me--will sooner or later result in a 
great disaster; the size and severity of which we cannot even imagine at this point, and 
which might make BP oil spill look like a child's play. 

The CdTe modules manufacturers have been UNABLE or UNWILLING to provide ANY
information on the safety of their products under these particular desert conditions. See 
attached communication with them, which asks a very simple question about data and proof 
of the the safety of their CdTe modules under 30 years desert operation. They have not 
responded, and most likely don't plan to. And why should they? This is not important. 
Pushing these two major projects through is all that matters right now; while the money 
spigot and the regulator's gap are still wide open. 

In our professional opinion, the present CdTe modules must be re-designed for desert use, 
before proceeding with such large scale undertaking close to population centers. Else the 
manufacturers, and those who issue the permits for the 1,150MW fields, will be held 
responsible in case of an environmental or health disasters in the future. 

So in conclusion, we urge you to take a very close look at these untested, unproven and 
unregulated for such use CdTe modules, and evaluate the risks with the help of third party 
scientists and experts--focusing on the 30+ years exposure of these modules to the desert 
extremes. This is your duty and responsibility, and we count on you to take this serious 
matter very seriously. Thank you in advance. 

Best regards, 

M-39 
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Anco Blazev, Ch.E. 
Ph. 480-381-7502 

From: Ysmael_Wariner@blm.gov 
Sent: Friday, August 27, 2010 3:32 PM 
Subject: BLM releases Desert Sunlight Solar EIS 

The Bureau of Land Management has released the draft environmental impact statement (EIS) for the 
proposed Desert Sunlight Solar Farm  (DSSF) Project in eastern Riverside County, Calif. 

The link to the news release and EIS is at: 

http://www.blm.gov/ca/st/en/info/newsroom/2010/august/CDD_1099_DesertSunlightDEIS.html 

Ysmael Wariner 
Business Support Assistant 
BLM Palm Springs / South Coast Field Office 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
Phone: 760-833-7151 
----- Message from "Anco Blazev" <ablazev@cox.net> on Tue, 17 Aug 2010 16:32:20 -0700 ----

To: <lkrueger@firstsolar.com> 
cc: <mgustafsson@firstsolar.com>, "Mark Herbst" <mcherbst@gmail.com>  


Subject: Response to Your Letters Dated August 10 and 17, 2010  

Lisa, 

See attached file in response to your letters. I sincerely hope that it clears the 
misunderstandings, and that we'll get some positive answers to the issues at hand. 

PS. Hard copy follows. 

Best regards, 

Anco Blazev 
480-381-7502 

cc. M.C. Herbst 
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Anco S. Blazev 

838 E. Drake Drive 
Tempe, AZ 85283 
August 16, 2010 

__ _ 
  Ph. 480-381-7502 

ablazev@cox.net 

Ms. Lisa Krueger 
First Solar, Inc. 
350 W. Washington Street #600 
Tempe, AZ 85281 

Dear Lisa, 

Your letters of August 10 and 17, 2010, and all earlier responses by First Solar representatives, miss or 

evade the only question we would like to have addressed and answered, “Does First Solar have ANY 

scientifically valid data, which meets your burden of proof about the safety of your CdTe TFPV modules 

when subjected to extreme conditions, well beyond those of the “standard” tests and conditions to which 

you ubiquitously refer?  If not, planning to install CdTe TFPV modules in large scale CdTe power fields in 

the SW US deserts and SE humid areas for 30+ year of continuous on sun operation is utterly unjustified 

and represents bad judgment, and serious moral, scientific, public and corporate breaches of duty.” 

Unsurprisingly, all references given by First Solar relate exclusively to “standard or normal” operating 

conditions, which we are not disputing. They are, however, irrelevant, since our sole concern is your 

hasty attempt to deploy your untested, unproven and unregulated for this purpose CdTe TFPV modules 

in the extreme environments of the US, where your CdTe/CdS thin films packed into flimsy, unframed 

modules will not be able to survive the elements. With time, some of the thin films will disintegrate 

mechanically and decompose chemically, thus contaminating the local environment and life in it with 

various combinations of solid, particulate, liquid and gaseous cadmium and cadmium compounds; all of 

which are toxic carcinogens; especially dangerous in huge amounts, as in the proposed large scale fields 

Thus far we have not seen ANY information related to testing, or any third party scientific proof, about the 

behavior and longevity of your CdTe/CdS thin films in mega fields, exposed to the extreme conditions of 

the US deserts and humid areas during 30+ years operation. You seem to have ignored the laws of 

physics, chemistry and good citizenry in your haste, so we look forward to some reassuring answers. 

Regards, 

������������ 
Anco Blazev 

cc. Mr. Mark C. Herbst 

M-41 
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YYsmael To "CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov" 
Wariner/CASO/CA/BLM/DOI <CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 

cc09/20/2010 07:58 AM 
bcc 

Subject Fw: BLM releases Desert Sunlight Solar EIS 

----- Forwarded by Ysmael Wariner/CASO/CA/BLM/DOI on 09/20/2010 07:57 AM ----

"peacock" <peacock@shaw.ca> 

To <Ysmael_Wariner@blm.gov> 
09/19/2010 09:27 PM cc 

Subject Re: BLM releases Desert Sunlight Solar EIS 

18-1 
In addition to the Solar Energy Visitor Center perhaps it would be in good taste to have the BLM to 
open a desert tortoise visitor center across the street or before this project. This would be another 
wonderful addition to 
allow tourists to show them how wildlife and renewable energy can coexist side by side. 

I own property on Kaiser Road and am very impressed with a proposed Solar Energy Visitor Center. 

Since the Govenor Arnold is retiring in January 2011 I think he said that. Perhaps a dedication 
to his wonderful wife would be in order. The Maria Schriver Wildlife Center and have some giant 
brass/bronze desert 
turtles in the front of the Center. This would be my suggestion. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Allan 
----- Original Message ----
From: Ysmael_Wariner@blm.gov 
Sent: Friday, August 27, 2010 3:32 PM 
Subject: BLM releases Desert Sunlight Solar EIS 

The Bureau of Land Management has released the draft environmental impact statement (EIS) for the 
proposed Desert Sunlight Solar Farm  (DSSF) Project in eastern Riverside County, Calif. 

The link to the news release and EIS is at: 

http://www.blm.gov/ca/st/en/info/newsroom/2010/august/CDD_1099_DesertSunlightDEIS.html 

M-45 

mailto:peacock@shaw.ca


Ysmael Wariner 
Business Support Assistant 
BLM Palm Springs / South Coast Field Office 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
Phone: 760-833-7151 
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"Anco Blazev" To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
<ablazev@cox.net> 

cc 

10/05/2010 09:09 PM 


bcc 

Subject Desaert Light 

20-1 
4500 acres covered with Cadmium poison. What is there to discuss? You allow it; 
you'll be held responsible for the damages. 

SSent from my MOTOBLUR™ smartphone on AT &T 
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""Don McNair" 
<dmcnair@ilbinc.com> 

10/19/2010 07:55 AM 

To 

cc 

bcc 

<CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 

Subject Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 

My name is George Hepker, I am a property owner in Desert Center at Palin Pass Road. This project is 
probably the best thing to happen in our area in years. 

22-1
I believe positive impact will be on the order of WW II Training Camp or Aqueduct Construction. Put me 
in favor of the project. 

George Hepker  951-323 5539 cell *951-427 1301 
Home 

850 River Drive, Norco CA 92860 

Don McNair 
International Line Builders, Inc. 
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AAlan Beattie To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
<awbeattie@earthlink.net> 

cc 

10/21/2010 11:32 AM 


bcc 

Subject First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project 

Comments attached below: 

M-55 



Alan Beattie 10/21/2010 

41 Provence Way  Rancho Mirage CA 92270 

I have to smile when asked to fill out this form, not because it's not 
important, it's just that the extreme measures that California goes to to try to 
mitigate environmental harm from clean energy projects are ludicrous compared 
to the "efforts" of other states and countries.  Clearly, the world needs energy, 
lots of it, produced as cheaply and cleanly as possible. 

So while California is worried about a handful of desert tortoises, West 
Virginia is blowing the top off of mountains and throwing all the garbage 
into the valleys and streams below. 

While California is protecting the desert pup fish, massive earth movers 
are scarring the landscape for countless miles in the Powder River Basin 
of Montana and Wyoming. 

While California frets about snail darters, Canadians destroy entire Boreal 
forests in Alberta, rape the bitumen from the sand and create huge tailing 
ponds that effectively poison migratory birds. 

And let's not even talk about the Gulf of Mexico, or what might happen 
when the deep Arctic is "developed." 

So, yes, when the best, most experienced PV company in the world wants 
to put up a bunch of spanking clean panels that no one will reallly see, that 
won't use water, and which will most likely become a playground for 
the handful of tortoises that happen to stroll by -- I say yes, and I applaud, 
and I rue the fact that California is driving countless clean energy projects 
out of state because a few folks have gotten too precious and have lost 
sight of the Big Picture. 

Godspeed First Solar 

First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project 

23-1 
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kkim bauer To <capssolarfirstsolardesertsunlight@blm.gov> 
<gartrax@hotmail.com> 

cc 

10/21/2010 11:55 AM 


bcc 

Subject 

24-1my comment on this as well as the rest of the fast track solar projects in the southern calif. desert 
regions is negative towards approval of projects,negative towards construction for reasons that even the 
committees have admitted that the projects will cause environmental damage plus the projects could be 
built in the cities they are supposed to serve or the newer small nuclear power plants could be built for 
cheaper,etc. 
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Ysmael To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
Wariner/CASO/CA/BLM/DOI 

cc 
10/06/2010 08:06 AM 

bcc 

Subject 	 Fw: BLM Seeks Public Comments on Environmental Analysis 
for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project 

Ysmael Wariner 
Business Support Assistant 
BLM Palm Springs / South Coast Field Office 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
Phone: 760-833-7151 
----- Forwarded by Ysmael Wariner/CASO/CA/BLM/DOI on 10/06/2010 08:06 AM ----

"Anco Blazev" <ablazev@cox.net> To <Ysmael_Wariner@blm.gov> 

cc 
10/06/2010 07:58 AM Subje Re: BLM Seeks Public Comments on Environmental Analysis for the Desert Sunlight Solar 

ct Farm Project Please respond to 

"Anco Blazev" <ablazev@cox.net>  


25-1
It is your responsibility to make sure that the millions, Cadmium containing, CdTe modules 
do not poison the environment and life in the area. The manufacturers have no prove of the 
safe long term performance of their CdTe modules in the US deserts. Letting them use US 
taxpayers land and resources without any safety prove enters the realm of the criminal 
ignorance and negligence. 

You will be help responsible, together with the manufacturers, in case of a Cadmium poison 
disaster. You must be aware of this, and be ready to assume the responsibility? 

Best regards, 

Anco Blazev 
480-381-7502 

From: Ysmael_Wariner@blm.gov 
Sent: Tuesday, October 05, 2010 4:56 PM 
Subject: BLM Seeks Public Comments on Environmental Analysis for the Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm Project 

BLM Seeks Public Comments on Environmental Analysis for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project 

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) will hold public meetings to gather input on issues that 
should be addressed in the Environmental Impact Statement for the proposed Desert Sunlight 

M-58 



Solar Farm Project near Desert Center in Riverside County. 

Public meetings for the Environmental Impact Statement will be held Oct. 20 at the Lake 
Tamarisk Community Center, 26251 Parkview Drive, Desert Center, CA 92269 and Oct. 21 at 
the University of California- Riverside, Palm Desert Campus, 75080 Frank Sinatra Drive, Palm 
Desert, CA 92211. The meeting in Desert Center will run from 6 to 9 p.m.  The meeting in Palm 
Desert will run from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. 

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC has applied for a right-of-way (ROW) authorization covering 
approximately 4,500 acres on public lands for a 550-megawatt solar photovoltaic (PV) project 
with an interconnection to the Devers to Palo-Verde I 500-kilovolt (kV) distribution system. 

As proposed by the company, the solar project would include the solar farm site (consisting of 
the main generation area, operations and maintenance facility, solar energy visitor center, an on- 
site substation and fencing), a 220-kV generation tie line, access routes and a new 500/220 kV 
substation at Red Bluff. 

Information on the status of the proposal is available at 
http://www.blm.gov/ca/st/en/fo/palmsprings/Solar_Projects.html 

For further information and/or to have your name added to the mailing list, contact Allison 
Shaffer, Palm Springs-South Coast Field Office, 1201 Bird Center Drive, Palm Springs, 
California, 92262, phone (760)-833-7100, fax (760) 833-7199, or email 
CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov. 

Potential issues to be addressed in the analysis include social and economic impacts; ground and 
surface water quantity and quality impacts; plant and animal species impacts, including special 
status species; impacts to cultural resources; and visual resource impacts. 

-BLM

BLM Palm Springs / South Coast Field Office 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
Phone: 760-833-7100 
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No Substantive 
Comment 

""Anco Blazev" To <capssolarfirstsolardesertsunlight@blm.gov> 
<ablazev@cox.net> 

cc 

10/21/2010 09:23 AM 


bccPlease respond to 

"Anco Blazev" 
 Subject Re: Desert Sunlight Joshua Tree Public Mtg Added 

<ablazev@cox.net> 

David, 

We've said all that there is to be said on the matter, and it is now up to you guys to get all
the facts and decide if this toxic Cadmium containing technology is suitable for 30+ years
operation on large areas of public lands in the US deserts--keeping in mind that this
particular application has no precedent, has not been tested nor is it proven safe for the
duration. Good luck 

Best regards, 

Anco Blazev 
480-381-7502 

From: capssolarfirstsolardesertsunlight@blm.gov 
Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2010 11:28 AM 
Subject: FW: Desert Sunlight Joshua Tree Public Mtg Added 

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) will add a public meeting in Joshua Tree to 
gather input on issues that should be addressed in the Environmental Impact Statement for 
the proposed Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project near Desert Center in Riverside County. 

David C. Briery, 
External Affairs 
BLM California Desert District 
22835 Calle San Juan de Los Lagos 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
951.697.5220 (office) 
dbriery@blm.gov 
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27 
"James.Turney@jt-lex.com" To "capssolarfirstsolardesertsunlight@blm.gov" 
<James.Turney@jt-lex.com> <capssolarfirstsolardesertsunlight@blm.gov> 

cc10/21/2010 10:52 AM 
bcc 

Subject First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project 

BLM: 

Today�I�attended�the�scoping�session�at�UCR�Palm�Desert�for�the�subject�project.��So�far�as�I�can�see� 
there�is�no�reason�to�object�to�the�project�and�every�reason�to�support�it,�full�speed�ahead.��I�hope�that� 
the�community�will�see�the�enormous�net�benefits�as�I�do�and�give�First�Solar�its�unqualified�support�to� 
proceed.� 

Jim�Turney 
760�360�4765�|�760�267�8878�cell 
Law�Offices�of�James�C.�Turney 
PO�Box�6905 
La�Quinta,�CA��92248�6905 

27-1 
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28Master Form #1 
Cynthia name 
<cyntaur@hotmail.com> 

10/25/2010 08:07 PM 

To 

cc 

bcc 

<capssolarfirstsolardesertsunlight@blm.gov> 

Subject Do not Destroy Our Lands with Solar 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager, 
Palm Springs South 
Coast Field Office, BLM 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 
92262 

Sent VIA EMAIL:CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

11/ /10 

RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible PlanAmendment 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Thank you for this opportunity for me to comment on the proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight project 
located in the community of Eagle Mountain/Desert Center. 

I wish to go on record by saying I oppose this project and strongly urge the No Action Alternative be 
issued, for the following reasons: 

Employment: 
28-1 

I understand and recognize the need for economic development in desert communities, but do not 
believe that projects that will result in an irretrievable commitment to the communitys and Joshua Tree 
National Parks (JoTr) natural resources are appropriate. Communities living next to national parks realize 
a booming tourism economy bringing in over $40 million dollars. This project will deprive a rural desert 
community of a sustainable economy. 
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Lighting: 
The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be obliterated by the project. 

This area of Joshua Tree National Park is arguably the darkest at night of any part of the Park. 

Air Quality: 
Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I airshed.
 
Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that will impact the health of nearby
 
residents.
 

Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen threatening human and wildlife health.
 

Desert Soils: 

28-2 

28-3 

28-4 

28-5 

28-6Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same amount of CO2 as some temperate 
forests.
 

Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon sequestering creosote.
 

Desert Tortoise and Climate Change: 
Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become available on the slopes of Eagle Mountain. 

The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley is the reservoir for future immigration 
into Joshua Tree National Park from the southeast. 

Environmental Justice: 
Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of environmental burdens (pollution, 
industrial facilities, crime etc.). 

The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the worlds largest garbage dump, a hydroelectric project, and the 
subject industrial solar field. An Environmental Justice trifecta! 

Cumulative Impacts: 
Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a vibrant ecosystem into a dust bowl, 
Eutrophication will begin resulting in weedy non-native species introduction that will out-compete native 
wildlife, resulting in a significant impact to Joshua Tree National Park, and surrounding desert. 

Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a problem weed not prevalent in the 
Upper Chuckwalla Valley, which will then pose a threat to Joshua Tree National Park and surrounding 
desert. 

28-7 

28-8 

28-9 
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28-10 Distributed Generation: 
Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles from urban centers.
 
DG will create an economic engine manufacturing, installing, maintaining, and replacing solar panels.
 
Taxpayers will have control over energy production, not foreign interests. Desert Sunlight will be sold to
 
the highest bidder after permits granted who? Spain? Britain? Saudi Arabia? Germany?
 

The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy control.
 

In closing, I support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge you to render the same decision.
 

Sincerely,
 
Cynthia Cox
 
Name Cynthia Cox
 
Address 6063 Saddleback Road Joshua Tree CA 92252
 

Phone760-686-4479
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""chekoya" To <CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 
<chekoya@verizon.net> 

cc 

10/25/2010 07:58 PM 


bcc 

Subject Solar farms 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

I wish to go on record by saying I oppose this project and strongly urge the No Action Alternative be 
issued, for the following reasons: 

While economic development is needed, this development should not be at the expense of a booming 
tourist economy that is primarily due to the Joshua Tree National Park, which a solar farm would hurt in 
numerous ways. 

The desert night skies should stay as dark as possible without industry to cause pollution. 

Bulldozing is the worst thing that has come to our desert!! It creates dust in the air and obliterates our 
natural growth and fosters the advancement of non-native growth!! 

Our wildlife don't need any more loss of habitat! Stop proposing that moving the endangered desert 
tortoise is a good thing, it isn't good for the tortoise!! 

I love the desert and all it's beauty. I visit the National park often and have a yearly pass. Disturbing 
desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a problem weed not prevalent in the Upper 
Chuckwalla Valley, which will then pose a threat to Joshua Tree National Park and surrounding desert. 
The National park is already calling for volunteers to help eradicate this weed. Sure don't need more of 
this weed. 

Why isn't there a development to help put solar panels where they belong, on rooftops?? Yes, there is a 
small tax break and small grant help, but it isn't enough. I want to see the growth of more rooftop solar!! 
There are companies that will lease this to homeowners up in northern California. I want to see this kind 
of business growth here in southern California!!! Help the people and help the environment! 

I strongly urge you to render the NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE decision! 

Sincerely, 
carol gerratana 
61638 La Jolla Drive 
Joshua Tree, CA 92252 
760 406 3411 

29-1 

29-2 

29-3 

29-4 

29-5 

29-6 
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Form #1 (see Letter #28) 

""zacksfamily" To <CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 
<zacksfamily@earthlink.net> 

cc <stopthedump@yahoo.com> 

10/25/2010 09:04 PM 


bcc 

Subject 	 First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible 
Plan 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager, 
Palm Springs South 
Coast Field Office, BLM 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 

92262 

Sent VIA EMAIL: CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

DATE 

RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible Plan 
Amendment 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Thank you for this opportunity for me to comment on the proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight project 
located in the community of Eagle Mountain/Desert Center. 

I wish to go on record by saying I oppose this project and strongly urge the No Action Alternative be 
issued, for the following reasons: 

Employment: 
�	 I understand and recognize the need for economic development in desert communities, but do not 

believe that projects that will result in an irretrievable commitment to the community’s and 
Joshua Tree National Park’s (“JoTr”) natural resources are appropriate. Communities living next 
to national parks realize a booming tourism economy bringing in over $40 million dollars. This 
project will deprive a rural desert community of a sustainable economy. 

Lighting: 
�	 The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be obliterated by the project. 
�	 This area of Joshua Tree National Park is arguably the darkest at night of any part of the Park. 

Air Quality: 
�	 Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I airshed. 
�	 Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that will impact the health of 


nearby residents. 

�	 Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen threatening human and wildlife 


health. 


Desert Soils: 
�	 Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same amount of CO2 as some 


temperate forests. 

�	 Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon sequestering creosote. 
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Desert Tortoise and Climate Change: 
�	 Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become available on the slopes of Eagle 

Mountain. 
�	 The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley is the reservoir for future 

immigration into Joshua Tree National Park from the southeast. 

Environmental Justice: 
�	 Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of environmental burdens 

(pollution, industrial facilities, crime etc.). 
�	 The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the world’s largest garbage dump, a hydroelectric project, 

and the subject industrial solar field.  An Environmental Justice trifecta! 

Cumulative Impacts: 
�	 Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a vibrant ecosystem into a dust 

bowl, 
�	 Eutrophication will begin resulting in ”weedy” non-native species introduction that will 

outcompete native wildlife, resulting in a significant impact to Joshua Tree National Park, and 
surrounding desert. 

�	 Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a problem weed not prevalent in 
the Upper Chuckwalla Valley, which will then pose a threat to Joshua Tree National Park, and 
surrounding desert. 

Distributed Generation: 
�	 Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles from urban centers. 
�	 DG will create an economic engine – manufacturing, installing, maintaining, and replacing solar 

panels. 
�	 Taxpayers will have control over energy production, not foreign interests.  Desert Sunlight will 

be sold to the highest bidder after permits granted – who? Spain? BRITAIN? Saudi Arabia? 
Germany? 

�	 The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy control. 

In closing, I support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge you to render the same decision. 

Sincerely, 

Cindy Zacks 
Yucca Valley High School Biology / Ecology teacher 
Yucca Valley High School 
7600 Sage Avenue 
Yucca Valley, CA 92285 
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Form #1 (see Letter #28) 

"ATT Yahoo Mail" To <CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 
<mearlrose@sbcglobal.net> 

cc 

10/25/2010 05:30 PM  


bccPlease respond to 

"ATT Yahoo Mail"  
 Subject Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 

<mearl@innocent.com> 

RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible 

Plan Amendment 


Dear Ms. Shaffer, 


Thank you for this opportunity for me to comment on the proposed 

First Solar Desert Sunlight project located in the community of Eagle 

Mountain/Desert Center.  


I wish to go on record by saying I oppose this project and 

strongly urge the No Action Alternative be issued, for the following   

reasons:  


Employment:  

I understand and recognize the need for economic development in 

desert communities, but do not believe that projects that will result 

in an irretrievable commitment to the community’s and Joshua Tree 

National Park’s (“JoTr”) natural resources are appropriate.   

Communities living next to national parks realize a booming tourism 

economy bringing in over $40 million dollars.  This project will 

deprive a rural desert community of a sustainable economy.  


Lighting:  

The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be 

obliterated by the project.  

This area of Joshua Tree National Park is arguably the darkest at 

night of any part of the Park.  


Air Quality:  

Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I 

airshed.  

Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that 

will impact the health of nearby residents.  

Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen  

threatening human and wildlife health.  


Desert Soils:  

Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same  

amount of CO2 as some temperate forests.  
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Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon 

sequestering creosote.  


Desert Tortoise and Climate Change:  

Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become 

available on the slopes of Eagle Mountain.  

The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley 

is the reservoir for future immigration into Joshua Tree National 

Park from the southeast. 


Environmental Justice:  

Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of 

environmental burdens (pollution, industrial facilities, crime etc.).  

The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the world’s largest garbage 

dump, a hydroelectric project, and the subject industrial solar  

field. An Environmental Justice trifecta!  


Cumulative Impacts: 

Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a  

vibrant ecosystem into a dust bowl,  

Eutrophication will begin resulting in ”weedy” non-native species  

introduction that will out-compete native wildlife, resulting in a  

significant impact to Joshua Tree National Park, and surrounding desert.  

Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a   

problem weed not prevalent in the Upper Chuckwalla Valley, which will  

then pose a threat to Joshua Tree National Park and surrounding desert.  


Distributed Generation:  

Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles  

from urban centers. 

DG will create an economic engine – manufacturing, installing,   

maintaining, and replacing solar panels.  

Taxpayers will have control over energy production, not foreign   

interests.  Desert Sunlight will be sold to the highest bidder after 

permits granted – who? Spain? Britain? Saudi Arabia? Germany?  

The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy 

control.  


In closing, I support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge  

you to render the same decision.  


Sincerely,  


Mearl A. Rose 

3420 Deer Valley Road #132  
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Antioch, CA 94531-6692  
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Form #1 (see Letter #28) 

RRamon Mendoza To <CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 
<rloneeagle@earthlink.net> 

cc 

10/25/2010 05:30 PM 


bcc 

Subject Response to proposed Solar Project 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager, 
Palm Springs South
Coast Field ffice, BLM 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 22 2 

25	 ctober 2010 

RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible Plan 

Amendment 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Thank you for this opportunity for me to comment on the proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight project
located in the community of Eagle Mountain Desert Center. 

My comments are given to go on record that I oppose this project and strongly urge the No Action 
Alternative be issued, for the following reasons: 

Employment:
�	 I understand and recognize the need for economic development in desert communities, but do

not believe that projects that will result in an irretrievable commitment to the community s 
and oshua Tree National Park s ( oTr ) natural resources are appropriate. Communities living
next to national parks realize a booming tourism economy bringing in over 40 million dollars. 
This project will deprive a rural desert community of a sustainable economy. 

Lighting:
�	 The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be obliterated by the project. 
�	 This area of oshua Tree National Park is arguably the darkest at night of any part of the 

Park. 

Air Quality:
�	 Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I air shed. 
�	 Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that will impact the health of

nearby residents. 
�	 Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen threatening human and wildlife

health. 

Desert Soils: 
�	 Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same amount of C 2 as some 

temperate forests. 
�	 Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon sequestering creosote. 

Desert Tortoise and Climate Change:
�	 Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become available on the slopes of

Eagle Mountain. 
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�	 The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley is the reservoir for future
immigration into oshua Tree National Park from the southeast. 

Environmental Justice: 
�	 Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of environmental burdens

(pollution, industrial facilities, crime etc.). 
�	 The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the world s largest garbage dump, a hydroelectric 


project, and the subject industrial solar field.  An Environmental ustice trifecta
 

Cumulative Impacts:
�	 Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a vibrant ecosystem into a 

dust bowl, 
�	 Eutrophication will begin resulting in weedy  non-native species introduction that will out 

compete native wildlife, resulting in a significant impact to oshua Tree National Park, and 
surrounding desert. 

�	 Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a problem weed not prevalent 
in the Upper Chuckwalla Valley, which will then pose a threat to oshua Tree National Park, 
and surrounding desert. 

Distributed Generation: 
�	 Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles from urban centers. 
�	 DG will create an economic engine  manufacturing, installing, maintaining, and replacing 

solar panels. 
�	 Taxpayers will have control over energy production, not foreign interests.  Desert Sunlight will

be sold to the highest bidder after permits granted  who? Spain? England? Saudi Arabia? 
Germany? 

�	 The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy control. 

In closing, I support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge you to render the same decision. 

Sincerely, 

Ramon Alviso Mendoza 
58 2 Los Coyotes Drive 
Yucca Valley, CA 2284 
7 0.228.27 2 
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Form #1+ (see Letter #28) 

""roxann" To <CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 
<riploss@gmail.com> 

cc 

10/25/2010 05:04 PM 


bcc 

Subject 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager, 
Palm Springs South 
Coast Field Office, BLM 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 

92262 

Sent VIA EMAIL: CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

10/25/10 

RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible Plan 
Amendment 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

I appreciate being allowed to comment on the proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight 
project located in the community of Eagle Mountain/Desert Center. 

I am a huge supporter of solar (particularly vis a vis wind-turbine generated) power 
but would like to go on record as opposing this project and strongly urging the No 
Action Alternative be issued, for the following reasons: 

There's Another Way: 
33-1As we speak, test sites in Utah are using a new tarmac which acts as a miles-long 

solar collector. This need not even be relegated to brand new roads or to 
infrequently-travelled by ways. This material can be laid atop existing highways in 
the name of infrastructure repair. This should certainly be explored before paving 
over open lands which are needed as animal habitat as well as so many other 
things. Perhaps, our area could even be "volunteered" for experimental use of the 
product as opposed to destroying so many square miles for use by the cells. 

Employment: 
Our unemployment rate is amongst the highest in the nation, but I do not believe 
that projects resulting in an irretrievable commitment of the community’s and 
Joshua Tree National Park’s (“JoTr”) natural resources are appropriate. 
Communities living next to national parks realize a booming tourism economy 
bringing in over $40 million dollars. This project will surely detract from a 
sustainable economy for this rural desert community. 
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Air Quality: 
Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I airshed. Given the 
"wind tunnel" effect caused by the San Gorgonio Pass, this will become an 
area-wide problem adding to an already-dangerously unhealthy air quality.l 
Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that will impact the 
health of nearby residents. 
Mass disturbing of desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen threatening 
human and wildlife health. 

Desert Soils: 
Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same amount of CO2 

as some temperate forests.  

Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon sequestering creosote.  


Desert Tortoise and Climate Change: 
Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become available on the 

slopes of Eagle Mountain.  

The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley is the reservoir 

for future immigration into Joshua Tree National Park from the southeast.  


Environmental Justice: 
Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of environmental 
burdens (pollution, industrial facilities, crime etc.). 
The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the world’s largest garbage dump, a 
hydroelectric project (from which the Valley receives NO power), and the subject 
industrial solar field.  An Environmental Justice trifecta! 

Cumulative Impacts: 
Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a vibrant 
ecosystem into a dust bowl, 
Eutrophication will begin resulting in ”weedy” non-native species introduction that 
will out-compete native wildlife, resulting in a significant impact to Joshua Tree 
National Park, and surrounding desert. 
Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a problem weed not 
prevalent in the Upper Chuckwalla Valley, which will then pose a threat to Joshua 
Tree National Park and surrounding desert. 

Distributed Generation: 
Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles from urban  

centers. 

DG will create an economic engine – manufacturing, installing, maintaining, and  

replacing solar panels.  


Taxpayers will have control over energy production, not foreign interests.  Desert 

Sunlight will be sold to the highest bidder after permits granted – who? Spain?  


Britain? Saudi Arabia? Germany?  

The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy control. 
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In closing, I support the No Action Alternative while investigating a more viable, 
less destructive TRUE alternative (suggested above), and strongly urge you to 
render the same decision. 

Sincerely, 

Name R. Ploss 
Address 930 E. Chia, Palm Springs, Ca.  92262 
E-mail: riploss@gmail.com 
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Form #1 (see Letter #28) 

BBetsy Foran To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
<bforan@chemistry.ohio-state 

cc laronna@earthlink.net .edu>
 
bcc
10/26/2010 06:44 AM 


Subject Desert Sunlight project 


Allison Shaffer, Project Manager, 
Palm Springs South 
Coast Field Office, BLM 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 

10/26/2010 

RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible Plan Amendment 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight project 
in the community of Eagle Mountain/Desert Center. 

I wish to go on record by saying I oppose this project and strongly urge the No Action 
Alternative be issued. 

Employment: 
I understand and recognize the need for economic development in desert communities, but do 
not believe that projects that will result in an irretrievable commitment to the community’s and 
Joshua Tree National Park’s (“JoTr”) natural resources are appropriate. Communities living next 
to national parks realize a booming tourism economy bringing in over $40 million dollars. This 
project will deprive a rural desert community of a sustainable economy. 

Lighting: 
The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be obliterated by the project. This area of 
Joshua Tree National Park is the darkest part of the Park at night. 

Air Quality: 
Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I airshed. 

Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that will impact the health of 

nearby residents. 

Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen threatening human and wildlife 

health. 


Desert Soils: 
Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same amount of CO2 as some 
temperate forests. 
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Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon sequestering creosote. 

Desert Tortoise and Climate Change: 
Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become available on the slopes of Eagle 

Mountain.  

The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley is the reservoir for future 

immigration into Joshua Tree National Park from the southeast.  


Environmental Justice: 
Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of environmental burdens 

(pollution, industrial facilities, crime etc.).  

The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the world’s largest garbage dump, a hydroelectric project,  

and the subject industrial solar field.  An Environmental Justice trifecta!  


Cumulative Impacts: 
Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a vibrant ecosystem into a dust 
bowl, 
Eutrophication will begin resulting in ”weedy” non-native species introduction that will 
out-compete native wildlife, resulting in a significant impact to Joshua Tree National Park, and 
surrounding desert. 
Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a problem weed not prevalent in 
the Upper Chuckwalla Valley, which will then pose a threat to Joshua Tree National Park and 
surrounding desert. 

Distributed Generation: 
Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles from urban centers.  

DG will create an economic engine – manufacturing, installing, maintaining, and replacing solar  

panels. 

Taxpayers will have control over energy production, not foreign interests.  Desert Sunlight will 

be sold to the highest bidder after permits granted – who? Spain? Britain? Saudi Arabia?  

Germany?  

The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy control.  


In closing, I support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge you to render the same 

decision.  


Sincerely,  


Betsy Foran 

205 E. Cooke Road 

Columbus, OH 43214  

614-499-2401 
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Form #1 (see Letter #28) 

DABurgett@aol.com To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

10/26/2010 06:46 PM cc 

bcc 

Subject Letter in opposition to Solar First Project 

Please accept my opposition letter, attached. 


Solar power equipment belongs on existing buildings and residential homes where it is used.   

This focus will create jobs in urban areas, reduce the need for long commutes to work out in the desert,  

and involve the public in their own conservation rather than leaving it up to a corporation to provide 

energy that is possible to create on their own roof tops. We, as a society, destroy enough of our wild  

lands when there are reasonable alternatives.  


Sincerely, 


Debbie Burgett 

1118 Crestsprings Lane 

Riverside, CA 92506  
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Allison Shaffer, Project Manager, 
Palm Springs South 
Coast Field Office, BLM 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 

92262 

Sent VIA EMAIL: CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

October 26, 2010 

RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible Plan  

Amendment  


Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Thank you for this opportunity for to comment on the proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight project located in the 
community of Eagle Mountain/Desert Center. 

I wish to go on record by saying I oppose this project and strongly urge the No Action Alternative be issued, for the 
following reasons: 

Employment: 
�	 I understand and recognize the need for economic development in desert communities, but do not believe that 

projects that will result in an irretrievable commitment to the community’s and Joshua Tree National Park’s 
(“JoTr”) natural resources are appropriate. Communities living next to national parks realize a booming tourism 
economy bringing in over $40 million dollars.  This project will deprive a rural desert community of a sustainable 
economy. 

Lighting: 
�	 The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be obliterated by the project. 
�	 This area of Joshua Tree National Park is arguably the darkest at night of any part of  the Park. 

Air Quality: 
�	 Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I airshed. 
�	 Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that will impact the health of nearby residents. 
�	 Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen threatening human and wildlife health. 

Desert Soils: 
�	 Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same amount of CO2 as some temperate forests. 
�	 Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon sequestering creosote. 

Desert Tortoise and Climate Change: 
�	 Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become available on the slopes of Eagle Mountain. 
�	 The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley is the reservoir for future immigration into 

Joshua Tree National Park from the southeast. 

Environmental Justice: 
�	 Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of environmental burdens (pollution, industrial 

facilities, crime etc.). 
�	 The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the world’s largest garbage dump, a hydroelectric project, and the subject 

industrial solar field.  An Environmental Justice trifecta! 

Cumulative Impacts: 
�	 Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a vibrant ecosystem into a dust bowl, 
�	 Eutrophication will begin resulting in ”weedy” non-native species introduction that will outcompete native 

wildlife, resulting in a significant impact to Joshua Tree National Park, and surrounding desert. 
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� Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a problem weed not prevalent in the Upper 
Chuckwalla Valley, which will then pose a threat to Joshua Tree National Park, and surrounding desert. 

Distributed Generation: 
�	 Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles from urban centers. 
�	 DG will create an economic engine – manufacturing, installing, maintaining, and replacing solar panels. 
�	 Taxpayers will have control over energy production, not foreign interests.  Desert Sunlight will be sold to the 

highest bidder after permits granted – who? Spain? BRITAIN? Saudi Arabia? Germany? 
�	 The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy control. 

In closing, I support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge you to render the same decision. 

Sincerely, 

Debbie Burgett 
1118 Crestsprings Lane 
Riverside, CA 92506 
(951) 640-8114 
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Form #1+ (see Letter #28) 

<eric@muellerturner.com> To <CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 

10/26/2010 10:37 AM cc 

bcc 

Subject Final Public Comment 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Please accept my public comment letter as attached. You will note that I have copied the basic 
arguement letter against this proposed project however I want to direct you to the comments that I have 
added at the letters conclusion. Thank you for taking my comments seriously. 

Sincerely, 
Eric Mueller 
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     Eric Mueller 
     President Mueller Turner Company 

54465 29 Palms Hwy.
     Yucca Valley, Ca. 92284 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager, 
Palm Springs South 
Coast Field Office, BLM 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 

92262 

Sent VIA EMAIL: CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

DATE 

RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible Plan  

Amendment  


Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Thank you for this opportunity for me to comment on the proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight project located in the 
community of Eagle Mountain/Desert Center. 

I wish to go on record by saying I oppose this project and strongly urge the No Action Alternative be issued, for the 
following reasons: 

Employment: 
�	 I understand and recognize the need for economic development in desert communities, but do not believe that 

projects that will result in an irretrievable commitment to the community’s and Joshua Tree National Park’s 
(“JoTr”) natural resources are appropriate. Communities living next to national parks realize a booming tourism 
economy bringing in over $40 million dollars.  This project will deprive a rural desert community of a sustainable 
economy. 

Lighting: 
�	 The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be obliterated by the project. 
�	 This area of Joshua Tree National Park is arguably the darkest at night of any part of the Park. 

Air Quality: 
�	 Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I airshed. 
�	 Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that will impact the health of nearby residents. 
�	 Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen threatening human and wildlife health. 

Desert Soils: 
�	 Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same amount of CO2 as some temperate forests. 
�	 Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon sequestering creosote. 

Desert Tortoise and Climate Change: 
�	 Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become available on the slopes of Eagle Mountain. 
�	 The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley is the reservoir for future immigration into 

Joshua Tree National Park from the southeast. 

Environmental Justice: 
�	 Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of environmental burdens (pollution, industrial 

facilities, crime etc.). 
�	 The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the world’s largest garbage dump, a hydroelectric project, and the subject 

industrial solar field.  An Environmental Justice trifecta! 

Cumulative Impacts: 
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�	 Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a vibrant ecosystem into a dust bowl, 
�	 Eutrophication will begin resulting in ”weedy” non-native species introduction that will outcompete native 

wildlife, resulting in a significant impact to Joshua Tree National Park, and surrounding desert. 
�	 Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a problem weed not prevalent in the Upper 

Chuckwalla Valley, which will then pose a threat to Joshua Tree National Park, and surrounding desert. 

Distributed Generation: 
�	 Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles from urban centers. 
�	 DG will create an economic engine – manufacturing, installing, maintaining, and replacing solar panels. 
�	 Taxpayers will have control over energy production, not foreign interests.  Desert Sunlight will be sold to the 

highest bidder after permits granted – who? Spain? BRITAIN? Saudi Arabia? Germany? 
�	 The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy control. 

In closing, I support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge you to render the same decision. 

I know that you recognize this letter has been copied and sent to you multiple times. It is a well stated and argued 
opposition and I endorse every word. I also want to add a couple comments of my own. 

I recognize the need to not only democratize energy by creating public policy that makes every roof top in California a 
part of the energy grid but also create some level of energy mass production via mass farming as your applicant is 
proposing. The issue is simply about the intelligence of where these farms are to be located. Because BLM land in the 
Eastern Mojave is deemed “cheep” in the business plans of these energy companies this is an invalid and unfair burden to 
put on pristine desert lands. There exist in the California deserts thousands of acres of already degraded land due to old 
school exploitation of the desert. Much of this land is privately owned and is in areas that proximate Adelanto, Lancaster 
and Barstow. Not only are these lands degraded by industrial venture they are also in proximity to the existing 
transportation grid. Good energy policy coupled with good environmental policy should recognize the balance and 
responsible stewardship of all desert resources and should always be in balance. We have become a more enlightened 
society through hard learned lessons from an earlier age when these balances were not considered at all. We are able to do 
better in this time. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Mueller 
54465 29 Palms Hwy. Yucca Valley, Ca. 92284 
760-369-3690 
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Form #1 (see Letter #28) 

Garry E Hunt To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
<garryehunt@gmail.com> 

cc 

10/26/2010 04:29 AM  


bcc 

Subject 	 First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible 
Plan Amendment 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager,  
Palm Springs South 
Coast Field Office, BLM 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 

92262 

26 October 2010 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Thank you for this opportunity for me to comment on the proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight project 
located in the community of Eagle Mountain/Desert Center. 

I oppose this project and strongly urge the No Action Alternative be issued, for the following reasons: 

Employment: 
�	 I understand and recognize the need for economic development in desert communities, but do not 

believe that projects that will result in an irretrievable commitment to the community’s and 
Joshua Tree National Park’s (“JoTr”) natural resources are appropriate. Communities living next 
to national parks realize a booming tourism economy bringing in over $40 million dollars.  This 
project will deprive a rural desert community of a sustainable economy. 

Lighting: 
�	 The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be obliterated by the project. 
�	 This area of Joshua Tree National Park is arguably the darkest at night of any part of the Park. 

Air Quality: 
�	 Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I airshed. 
�	 Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that will impact the health of 


nearby residents.  

�	 Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen threatening human and wildlife  


health. 


Desert Soils: 
�	 Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same amount of CO2 as some  


temperate forests.  

�	 Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon sequestering creosote. 

Desert Tortoise and Climate Change: 
�	 Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become available on the slopes of Eagle 

38 
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Mountain. 
�	 The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley is the reservoir for future 

immigration into Joshua Tree National Park from the southeast. 

Environmental Justice: 
�	 Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of environmental burdens 

(pollution, industrial facilities, crime etc.). 
�	 The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the world’s largest garbage dump, a hydroelectric project, 

and the subject industrial solar field.  An Environmental Justice trifecta! 

Cumulative Impacts: 
�	 Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a vibrant ecosystem into a dust 

bowl, 
�	 Eutrophication will begin resulting in ”weedy” non-native species introduction that will 

outcompete native wildlife, resulting in a significant impact to Joshua Tree National Park, and 
surrounding desert. 

�	 Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a problem weed not prevalent in 
the Upper Chuckwalla Valley, which will then pose a threat to Joshua Tree National Park, and 
surrounding desert. 

Distributed Generation: 
�	 Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles from urban centers. 
�	 DG will create an economic engine – manufacturing, installing, maintaining, and replacing solar 

panels. 
�	 Taxpayers will have control over energy production, not foreign interests.  Desert Sunlight will 

be sold to the highest bidder after permits granted – who? Spain? BRITAIN? Saudi Arabia? 
Germany? 

�	 The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy control. 

In closing, I support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge you to render the same decision. 

Yours Sincerely, 

(Dr) Garry E Hunt 
74-895 Highway 111, Palm Desert, Ca 92260 tel 760 340 4441 
and 
Elbury Hiuse, 37 Blenheim Road, West Wimbledon, London SW20 9BA UK tel 07836 611964 

Professor Garry E Hunt 
garryehunt@gmail.com 
Businessman, Space Scientist, Broadcaster, Writer 
tel +44-20-8542-2374 
mobile +44-7836-611964 
MSN messenger: garryehunt@gmail.com 
Skype: garryehunt 
web: www.elburyenterprises.com 
LinkedIn http://www.linkedin.com/in/garryehunt 
http://mmp.planetary.org/scien/huntg/huntg70.htm 
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Form #1 (see Letter #28) 

Orders To <CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 
<orders@cesarmillaninc.com> 

cc <vjburnham@hotmail.com> 

bcc10/26/2010 04:10 PM 
Subject First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 

 

 

           

 

  

  

 

  

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager,  

Palm Springs South 

Coast Field Office, BLM 

1201 Bird Center Drive 

Palm Springs, CA 

92262 

Sent VIA EMAIL: CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov  < 
mailto:CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 

10/26/2010 

RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible Plan
 

Amendment
 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Thank you for this opportunity for me to comment on the proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight project 
located in the community of Eagle Mountain/Desert Center. 

I wish to go on record by saying I oppose this project and strongly urge the No Action Alternative be 
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issued, for the following reasons: 


Employment: 
�	 I understand and recognize the need for economic development in desert communities, but do not 

believe that projects that will result in an irretrievable commitment to the community’s and 
Joshua Tree National Park’s (“JoTr”) natural resources are appropriate. Communities living next 
to national parks realize a booming tourism economy bringing in over $40 million dollars.  This 
project will deprive a rural desert community of a sustainable economy. 

Lighting: 
�	 The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be obliterated by the project.  
�	 This area of Joshua Tree National Park is arguably the darkest at night of any part of  the Park. 

Air Quality: 
�	 Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I airshed.  
�	 Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that will impact the health of 

nearby residents.  
�	 Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen threatening human and wildlife 

health. 

Desert Soils: 
�	 Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same amount of CO2 as some
 

temperate forests.  

�	 Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon sequestering creosote. 

Desert Tortoise and Climate Change: 
�	 Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become available on the slopes of Eagle 

Mountain.  
�	 The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley is the reservoir for future 

immigration into Joshua Tree National Park from the southeast. 

Environmental Justice: 
�	 Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of environmental burdens 

(pollution, industrial facilities, crime etc.).  
�	 The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the world’s largest garbage dump, a hydroelectric project, 

and the subject industrial solar field.  An Environmental Justice trifecta! 
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Cumulative Impacts: 
�	 Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a vibrant ecosystem into a dust 

bowl, 
�	 Eutrophication will begin resulting in ”weedy” non-native species introduction that will 

outcompete native wildlife, resulting in a significant impact to Joshua Tree National Park, and 
surrounding desert.  

�	 Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a problem weed not prevalent in 
the Upper Chuckwalla Valley, which will then pose a threat to Joshua Tree National Park, and 
surrounding desert. 

Distributed Generation: 
�	 Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles from urban centers.  
�	 DG will create an economic engine – manufacturing, installing, maintaining, and replacing solar 

panels. 
�	 Taxpayers will have control over energy production, not foreign interests.  Desert Sunlight will 

be sold to the highest bidder after permits granted – who? Spain? BRITAIN? Saudi Arabia? 
Germany? 

�	 The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy control. 

In closing, I support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge you to render the same decision. 

Sincerely, 

Jason Burnham 

27857 Pinecrest Pl Castaic CA 91384 

818 326 3134 

TVGDefender Message Security: Check Authenticity
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Form #1 (see Letter #28) 

SSNOWCREEKPRES@aol.co To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
m 

cc 

10/26/2010 06:56 AM 


bcc 

Subject 	 RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and 
Possible Plan Amendment 

 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager, 
Palm Springs South 
Coast Field Office, BLM 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 

92262 

Oct. 26, 2010 

RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible Plan Amendment 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight project located in the 
community of Eagle Mountain/Desert Center. 

I wish to go on record by saying I/we oppose this project and strongly urge the No Action Alternative be issued, 
for the following reasons: 

Employment: 
I understand and recognize the need for economic development in desert communities, but do not believe that 
projects that will result in an irretrievable commitment to the community’s and Joshua Tree National Park’s 
(“JoTr”) natural resources are appropriate. Communities living next to national parks realize a booming tourism 
economy bringing in over $40 million dollars. This project will deprive a rural desert community of a sustainable 
economy. 

Lighting: 
The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be obliterated by the project. 

This area of Joshua Tree National Park is arguably the darkest at night of any part of  the Park. 


Air Quality: 
Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I airshed. 

Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that will impact the health of nearby residents. 

Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen threatening human and wildlife health. 


Desert Soils: 
Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same amount of CO2 as some temperate forests. 
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Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon sequestering creosote. 

Desert Tortoise and Climate Change: 
Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become available on the slopes of Eagle Mountain. 
The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley is the reservoir for future immigration into 
Joshua Tree National Park from the southeast. 

Environmental Justice: 
Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of environmental burdens (pollution, industrial 
facilities, crime etc.). 
The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the world’s largest garbage dump, a hydroelectric project, and the subject 
industrial solar field.  An Environmental Justice trifecta! Please don't turn this beautiful land into another 
Whitewater or West Garnet! 

Cumulative Impacts: 
Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a vibrant ecosystem into a dust bowl,  

Eutrophication will begin resulting in ”weedy” non-native species introduction that will out-compete native wildlife,  

resulting in a significant impact to Joshua Tree National Park, and surrounding desert.  

Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a problem weed not prevalent in the Upper  

Chuckwalla Valley, which will then pose a threat to Joshua Tree National Park and surrounding desert.  


Distributed Generation: 
Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles from urban centers.  

DG will create an economic engine – manufacturing, installing, maintaining, and replacing solar panels.Taxpayers  

will have control over energy production, not foreign interests.  Desert Sunlight will be sold to the highest bidder 

after permits granted – who? Spain? Britain? Saudi Arabia? Germany?  

The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy control.  


In closing, I support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge you to render the same decision.  


Sincerely, 


Les Starks 

54-745 Oak Hill  

La Ouinta, 92253 

(760) 285-2970 
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Form #1 (see Letter #28) 

RRichard Worthington To "CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov" 
<RKW14747@pomona.edu> <CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 

cc10/26/2010 07:42 AM 

bcc 


Subject comments 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager, 
Palm Springs South 
Coast Field Office, BLM 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 

92262 

Sent VIA EMAIL: CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

October 26, 2010 

RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible Plan 
Amendment 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight project located in 
the community of Eagle Mountain/Desert Center. 

I oppose this project and strongly urge the No Action Alternative be issued, for the following reasons: 

Employment: 
�	 I understand and recognize the need for economic development in desert communities, but First 

Solar comes at the expense of natural assets in JTree and nearby desert communities that generate 
$40 million in economic activity annually. This project will deprive a rural desert community of 
a sustainable economy. 

Lighting: 
�	 The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be obliterated by the project. 
�	 This area of Joshua Tree National Park is arguably the darkest at night of any part of the Park. 

Air Quality: 
�	 Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I airshed. 
�	 Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that will impact the health of 


nearby residents. 

�	 Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen threatening human and wildlife 


health. 


Desert Soils: 
�	 Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same amount of CO2 as some 


temperate forests. 

�	 Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon sequestering creosote. 

Desert Tortoise and Climate Change: 
�	 Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become available on the slopes of Eagle 
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Mountain. 
�	 The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley is the reservoir for future 

immigration into Joshua Tree National Park from the southeast. 

Environmental Justice: 
�	 Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of environmental burdens 

(pollution, industrial facilities, crime etc.). 
�	 The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the world’s largest garbage dump, a hydroelectric project, 

and the subject industrial solar field.  An Environmental Justice trifecta! 

Cumulative Impacts: 
�	 Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a vibrant ecosystem into a dust 

bowl, 
�	 Eutrophication will begin resulting in ”weedy” non-native species introduction that will 

outcompete native wildlife, resulting in a significant impact to Joshua Tree National Park, and 
surrounding desert. 

�	 Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a problem weed not prevalent in 
the Upper Chuckwalla Valley, which will then pose a threat to Joshua Tree National Park, and 
surrounding desert. 

Distributed Generation: 
�	 Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles from urban centers. 
�	 DG will create an economic engine – manufacturing, installing, maintaining, and replacing solar 

panels. 
�	 Taxpayers will have control over energy production, not foreign interests.  Desert Sunlight will 

be sold to the highest bidder after permits granted – who? Spain? Britain? Saudi Arabia? 
Germany? 

�	 The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy control. 

In closing, I support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge you to render the same decision. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Worthington 
736 Bonita Dr. 
South Pasadena, CA  91030 
(818) 370-5488 

This message has been scanned by Postini anti-virus software. 
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GGarry E Hunt To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
<garryehunt@gmail.com> 

cc 

10/26/2010 04:32 AM 


bcc 

Subject 	 First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible 
Plan Amendment 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager, 
Palm Springs South 
Coast Field Office, BLM 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 

92262 

26 October 2010 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Thank you for this opportunity for me to comment on the proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight project 
located in the community of Eagle Mountain/Desert Center. 

I oppose this project and strongly urge the No Action Alternative be issued, for the following reasons: 

Employment: 
�	 I understand and recognize the need for economic development in desert communities, but do not 

believe that projects that will result in an irretrievable commitment to the community’s and 
Joshua Tree National Park’s (“JoTr”) natural resources are appropriate. Communities living next 
to national parks realize a booming tourism economy bringing in over $40 million dollars. This 
project will deprive a rural desert community of a sustainable economy. 

Lighting: 
�	 The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be obliterated by the project. 
�	 This area of Joshua Tree National Park is arguably the darkest at night of any part of the Park. 

Air Quality: 
�	 Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I airshed. 
�	 Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that will impact the health of 


nearby residents. 

�	 Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen threatening human and wildlife 


health. 


Desert Soils: 
�	 Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same amount of CO2 as some 


temperate forests. 

�	 Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon sequestering creosote. 

Desert Tortoise and Climate Change: 
�	 Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become available on the slopes of Eagle 
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Mountain. 
�	 The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley is the reservoir for future 

immigration into Joshua Tree National Park from the southeast. 

Environmental Justice: 
�	 Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of environmental burdens 

(pollution, industrial facilities, crime etc.). 
�	 The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the world’s largest garbage dump, a hydroelectric project, 

and the subject industrial solar field.  An Environmental Justice trifecta! 

Cumulative Impacts: 
�	 Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a vibrant ecosystem into a dust 

bowl, 
�	 Eutrophication will begin resulting in ”weedy” non-native species introduction that will 

outcompete native wildlife, resulting in a significant impact to Joshua Tree National Park, and 
surrounding desert. 

�	 Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a problem weed not prevalent in 
the Upper Chuckwalla Valley, which will then pose a threat to Joshua Tree National Park, and 
surrounding desert. 

Distributed Generation: 
�	 Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles from urban centers. 
�	 DG will create an economic engine – manufacturing, installing, maintaining, and replacing solar 

panels. 
�	 Taxpayers will have control over energy production, not foreign interests.  Desert Sunlight will 

be sold to the highest bidder after permits granted – who? Spain? BRITAIN? Saudi Arabia? 
Germany? 

�	 The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy control. 

In closing, I support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge you to render the same decision. 

Yours Sincerely, 

Mrs Wendy Hunt 

74-895 Highway 111, Palm Desert, Ca 92260 tel 760 340 4441 
and 
Elbury Hiuse, 37 Blenheim Road, West Wimbledon, London SW20 9BA UK tel 07836 611964 
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Form #1 (see Letter #28) 

JJILL GIEGERICH To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
<jgiegerich@verizon.net> 

cc 
10/27/2010 10:15 AM 

bcc 

Subject No Action Alternative 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager, 
Palm Springs South 
Coast Field Office, BLM 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA

 92262 

Sent VIA EMAIL: CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

10/27 /10 

RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible Plan Amendment 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Thank you for this opportunity for me to comment on the proposed First Solar Desert 
Sunlight project located in the community of Eagle Mountain/Desert Center. 

I wish to go on record by saying I oppose this project and strongly urge the No Action 
Alternative be issued, for the following reasons: 

Employment: 
I understand and recognize the need for economic development in desert communities, 
but do not believe that projects that will result in an irretrievable commitment to the 
community’s and Joshua Tree National Park’s (“JoTr”) natural resources are 
appropriate. Communities living next to national parks realize a booming tourism 
economy bringing in over $40 million dollars. This project will deprive a rural desert 
community of a sustainable economy. 

Lighting: 
The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be obliterated by the project. 

This area of Joshua Tree National Park is arguably the darkest at night of any part of 
the Park. 

Air Quality: 
Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I air-shed. 
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Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that will impact the health 

of nearby residents.  

Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen threatening human and  

wildlife health.  


Desert Soils: 
Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same amount of CO2 as  

sometemperate forests. 

Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon sequestering creosote.  


Desert Tortoise and Climate Change: 
Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become available on the slopes 

of Eagle Mountain.  

The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley is the reservoir for 

future immigration into Joshua Tree National Park from the southeast.  


Environmental Justice: 
Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of environmental 

burdens (pollution, industrial facilities, crime etc.).  

The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the world’s largest garbage dump, a hydroelectric  

project, and the subject industrial solar field.  An Environmental Justice trifecta!  


Cumulative Impacts: 
Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a vibrant ecosystem 
into a dust bowl, 
Eutrophication will begin resulting in ”weedy” non-native species introduction that will 
out-compete native wildlife, resulting in a significant impact to Joshua Tree National 
Park, and surrounding desert. 
Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a problem weed not 
prevalent in the Upper Chuckwalla Valley, which will then pose a threat to Joshua Tree 
National Park and surrounding desert. 

Distributed Generation: 
Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles from urban centers.  

DG will create an economic engine – manufacturing, installing, maintaining, and  

replacing solar panels.  

Taxpayers will have control over energy production, not foreign interests.  Desert 

Sunlight will be sold to the highest bidder after permits granted – who? Spain? Britain?  

Saudi Arabia? Germany?  

The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy control.  


In closing, I support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge you to render the 

same decision. 


Sincerely,  
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Jill Giegerich 

6390 Veteran's Way 

Joshua Tree, CA. 92252 

310 795 6991 
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Form #1 (see Letter #28) 

Penny Kemp To <capssolarfirstsolardesertsunlight@blm.gov> 
<kemp_penny@hotmail.com> 

cc
 
10/27/2010 12:24 PM
 

bcc 

Subject First Solar... 

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10/27/10 

RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible Plan Amendment 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Thank you for this opportunity for me to comment on the proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight project located in
the community of Eagle Mountain/Desert Center. 

I wish to go on record by saying I oppose this project and strongly urge the No Action Alternative be issued, for 
the following reasons: 

Employment:
I understand and recognize the need for economic development in desert communities, but do not believe that
projects that will result in an irretrievable commitment to the community’s and Joshua Tree National Park’s (“JoTr”)
natural resources are appropriate. Communities living next to national parks realize a booming tourism economy
bringing in over $40 million dollars.  This project will deprive a rural desert community of a sustainable economy. 

Lighting:
The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be obliterated by the project.           

This area of Joshua Tree National Park is arguably the darkest at night of any part of the Park.
 

Air Quality:
Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I air-shed.

Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that will impact the health of nearby residents.

Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen threatening human and wildlife health.
 

Desert Soils: 
Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same amount of CO2 as some temperate forests.
Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon sequestering creosote. 

Desert Tortoise and Climate Change:
Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become available on the slopes of Eagle Mountain.
The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley is the reservoir for future immigration into
Joshua Tree National Park from the southeast. 

Environmental Justice: 
Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of environmental burdens (pollution, industrial

facilities, crime etc.).

The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the world’s largest garbage dump, a hydroelectric project, and the subject

industrial solar field.  An Environmental Justice trifecta!
 

Cumulative Impacts:
Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a vibrant ecosystem into a dust bowl,

Eutrophication will begin resulting in ”weedy” non-native species introduction that will out-compete native wildlife, 

resulting in a significant impact to Joshua Tree National Park, and surrounding desert.

Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a problem weed not prevalent in the Upper

Chuckwalla Valley, which will then pose a threat to Joshua Tree National Park and surrounding desert.
 

Distributed Generation: 
Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles from urban centers.

DG will create an economic engine – manufacturing, installing, maintaining, and replacing solar panels.

Taxpayers will have control over energy production, not foreign interests.  Desert Sunlight will be sold to the

highest bidder after permits granted – who? Spain? Britain? Saudi Arabia? Germany?

The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy control.
 

In closing, I support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge you to render the same decision.
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Sincerely, 

Penny Kemp
P.O. Box 411 Yucca Valley CA 92286
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Form #1 (see Letter #28) 

RRebecca Bueller To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
<rebecca.jtrc@yahoo.com> 

cc stopthedump@yahoo.com 
10/27/2010 10:48 AM 

bcc 

Subject First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible 
Plan Amendment 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager, 
Palm Springs South 
Coast Field Office, BLM 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 

92262 

Sent VIA EMAIL: CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

10/27/10 

RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible Plan Amendment 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Thank you for this opportunity for me to comment on the proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight project 
located in the community of Eagle Mountain/Desert Center. 

I wish to go on record by saying I oppose this project and strongly urge the No Action Alternative be 
issued, for the following reasons: 

Employment: 
I understand and recognize the need for economic development in desert communities, but do not 
believe that projects that will result in an irretrievable commitment to the community’s and Joshua Tree 
National Park’s (“JoTr”) natural resources are appropriate. Communities living next to national parks 
realize a booming tourism economy bringing in over $40 million dollars. This project will deprive a rural 
desert community of a sustainable economy. 

Lighting: 
The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be obliterated by the project. 

This area of Joshua Tree National Park is arguably the darkest at night of any part of the Park. 


Air Quality: 
Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I air-shed. 

Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that will impact the health of nearby 

residents. 

Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen threatening human and wildlife health. 


Desert Soils: 
Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same amount of CO2 as some temperate 
forests. 
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Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon sequestering creosote. 

Desert Tortoise and Climate Change: 
Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become available on the slopes of Eagle 

Mountain. 

The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley is the reservoir for future 

immigration into Joshua Tree National Park from the southeast. 


Environmental Justice: 
Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of environmental burdens (pollution,  

industrial facilities, crime etc.). 

The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the world’s largest garbage dump, a hydroelectric project, and the  

subject industrial solar field.  An Environmental Justice trifecta! 


Cumulative Impacts: 
Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a vibrant ecosystem into a dust bowl, 
Eutrophication will begin resulting in ”weedy” non-native species introduction that will out-compete 
native wildlife, resulting in a significant impact to Joshua Tree National Park, and surrounding desert. 
Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a problem weed not prevalent in the 
Upper Chuckwalla Valley, which will then pose a threat to Joshua Tree National Park and surrounding 
desert. 

Distributed Generation: 
Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles from urban centers.  

DG will create an economic engine – manufacturing, installing, maintaining, and replacing solar panels.  

Taxpayers will have control over energy production, not foreign interests. Desert Sunlight will be sold to  

the highest bidder after permits granted – who? Spain? Britain? Saudi Arabia? Germany? 

The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy control.  


In closing, I support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge you to render the same decision. 


Sincerely, 


Rebecca Bueller 


Joshua Tree Retreat Center 

59700 Twentynine Palms Hwy 

Joshua Tree, CA 92252  

Tel. (760) 365-8371 

www.jtrcc.org  
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Form #1 (see Letter #28) 

""Vicki Perizzolo" To <CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 
<Vicki_Perizzolo@shww.com 

cc>
 
bcc
10/27/2010 09:55 AM 

Subject RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and 
Possible Plan 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager, 

Palm Springs South 

Coast Field Office, BLM 

1201 Bird Center Drive 

Palm Springs, CA

 92262 

Sent VIA EMAIL: CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

DATE 

RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible Plan 

Amendment 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Thank you for this opportunity for me to comment on the proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight 
project located in the community of Eagle Mountain/Desert Center. 

I wish to go on record by saying I oppose this project and strongly urge the No Action 

Alternative be issued, for the following reasons: 


Employment: 


� I understand and recognize the need for economic development in desert 
communities, but do not believe that projects that will result in an irretrievable commitment to 
the community’s and Joshua Tree National Park’s (“JoTr”) natural resources are appropriate. 
Communities living next to national parks realize a booming tourism economy bringing in over 
$40 million dollars. This project will deprive a rural desert community of a sustainable 
economy. 

Lighting: 
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�  The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be obliterated by the project. 

�  This area of Joshua Tree National Park is arguably the darkest at night of any part of 
the Park. 

Air Quality: 

�  Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I airshed. 

�  Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that will impact the 
health of nearby residents. 

�  Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen threatening human and 
wildlife health. 

Desert Soils: 

�  Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same amount of CO2 as 
some temperate forests. 

�  Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon sequestering creosote. 

Desert Tortoise and Climate Change: 

�  Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become available on the slopes 
of Eagle Mountain. 

�  The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley is the reservoir 
for future immigration into Joshua Tree National Park from the southeast. 

�  In addition, moving the tortoises subjects them to new environment where they do not 
have safe hiding places, have no burrows dug, unknown food sources and new predators. 
Additionally, moving them causes them a great deal of stress, they lose their moisture and are 
brought to a new area that they don’t know where water is. 

Environmental Justice: 

�  Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of environmental 
burdens (pollution, industrial facilities, crime etc.). 

�  The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the world’s largest garbage dump, a 
hydroelectric project, and the subject industrial solar field.  An Environmental Justice trifecta! 
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Cumulative Impacts: 

�  Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a vibrant ecosystem 
into a dust bowl, 

�  Eutrophication will begin resulting in ”weedy” non-native species introduction that 
will outcompete native wildlife, resulting in a significant impact to Joshua Tree National Park, 
and surrounding desert. 

�  Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a problem weed not 
prevalent in the Upper Chuckwalla Valley, which will then pose a threat to Joshua Tree National 
Park, and surrounding desert. 

Distributed Generation: 

�  Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles from urban 
centers. 

�  DG will create an economic engine – manufacturing, installing, maintaining, and 
replacing solar panels. 

�  Taxpayers will have control over energy production, not foreign interests.  Desert 
Sunlight will be sold to the highest bidder after permits granted – who? Spain? BRITAIN? Saudi 
Arabia? Germany? 

�  The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy control. 

In closing, I support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge you to render the same 
decision. 

Sincerely, 

Vicki Perizzolo 

Riverside, CA 92507 
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E-MAIL CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  

The contents of this e-mail message and any attachments are intended solely for the addressee(s)  

and may contain confidential and/or legally privileged information. If you are not the intended  

recipient of this message or if this message has been addressed to you in error, please 

immediately alert the sender by reply e-mail and then delete this message and any attachments. If  

you are not the intended recipient, you are notified that any use, dissemination, distribution,  

copying or storage of this message or any attachment is strictly prohibited.  
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47 
Form #1 (see Letter #28) 

Barbara Buckland To <capssolarfirstsolardesertsunlight@blm.gov> 
<barbarabuckland@live.com> 

cc
 
10/28/2010 11:58 PM
 

bcc 

Subject	 First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible 
Plan Amendment 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager,     
Palm Springs South 
Coast Field Office, BLM 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 

Sent VIA EMAIL: CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

October 29, 2010 

RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible Plan 

Amendment 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Thank you for this opportunity for me to comment on the proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight project 
located in the community of Eagle Mountain/Desert Center. 

I wish to go on record by saying I oppose this project and strongly urge the No Action Alternative be 
issued, for the following reasons: 

Employment: 
�	 I understand and recognize the need for economic development in desert communities, but do not 

believe that projects that will result in an irretrievable commitment to the community’s and 
Joshua Tree National Park’s (“JoTr”) natural resources are appropriate. Communities living next 
to national parks realize a booming tourism economy bringing in over $40 million dollars.  This 
project will deprive a rural desert community of a sustainable economy. 

Lighting: 
�	 The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be obliterated by the project. 
�	 This area of Joshua Tree National Park is arguably the darkest at night of any part of the Park. 

Air Quality: 
�	 Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I airshed. 
�	 Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that will impact the health of
 

nearby residents.
 
�	 Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen threatening human and wildlife
 

health.
 

Desert Soils: 
�	 Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same amount of CO2 as some
 

temperate forests.
 
�	 Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon sequestering creosote. 

Desert Tortoise and Climate Change: 
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�	 Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become available on the slopes of Eagle 
Mountain. 

�	 The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley is the reservoir for future 
immigration into Joshua Tree National Park from the southeast. 

Environmental Justice: 
�	 Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of environmental burdens 

(pollution, industrial facilities, crime etc.). 
�	 The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the world’s largest garbage dump, a hydroelectric project, 

and the subject industrial solar field.  An Environmental Justice trifecta! 

Cumulative Impacts: 
�	 Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a vibrant ecosystem into a dust 

bowl, 
�	 Eutrophication will begin resulting in ”weedy” non-native species introduction that will 

outcompete native wildlife, resulting in a significant impact to Joshua Tree National Park, and 
surrounding desert. 

�	 Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a problem weed not prevalent in 
the Upper Chuckwalla Valley, which will then pose a threat to Joshua Tree National Park, and 
surrounding desert. 

Distributed Generation: 
�	 Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles from urban centers. 
�	 DG will create an economic engine – manufacturing, installing, maintaining, and replacing solar 

panels. 
�	 Taxpayers will have control over energy production, not foreign interests.  Desert Sunlight will 

be sold to the highest bidder after permits granted – who? Spain? BRITAIN? Saudi Arabia? 
Germany? 

�	 The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy control. 

In closing, I support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge you to render the same decision. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Buckland 
61824 Dennis Avenue 
Joshua Tree, CA  92252 

(760) 808-3828 
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Form #1 (see Letter #28) 

Joanne Flory To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
<joanne.jtrc@yahoo.com> 

cc
 
10/28/2010 04:37 PM
 

bcc 

Subject Desert Sunlight Project 

                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager,
Palm Springs South
Coast Field Office, BLM 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 

92262 

Sent VIA EMAIL: CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

October 28, 2010 

RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible Plan
Amendment 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Thank you for this opportunity for me to comment on the proposed First
Solar Desert Sunlight project located in the community of Eagle
Mountain/Desert Center. 

I wish to go on record by saying I oppose this project and strongly urge the
No Action Alternative be issued, for the following reasons: 

Employment:
I understand and recognize the need for economic development in desert
communities, but do not believe that projects that will result in an 
irretrievable commitment to the community’s and Joshua Tree National Park’
s (“JoTr”) natural resources are appropriate. Communities living next to
national parks realize a booming tourism economy bringing in over $40 
million dollars. This project will deprive a rural desert community of a
sustainable economy. 

Lighting:
The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be obliterated by the
project.
This area of Joshua Tree National Park is arguably the darkest at night of 
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any part of the Park. 

Air Quality:
Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I airshed.

Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that will

impact the health of nearby residents.

Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen threatening 

human and wildlife health.
 

Desert Soils: 
Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same amount of

CO2 as some temperate forests.

Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon sequestering
 
creosote.
 

Desert Tortoise and Climate Change:
Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become available on
the slopes of Eagle Mountain.
The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley is the
reservoir for future immigration into Joshua Tree National Park from the
southeast. 

Environmental Justice: 
Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of
environmental burdens (pollution, industrial facilities, crime etc.).
The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the world’s largest garbage dump, a
hydroelectric project, and the subject industrial solar field.  An 
Environmental Justice trifecta! 

Cumulative Impacts:
Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a vibrant

ecosystem into a dust bowl, Eutrophication will begin resulting in ”weedy”

non-native species introduction that will out-compete native wildlife,

resulting in a significant impact to Joshua Tree National Park, and

surrounding desert.

Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a problem

weed not prevalent in the Upper Chuckwalla Valley, which will then pose a

threat to Joshua Tree National Park and surrounding desert.
 

Distributed Generation: 
Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles from 

urban centers.
 
DG will create an economic engine – manufacturing, installing, maintaining, 

and replacing solar panels.
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Taxpayers will have control over energy production, not foreign interests.  

Desert Sunlight will be sold to the highest bidder after permits granted –

who? Spain? Britain? Saudi Arabia? Germany?

The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy control.
 

In closing, I support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge you to

render the same decision.
 

Sincerely,
 

Joanne L. Flory

PO Box 415
 
Joshua Tree, CA 92252-0415
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Form #1 (see Letter #28) 

""Cynthia Anderson" To <CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 
<cynthialouiseanderson@gma 

ccil.com>
 
bcc
10/31/2010 09:11 AM 

Subject First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible 
Plan Amendment 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager 
Palm Springs South Coast Field Office, BLM 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 

Sent VIA EMAIL: CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible Plan 
Amendment 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the proposed First Solar Desert 
Sunlight project located in the community of Eagle Mountain/Desert Center. 

I wish to go on record by saying I oppose this project and strongly urge the No 
Action Alternative be issued, for the following reasons: 

Employment: 
• I understand and recognize the need for economic development in desert 
communities, but do not believe that projects that will result in an 
irretrievable commitment to the community’s and Joshua Tree National Park’ 
s natural resources are appropriate. Communities living next to national parks 
realize a booming tourism economy bringing in over $40 million dollars. 
This project will deprive a rural desert community of a sustainable economy. 

Lighting: 
• The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be obliterated by the 
project. 
• This area of Joshua Tree National Park is arguably the darkest at night of 
any part of the Park. 

Air Quality: 
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• Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I airshed. 
• Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that will 
impact the health of nearby residents. 
• Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen threatening 
human and wildlife health. 

Desert Soils: 
• Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same amount of 
CO2 as some temperate forests. 
• Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon sequestering 
creosote. 

Desert Tortoise and Climate Change: 
• Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become available on 
the slopes of Eagle Mountain. 
• The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley is the 
reservoir for future immigration into Joshua Tree National Park from the 
southeast. 

Environmental Justice: 
• Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of 

environmental burdens (pollution, industrial facilities, crime etc.). 

• The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the world’s largest garbage dump, a 
hydroelectric project, and the subject industrial solar field.  An Environmental 
Justice trifecta! 

Cumulative Impacts: 
• Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a vibrant 
ecosystem into a dust bowl, 
• Eutrophication will begin resulting in ”weedy” non-native species 
introduction that will out-compete native wildlife, resulting in a significant 
impact to Joshua Tree National Park, and surrounding desert. 
• Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a problem 
weed not prevalent in the Upper Chuckwalla Valley, which will then pose a 
threat to Joshua Tree National Park and surrounding desert. 

Distributed Generation: 
• Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles from 
urban centers. 
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• DG will create an economic engine – manufacturing, installing, maintaining, 
and replacing solar panels. 
• Taxpayers will have control over energy production, not foreign interests.  
Desert Sunlight will be sold to the highest bidder after permits granted – 
who? Spain? Britain? Saudi Arabia? Germany? 
• The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy control. 

In closing, I support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge you to render 
the same decision. 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Anderson 
5524 Grand Ave. 
Yucca Valley, CA 92284 
760-228-9062 
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VVee Hawthorne 
<virgila_m@yahoo.com> 

10/31/2010 02:22 PM 

To 

cc 

bcc 

CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

Subject Cancel Project! 

50-1
Please don't destroy such valuable desert. I am generally in favor of
alternate 
energy sources, but 

I was born and raised at the pumping station next to where your solar array
will 
be built - it's home to me, and I hate to see it trampled. 

Virgila Weeks Hawthorne
559 HCR 3258 
Mount Calm, TX 76673 

254-993-2424 
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Allison Shaffer, Project Manager, 
Palm Springs South 51 
Coast Field Office, BLM Form #1+ (see Letter #28) 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA  92262 

Sent VIA EMAIL: CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

Oct. 28, 2010 

RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Draft EIS and Possible Plan Amendment 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight project located in the community 
of Eagle Mountain/Desert Center. Please note the first  item below is unique to this statement. 

I wish to go on record as opposed to this project and strongly urge the No Action Alternative be adopted, for the 
following reasons: 

Desert Leafcutting Ant (Acromyrmex versicolor) Habitat Loss: 
•	 Project is in or near critical habitat for California’s only native leaf cutting, fungus-growing ant.  Ants rely on 

Creosote Bush, Desert Ironwood, and Palo Verde as source of leaves.  Acromyrmex versicolor ant populations are 
rare and occur in very limited areas in the “Colorado desert”.  Some populations occur just to the west of Desert 
Center. Blading this desert will destroy their habitat.  

•	 Want to see these rare ants? On a mild/cool day, take I-10 exit N to South Entrance of JOTR.  From first cattle 

grid to Desert Nature Trail pullout, nests (neat symmetrical craters 6-12” across) may be found near and under 

scattered Ironwood trees (Olneya tesota). Ants are dark red, 3-7 mm long, with several pairs of spines on head 

and dorsal thorax (use handlens to see this diagnostic feature.)  While not as spectacular as leafcutting ants in 

Latin American forests, the natural history of California’s ant is essentially the same. 


Lighting: 
•	 The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be obliterated by the project. 
•	 This area of Joshua Tree National Park is arguably the darkest at night of any part of  the Park. 

Air Quality: 
•	 Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I airshed. 
•	 Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that will impact the health of nearby residents. 
•	 Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen threatening human and wildlife health.  
•	 Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a vibrant ecosystem into a dust bowl 

Distributed Generation: 
•	 Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles from urban centers. 
•	 DG will create an economic engine – manufacturing, installing, maintaining, and replacing solar panels. 
•	 Taxpayers will have control over energy production, not foreign interests.  The United States will continue to be 


vulnerable to foreign energy control. 


In closing, I support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge you to render the same decision. 

Sincerely, 

/s/Alex Mintzer, Ph.D. 
Professor of Biology 
Cypress College 
9200 Valley View St. 
Cypress, CA  90630 
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Form #1+ (see Letter #28) 
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54 
Form #1 (see Letter #28) 

"Dr. Karen Tracy" To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
<dr_karentracy@me.com> 

cc laronna@earthlink.net  

11/01/2010 01:12 PM  


bcc 

Subject proposed solar project 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager,    

Palm Springs South 

Coast Field Office, BLM 

1201 Bird Center Drive 

Palm Springs, CA 


92262 

11/1/10 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 


Thank you for this opportunity for me to comment on the proposed First Solar 

Desert Sunlight project located in the community of Eagle Mountain/Desert  

Center. 


I wish to go on record by saying I oppose this project and strongly urge the No 

Action Alternative be issued, for the following reasons:  


Employment:  

I understand and recognize the need for economic development in desert 

communities, but do not believe that projects that will result in an irretrievable  

commitment to the community’s and Joshua Tree National Park’s (“JoTr”) 

natural resources are appropriate. Communities living next to national parks  

realize a booming tourism economy bringing in over $40 million dollars.  This 

project will deprive a rural desert community of a sustainable economy.  


Lighting:  

The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be obliterated by the 

project.            

This area of Joshua Tree National Park is arguably the darkest at night of any part 

of the Park. 


Air Quality:  

Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I air-shed.  

Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that will impact the 

health of nearby residents.  

Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen threatening human  

and wildlife health.  
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Desert Soils:  

Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same amount of CO2  

as some temperate forests. 

Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon sequestering creosote.  


Desert Tortoise and Climate Change:  

Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become available on the 

slopes of Eagle Mountain.  

The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley is the 

reservoir for future immigration into Joshua Tree National Park from the 

southeast.  


Environmental Justice:  

Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of 

environmental burdens (pollution, industrial facilities, crime etc.).  

The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the world’s largest garbage dump, a  

hydroelectric project, and the subject industrial solar field.  An Environmental 

Justice trifecta!  


Cumulative Impacts: 

Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a vibrant  

ecosystem into a dust bowl,  

Eutrophication will begin resulting in ”weedy” non-native species introduction  

that will out-compete native wildlife, resulting in a significant impact to Joshua  

Tree National Park, and surrounding desert.  

Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a problem weed  

not prevalent in the Upper Chuckwalla Valley, which will then pose a threat to  

Joshua Tree National Park and surrounding desert.  


Distributed Generation:  

Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles from urban  

centers.  

DG will create an economic engine – manufacturing, installing, maintaining, and  

replacing solar panels.  

Taxpayers will have control over energy production, not foreign interests.  Desert 

Sunlight will be sold to the highest bidder after permits granted – who? Spain?  

Britain? Saudi Arabia? Germany?  

The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy control.  


In closing, I support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge you to render  

the same decision.  


Sincerely,  


Dr. Karen Tracy 
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62350 Cummins Way 

Joshua Tree, CA 92252  
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55 
Form #1 (see Letter #28) 

""C.B. Wolf" To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
<obrian@earthlink.net> 

cc 

11/01/2010 09:28 PM 


bccPlease respond to 

"C.B. Wolf" 
 Subject First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible 

<obrian@earthlink.net> 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager,
Palm Springs South
Coast Field Office, BLM
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 

92262 

Sent VIA EMAIL: CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 


11/01/10 


RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible

Plan Amendment 


Dear Ms. Shaffer, 


Thank you for this opportunity for me to comment on the proposed

First Solar Desert Sunlight project located in the community of Eagle

Mountain/Desert Center. 


I wish to go on record by saying I oppose this project and

strongly urge the No Action Alternative be issued, for the following

reasons: 


Employment: 

I understand and recognize the need for economic development in

desert communities, but do not believe that projects that will result

in an irretrievable commitment to the community’s and Joshua Tree

National Park’s (“JoTr”) natural resources are appropriate. 

Communities living next to national parks realize a booming tourism

economy bringing in over $40 million dollars. This project will

deprive a rural desert community of a sustainable economy. 


Lighting: 

The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be

obliterated by the project. 

This area of Joshua Tree National Park is arguably the darkest at

night of any part of the Park. 


Air Quality: 

Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I

airshed. 

Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that

will impact the health of nearby residents. 

Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen

threatening human and wildlife health. 


Desert Soils: 

Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same

amount of CO2 as some temperate forests. 

Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon 
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sequestering creosote.  


Desert Tortoise and Climate Change: 

Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become

available on the slopes of Eagle Mountain. 

The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley

is the reservoir for future immigration into Joshua Tree National

Park from the southeast.  


Environmental Justice:  

Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of

environmental burdens (pollution, industrial facilities, crime etc.). 

The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the world’s largest garbage

dump, a hydroelectric project, and the subject industrial solar 

field.  An Environmental Justice trifecta!  


Cumulative Impacts: 

Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a 

vibrant ecosystem into a dust bowl, 

Eutrophication will begin resulting in ”weedy” non-native species 

introduction that will out-compete native wildlife, resulting in a 

significant impact to Joshua Tree National Park, and surrounding desert. 

Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a   

problem weed not prevalent in the Upper Chuckwalla Valley, which will 

then pose a threat to Joshua Tree National Park and surrounding desert.  


Distributed Generation:  

Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles 

from urban centers.  

DG will create an economic engine – manufacturing, installing,   

maintaining, and replacing solar panels.Taxpayers will have control 

over energy production, not foreign interests.  Desert Sunlight will

be sold to the highest bidder after permits granted – who? Spain?   

Britain? Saudi Arabia? Germany? 

The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy

control.  


In closing, I support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge 

you to render the same decision.  


Sincerely,  


C.B. Wolf 
PO Box 1822, Tustin, CA 92781-1822
949-244-7840 
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56 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER, Governor 

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
505 VAN NESS AVENUE 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94102-3298 

November�3,�2010� 

Allison�Shaffer,�Project�Manager� 

Palm�Springs�South�Coast�Field�Office� 

Bureau�of�Land�Management� 

1201�Bird�Center�Drive� 

Palm�Springs,�California�92262� 

Dear�Ms.�Shaffer,�� 

As� a� cooperating� agency� in� preparation� of� the� Desert� Sunlight� Solar� Farm� Project� Draft� 

Environmental�  Impact�  Statement�  (EIS),� and� as� lead� agency� under� the� California� Environmental� 

Quality� Act� (CEQA)� for� Southern� California� Edison’s� (SCE)� proposed� Red� Bluff� Substation,� the� 

California� Public� Utilities� Commission� (CPUC)� submits� these� comments� on� the� August,� 2010� Draft� 

EIS.�� 

As�a�necessary� component� of� Desert� Sunlight�Holdings’�proposed�Desert�Sunlight�Solar� Farm,� the� 

environmental�  impacts� of� the� proposed� Red� Bluff�  Substation� and�  an� associated� proposed� 220� 

kilovolt� (kV)� generation� interconnection� (gen�tie)� transmission� line�are� evaluated� in� the� Draft� EIS.� 

The� Desert� Sunlight� EIS� may� satisfy� CEQA� requirements� for� project� components� that� require� 

entitlements�from�state�and�local�agencies.� 

The�CPUC�regulates� investor�owned�utilities,� including�SCE,�which�are�required�to�obtain�a�permit�  

from�the�CPUC�for�construction�of�certain�specified�infrastructure�listed�under�Public�Utilities�Code� 

Section� 1001,� including� electrical� substations� like� the� proposed� Red� Bluff� Substation.� CEQA�� 

Guidelines,�Section�15221,�states:� 

(a)�When�a�project�will� require�compliance�with�both�CEQA�and�NEPA,�state�or� local�agencies� 

should�use�the�EIS�or�Finding�of�No�Significant�Impact�rather�than�preparing�an�EIR�or�Negative� 

Declaration�if�the�following�two�conditions�occur:� 

(1)� An� EIS� or� Finding� of�No� Significant� Impact� will� be� prepared� before� an� EIR� or� 

Negative�Declaration�would�otherwise�be�completed�for�the�project� 

As� a� cooperating� agency,� the� CPUC� and� its� consultants� reviewed� and� commented� on� several� 56-1 
administrative�drafts�of�the�EIS�for�CEQA�compliance.��The�CPUC�has�now�reviewed�the�entire�Draft� 

EIS,� and� has� determined� that� elements� of� the� document� still� do� not� satisfy� the� requirements� of� 

CEQA.�The�attached�comments,�organized�by�EIS�Chapter�and�Section,�relate�to�how�the�contents� 

and� clarity� of� the� Draft� EIS� may� be� supplemented� or� improved� to� achieve� CEQA� adequacy� and� 

compliance�in�the�Final�EIS.�� 
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I�look�forward�to�working�with�you�to�ensure�that�the�Final�EIS�is�fully�CEQA�compliant.��  
Regards,�� 

Billie C. Blanchard 

Billie�Blanchard,�CPUC�Project�Manager� 

Energy�Division�CEQA�Unit� 

California�Public�Utilities�Commission� 

505�Van�Ness�Avenue� 

San�Francisco�CA�94102� 

Tel.�(415)�703�2068� 

Fax�(415)�703�2200� 

Email:�bcb@cpuc.ca.gov� 

Cc:��  Ken�Lewis,�CPUC��  

���������������Mary�Jo�Borak,�CPUC�  

� John�Kalish,�BLM� 

��������������Holly�Roberts,�BLM�  

�  Milissa�Marona,�SCE�  

�  Doug�Cover,�ESA�  

� Susan�Lee,�Aspen�� 

�  Amanda�Beck,�First�Solar�  

Attached:�1.�Cumulative�Impact�Analyses�as�Revised�by�CPUC�  
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California�Public�Utilities�Commission�Comments�on�the� 

Draft�Environmental�Impact�Statement�  

for�the�Desert�Sunlight�Solar�Project�  

Chapter�2—Description�of�the�Proposed�Action�and�Alternatives� 

Although�it�is�described�in�Chapter�4�(Environmental�Consequences)�that�Applicant�Measures�(AM)�are�  

considered�to�be�part�of�the�project�description,�these�measures�are�not�listed�in�Chapter�2�(Description�  

of�  the�  Proposed�  Action�  and�  Alternatives).�  To�  clarify�  all�  of�  the�  elements�  considered�  to�  be�  part�  of�  the�  

Proposed�Project,�AMs�should�be�listed�in�Chapter�2.��  

Chapter�3—Affected�Environment� 
3.3�Vegetation�� 

The�following�comments�on�the�Affected�Environment�section�for�Vegetation�were�provided�to�BLM� 

previously�during�administrative�draft�EIS�review.�They�are�repeated�here�with�additional�detail.���  

Section�  3.3.3.�  Vegetation�  Communities.�  We�  note�  that�  Section�  3.3.5�  (Sensitive�  Natural�  Communities)�  

discusses�  active�  desert�  dunes�  and�  we�  understand�  the�  Draft�  EIS’s�  conclusion�  on�  that�  special�  status�  

community.�However,�there�is�no�discussion�of�other�types�of�fine�sand�habitat�that�could�be�suitable�as�  

habitat�  for�  several�  special�  status�  plant�  or�  wildlife�  species.�  We�  cannot�  evaluate�  from�  the�  Draft�  EIS�  

whether�  this�  habitat�  is�  present�  or�  absent�  within�  the�  study�  area�  or�  within�  the�  any�  of�  the�  alternative�  

footprints�analyzed.��  
CEQA�analysis�of�potential�impacts�to�several�special�status�species�necessitates�an�adequate�description� 

of�  potential�  habitat.�  The�  Final�  EIS�  should�  provide�  descriptions�  of�  soil�  texture�  in�  all�  vegetation�  

communities�and�a�detailed�discussion�of�any�active�or�stabilized�aeolian�sand�or�fine�textured�alluvial�  

sandy�  wash�  habitat,�  even�  if�  these�  are�  only�  scattered�  patches�  or�  linear�  features�  (e.g.,�  washes�  or�  road�  

berms).�Alternately,�the�Final�EIS�should�make�an�unequivocal�statement�in�this�section�that�no�aeolian�  

sand�patches�or�linear�features�are�present�in�the�study�area�or�in�the�footprints�of�projects�analyzed.��  

Table�3.3�2:��Please�provide�a�definition�of�“NECO:�covered”�status�in�footnotes�to�the�table.��  

Harwood’s�milk�vetch:�The�conclusion�contradicts�the�discussion�of�active�desert�dunes�(3.3.5).�Active�  

desert�  dunes�  occur�  within�  the�  study�  area�  east�  of�  Pinto�  Wash.�  Further,�  the�  discussion�  of�  vegetation�  

communities�  does�  not�  support�  the�  conclusion�  that�  no�  habitat�  is�  present�  within�  the�  project�  footprint�  

area.�See�comments�above�regarding�other�fine�sandy�habitats�of�washes�and�stabilized�sand�flats.�We�  

recommend�  either�  revising�  the�  conclusion�  to�  indicate�  “potential,”�  within�  the�  study�  area�  and�  within�  

project�footprints,�or�deleting�any�discussion�of�habitat�in�support�of�the�present�conclusion�and�relying�  

exclusively�on�the�results�of�field�surveys�as�support�for�“unlikely�to�occur.”��  

3.4�Wildlife� 

The� following� comments� on� the� Affected� Environment� section� for� Wildlife� were� provided� to� BLM� 

previously�during�administrative�draft�EIS�review.�They�are�repeated�here�with�additional�detail.���  

Section�3.4.4,�Special�status�wildlife.�The�Draft�EIS�dismisses�potential�occurrence�of�Mojave�fringe�toed�  

lizard�(MFTL;�page�3.4�19).�We�recognize�the�geomorphology�work�addressing�sand�transport�and�agree�  
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that�this�analysis�is�needed�to�address�potential�impacts�to�off�site�MFTL�habitat.�But�the�descriptions�of�  

soils�  and� potential� habitat� on�site�  do� not�  justify�  the�  Draft� EIS’s�  conclusion.�  MFTL� is�  not� “restricted�  to�  

fine,�  loose,�  windblown�  sand�  deposits�  associated�  with�  dunes,�  dry�  lakebeds,�  washes,�  and�  sparse�  

shrublands”�as�stated�in�the�Draft�EIS�(p.�3.4�19),�though�it�does�require�fine�sandy�substrates�within�its�  

home�  range�  “where�  it�  can�  burrow�  in�  the�  sand�  to�  hide�  from�  predators.”�  MFTL�  can�  and�  does�  occur�  in�  

desert�shrubland�habitats�where�scattered�patches�of�fine�sand�(e.g.,�along�railroad�berms,�in�washes,�or�  

small�windblown�patches�alongside�shrubs)�provide�this�escape�habitat.� �The�Draft�EIS�describes�“very�  

coarse�  sand�  sheets�  or�  small,�  highly�  disturbed,�  relict�  coppice�  dunes�  (i.e.,�  mounds�  at�  the�  base�  of�  

plants)….”;�  and�  “moderately�  active�  coppice�  dunes�  within�  some�  of�  the�  active�  alluvial�  washes”�  and�  

concludes�  that�  “they�  are�  not�  considered�  suitable�  habitat�  for�  the�  Mojave�  fringe�toed�  lizard.”�  To�  the�  

contrary,� these� passages� describe� habitats� where�  MFTL� occur� in� other� parts� of� its� range�  and� the� text�  

does�not�support�the�Draft�EIS’s�conclusion.��  

The�  Final�  EIS�  should�  further�  review�  potential�  occurrence�  of�  MFTL�  on�  the�  project�  site�  and�  provide�  a�  

stronger�explanation.� If� the�further�analysis�concludes�that�MFTL�could�occur�on�the�site,�the�Final�EIS�  

should�  delineate�  suitable�  habitat;�  examine�  potential�  project�  impacts;�  and�  provide�  mitigation�  as�  

appropriate.�  Numerous�  published�  MFTL�  habitat�  descriptions�  are�  available�  to�  support�  this�  habitat�  

description�and�refute�the�narrow�interpretation�adopted�in�the�Draft�EIS.�We�provide�three�examples,�  

below.� In�addition,�we�have�discussed�this�species’�habitat�with�Dr.�Cameron�Barrows�and�Mr.�Robert�  

Black�(both�of�UC�Riverside),�who�are�recognized�MFTL�experts.��  

Bureau�of�Land�Management,�County�of�San�Bernardino,�and�City�of�Barstow.�2005.�Final�Environmental�  

Impact�  Report�  and�  Statement�  for�  the�  West�  Mojave�  Plan,�  A�  Habitat�  Conservation�  Plan�  and�  

California�Desert�Conservation�Area�Plan�Amendment.�BLM�California�Desert�District.�  

Murphy,�R.�W.,�T.� L.�Trepanier,�and�D.� J.�Morafka.�2006.�Conservation�genetics,�evolution�and�distinct�  

population�  segments�  of�  the�  Mojave�  fringe�toed�  lizard,�  Uma�  scoparia.�  Journal�  of�  Arid�  

Environments�67�(Supplement�S),�pp.�226�247.�  

Cablk,�M.�E.�and�J.�S.�Heaton.�2002.�Mojave�fringe�toed� lizard�surveys�at�the�Marine�Corps�Air�Ground�  

Combat�Center�at�Twentynine�Palms,�California�and�nearby�lands�administered�by�the�Bureau�of�  

Land�Management.�California:�Marine� Corps�Air�Ground�Combat�Center.� Report�M67399�00�C�  

0005.�115�p.�  

Nelson’s�  bighorn�  sheep.�  The�  Draft�  EIS�  acknowledges�  that�  valley�  floors�  “could”�  serve�  as�  important�  

linkages�  between�  neighboring�  mountainous�  regions�  but�  largely�  dismisses�  the�  potential�  that�  bighorn�  

sheep�may�use�the�project�area�for�intermountain�movement�(p.�3.4�23).�The�last�sentence�of�paragraph�  

5�of�page�3.4�23�should�be�revised�to�read:�  

Valley�  floor�  areas,�  including�  the�  Project�  Study�  Area,�  would�  serve�  as�  important�  linkages�  between�  

neighboring�  mountainous�  regions�  and�  allow�  gene�  flow�  to�  occur�  between�  subpopulations�  (USFWS�  

2000).�  

The�Draft�EIS�emphasizes�washes�as�likely�movement�corridors�for�bighorn�sheep�(p.�3.4�24).�However,�  

bighorn�  sheep�  generally�  use�  open�  habitat,�  allowing�  them�  to�  see�  predators�  from�  a�  long�  distance.�  We�  

strongly�  suggest�  deletion�  of�  the�  third�  full�  sentence�  of�  the�  first�  partial�  paragraph�  on�  page�  3.4�24�  

discussing�wash�areas�as�the�primary�movement�corridor�for�this�species.�The�use�of�the�project�area�by�  

bighorn�sheep�should�not�be�discounted,�as�Nelson’s�bighorn�sheep�has� the�potential� to�occur�on�the�  

site.�  
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Palm�  Springs�  round�tailed�  ground�  squirrel.�  The�  discussion�  of�  conservation�  status�  downplays�  the�  fact�  

that�this�animal� is�priority�3�candidate�for�federal� listing�as�threatened�or�endangered.�While� it� is�true�  

that�  the�  USFWS�  intends�  to�  review�  its�  status�  upon�  availability�  of�  genetic�  analysis�  (USFWS�  2009),�  that�  

review� is�still�pending�and�we�are�not�aware�of�published�data�on�genetics�or�morphology�that�would� 

support�a�revision�to�its�current�conservation�status.�The�Final�EIS�should�revise�the�text�to�clarify�that�no�  

change�to�its�conservation�status�has�been�recommended.��  

3.17�Water�Resources�  

The� following� comments�  on� the� Affected� Environment� section� for� Water� Resources� were�  provided� to�  

BLM�previously�during�administrative�draft�EIS�review.�They�are�repeated�here�with�additional�detail.���  

CEQA�Significance�Criteria.�The�CEQA�Significance�Criteria�presented�in�Section�4.17.2�are�sufficient,�but� 

the�impacts�discussed�in�Sections�4.17.3�through�4.17.8�are�not�clearly�tied�to�these�criteria,�as�discussed�  

below.�  Criterion�  WR�1�  (Violate�  any�  water�  quality�  standards�  or�  waste�  discharge�  requirements)�  is�  not�  

discussed�in�Section�4.17�at�all,��even�though�water�quality�standards�and�waste�discharge�requirements�  

are�  introduced�  in�  Section�  3.17.�  Page�  4.17�27,�  line�  6,�  states�  “…the�  same�  reasons�  discussed�  under�  

Alternative�  1�  …�  no�  water�  quality�  standards�  or�  waste�  discharge�  requirements�  would�  be�  violated…”�  –�  

however,�  the�  discussion�  under�  Alternative�  1�  does�  not�  specifically�  discuss�  the�  project’s�  potential�  to�  

violate�water�quality�standards�or�waste�discharge�requirements.�Even�if�no�impact�would�occur�under� 

this�CEQA�Criterion�it�needs�to�be�discussed�in�the�impact�analysis.�  

Perennial�Yield.�Page�3.17�12,�line�6�states,�“The�perennial�yield�of�the�basin�is�between�approximately�  

10,000�  and�  20,000�  acre�feet�  per�  year�  (AFY)�  (BLM�  and�  CEC,�  2010).”�  This�  statement�  is�  not�  accurately�  

referenced;�the�references�section�does�not� include�any�BLM�and�CEC�documents�from�2010.�There� is�  

one�  reference�  to�  a�  2009�  BLM�  and�  CEC�  document,�  but�  it�  is�  for�  the�  “Draft�  Environmental�  Impact�  

Statement�  and�  Draft�  California�  Desert�  Conservation�  Area�  Plan�  Amendment,�  Ivanpah�  Solar�  Electric�  

Generating�  System,”�  which�  does�  not�  provide�  an�  estimate�  for�  perennial�  yield�  of�  the�  Chuckwalla�  GW�  

Basin.�  In�  addition,�  this�  statement�  is�  highly�  contradictory�  to�  the�  data�  presented�  in�  Table�  4.17�1�  

(Groundwater�Budgets�for�Chuckwalla�Valley�Groundwater�Basin),�which�shows�that�the�perennial�yield/� 

net�  inflow�  estimated�  for�  two�  different�  projects�  in�  the�  basin�  is�  2,608�  –�  3,346�  acre�feet�  per�  year.�  It�  is�  

possible�that�the�term�“perennial�yield”�was�incorrectly�used�in�reference�to�the�10,000�–�20,000�figure.�  

It�  is�  suggested�  that�  this�  reference�  be�  removed�  throughout�  the�  analysis,�  and�  that�  only�  those�  figures�  

presented�in�Table�4.17�1�be�used.�  

Chapter4—Environmental�Consequences�� 

In� the� majority� of� the�Draft� EIS� resource�analyses,� the�cumulative� impact� discussion� provided�has�not�  

been�  conducted�  correctly�  to�  comply�  with�  CEQA.�  Under�  CEQA,�  the�  following�  steps�  must�  be�  taken�  for�  

cumulative�impact�analysis:�  

1. 	 Cumulative�  analysis�  should�  first�  conclude�  whether�  past,�  current,�  and�  reasonably�  foreseeable�  

future�projects�would�combine�to�have�a�significant�cumulative�impact�on�the�environment.�The�  

analysis�  should�  not�  consider�  the�  Proposed�  Project�  plus�  existing�  projects�  separately�  from�  

consideration�  of�  the�  combination�  of�  the�  Proposed�  Project�  and�  future�  projects�  (e.g.,�  noise�  

analysis).��  

2. 	 If�there�would�be�a�significant�cumulative� impact�under�any�criterion,�the�analysis�should�then�  

discuss�  and�  conclude�  whether�  the�  Proposed�  Project�  would�  make�  a�  cumulatively�  considerable�  
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contribution�  to�  that�  significant�  impact�  and�  propose�  any�  feasible�  mitigation�  to�  reduce�  the�  

project’s�contribution�to�less�than�cumulatively�considerable.���  

The�above�steps�should�be�followed�for�every�resource�area.�As�presented�in�the�Draft�EIS,�most�of�the�  

cumulative�impact�analyses�are�not�adequate�for�purposes�of�CEQA.�In�addition,�it�should�be�noted�that�  

the� less� than�significant� impacts�of� individual�projects�may�combine�to�create�a�significant�cumulative� 

impact.�The�explanation�of�why�a�cumulative�impact�is�not�significant�should�take�this�into�account.�  

Attached�as�Appendix�1�to�this�comment�letter� is�a�CEQA�compliant�cumulative�analysis�for�each�issue�  

area� that�  should�  be� included� either�  within�  each� resource�  section� in� the� Final�  EIS,� or�  separately� as�  an�  

appropriately�referenced�appendix�to�the�document,�at�BLM’s�discretion.�  

4.2�Air�Resources�  

The�following�comments�on�the�Environmental�Consequences�section�for�Air�Resources�were�provided�  

to� BLM� previously� during� administrative� Draft� EIS� review.�  They�  are�  repeated�  here�  with�  additional�  

detail.��� 

Applicant� Measure� AM�AIR�7,� Transportation� Plan.�  Page�  4.2�39� (Applicant�  Measures�  and� Mitigation� 

Measures� AM�AIR�7� is� insufficient,� and� should� be� superseded� by� a� mitigation� measure� that� stipulates�  

that�bidders�for�the�construction�contract�shall�submit�a�transportation�plan�describing�how�adherence�  

to�AM�AIR�5�would�be�achieved,�thus�minimizing�daily�construction�worker�trips�to�the�maximum�extent�  

feasible.�  

Mitigation�  Measure�  MM�AIR�1,�  Low�Emission�  Equipment.�  Page�  4.2�39�  (Applicant�  Measures�  and�  

Mitigation�  Measures):�  MM�AIR�1�  is�  insufficient�  to�  reduce�  air�  quality�  impacts.�  Rather�  than�  “give�  

preference�  to�  construction�  contractors�  who�  have�  newer�  equipment�  or�  who�  have�  retrofitted�  their�  

equipment�with�supplemental�emission�control�devices”�MM�AIR�1�needs�to�be�revised�as�follows:��  

MM�AIR�1,�Low�Emission�Equipment:�All�construction�diesel�engines�with�a�rating�of�50�hp�or�higher�  

shall�  meet,�  at�  a�  minimum,�  the�  Tier�  3�  California�  Emission�  Standards�  for�  Off�Road�  Compression�  

Ignition�Engines,�as�specified�in�California�Code�of�Regulations,�Title�13,�section�2423(b)(1),�unless�a� 

good�faith�effort�demonstrates�that�such�engine�is�not�available�for�a�particular�item�of�equipment.� 

In�the�event�that�a�Tier�3�engine�is�not�available�for�any�offroad�equipment�larger�than�100�hp,�that�  

equipment�  shall�  be�  equipped�  with�  a�  Tier�  2�  engine,�  or�  an�  engine�  that�  is�  equipped�  with�  retrofit�  

controls�to�reduce�exhaust�emissions�of�nitrogen�oxides�(NOx)�and�diesel�particulate�matter�(DPM)�  

to�no�more�than�Tier�2�levels�unless�certified�by�engine�manufacturers�that�the�use�of�such�devices�is�  

not�practical�for�specific�engine�types.�For�purposes�of�this�condition,�the�use�of�such�devices�is�“not�  

practical”�for�the�following,�as�well�as�other,�reasons.�  

�	 There�  is�  no�  available�  retrofit�  control�  device�  that�  has�  been�  verified�  by�  either�  the�  

California�Air�Resources�Board�or�U.S.�Environmental�Protection�Agency� to�control� the�  

engine�in�question�to�Tier�2�equivalent�emission�levels�and�the�highest�level�of�available�  

control�using�retrofit�or�Tier�1�engines�is�being�used�for�the�engine�in�question;�or�  

�	 The�construction�equipment�is�intended�to�be�on�site�for�5�days�or�less.�  

All�heavy�earth�moving�equipment�and�heavy�duty�construction�related�trucks�with�engines�meeting�  

the� requirements� of�  (b)�  above� shall�  be� properly� maintained� and�  the�  engines�  tuned� to� the� engine�  

manufacturer’s�specifications.�  
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All�diesel�heavy�construction�equipment�shall�not�idle�for�more�than�five�minutes.�Vehicles�that�need�  

to�  idle�  as�  part�  of�  their�  normal�  operation�  (such�  as�  concrete�  trucks)�  are�  exempted�  from�  this�  

requirement.�  

Construction�equipment�will�employ�electric�motors�when�feasible.�  

4.3�Vegetation� 

The�following�comments�on�the�Environmental�Consequences�section�for�Vegetation�were�provided�to� 

BLM�previously�during�administrative�draft�EIS�review.�They�are�repeated�here�with�additional�detail.���  

AM�BIO�1,�Habitat�Compensation�Plan.�The�Draft�EIS�does�not�state�habitat�criteria�for�compensation�  

lands.�  Thus,�  the�  Draft�  EIS�  lacks�  performance�  standards�  and�  provides�  no�  explanation�  that�  the�  habitat�  

compensation�would�mitigate�for�the�impacted�resources.�This�measure�is�cited�repeatedly�throughout�  

the�analyses�and�significance�conclusions,�but�lacks�any�specific�requirement�that�the�compensation�land�  

would�be�suitable�for�any�of�the�resources�or�species.�This�Applicant�Measure�is�insufficient�to�mitigate�  

impacts,�  and�  should�  be�  superseded�  by�  the�  following�  mitigation�  measure,�  identified�  in�  the�  California�  

Energy�Commission’s�Calico�Solar�Project�Final�Staff�Assessment.��  

MM�BIO�2,�  Off�site�  Compensation:�  The�  compensation�  land�  acquired�  in�  AM�BIO�1,�  Habitat�  

Compensation�Plan,�must�contain�the�following�resources�in�appropriate�acreages:��  

� creosote�bush�scrub,��  
�  desert�dry�wash�woodland,��  

�  state�jurisdictional�streambeds,��  

�  occupied�foxtail�cactus�habitat,��  

�  undisturbed�  habitat�  for�  most�  wildlife�  species�  (i.e.,�  away�  from�  sources�  of�  noise�  or�  other�  

disturbance�such�as�highways,�wind�farms,�etc.),��  

� occupied�desert�tortoise�habitat,��  

� occupied�chuckwalla�and�rosy�boa�habitat,��  

� suitable/occupied�upland�shrubland�nesting�habitat�for�migratory�birds,��  

� suitable�or�occupied�roosting�habitat�for�special�status�bats,�and�  

� suitable�or�occupied�habitat�for�Palm�Springs�round�tailed�ground�squirrel,�Colorado�Valley�  

woodrat,�or�American�badger.��  

The�compensation�lands�must�provide�wildlife�movement�value�equal�to�that�on�the�project�site.�  

The�  requirements�  for�  the�  acquisition,�  initial�  protection�  and�  habitat�  improvement,�  and�  long�term�  

maintenance�  and�  management�  of�  special�status�  plant�  compensation�  lands�  include�  all�  of�  the�  

following:�  

� Selection�  Criteria�  for�  Acquisition�  Lands.�  The�  compensation�  lands�  selected�  for�  acquisition�  

may�include�any�of�the�following�categories:�  

1.�  Occupied�Habitat,�No�Habitat�Threats:�The�compensation�lands�selected�for�acquisition�  

shall�be�occupied�by�the�target�plant�population�and�shall�be�characterized�by�site�integrity�  

and�habitat�quality�that�are�required�to�support�the�target�species,�and�shall�be�of�equal�or�  
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better�  habitat�  quality�  than�  that�  of�  the�  affected�  occurrence.�  The�  occurrence�  of�  the�  target�  

special�status�plant�on�the�proposed�acquisition�lands�should�be�viable,�stable�or�increasing�  

(in�size�and�reproduction).��  

2.�  Unoccupied�  but�  Adjacent.�  The�  Project�  owner�  may�  also�  acquire�  habitat�  for�  which�  

occupancy�by�the�target�species�has�not�been�documented,�if�the�proposed�acquisition�lands�  

are�adjacent�to�occupied�habitat.�The�Project�owner�shall�provide�evidence�that�acquisitions�  

of�such�unoccupied�lands�would�improve�the�defensibility�and�long�term�sustainability�of�the�  

occupied�habitat�by�providing�a�protective�buffer�around�the�occurrence�and�by�enhancing�  

connectivity�with�undisturbed�habitat.�  

�	 Review�and�Approval�of�Compensation�Lands�Prior� to�Acquisition.�The�Project�owner�shall�  

submit�a�formal�acquisition�proposal�to�the�BLM�and�CPUC�describing�the�parcel(s)�intended�  

for�purchase.�This�acquisition�proposal�shall�discuss�the�suitability�of�the�proposed�parcel(s)�  

as�compensation� lands�for�special�status�plants� in�relation�to�the�criteria� listed�above,�and�  

must�be�approved�by�the�BLM�and�CPUC.��  
�	 Management�Plan.�The�Project�owner�or�approved�third�party�shall�prepare�a�management�  

plan� for� the�compensation� lands� in�consultation�with� the�entity� that�will�be�managing� the�  

lands.�  � The�  goal�  of� the�  management�  plan�  shall�  be�  to�  support�  and�  enhance�  the�  long�term�  

viability�  of�  the�  target�  special�status�  plant�  occurrences.�  The�  Management�  Plan�  shall�  be�  

submitted�for�review�and�approval�to�the�BLM�and�CPUC.��  

�	 Integrating�Special�Status�Plant�Mitigation�with�Other�Mitigation�lands.�If�all�or�any�portion�  

of�the�acquired�Desert�Tortoise,�Waters�of�the�State,�or�other�required�compensation�lands�  

meets�  the�  criteria�  above�  for�  special�status�  plant�  compensation�  lands,�  the�  portion�  of�  the�  

other�species’�or�habitat�compensation� lands�that�meets�any�of� the�criteria�above�may�be�  

used�to�fulfill�that�portion�of�the�obligation�for�special�status�plant�mitigation.�  

�	 Compensation�  Lands�  Acquisition�  Requirements.�  The�  Project�  owner�  shall�  comply�  with�  the�  

following�requirements�relating�to�acquisition�of�the�compensation�lands�after�the�CPM,�has�  

approved�the�proposed�compensation�lands:�  

a.�  Preliminary�  Report.�  The�  Project�  owner,�  or�  an�  approved�  third�  party,�  shall�  provide�  a�  

recent�preliminary�title�report,�initial�hazardous�materials�survey�report,�biological�analysis,�  

and� other� necessary� or� requested� documents� for� the� proposed� compensation� land� to� the�  

BLM�  and�  CPUC.�  All�  documents�  conveying�  or�  conserving�  compensation�  lands�  and�  all�  

conditions�  of�  title�  are�  subject�  to�  review�  and�  approval�  by�  the�  BLM�  and�  CPUC.�  For�  

conveyances�to�the�State,�approval�may�also�be�required�from�the�California�Department�of�  

General�Services,�the�Fish�and�Game�Commission�and�the�Wildlife�Conservation�Board.�  

b.�  Title/Conveyance.�  The�  Project�  owner�  shall�  acquire�  and�  transfer�  fee�  title�  to�  the�  

compensation�  lands,�  a�  conservation�  easement�  over�  the�  lands,�  or�  both�  fee�  title�  and�  

conservation�easement,�as�required�by�the�BLM�and�CPUC.�Any�transfer�of�a�conservation�  

easement�or� fee� title� must�be� to�CDFG,�a�non�profit�organization�qualified� to� hold� title� to�  

and�manage�compensation�lands�(pursuant�to�California�Government�Code�section�65965),�  

or�to�BLM�or�other�public�agency�approved�by�the�BLM�and�CPUC.�If�an�approved�non�profit�  

organization�  holds�  fee�  title�  to�  the�  compensation�  lands,�  a�  conservation�  easement�  shall�  be�  

recorded� in� favor�of�CDFG�or�another�entity�approved�by�the�CPM.� If�an�entity�other�than�  

CDFG�holds�a�conservation�easement�over�the�compensation�lands,�the�BLM�and�CPUC�may� 

require� that�CDFG�or�another�entity�approved�by� the�BLM�and�CPUC,� in�consultation�with�  
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CDFG,�be�named�a�third�party�beneficiary�of�the�conservation�easement.�The�Project�owner�  

shall�  obtain�  approval�  of�  the�  BLM�  and�  CPUC�  of�  the�  terms�  of�  any�  transfer�  of�  fee�  title�  or�  

conservation�easement�to�the�compensation�lands.��  

c.�  Initial�Protection�and�Habitat�Improvement.�The�Project�owner�shall�fund�activities�that�  

the�  BLM�  and�  CPUC�  require�  for�  the�  initial�  protection�  and�  habitat�  improvement�  of�  the�  

compensation� lands.� These� activities� will� vary� depending� on� the� condition� and� location� of�  

the�  land�  acquired,�  but�  may�  include�  trash�  removal,�  construction�  and�  repair�  of�  fences,�  

invasive�plant�removal,�and�similar�measures�to�protect�habitat�and�improve�habitat�quality�  

on�the�compensation�lands.��The�costs�of�these�activities�are�estimated�to�be�$750�per�acre�  

($250�per�acre,�using� the�estimated� cost�per�acre� for�Desert�Tortoise�mitigation�as�a�best�  

available�proxy,�at�a�3:1�ratio,�but�actual�costs�will�vary�depending�on�the�measures�that�are�  

required�  for�  the�  compensation�  lands).�  A�  non�profit�  organization,�  CDFG�  or�  another�  public�  

agency�may�hold�and�expend�the�habitat�improvement�funds�if�it�is�qualified�to�manage�the�  

compensation�lands�(pursuant�to�California�Government�Code�section�65965),�if�it�meets�the�  

approval�  of�  the�  BLM�  and�  CPUC�  in�  consultation�  with�  CDFG,�  and�  if�  it�  is�  authorized�  to�  

participate�in�implementing�the�required�activities�on�the�compensation�lands.�If�CDFG�takes� 

fee�title�to�the�compensation�lands,�the�habitat�improvement�fund�must�be�paid�to�CDFG�or�  

its�designee.�  

d.�  Property�  Analysis�  Record.�  Upon�  identification�  of�  the�  compensation�  lands,�  the�  Project�  

owner�shall� conduct�a�Property�Analysis�Record� (PAR)�or�PAR�like�analysis� to�establish� the� 

appropriate�  amount�  of�  the�  long�term�  maintenance�  and�  management�  fund�  to�  pay�  the�  in�  

perpetuity�management�of� the�compensation� lands.�The�PAR�or�PAR�like�analysis�must�be�  

approved�  by�  the�  BLM�  and�  CPUC�  before�  it�  can�  be�  used�  to�  establish�  funding�  levels�  or�  

management�activities�for�the�compensation�lands.�  

e.�  Long�term�  Maintenance�  and�  Management�  Funding.�  The�  Project�  owner�  shall�  provide�  

money�to�establish�an�account�with�non�wasting�capital�that�will�be�used�to�fund�the�long�  

term�maintenance�and�management�of�the�compensation�lands.��The�amount�of�money�to� 

be�paid�will�be�determined�through�an�approved�PAR�or�PAR�like�analysis�conducted�for�the�  

compensation�  lands.�  �  Until�  an�  approved�  PAR�  or�  PAR�like�  analysis�  is�  conducted�  for�  the�  

compensation�lands,�the�amount�of�required�funding�is� initially�estimated�to�be�$4,350�for�  

every�acre�of�compensation� lands,�using�as� the�best�available�proxy� the�estimated�cost�of�  

$1,450�per�acre�for�Desert�Tortoise�compensatory�mitigation,�at�a�3:1�ratio.�If�compensation�  

lands�will�not�be�identified�and�a�PAR�or�PAR�like�analysis�completed�within�the�time�period�  

specified�  for�  this�  payment�  (see�  the�  verification�  section�  at�  the�  end�  of�  this�  condition),�  the�  

Project�  owner�  shall�  either:�  �  (i)�  provide�  initial�  payment�  equal�  to�  the�  amount�  of�  $4,350�  

multiplied�by�the�number�of�acres�the�Project�owner�proposes�to�acquire�for�compensatory�  

mitigation;� or� (ii)� provide� security� to� the� BLM� and� CPUC� under� subsection� (g),� “Mitigation�  

Security,”�  below,�  in�  an�  amount�  equal�  to�  $4,350�  multiplied�  by�  the�  number�  of�  acres�  the�  

Project�  owner�  proposes�  to�  acquire�  for�  compensatory�  mitigation.�  The�  amount�  of�  the�  

required�  initial�  payment�  or�  security�  for�  this�  item�  shall�  be�  adjusted�  for�  any�  change�  in�  the�  

Project�  Disturbance�  Area�  as�  described�  above.�  If�  an�  initial�  payment�  is�  made�  based�  on�  the�  

estimated�  per�acre�  costs,�  the�  Project�  owner�  shall�  deposit�  additional�  money�  as�  may�  be�  

needed�  to�  provide�  the�  full�  amount�  of�  long�term�  maintenance�  and�  management�  funding�  

indicated�by�a�PAR�or�PAR�like�analysis,�once�the�analysis�is�completed�and�approved.��If�the�  

approved�  analysis�  indicates�  less�  than�  $4,350�  per�  acquired�  acre�  (at�  a�  3:1�  ratio)�  will�  be�  

required�for� long�term�maintenance�and�management,�the�excess�paid�will�be�returned�to�  
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the�  Project�  owner.�  �  The�  Project�  owner�  must�  obtain�  the�  BLM�  and�  CPUC’s�  approval�  of�  the�  

entity�that�will�receive�and�hold�the�long�term�maintenance�and�management�fund�for�the�  

compensation�lands.�The�BLM�and�CPUC�will�consult�with�CDFG�before�deciding�whether�to�  

approve�an�entity�to�hold�the�Project’s�long�term�maintenance�and�management�funds.� 

The�  Project�  owner�  shall�  ensure�  that�  an�  agreement�  is�  in�  place�  with�  the�  long�term�  

maintenance�and�management�fund�holder/manager�to�ensure�the�following�requirements�  

are�met:�  

i.�  Interest.�  Interest�  generated�  from�  the�  initial�  capital�  long�term�  maintenance�  and�  

management�  fund�  shall� be�  available�  for�  reinvestment� into�  the�  principal�  and�  for� the�  long�  

term�  operation,�  management,�  and�  protection�  of�  the�  approved�  compensation�  lands,�  

including�  reasonable�  administrative�  overhead,�  biological�  monitoring,�  improvements�  to�  

carrying�capacity,�law�enforcement�measures,�and�any�other�action�that�is�approved�by�the�  

BLM�  and�  CPUC�  and�  is�  designed�  to�  protect�  or�  improve�  the�  habitat�  values�  of�  the�  

compensation�lands.�  

ii.�  Withdrawal�  of�  Principal.�  The�  long�term�  maintenance�  and�  management�  fund�  principal�  

shall�not�be�drawn�upon�unless�such�withdrawal�is�deemed�necessary�by�the�BLM�and�CPUC�  

or�by�the�approved�third�party�long�term�maintenance�and�management�fund�manager,�to�  

ensure�the�continued�viability�of�the�species�on�the�compensation�lands.��  

iii.�  Pooling� Long�Term� Maintenance� and� Management� Funds.� An� entity� approved� to� hold�  

long�term�maintenance�and�management�funds�for�the�Project�may�pool�those�funds�with�  

similar�non�wasting�funds�that�it�holds�from�other�projects�for�long�term�maintenance�and�  

management�  of�  compensation�  lands�  for�  special�status�  plants.�  However,�  for�  reporting�  

purposes,�  the�  long�term�  maintenance�  and�  management�  funds�  for�  this�  Project�  must�  be�  

tracked�and�reported�individually�to�the�BLM�and�CPUC.�  

f.�  Other�  Expenses.�  In�  addition�  to�  the�  costs�  listed�  above,�  the�  Project�  owner�  shall�  be�  

responsible�for�all�other�costs�related�to�acquisition�of�compensation�lands�and�conservation�  

easements,�including�but�not�limited�to�the�title�and�document�review�costs� incurred�from�  

other�state�agency�reviews,�overhead�related�to�providing�compensation�lands�to�CDFG�or�  

an�approved�third�party,�escrow�fees�or�costs,�environmental�contaminants�clearance,�and�  

other�site�cleanup�measures.�  

g.�  Mitigation�Security.�The�Project�owner�shall�provide�financial�assurances�to�the�BLM�and�  

CPUC�to�guarantee�that�an�adequate� level�of� funding� is�available�to� implement�any�of� the�  

mitigation�measures�required�by�this�condition�that�are�not�completed�prior�to�the�start�of�  

ground�disturbing�Project�activities.�Financial�assurances�shall�be�provided�to�the�BLM�and�  

CPUC�  in�  the� form�  of� an� irrevocable� letter�  of� credit,�  a�  pledged�  savings� account� or�  another�  

form� of� security� (“Security”)� approved�by� the� BLM� and� CPUC.� The� amount�of� the� Security�  

shall�  be�  $10,503�  per�  acre�  ($3,501�  per�  acre,�  using�  the�  estimated�  cost�  per�  acre�  for�  Desert�  

Tortoise�  mitigation�  as�  a�  best�  available�  proxy,�  at�  a�  3:1�  ratio)�  for�  every�  acre�  of�  habitat�  

supporting�  the�  target�  special�status�  plant�  species�  which�  is�  significantly�  impacted�  by�  the�  

project.�  The�  actual�  costs�  to�  comply�  with�  this�  condition�  will�  vary�  depending�  on�  the�  actual�  

costs�of�acquiring�compensation�habitat,�the�costs�of�initially�improving�the�habitat,�and�the�  

actual�costs�of� long�term�management�as�determined�by�a�PAR�report.�Prior�to�submitting�  

the�  Security�  to�  the�  BLM�  and�  CPUC,�  the�  Project�  owner�  shall�  obtain�  the�  BLM�  and�  CPUC’s�  

approval� of� the� form� of� the� Security.� The� BLM� and� CPUC� may�draw� on� the� Security� if� the�  
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BLM�  and�  CPUC�  determine�  the�  Project�  owner�  has�  failed�  to�  comply�  with�  the�  requirements�  

specified�in�this�condition.��The�BLM�and�CPUC�may�use�money�from�the�Security�solely�for� 

implementation�  of�  the�  requirements�  of�  this�  condition.�  The�  BLM�  and�  CPUC’s�  use�  of�  the�  

Security�to� implement�measures� in�this�condition�may�not�fully�satisfy�the�Project�owner’s� 

obligations�  under� this�  condition,� and�  the�  Project�  owner� remains�  responsible� for� satisfying�  

the�obligations�under�this�condition�if�the�Security�is�insufficient.�The�unused�Security�shall�  

be�  returned�  to�  the�  Project�  owner�  in�  whole�  or�  in�  part�  upon�  successful�  completion�  of�  the�  

associated�requirements�in�this�condition.�  

h.�  The�  Project�  owner�  may�  elect�  to�  comply�  with�  the�  requirements�  in�  this�  condition�  for�  

acquisition�  of�  compensation�  lands,�  initial�  protection�  and�  habitat�  improvement�  on�  the�  

compensation�  lands,�  or�  long�term�  maintenance�  and�  management�  of�  the�  compensation�  

lands�  by�  funding,�  or�  any�  combination�  of�  these�  three�  requirements,�  by�  providing�  funds�  to�  

implement�  those�  measures�  into�  the�  Renewable�  Energy�  Action�  Team�  (REAT)�  Account�  

established�with�the�National�Fish�and�Wildlife�Foundation�(NFWF).�To�use�this�option,�the�  

Project�owner�must�make�an�initial�deposit�to�the�REAT�Account�in�an�amount�equal�to�the�  

estimated�costs� (as�set�forth� in�the�Security�section�of�this�condition)�of� implementing�the� 

requirement.�  If�  the�  actual�  cost�  of�  the�  acquisition,�  initial�  protection�  and�  habitat�  

improvements,�or�long�term�funding�is�more�than�the�estimated�amount�initially�paid�by�the�  

Project�owner,� the�Project�owner� shall� make�an�additional�deposit� into� the�REAT�Account�  

sufficient�  to�  cover�  the�  actual�  acquisition�  costs,�  the�  actual�  costs�  of�  initial�  protection�  and�  

habitat� improvement�on�the�compensation�lands,�and�the�long�term�funding�requirements�  

as�  established�  in�  an�  approved�  PAR�  or�  PAR�like�  analysis.�  If�  those�  actual�  costs�  or�  PAR�  

projections�  are�  less�  than�  the�  amount�  initially�  transferred�  by�  the�  applicant,�  the�  remaining�  

balance�shall�be�returned�to�the�Project�owner.��  

i.�  The�  responsibility�  for�  acquisition�  of�  compensation�  lands�  may�  be�  delegated�  to�  a�  third�  

party�  other�  than�  NFWF,�  such�  as�  a�  non�governmental�  organization�  supportive�  of�  desert�  

habitat�conservation,�by�written�agreement�of�the�Energy�Commission.�Such�delegation�shall�  

be�subject�to�approval�by�the�BLM�and�CPUC,�in�consultation�with�CDFG�and�USFWS,�prior�to�  

land�  acquisition,�  enhancement�  or�  management�  activities.�  Agreements�  to�  delegate�  land�  

acquisition�to�an�approved�third�party,�or�to�manage�compensation�lands,�shall�be�executed�  

and�implemented�within�18�months�of�the�BLM�and�CPUC’s�certification�of�the�Project.� 

AM�BIO�3,�  Pre�Construction�  Surveys�  for�  Special�  Status�  Plant�  Species�  and�  Cacti.�  On�  page�  4.3�20,�  the�  

Draft�EIS�states�that�cacti�and�special�status�plants�will�be�“flagged�for�transplantation”�but�there�is�no�  

requirement� to�  implement�  the� transplantation.� The�  following�  mitigation� measure� is� recommended� to�  

supersede�this�AM�in�the�Final�EIS.��  

MM�BIO�3,�  Implement�  Transplantation:�  Cacti�  flagged�  for�  transplantation�  per�  AM�BIO�3�  shall�  be�  

transplanted�per�the�Vegetation�Salvage�Plan�described�in�AM�BIO�5.�  

While�implementation�of�the�transplantation�of�cacti�according�to�the�salvage�plan�would�be�a�feasible�  

means�for�reducing�impacts,�the�transplantation�for�other�special�status�plants�is�considered�infeasible.�  

AM�BIO�5,�Salvage�plan.�On�page�4.3�21,�the�Draft�EIS�includes�no�clear�statement�that�the�plan�will�be�  

implemented,�  and�  includes�  no�  success�  criteria�  (i.e.�  survivorship�  over�  the�  proposed�  3�year�  

maintenance/monitoring�period),�no�requirement�for�survivorship�beyond�the�maintenance�period,�and�  

no�remedial�measures�to�be�implemented�if�success�criteria�are�not�met.�As�written,�the�measure�allows�  

for�transplantation�and�follow�up�irrigation,�then�cessation�of�irrigation�and�subsequent�mortality�of�all�  
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plants.�The� measure� as�worded� in� the� Draft� EIS� lacks� performance� standards� as� required� under� CEQA�  

and�defers�those�criteria�to�a�later�document.�Also,�absent�post�maintenance�success�criteria,�it�does�not�  

indicate�that� its� implementation�would�feasibly�mitigate�the� impacts.�The�Final�EIS�should�provide�the�  

following�  mitigation�  measure,�  from�  the�  California�  Energy�  Commission’s�  Calico�  Solar�  Final�  Staff�  

Assessment,�  to�  supersede�  this�  AM,�  which�  sets�  forth�  performance�  criteria�  and�  additional�  details�  to�  

ensure�that�the�mitigation�would�be�effective�and�feasible.�  

MM�BIO�4,�  Salvage�  and�  Restoration�  Plan�  Performance�  Standards:�  Post�seeding�  and�  planting�  

monitoring�  shall�  be�  yearly�  and�  shall�  continue�  for�  a�  period�  of�  no�  less�  than�  10�  years�  or�  until�  the�  

defined�  performance�  standards�  are�  achieved�  (whichever�  is�  later).�  Remediation�  activities�  (e.g.,�  

additional�planting,�removal�of�non�native�invasive�species,�or�erosion�control)�shall�be�taken�during�  

the�10�year�period�if�necessary�to�ensure�the�success�of�the�restoration�effort.�If�the�mitigation�fails�  

to�  meet�  the�  established�  performance�  standards�  after�  the�  10�year�  maintenance�  and�  monitoring�  

period,�  monitoring�  and�  remedial�  activities�  shall�  extend�  beyond�  the�  10�year�  period�  until�  the�  

performance�  standards�  are�  met,�  unless�  otherwise�  specified�  by�  the�  BLM�  and�  CPUC.�  As�  needed�  to�  

achieve�performance�standards,�the�project�owner�shall�be�responsible�for�replacement�planting�or� 

other�remedial�action�as�agreed�to�by�BLM�and�CPUC.�Replacement�plants�shall�be�monitored�with�  

the�  same�  survival�  and�  growth�  requirements�  as�  required�  for�  original�  revegetation�  plantings.�  The�  

following�performance�standards�must�be�met�by�the�end�of�the�monitoring�period:�(a)�at�least�80%�  

of�the�species�and�vegetative�cover�observed�within�the�temporarily�disturbed�areas�shall�be�native�  

species�that�naturally�occur�in�desert�scrub�habitats;�(b)�absolute�cover�and�density�of�native�plant�  

species� within� the� revegetated� areas� shall� equal� at� least� 60%� of� the� pre�disturbance� or� reference�  

vegetation�  cover;�  and�  (c)�  the�  site�  shall�  have�  gone�  without�  irrigation�  or�  remedial�  planting�  for�  a�  

minimum�of�three�years�prior�to�completion�of�monitoring.�  

If�a�fire�or�flood�damages�a�revegetation�area�within�the�10�year�monitoring�period,�the�owner�shall�  

be�responsible�for�a�one�time�replacement.�If�a�second�fire�or�flood�occurs,�no�replanting�is�required,�  

unless�the�event�is�caused�by�the�owner’s�activity�(e.g.,�as�determined�by�BLM�or�other�firefighting�  

agency�investigation).�  

AM�BIO�5,�Restoration�Plan.�On�page�4.3�24,�the�Draft�EIS�stats�that�the�restoration�plan�shall� include�  

success�criteria,�but�does�not�state� the�criteria.�The�Draft�EIS�also�requires�monitoring�but� there� is�no�  

requirement�  that�  the�  revegetation�  sites�  meet�  the�  success�  criteria�  and�  no�  requirement�  for�  alternate�  

means�of�mitigating�the�impacts�if�revegetation�does�not�succeed.��  

The�Draft�EIS�lacks�performance�standards�as�required�under�CEQA�and�instead�defers�those�standards�  

to�  a�  future�  document�  (i.e.,�  the�  Restoration�  Plan).�  For�  CEQA�  compliance,�  the�  performance�  standards�  

should�  be�  stated�  in�  the�  mitigation�  measure.�  There�  also�  should�  be�  a�  clear�  discussion�  of�  remedial�  

measures�or�alternate�mitigation�to�be�implemented�in�the�event�that�the�restoration�does�not�meet�its�  

success�  criteria�  within�  the�  proposed�  monitoring�  period�  (for�  example,�  replanting�  and�  further�  

maintenance�  work;�  extending�  the�  monitoring�  period;�  off�site�  habitat�  protection�  or�  compensation;�  or�  

other�  means).�  �  Inclusion�  of�  MM�BIO�4,�  Salvage�  and�  Restoration�  Plan�  Performance�  Standards�  would�  

serve�to�bring�AM�BIO�5,�Restoration�Plan�into�compliance�with�CEQA.�  

Impact�  BIO�2,�  Direct�  and�  Indirect�  Impacts�  to�  Special�  Status�  Plant�  Species.�  On�  page�  4.3�24,�  the�  

statement�  that�  “Applicant�  Measure�  BIO�1�  would�  ensure�  that�  equivalent�  habitat�  for�  these�  species�  is�  

preserved�  elsewhere�  which�  is�  expected�  to�  benefit�  the�  overall�  populations�  of�  these�  species”�  is�  not�  

supported�by�the�wording�of�AM�BIO�1.�There�is�no�requirement�in�AM�BIO�1�that�compensation�lands�  
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must�  provide�  habitat�  (occupied�  or�  suitable)�  for�  special�  status�  plants.�  See�  comments�  above�  regarding�  

AM�BIO�1.�� 

The�  statement�  that�  “Applicant�  Measures�  BIO�3�  and�  BIO�5�  would�  ensure�  that�  any�  special�  status�  plant�  

species�found�within�the�Project�locations�would�be�salvaged�and�transplanted�if�feasible”�is�misleading.�  

See�  comments�  above�  regarding�  AM�BIO�3�  and�  AM�BIO�5.�  Cactus�  transplantation�  is�  feasible�  but�  

transplantation�of�other�special�status�plants�is�not.�This�should�be�clarified�in�the�conclusion.���  

The�Final�EIS�should�provide�clear�support�for�any�conclusion�that�impacts�would�be�mitigated�below�a�  

level�of�significance�by�providing�“selection�criteria”�for�the�compensation� lands.�Alternately,�the�Final�  

EIS�should�make�a�conclusion�that�the�impacts�to�special�status�plants�would�not�be�mitigated�below�a�  

level�of�significance.��  

Impact�  BIO�3,�  Direct�  and�  Indirect�  Impacts�  to�  Sensitive�  Natural�  Communities.�  Page�  4.3�24—see�  

comments�  above�  regarding�  Habitat�  Compensation.�  Without�  implementation�  of�  MM�BIO�2,�  Off�Site�  

Compensation,�to�supersede�AM�BIO�1�as�recommended�above,�the�conclusion�that�this�impact�would�  

be�mitigated�below�a�level�of�significance�is�unsupported.��  

Impact�BIO�4,�Direct�and�Indirect�Impacts�to�Jurisdictional�Resources.�On�page�4.3�25,�there�is�a�typo�in�  

line�  3,�  which�  should�  cite�  AM�BIO�1.�  See�  comments�  above�  regarding�  Habitat�  Compensation.�  Without�  

implementation�of�MM�BIO�2,�Off�Site�Compensation,�to�supersede�AM�BIO�1�as�recommended�above,�  

the�conclusion�that�this�impact�would�be�mitigated�below�a�level�of�significance�is�unsupported.��  

Impact�  BIO�5,�  Local�  Policies�  or�  Ordinances�  Protecting�  Biological�  Resources.�  On�  page�  4.3�26,�  Local�  

Policies�  or�  Ordinances,�  the�  statement�  that�  “there�  would�  be�  no�  construction,�  operation�  and�  

maintenance,�or�decommissioning�impacts�under�significance�criterion�BIO�5”�is�ambiguous.�This�should� 

be�revised�to�clearly�state�that�the�project�would�or�would�not�be�in�compliance�with�local�policies�and�  

ordinances.�  

Additional� CEQA� determinations.�  On�  page�  4.3�26�  and�  following,�  the�  remaining�  CEQA�  determinations�  

generally�repeat�language�from�the�sections�above;�all�determinations�need�revision�as�described�above.���  

4.4�Wildlife� 

The�following�comments�on�the�Environmental�Consequences�section�for�Wildlife�were�provided�to�BLM�  

previously�during�administrative�draft�EIS�review.�They�are�repeated�here�with�additional�detail.���  

General�discussions�of�wildlife�habitat�impacts,�wildlife�movement�impacts,�and�impacts�to�each�special�  

status�wildlife�species�are�cursory�throughout�Section�4.4�of�the�Draft�EIS.�� 

There�is�little�or�no�analysis�of�potential�project�impacts�to�MFTL,�Nelson’s�bighorn�sheep,�Palm�Springs�  

round�tailed�ground�squirrel,�or�American�badger.�All�of�these�are�special�status�species�that�would�meet�  

significance�  criteria�  listed�  in�  the�  Draft�  EIS.�  The�  absence�  of�  any�  analysis�  of�  project�  impacts�  to�  these�  

species� is�a� CEQA�deficiency.� The�Final�EIS� should� describe�potential� impacts� to�each� species,� provide�  

CEQA�significance�conclusions,�and�recommend�mitigation�as�appropriate.��  

There�is�no�discussion�of�potential�impacts�of�the�solar�field�with�regard�to�glare,�reflection,�or�possible�  

“mirage”�effect�to�wildlife,�particularly�migratory�birds.�Contrary�to�the�Draft�EIS,�the�absence�of�mirrors�  

does�not�justify�dismissal�of�this�potential�impact�to�wildlife�and�habitat.�Many�surfaces,�including�solar�  

panels,�  reflect�  light�  and�  could�  have�  the�  effects�  listed�  above.�  The�  Final�  EIS�  should�  incorporate�  this�  
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potential�  impact�  into�  the�  section,�  and�  the�  Avian�  and�  Bat�  Protection�  Plan�  measure�  should�  include�  

mitigation�to�address�this�potential�effect.��  

The�discussion�of�wildlife�movement�requires�further�development.�Wildlife�movement�is�not�limited�to�  

washes.� Many� of� the� species� in� the� project� area� are� likely� to� move� across� the� landscape� and� are� not�  

restricted�or�even�prone�to�only�using�the�washes�for�movement.�Note�that�the�solar�field�and�generator� 

tie�line�would�have�much�different�effects�on�wildlife�movement.�Text�in�both�sections�needs�to�clarify�  

the�nature�of�these�impacts�for�different�project�components.��  

Desert�tortoise.�The�Final�EIS�should�discuss�project�impacts�to�critical�habitat.��  

Applicant� Measure� AM�WIL�1,� Desert� Tortoise� Translocation� Plan.�  The�  Final�  EIS�  should�  cite�  2010�  

USFWS�  translocation�  guidelines�  and�  state�  that�  the�  final�  translocation�  plan�  will�  conform�  to�  those�  

guidelines.��  

USFWS.�  2010.�  Translocation�  of�  Desert�  Tortoises�  (Mojave�  Population)�  From�  Project�  Sites:�  Plan�  

Development�  Guidance.�  Unpublished�  Report,�  August�  2010,�  Ventura�  Fish�  and�  Wildlife�  Office,�  

Ventura,�California.�11�pp.��  

�  <http://www.fws.gov/ventura/speciesinfo/protocols_guidelines/>USFWS�  

Applicant�Measure�AM�WIL�2,�Raven�Management�Plan.�Note�typo��the�measure�should�be�separated�  

from�  the�  last�  paragraph�  within�  the�  previous�  measure.�  The�  Final�  EIS�  should�  include�  the�  following�  

mitigation�measure�to�ensure�the�adequacy�of�AM�WIL�2.�  

MM�WIL�1,�  Contribute�  to�  USFWS�  Regional�  Raven�  Management�  Program.�  The�  project�  owner�  shall�  

contribute�to�the�USFWS�Regional�Raven�Management�Program�by�making�a�one�time�payment�of�  

$105�per�acre�of�project�disturbance�to�the�national�Fish�and�Wildlife�Federation�Renewable�Energy�  

Action�Team�raven�control�account.��  

Applicant� Measure� AM�WIL�3,� Avian� and� Bat� Protection� Plan.�  The� Final�  EIS�  should�  cite�  2010� USFWS�  

guidelines�and�state�that�the�final�plan�will�conform�to�those�guidelines.��  

USFWS,�  2010.�  Considerations�  for�  Avian�  and�  Bat�  Protection�  Plans�  U.S.�  Fish�  and�  Wildlife�  Service�  White�  

Paper.�USDI�Fish�and�Wildlife�Service,�Washington,�DC.�11�pp.�  

Impact�WIL�1,�Direct�and�Indirect�Impacts�to�Wildlife�Habitat.�The�statement�that�“Applicant�Measure�  

BIO�1�…�would�ensure�that�the�loss�of�this�habitat�is�adequately�compensated�for�and�equivalent�habitat�  

would�  be�  protected�  offsite”�  is�  not�  consistent�  with�  text�  in�  AM�BIO�1.�  See�  MM�BIO�2,�  Off�Site�  

Compensation,�above.�As�stated�in�the�Draft�EIS,�the�conclusion�that�impacts�would�be�“reduced�to�less�  

than�significant”� is�not�supported.�The�Final�EIS�should�provide� further�explanation� in� this�significance�  

conclusion.�� 

Impact�WIL�2,�Direct�and�Indirect�Impacts�to�Special�Status�Wildlife�Species.�As�above,�the�significance�  

conclusion�  is�  not�  consistent�  with�  text�  in�  AM�BIO�1.�  See�  recommended�  MM�BIO�2,�  Off�site�  

Compensation,�above.�As�stated�in�the�Draft�EIS,�the�conclusion�that�impacts�would�be�“reduced�to�less�  

than�significant”� is�not�supported.�The�Final�EIS�should�provide� further�explanation� in� this�significance�  

conclusion.�� 

Impact�WIL�3,�Direct�and�Indirect�Impacts�to�Wildlife�Movement�or�Nursery�Sites.�As�above,�the�wash�  

habitat�  is�  not�  necessarily�  the�  most�  important�  wildlife�  movement�  habitat�  on�  the�  site.�  As�  above,�  the�  

significance�conclusion� is�not�consistent�with� text� in�AM�BIO�1.�See�recommended�MM�BIO�2,�Off�site�  
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Compensation,�above.�As�stated�in�the�Draft�EIS,�the�conclusion�that�impacts�would�be�“reduced�to�less�  

than�significant”� is�not�supported.�The�Final�EIS�should�provide� further�explanation� in� this�significance�  

conclusion.�� 

Impact�  WIL�4,� Local�  Policies�  or� Ordinances� Protecting� Biological� Resources.�  See�  remarks�  regarding�  

Impact�BIO�5,�above.��  

Additional�CEQA�determinations.� (p.�4.4�33�and�following):�These�generally� repeat� language�from�the�  

sections�above;�all�these�determinations�need�revision�as�described�above.���  

Polarized�Light�from�Photovoltaic�Panels.�The�analysis�of�the�solar�field�does�not�present�nor�evaluate�  

any�potential�impacts�from�polarized�light.�This�is�a�concern�with�solar�photovoltaic�projects,�and�must�  

be�  addressed�  in�  the�  Final�  EIS.�  of�  the�  Final�  EIS�  should�  include�  the�  following�  discussion�  of�  impacts�  on�  

wildlife� of�  solar� panels� from� polarized�  light� pollution�  and�  the�  following� mitigation�  measure� to� reduce�  

impacts:��� 

The�proposed�project’s�solar�panels�will�produce�polarized�light�pollution�that�could�confuse�insects�  

and�potentially�birds.�Polarized�light�is�utilized�by�many�animals.�Unpolarized�light�becomes�strongly� 

polarized,�or�aligned�in�a�single,�often�horizontal�plane,�by�reflection.�The�primary�natural�source�of�  

polarized�light�in�the�environment�is�water.�Polarized�light�is�used�by�at�least�300�species�of�insects�  

to�recognize�the�surface�of�water�bodies�as�a�suitable�place�to� lay�their�eggs,�and�many�waterbird�  

species�may�also�utilize�polarized�light�to�locate�water�bodies�(Horvath�et�al.,�2009).�It�has�also�been�  

documented�  that�  for�  a�  variety�  of�  birds,�  reptiles,�  fish,�  etc.�  that�  polarized�light�  pollution�  can�  affect�  

their�ability� to�detect�natural�polarized� light�patterns� in� the�sky�which�can� lead�to�effects�on�their�  

navigation�ability�and�ultimately�effects�on�dispersal�and�reproduction�(Horvath�et�al.,�2009).�  

Light�  that�  has�  been�  highly�  and�  horizontally�  polarized�  by�  artificial�  surfaces�  such�  as�  smooth,�  dark�  

buildings�  or�  solar�  panels�  alters�  the�  natural�  patterns�  of�  polarized�  light�  within�  the�  environment�  

resulting�in�polarized�light�pollution�(Horvath�et�al.,�2009).�The�smoother�and�darker�a�surface,�the�  

more�polarized�light�pollution�it�produces.�Glass�buildings,�asphalt�roads,�and�dark�paint,�and�dark,�  

conventional�solar�cells�produce�polarized�light�pollution.�The�degree�of�polarization�for�light�reflected�  

from� solar� panels� approaches�  100�  percent,�  far�  above�  the�  typical�  polarization�  for�  water,�  which�  is�  

typically�30�to�70�percent�(Horvath�et�al.,�2010).�  

Potential�  direct�  effects�  due�  to�  polarized�light�  pollution�  resulting�  from�  the�  development�  of�  the�  

Panoche�Valley�Solar�Farm�include�the�following:�  

�  The�highly�polarizing�nature�of�solar�panels�may�negatively�affect�the�ability�of�animals�to�judge�suit�  

able�habitats�and�egg�laying�sites,�especially�for�organisms�normally�associated�with�water;�artificial�  

polarizing�surfaces�can�be�more�attractive�than�water�due�to�a�stronger�polarization�signature.�This�  

can�  result�  in�  the�  attraction�  of�  insects�  which�  either�  waste�  resources�  (time�  and�  energy)�  on�  the�  

surfaces,� lay�eggs�on�them�resulting� in�reproductive�failure,�become�easy�targets�for�predators,�or�  

dehydrate�and�die�(Horvath�et�al.,�2009).�Horvath�et�al.�(2010)�documented�that�many�insect�taxa,�  

including�  mayflies�  (Ephemeroptera),�  stoneflies�  (Trichoptera),�  dolichopodid�  dipterans,�  and�  tabanid�  

flies�(Tabanidae)�are�very�attracted�to�the�polarized�light�reflected�by�solar�panels�(polarotactic)�and�  

will�lay�eggs�above�solar�panels�more�often�than�above�water.� 

�  Polarized�light�  pollution�  can�  create�  unfavorable�  environments�  that�  result�  in�  mutualistic�  species�  

necessary�for�native�plant�life�cycles,�such�as�seed�dispersers�and�pollinators,�to�be�extirpated�from�  

an�affected�area.�Many�animals�including�potential�pollinators�such�as�bees,�desert�ants,�and�beetles�  

also�  utilize�  polarized�  light�  patterns�  for�  orientation�  and�  navigation�  (von�  Frisch,�  1967;�  Labhart�  and�  
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Meyer,�  2002;�  Dacke�  et�al.,�  2003).�  Therefore,�  polarized�  light�  produced�  by�  solar�  panels�  may�  be�  

confused�for�natural�polarized�light�and�attract�or�confuse�dispersing�and�migrating�individuals,�and�  

may�  reduce�  successful�  plant�  reproduction�  on�  the�  proposed�  project�  site�  by�  confusing�  and�  

disorienting� pollinators.�This�could�affect�not�only� the� three�special�status�plants� species�detected�  

on�the�proposed�project�site;�gypsum�loving� larkspur,�recurved� larkspur,�and�serpentine� linanthus,�  

but�also�the�more�common�plant�species.�  

�  The�large�scale�of�the�solar�site�could�attract�migrating�waterbirds,�resulting� in� lost�migration�time�  

and�energy,� or�potentially� to� injury,� stranding,�and� death.�However,� the� role�of�polarized� light� for�  

water�detection�is�not�well�understood�for�migrating�waterbirds�(Horvath�et�al.,�2009).� 

Potential�  indirect�  effects�  due�  to�  polarized�light�  pollution�  from�  the�  development�  of�  the�  proposed�  

project�are�as�follows:�  

�  Solar�  power�  production�  facilities�  can�  function�  as�  an�  ecological�  trap,�  resulting�  in�  mortality�  or�  

reproductive�  failure,�  and�  could�  lead�  to�  population�  declines�  in�  affected�  species.�  Local�  population�  

collapse�could�be�a�result,�with�cascading�impacts�on�predators�and�other�species�up�the�food�chain.�  

According�  to�  Horvath�  et�  al.�  (2010),�  the�  most�  recent�  study�  available,�  “the�  potential�  effects�  of�  

polarized�  light�  pollution�  associated�  with�  solar�  panels�  on�  populations�  of�  aquatic�  insects�  remains�  

unclear,�but�they�are�predicted�to�cause�rapid�and�potentially�large�population�declines.”�Large�scale�  

solar�facilities�present�a�new�and�relatively�un�researched�risk�for�bird�collisions.�  

Fragmenting�  the�  solar�active�  surface�  of�  solar�  panels�  lessens�  their�  attractiveness�  to�  polarotactic�  

insects.�  Horvath�  et�  al.�  (2010)�  found�  that�  breaking�  up�  the�  polarizing�  black�  surface�  of�  solar�  panels�  

utilizing�  non�polarizing�  white�  borders�  and�  white�  grids�  produced�  a�  10�  to�  26�  fold�  reduction�  in�  the�  

likelihood�of�aquatic�insects�mistaking�the�panels�for�water�and�depositing�eggs�on�them.�Horvath�et�  

al.�  (2010)�  estimated�  that,�  depending�  on�  the�  amount�  of�  space�  the�  white�  strips�  cover,�  the�  

effectiveness�of�the�solar�cells�may�be�reduced�by�approximately�1.8�percent.�  

Construction�  of�  the�  project�  will�  produce�  polarized�light�  pollution�  that�  could�  confuse�  insects�  and�  

likely�  birds,�  resulting�  in�  a�  significant�  impact.�  Mitigation�  Measure�  MM�BIO�X,�  Bird� Monitoring� and�  

Avoidance� Plan,� would� require� the� Applicant� to� conduct� long� term� avian� mortality� studies� on� the� 

project�site,�including�the�solar�arrays.�The�study�would�document�the�level�of�bird�mortality�and�if�the� 

County� and� regulatory� agencies� deem� the� mortality� excessive,� would� require� the� Applicant� to� take� 

corrective�actions�including�the�installation�of�non�polarizing�white�borders�or�white�grids�that�break�  

up�  the�  polarizing�  black�  surface�  of�  solar�  panels.�  With�  implementation�  of�  this�  mitigation�  measure,�  

impacts�from�polarized�light�pollution�would�be�less�than�significant.��  

�	 MM�BIO�X�  Prepare�and�Implement�a�Bird�Monitoring�and�Avoidance�Plan.�Prior�to� 

the�  issuance�  of�  a�  ROW�  grant,�  the�  Applicant�  shall�  retain�  a�  BLM�approved,�  qualified�  

biologist�to�prepare�a�Bird�Monitoring�and�Avoidance�Plan�in�consultation�with�California�  

Department�of�Fish�and�Game�(CDFG)�and�U.S.�Fish�and�Wildlife�Service�(USFWS).�This�  

plan�  shall�  follow�  the�  Avian�  Protection�  Plan�  guidelines�  outlined�  by�  USFWS�  and�  Avian�  

Power�Line�Interaction�Committee�(APLIC).�  

The�plan�will�require�monitoring�of�(1)�the�death�and�injury�of�birds�from�collisions�with�  

facility�  features�  such�  feeder/distribution�  lines�  and�  solar�  panels,�  and�  (2)�  impacts�  to�  

aquatic�  insects�  from�  polarized�  light�  from�  solar�  panels�  that�  may�  affect�  insectivorous�  

(insect�eating)�birds.�The�study�design�shall�be�approved�by�BLM�� � in�consultation�with� 

the�California�Department�of�Fish�and�Game�and�the�U.S.�Fish�and�Wildlife�Service.� 
cont 
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Bird�mortality�study.�The�bird�mortality�component�of�the�Bird�Monitoring�Study�shall�  

include�at�a�minimum:�detailed�specifications�on�data,�a�carcass�collection�protocol,�and�  

a�  rationale�  justifying�  the�  proposed�  schedule�  of�  carcass�  searches.�  The�  study�  shall�  also�  

include�  seasonal�  trials�  to�  assess�  bias�  from�  carcass�  removal�  by�  scavengers�  as�  well�  as�  

searcher�bias.�  

Polarized� light�  and� insectivorous� birds� study.�  The�  study� of� polarized�  light� impacts�  on�  

insectivorous�  birds�  shall�  include�  at�  a�  minimum:�  detailed�  specifications�  regarding�  data�  

requirements,� including�protocols�for�collection�and� identification�of� insect�eggs�found�  

on�solar�panels,�and�a�rationale�for�a�data�collection�schedule.�  

During�construction�and�for�one�year�following�the�beginning�of�the�solar�farm�operation� 

the� biologist� shall� submit� annual� reports� to� BLM� describing� the� dates,�  durations,�  and� 

results�  of� monitoring� and� data�  collection.�  The�  annual�  reports�  shall� provide� a� detailed� 

description�of�any�project�related�bird�or�wildlife�deaths�or� injuries�detected�during� the�  

monitoring�study�or�at�any�other�time�and�data�collected�for�the�study�of�polarized�light�  

impacts�  on�  insectivorous�  birds.�  The�  report�  shall�  analyze�  any�  project�related�  bird�  

fatalities�or�injuries�detected,�and�provides�recommendations�(in�consultation�with�the�  

County)�for�future�monitoring�and�any�adaptive�management�actions�needed.�  

Thresholds.�  Thresholds�  will�  be�  determined�  by�  BLM�  in�  consultation�  with�  CDFG�  and�  

USFWS.�  If�  BLM�  determines�  that�  either�  (1)�  bird�  mortality�  caused�  by�  solar�  facilities�  is�  

substantial�and�is�having�potentially�adverse�impacts�on�special�status�bird�populations,� 

or�  that�  (2)�  the�  attraction�  of�  polarized�  light�  from�  solar�  panels�  is�  causing�  reproductive�  

failure�  of�  aquatic�  insect�  populations�  at�  high�  enough�  levels�  to�  adversely�  affect�  insec�  

tivorous�special�status�birds,�the�Applicant�shall�be�required�to�implement�some�or�all�of�  

the�mitigation�measures�below.�  

Implementation�  Measures.�  To�  minimize�  bird�  mortality�  caused�  by�  solar�  facilities,�  the�  

Applicant�may�be�required�to�install�additional�bird�flight�diverters�alterations�to�project�  

components� that� have� been� identified� as� key� mortality� features,� or� implement� other� 

appropriate� actions� approved� by� BLM� and� regulatory� agencies� based� on� the� findings� of� 

the�Bird�Monitoring�and�Avoidance�Plan.�To�minimize�indirect�impacts�of�polarized�light�on� 

insectivorous�birds,�the�Applicant�may�be�required�to�install�non�polarizing�white�borders� 

and� grids� on� or� around� solar� panels,� which� Horvath� et� al.� (2010)� found� to� dramatically� 

reduce� the� attractiveness� of� solar� panels� to� aquatic� insects,� or� other� measures� that�are� 

shown�to�be�effective.� 

If�  mitigation�  actions�  are�  required,�  the�  annual�  reporting�  shall�  continue�  until�  LBM,�  in� 

consultation�  with�  CDFG� and� USFWS,� determines� whether� more� years� of� monitoring� are� 

needed,� and� whether�  additional�  mitigation�  and�  adaptive�  management�  measures�  are� 

necessary.�After� the�Bird�Monitoring�Study� is�determined�by�BLM�to�be�complete,� the�  

Applicant�  shall�  prepare� papers� that� describe�  the� design�  and�  monitoring�  results�  of�  the�  

two�studies�to�be�submitted�to�peer�reviewed�scientific�journals.�Proof�of�submittal�shall�  

be�  provided�  to�  BLM,�  CDFG�  and�  USFWS�  within�  one�  year�  of�  concluding�  the�  monitoring�  

studies.�  

Citations:��  
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moonlight.�Nature�424:33.�  
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4.9�Lands�and�Realty� 

The�  following�  comment�  on�  the�  Environmental�  Consequences�  section�  for�  Lands�  and�  Realty�  was�  not�  

previously�  provided�  to�  BLM�  during�  administrative�  draft�  EIS�  review.�  This�  comment�  has�  been�  newly�  

identified�after�review�of�the�Draft�EIS.���  
Impacts�  to�  Agriculture.�  Page�  4.9�19�  (Alternative�  3):�  Based�  on�  the�  construction�  impact�  analysis�  under�  

Agriculture,�the�transmission�line�corridor�(Gen�Tie�Line�A�2)�would�traverse�active�agricultural�land.�The�  

impact�  discussion�  fails�  to�  include�  discussion�  of�  whether�  or�  not�  the�  land�  is�  considered�  Important�  

Farmland.�Additionally,�discussion�of�GT�B�2�would�cross�approximately�1.5�miles�of�private�agricultural� 

land,�though�fails�to�conclude�whether�or�not�the�GT�B�2�result�in�a�significant�conversion�of�Farmland.�  

4.10�Noise�and�Vibration� 

The�  following�  comments�  on�  the�  Environmental�  Consequences�  section�  for�  Noise�  were�  not�  previously�  

provided� to�  BLM�  during�  administrative�  draft�  EIS� review.�  These� comments�  have� been� newly�  identified�  

after�review�of�the�Draft�EIS.���  

Noise�Significance�Criteria.�Page�4.10�3�(CEQA�Significance�Criteria):�It�is�unclear�why�CEQA�Significance�  

Criterion�  NZ�4�  utilizes�  a�  10�dBA�  CNEL�  increase�  for�  assessing�  long�term�  source�  impacts.�  There�  is�  no�  

reference�  as�  to�  the�  use�  of�  this�  performance�  standard�  and�  metric�  in�  lieu�  of�  the�  applicable�  Riverside�  

County�General�Plan�thresholds�for�land�use�types�as�in�CEQA�Significance�Criteria�NZ�2�and�NZ�3.��  

Consistency�with�Local�Ordinance.�Page�4.10�4�(Noise�From�On�site�Construction�Activity):�The�author�  

frequently�mentions�that�the�project�would�be�consistent�with�the�Riverside�County�Noise�Ordinance�by�  

meeting�the�restricted�construction�hours.�While�the�beginning�time�for�these�noise�restrictions�is�often�  

mentioned,�  the�  end�  time�  of�  daily�  construction�  and�  specifications�  of�  seasonal�  restrictions�  are�  not�  

specified.�AM�NZ�1�should�be�superseded�by�the�following�mitigation�measure:�  

“MM�NZ�1,�Construction�Hours:�The�Project�Owner�shall�limit�construction�located�within�a�quarter�  

mile�of�an�inhabited�dwelling�to�6:00�AM�to�6:00�PM�during�the�months�of�June�through�September�  

and�7:00�AM�to�6:00�PM�during�the�months�of�October�through�May.�Certain�electrical�connection�  

activities�at�the�solar�farm�site�would�occur�at�night�for�safety�reasons,�but�would�not�require�any�  

heavy�equipment�operations.”�  
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4.11�Public�Health�and�Safety/Hazardous�Materials�  

The�  following�  comments�  on�  the�  Environmental�  Consequences�  section�  for�  Public�  Health�  and�  

Safety/Hazardous�  Materials�  were�  provided�  to�  BLM�  previously�  during�  administrative�  draft�  EIS�  review.�  

They�are�repeated�here�with�additional�detail.���  

Cadmium� Telluride.� Page� 4.11�5� (Hazardous� Materials/Hazardous� Waste):� The� author’s� determination�  

that�  CdTe�  would�  not�  be�  leached�  out�  under�  landfill�  conditions�  based�  on�  the�  Golder�  Associates,�  2010�  

paper�misrepresents�the�finding�of�the�study.�The�Golder�Associates�study�concludes�that�CdTe�dissolves�  

into�leachate�which�would�likely�exceed�the�limit�for�ordinary�landfills.�The�analysis�should�be�updated�  

accordingly.��  

Applicant�Measure�AM�HAZ�5,�Emergency�Response�Plan.�Page�4.11�19�(Intentionally�Destructive�Acts):�  

Under�  CEQA,�  mitigation�  measures�  that�  require�  the�  applicant�  to�  prepare�  a�  plan,�  without�  defining�  the�  

plan’s�  minimum�  contents,�  oversight,�  and�  performance�  standards,�  are�  inadequate.�  AM�HAZ�5�  fails�  to�  

provide�  the�  minimum�  contents�  and�  performance�  standards�  for�  an�  emergency�  response�  plan�  and�  site�  

security�  plan.�  As�  such,�  this�  mitigation�  is�  inadequate�  under�  CEQA.�  While�  these�  plans�  may�  contain�  

information� of� a� sensitive� nature,� the�  AM� should� be� superseded� by� the� following� mitigation� measure�  

that�outlines�the�minimum�contents�and�performance�standards�in�a�way�that�does�not�compromise�the� 

sensitive�information.��  

MM�HAZ�1,�Emergency�Response�Plan:�An�emergency�response�plan�and�site�security�plan�shall�be�  

completed�for�the�Project�facilities.�These�plans�shall�be�developed�in�accordance�with�the�BLM�and�  

DOE�requirements�and�shall�include�the�following:�  

� 	 Identification�  of�  a�  range�  of�  potential�  emergency�  incidents�  and�  associated�  emergency�  

response�agencies�affected.�  

�	 Criteria�for�short�term�response�and�long�term�protective�actions.�  

� 	 Clear�hierarchy�for�coordination�with�emergency�response�agencies.�  

� 	 A�  communication�  plan�  to�  provide�  a�  rapid�  flow�  of�  information�  to�  all�  responders�  including�  

State�and� local�emergency�agencies.�The�communication�plan�shall�also� include�redundant�  

methods�of�communication�should�primary�systems�fail�during�an�emergency.� 

� 	 Detailed�  medical�  response�  plans�  and�  procedures,�  with�  necessary�  medical�  equipment�  in�  

place�prior�to�operation.�  

� 	 Procedures�  for�  facility�  drills�  and�  emergency�  responder�  training.�  Identify�  and�  implement�  

specialized�training�needs�and�requirements�associated�with�PV�panel�handling.�  

Applicant�  Measure�  AM�HAZ�10,�  Fire�  Prevention�  Plan.�  Page�  4.11�23�  (Intentionally�  Destructive�  Acts):�  

AM�HAZ�10�  fails�  to�  provide�  the�  minimum�  contents�  and�  performance�  standards�  for�  a�  fire�  prevention�  

plan.�As�such,�this�mitigation�is�inadequate�under�CEQA.�The�AM�should�be�superseded�by�the�following�  

mitigation�measure�that�provides�minimum�content�requirements�and�performance�standards.��  

Develop�  and� implement�  a� fire� prevention�  plan.� Prior� to�  issuance� of� the� construction�  permit,� the�  

Applicant�  shall�  develop�  and�  implement�  a�  fire�  protection�  plan�  for�  use�  during�  construction�  and�  

operation.�The�Applicant�shall�submit�the�fire�plan,�along�with�maps�of�the�project�site�and�access�  

roads,� to�CAL�FIRE/Riverside�County�Fire�Department� for�review�and�approval�prior�to�the�start�of�  

construction.�  The�  fire�  protection�  plan�  shall�  contain�  notification�  procedures�  and�  emergency�  fire�  

precautions�including,�but�not�limited�to,�the�following:�� 
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� All�  internal�  combustion�  engines,�  stationary�  and�  mobile,�  shall�  be�  equipped�  with�  spark�  

arresters.�Spark�arresters�shall�be�in�good�working�order.��  

�	 Light�trucks�and�cars�with�factory�installed�(type)�mufflers�shall�be�used�only�on�roads�where�  

the�roadway�is�cleared�of�vegetation.�Said�vehicle�types�shall�maintain�their�factory�installed�  

(type)�muffler�in�good�condition.��  

�	 Fire� rules�shall�be�posted�on�the�project�bulletin�board�at� the�contractor’s� field�office�and�  

areas�visible�to�employees.��  

�	 Equipment�parking�areas�and�small�stationary�engine�sites�shall�be�cleared�of�all�extraneous�  

flammable�materials.��  

�	 Personnel�  shall�  be�  trained�  in�  the�  practices� of� the�  fire�  safety�  plan�  relevant�  to�  their�  duties.�  

Construction�and�maintenance�personnel�shall�be�trained�and�equipped�to�extinguish�small� 

fires�in�order�to�prevent�them�from�growing�into�more�serious�threats.��  

�	 Applicant�shall�make�an�effort�to�restrict�use�of�chainsaws,�chippers,�vegetation�masticators,�  

grinders,�  drill�  rigs,�  tractors,�  torches,�  and�  explosives�  to�  outside�  of�  the�  official�  fire�  season.�  

When�the�above�tools�are�used,�water�tanks�equipped�with�hoses,�fire�rakes,�and�axes�shall�  

be�easily�accessible�to�personnel.��  

�	 Smoking�shall�be�prohibited� in�wildland�areas�and�shall�be� limited�to�paved�areas�or�areas�  

cleared�  of�  all�  vegetation.�  Smoking�  shall�  be�  prohibited�  within�  30�  feet�  of�  any�  combustible�  

material�  storage�  area�  (including�  fuels,�  gases,�  and�  solvents).�  Smoking�  shall�  be�  prohibited�  

during�a�Red�Flag�Warning�issued�for�the�project�area.��  

Cease�work�during�Red�Flag�Warnings.�During�construction�and�operation,�when�a�Red�Flag�Warning�  

is�issued�by�the�National�Weather�Service�for�the�project�area,�all�non�emergency�construction�and� 

maintenance�activities�shall�cease.�This�provision�shall�be�clearly�stated�in�the�fire�prevention�plan.�  

An�Emergency�Response�Liaison�shall�ensure�implementation�of�a�system�that�allows�for�immediate�  

receipt�of�Red�Flag�Warning�information�from�the�National�Weather�Service.�  

Install�electrical�safety�signage.�Prior�to�energization�or�final�inspection,�whichever�occurs�first,�the�  

Applicant�  shall�  install�  electrical�  safety�  signage�  on�  all�  solar�  arrays�  in�  the�  immediate�  vicinity�  of�  all�  

wiring�and�on�all�electrical�conduit�using�weather�resistant�and�fade�proof�materials.�The�purpose�of�  

this�measure�is�to�reduce�the�risk�of�electric�shock�and�fire.�Warning�signs�shall�be�designed�to�be�  

evident�to�any�person�tampering�with,�working�on,�or�dismantling�project�photovoltaic�panels.�Signs�  

shall� read:� “CAUTION:� Solar� PV� Wiring� May� Remain� Energized� After� Disconnection� During�  Daylight�  

Hours.�Tampering�With�Wiring�May�Result�in�ELECTRIC�SHOCK�or�FIRE.�Death�or�Serious�Injury�May�  

Result.�Do�Not�Expose�Wires�to�Vegetation�or�Other�Flammable�Materials.”�This�requirement�shall�  

be�clearly�stated�in�the�fire�prevention�plan.�  

4.12�Recreation� 

The�following�comment�on�the�Environmental�Consequences�section�for�Recreation�was�not�previously�  

provided�  to�  BLM�  during�  administrative�  draft�  EIS�  review.�  This�  new�  comment�  has�  arisen�  as�  a�  result�  of�  

changes�made�to�the�Draft�EIS�since�CPUC’s�last�review�of�the�document.����  

Evaluation� of� Recreation� Impacts.� Page� 4.12�5� (CEQA� Significance�Determination�–�Solar�Farm�Layout�  

B):�The�author�states�that�impacts�to�recreation�would�be�beneficial�“because�the�three�routes�used�for�  

OHV�  and�  vehicular�  recreational�  travel�  would�  be�  reopened.”�  This�  analysis,�  however,�  is�  comparing�  the�  
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conditions�after�decommissioning�with�the�conditions�occurring�during�operation�of�the�project�and�not�  

the�  baseline�  conditions.�  While�  decommissioning�  may�  return�  the�  three�  routes�  used�  for�  OHV�  and�  

vehicular�  recreational�  travel�  to�  their�  original�  condition,�  it�  would�  be�  erroneous�  to�  describe�  this�  as�  a�  

beneficial�impact�as�there�is�no�net�change�from�the�baseline�conditions.�  

4.15�Transportation�and�Public�Access�  

The�  following�  comment�  on�  the�  Environmental�  Consequences�  section�  for�  Transportation�  and�  Public�  

Access�was�provided�to�BLM�previously�during�administrative�draft�EIS�review.�It�is�repeated�here�with�  

additional�detail.���  

Assumption� of� best�case�  scenario�  for� traffic.� For� the� Red� Bluff� Substation� and� the� Gen�Tie� line,� it� is� 

stated�that�“Traffic�associated�with�these�activities�could�occur�at�anytime;�therefore,�these�trips�have�  

been�assumed�to�occur�outside�of�peak�traffic�hours.”�However,�it�would�also�be�logical�to�assume�that�  

these�  trips�  would�  occur�  during�  peak�  traffic�  hours,�  which�  would�  represent�  a�  worst�case�scenario�  of�  

impacts.�As�it�stands,�the�analysis�may�underestimate�traffic� impacts,�and�without�specific� information�  

on�the�timing�of�operational�traffic,�it�is�recommended�that�a�worst�case�scenario�be�assumed.� 

The�following�comment�was�not�previously�provided�to�BLM�during�administrative�draft�EIS�review.�This�  

new�comment�has�arisen�as�a�result�of�further�review�of�the�Draft�EIS.���� 

Air�Traffic�Impacts.�Page�4.15�10�(Air�Traffic�Impacts):�On�July�21,�2010,�the�FAA�issued�a�final�rule�that�  

amends�14�CFR�Part�77.�The�changes�include�stronger�protections�for�private�airports.�The�amendments�  

to�Part�77�go�into�effect�on�January�18,�2011.�To�ensure�potential�aviation�impacts�from�the�185�foot�tall�  

tower,�it�is�recommended�that�the�following�mitigation�measure�be�included�in�the�Final�EIR:��  

MM�TRANS�3,�Compliance�with�FAA�Requirements:��The�Project�Owner�shall�submit�FAA�Form�7460�  

and�receive�a�Determination�of�No�Hazard�to�Navigable�Airspace�and�comply�with�any�AC�70/7460�  

1K�  (Obstruction�  Marking�  and�  Lighting)�  requirements�  from�  the�  FAA.�  �  Furthermore,�  in�  the�  event�  

cranes�  in�  excess�  of�  200�feet�  are�  utilized�  during�  construction,�  FAA�  AC�  70/7460�1K�  (Obstruction�  

Marking�and�Lighting)�requirements�must�be�met.�  

4.16�Visual�Resources�  

The�comments� initially�provided�by� the�CPUC�resulted� in�a�re�organization�of� the�section.�This�revised� 

section�results� in� the� following�new�comments�on�the�Environmental�Consequences�section� for�Visual�  

Resources�  that�  were�  not�  previously�  provided�  to�  BLM�  during�  administrative�  Draft�  EIS�  review.�  These�  

comments�have�arisen�after�a�review�of�the�revised�Draft�EIS.����  

Section�4.16.3�Alternative�1�–�Proposed� Action.� � The� subheading�“Interim�Visual�Management�Class”� 

that�appears�on�pages�4.16�12,�4.16�14,�4.16�15,�4.16�16,�4.16�18,�and�4.16�19,�does�not�appear�to�be�  

appropriate�  because�  the�  discussion�  under�  those�  headings�  is�  about�  visual�  contrast�  and�  not�  about�  the�  

Interim�VRM�Class.�Additionally,�while�these�subsections�typically�arrive�at�some�conclusion(s)�regarding�  

the�degree�of�visual�contrast�that�will�be�caused,�there�is�no�assessment�as�to�the�consistency�of�those�  

contrast�conclusions�with�the�applicable�Interim�VRM�objectives�or�what�the�applicable�VRM�objectives�  

are.�These�conclusions�should�be�added�to�the�individual�subsections�and�not�just�left�to�the�Summary�  

section.�� 

CEQA�Significance�Determination�and�visual� impact�methodology,�Solar�Farm�Layout�B.�Page�4.16�25�  

states�  that�  CEQA�  significance�  criteria�  are�  not�  addressed�  in�  the�  EIS�  because�  SF�B�  is�  on�  BLM�  land.�  The�  

location�  of�  SF�B�  (on�  BLM�  land)�  is�  not�  relevant�  to�  its�  necessity�  of�  evaluation�  under�  CEQA,�  only�  to�  the�  
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methodology�  used�  to�  evaluate�  impacts.�  A�  determination�  must�  be�  made�  under�  CEQA�  as�  to�  the�  

significance�of�impacts�of�SF�B,�despite�its�location�on�BLM�land.�The�way�the�section�reads�now�is�that�  

SF�B�has�no�visual�impacts�under�CEQA.�This�is�not�accurate.�It�does�not�matter�if�the�project�is�on�land�  

owned�by�BLM�if�it�will�be�visible�to�off�site�public�vantage�points�(i.e.,�KOP�1�on�State�Route�177,�KOP�2�  

in�  Joshua�  Tree�  Wilderness,�  KOP�  3�  on�  Kaiser�  Road,�  and�  KOP�  4�  in�  Lake�  Tamarisk).�  The�  same�  comment�  

holds�true�for�Solar�Farm�Layout�C�(SF�C;�page�4.16�38).��  

It�is�recommended�that�the�methodology�used�for�determining�the�significance�of�impacts�under�CEQA�  

for�project�components�located�on�BLM�land�be�based�on�consistency�with�the�established�Interim�VRM�  

Class�II�and�III�management�objectives�for�each�project�component.�It�is�further�recommended�that�the�  

following� revised� text� and� analysis� be� included� in� the� CEQA� Significance� Determination� Section� of� the�  

Final�EIR�for�SF�B.�A�similar�analysis�should�be�included�for�SF�C.���  
Draft�EIS�page�4.16�25:�  

CEQA�Significance�Determination�  

Impacts�pertaining�to�CEQA�significance�criteria�VR�1,�VR�2,�and�VR�3�are�described�below.�KOPs�1,�  

2,�3,�4,�and�6�provide�general�scenic�vistas�across�the�landscape.�KOPs�3,�4,�5,�and�6�provide�views�of� 

the�visual�character/quality�(local�setting),�depending�on�the�project�component.�CEQA�significance�  

determination�is�applicable�to�non�BLM�land.�  

Solar�Farm�Layout�B��  

CEQA�significance�criteria�are�not�addressed�because�SF�B�is�on�BLM�land.��  

Impacts�VR�1:�General�Scenic�Vistas�  

General�scenic�vistas�involving�SF�B�are�available�from�KOPs�1,�2,�3,�and�4.�SF�B�would�be�located�in�  

an�  area�  with�  an�  Interim�  VRM�  classification�  of�  Class�  III,�  which�  aims�  to�  “partially�  retain�  existing�  

landscape�  character.�  The�  level�  of�  change�  to�  the�  characteristic�  landscape�  should�  be�  moderate.�  

Management�  activities�  may�  attract�  attention,�  but�  should�  not�  dominate�  a�  casual�  observer’s�  view.�  

Changes�  should�  repeat�  the�  basic�  elements�  found�  in�  the�  predominant�  natural�  features�  of�  the�  

characteristic�  landscape.”�  Project�  construction,�  operation,�  and�  decommissioning�  would�  be�  

considered�  to�  result�  in�  significant�  visual�  impacts�  if�  the�  project�  would�  be�  inconsistent�  with�  these�  

Interim�VRM�Class�III�management�objectives.��  

Construction.�As�described�above,� for�KOP�3,� the�degree�of�contrast�of�SF�B�construction�activities�  

and�equipment�would�be�strong,�involving�vegetation�changes�and�the�installation�of�structures,�due�  

to�the�foreground�and�middleground�proximity�of�KOP�3�to�SF�B�and�the�lack�of�screening�elements�  

to�  block�  direct�  views�  of�  the�  project.�  Due�  to�  middleground�  and�  background�  distance,�  with�  a�  

corresponding�low�contrast�in�vegetation�changes�and�erection�of�structures,�the�degree�of�contrast�  

would�be�weak�to�moderate�for�KOPs�1,�2,�and�4.��  

The�level�of�visual�contrast�of�SF�B�construction�as�viewed�from�KOPs�1,�2,�and�4�would�be�consistent�  

with�  the�  Interim�  VRM�  objective�  of�  the�  SF�B�  area.�  Therefore,�  impacts�  to�  scenic�  vistas�  of�  SF�B�  

construction�  from�  KOPs�  1,�  2,�  and�  4�  would�  be�  less�  than�  significant.�  However,�  the�  level�  of�  visual�  

contrast� of�  SF�B� construction� as� viewed� from�  KOP�  3� would� be�  inconsistent�  with�  the�  Interim�  VRM�  

Class� III�management�objectives�of� the�SF�B�area.�Therefore,� impacts� to�scenic�vistas�of�SF�B� from�  

KOP�3�would�be�significant.�MM�VR�1�(Revegetation),�MM�VR�4�(Light�Control),�MM�VR�5�(Surface�  
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Treatment�of�Project�Structures/�Buildings),�and�MM�VR�6�(Project�Design)�would�reduce�long�term�  

visual�impacts�of�SF�B�from�KOP�3,�but�not�to�a�level�that�is�less�than�significant.�  

Operation� and� Maintenance.�  As�  described�  above,�  for�  KOP�  3,�  the�  degree�  of�  contrast�  of�  SF�B�  

operation�  and�  maintenance�  would�  be�  strong,�  involving�  vegetation�  changes�  and�  structures�  from�  

construction,�  due�  to�  the�  proximity�  of�  KOP�  3�  to�  SF�B�  and�  the�  lack�  of�  screening�  elements�  to�  block�  

direct�  views�  of�  the�  Project.�  Due�  to�  distance,�  however,�  the�  degree�  of�  contrast�  would�  be�  weak�  to�  

moderate�  for�  KOPs�  1,�  2,�  and�  4�  because�  there�  would�  be�  less�  of�  a�  contrast�  involving�  vegetation�  

changes�and�structures�from�operation�and�maintenance.��  

The�  level�  of�  visual�  contrast�  of�  SF�B�  operation�  and�  maintenance�  as�  viewed�  from�  KOPs�  1,�  2,�  and�  4�  

would�be�consistent�with�the�Interim�VRM�objective�of�the�SF�B�area.�Therefore,�impacts�to�scenic�  

vistas�  of�  SF�B�  operation�  and�  maintenance�  from�  KOPs�  1,�  2,�  and�  4�  would�  be�  less�  than�  significant.�  

However,�  the�  level�  of�  visual�  contrast�  of�  SF�B�  operation�  and�  maintenance�  as�  viewed�  from�  KOP�  3�  

would�  be�  inconsistent�  with�  the�  Interim�  VRM�  Class�  III�  management�  objectives�  of�  the�  SF�B�  area.�  

Therefore,�  impacts�  to�  scenic�  vistas�  of�  SF�B�  from�  KOP�  3�  would�  be�  significant.�  MM�VR�1�  

(Revegetation),�  MM�  VR�4�  (Light�  Control),�  MM�VR�5�  (Surface�  Treatment�  of�  Project�  Structures/�  

Buildings),�and�MM�VR�6�(Project�Design)�would�reduce�long�term�visual�impacts�of�SF�B�from�KOP�  

3,�but�not�to�a�level�that�is�less�than�significant.�  

Decommissioning.�Short�term�impacts�to�scenic�vistas�would�occur�during�decommissioning,�which�  

is�expected�to�result�in�the�mobilization�of�personnel�and�equipment�similar�to�project�construction.�  

Decommissioning�  is�  expected�  to�  be�  less�  intense�  and�  last�  for�  a�  shorter�  duration�  than�  project�  

construction.�  In�  the�  long�  term,�  decommissioning�  is�  expected�  to�  restore�  the�  landscape�  to�  pre�  

disturbance�conditions.�Therefore,�the�overall�impacts�to�scenic�vistas�of�decommissioning�would�be�  

less�than�significant.�  
Impact�VR�2:�Local�Setting�  

Views�of�the�local�setting�involving�SF�B�are�available�from�KOPs�3,�and�4.�SF�B�would�be�located�in�  

an�  area�  with�  an�  Interim�  VRM�  classification�  of�  Class�  III,�  which�  aims�  to�  “partially�  retain�  existing�  

landscape�  character.�  The�  level�  of�  change�  to�  the�  characteristic�  landscape�  should�  be�  moderate.�  

Management�  activities�  may�  attract�  attention,�  but�  should�  not�  dominate�  a�  casual�  observer’s�  view.�  

Changes�  should�  repeat�  the�  basic�  elements�  found�  in�  the�  predominant�  natural�  features�  of�  the�  

characteristic�  landscape.”�  Project�  construction,�  operation,�  and�  decommissioning�  would�  be�  

considered�  to�  result�  in�  significant�  visual�  impacts�  if�  the�  project�  would�  be�  inconsistent�  with�  these�  

Interim�VRM�Class�III�management�objectives.��  

Construction.�As�described�above,� for�KOP�3,� the�degree�of�contrast�of�SF�B�construction�activities�  

and� equipment�  would�  be� strong,� involving� foreground� and� middleground� vegetation� changes� and�  

installation�of�structures,�due�to�the�proximity�of�KOP�3�to�SF�B�and�the�lack�of�screening�elements�  

to�  block�  direct�  views�  of�  the�  Project.�  Due�  to�  middleground�  and�  background�  distance,�  with�  a�  

corresponding�low�contrast�in�vegetation�changes�and�erection�of�structures,�the�degree�of�contrast�  

would�be�weak�to�moderate�for�KOPs�1,�2,�and�4.��  

The�level�of�visual�contrast�of�SF�B�construction�as�viewed�from�KOP�4�would�be�consistent�with�the�  

Interim�VRM�objective�of�the�SF�B�area.�Therefore,�impacts�to�the�local�setting�of�SF�B�construction�  

from�KOP�4�would�be�less�than�significant.�However,�the�level�of�visual�contrast�of�SF�B�construction�  

as�viewed�from�KOP�3�would�be�inconsistent�with�the�Interim�VRM�Class�III�management�objectives�  

of� the� SF�B� area.� Therefore,� impacts� to� the� local� setting� of� SF�B� from� KOP� 3� would� be� significant.�  
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MM�VR�1�  (Revegetation),�  MM�  VR�4�  (Light�  Control),�  MM�VR�5�  (Surface�  Treatment�  of�  Project�  

Structures/�Buildings),�and�MM�VR�6�(Project�Design)�would�reduce�long�term�visual�impacts�of�SF�B�  

from�KOP�3,�but�not�to�a�level�that�is�less�than�significant.�  

Operation� and� Maintenance.�  As�  described�  above,�  for�  KOP�  3,�  the�  degree�  of�  contrast�  of�  SF�B�  

operation�  and�  maintenance�  would�  be�  strong,�  involving�  vegetation�  changes�  and�  structures�  from�  

construction,�  due�  to�  the�  proximity�  of�  KOP�  3�  to�  SF�B�  and�  the�  lack�  of�  screening�  elements�  to�  block�  

direct�  views�  of�  the�  Project.�  Due�  to�  distance,�  however,�  the�  degree�  of�  contrast�  would�  be�  weak�  to�  

moderate�  for�  KOP�  4�  because�  there�  would�  be�  less�  of�  a�  contrast�  involving�  vegetation�  changes�  and�  

structures�from�operation�and�maintenance.��  

The�  level�  of�  visual�  contrast�  of�  SF�B�  operation�  and�  maintenance�  as�  viewed�  from�  KOP�  4�  would�  be�  

consistent�with�the�Interim�VRM�objective�of�the�SF�B�area.�Therefore,�impacts�to�the�local�setting�of�  

SF�B�operation�and�maintenance�from�KOP�4�would�be� less�than�significant.�However,� the� level�of�  

visual�contrast�of�SF�B�operation�and�maintenance�as�viewed�from�KOP�3�would�be�inconsistent�with�  

the� Interim�VRM�Class� III�management�objectives�of�the�SF�B�area.�Therefore,� impacts�to�the�local�  

setting�of�SF�B�from�KOP�3�would�be�significant.�MM�VR�1�(Revegetation),�MM�VR�4�(Light�Control),�  

MM�VR�5�(Surface�Treatment�of�Project�Structures/�Buildings),�and�MM�VR�6�(Project�Design)�would�  

reduce�long�term�visual�impacts�of�SF�B�from�KOP�3,�but�not�to�a�level�that�is�less�than�significant.�  

Decommissioning.�  Short�term�  impacts�  to�  the�  local�  setting�  would�  occur�  during�  decommissioning,�  

which�  is�  expected�  to�  result�  in�  the�  mobilization�  of�  personnel�  and�  equipment�  similar�  to�  project�  

construction.�Decommissioning� is�expected� to�be� less� intense�and� last� for�a� shorter�duration� than�  

project�construction.�In�the�long�term,�decommissioning�is�expected�to�restore�the�landscape�to�pre�  

disturbance�  conditions.�  Therefore,�  the�  overall�  impacts�  to�  the�  local�  setting�  of�  decommissioning�  

would�be�less�than�significant.�  

Impact�VR�3:�Light�and�Glare�  

Light�and�glare�from�SF�B�would�be�visible�from�KOPs�1,�2,�3,�and�4.�SF�B�would�be�located�in�an�area� 

with�  an�  Interim�  VRM�  classification�  of�  Class�  III,�  which�  aims�  to�  “partially�  retain�  existing�  landscape�  

character.�  The�  level�  of�  change�  to�  the�  characteristic�  landscape�  should�  be�  moderate.�  Management�  

activities�may�attract�attention,�but�should�not�dominate�a�casual�observer’s�view.�Changes�should�  

repeat�  the�  basic�  elements�  found�  in�  the�  predominant�  natural�  features�  of�  the�  characteristic�  

landscape.”�Project�construction,�operation,�and�decommissioning�would�be�considered�to�result�in�  

significant�  visual�  impacts�  if�  the�  project�  would�  be�  inconsistent�  with�  these�  Interim�  VRM�  Class�  III�  

management�objectives.�  

Construction.�  Construction�  activities�  would�  use�  lights�  for�  safety�  and�  illuminating�  work�  areas.�  This�  

would�affect�visual� resources,�because�construction� lights�would�add� light� to�areas�absent�of� light�  

sources.�  Because�  of�  the�  presence�  of�  construction�  equipment�  and�  vehicles,�  there�  would�  be�  glare�  

from�  reflective�  surfaces.�  The�  intensity�  and�  amount�  of�  glare�  would�  vary�  throughout�  the�  day�  and�  

would�also�depend�on�atmospheric�conditions.�For�example,�there�would�likely�be�less�glare�during�  

overcast�  days�  than�  sunny�  days.�  The�  intensity�  and�  amount�  of�  glare�  would�  also�  vary�  during�  the�  

construction�  cycle.�  For�  example,�  the�  potential�  for�  glare�  would�  vary�  depending�  on�  the�  amount�  of�  

construction�equipment�and�vehicles�present.��  

As�described�above,�the�degree�of�contrast�of�SF�B�construction�would�be�strong�for�KOP�3�and�weak�  

to�  moderate�  for�  KOPs�  1,�  2,�  and�  4.�  Because�  SF�B�  construction�  lighting�  and�  glare�  would�  attract�  

attention�but�would�not�dominate�a�casual�observer’s�view�from�KOPs�1,�2,�and�4,�SF�B�construction�  
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lighting�and�glare�would�be�consistent�with�Interim�VRM�Class�III�management�objectives,�resulting�  

in�a�less�than�significant�impact.�However,�because�SF�B�construction�lighting�and�glare�would�likely�  

dominate�  a�  casual�  observer’s�  view�  from�  KOP�  3,�  SF�B�  construction�  lighting�  and�  glare�  would�  be�  

inconsistent�with�Interim�VRM�Class�III�management�objectives,�resulting�in�a�significant�impact.�MM�  

VR�4�(Light�Control)�would�reduce�light�and�glare�impacts�of�SF�B,�but�not�to�a�level�that�is�less�than�  

significant.�  

Operation�and�Maintenance.�Even�though�night� lighting�at�SF�B�would�be� limited,�artificial� lighting� 

would�be�introduced�to�the�area,�thereby�decreasing�nighttime�darkness.�Based�on�local�recreation�  

activities�and�public� concern,� this�area� is�highly�valued� for� its�nighttime�darkness.�New�sources�of�  

nighttime�  light�  would�  be�  noticed.�  Exterior�  lights�  on�  the�  site�  would�  be�  shielded�  and�  focused�  

downward�and�toward�the�interior�of�the�site�to�minimize�lighting�and�glare�impacts�on�the�night�sky�  

and�on�surrounding�areas.�SF�B�would�also�introduce�a�new�source�of�daytime�glare�during�certain�  

times�of�the�day�from�certain�vantage�points.��  

As�described�above,�the�degree�of�contrast�of�SF�B�operation�and�maintenance�would�be�strong�for�  

KOP�3�and�weak�to�moderate�for�KOPs�1,�2,�and�4.�Because�SF�B�operation�and�maintenance�lighting�  

and�glare�would�attract�attention�but�would�not�dominate�a�casual�observer’s�view�from�KOPs�1,�2,�  

and�  4,�  SF�B�  operation�  and�  maintenance�  lighting�  and�  glare�  would�  be�  consistent�  with�  Interim� VRM�  

Class�III�management�objectives,�resulting�in�a�less�than�significant�impact.�However,�because�SF�B�  

operation�and�maintenance�lighting�and�glare�would�likely�dominate�a�casual�observer’s�view�from�  

KOP�3,�SF�B�operation�and�maintenance�lighting�and�glare�would�be�inconsistent�with�Interim�VRM�  

Class�  III�  management�  objectives,�  resulting�  in�  a�  significant�  impact.�  MM� VR�4�  (Light�  Control)�  would�  

reduce�light�and�glare�impacts�of�SF�B,�but�not�to�a�level�that�is�less�than�significant.�  

Decommissioning.�Short�term�light�and�glare�impacts�would�occur�during�decommissioning,�which�is�  

expected�to�result� in� the�mobilization�of�personnel�and�equipment�similar�to�project�construction.�  

Decommissioning�  is�  expected�  to�  be�  less�  intense�  and�  last�  for�  a�  shorter�  duration�  than�  project�  

construction,�and�is�not�expected�to�occur�at�night.�In�the�long�term,�decommissioning�is�expected� 

to� restore� the� landscape� to� pre�disturbance� conditions� and� would� remove� all� sources� of� light� and�  

glare.�  Therefore,�  the�  overall�  light�  and�  glare�  impacts�  of�  decommissioning�  would�  be�  less�  than�  

significant.�  

CEQA�  Significance�  Determination,�  land�  ownership,�  and�  visual�  impact�  methodology,�  GT�A�1.� � The� 

analysis�presented�under� Impact�VR�1:�General�Scenic�Vistas�for�the�Gen�Tie�Line�A�1�(starting�on�Page� 

4.16�25)� seems� to� suggest� that� the� significant�and�unavoidable� impacts� that� would�be� experienced�at�  

KOPs�3,�4,�and�6�(top�of�page�4.16�25)�are�based�on�the�strong�visual�contrast�that�would�be�caused�by�  

the�  Proposed�  Project�  (which�  sounds�  like�  a�  VRM�  analysis).�  There�  is�  also�  reference�  to�  foreground�  

middleground�  distance�  zone,�  which�  also�  appears�  to�  be�  VRM�  terminology.�  However,�  there�  is�  no�  

discussion� of� a�  methodology�  that� leads� to� that� conclusion�  under� CEQA� (i.e.,� it� seems� reasonable�  that�  

strong�visual�contrast�would�result�in�a�significant�and�unavoidable�impact,�but�what�is�the�method�the�  

reader�  can�  follow�  to�  see�  how�  that�  conclusion�  is�  reached�  within�  the�  context�  of�  the�  CEQA�  significance�  

criteria�and�terminology?).�This�comment�applies�to�all�of�the�CEQA�impact�discussions�in�Section�4.16.��  

The�analysis�presented�under� Impact�VR�1:�General�Scenic�Vistas� for� the�Gen�Tie�Line�A�1� (starting�on�  

Page�4.16�25�and�continuing�to�Page�4.16�26)�for�KOPs�1�and�2�states�that�the�intensity�of�adverse�long�  

term�  operation�  and�  maintenance�  impacts�  would�  be�  reduced�  to�  less�  than�  significant�  with�  mitigation�  

because�  GT�A�1�  would�  occur�  on�  approximately�  0.6�  mile�  of�  land�  owned�  in�  fee�  by�  MWD.�  This�  is�  not�  

understandable�as�written.�Land�ownership�per�se�is�not�a�basis�for�visual�impact�significance.�It�doesn’t�  
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matter� if� the�project� is�on� land�owned�by�MWD� if� the�project�will�be�visible� to�off�site�public�vantage�  56-50 
points.�Also,� the�0.6�mile� distance� is�not�necessarily� relevant.� If� a� significant� impact�occurs�along� that�  cont 
0.6�mile� stretch� of� project,� then� the�  impact� is� significant.� This� approach� needs� to� be� reworked� for� all�  

locations�where�it�is�presented�(i.e.,�pages�4.16�25,��26,�and��27).���  

It�is�recommended�that�the�methodology�used�for�determining�the�significance�of�impacts�under�CEQA�  

for�  project�  components�  located�  on�  BLM� land�  be�  based�  on�  inconsistency�  with�  the� established�  Interim�  

VRM�  Class�  II�  and�  III�  management�  objectives�  for�  each�  project�  component,�  respectively.�  It�  is�  

recommended�  that�  the�  Visual�  Sensitivity—Visual�  Change�  methodology�  be�  employed�  for� the� CEQA� 

significance�determination�sections�in�the�Final�EIS�for�project�components�located�on�private�land.�This�  

methodology�  is�  described�  here,�  and�  an�  example�  of�  how�  this�  methodology�  may�  be�  applied�  to�  GT�A�1�  

follows.��  

Under�  the�  Visual�  Sensitivity–Visual�  Change�  (VS�VC)�  method,�  field�  (or�  photo)�  analysis�  at�  each�  KVP�  

includes�developing�an�overall�assessment�of�the�existing� landscape�character,� including�visual�quality,�  

viewer�concern,�and�viewer�exposure.�A�simulation�of�the�project�is�applied�to�each�photograph.�Then,�  

at� each� KVP,� an� assessment�  of�  visual�  contrast,�  project�  dominance,�  and�  view�  blockage�  is�  made.�  

Subsequently,�  a�  conclusion�  may�  be�  made�  regarding�  the�  extent�  of�  overall�  visual�  change,�  and�  taken�  

together� with� the�existing� landscape’s�visual� sensitivity,� the� level�of� visual� impact� significance�may�be�  

determined.�If�a�determination�is�made�that�the�resulting�impact�would�be�significant,�the�impact�should�  

be�  further�  evaluated�  against�  the�  application�  of� feasible� mitigation� measures� in� an� effort� to� reduce�  the�  

visual�impact�to�a�level�of�less�than�significant�if,�possible.�A�final�conclusion�on�impact�significance�may�  

then�be�reached.�  

Each�of�the�key�factors�considered�in�the�evaluation�of�visual�sensitivity�is�generally�expressed�as�low,�low�  

to�moderate,�moderate,�moderate�to�high,�or�high�and�is�discussed�below.�  

Visual�Quality�is�a�measure�of�the�overall�impression�or�appeal�of�an�area�as�determined�by�the�particular�  

landscape�characteristics�such�as�landforms,�rockforms,�water�features,�and�vegetation�patterns,�as�well�  

as�associated�public�values.�The�attributes�of�variety,�vividness,�coherence,�uniqueness,�harmony,�and�  

pattern�contribute�to�visual�quality�classifications�of�indistinctive�(low),�common�(moderate),�and�distinctive� 

(high).� Visual� quality� is� studied� as� a� point� of� reference� to� assess� whether� a� given� project� would� appear� 

compatible�with�the�established�features�of�the�setting�or�would�contrast�noticeably�and�unfavorably�with�  

them.�The�visual�quality�ratings�(low�to�high)�are�substantially�based�on�the�BLM’s�Scenic�Quality�Rating�  

scale�shown�in�Table�D.3�2�above.�Additional�guidance�for�determining�the�scenic�quality�rating� is�also�  

presented�in�Table�D.3�8.�  

Viewer�Concern�addresses�the�level�of�interest�or�concern�of�viewers�regarding�an�area’s�visual�resources�  

and�is�closely�associated�with�viewers’�expectations�for�the�area.�Viewer�concern�reflects�the�importance�  

placed�  on�  a�  given�  landscape�  based�  on�  the�  human�  perceptions�  of�  the�  intrinsic�  beauty�  of�  the�  existing�  

landforms,�rockforms,�water�features,�vegetation�patterns,�and�even�cultural�features.�  

Viewer�Exposure�describes�the�degree�to�which�viewers�are�exposed�to�views�of�the�landscape.�Viewer� 

exposure� considers� landscape�visibility� (the�ability� to� see� the� landscape),�distance� zones� (proximity�of�  

viewers�to�the�subject�landscape),�number�of�viewers,�and�the�duration�of�view.�Landscape�visibility�can�be� 

a�function�of�several�interconnected�considerations�including�proximity�to�viewing�point,�degree�of�dis�  

cernible� detail,� seasonal� variations� (snow,� fog,� and� haze� can� obscure� landscapes),� time� of� day,� and/or�  

absence�of�screening�features�such�as�landforms,�vegetation,�and/or�built�structures.�Even�though�a�land� 

scape�may�have�highly�scenic�qualities,�it�may�be�remote,�receiving�relatively�few�visitors�and,�thus,�have� 
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a�lower�degree�of�viewer�exposure.�Conversely,�a�subject� landscape�or�project�may�be�situated� in�relatively� 

close�proximity�to�a�major�road�or�highway�utilized�by�a�substantial�number�of�motorists�and�yet�still�result�in� 

relatively�low�viewer�exposure�if�the�rate�of�travel�speed�on�the�roadway�is�high�and�viewing�times�are�brief,�or� 

if� the� landscape� is� partially� screened� by� vegetation� or� other� features.� Frequently,� it� is� the� subject� area’s� 

proximity� to� viewers� or� distance� zone� that� is� of� particular� importance� in� determining� viewer�  exposure.� 

Landscapes�are�generally�subdivided�into�three�or�four�distance�zones�based�on�relative�visibility�from�travel� 

routes�or�observation�points.�Distance�zones�typically�include�foreground,�middleground,�and�background.� 

The� actual� number� of� zones� and� distance� assigned� to� each� zone� is� dependent� on� the� existing� terrain� 

characteristics�and�public�policy�and�is�often�determined�on�a�project�by�project�basis.�  

Overall�Visual� Sensitivity� is� a� concluding� assessment� as� to� an� existing� landscape’s� susceptibility� to� an�  

adverse�visual�outcome.�A�landscape�with�a�high�degree�of�visual�sensitivity�is�able�to�accommodate�only�a� 

lower�degree�of�adverse�visual�change�without�resulting�in�a�significant�visual�impact.�A�landscape�with�a�  

low�degree�of�visual�sensitivity�is�able�to�accommodate�a�higher�degree�of�adverse�visual�change�before�  

exhibiting�a�significant�visual� impact.�Overall�visual�sensitivity� is�derived�from�a�comparison�of�existing�  

visual�quality,�viewer�concern,�and�viewer�exposure.�  
Each�of�the�key�factors�considered�in�the�evaluation�of�visual�change�is�generally�expressed�as�low,�low�to�  

moderate,�moderate,�moderate�to�high,�or�high�and�is�discussed�below.�  

Visual�Contrast�describes�the�degree�to�which�a�project’s�visual�characteristics�or�elements�(consisting�of�  

form,�line,�color,�and�texture)�differ�from�the�same�visual�elements�established�in�the�existing�landscape.�The� 

degree�of�contrast�can�range�from�low�to�high.�The�presence�of� forms,� lines,�colors,�and�textures� in� the� 

landscape�similar� to�those�of�a�Proposed�Project� indicates�a� landscape�more�capable�of�accepting�those�  

project�characteristics�than�a�landscape�where�those�elements�are�absent.�This�ability�to�accept�alteration� 

is�  often�  referred�  to�  as�  visual�  absorption�  capability�  and�  typically�  is�  inversely�  proportional�  to�  visual�  

contrast.�  

Project�Dominance�is�a�measure�of�a�feature’s�apparent�size�relative�to�other�visible�landscape�features�  

and�the�total�field�of�view.�A�feature’s�dominance�is�affected�by�its�relative�location�in�the�field�of�view�  

and�the�distance�between�the�viewer�and�the�feature.�The�level�of�dominance�can�range�from�subordinate�  

to�dominant.�  

View�Blockage�or�Impairment�describes�the�extent�to�which�any�previously�visible�landscape�features�are�  

blocked�from�view�as�a�result�of�the�project’s�scale�and/or�position.�Blockage�of�higher�quality�landscape� 

features�by� lower�quality�project� features�causes�adverse�visual� impacts.�The�degree�of�view�blockage�  

can�range�from�none�to�high.�  

Overall�Visual�Change�is�a�concluding�assessment�as�to�the�degree�of�change�that�would�be�caused�by�a�  

project.�Overall�visual�change�is�derived�by�combining�the�three�equally�weighted�factors�of�visual�contrast,� 

project�dominance,�and�view�blockage.�Overall�visual�change�can�range�from�low�to�high.�  

The�following�revised�text�illustrates�inclusion�of�this�method�of�analysis�for�GT�A�1�into�the�text�of�the�  

Draft�EIS�for�BLM’s�inclusion�in�the�Final�EIR.��  

Draft�EIS�pages�4.16�25�through�4.16�27:�  

Gen�Tie�Line�A�1�  

Impacts�VR�1:�General�Scenic�Vistas� 
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General�scenic�vistas�involving�GT�A�1�on�BLM�land�are�available�from�KOPs�1,�2,�3,�4,�and�6.�GT�A�A�  

would�be�located�in�an�area�with�an�Interim�VRM�classification�of�Class�III,�which�aims�to�“partially�  

retain� existing�  landscape�  character.�  The� level�  of� change�  to�  the�  characteristic� landscape� should� be�  

moderate.�  Management�  activities�  may�  attract�  attention,�  but�  should�  not�  dominate�  a�  casual�  

observer’s�  view.�  Changes�  should�  repeat�  the�  basic�  elements�  found�  in�  the�  predominant�  natural�  

features�  of�  the�  characteristic�  landscape.”�  Project�  construction,�  operation,�  and�  decommissioning�  

would�be�considered�to�result�in�significant�visual�impacts�if�the�project�would�be�inconsistent�with�  

these�  Interim�  VRM�  Class�  III�  management�  objectives.�  General�  scenic�  vistas�  involving�  GT�A�1�  on�  

private� land�are�similar� to�those�available� from�KOP�4,�and�KOP�4� is� therefore�used�as�a�proxy�for�  

views�of�GT�A�1�on�private�land.��  

Construction.�  General�  scenic�  vistas�  involving�  GT�A�1�  construction�  on�  BLM�  land�  are�  available�  from�  

KOPs� 1,�2,�3,�4,�and� 6.� Impacts� from� construction,� equipment,�and�vehicles�would�be� visible� from�  

these�KOPs.� Impacts�are�similar� to�those�described�above�under� Interim�Visual�Management�Class�  

for�construction�of�SF�B.�However,�GT�A�1�would�disturb�a�substantially�smaller�area�(see�Table�4.16�  

1)�and�would�be�constructed�in�less�time.�Furthermore,�substantially�less�equipment�and�personnel� 

would�be�required�at�any�given�place�and�time�for�construction�of�GT�A�1.� �The�degree�of�contrast�  

would�  result�  in�  less�  than�  significant�  impacts�  to�  less�  than�  significant�  impacts�  with�  mitigation�  

incorporated.� The�  intensity� of�  adverse� impacts�  would� not�  be�  significant� and� unavoidable�  because�  

GT�A�1�  would�  occur�  on�  approximately�  0.6�  mile�  of�  land�  owned�  in�  fee�  by�  MWD.�  The�  intensity�  of�  

adverse�short�term�construction�impacts�on�BLM�land�would�be�reduced�to�less�than�significant�with�  

the�  implementation�  of�  Mitigation�  MM�VR�1�  through�  MM�VR�3,�  described�  above�  under�  Applicant�  

Measures�and�Mitigation�Measures.�With�implementation�of�these�measures,�construction�of�GT�A�  

1�would�not�be� inconsistent�with� Interim�VRM�Class� III�management�objectives,� resulting� in�a� less�  

than�significant�impact�to�scenic�vistas�on�BLM�land.��  

The�view�from�KOP�4�in�Lake�Tamarisk�(Figure�4.16�5)�is�a�natural�landscape�with�no�discernible�built�  

features.�The�landscape�exhibits�high�degrees�of�variety,�vividness,�intactness,�and�harmony.�Visual� 

quality�  at�  KOP�  4�  is�  considered�  moderate�to�high.�  Viewer�  expectations�  of�  this�  area�  of�  public�  land�  

adjacent�to�Joshua�Tree�National�Park�are�of�a�natural�landscape,�and�viewer�concern�is�considered�  

high.�  Viewers�  from�  KOP�  4�  include�  drivers�  and�  passengers�  in�  vehicles�  on�  Shasta�  Drive�  in�  Lake�  

Tamarisk�  experiencing�  views�  from�  moving�  vehicles�  for�  a�  short�  duration�  while�  traveling�  on�  the�  

roadway,�and�nearby�residents� in�Lake�Tamarisk�experiencing�long�term�views.�Viewer�exposure�is�  

considered�moderate�to�high.�Overall�visual�sensitivity�of�KOP�4�is�considered�moderate�to�high.��  

As�  seen�  on�  private�  land�  from�  KOP�  4�  in�  Lake�  Tamarisk�  (Figure�  4.16�5),�  construction�  vehicles�  and�  

equipment�would�present�a�visual�contrast�with�the�existing�natural�landscape�resulting�in�a�low�to�  

moderate�  visual�  contrast�  overall.�  Construction�  of�  GT�A�1�  would�  be�  moderately�  dominant�  in�  the�  

middleground�peripheral�view�from�this�vantage�point�relative�to�other�features�on�the�landscape,�  

including�the�mountains�in�the�background�and�shrubs�in�the�foreground;�dominance�is�considered�  

low�to�moderate�from�KOP�4.�Construction�equipment�would�not�block�or�impair�views�from�KOP�4,�  

resulting�in�a�low�degree�of�view�blockage.�Therefore,�the�overall�visual�change�of�GT�A�1�from�KOP� 

4�  is�  low�to�moderate.�  In�  the�  context�  of�  KOP�  4’s�  moderate�to�high�  visual�  sensitivity,�  and�  in�  

consideration�  of�  the�  short�term�  nature�  of�  construction,�  the�  overall�  visual�  change�  of�  GT�A�1�  from�  

KOP�4�is�moderate,�resulting�in�a�less�than�significant�impact�to�scenic�vistas�on�private�land.��  

Operation�and�Maintenance.�General�scenic�vistas�involving�GT�A�1�operation�and�maintenance�on�  

BLM�land�are�available�from�KOPs�1,�2,�3,�4,�and�6.�Impacts�from�operation�and�maintenance�would�  

be�visible�from�these�KOPs.�Impacts�are�described�above�under�Interim�Visual�Management�Class�for�  
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operation�and�maintenance�of�GT�A�1.�Although�GT�A�1�is�in�the�foreground�middle�ground�distance�  

zone�for�these�KOPs,�the�KOPs�are�not�all�the�same�distance�from�GT�A�1.�Therefore,�the�degree�of�  

contrast�  varies,� depending� on�  the�  exact�  location�  of� the�  KOP.� For� KOPs�  3,� 4,�  and� 6,� the�  degree� of�  

contrast�would�result�be�inconsistent�with�Interim�VRM�Class�III�management�objectives,�resulting�in�  

significant�and�unavoidable�impacts.�Due�to�distance,�however,�the�degree�of�contrast�would�result�  

in�less�than�significant�impacts�to�less�than�significant�impacts�with�mitigation�incorporated�for�KOPs�  

1�and�2.�The�intensity�of�adverse�long�term�operation�and�maintenance�impacts�would�be�reduced�  

to�less�than�significant�for�KOPs�1�and�2�with�the�implementation�of�Mitigation�MM�VR�5�and�MM�  

VR�6,�described�above�under�Applicant�Measures�and�Mitigation�Measures�for�KOPs�1�and�2.�This�is�  

because�GT�A�1�would�occur�on�approximately�0.6�mile�of�land�owned�in�fee�by�MWD.�� 

The�view�from�KOP�4�in�Lake�Tamarisk�(Figure�4.16�5)�is�a�natural�landscape�with�no�discernible�built�  

features.�The�landscape�exhibits�high�degrees�of�variety,�vividness,�intactness,�and�harmony.�Visual� 

quality�  at�  KOP�  4�  is�  considered�  moderate�to�high.�  Viewer�  expectations�  of�  this�  area�  of�  public�  land�  

adjacent�to�Joshua�Tree�National�Park�are�of�a�natural�landscape,�and�viewer�concern�is�considered�  

high.�  Viewers�  from�  KOP�  4�  include�  drivers�  and�  passengers�  in�  vehicles�  on�  Shasta�  Drive�  in�  Lake�  

Tamarisk�  experiencing�  views�  from�  moving�  vehicles�  for�  a�  short�  duration�  while�  traveling�  on�  the�  

roadway,�and�nearby�residents� in�Lake�Tamarisk�experiencing�long�term�views.�Viewer�exposure�is�  

considered�moderate�to�high.�Overall�visual�sensitivity�of�KOP�4�is�considered�moderate�to�high.��  

As�seen�on�private�land�from�KOP�4�in�Lake�Tamarisk�(Figure�4.16�5),�the�distant�vertical� light�gray�  

shape�of�GT�A�1� support� poles�would�present�a� moderate�visual� contrast�with� the�existing�muted�  

greens,�tans,�and�blues�and�rounded�shapes�of�the�natural�landscape.�GT�A�1�would�be�co�dominant�  

in�the�peripheral�view�from�this�vantage�point�relative�to�other�features�on�the�landscape,�including�  

the�mountains� in�the�background�and�shrubs� in�the�foreground.�GT�A�1�would�not�block�or� impair�  

views�from�KOP�4,�resulting�in�a�low�degree�of�view�blockage.�Therefore,�the�overall�visual�change�of�  

GT�A�1�from�KOP�4�is�low�to�moderate.�In�the�context�of�KOP�4’s�moderate�to�high�visual�sensitivity,�  

the�overall�visual�change�of�SF�B�from�KOP�4�is�moderate.�In�the�context�of�the�long�term�nature�of�  

GT�A�1,�  this�  moderate�  overall�  visual�  change�  is�  considered�  a�  significant�  impact�  to�  scenic�  vistas�  on�  

private� land.� MM�VR�1� (Revegetation),� MM� VR�4�  (Light� Control),� MM�VR�5� (Surface� Treatment� of�  

Project�Structures/Buildings),�and�MM�VR�6�(Project�Design)�would�reduce�long�term�visual�impacts�  

on�private�land�of�GT�A�1�from�KOP�4,�but�not�to�a�level�that�is�less�than�significant.�  

Decommissioning.�The�intensity�of�adverse�long�term�decommissioning�impacts�would�be�less�than� 

significant.�At�a�minimum�Short�term�impacts�to�scenic�vistas�would�occur�during�decommissioning,� 

which�  is�  expected�  to�  result�  in�  the�  mobilization�  of�  personnel�  and�  equipment�  similar�  to�  project�  

construction.�Decommissioning� is�expected� to�be� less� intense�and� last� for�a� shorter�duration� than�  

project�construction.�In�the�long�term,�decommissioning�is�expected�to�restore�the�landscape�to�pre�  

disturbance�conditions.�Therefore,�the�overall�impacts�to�scenic�vistas�of�decommissioning�would�be�  

less�than�significant.�  

Impact�VR�2:�Local�Setting�  

Views�of�the�local�setting�involving�GT�A�1�on�BLM�land�are�available�from�KOPs�3,�4,�5,�and�6.�GT�A�  

1�would�be�located�in�an�area�with�an�Interim�VRM�classification�of�Class�III,�which�aims�to�“partially�  

retain� existing�  landscape�  character.� The�  level�  of� change�  to�  the�  characteristic� landscape� should� be�  

moderate.�  Management�  activities�  may�  attract�  attention,�  but�  should�  not�  dominate�  a�  casual�  

observer’s�  view.�  Changes�  should�  repeat�  the�  basic�  elements�  found�  in�  the�  predominant�  natural�  

features�  of�  the�  characteristic�  landscape.”�  Project�  construction,�  operation,�  and�  decommissioning�  
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would�be�considered�to�result�in�significant�visual�impacts�if�the�project�would�be�inconsistent�with�  

these�Interim�VRM�Class� III�management�objectives.�Views�of�the�local�setting� involving�GT�A�1�on�  

private� land�are�similar� to�those�available� from�KOP�4,�and�KOP�4� is� therefore�used�as�a�proxy�for�  

views�of�GT�A�1�on�private�land.�  

Construction.�  Views�  of�  the�  local�  setting�  involving�  GT�A�1�  construction�  on�  BLM�  land�  are�  available�  

from�  KOPs�  3,�  4,�  5� and�  6.�  Impacts�  from�  construction�  activities,�  equipment,�  and�  vehicles� would�  be�  

visible�  from�  these�  KOPs.�  Impacts�  are�  similar�  to�  those�  described�  above�  under�  Interim�  Visual�  

Management�Class�for�construction�of�SF�B.�However,�GT�A�1�would�disturb�a�substantially�smaller�  

area�  (see�  Table�  4.16�1)�  and�  would�  be�  constructed�  in�  less�  time.�  Furthermore,�  substantially�  less�  

equipment�and�personnel�would�be�required�at�any�given�place�and�time�for�construction�of�GT�A�1.��  

The�degree�of�contrast�would�result�in�less�than�significant�impacts�to�less�than�significant�impacts�  

with�  mitigation� incorporated.�  The�  intensity�  of�  adverse�  impacts�  would�  not�  be�  significant�  and�  

unavoidable�because�GT�A�1�would�occur�on�approximately�0.6�mile�of�land�owned�in�fee�by�MWD.�  

The�  intensity�  of�  adverse�  short�term�  construction�  impacts�  on�  BLM�  land�  would�  be�  reduced�  to�  less�  

than�  significant�  with�  the�  implementation�  of�  Mitigation�  MM�VR�1�  through�  MM�VR�3,�  described�  

above�  under�  Applicant�  Measures�  and�  Mitigation�  Measures.�  With�  implementation�  of�  these�  

measures,�construction�of�GT�A�1�would�not�be�inconsistent�with�Interim�VRM�Class�III�management�  

objectives,�resulting�in�a�less�than�significant�impact�to�the�local�setting�on�BLM�land.� 

The�view�from�KOP�4�in�Lake�Tamarisk�(Figure�4.16�5)�is�a�natural�landscape�with�no�discernible�built�  

features.�The�landscape�exhibits�high�degrees�of�variety,�vividness,�intactness,�and�harmony.�Visual� 

quality�  at�  KOP�  4�  is�  considered�  moderate�to�high.�  Viewer�  expectations�  of�  this�  area�  of�  public�  land�  

adjacent�to�Joshua�Tree�National�Park�are�of�a�natural�landscape,�and�viewer�concern�is�considered�  

high.�  Viewers�  from�  KOP�  4�  include�  drivers�  and�  passengers�  in�  vehicles�  on�  Shasta�  Drive�  in�  Lake�  

Tamarisk�  experiencing�  views�  from�  moving�  vehicles�  for�  a�  short�  duration�  while�  traveling�  on�  the�  

roadway,�and�nearby�residents� in�Lake�Tamarisk�experiencing�long�term�views.�Viewer�exposure�is�  

considered�moderate�to�high.�Overall�visual�sensitivity�of�KOP�4�is�considered�moderate�to�high.��  

As�  seen�  on�  private�  land�  from�  KOP�  4�  in�  Lake�  Tamarisk�  (Figure�  4.16�5),�  construction�  vehicles�  and�  

equipment�would�present�a�visual�contrast�with�the�existing�natural�landscape�resulting�in�a�low�to�  

moderate�  visual�  contrast�  overall.�  Construction�  of�  GT�A�1�  would�  be�  moderately�  dominant�  in�  the�  

middleground�peripheral�view�from�this�vantage�point�relative�to�other�features�on�the�landscape,�  

including�the�mountains�in�the�background�and�shrubs�in�the�foreground;�dominance�is�considered�  

low�to�moderate�from�KOP�4.�Construction�equipment�would�not�block�or�impair�views�from�KOP�4,�  

resulting�in�a�low�degree�of�view�blockage.�Therefore,�the�overall�visual�change�of�GT�A�1�from�KOP� 

4�  is�  low�to�moderate.�  In�  the�  context�  of�  KOP�  4’s�  moderate�to�high�  visual�  sensitivity,�  and�  in�  

consideration�  of�  the�  short�term�  nature�  of�  construction,�  the�  overall�  visual�  change�  of�  GT�A�1�  from�  

KOP�4�is�moderate,�resulting�in�a�less�than�significant�impact�to�the�local�setting�on�private�land.�  

Operation�and�Maintenance.�Views�of�the�local�setting�involving�GT�A�1�operation�and�maintenance�  

are� available� from� KOPs�3,� 4,� 5�and� 6.� Impacts� from� operation� and� maintenance� would� be� visible�  

from�  these�  KOPs.�  Impacts�  are�  described�  above�  under�  Interim�  Visual�  Management�  Class�  for�  

operation�and�maintenance�of�GT�A�1.�Although�GT�A�1�is�in�the�foreground�middle�ground�distance�  

zone�for�these�KOPs,�the�KOPs�are�not�all�the�same�distance�from�GT�A�1.�Therefore,�the�degree�of�  

contrast�  varies,�  depending�  on�  the�  exact�  location�  of�  the�  KOP.�  For�  KOPs�  3�  and�  6,�  the�  degree�  of�  

contrast�would�result�be�inconsistent�with�Interim�VRM�Class�III�management�objectives,�resulting�in�  

significant�  and� unavoidable�  impacts.�  However,�  due�  to�  distance�  and�  the�  presence�  of�  similar�  linear�  

elements� (such�  as�  roads�  and� transmission�  lines),�  the�  degree� of�  contrast�  would�  result�  in�  less�  than�  
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significant� impacts� to� less� than� significant� impacts� with� mitigation� incorporated� for� KOPs�4� and� 5.� 

The�  intensity� of� adverse�  long�term� operation� and�  maintenance�  impacts� would� be�  reduced�  to� less�  

than�  significant�  with�  the�  implementation�  of�  Mitigation�  MM�VR�5�  and�  MM�VR�6,�  described�  above�  

under�Applicant�Measures�and�Mitigation�Measures�for�KOPs�4�and�5.�  

The�view�from�KOP�4�in�Lake�Tamarisk�(Figure�4.16�5)�is�a�natural�landscape�with�no�discernible�built�  

features.�The�landscape�exhibits�high�degrees�of�variety,�vividness,�intactness,�and�harmony.�Visual� 

quality�  at�  KOP�  4�  is�  considered�  moderate�to�high.�  Viewer�  expectations�  of�  this�  area�  of�  public�  land�  

adjacent�to�Joshua�Tree�National�Park�are�of�a�natural�landscape,�and�viewer�concern�is�considered�  

high.�  Viewers�  from�  KOP�  4�  include�  drivers�  and�  passengers�  in�  vehicles�  on�  Shasta�  Drive�  in�  Lake�  

Tamarisk�  experiencing�  views�  from�  moving�  vehicles�  for�  a�  short�  duration�  while�  traveling�  on�  the�  

roadway,�and�nearby�residents� in�Lake�Tamarisk�experiencing�long�term�views.�Viewer�exposure�is�  

considered�moderate�to�high.�Overall�visual�sensitivity�of�KOP�4�is�considered�moderate�to�high.��  

As�seen�on�private�land�from�KOP�4�in�Lake�Tamarisk�(Figure�4.16�5),�the�distant�vertical� light�gray�  

shape�of�GT�A�1� support� poles�would�present�a� moderate�visual� contrast�with� the�existing�muted�  

greens,�tans,�and�blues�and�rounded�shapes�of�the�natural�landscape.�GT�A�1�would�be�co�dominant�  

in�the�peripheral�view�from�this�vantage�point�relative�to�other�features�on�the�landscape,�including�  

the�mountains� in�the�background�and�shrubs� in�the�foreground.�GT�A�1�would�not�block�or� impair�  

views�from�KOP�4,�resulting�in�a�low�degree�of�view�blockage.�Therefore,�the�overall�visual�change�of�  

GT�A�1�from�KOP�4�is�low�to�moderate.�In�the�context�of�KOP�4’s�moderate�to�high�visual�sensitivity,�  

the�overall�visual�change�of�SF�B�from�KOP�4�is�moderate.�In�the�context�of�the�long�term�nature�of�  

GT�A�1,�this�moderate�overall�visual�change�is�considered�a�significant�impact�to�the�local�setting�on�  

private� land.� MM�VR�1� (Revegetation),� MM�  VR�4� (Light� Control),� MM�VR�5� (Surface� Treatment� of� 

Project�Structures/Buildings),�and�MM�VR�6�(Project�Design)�would�reduce�long�term�visual�impacts�  

on�private�land�of�GT�A�1�from�KOP�4,�but�not�to�a�level�that�is�less�than�significant.�  

Decommissioning.�The�intensity�of�adverse�long�term�decommissioning�impacts�would�be�less�than� 

significant.�  At�  a�  minimum,�  Short�term�  impacts�  to�  the�  local�  setting�  would�  occur�  during�  

decommissioning,�  which�  is�  expected�  to�  result�  in�  the�  mobilization�  of�  personnel�  and�  equipment�  

similar�to�project�construction.�Decommissioning�is�expected�to�be�less�intense�and�last�for�a�shorter�  

duration� than� project� construction.�  In�  the�  long� term,�  decommissioning�  is� expected� to�  restore�  the�  

landscape�  to�  predisturbance�  conditions.�  Therefore,�  the�  overall� impacts� to� the� local� setting� of� 

decommissioning�would�be�less�than�significant.�  

Impact�VR�3:�Light�and�Glare�  

Construction.�Views�of�light�and�glare�involving�GT�A�1�construction�are�available�from�KOPs�1,�2,�3,�  

4,�  5,�  and�  6.�  Impacts�  from�  construction�  activities,�  equipment,�  and�  vehicles�  would�  be�  visible�  from�  

these�KOPs.� Impacts�are�similar� to�those�described�above�under� Interim�Visual�Management�Class�  

for�construction�of�SF�B.�However,�GT�A�1�would�disturb�a�substantially�smaller�area�(see�Table�4.16�  

1)�and�would�be�constructed�in�less�time.�The�degree�of�contrast�would�not�be�inconsistent�with�the�  

Interim�VRM�Class�III�management�objectives�resulting�in�less�than�significant�impacts.�The�intensity� 

of�  adverse�  impacts�  would�  not�  be�  significant�  and�  unavoidable�  because�  GT�A�1�  would�  occur�  on�  

approximately�0.6�mile�of�land�owned�in�fee�by�MWD.���� 

Operation�and�Maintenance.�The�intensity�of�adverse�long�term�operation�and�maintenance�impacts�  

would�be�less�than�significant�at�KOPs�1,�2,�3,�4,�5,�and�6.�GT�A�1�would�not�contain�sources�of�light.�  

Also,�the�monopoles�would�be�composed�of�self�weathering�steel,�thereby�reducing�glare.�  
cont 
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Decommissioning.�The�intensity�of�adverse�long�term�decommissioning�impacts�would�be�less�than� 

significant.�  At�  a�  minimum�  Short�term�  impacts�  of�  light�  and�  glare�  would�  occur�  during�  

decommissioning,�  which�  is�  expected�  to�  result�  in�  the�  mobilization�  of�  personnel�  and�  equipment�  

similar�to�project�construction.�Decommissioning�is�expected�to�be�less�intense�and�last�for�a�shorter�  

duration�  than� project� construction.� In� the� long� term,� decommissioning� is�  expected�  to� restore� the�  

landscape�  to�  predisturbance�  conditions.�  Therefore,�  the�  overall�  impacts�  of�  light�  and�  glare�  from�  

decommissioning�would�be�less�than�significant.�  

Red�Bluff�Substation�A,�Impact�VR�1:�General�Scenic�Vistas.�Page�4.16�27:��Similar�to�comments�above�–�  

under�  the�  heading�  of�  Construction,�  it�  is�  stated,�  “…The�  degree�  of� contrast� would� be�  significant� and� 

unavoidable.”� � It� is� then� stated� “The�  intensity�  of�  adverse�  short�term�  construction�  impacts�  would�  be�  

reduced� to� less� than� significant� with� the� implementation� of� Mitigation� MM�VR�1� through� MM�VR�3,� 

described�above�under�Applicant�Measures�and�Mitigation�Measures.”� �There�are�three�problems�with�  

this�passage.��  

First,� if� the� impact� is� unavoidable,� then� it� cannot� be� mitigated� to� less� than� significant.� � Second,� if� the�  

impact�is�significant�but�mitigable,�an�explanation�of�how�Mitigation�Measures�MM�VR�1�through�MM�  

VR�3�will�mitigate�the�significant�impact�to�less�than�significant�is�required.��Third,�there�appears�to�be�a�  

mixing�of�terminology�in�that�“contrast”�is�being�described�as�significant�and�unavoidable,�as�opposed�to�  

an�  “impact”�  being�  significant�  and�  unavoidable.�  There�  is�  no�  bridge�  between�  contrast�  and�  impact�  

significance.��  

Also,�  under�  the�  heading�  of�  Operation� and�  Maintenance,�  on�  Page�  4.16�27,�  a�  statement�  is� again�  made�  

that,�“From�KOP�6,�the�degree�of�contrast�would�be�significant�and�unavoidable…”�This�passage�seems�to�  

again�be�mixing�contrast�terminology�with�impact�significance�terminology�as�previously�discussed.��The�  

same�comment�holds�true�for�Impact�VR�2�(Page�4.16�28)�and�VR�3�(Pages�4.16�28�and�29).��  

It�  is�  recommended�  that�  the�  following�  revisions�  be�  made�  for�  the�  CEQA�  Significance�  Determination�  

Sections�for�the�Red�Bluff�Substations�A�and�B,�respectively.��  

Draft�EIS�pages�4.16�27�through�4.16�29:�  

Red�Bluff�Substation�A��  

Impact�VR�1:�General�Scenic�Vistas��  

General� scenic�vistas� involving�Red�Bluff�Substation�A�on�BLM� land�are�available� from�KOP�6.�Red�  

Bluff�Substation�A�would�be�located�in�an�area�with�an�Interim�VRM�classification�of�Class�II,�which�  

aims�  to�  “Retain�  existing�  landscape�  character.�  The�  level�  of�  change�  to�  the�  characteristic�  landscape�  

should�  be�  low.�  Management�  activities�  may�  be�  seen�  but�  should�  not�  attract�  a�  casual�  observer’s�  

attention.�Any�changes�must�repeat�the�basic�elements�of�line,�form,�color,�and�texture�found�in�the�  

predominant�natural�features�of�the�characteristic�landscape.”�Project�construction,�operation,�and� 

decommissioning�would�be�considered�to�result�in�significant�visual�impacts�if�the�project�would�be�  

inconsistent�with�these�Interim�VRM�Class�II�management�objectives.�  

Construction.�General�scenic�vistas�involving�Red�Bluff�Substation�A�construction�are�available�from�  

KOP�6.�Impacts�from�construction�activities,�equipment,�and�vehicles�would�be�visible�from�this�KOP.� 

Impacts�  are�  similar�  to�  those�  described�  above�  under�  Interim�  Visual�  Management�  Class�  for�  

construction�of�SF�B.�However,�Red�Bluff�Substation�A�would�disturb�a�substantially�smaller�area�(see�  

Table�4.16�1)�and�would�be�constructed�in�less�time.�Due�to�the�KOP�proximity,�the�lack�of�screening�  

elements�to�block�direct�views�of�the�Project�and�the�height�and�number�of�artificial�structures,�the�  
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degree�of�contrast�would�be�significant�and�unavoidable.�Although�viewers�typically�expect�artificial�  

elements�next�to�highways,�they�also�expect�the�elements�to�be�clustered�instead�of�spread�across�  

the� landscape.�The� intensity�of�adverse�short�term�construction� impacts�would�be�reduced�to� less�  

than�  significant�  with�  the�  implementation�  of�  Mitigation�  MM�VR�1�  through�  MM�VR�3,�  described�  

above�  under�  Applicant�  Measures�  and�  Mitigation�  Measures.�  �  The�  degree�  of�  contrast�  of�  Red�  Bluff�  

Substation�A�construction�activities�and�equipment�would�be�strong,� involving�vegetation�changes�  

and�structures�from�construction�with�no�screening�elements�to�block�direct�views�of�construction�  

activities.�The�substation�construction�would�also�block�views�of�the�mountains.�The�level�of�visual�  

contrast�of�Red�Bluff�Substation�A�construction�as�viewed� from�KOP�6�would�be� inconsistent�with�  

the�Interim�VRM�Class�II�management�objectives�of�the�area.�Therefore,�impacts�to�scenic�vistas�of�  

Red�Bluff�Substation�A�from�KOP�6�would�be�significant.�MM�VR�1�(Revegetation),�MM�VR�3�(Dust�  

Control),�  and�  MM�  VR�4�  (Light�  Control)�  would�  reduce�  visual�  impacts�  of�  Red�  Bluff�  Substation�  A�  

construction�from�KOP�6,�but�not�to�a�level�that�is�less�than�significant.�  

Operation� and� Maintenance.� General� scenic� vistas� involving� Red� Bluff� Substation� A� operation� and�  

maintenance�are�available�from�KOP�6.� Impacts�from�operation�and�maintenance�would�be�visible�  

from�this�KOP.� Impacts�are�described�above�under�Interim�Visual�Management�Class�for�operation�  

and�maintenance�of�Red�Bluff�Substation�A.�Red�Bluff�Substation�A�and�telecommunication�facilities�  

are�in�the�foreground�middle�ground�distance�zone�for�KOP�6.�From�KOP�6,�the�degree�of�contrast�  

would�  be�  significant�  and�  unavoidable�  strong�  because�  of�  the�  lack�  of�  screening�  elements�  to�  block�  

direct�views�of�the�site,�the�height�and�number�of�artificial�structures,�and�the�proximity�of�KOP�6�to�  

the�Project.�Although�viewers�typically�expect�artificial�elements�next�to�highways,�they�also�expect�  

elements�to�be�clustered�instead�of�spread�across�the�landscape.�Activity�on�I�10,�however,�partially�  

distracts�  views�  from�  KOP�  6�  away�  from�  the�  site.�  Also,�  because�  of�  the�  curving�  nature�  of�  I�10�  and�  

travelers�moving�at�highway�speed,�the�site�would�be�visible�in�the�foreground�distance�zone�for�a�  

limited�  amount�  of�  time.�  Nonetheless,�  the�  high�  visual�  contrast�  of�  the�  substation�  would�  be�  

inconsistent�with�the�Interim�VRM�Class�II�management�objectives�of�the�area.�Long�term�impacts�to�  

scenic�  vistas�  from�  the�  operation�  and�  maintenance�  of�  Red�  Bluff�  Substation�  A�  would�  therefore�  be�  

significant.�  The�  intensity�  of�  adverse�  long�term�  operation�  and�  maintenance�  impacts�  would�  be�  

reduced�  (but�  not�  to�  less�  than�  significant�  levels)�  with�  the�  implementation�  of�  Mitigation�  MM�VR�4�  

through�MM�VR�6,�described�above�under�Applicant�Measures�and�Mitigation�Measures.��  

Decommissioning.�Short�term�impacts�to�scenic�vistas�would�occur�during�decommissioning,�which�  

is�expected�to�result�in�the�mobilization�of�personnel�and�equipment�similar�to�project�construction.�  

Decommissioning�  is�  expected�  to�  be�  less�  intense�  and�  last�  for�  a�  shorter�  duration�  than�  project�  

construction.�  In�  the�  long�  term,�  decommissioning�  is�  expected�  to�  restore�  the�  landscape�  to�  

predisturbance�conditions.�Therefore,�the�overall�impacts�to�scenic�vistas�of�decommissioning�would�  

be�less�than�significant.� 

Impact�VR�2:�Local�Setting�� 

Views�of� the� local� setting� involving�Red�Bluff�Substation�A�on�BLM� land�are�available� from�KOP�6.�  

Red� Bluff� Substation� A� would� be� located� in� an� area� with� an� Interim� VRM� classification� of� Class� II,�  

which�  aims�  to�  “Retain�  existing�  landscape�  character.�  The�  level�  of�  change�  to�  the�  characteristic�  

landscape�  should�  be�  low.�  Management�  activities�  may�  be�  seen�  but�  should�  not�  attract�  a�  casual�  

observer’s�attention.�Any�changes�must�repeat�the�basic�elements�of� line,�form,�color,�and�texture�  

found�  in�  the�  predominant�  natural�  features�  of�  the�  characteristic�  landscape.”�  Project�  construction,�  

operation,� and� decommissioning� would� be�  considered� to� result�  in�  significant�  visual�  impacts� if�  the�  

project�would�be�inconsistent�with�these�Interim�VRM�Class�II�management�objectives.�  
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Construction.�Views�of� the� local�setting� involving�Red�Bluff�Substation�A�construction�are�available�  

from�KOP�6.�Impacts�from�construction�activities,�equipment,�and�vehicles�would�be�visible�from�this�  

KOP.�Impacts�would�be�similar�to�those�described�above�under�Interim�Visual�Management�Class�for�  

construction�of�SF�B.�However,�Red�Bluff�Substation�A�would�disturb�a�substantially�smaller�area�(see�  

Table�  4.16�1)�  and�  would�  be�  constructed�  in�  less�  time.�  Due�  to�  the�  KOP�  proximity�  and�  the�  lack�  of�  

screening�elements�to�block�direct�views�of�the�Project,�the�degree�of�contrast�would�be�significant�  

and�unavoidable.�Although�viewers�typically�expect�artificial�elements�next�to�highways,�they�expect�  

the�elements�to�be�clustered�instead�of�spread�across�the�landscape.�The�intensity�of�adverse�short� 

term�  construction�  impacts�  would�  be�  reduced�  to�  less�  than�  significant�  with�  the�  implementation�  of�  

Mitigation�MM�VR�1�through�MM�VR�3,�described�above�under�Applicant�Measures�and�Mitigation�  

Measures.�The�degree�of�contrast�of�Red�Bluff�Substation�A�would�be�strong,�with�the�presence�of� 

vertical�structures�with�industrial�character.�The�level�of�visual�contrast�of�Red�Bluff�Substation�A�as�  

viewed�from�KOP�6�would�be�inconsistent�with�the�Interim�VRM�Class�II�management�objectives�of�  

the�  area.�  Therefore,�  impacts�  to�  the�  local�  setting�  of�  Red�  Bluff�  Substation�  A�  from�  KOP�  6�  would�  be�  

significant.�MM�VR�1�(Revegetation),�MM�VR�3�(Dust�Control),�and�MM�VR�4�(Light�Control)�would�  

reduce�  visual�  impacts�  of�  Red�  Bluff�  Substation�  A�  from�  KOP�  6,�  but�  not�  to�  a�  level�  that�  is�  less�  than�  

significant.�  

Operation�and�Maintenance.� Views�of� the� local� setting� involving� Red� Bluff� Substation�A�operation�  

and�  maintenance�  are�  available�  from�  KOP�  6.�  Impacts�  from�  operation�  and�  maintenance�  would�  be�  

visible�  from�  this�  KOP.�  Impacts�  are�  described�  above�  under�  Interim�  Visual�  Management�  Class�  for�  

operation�  and�  maintenance�  of�  Red�  Bluff�  Substation�  A.�  Red�  Bluff�  Substation�  A�  and�  

telecommunication�  facilities�  are�  in�  the�  foreground�middle�  ground�  distance�  zone�  for�  KOP�  6.�  From�  

KOP�6,� the�degree�of�contrast�would�be�significant�and�unavoidable�strong�because�of� the� lack�of� 

screening�elements�to�block�direct�views�of�the�site,�the�height�and�number�of�artificial�structures,�  

and�the�proximity�of�KOP�6�to�the�Project.�Although�viewers�typically�expect�artificial�elements�next�  

to�  highways,�  they�  expect�  the�  elements�  to�  be�  clustered�  instead�  of�  spread�  across�  the�  landscape.�  

Activity�on�I�10,�however,�partially�distracts�views�from�KOP�6�away�from�the�site.�Also,�because�of�  

the�curving�nature�of� I�10�and�travelers�moving�at�highway�speed,� the�site�would�be�visible� in� the�  

foreground�distance�zone�for�a�limited�amount�of�time.�Nonetheless,�the�high�visual�contrast�of�the�  

substation�would�be�inconsistent�with�the�Interim�VRM�Class�II�management�objectives�of�the�area.�  

Long�term�impacts�to�the�local�setting�from�the�operation�and�maintenance�of�Red�Bluff�Substation�  

A�  would�  therefore�  be�  significant.�  The�  intensity�  of�  adverse�  long�term�  operation�  and�  maintenance�  

impacts�  would�  be�  reduced�  (but�  not�  to�  less�  than�  significant�  levels)�  with�  the�  implementation�  of�  

Mitigation�MM�VR�4�through�MM�VR�6,�described�above�under�Applicant�Measures�and�Mitigation� 

Measures.�� 

Decommissioning.�The�intensity�of�adverse�long�term�decommissioning�impacts�would�be�less�than�  

significant.�  At�  a�  minimum� Short�term�  impacts�  to�  the�  local�  setting�  would�  occur�  during�  

decommissioning,�  which�  is�  expected�  to�  result�  in�  the�  mobilization�  of�  personnel�  and�  equipment�  

similar�to�project�construction.�Decommissioning�is�expected�to�be�less�intense�and�last�for�a�shorter�  

duration� than�  project� construction.� In� the� long�  term,� decommissioning� is� expected�  to� restore� the�  

landscape�  to�  predisturbance�  conditions.�  Therefore,�  the�  overall�  impacts�  to�  the�  local�  setting�  of�  

decommissioning�would�be�less�than�significant.�  

Impact�VR�3:�Light�and�Glare�� 

Views�of�light�and�glare�involving�Red�Bluff�Substation�A�on�BLM�land�are�available�from�KOP�6.�Red�  

Bluff�Substation�A�would�be�located�in�an�area�with�an�Interim�VRM�classification�of�Class�II,�which�  
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aims�  to�  “Retain�  existing�  landscape�  character.�  The�  level�  of�  change�  to�  the�  characteristic�  landscape�  

should�  be�  low.�  Management�  activities�  may�  be�  seen�  but�  should�  not�  attract�  a�  casual�  observer’s�  

attention.�Any�changes�must�repeat�the�basic�elements�of�line,�form,�color,�and�texture�found�in�the�  

predominant�natural�features�of�the�characteristic�landscape.”�Project�construction,�operation,�and� 

decommissioning�would�be�considered�to�result�in�significant�visual�impacts�if�the�project�would�be�  

inconsistent�with�these�Interim�VRM�Class�II�management�objectives.�  

Construction.�  Views�  of�  light�  and�  glare�  involving�  Red�  Bluff�  Substation�  A�  construction�  are�  available�  

from�KOP�6.�Impacts�from�construction�activities,�equipment,�and�vehicles�would�be�visible�from�this�  

KOP.�  Impacts�  are�  similar�  to�  those�  described�  above�  under�  Interim�  Visual�  Management�  Class�  for�  

construction�of�SF�B.�However,�Red�Bluff�Substation�A�would�disturb�a�substantially�smaller�area�(see�  

Table�4.16�1)�and�would�be�constructed�in�less�time.�The�degree�of�contrast�would�result�in�less�than�  

significant�  impacts.�  The�  intensity�  of�  adverse�  impacts�  would�  not�  be�  significant�  and�  unavoidable�  

because�  aAdverse�  impacts�  would�  be�  short�term�  and�  limited�  to�  the�  duration�  of�  construction�  

activities.�Also,�certain�construction�activity�impacts,�such�as�material�deliveries,�are�not�expected�to�  

occur�for�the�duration�of�the�work�week�or�at�all�on�weekends.�Furthermore,�the�work�day�would�be�  

during�daylight,�typically�consisting�of�one�shift�beginning�at�7:00�am�and�ending�at�3:30�pm.�Light�  

and�  glare�  impacts�  of�  construction�  would�  be�  seen,�  but�  would�  not�  dominate�  the�  casual�  observer’s�  

attention,�and�would�therefore�be�consistent�with�the�Interim�VRM�Class�II�management�objectives�  

of�the�area.�Impacts�of�light�and�glare�from�construction�of�Red�Bluff�Substation�A�would�therefore�  

be�less�than�significant.��� 

Operation�and�Maintenance.�Views�of�light�and�glare�involving�Red�Bluff�Substation�A�operation�and�  

maintenance�are�available�from�KOP�6.� Impacts�from�operation�and�maintenance�would�be�visible  

from�this�KOP.� Impacts�are�described�above�under�Interim�Visual�Management�Class�for�operation�  

and�maintenance�of�Red�Bluff�Substation�A.�Red�Bluff�Substation�A�and�telecommunication�facilities�  

are�in�the�foreground�middle�ground�distance�zone�for�KOP�6.�From�KOP�6,�the�degree�of�contrast�  

would�be�significant�and�unavoidable�high�because�of�the�lack�of�screening�elements�to�block�direct�  

views�of�the�site,�the�height�and�number�of�artificial�structures,�and�the�proximity�of�KOP�6�to�the�  

Project.�  Although�  viewers�  typically�  expect�  artificial�  elements�  next�  to�  highways,�  they�  expect�  the�  

elements�to�be�clustered�instead�of�spread�across�the�landscape.�Activity�on�I�10,�however,�partially�  

distracts�  views�  from�  KOP�  6�  away�  from�  the�  site.�  Also,�  because�  of�  the�  curving�  nature�  of�  I�10�  and�  

travelers�moving�at�highway�speed,�the�site�would�be�visible�in�the�foreground�distance�zone�for�a�  

limited�amount�of�time.�Nonetheless,�the�long�term�use�of�lights�at�the�substation�would�dominate� 

the�  casual�  observer’s�  attention�  and�  the�  level�  of�  change�  to�  the�  existing�  landscape�  would�  be�  high,�  

resulting� in�an� inconsistency�with�the� Interim�Class� II�management�objectives�of� the�area.� Impacts�  

from� light�and�glare�would� therefore�be�significant.� �The� intensity�of�adverse� long�term�operation� 

and�  maintenance�  impacts�  would�  be�  reduced�  (but�  not�  to�  less�  than�  significant�  levels)�  with�  the�  

implementation�of�Mitigation�MM�VR�4,�described�above�under�Applicant�Measures�and�Mitigation�  

Measures.�� 

Decommissioning.�Short�term�light�and�glare�impacts�would�occur�during�decommissioning,�which�is�  

expected�to�result� in� the�mobilization�of�personnel�and�equipment�similar�to�project�construction.� 

Decommissioning�  is�  expected�  to�  be�  less�  intense�  and�  last�  for�  a�  shorter�  duration�  than�  project�  

construction.�In�the�long�term,�The�intensity�of�adverse�long�term�decommissioning�impacts�would�  

be�  less�  than�  significant.�  At�  a�  minimum,�  decommissioning�  is�  expected�  to�  restore�  the�  landscape�  to�  

predisturbance�conditions.�Therefore,�the�overall�light�and�glare�impacts�of�decommissioning�would�  

be�less�than�significant.�
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Draft�EIS�Page�4.16�33:�  

Red�Bluff�Substation�B��  

The�CEQA�significance�determination�for�Red�Bluff�Substation�B�is�the�same�as�that�discussed�under�  

Alternative�1.��  

Impacts�VR�1:�General�Scenic�Vistas�  

General�scenic�vistas�involving�Red�Bluff�Substation�B�on�private�land�are�similar�to�those�available�  

from�KOP�6,�and�KOP�6�is�therefore�used�as�a�proxy�for�views�of�Red�Bluff�Substation�B�on�private�  

land.�  

Construction.�The�view�from�KOP�6�(Figure�4.16�7)�is�a�predominantly�natural�landscape�with�roads� 

visible�  in�  the�  foreground�  and�  faint�  utility�  towers�  in�  the�  middleground,�  and�  with�  views�  of�  the�  

Chuckwalla�Mountains�Wilderness�Area�and�Alligator�Rock�ACEC�in�the�background.�The�landscape�  

exhibits�moderate�to�high�high�degrees�of�variety,�vividness,�intactness,�and�harmony.�Visual�quality�  

at�KOP�4�is�considered�moderate�to�high.�Viewer�expectations�of�this�area�of�public�land�adjacent�to�  

Joshua�Tree�National�Park�and�the�Chuckwalla�Mountains�and�Alligator�Rock�ACEC�are�of�a�natural�  

landscape,�  and�  viewer�  concern�  is�  considered�  high.�  Viewers�  from�  KOP�  6�  include�  drivers�  and�  

numerous�  passengers�  in�  vehicles�  on�  Interstate�  10�  experiencing�  views�  from�  moving�  vehicles�  for�  a�  

short�  duration�  while�  traveling�  on�  the�  roadway.�  Viewer�  exposure�  is�  considered�  moderate.�  Overall�  

visual�sensitivity�of�KOP�6�is�considered�moderate�to�high.��  

As�  seen�  on�  private�  land�  from�  KOP�  6�  (Figure�  4.16�7),�  construction�  vehicles�  and�  equipment�  in�  the�  

foreground�view�would�present�a�visual�contrast�with� the�existing�natural� landscape�resulting� in�a�  

moderate�to�high�visual�contrast�overall.�Construction�of�Red�Bluff�Substation�B�would�be�dominant�  

in�the�foreground�view�from�this�vantage�point�relative�to�other�features�on�the�landscape,�including�  

the�  mountains�  in�  the�  background�  and�  shrubs�  and�  transmission�  towers�  in�  the�  middleground;�  

dominance�  is�  considered�  high�  from�  KOP�  6.�  Construction�  equipment�  would�  block�  or�  impair�  views�  

from�KOP�6,�resulting�in�a�high�degree�of�view�blockage.�Therefore,�the�overall�visual�change�of�Red�  

Bluff�Substation�B�from�KOP�6�is�moderate�to�high.�In�the�context�of�KOP�6’s�moderate�to�high�visual�  

sensitivity,�even�considering�the�short�term�nature�of�construction,�the�overall�visual�change�of�Red�  

Bluff�Substation�B�construction�is�moderate�to�high,�resulting�in�a�significant�impact�on�scenic�vistas.�  

MM�VR�1�  (Revegetation),�  MM�VR�3�  (Dust�  Control),�  and�  MM�  VR�4�  (Light�  Control)�  would�  reduce�  

visual�impacts�of�Red�Bluff�Substation�B�from�KOP�6,�but�not�to�a�level�that�is�less�than�significant.�  

Operation�  and�  Maintenance.�  The�  view�  from�  KOP�  6�  (Figure�  4.16�7)�  is�  a�  predominantly�  natural�  

landscape�with�roads�visible�in�the�foreground�and�faint�utility�towers�in�the�middleground,�and�with�  

views�of�the�Chuckwalla�Mountains�Wilderness�Area�and�Alligator�Rock�ACEC�in�the�background.�The�  

landscape�  exhibits�  moderate�to�high�  high�  degrees�  of�  variety,�  vividness,�  intactness,�  and�  harmony.�  

Visual�quality�at�KOP�4� is�considered� moderate�to�high.�Viewer� expectations� of� this�area�of�public� 

land�adjacent�to�Joshua�Tree�National�Park�and�the�Chuckwalla�Mountains�and�Alligator�Rock�ACEC� 

are�  of�  a�  natural�  landscape,�  and�  viewer�  concern�  is�  considered�  high.�  Viewers�  from�  KOP�  6�  include�  

drivers�  and�  numerous�  passengers�  in�  vehicles�  on�  Interstate�  10�  experiencing�  views�  from�  moving�  

vehicles�  for�  a�  short�  duration�  while�  traveling�  on�  the�  roadway.�  Viewer�  exposure�  is�  considered�  

moderate.�Overall�visual�sensitivity�of�KOP�6�is�considered�moderate�to�high.��  

As�  seen�  on�  private�  land�  from�  KOP�  6�  (Figure�  4.16�7),�  the�  presence�  of�  substation�  equipment�  and�  

transmission�towers�in�the�foreground�view�would�present�a�visual�contrast�with�the�existing�natural�  
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landscape�resulting� in�a�moderate�to�high�visual�contrast�overall.�Red�Bluff�Substation�B�would�be�  

dominant�  in�  the�  foreground�  view�  from�  this�  vantage�  point�  relative�  to�  other�  features�  on�  the�  

landscape,� including� the� mountains� in� the�background�and�shrubs�and� transmission� towers� in� the� 

middleground;�dominance�is�considered�high�from�KOP�6.�The�substation�equipment�would�block�or�  

impair�views�from�KOP�6,�resulting�in�a�high�degree�of�view�blockage.�Therefore,�the�overall�visual� 

change�  of�  Red�  Bluff�  Substation�  B�  from�  KOP�  6�  is�  moderate�to�high.�  In�  the�  context�  of�  KOP�  6’s�  

moderate�to�high�visual�sensitivity,�the�overall�visual�change�of�Red�Bluff�Substation�B�is�moderate�  

to�high,�  resulting�  in�  a�  significant�  impact�  on�  scenic�  vistas.�  Mitigation�  MM�VR�4�  through�  MM�VR�6�  

would�reduce�visual�impacts�of�Red�Bluff�Substation�B,�but�not�to�a�level�that�is�less�than�significant.�� 

Decommissioning.�Short�term�impacts�to�scenic�vistas�would�occur�during�decommissioning,�which�  

is�expected�to�result�in�the�mobilization�of�personnel�and�equipment�similar�to�project�construction.�  

Decommissioning�  is�  expected�  to�  be�  less�  intense�  and�  last�  for�  a�  shorter�  duration�  than�  project�  

construction.�  In�  the�  long�  term,�  decommissioning�  is�  expected�  to�  restore�  the�  landscape�  to�  

predisturbance�conditions.�Therefore,�the�overall�impacts�to�scenic�vistas�of�decommissioning�would�  

be�less�than�significant.� 

Impact�VR�2:�Local�Setting� 

Views�  of�  the�  local�  setting�  involving�  Red�  Bluff�  Substation�  B�  on�  private�  land�  are�  similar�  to�  those�  

available�from�KOP�6,�and�KOP�6�is�therefore�used�as�a�proxy�for�views�of�Red�Bluff�Substation�B�on�  

private�land.�  

Construction.�The�view�from�KOP�6�(Figure�4.16�7)�is�a�predominantly�natural�landscape�with�roads� 

visible�  in�  the�  foreground�  and�  faint�  utility�  towers�  in�  the�  middleground,�  and�  with�  views�  of�  the�  

Chuckwalla�Mountains�Wilderness�Area�and�Alligator�Rock�ACEC�in�the�background.�The�landscape�  

exhibits�moderate�to�high�high�degrees�of�variety,�vividness,�intactness,�and�harmony.�Visual�quality�  

at�KOP�4�is�considered�moderate�to�high.�Viewer�expectations�of�this�area�of�public�land�adjacent�to�  

Joshua�Tree�National�Park�and�the�Chuckwalla�Mountains�and�Alligator�Rock�ACEC�are�of�a�natural�  

landscape,�  and�  viewer�  concern�  is�  considered�  high.�  Viewers�  from�  KOP�  6�  include�  drivers�  and�  

numerous�  passengers�  in�  vehicles�  on�  Interstate�  10�  experiencing�  views�  from�  moving�  vehicles�  for�  a�  

short�  duration�  while�  traveling�  on�  the�  roadway�  and�  dispersed�  recreationists�  on�  the�  valley�  floor.�  

Viewer�exposure�is�considered�moderate.�Overall�visual�sensitivity�of�KOP�6�is�considered�moderate�  

to�high.�� 

As�  seen�  on�  private�  land�  from�  KOP�  6�  (Figure�  4.16�7),�  construction�  vehicles�  and�  equipment�  in�  the�  

foreground�view�would�present�a�visual�contrast�with� the�existing�natural� landscape�resulting� in�a�  

moderate�to�high�visual�contrast�overall.�Construction�of�Red�Bluff�Substation�B�would�be�dominant�  

in�the�foreground�view�from�this�vantage�point�relative�to�other�features�on�the�landscape,�including�  

the�  mountains�  in�  the�  background�  and�  shrubs�  and�  transmission�  towers�  in�  the�  middleground;�  

dominance�  is�  considered�  high�  from�  KOP�  6.�  Construction�  equipment�  would�  block�  or�  impair�  views�  

from�KOP�6,�resulting�in�a�high�degree�of�view�blockage.�Therefore,�the�overall�visual�change�of�Red�  

Bluff�Substation�B�from�KOP�6�is�moderate�to�high.�In�the�context�of�KOP�4’s�moderate�to�high�visual�  

sensitivity,�even�considering�the�short�term�nature�of�construction,�the�overall�visual�change�of�Red�  

Bluff�  Substation�  B�  construction�  is�  moderate�to�high,�  resulting�  in�  a�  significant�  impact�  on�  the�  local�  

setting.�  MM�VR�1�  (Revegetation),�  MM�VR�3�  (Dust�  Control),�  and�  MM�  VR�4�  (Light�  Control)�  would�  

reduce�  visual�  impacts�  of�  Red�  Bluff�  Substation�  B�  from�  KOP�  6,�  but�  not�  to�  a�  level�  that�  is�  less�  than�  

significant.� 
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Operation�  and�  Maintenance.�  The�  view�  from�  KOP�  6�  (Figure�  4.16�7)�  is�  a�  predominantly�  natural�  

landscape�with�roads�visible�in�the�foreground�and�faint�utility�towers�in�the�middleground,�and�with�  

views�of�the�Chuckwalla�Mountains�Wilderness�Area�and�Alligator�Rock�ACEC�in�the�background.�The�  

landscape�  exhibits�  moderate�to�high�  high�  degrees�  of�  variety,�  vividness,�  intactness,�  and�  harmony.�  

Visual�quality�at�KOP�4� is�considered� moderate�to�high.�Viewer� expectations� of� this�area�of�public� 

land�adjacent�to�Joshua�Tree�National�Park�and�the�Chuckwalla�Mountains�and�Alligator�Rock�ACEC� 

are�  of�  a�  natural�  landscape,�  and�  viewer�  concern�  is�  considered�  high.�  Viewers�  from�  KOP�  6�  include�  

drivers�  and�  numerous�  passengers�  in�  vehicles�  on�  Interstate�  10�  experiencing�  views�  from�  moving�  

vehicles�  for�  a�  short�  duration�  while�  traveling�  on�  the�  roadway�  and�  dispersed�  recreationists�  on�  the�  

valley�  floor.�  Viewer�  exposure�  is�  considered�  moderate.�  Overall�  visual�  sensitivity�  of�  KOP�  6�  is�  

considered�moderate�to�high.��  

As�  seen�  on�  private�  land�  from�  KOP�  6�  (Figure�  4.16�7),�  the�  presence�  of�  substation�  equipment�  and�  

transmission�towers�in�the�foreground�view�would�present�a�visual�contrast�with�the�existing�natural�  

landscape�resulting� in�a�moderate�to�high�visual�contrast�overall.�Red�Bluff�Substation�B�would�be�  

dominant�  in�  the�  foreground�  view�  from�  this�  vantage�  point�  relative�  to�  other�  features�  on�  the�  

landscape,� including� the� mountains� in� the�background�and�shrubs�and� transmission� towers� in� the� 

middleground;�dominance�is�considered�high�from�KOP�6.�The�substation�equipment�would�block�or�  

impair�views�from�KOP�6,�resulting�in�a�high�degree�of�view�blockage.�Therefore,�the�overall�visual� 

change�  of�  Red�  Bluff�  Substation�  B�  from�  KOP�  6�  is�  moderate�to�high.�  In�  the�  context�  of�  KOP�  6’s�  

moderate�to�high�visual�sensitivity,�the�overall�visual�change�of�Red�Bluff�Substation�B�is�moderate�  

to�high,�resulting�in�a�significant�impact�on�the�local�setting.�Mitigation�MM�VR�4�through�MM�VR�6�  

would�reduce�visual�impacts�of�Red�Bluff�Substation�B,�but�not�to�a�level�that�is�less�than�significant.�  

Decommissioning.�  Short�term�  impacts�  to�  the�  local�  setting�  would�  occur�  during�  decommissioning,�  

which�  is�  expected�  to�  result�  in�  the�  mobilization�  of�  personnel�  and�  equipment�  similar�  to�  project�  

construction.�Decommissioning� is�expected� to�be� less� intense�and� last� for�a� shorter�duration� than�  

project�  construction.�  In�  the�  long�  term,�  decommissioning�  is�  expected�  to�  restore�  the�  landscape�  to�  

predisturbance�  conditions.� Therefore,� the� overall� impacts� to� the�  local� setting� of� decommissioning�  

would�be�less�than�significant.�  

Impact�VR�3:�Light�and�Glare�  

Views�of�light�and�glare�involving�Red�Bluff�Substation�B�on�private�land�are�similar�to�those�available�  

from�KOP�6,�and�KOP�6�is�therefore�used�as�a�proxy�for�views�of�Red�Bluff�Substation�B�on�private�  

land.�  

Construction.�  Red�  Bluff�  Substation�  B�  construction�  would�  occur�  during�  the�  day�  and�  would�  not�  

introduce�sources�of�nighttime�light.�Glare�would�occur�from�vehicle�windows�and�polished�surfaces�  

of�equipment,�but�would�be�minimal.�Visual�sensitivity�is�high�at�KOP�6,�however�the�degree�of�visual�  

change�as�a�result�of�glare�is� low.�In�the�context�of�the�short�term�nature�of�construction,� impacts�  

from�  light�  and�  glare�  as�  a�  result�  of�  construction�  of�  Red�  Bluff�  Substation�  B�  would�  be�  less�  than�  

significant.��  

Operation�  and�  Maintenance.�  The�  view�  from�  KOP�  6�  (Figure�  4.16�7)�  is�  a�  predominantly�  natural�  

landscape�with�roads�visible�in�the�foreground�and�faint�utility�towers�in�the�middleground,�and�with�  

views�of�the�Chuckwalla�Mountains�Wilderness�Area�and�Alligator�Rock�ACEC�in�the�background.�The�  

landscape�exhibits�moderate�to�high�high�degrees�of�variety,�vividness,�intactness,�and�harmony.�In�  

addition,�the�area� is�highly�valued�for� its�nighttime�darkness.�Visual�quality�at�KOP�4� is�considered�  

moderate�to�high.�Viewer�expectations�of�this�area�of�public�land�adjacent�to�Joshua�Tree�National� 
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Park�and�the�Chuckwalla�Mountains�and�Alligator�Rock�ACEC�are�of�a�natural�landscape�and�a�dark�  

nighttime�landscape,�and�viewer�concern�is�considered�high.�Viewers�from�KOP�6�include�drivers�and�  

numerous�  passengers�  in�  vehicles�  on�  Interstate�  10�  experiencing�  views�  from�  moving�  vehicles�  for�  a�  

short�  duration�  while�  traveling�  on�  the�  roadway�  and�  dispersed�  recreationists�  on�  the�  valley�  floor.�  

Viewer�exposure�is�considered�moderate.�Overall�visual�sensitivity�of�KOP�6�is�considered�moderate�  

to�high.�� 

Even�  though�  night�  lighting�  at�  Red�  Bluff�  Substation� B�  would�  be�  limited,�  artificial�  lighting�  would�  be�  

introduced�  to�  the�  area,�  thereby�  decreasing�  nighttime�  darkness.�  Exterior�  lights�  at�  the�  substation�  

would�be�shielded�and�focused�downward�and�toward�the� interior�of�the�site�to�minimize� lighting�  

and�glare�impacts�on�the�night�sky�and�on�surrounding�areas.�Structures�would�be�finished�to�reduce�  

glare.�  Nonetheless,�  nighttime�  lighting�  would�  present�  a�  moderate�to�high�  visual�  contrast�  with�  the�  

existing�  nighttime�  darkness�  of�  the�  landscape.�  The�  nighttime�  lighting�  of�  the�  substation�  would�  be�  

highly�dominant�in�the�foreground�view�for�passengers�and�recreationists�nearby�KOP�6.�The�overall�  

visual�change�as�a�result�of�nighttime�lighting�at�Red�Bluff�Substation�B�would�be�moderate�to�high.�  

In�the�context�of�the�moderate�to�high�visual�sensitivity�at�KOP�6,�nighttime�lighting�impacts�of�Red� 

Bluff�Substation�B�would�be�significant.�MM�VR�4�(Light�Control)�would�reduce�visual�impacts�of�Red�  

Bluff�Substation�B�from�KOP�6,�but�not�to�a�level�that�is�less�than�significant.� 

Decommissioning.�Short�term�impacts�of�light�and�glare�would�occur�during�decommissioning,�which�  

is�expected�to�result�in�the�mobilization�of�personnel�and�equipment�similar�to�project�construction.�  

Decommissioning�  is�  expected�  to�  be�  less�  intense�  and�  last�  for�  a�  shorter�  duration�  than�  project�  

construction.�  In�  the�  long�  term,�  decommissioning�  is�  expected�  to�  restore�  the�  landscape�  to�  

predisturbance�conditions.�Therefore,�the�overall� impacts�of� light�and�glare�from�decommissioning�56-62 
would�be�less�than�significant.� 

4.17�Water�Resources�  

The�  following�  comments�  on�  the�  Environmental�  Consequences�  section�  for�  Water�  Resources�  were�  

provided�  to�  BLM�  previously�  during�  administrative�  draft�  EIS�  review.�  They�  are�  repeated�  here�  with�  

additional�detail.���  

Flooding�(Criterion�WR�4).�Criterion�WR�4�states�“Substantially�increase�the�potential�for�flooding�or�the�  

amount�  of�  damage�  that�  could�  result�  from�  flooding”�  without�  specifying�  whether�  such�  flooding�  would�  

occur�  on�site�  or�  off�site,�  but�  the�  impact�  discussion�  in�  Section�  4.17�  only�  addresses�  on�site�  flooding.�  

Particularly�  for�  the�  Red�  Bluff�  Substation�  A�  site,�  which�  would�  require�  “alteration�  of�  three�  eroded�  

channels”�(page�4.17�11)�to�avoid�flooding�impacts�at�the�substation�site;�potential�for�off�site�flooding�  

to�  occur�  as�  a�  result�  of�  redirecting�  and�  reconfiguring�  these�  channels�  needs�  to�  be�  addressed�  under�  

Criterion�WR�4.�  

Source�of�Potable�Water.�The�section�states�on�page�4.17�13,�“If�groundwater�supplied�by�the�well�does�  

not�meet�drinking�water�standards,�then�potable�water�will�be�supplied�from�alternative�sources.”�The�  

remainder�of�Section�4.17�provides�no�description�or�explanation�of�“alternative�sources.”�The�source�of�  

potable�water�needs�to�be�identified.�  

Mitigation�Measures.�Page�4.17�21�states�“Additional�mitigation�measures�could� include…”� [emphasis�  

added].�This�language�needs�to�be�binding�if�the�following�discussion�of�mitigation�is�meant�to�minimize�  
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project�impacts.�These�mitigation�measures�are�currently�not�binding�and�not�enforceable,�which�is�an�  cont
inadequacy�under�CEQA.���  
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""Geo. J. Donaldson Jr." 
<yucca-realtors@hughes.net> 

To 

cc 

<CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 

11/08/2010 11:26 AM bcc 

Subject Proposed power route 

62-1The cost of the power lines probably are something that Desert 
Sunlight will be responsible for. In that respect Desert Sunlight should 
be sensitive to the communities concerns as to the route of these 
power lines. I and many others would like you to get behind changing 
the proposed route to the more Easterly route. The overall cost as a 
percentage of the project can not be that different as a long term 
basis. 
Otherwise I and many others are in support of your project. 

Geo. J. Donaldson Jr. 
Desert Center Area Chamber of Commerce 
Financial Officer 
Yucca Realtors Inc. 
Broker - Owner 
yucca-realtors@hughes.net 
PO BOX 7111 
Desert Center, CA 92239 
760-401-6316 direct 
760-227-3290 facsimile 

800-281-0282 toll free 
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""John Beach" To <CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 
<desertcenter@hughes.net> 

cc 

11/09/2010 06:35 PM 


bcc 

Subject Support for Desert Sunlight Solar Project 

To: Allison Shaffer, Project Manager 
Palm Springs South Coast Field Office, BLM 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs CA 92262 

Ms. Shaffer 

I am a resident of and property owner at Desert Center. I support utility-scale solar projects as an 63-1 
essential component of our national and state policy to reduce our dependence on carbon-based energy, 
and with one reservation pertaining to the preferred gen-tie route A1, I specifically support First Solar's 
proposal to build the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm in this area. The vast majority of residents of this 
community also are in favor of the Desert Sunlight project, but are similarly concerned about the preferred 
gen-tie route A1. 

One of the major objections voiced by opponents of this project is that it will co-opt a pristine desert 
wilderness for a purpose which can be served just as well or better by rooftop solar arrays in urban areas. 
The comparison between a utility-scale solar project and a multitude of privately-owned rooftop solar 
arrays is invalid, if for no other reason than that there is presently no way under the law to compel private 
owners to cooperate on a large-scale rooftop project. Even were that possible, it is far more economical 
to build a compact installation rather than a comparable dispersed network. 

The land proposed for Desert Sunlight is not pristine desert wilderness, but over the years it has been 
disturbed, albeit in some areas more than in others. The desert southwest (eastern California, southern 
Nevada, and western Arizona) has the greatest solar irradiance in the country and is hence the optimum 
region for utility-scale solar projects. Abundant sunshine is a natural resource of this region and must be 
properly utilized. Within the desert southwest there are vast tracts which are truly pristine, and it is far 
better that land disturbed to some degree, as here at the proposed Kaiser Road Desert Sunlight site, be 
the land made available by BLM for utility-scale solar development. 

A project the size of Desert Sunlight, and the construction work involved in building it, will necessarily 
have an impact on the environment. That is not to say that the end result will be adverse, but only that 
the factors must be anticipated so they can be dealt with properly as they arise. I believe that the 
identification of those factors and the development of plans to contain any problems is an objective 
exercise which has been essentially and successfully completed by First Solar, and that BLM will act in 
the interests of the public by the careful and judicious consideration of the results, and by requesting 
clarification or improvements where advisable. 

The influx of workers during the period of construction, and the residual jobs once Desert Sunlight begins 63-2 
operations, will be a great economic boost to this area. The only concern commonly discussed here is 
dissatisfaction with the proposed gen-tie route A1 and the clear preference for route A2. Route A1 goes 
south along Kaiser Road and then east across the tip of the "triangle," crosses SR-177 (coincidentally 
immediately north of my property), continues east for perhaps a mile or two, turns south to cross 
Interstate 10 just east of the Coyote Village trailer park, and ends at the proposed Red Bluff Substation. 
Route A2 crosses SR-177 to the east of the proposed Desert Sunlight site and perhaps five miles farther 
north than A1 would cross SR-177, and then follows the existing power line right-of-way to a point north 
of the proposed substation, where it turns south and crosses Interstate 10. 

Route A1 goes directly through areas marked for growth under the Riverside County General Plan. 

M-246 



63-2 

63-3 

There is some concern here about potential health risks from proximity to high-voltage power lines, and 
while I personally feel that the evidence is anecdotal rather than scientific, nonetheless it does worry cont 
some people. The prospect of a constant humming is also unpopular.  And we do have whirlwinds here 
every few years - the last major storm was in August 2006 and brought down thirty power poles - so the 
question is what would happen if a similar storm brought down high-voltage lines in the vicinity of people.  
But the one point everyone can agree on is that a route through an area set aside for future development 
is aesthetically displeasing and a potential impediment to growth. 

I am strongly in favor of the proposed Desert Sunlight Solar Farm, both for the energy future of our state 
and country as well as for the economic benefits to the local community.  Desert Sunlight will convert our 
natural resource of abundant sunshine into the usable form of electricity, while utilizing disturbed rather 
than pristine desert lands.  And while I do not like gen-tie route A1 and believe that A2 would be much 
better, that does not affect my overall support for the Desert Sunlight project.  (If it must be A1, then 
please see that it is built to blend into the landscape as much as possible.) 

Sincerely, 

John Beach 
Box 91 
Desert Center CA  92239-0091 
650-327-4893 
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RRick Estes 
<rickestes92595@gmail.com> 

11/11/2010 12:42 PM 

Ms Allison Shaffer, Project Manager, 
11-10-10 

To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 


cc 


bcc
 

Subject 	 I support the “No Action Alternative” and urge you to support 
the “No Action Alternative” 

Palm Springs South Coast Field Office, BLM 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 

RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible Plan amendment 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

I wish to go on record in opposition to this project and urge a “ No Action Alternative” position by your 65-1 
office. 

I believe current and future tourism will far exceed any job creation this project can generate. 65-2 
� 	 The area's night skies will be negatively affected by this project. 65-3 

Desert Tortoise and Climate Change: 
� 	 Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become available on the slopes of Eagle 65-4 

Mountain. 
� 	 The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley is the reservoir for future 65-5 

immigration into Joshua Tree National Park from the southeast. 
� 	 Non native species introduction: 
� 	 Non-native species introduction into the project site compete with native wildlife, resulting in a 


significant impact to Joshua Tree National Park, and surrounding desert. 

� 	 Disturbing desert soils results in blooms of Sahara Mustard which competes with native species 

of plants and starve out indigenous flora, mammals and insects. 
Distributed Generation: 

65-6 

65-7 

� 	 Solar panels belong on rooftops, not hundreds of miles urban centers. 65-8 
I support the “No Action Alternative” and urge you to support the “No Action Alternative” 

Sincerely, 

Name: Rick Estes 
Address P.O. Box 1571, Wildomar, Ca 92595 
Phone 951-314-3328 
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BBritt Bailey To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
<britt@environmentalcommon 

cc s.org>
 
bcc
11/12/2010 03:45 PM 


Subject DEIS Comments 


Dear Ms. Shaffer, 


Attached please find comments on the DEIS for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project 

submitted by Environmental Commons. Please let me know if you have any problems opening 

the document or questions regarding the submission. 


Sincerely, 

Britt Bailey, Executive Director 
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November 8, 2010 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager 
Palm Springs South Coast Field Office 
Bureau of Land Management 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, California 92262 

RE:  Comments Concerning Desert Sunlight Solar Farm DEIS 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

After reviewing the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the Desert 

Sunlight Holdings, LLC (Sunlight) proposed project to construct and operate the Desert Sunlight 

Solar Farm (DSSF), Environmental Commons respectfully offers the following comments. 

Before addressing the more substantive matters of the DEIS for the proposed project, 

there are some more minor matters that require attention. 

Minor Issues 

1.  The Notice of Intent issued in January, 2010 names First Desert Solar, Inc. as the applicant 

whereas the DEIS names Sunlight Holdings as the project proponent. The applicant’s name 

should be clarified and made consistent with additional explanation. 

2.  Within the Executive Summary, the applicant uses the word “only” in describing permanent 

disturbance of acreage. The use of this word connotes a value judgment as well as possible bias 

and should be eliminated from use. 
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66-3 

Substantive Issues 

1. Purpose & Need of Project 

According to the Council on Environmental Quality’s regulations, the purpose and need 

of the proposed project “shall briefly specify the underlying purpose and need to which the 

agency is responding in proposing the alternatives including the proposed action.”1 The DEIS’ 

purpose and need statement should define the goals of the project to allow for the review of an 

appropriate range of alternatives.2 

According to the DEIS, BLM’s stated purpose and need for the project is “to respond to 

Sunlight’s application for a ROW grant to construct, operate, maintain, and decommission a . . . 

solar energy facility.”3  This purpose as stated in the DEIS is uncommonly limited in its scope. 

Its narrowness subsequently skews the range of alternatives provided.  Instead of stating a 

bureaucratic purpose and need, BLM should provide a purpose that describes the specific need 

for this type of facility at this location.  If such a specific need does not exist, the purpose and 

need should be expanded to the more general goal of expanding solar electric production.  This 

purpose and need discussion should be expanded to include consideration of all of the other 

pending proposals for solar generating facilities in the region. In light of those projects, both 

proposed and approved, is there still the need for this project? 

Although an agency has “considerable discretion” to define the purpose of a project,4 it 

cannot narrow its objectives as to unreasonably limit the alternatives presented.5 When an 
agency’s purpose is drafted in light of the private proponent’s objectives rather than its own, the 

court may find the project’s goals so narrowly drawn as to “foreordain approval of the proposed 

1  Council on Environmental Quality, Regulations for Implementing NEPA, 40 C.F.R. § 1502.13 
(2009). 
2  Stop the Pipeline v. White, 233 F. Supp. 2d 957, 971 (S.D. Ohio 2002) (stating the purpose and 
need statement, required by NEPA regulation for proposed project, should defines the goals of 
the project to allow for the review of an appropriate range of alternatives). 
3  U.S. Dep’t of the Interior, Bureau of Land Mgmt., Draft Environmental Impact Statement and 
Draft Plan Amendment to the California Desert Conservation Area Plan for the Proposed Desert 
Sunlight Solar Farm [hereinafter “DSSF DEIS”], ES-2 (Aug. 2010). 
4  Friends of Se. Future v. Morrison, 153 F.3d 1059, 1066 (9th Cir. 1998). 
5  Carmel-by-the-Sea v. U.S. Dep’t of Transp., 123 F.3d 1142, 1155 (9th Cir. 1997); Nat’l Parks 
& Conservation Ass’n v. Bureau of Land Mgmt., 606 F.3d 1058, 1070 (9th Cir. 2010). 
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66-3 action.”6 In the recently decided Nat’l Parks & Conservation Association v. Bureau of Land 

Management, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals held BLM’s purpose unreasonably constrained 

the possible range of alternatives for the project.7  Finding only one of the four stated goals 

related to a valid agency purpose, the Court determined BLM’s purpose to be driven by the 

externally generated action.8 The Court relied on the DOI NEPA Handbook for its analysis.9 

DOI’s NEPA guidelines explain the “purpose and need statement for an externally generated 

action must describe a BLM purpose, not an applicant’s purpose.”10  Responding to Desert 

Sunlight’s application appears to be more of the applicant’s purpose rather than BLM’s purpose. 

2. Alternatives 

Under NEPA, agencies must prepare an EIS to include a detailed statement of 

alternatives to the proposed action.11  Broadly speaking and in light of the narrow purpose, 

although BLM provides six alternatives for the proposed project (three action and three no-

action), it is questionable whether the agency has developed a reasonable range of alternatives. 

Specifically, the scope and level of analyses of the alternatives offered in the EIS raise 

concern. The environmentally preferable alternative discussion serves as a good example of the 

deficient scope of alternatives analyzed.  Under NEPA, BLM is encouraged to identify the 

environmentally preferable alternative(s) in the EIS.  Although action alternative #3 appears to 

impact the environment the least because of its decreased affected acreage, there is inadequate 

discussion of the eliminated and remaining acreage (i.e. what resources are on those acres) to 

ascertain whether this is the preferable alternative with respect to environmental impacts.  Does 

6  Nat’l Parks & Conservation Ass’n v. Bureau of Land Mgmt., 606 F.3d 1058,1062 (9th Cir.
 
2010)
 
7  Id.
 
8  Id. at 1072.
 
9  Id.
 
10  Dep’t of Interior, Bureau of Land Mgmt., National Environmental Policy Act Handbook H
1790-1 77 (Jan. 30, 2008),  available at
 
http://www.blm.gov/pgdata/etc/medialib/blm/wo/Information_Resources_Management/policy/bl
 
m_handbook (last visited Oct. 12, 2010).  The purpose and need statement frames the range of
 
alternatives.  Id.
 
11  NEPA § 102(2)(C)(iii), 42 U.S.C.A. § 4332(2)(C)(iii) (West 2010).
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the reduced acreage in alternative #3 avoid highly sensitive areas?  In addition, why would the 

agency not combine the decreased acreage of alternative #3 with substation B as an alternative? 

Please review this latter combination as a potential environmentally superior alternative. 

In addition, no-action alternatives #5 and #6 conflate permitting action with the proposed 

action.  Without an amendment to the CDCA, the application would not be able to begin 

development.  Specifically, for the NEPA analysis of alternative #6 (no ROW grant would be 

issued to the applicant yet the CDCA would be amended to identify the project area as suitable 

for future large-scale solar energy development) to be reasonable, BLM should be assessing the 

largest development that could occur on this site.  In other words, this alternative should take into 

consideration maximum potential build-out under the amended CDCA.  Is alternative #6 limited 

to this project and its alternatives, or could a larger project be constructed under this amendment?  

Under NEPA, BLM’s examination of alternatives must be more than pro forma ritual and instead 

must seriously consider alternatives to avoid environmental costs.12 

In regards to the environmental consequences by alternative, Table ES-2 seems to 

indicate a failure to conduct the detailed analysis needed to provide decision-makers and the 

public with adequate information upon which to consider the project in light of potential 

alternatives.  In a number of the resources described, the impacts listed under Alternatives #2 and 

#3 claim the impacts are “same as the proposed action” or “similar to the proposed action.” 

Either the data from the impacts are so broad that the alternatives are not detecting a difference, 

or there really are not enough substantive differences between the alternatives.  As such they do 

not meet NEPA objectives. The alternatives presented should “sharply defin[e] the issues and 

provid[e] a clear basis for choice among options.13 The "environmental consequences" section 

should form the analytic basis for the concise comparison in the "alternatives" section. 

As an example, under the visual and water resource impacts, according to the agency, 

alternatives #2 and #3 would create “similar” impacts as described for the proposed project. 

How could alternative #3, with its 1000+ less acres create similar impacts as the proposed 

12  S. Utah Wilderness Alliance v. Norton, 237 F. Supp. 2d 48, 53 (D.D.C. 2002). 
13  40 C.F.R. § 1502.13 (2009). 
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66-8 project?  Under “cultural resources” for the proposed action the EIS states that Native American 

consultation is ongoing and that sacred sites may be present.  Under alternative #2 and #3, the 

agency states the impacts are the “same as the proposed project.”  Although we assume that the 

referral to similarity pertains to the ongoing consultation with Native American tribes, the 

impacts to the Native American sacred sites that may be affected under the various alignments 

are not addressed. The EIS should be revised to be clear and the analyses of the impacts of the 

alternatives should reflect the changes in impacts to the sacred sites.  As described in below, this 

“ongoing consultation” is an inappropriately deferred analysis and therefore inadequately 

presents the impacts to the sites in question. The direct and indirect impacts should be provided 

for each alternative. 

3.  Mitigation Measures 

The DEIS for the proposed project contains a large number of deferred studies in the 

form of mitigation measures.  The main purposes of the EIS are to present an analysis of 

potential impacts and then identify measures to reduce or eliminate those impacts. Therefore 

deferral of analysis to some future study is counter to the basic disclosure purposes of the law. 

Deferring important studies makes it virtually impossible to completely identify the affected 

environment and whether adverse impacts can be reduced.  According to 40 C.F.R. § 1502.25, a 

draft EIS must “to the fullest extent possible” integrate “surveys and studies” required by statutes 

and environmental review laws. Further, future studies in now way have any mitigatory effect, 

and therefore do not constitute adequate mitigation of significant impacts. 

A few examples include the mitigation measures proposed for Vegetation and Cultural 

Resources.  In particular the Vegetation BIO5 applicant mitigation measure includes the future 

preparation of a Vegetation Resources Management Plan.  How can the environmental impacts 

and reductions be adequately assessed without this plan in place prior to the environmental 

review?  In addition, the DEIS identifies impacts to cultural resources including a number of 

sites that are eligible for listing both in the State as well as nationally. The agency acknowledges 

that the possible impacts, particularly with the Tribal communities identification and mitigation 

of sacred sites and traditional use areas are incomplete as consultation with the Native American 
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66-11 tribes continues.  Yet, BLM also acknowledges that one the sacred sites are characterized, re

design of the project may be necessary.  The placement of the needed sacred sites survey within 

the mitigation measures is puzzling. It would seem prudent to identify the impacts of the 

proposed project on all cultural resources prior to the issuance of the DEIS so that adequate 

consideration of the effects can be ascertained. 

4.  Environmental Justice 

Lastly, while BLM did complete a screening and detailed analysis identifying the 

proposed project’s surrounding population constituted an environmental justice community, the 

conclusion that no disproportionate adverse impacts would result is incomplete and may be 

inadequate.  The analysis only considered demographic and socioeconomic impacts and did not 

take into account the disproportionate effects of the project on cultural and natural resources for 

the Tribal communities. 

In addition, a key component in protecting environmental justice communities involves 

providing opportunities for effective community participation in the NEPA process. Such 

outreach elicits statements from the community as to what is important and what impacts need 

evaluation. To date, BLM has engaged the environmental justice community by using routine, 

and possibly deficient, notification practices.  Its sole outreach to the Native American 

population consists of a letter sent to fourteen local tribes seeking input on traditional use areas 

that may impact the Native American population.  The letter was sent to the tribes on April 15, 

2010, nearly three months after the proposed project’s notice of intent was published that 

initiated the public comment period. 

Properly considering and recognizing the unique values, history, and culture in the 

environmental justice analysis may better fulfill the mandate of Executive Order 12898. 

Conclusion 

In summary, we respectfully request BLM address the inadequacies of the Desert 

Sunlight Solar Farm’s DEIS. In particular, we request BLM examine further the limited nature 

of the project’s stated purpose and need, the scope and analysis of the provided range of 
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lternatives, the sheer amount of deferred mitigation related studies, and the incomplete and 

nadequate environmental justice analysis.  By addressing the above issues, BLM will more 

ffectively follow the purpose of NEPA to ensure that information on the environmental impacts 

f any Federal, or federally funded, action is available to public officials and citizens before 

ecisions are made and before actions are taken.  Should you have any questions regarding this 

ubmission, please feel free to contact me at 808-285-5222. 

espectfully submitted, 

66-14 
cont 

ritt Bailey, Executive Director  
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JJohn Beach To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
<desertcenter@hughes.net> 

cc 

11/12/2010 02:17 PM 


bcc 

Subject Suggestion re: Gen-Tie Route A1 

Ms. Shaffer 

Please accept this message as an addendum to my email of 9 Nov 2010 in support of First Solar's 
Desert Sunlight project at Desert Center. 

I have spoken with some of the residents here about a possible modification to plans for the 67-1 
gen-tie route A1 which would essentially satisfy concerns mentioned in my earlier email. Our 
preference for A2 is driven by the desire that a high-voltage corridor not impact areas presently 
inhabited or marked for future growth. A1 is approximately twelve miles long. If it were 
possible that the line be run underground from a point on Kaiser Road just north of Lake 
Tamarisk to a point on the north side of Interstate 10, north of the proposed Red Bluff substation, 

67-2a distance of four or five miles, there would be few if any objections to the route. If that is too 
great a distance, then underground to a point half-a-mile or so east of SR-177 would still be a big 
improvement. The third option would be some lesser portion to be run underground. In options 
2 and 3, any portion above ground from a point north of Lake Tamarisk to the Red Bluff 
substation should be designed, as far as possible, to be visually unobtrusive. There is little 
concern about the appearance of the high-voltage line between the Desert Sunlight site and a 
point north of Lake Tamarisk. 

Sincerely, 

John Beach 
Box 91 
Desert Center CA 92239-0091 
650-327-4893 
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John Beach To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
<desertcenter@hughes.net> 

cc 

11/12/2010 01:50 PM  


bcc 

Subject Fwd: Note from the Deans on First Solar 

Ms. Shaffer 

Warren and JoAnn Dean are residents of Desert Center for about 8 or 9 months of the year, and 
were not able to attend the 20 Oct meeting at the Lake Tamarisk CSA hall.  I am forwarding to 
you their message of support for the Desert Sunlight project on Kaiser Road. 

John Beach 

------------ Forwarded message -----------
From: Cowtrail4@aol.com 
Date: Oct 15, 2010 
Subject: Note from the Deans on First Solar 
To: desertcenter@hughes.net 

Hi John, 

68-1We see that First Solar is having a public meeting next Wed. at Lake Tamarisk re: Desert Sunlight.  Will 
you please let us know what happened at the meeting - just a quick summary? You should tell them to 

build their new projected plant in Desert Center!  


Thanks!  


See you soon. 


JoAnn and Warren Dean 
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71 

""Mike and Bebe" To <CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 
<mikeandbebe@earthlink.net 

cc> 
bcc11/13/2010 11:09 AM 

Please respond to Subject First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project 
"Mike and Bebe" 

<mikeandbebe@earthlink.net> 

71-1We are writing in support of the solar project at Desert Center, CA. My wife and I have owned 
property/home here since 1990, property that my parents owned since 1970. We have become very 
frustrated that a few people can manage to block any attempt of forward progress in the community. I 
hope you know that the majority of residents here are happy to have some industry in the area. 

Michael and Bebe Silvey 
26791 Fountain Cove 
Desert Center, CA 92239 
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CCeliaC21Wright@aol.com To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

11/15/2010 09:46 PM cc msturtlelady@cox.net, celia61@verizon.net 

bcc 

Subject Desert Sunlight Site 

Allison Shaffer 
BLM Project Manager 

I prefer solar projects to be built on already disturbed land and or on rooftops and NOT the Pristine 73-1 
Desert Habitat near Joshua Tree National Park. 


The BLM should conduct a THROUGH SURVEY of the proposed Desert Sunlight site, in order to 
 73-2 
accurately assess the number of Desert Tortoises, that will be harmed by the project before making a 
decision on which site layout is preferred. 

Also, there is a lot of concern over the way BrightSource was allowed to conduct the Ivanpah Project. 73-3 
There were more Tortoises there, than the BrightSource Biologists estimated. I don't believe the solar 
companies should do the counting of our endanger Desert Tortoise. It is, also to the solar companies 
advantage to make the count lower so they can get the projects moving. 

Thank you very much, 

Celia Beauchamp 
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SSeth Shteir To "CAPSSolarfirstsolardesertsunlight@blm.gov" 
<sshteir@npca.org> <CAPSSolarfirstsolardesertsunlight@blm.gov> 

cc11/15/2010 12:31 PM 

bcc 


Subject First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project Comment 

Dear�Sir�or�Madam,  

Please�accept�these�comments�about�the�Desert�Sunlight�Solar�Farm�project�on�behalf�of�the�National�  

Parks�Conservation�Association.  

Sincerely, 

Seth�Shteir  

Seth�Shteir  

California�Desert�Field�Representative  

National�Parks�Conservation�Association 
61325�Twentynine�Palms�Highway,�Suite�B 
Joshua�Tree,�CA�92252  

760�366�7785��Office  

760�332�9776��Cell  

�  
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Shaun Gonzales To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
<shaun.gonzales@gmail.com 

cc>
 
bcc
11/15/2010 04:07 PM 

Subject comments on Desert Sunlight DEIS 

Please consider the attached comments on the Draft EIS for the Desert Sunlight project.  I have 
also copied the contents of the attachment below, but please let me know if you have troubles 
opening the file. 

-Shaun Gonzales 
cell: 267.738.8116 

To: Allison Shaffer, Project Manager 

Re: Comments on the Desert Sunlight DEIS 

Please consider the following comments in response to the draft environmental impact statement 
(DEIS) for the Desert Sunlight solar power project proposed for the Desert Center area adjacent 
to Joshua Tree National Park. 

The DEIS fails to assess Desert Sunlight’s impacts on the endangered desert tortoise, contains 
inadequacies in the habitat compensation plans, and contains misleading flaws in its analysis of 
alternatives, and proposes an amendment to the California Desert Conservation Area that is 
inconsistent with the land use plan’s legislated intent.  

Impacts on Desert Tortoise: 

The DEIS does not fully evaluate the project’s direct and indirect impacts on desert tortoises 
since the tortoise translocation plan does not include thorough analysis of the recipient site’s 
quality and tortoise population density.  According to the draft tortoise translocation plan, 
tortoises can only be moved to recipient sites containing less than 8 animals per square 
kilometer. The DEIS does not present adequate information regarding the density of tortoises in 
any of the recipient sites, and simply “confirms the presence” of tortoises in candidate recipient 
sites.  The inadequate assessment of recipient sites undermines the effectiveness of the 
translocation plan as a mitigation effort.  In particular, the Dupont recipient site has not been 
reviewed for density or quality. 

The Bureau of Land Management has already learned through its experience with the Ivanpah 
Solar Energy Generating System (ISEGS) that tortoise survey and translocation plans based on 
modeling and USFWS calculations underestimated impacts on the tortoise.  In the case of 
ISEGS, the USFWS estimated that approximately 32 tortoises would be impacted by the project 
disturbance. As of November 2010, initial clearance surveys have already encountered 37 desert 
tortoises. 

76-1 
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76-2 The DEIS must also contain information regarding mortality rates for translocated tortoises, as 
experienced during the translocation of tortoises from Fort Irwin.  The high mortality rate of 
tortoises moved from their home ranges calls into question the effectiveness of translocation as a 
mitigation tool—a factor that should be clearly stated in the DEIS.  Without advising 
decision-makers of the mortality rates typically experienced during translocation, the mitigation 
proposal is misleading. 

The DEIS also appears to contain inaccurate information regarding the total number of live 
tortoises probably inhabiting the project area.  According to the Biological Resources appendix, 
surveys only observed 6 live tortoises on the Solar Farm B alternative, and estimated a total 
population of 12 tortoises.  However, the surveys found a total of 22 active burrows in the 
project area for Solar Farm B.  This disparity strongly suggests an incomplete or fault survey.  
The inaccuracy likely resulted in faulty conclusions of the number of endangered desert tortoises 
that will be impacted by the project. 

Requested Action: 
1.) Conduct a thorough review of proposed desert tortoise recipient sites, to include habitat  

quality and density of existing tortoise populations.  

2.) Assess the potential mortality rates for tortoises translocated from the project site and 

possible mortality rates of tortoises located at recipient sites.  

3.) Conduct a follow-on survey of the desert tortoise population on the proposed project site to 

investigate inconsistencies between observed tortoises and active burrows on the proposed site.  


Incomplete Habitat Compensation Plan: 

The Habitat Compensation Plan is incomplete as presented in the DEIS.  The Plan does not 
specify the amount of acres that would need to be purchased for habitat compensation efforts 
under the various alternative layouts.  The number of acres required for purchase affects 
decision-maker understanding of the economics of the project, and feasibility of the mitigation 
requirements. The plan also does not specify specific property that can meet the Plans criteria 
for habitat quality.  Given concerns raised during California Energy Commission hearings for 
separate projects in the California Desert Conservation Area regarding the availability of private 
land available for mitigation efforts, either specific properties should be identified or the DEIS 
should clearly assess the potential obstacles to identifying habitat compensation lands that meet 
the BLM criteria. 

Requested Action: 
1.) Identify the number of acres of habitat compensation necessary under each site layout,  

transmission and substation alternative.  

2.) Identify specific parcels of land that meet criteria for the compensation plan, or clearly assess  

the feasibility of finding sufficient compensation land.  


Analysis of Alternatives: 

The DEIS dismisses the “distributed generation” or “rooftop solar” alternative based on the 
needs of the State of California to meet its 33% renewable portfolio standard by 2020.  The 
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dismissal of this alternative is not grounded in the purpose and need of the project, and the 
alternative should be thoroughly evaluated.  The EIS should examine the option of installing PV 
solar in the built environment, to include installations on Federal and State facilities in 
California. 

The analysis of distributed generation should also provide a comparison of construction, 
operations and transmission costs for solar power from distributed generation and solar power 
generated at the proposed project site. 

Thorough analysis of distributed generation as an alternative to the proposed project is necessary 
since the EIS will serve as the NEPA document for Department of Energy in addition to the 
Bureau of Land Management, and this distributed generation policy falls under the purview of 
one of the agencies participating in the NEPA analysis. 

Requested Action: 
1.) Conduct thorough analysis of distributed generation as an alternative to the proposed project.  
The dismissal of distributed generation was invalid based on the reasons provided above. 

Improper Encouragement of EPA 2005 and Solar Energy Study Zones: 

The Bureau of Land Management erroneously included the proposed project’s location in the 
“solar energy study area” and the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPA 2005) under the purpose and 
need statement for the project.  The Secretary of the Interior proposed Solar Energy Study Zones 
pursuant to Secretarial Order 3285 and EPA 2005.  Both policies—Order 3285 and EPA 
2005--are pending NEPA review under the Solar Programmatic EIS.  The Department of the 
Interior’s consideration of the Secretarial Order and specific consideration given to the Solar 
Energy Study Zones constitute a “major federal action” taken without a proper record of decision 
on the proposed policies. 

Until such time that the Department of the Interior completes the Solar Programmatic EIS, the 
BLM should not consider EPA 2005,  Order 3285, or the Solar Energy Study Zones under 
purpose and need for any proposed solar energy projects. 

Requested Action: 
1.) Remove or qualify language in the DEIS that references the Energy Policy Act of 2005, 
Secretarial Order 3285 or the “solar energy study area”. 

Improper Amendment of CDCA Plan: 

The DEIS does not specifically state what modifications would be made to the CDCA plan.  The 
DEIS should clearly state that even though the CDCA plan currently allows for solar energy 
development on Class L and Class M lands, the solar energy project would not conform to the 
intent of either Class L or Class M designations.  The Desert Sunlight project would involve total 
ground disturbance of the site, which would require classification at Class I.  Class M and 
particularly Class L do not permit the concentrated development required to build the proposed 
project. 
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76-15 Furthermore, the CDCA amendment would have to include changes to the use of Chuckwalla 
Critical Habitat Unit (CHU) and Desert Wildlife Management Area (DWMA).  The construction 
and operation of energy facilities involving ground disturbance, and increased potential for 
predatory species such as ravens is inconsistent with the CDCA Plan. 

Requested Action: 
76-161.) The DEIS should be more specific about the amendments proposed for the CDCA Plan, and 

propose to designate project site lands to Class I, and not maintain the Class M or Class L 
designations.  The intensive and concentrated nature of the project violates the intent of Class M 
and Class L designations, and the exemption for solar energy projects is contrary to the stated 
intent of the CDCA Plan. 

76-172.) Investigate alternative transmission and substation layouts that would not impede upon 
Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.  

Thank you for considering these comments. 

Sincerely,  
Shaun Gonzales 
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77 

KKaren Berry To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
<theflyingturtle1953@yahoo.c 

cc om>
 
bcc
11/16/2010 09:07 AM 


Subject solar project comments 


First, let me say that I am for exploring and producing new forms of energy. 
However, I think common sense should prevail in the manner in which it's done. 
Common sense says utilize already damaged areas of the desert instead of 
destroying areas that are still pristine. There are still wagon wheel tracks in parts 
of the desert from the 1800's; the desert does not heal very quickly, so why 
denude and destroy it...? Thanks to ranching, off-roading and other activities, 
there are plenty of such areas that can be utilized. And, in the current economy, 
I'm sure that persons owning such damaged land would be amenable to selling it for 
a decent price. Also, large projects such as these inevitably do not pay for 
themselves, and have to be subsidized by the public to keep them going. Can we 
say Amtrak and the Metrolink here in California..?? We can't afford this. Not 
with the way the government is wasting taxpayer dollars, and spending like there's 
no tomorrow. The best use for the technology is to provide it to the individual 
home and business owner for their buildings. That would provide so many more 
jobs from new companies starting up to provide competition, and much more money 
to the government in the form of taxes from those businesses and their workers, 
instead of stealing it out of the pockets of the taxpayers. Our energy costs are 
NOT going to go down because of this project, and will only keep going up. Every 
time we conserve water or power, the companies apply for yet another rate 
increase because the conservation efforts of consumers results in less income. 
Yes, the sun is a free source of power, but anyone who wants to harvest it and 
market it should pay for it themselves. True capitalist ventures don't rely on the 
taxpayers to be holding the bag when projects fail. They forge ahead under their 
own financial power, and accept the risk of failure as part of the cost of doing 
business. 

It has become obvious to most intelligent people that there is a political motivation 
for these projects, which is why most of the primary environmental groups have 
not joined in the protests against their implementation. The more radical, if you 
will, elements of the environmental movement would not hesitate to be beating 
down your doors, and pummeling you with lawsuits and every other weapon in their 
arsenal if it were not a liberal Democrat administration in power. Why would 
enforcement of the Endangered Species Act, the Bible of the environmental 

77-1 

77-2 

77-3 
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77-3 movement, not be invoked as it has in other areas where the suffering of countless 
humans has occurred all to save a minnow or an owl..?? And, yet, with a number of 
endangered desert plants and animals involved, the most visible of which is the 
desert tortoise, the Sierra Club and others of its ilk are nowhere to be seen.  Nary 
a peep out of them on this particular project............  In the words of Artie Johnson 
as the German soldier from Laugh-In........"Verrrrrrrry  interesting". 

Yes, I am a big fan of the desert tortoise and more than disheartened that 
agencies that are supposed to protect them are so willing to screw them over.  
Scientists who have studied their behavior, and those of us who have them as pets, 
can attest to their homing characteristics and other behaviors that make 
translocation a very risky and dangerous thing to try and accomplish.  Instinct 
cannot be overcome merely by moving tortoises, and to condemn so many of them 
to death needlessly is a travesty. They are on the Endangered Species List for a 
reason, and there's no reason that the energy projects can't be built on damaged 
desert land, other than the taxpayers wouldn't be paying a large part of the cost 
that way. 

I support solar projects, but not in this current form and implementation.  Nobody 
is saying not to build it. But as so many of us feel about the mosque near Ground 
Zero, for this and other solar projects, JUST DON'T BUILD IT HERE.... 

I think the public's best interests (and our wallets) would be served by efforts to 
provide solar power to all of us individually, and it would definitely be in the best 
interest of the desert tortoise and the other desert dwellers, plant or animal, that 
will be so negatively affected by this project.  

So much for the groups claiming that they protect the environment.  They have 
absolutely no credibility now.  They've sold their souls to the political devil. 

Mrs. Karen Berry 

Thousand Oaks, CA 


cont 
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Karen Berry • Treasurer/Adoption Committee 
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Email 
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LLITTLEBUZZARD1@aol.com To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

11/16/2010 07:52 PM cc 

bcc 

Subject DON'T KILL THE DESERT 

78-1Rooftops are perfect for solar panels , not the back of desert tortoises or the
 
spines of lizards .
 
NO , NO and NO again . Killing species for luxury is not the answer .
 
Michele Mooney , Los Angeles
 

Auschwitz�begins�whenever�someone�looks�at�a�slaughterhouse�and�thinks�:�They�are�only�animals.  

Theodor�Adorno�,�1903�1969  
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83 

J V 
<danzavega@sbcglobal.net> 

11/19/2010 07:33 PM 

To 

cc 

bcc 

capssolarfirstsolardesertsunlight@blm.gov 

Subject STOP the 1st SoLar Desert Sunlight "farm" Project 

83-1Please stop the Tractors & other equipment operators from 
Traversing & Trespassing our Sacred Ground in Blythe 
California. 

It reminds me of when the spaniards & europeans invaded 
our Indigenous Lands & raped innocent young girls & 
women. 

It's as if you went to where your dear relatives are Buried 
and took the earth off of them: grandmother -grandfather - 
Brother - Sister . 

This is immoral. Please STOP the first solar Desert 
sunlight Project 

Please Leave Our Sacred Cradle of Aztlan - Cuna de AztLan 
in Peace. 

83-2 
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LaCunaDeAztlan@aol.com To capssolarfirstsolardesertsunlight@blm.gov 

11/19/2010 09:50 AM cc LaCunaDeAztlan@aol.com 

bcc 

Subject First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project 

Dear Allison Shaffer, Project Manager of the Bureau of Land Management, 

Attached is our opposition letter for the First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm Project. 

Sincerely, 

Alfredo Acosta Figueroa 
Chemehuevi Tribal Monitor 
Elder/Historian of La Cuna de Aztlan Sacred Sites Protection Circle 
424 North Carlton Ave. 
Blythe, Ca 92225 
(760) 922-6422 
lacunadeaztlan@aol.com 
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BBrendan Hughes To <capssolarfirstsolardesertsunlight@blm.gov> 
<jesusthedude@hotmail.com> 

cc 

bcc11/20/2010 07:36 PM 
Subject Comments on Desert Sunlight DEIS 

To whom it may concern: 

My name is Brendan Hughes and I would like to comment on the proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight
project DEIS. This project has significant negative impacts on public land. It will have serious 
consequences for vegetation, wildlife, and visual resources. 

This project will destroy several sensitive plant species on the project footprint. First Solar has not put
forth an avoidance plan for any of these sensitive plants. 

Also, Desert Sunlight would have catastrophic effects on desert wildlife. First, at least several desert
tortoises will have to be relocated for this project. Relocation has been shown several times over to fail,
with mortality of up to 50 percent. And if the Ivanpah Solar project is any lesson, then several more
times the number of tortoises that were discovered during initial surveys could be present on the site. 
Full surveys should be completed by competent biologists before any more actions can be taken. 
Additionally, this project cuts off connectivity between the Chuckwalla and Pinto Desert Wildlife
Management Areas. With climate change occurring and projected to get worse, connectivity is essential
for species survival, movement, and adaptation. Moreover, this project will have negative impacts on
many species of birds. Burrowing owls and LeConte's thrashers are located on the project site, and
several species of raptors currently use or could use the site for foraging, including golden eagles. The 
solar farm could also appear to be a lake to some birds, which could lead them to waste energy trying to
obtain water that is not there. Disruption and mortality of this many sensitive species is unacceptable. 

Visual resources will be impacted by this project. This project will be visible from many areas within
Joshua Tree National Park wilderness, as well as the Chuckwalla Mountains and Palen-McCoy Wilderness
Areas. As an avid hiker and backpacker, I do not want to see such a large incursion on the landscape. 

Finally, BLM did not consider an adequate range of alternatives for this project. BLM should include an 
alternative that is No Action and proscribes further solar applications in this area. In addition, BLM should
deny this Right of Way application because plenty of alternatives exist for the placement of photovoltaic
technology. These include residential and commercial rooftops, like Southern California Edison's
warehouse rooftop projects in the Inland Empire and LADWP's recent announcement of the placement of
photovoltaics on a covered reservoir. Moreover, projects like Beacon Solar and Abengoa Mojave Solar
show that large solar power projects placed entirely on private, disturbed land are viable. Intact, rich,
and diverse public lands should not be sacrificed while hundreds of thousands of acres of rooftops and
disturbed private lands are available. 

Thank you for your consideration 

Brendan Hughes
61093 Prescott Trail 
Joshua Tree, CA 92252
jesusthedude@hotmail.com 
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"Diane Mossbarger" To <CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 
<dmossbar@verizon.net> 

cc 

11/21/2010 05:02 PM  


bcc 

Subject Desert Center Project 

86-1We are thrilled at the prospect of employment and a good service being located in D.C.  Will there be 
much “light pollution” from the installation? 

Pastor Diane 
Jerry and Diane M. Mossbarger 
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87 

LLorenzo Romero To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
<lorenzo_romero@ymail.com 
> cc 

11/21/2010 03:36 PM bcc 

Subject 

My name is Lorenzo Romero, I would like to offer my support in the Desert 87-1 
Center Solar project. I recently completed the Solar Energy course at the 
Palo Verde College in Blythe and I think it's a great project for our desert. 

Lorenzo Romero 
237 So. First St. 
Blythe, CA 92225 
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88 

mmarirlv@aol.com To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

11/21/2010 03:49 PM cc 

bcc 

Subject new Installation... 

My name is Marian Livengood and I am a six month resident of this area at the present, although I first 
arrived in this area from Washington State over 32 years ago and have maintained a residence here 
since that time. I currently have a home on Shasta Drive which is cirrently for sale as I grew too old to 
maintain it in the condition to which it deserves. I now have a mobile home in the park across the lake 
which is smaller. 

I would like to see more development take place in this area and can see nothing detrimental to the 
installation of solar. Perhaps more information willl be forthcoming and others would come to this same 
conclusion. I also would like to see more development of restaurants, stores, permanent and part-time 
residencies, etc. 

There are a few in this area who do not favor development of any type and have always been against 
everything that has been suggested and tried. They have even been able through frivolous lawsuits to 
harm the development that has been tried. 

Good luck and keep trying! 

88-1 
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89 

RRaymond Kelso To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
<pleistocene@verizon.net> 

cc Tex Whitson <texwhitson1@hotmail.com> 
11/21/2010 10:15 PM 

bcc 

Subject DESERT DESTRUCTION 

89-1There is no need to destroy the desert by the square mile. 
Solar panels(photovoltiacs) work and they can put on any roof anywhere. 

And no EIR's, etc. 

Use common sense. 

Put panels on Walmart, fast food joints, everyones house or mobile home! 

Its simple, straight forward, and it works. 

STOP this insane land grab by foreign investors. 


Regards 

Raymond 


Raymond Kelso 
Pleistocene Foundation 
2362 Lumill St. 
Ridgecrest, Ca. 93555 
760-375-9833 
760-382-0445 cell 
pleistocene@verizon.net 
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desertcenter@sonic.net To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

11/21/2010 07:57 PM cc 

bcc 

Subject Tie line through Desert Center 

Hello Ms Shaffer,                             Sunday November 21,2010 

My grandparents founded the town of Desert Center.  I was born here and 
have inherited it now.  I am finally able to restore the former
socioeconomic status of the area by developing the businesses. 

Of course solar power generation is good GLOBALLY.  LOCALLY it means 90-1 
that despite the fact that the local residents will get NO direct power
benefit from it we have to endure the loss of spacious beauty and the
potential danger.  The electricity will go toward the greater LA area as
does as our Colorado River water.  Other cities will benefit while this 
needy area (officially “blighted” by the county) will have to endure ugly
metal behemoths blotting our view of the majestic mountains and what
tourists come here to see and photograph—pristine desert. The tourist
trade is our major industry.  Spend an afternoon with me and you will see… 

The A1 plan will go right by my home and the homes of children who are 90-2
more sensitive to electromagnetic fields.  The school bus picks them in
what will be the shadow of these potentially dangerous structures.  Stand 
below one and your hair will literally stand on end.  Electric sparks have
been seen and felt by those traveling on the pole roads.  Don't be near 
one in a storm. If the Solar One project is approved, then use the A2 tie
line route over agricultural land and pristine desert and BURY it.  We 
locals will help get access through those neighbors’ properties with less
resistance than the A1 route. 

The tortoise plan is wrong.  Transplant to the SOUTH of the freeway where 90-3they thrived when I lived there as a child, or much further north.  Humans 
will just infringe upon their delicate habitat in the near future with the
current plan. 

My father and grandfather were “characters” about whom you may have heard
some good stories.  Contrarily, I am an educated businessperson and as the
major landholder in this area, intend to make progress while maintaining
the beauty and ambiance of this desert.  The community backs my efforts. 
I will fight against power poles. 

Thank you for reading my concerns and please contact me if you would like
to discuss this further. 

Sincerely,        Suzanne Ragsdale Office  760 227-3272 

desertcenter@sonic.net 
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91 
ttex whitson To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
<texwhitson1@hotmail.com> 

cc 

11/21/2010 04:20 PM 


bcc 

Subject SOLAR 

91-1Solar is a good start. Wind is better but SOLAR works most everyday. I am 
all for alternate 
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92 

"Morrison, Dennis W CTR US To <CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 
USA FORSCOM" 

cc<dennis.w.morrison@us.army.
 
mil> bcc 


11/22/2010 10:22 AM Subject Desert Sunlight (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: FOUO 

92-1I am very much against the Desert Sunlight project due to its proximity
to Golden Eagles nests and the large Desert Tortoise population of which
there are many more than the EIS estimates. Relocation efforts have
failed in the past and will continue to do so. The project also will
remove 4,400 acres of foraging habitat for golden eagles. Loss of
foraging habitat is considered a Take under the Bald and Golden Eagle
Protection Act. This is a poorly sighted project and not enough 92-2 
alternatives have been considered. Better alternatives can be found on 
disturbed ground and on rooftops in the built environment. The BLM also 92-3 
needs to start considering the value of connectivity areas in these
types of projects. Every single project in the desert (and there are
many) cannot rely on mitigation and relocation to offset damage done by
construction and operation of these so called "Green Energy" projects. 

Dennis Morrison 
Mojave Desert Resident/Public Land User 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: FOUO 
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JJeff Aardahl To "CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov" 
<jaardahl@defenders.org> <CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 

cc11/22/2010 10:34 AM 
bcc 

Subject DEIS Comment letter 

Dear�Ms.�Shaffer:  

On�behalf�of�Defenders�of�Wildlife,�Natural�Resources�Defense�Council�and�the�Sierra�Club,�I�am�pleased� 

to�submit�our�comment�letter�on�the�DEIS�for�the�proposed�Desert�Sunlight�Solar�Farm�project.��Please� 

contact�us�if�you�have�any�questions�about�our�comment�letter�or�if�we�can�provide�any�additional�  

information.  

We�hope�our�letter�is�helpful�to�BLM�in�addressing�issues�that�will�be�addressed�in�the�FEIS.  

Jeff Aardahl 
California Representative

 Defenders of Wildlife
 P.O. Box 1413, Gualala, CA 95445 
Tel: 707-884-1169  | Fax: 916-313-5812 
JAardahl@defenders.org  | www.defenders.org 
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DEFENDERS OF WILDLIFE 

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL 

SIERRA CLUB 

November 22, 2010 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager 
Palm Springs/South Coast Field Office 
Bureau of Land Management 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 

(Via email to: CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov) 

Re: Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Statement and Proposed Amendment to the 
California Desert Conservation Area Plan for the Proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm Project, Riverside County, CA (BLM Case File Number CACA 48649) 

Dear Ms. Shaffer: 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement (DEIS) and Proposed Amendment to the California Desert Conservation Area Plan for 
the Proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project. These comments are submitted on 
behalf of Defenders of Wildlife (“Defenders”), the Natural Resources Defense Council 
(“NRDC”), and Sierra Club, all of which are non-profit public interest conservation 
organizations with offices in California as well as elsewhere in this country. 

Defenders has 950,000 members and supporters nationally, 145,000 of whom reside in 
California. Defenders is dedicated to protecting all wild animals and plants in their natural 
communities. To this end, we employ science, public education and participation, media, 
legislative advocacy, litigation, and proactive on-the-ground solutions in order to impede the 
accelerating rate of extinction of species, associated loss of biological diversity, and habitat 
alteration and destruction. 

NRDC has over 1.2 million members and online activists nationwide, more than 250,000 of 
whom live in California. NRDC uses law, science and the support of its members and activists to 
protect the planet's wildlife and wild places and to ensure a safe and healthy environment for all 
living things. NRDC has worked to protect wildlands and natural values on public lands and to 
promote pursuit of all cost-effective energy efficiency measures and sustainable energy 
development for many years. 
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The Sierra Club is a national nonprofit organization of approximately 1.3 million members and 
supporters (approximately 250,000 of whom live in California) dedicated to exploring, enjoying, 
and protecting the wild places of the earth; to practicing and promoting the responsible use of the 
earth’s ecosystems and resources; to educating and enlisting humanity to protect and restore the 
quality of the natural and human environment; and to using all lawful means to carry out these 
objectives.  The Sierra Club’s concerns encompass protecting our public lands, wildlife, air and 
water while at the same time rapidly increasing our use of renewable energy to reduce global 
warming. 

As we transition toward a clean energy future, it is imperative for our future and the future of our 
wild places and wildlife that we strike a balance between addressing the near term impacts of 
large scale solar development with the long-term impacts of climate change on our biological 
diversity, fish and wildlife habitat, and natural landscapes. To ensure that the proper balance is 
achieved, we need smart planning for renewable power that avoids and minimizes adverse 
impacts on wildlife and wild lands. These projects should be placed in the least harmful 
locations, near existing transmission lines and already disturbed lands. 

We strongly support the emission reduction goals found in the Global Warming Solutions Act of 
2006, AB 32, including the development of renewable energy in California. However, we urge 
that in seeking to meet our renewable energy portfolio standard in California, project proponents 
design their projects in the most sustainable manner possible. This is essential to ensure that 
project approval moves forward expeditiously and in a manner that does not sacrifice our fragile 
desert landscape and wildlife in the rush to meet our renewable energy goals. 

We strongly support renewable energy production and utilization, but we do not consider the 
construction of large-scale projects, and especially the very large solar energy projects proposed 
on undisturbed public lands in the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA), to be the 
primary way to meet our renewable energy goals.  We believe such large scale solar projects 
should be located on degraded or disturbed land such as abandoned agricultural fields, industrial 
sites, and near existing structures before public lands containing natural plant and animal 
communities are considered. 

The proposed project would entail the exclusive use of approximately 4,400 acres of public land 
managed by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). The proposed project consists of a 
photovoltaic solar electrical generating facility with a rated power output of approximately 550 
MW; a generation transmission interconnection line (gen-tie line); and a new Red Bluff 
Substation. Three alternatives to the proposed project are identified and analyzed in the DEIS: 
1) No action; 2) Two alternative gen-tie line alignments; and 3) Two reduced solar farm 
footprints. 

Our comments are presented below by subject: 
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I. National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 

Purpose and Need: Federal agencies must “specify the underlying purpose and need to which 
the agency is responding in proposing the alternatives including the proposed action.” 40 C.F.R. 
§ 1502.13. Courts “have interpreted NEPA to preclude agencies from defining the objectives of 
their actions in terms so unreasonably narrow that they can be accomplished by only one 
alternative.” Colorado Environmental Coalition v. Dombeck, 185 F.3d 1162, 1165, 1174 (10th 
Cir. 1999), at 1174 (citing Simmons v. United States Corps of Eng’rs, 120 F.3d 664, 669 (7th Cir. 
1997)). 

BLM Purpose and Need: According to the DEIS, the stated purpose and need for the proposed 
project is to “…respond to Sunlight’s application under Title V of the Federal Land Policy and 
Management Act (FLPMA) (43 U.S.C. 1761) for a right-of-way (ROW) grant to construct, 
operate, maintain, and decommission a utility-scale 550-MW PV solar energy facility (Solar 
Farm, Gen-Tie Line, and a 500/220-kV substation) on public lands, in compliance with FLPMA, 
BLM ROW regulations, and other applicable federal laws.” (DEIS at 1-7). In addition, “[T]he 
BLM will decide whether to approve, approve with modifications, or deny issuance of a ROW 
grant to Sunlight for the proposed DSSF Project and the related assignment of any ROW grant 
for the substation to SCE. The BLM’s actions will also include concurrent consideration of 
amending the CDCA Plan of 1980, as amended.” Id. 

BLM Authorities: In addition to authorities granted to BLM through FLPMA(43 U.S.C. 1701), 
the DEIS states that the Energy Policy Act of 2005 “…requires the Department of the Interior 
(BLM’s parent agency) to approve at least 10,000 MW of renewable energy on public lands by 
2015.” (DEIS at 1-8). 

Comment: Instead of the current purpose and need statement which declares that BLM is simply 
responding to a right of way application under Title V of FLPMA, we recommend that the 
purpose and need statement address the need to generate greater amounts of electrical energy 
from renewable energy sources so that dependency on carbon-based fuels is reduced, and to 
contribute to the generation of certain minimum amounts of renewable energy to comply with 
State and federal standards. By providing a broader statement of purpose and need, BLM will 
help ensure that its NEPA documents comply with all applicable legal requirements. 

Comment: By so radically narrowing the scope of the project’s purpose, BLM has 
impermissibly constricted the range of alternatives considered. See Carmel by the Sea v. U.S. 
DOT, 123 F.3d 1142, 1155 (9th Cir. 1995). Further, BLM has misinterpreted the intent of 
Congress in the Energy Policy Act in stating that the law “requires” BLM to approve at least 
10,000 MW of renewable energy from public lands by 2015. Rather, the Act encourages the 
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Secretary of the Interior to approve a minimum of 10,000 MW of renewable energy from the 
public lands by the year 2015. 

Project Alternatives: In addition to properly defining the purpose and need of an agency 
action, agencies must consider a range of reasonable alternatives to the agency action in the EIS. 
See 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(E). The range of alternatives is “the heart of the environmental impact 
statement.” 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14. NEPA requires BLM to “rigorously explore and objectively 
evaluate” a range of alternatives to proposed federal actions.” See 40 C.F.R. §§ 1502.14(a) and 
1508.25(c). The purpose of this requirement is “to insist that no major federal project should be 
undertaken without intense consideration of other more ecologically sound courses of action, 
including shelving the entire project, or of accomplishing the same result by entirely different 
means.” Environmental Defense Fund v. Corps of Engineers, 492 F.2d 1123, 1135 (5th Cir. 
1974); see also Methow Valley Citizens Council v. Regional Forester, 833 F.2d 810 (9th Cir. 
1987), rev’d on other grounds, 490 U.S. 332 (1989) (agency must consider alternative sites for a 
project). 

Comment: We are pleased that several alternatives to the proposed project were considered, and 
that a reduced project size alternative (Solar Farm Boundary, Alternative C) was carried forward 
for analysis as a means of avoiding or reducing potential impact to the threatened Desert Tortoise 
and other species of concern, both plants and animals. This reduced project size alternative 
would provide a greater habitat linkage between the upper Pinto Wash and the designated Desert 
Wildlife Management Area/Desert Tortoise Critical Habitat located immediately west of the 
Kaiser Road (which generally forms the western boundary of the proposed project). 

Comment: The gen-tie transmission line alternatives that would connect with the proposed 
Substation A appear to minimize impacts to the Desert Tortoise and Critical Habitat within the 
Chuckwalla DWMA to a greater extent than those associated with proposed Substation B (Gen-
Tie Line B-2. Although proposed Substation A is located within the Chuckwalla DWMA, it 
would affect far fewer Desert Tortoises and burrows than proposed Substation B, which is not 
within the DWMA. Overall, we consider the Gen-Tie Line A-2 Alternative to be 
environmentally superior. 

Comment: While we are pleased that private land alternatives were considered by both the BLM 
and the applicant, the BLM summarily dismissed the alternatives, noting “…they would be no 
better than the proposed Project area and would result in greater environmental impacts.” (DEIS 
at 2-125). Although that may be the case, the veracity of this conclusion is weak because it is 
unsubstantiated - private land alternatives were not analyzed in the DEIS. We recommend that 
BLM carefully consider analyzing a full range of alternatives including those on private lands or 
a combination of private and adjacent public lands.  This would strengthen the document with 
regard to NEPA adequacy. 
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The range of public land alternatives appears to be rather limited as well, focused on the I-10 
Freeway corridor from Devers to Blythe due to transmission line capacity in the existing Devers 
Palo Verde I transmission line. The DEIS indicates the applicant searched for alternative sites 
within the service area of the Southern California Edison Company that had nearby transmission 
line capacity and, after consultation with the BLM, concluded the most appropriate region was 
adjacent to the Devers Palo Verde I transmission line and submitted a right of way application to 
the BLM that included public lands within the proposed project area. 

Comment: Due to the inherent flexibility in project size and configuration using photovoltaic 
technology, a wider range of alternatives may be justified, including a combination of disturbed 
private lands and adjacent public lands in addition to the two public land sites considered. We 
recommend the FEIS include a more robust analysis of existing transmission line capacities 
within all appropriate regions that exhibit the minimum insolation ratings necessary for efficient 
electrical generation using PV technology.  This would potentially increase the number of viable 
locations for the proposed project and also provide for a critical review and strengthen the 
justification of the rationale for limiting project consideration to the I-10 Corridor. 

Cumulative Impacts Analysis: Cumulative impact is defined as the impact on the environment 
which results from the incremental impacts of the action when added to other past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future action regardless of what agency or person undertakes such other 
actions. Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but collectively significant 
actions taking place over a period of time. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.7. 

Comment: Although the DEIS identifies a substantial number of existing and proposed land use 
activities that have and would add to the cumulative loss of significant cultural and biological 
resources, we urge BLM to be confident that the depth of the cumulative impact analysis to be 
included in the FEIS is sufficient to establish the condition and trend of various at-risk species 
and their habitats in the region. We believe this level of analysis is necessary to determine 
whether or not, on a regional scale, the biological resources are being managed consistent with 
the mandates of FLPMA, including maintenance of environmental quality. 

FLPMA mandates that public lands “…be managed in a manner that will protect the quality of 
scientific, scenic, historical, ecological, environmental, air and atmospheric, water resource, and 
archeological values; that, where appropriate, will preserve and protect certain public lands in 
their natural condition; that will provide food and habitat for fish and wildlife and domestic 
animals; and that will pro-vide for outdoor recreation and human occupancy and use;” (Sec. 
102(8)). FLPMA also addresses management of public lands within the CDCA: “the California 
desert environment is a total ecosystem that is extremely fragile, easily scarred, and slowly 
healed. (Sec. 601(a)(2)); and “the California desert environment and its resources, including 
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certain rare and endangered species of wildlife, plants, and fishes, and numerous archeological 
and historic sites, are seriously threatened by air pollution, inadequate Federal management 
authority, and pressures of increased use, particularly recreational use, which are certain to 
intensify because of the rapidly growing population of southern California; (Sec. 601(a)(3)); and 
lastly, “ It is the purpose of this section to provide for the immediate and future protection and 
administration of the public lands in the California desert within the framework of a program of 
multiple use and sustained yield, and the maintenance of environmental quality. (Sec. 601(b)). 

II. Biological Resources 

Identification of General Impacts and Mitigation: The organization of the DEIS with respect 
to impact mitigation (avoidance, minimization and compensation) appears somewhat 
unconventional, making it difficult to track and evaluate how impacts to biological resources will 
actually be avoided, minimized or compensated for. For example, the mitigation proposed for 
habitat losses for the Desert Tortoise and other species of concern is contained in the vegetation 
section, which then refers to a habitat compensation plan in Appendix H (Biological Resources: 
Technical Reports). The proposed habitat loss compensation plan is a general framework that 
will guide development of a project-specific habitat compensation plan. Furthermore, the plan 
lacks details, and simply states, “The precise details of the mitigation will be established in the 
BLM Right of Way Grant, FWS Biological Opinion, and CDFG 2080.1 Consistency 
Determination. (Habitat Compensation Plan, page 1).” 

Comment: Analysis of the cumulative impacts to biological resources, and mitigation of those 
impacts, on a regional scale, is absent from the DEIS.  We believe this expanded level of analysis 
and mitigation is needed due to the number and size of solar energy projects in the I-10 corridor 
of eastern Riverside County and their likely cumulative impacts on significant and fragile 
populations of plants and animals that are at-risk. Currently, the impacts to biological resources 
within this region, and the corresponding mitigation of those impacts, are addressed on a project
by-project basis.  This piecemeal approach will not provide the mitigation necessary to achieve 
meaningful and effective reduction and offsets of impacts on a regional scale. 

Comment: The habitat compensation plan that is specific to this proposed project is a form of 
mitigation, and should be affiliated directly with the environmental consequences presented in 
Chapter 4. For each impact to each biological resources component, the specific impact 
mitigation proposed should follow, comprised of impact avoidance, minimization and 
compensation (in priority order). 

Comment: The large public land area (approximately 19,000 acres) within the applicant’s right-
of-way application that has been excluded from the footprint of the proposed project and the 
reduced acreage alternatives should be excluded from future renewable energy development. 
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This area contains significant at-risk resources, such as the Desert Tortoise, and drainages in the 
Pinto Wash that support microphyll woodlands. Furthermore, these undeveloped public lands 
provide foraging habitat for Golden Eagles that nest in nearby mountain ranges. Any proposed 
amendment of the CDCA Plan for this area should include the provision that the undeveloped 
lands within the original right-of way application would be excluded from future renewable 
energy development and any other land use that would result in loss of natural biological 
communities 

Comment: Minimization of impacts due to habitat loss through acquisition of similar or equal 
habitat should include permanent protection and enhancement actions tied to the acquired habitat 
so that the net impacts are minimized to the greatest extent practicable. We urge BLM to 
carefully consider whether or not habitat loss compensation for the Desert Tortoise will be 
sufficient to mitigate the impacts to Desert Tortoise and other wildlife movements within the 
Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management Area and Critical Habitat Unit, as indicated on page 
4.4-43 of the DEIS. Given the critical importance of maintaining habitat connectivity and 
wildlife movements, we recommend a greater level of analysis be performed to determine the 
adequacy of habitat loss compensation in minimizing the effects of the proposed project on 
wildlife movements. We believe that greater specificity is required to identify specific 
compensation habitats for their contribution in maintaining wildlife movements and habitat 
linkages. 

Desert Tortoise: Desert Tortoises are not evenly distributed over the proposed project footprint, 
and appear to be concentrated mainly in the northwestern portion of the proposed solar farm, and 
north of the MWD transmission line and access road. 

Comment: The most appropriate strategy for mitigating the impacts to the Desert Tortoise is to 
avoid or minimize those impacts through project configuration flexibility. In this case, we think 
the reduced acreage alternative, termed the Solar Farm Layout C, is superior and should be 
adopted as the BLM preferred alternative. This reduced acreage alternative is consistent with 
our recommendations for minimizing impacts for this proposed contained in our issue scoping 
letter, and given to the project applicant in face-to-face meetings. We appreciate the applicant’s 
attempts to minimize the environmental impacts of its project by revising its initial project 
proposal in a manner that avoided some of the more concentrated occurrences of sensitive 
biological resources, such as the Desert Tortoise, Foxtail Cactus and microphyll woodlands in 
the main section of Pinto Wash. As a result, the applicant proposed Solar Farm Layout B, which 
BLM adopted as its preferred alternative. However, we continue to believe that Solar Farm 
Layout C provides a greater degree of impact avoidance that is consistent with BLM’s policy for 
management of Special Status Species (Manual 6840) and the overall intent of public land 
management in the CDCA. 
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Golden Eagle: The DEIS indicates there are 20 potential Golden Eagle nests within a 10-mile 
radius of the proposed project, comprising eight territories, six of which are considered active. 
The closest active territory is located approximately two miles from the project solar farm 
boundary, and one Golden Eagle was observed flying south of I-10 in Chuckwalla Valley in the 
vicinity of the proposed Red Bluff substation during surveys. (DEIS at 3.4-20, 21). 

Comment: Mitigation to reduce the impacts due to the loss of potential Golden Eagle foraging 
habitat resulting from the proposed project is identified on page 4.4-7 of the DEIS: 
“Implementation of the Habitat Compensation Plan required in Applicant Measure BIO-1 
discussed in Section 4.3, Vegetation, would reduce these impacts.” For this measure to be 
effective, the habitat to be acquired must be located within foraging-territories associated with 
active nesting sites and in a natural condition suitable for supporting prey species. The goal 
should be to fully offset foraging habitat loss in order to achieve the “no net loss” standard of the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for this species. We urge BLM to establish a compensation ratio 
for lost Golden Eagle foraging habitat in coordination with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service so 
that impacts are fully offset. Golden Eagle habitat loss compensation should be fully analyzed 
and identified in the FEIS. 

III. Ecological Processes 

Maintaining drainage flow and sediment transport within the upper Chuckwalla Valley is 
essential in sustaining sand-based habitats downstream within Chuckwalla Valley, which are 
critical to the long-term viability of the southernmost populations of the Mojave Fringe-toed 
Lizard and other dune-dependent species. The southernmost populations of this species in the 
greater Chuckwalla Valley are essential to the long-term persistence of the entire species because 
this population is adapted hotter and drier environmental conditions than populations found 
elsewhere in the California Desert. Hotter and potentially drier conditions expected to occur 
within the region as a consequence of climate change necessitate that the populations of this 
species in the Chuckwalla Valley region be protected, primarily through habitat protection and 
maintenance of ecological processes necessary for persistence of dune systems. The DEIS 
appears to be silent on this issue. 

Comment: The proposed project would affect three blue-line ephemeral drainages; a portion of 
Eagle Creek, and two unnamed tributaries to Big Wash. The DEIS does not address the issue of 
impact to these natural drainages and their contribution to sand transport within Chuckwalla 
Valley. Rather, the DEIS appears to limit the discussion of drainage impacts to the subject of 
flood control as a means of protecting the solar farm.  We are particularly concerned that debris 
basins and check-dams, upgradient from the project, may be required and thus included in future 
final design of the project. (DEIS @ 4.17-7). 
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Comment: The FEIS should include a full analysis of the effects of the proposed project and 
each of the alternatives on natural drainages and fluvial sand transport. The FEIS should also 
disclose whether or not the proposed project includes debris basins or check dams upgradient 
from the solar farm field, and what impact such facilities would have on the biological and 
physical environment, and ecological processes such as seasonal water flow and sand transport in 
naturally occurring drainages. The location and size of the debris basins and check dams that 
may become part of the project should be described and mapped. 

IV. Climate Change 

The DEIS address the effects of climate change largely through reduction of greenhouse gases 
and development use of renewable energy sources. It does not analyze the impacts climate 
change will have on species, and the effects of climate change on habitats that would be required 
to sustain viable populations of at-risk species. 

Comment: The “hard look” requirement of NEPA requires federal agencies to consider climate 
change in NEPA documents. BLM must consider the effect of the proposed action on climate 
change, the effect of climate change on the proposed action and the effect of climate change on 
the affected environment. Climate change considerations are relevant throughout the NEPA 
process, from the scope of the environmental document and the description of the affected 
environment to the design of the proposed action, its alternatives and their environmental 
impacts. See also Addressing the Impacts of Climate Change on America’s Water, Land, and 
Other Natural and Cultural Resources, Secretarial Order 3289 (Feb. 22, 2010) (directing DOI 
agencies to consider and analyze climate change impacts when making major decisions affecting 
DOI resources). 

Comment: Analysis of the potential impacts of climate change on a proposed action and the 
environment is necessary to assess and reduce the vulnerabilities of the proposed action to 
climate change, to integrate climate change adaptation into the proposed action and alternatives 
and to produce accurate predictions of environmental consequences of the proposed action and 
alternatives. It will aid BLM in adequately preparing the proposed action or planning area for 
the inevitability of climate change. See, e.g., Letter from Kathleen M. Goforth, Environmental 
Review Office, EPA, to Ramiro Villalvazo, Forest Supervisor, Eldorado National Forest (Oct. 
26, 2009), available at 
http://yosemite.epa.gov/oeca/webeis.nsf/(PDFView)/20090313/$file/20090313.PDF?OpenEleme 
nt. 

Comment: BLM should expand the analysis of the effects of the proposed project and each 
alternative on biological resources and their ability to adapt to climate change, such as 
occupation and use of habitat on a regional scale that may be essential in sustaining at-risk 
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93-20species.  Such an expanded analysis should include cumulative effects and mitigation measures, 
including those associated with climate change.1 cont 

Thank you for considering our comments. If you have any questions, please contact us at our 
address or by email as shown below. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Aardahl 
California Representative 
P.O. Box 1413 
Gualala, CA 95445 
Email: jaardahl@defenders.org 

Barbara Boyle 
Senior Representative, Clean Energy Solutions 
Sierra Club 
801 K Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Email: bboylesc@att.net 

Johanna Wald 
Director, Western Renewable Energy Project 
Natural Resources Defense Council 
111 Sutter Street, 20th floor 
San Francisco, CA 94104 
Email: jwald@nrdc.org 

1 See Secretarial Order 3226, Evaluating Climate Change Impacts in Management Planning § 4 (January 16, 2009) 
(“Each bureau and office of DOI shall, in a manner consistent and compatible with their respective missions: 
Consider and analyze potential climate change impacts when undertaking long-range planning exercises, setting 
priorities for scientific research and investigations, and/or when making major decisions affecting DOI resources”); 
Council on Environmental Quality, Considering Cumulative Effects under the National Environmental Policy Act 
24, 42 (1997) (including documentation and analysis of global warming in the affected environment and effects), 
available at http://ceq.eh.doe.gov/nepa/ccenepa/ccenepa.htm (last visited Apr. 20, 2010). 
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Barbara Boyle 
Senior Representative, Clean Energy Solutions Sierra Club, Suite 2700 
801 K Street 

Sacramento, CA 95814 Formatted:  Indent: Left:  3.31" 
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""Jerry Grey" To <CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 
<jgreysffd@jps.net> 

cc <desertcenter@hughes.net> 

11/22/2010 07:57 PM 


bcc 

Subject Transmission line 

To Whom it may concern: 

94-1 

impact our community in the wrong way. Eagle Mountain Road does not have a community living on it, 

and there must be another location to which the tortoise's can be relocated. 


Please do not install the transmission line from the Solar Field down Kaiser Road. This location will 


We live six months a year in Lake Tamarisk Desert Resort and travel down Kaiser Road daily. Please do 

not impact our view and our desert any more than you have to to achieve your goal of generating 

electricity. 


Thank you, 


Jerry and Veronica Grey 

Lake Tamarisk Desert Resort 

26250 Parkview 

Desert Center, CA 92239 
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96 
Form #1 (see Letter #28) 

"mattcindygreen@juno.com" To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
<mattcindygreen@juno.com> 

cc 

11/22/2010 11:04 AM  


bcc 

Subject 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager,                         
Palm Springs South 
Coast Field Office, BLM 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 

92262 

Sent VIA EMAIL: CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

DATE 

RE: First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS and Possible Plan 
Amendment 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Thank you for this opportunity for me/us to comment on the proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight project 
located in the community of Eagle Mountain/Desert Center. 

I/we wish to go on record by saying I/we oppose this project and strongly urge the No Action 
Alternative be issued, for the following reasons: 

Employment: 
� 	 I/we understand and recognize the need for economic development in desert communities, but do 

not believe that projects that will result in an irretrievable commitment to the community’s and 
Joshua Tree National Park’s (“JoTr”) natural resources are appropriate. Communities living next 
to national parks realize a booming tourism economy bringing in over $40 million dollars.  This 
project will deprive a rural desert community of a sustainable economy. 

Lighting: 
� 	 The area currently boasts of dark night skies that will be obliterated by the project. 
� 	 This area of Joshua Tree National Park is arguably the darkest at night of any part of the Park. 

Air Quality: 
� 	 Bulldozing the desert will result in a PM10 problem in a Class I airshed. 
� 	 Removing desert pavement will release extra fine particulates that will impact the health of 

nearby residents. 
� 	 Disturbing desert soil releases arsenic, a known carcinogen threatening human and wildlife 

health. 

Desert Soils: 
� 	 Deserts' alkaline soils have the capacity to absorb about the same amount of CO2 as some  


temperate forests.  

� 	 Removal of old growth desert will result in loss of carbon sequestering creosote. 
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Desert Tortoise and Climate Change: 
� 	 Climate change data indicates that tortoise habitat will become available on the slopes of Eagle 

Mountain. 
� 	 The healthy population of desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley is the reservoir for future 

immigration into Joshua Tree National Park from the southeast. 

Environmental Justice: 
� 	 Environmental issues are concerned with inequitable distribution of environmental burdens 

(pollution, industrial facilities, crime etc.). 
� 	 The Chuckwalla Valley is targeted by the world’s largest garbage dump, a hydroelectric project, 

and the subject industrial solar field.  An Environmental Justice trifecta! 

Cumulative Impacts: 
� 	 Together (and singularly) the above projects will result in turning a vibrant ecosystem into a dust 

bowl, 
� 	 Eutrophication will begin resulting in ”weedy” non-native species introduction that will 

outcompete native wildlife, resulting in a significant impact to Joshua Tree National Park, and 
surrounding desert. 

� 	 Disturbing desert soils will result in a bloom of Sahara Mustard, a problem weed not prevalent in 
the Upper Chuckwalla Valley, which will then pose a threat to Joshua Tree National Park, and 
surrounding desert. 

Distributed Generation: 
� 	 Solar panels belong on rooftops, not Public Lands hundreds of miles from urban centers. 
� 	 DG will create an economic engine – manufacturing, installing, maintaining, and replacing solar 

panels. 
� 	 Taxpayers will have control over energy production, not foreign interests.  Desert Sunlight will 

be sold to the highest bidder after permits granted – who? Spain? BRITAIN? Saudi Arabia? 
Germany? 

� 	 The United States will continue to be vulnerable to foreign energy control. 

In closing, I/we support the No Action Alternative, and strongly urge you to render the same decision. 

Sincerely, 

Name Matthew & Cynthia Green 
Address 25-650 Kaiser Road 
Phone (760) 227-3190 
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CCowtrail4@aol.com To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

11/22/2010 09:31 AM cc 

bcc 

Subject FROM DESERT CENTER RESIDENTS........... 


YES.....IN FULL SUPPORT OF THE FIRST SOLAR PROJECT FOR DESERT CENTER CALIFORNIA. 97-1 


WARREN AND JOANN DEAN 

P.O.BOX 8 

DESERT CENTER, CA. 92239 

760 227 3023 
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Edith Arizmendi To <capssolarfirstsolardesertsunlight@blm.gov> 
<bonbon_didi@hotmail.com> 

cc 

11/23/2010 02:21 PM  


bcc 

Subject Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project near Desert Center, CA 

Nov 23, 2010
Allison Shaffer, Project Manager 

To Allison Shaffer:

 Hello Allison, my name is Edith Ari mendi and I've lived in the Coachella valley my whole life. rowing
up I felt like there was not many things to do here in the desert. I would walk to home from school and I
would see empty lots and think It would be nice to see a park.  even when we didn t need one. There 
used to be three empty lots on my street, one of them was right next to my house, one day I decided I
would explore the lot and I found a rabbit hole and also the rabbit that made it. Two weeks after that 
they started constructing a house on that same lot i had found the rabbit and the first thing I thought
about was the rabbit. That day I thought about how selfish we humans are to take some animals home
for a house that was not needed and hadn t been sold for a year and a half. Where did the rabbit go
Where was it going to live  Is it still alive  Can the rabbit survive in his new home  I became aware of 98-1
the Solar Farm Project and I STR N L  DISA REE with this project because we are putting desert
animals at risk of dying and some becoming extinct. Where are there animal rights Also, the desert land
being used for this project is public land. I do not want to see the desert tortoise extinct, Find 
somewhere else to put these farms. 

Sincerely, 

Edith Ari mendi, Palm Springs. 
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""jlevin@mycod.us" To "CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov" 
<jlevin@mycod.us> <CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 

cc "rnolan@collegeofthedesert.edu" 11/23/2010 01:28 PM 
<rnolan@collegeofthedesert.edu> 

bcc 

Subject Solar Project 

I�am�a�student�at�college�of�the�desert�and�I�am�doing�a�research�project�on�solar�energy.�I�don’t�believe�  

you’re�project�would�be�very�good�for�our�local�environment.�There�are�lots�of�plants�and�animals�that� 

would�suffer.�Please�explain�to�me�why�you�think�it�is�a�good�idea.  
Thank�you, 

����������������Jonathan�Levin 

100-1 
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Patti Cockcroft To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
<patticockcroft@yahoo.ca> 

cc
 
11/23/2010 10:52 AM
 

bcc 

Subject solar farm 

To whom it may concern,
 
First I would like to say that in general we think the idea of a solar farm is perfect for southern
 
California.
 
However we have some concerns.
 
The first concern is with regard to having the lines so close to our community. My husband and I live in 
Vancouver Canada and the government has purchased the homes underneath and close to power lines 
because of health concerns. I'm not sure how close is too close but if there's a choice - and in this case 
there certainly is - we would by happier to see them moved further away from homes. 
Another concern is the use of water. From what I understand the system would require huge amounts 
of water, and although we seem to have lots, we would hate to see it depleted to the point where we 
don't have enough. And we probably wouldn't know how close we were getting to the end of it until it 
would be too late to do anything about it. 
So although we agree in principle to solar farms we would prefer not to have it in our backyard. 
Thank you. 
Ken and Patti Stamp 
Lake Tamarisk 
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"Mike Rhoades" To <CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 
<mike.rhoades@paloverde.ed 
u> cc 

11/23/2010 12:05 PM bcc 

Subject Support for First Solar sight Desert Center. 

102-1I�recently�attended�your�meeting�in�Desert�Center.��Our�state�needs�more�companies�like�First�Solar�to� 
provide�clean�energy�to�California.��I�am�in�complete�support�of�their�proposal�and�hope�they�will�install� 
more�sites�in�the�desert�southeast�to�supply�our�even�increasing�energy�needs.��I�currently�live�in�Blythe� 
and�I�am�very�excited�about�the�Parabolic�Trough�plants�coming�to�our�area�to�supply�clean�energy.�� 

Thank�you�for�your�time 

Michael�Rhoades 
Blythe�Ca�92225�� 
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103 
South Coast
 
Air Quality Management District
 
21865 Copley Drive, Diamond Bar, CA 91765-4182 
(909) 396-2000 � www.aqmd.gov 

E-mailed: November 24, 2010 November 24, 2010 
DesertSunlight@blm.gov 

Ms. Allison Shaffer 
Bureau of Land Management 
Palm Springs-South Coast Field Office 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 

Review of the Draft Environmental Impact Report (Draft EIR)

 for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project
 

The South Coast Air Quality Management District (AQMD) appreciates the opportunity 
to comment on the above-mentioned document.  The following comments are intended to 
provide guidance to the lead agency and should be incorporated into the Final 
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) as appropriate. 

Based on a review of the Draft EIR the AQMD staff is concerned about the significant 
regional air quality impacts from the proposed project.  Given that the project 
demonstrates significant air quality impacts the AQMD staff strongly recommends that 
the lead agency provide additional mitigation measures to further reduce air quality 
impacts from the construction phase of the proposed project. In addition, the calculation 
of dust generated by wind erosion during project operations appears to follow non
standard methodology.  AQMD staff recommends that this analysis be revisited based on 
the attached comments prior to releasing the Final EIR.  Lastly, additional evaluation of 
mitigation measures during operation of the project to reduce dust from wind erosion 
should be presented in the Final EIR. 

Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21092.5, please provide the AQMD with 
written responses to all comments contained herein prior to the adoption of the final EIR. 
Further, staff is available to work with the lead agency to address these issues and any 
other questions related to air quality that may arise.  Please contact Dan Garcia, Air 
Quality  Specialist CEQA Section, at (909) 396-3304, if you have any questions 
regarding the enclosed comments. 
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Sincerely,

    Ian MacMillan
    Program Supervisor, CEQA Inter-Governmental Review 

Planning, Rule Development & Area Sources 

Attachment 

IM:DG 

RVC100831-02 
Control Number 
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Effectiveness of Solar Panels to Reduce Wind Erosion 

It is unclear from the Draft EIR how effective the solar panels would be in controlling 
wind blown dust. Solar panels would be expected to increase the surface roughness 
similar to vegetation; however unlike vegetation the shape of solar panels allows for 
laminar and turbulent air flow adjacent to the entire bare desert land surface.  Although 
recent studies have begun to evaluate the effectiveness of this measure, field studies may 
not yet be available to verify how panels affect wind erosion.  AQMD staff recommends 
that the lead agency provide additional information on more recent studies available from 
the Owen’s Valley in the Final EIR. In addition, other alternatives that may reduce 
saltation and suspension of particulate matter should be considered.  This could include 
permeable drapes or fencing that sit beneath the solar panels to restrict air flow. 

Wind Blown Dust Calculation Methodology 

AQMD staff is concerned that the calculation procedure of future wind erosion emissions 
during operation of the project does not follow standard EPA Guidance for fugitive dust.  
The wind erosion calculation methodology presented in Appendix D-4 of the Draft EIR is 
based on assuming that wind erosion rates fit a sigmoidal curve.  Geologic and 
atmospheric processes are input as parameters that modify the shape of the curve.  The 
description of this methodology in the spreadsheets sent to AQMD staff appears to be 
limited. For example, the rationale for determining how natural phenomenon affect the 
shape of the curve appears to be ad hoc in places, and generally unreferenced (see 
comments below). In addition, the methodology appears to rely on converting all control 
efficiencies into an equivalent vegetative cover control factor.  This simplification may 
not be valid, as many of the conversions appear to be unsubstantiated. 

If the lead agency chooses to use this calculation procedure, then additional information 
should be provided in the Final EIR that justifies its use.  This could include field studies 
that verify the model’s accuracy, or other references that may be relevant.  If additional 
justification is not available, the lead agency should use procedures available from EPA 
or ARB for determining wind erosion rates.1 

Wind Blow Dust Calculation Parameters 

The choice of several parameters used in the wind blown dust calculation in the Draft 
EIR appears to yield underestimates of potential wind erosion emissions.  The primary 
factor that should be reconsidered for all parameters is the assumption that the solar fields 
can be considered homogenous.  For example, the underlying geology includes areas of 
high desert pavement areas in 20-30% of the site (unit Qoa), and low to no pavement 
areas in the rest of the site (unit Qal and Qoal).  As the wind erosion calculation does not 
yield a linear control efficiency response, an assumption of uniform pavement beneath 
the entire site may overestimate the control efficiency for this parameter.  

1 General information on wind erosion is available on ARB’s website here: 
http://www.arb.ca.gov/ei/areasrc/arbmiscprocfugwbdst.htm 

Further guidance from EPA is available in EPA 450/3-74-037 Development of Emission Factors for 
Fugitive Dust Sources beginning on page 144.  The reference may be obtained online from EPA’s library 
here: http://www.epa.gov/natlibra/ols.htm 
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Another parameter that may contribute to an underestimation of emissions is the 103-3 
assumption of 7% silt + clay.  Based on the data presented in the Draft EIR, the silt + clay cont 
content may reach 13% for the younger alluvium.  AQMD staff recommends that a worst 
case analysis include an assumption of 13% silt in the Final EIR. 

Lastly, the ability of vegetation to control dust is largely based on studies of playa salt 
grass in the Owen’s Valley.  It is unclear if this type of vegetation will be available for 
use at this site.  In addition, the ability of this vegetation to reduce wind erosion is likely 
dramatically enhanced by the irrigation and subsequent high soil moisture required for 
these plants to grow.  The WNDEROSN spreadsheet presents control efficiencies for 
non-irrigated vegetative cover, however no reference is provided.  References should be 
provided in the Final EIR that justifies the use of these values. 

Proposed Use of Palliatives to Control Dust 

In the Draft EIR, the lead agency states that dust palliatives would be applied to the 103-4 

surface of the solar field annually.  However, in a subsequent phone call the project 
proponent indicated to AQMD staff that this mitigation measure may not be feasible as 
the ground will be tilled up immediately after construction of the array to enhance the 
vegetative potential of the site.  The furrowed ground would both remove the previously 
lain palliatives, and preclude the ability of trucks to traverse the disturbed soils.  AQMD 
staff therefore recommends that the lead agency provide further description and analysis 
of this mitigation measure in the Final EIR.  Credit should not be taken for this measure if 
it is found to be infeasible. 

Wind Data 

The lead agency uses wind data from the Barstow Daggett airport in this analysis; 103-5 
however that station is approximately 120 miles away from the site.  AQMD staff 
recommends that the lead agency either use data from the Indio monitoring station 
located approximately 50 miles away, or explain in the Final EIR why the Barstow 
dataset is more appropriate to use. 

Mitigation for Construction Activities 

In Section 4.2 (Air Resources) of the draft EIR the lead agency summarizes the project’s 103-6 

air quality impacts.  The lead agency’s evaluation of the project’s regional air quality 
impacts during project construction demonstrate significant air quality impacts from 
VOC, NOx, PM10 and PM2.5 emissions.  Therefore, AQMD staff recommends that the 
lead agency add the following mitigation measures to further reduce air quality impacts 
from the construction phase of the project, if feasible: 

� Provide temporary traffic controls such as a flag person, during all phases of 
construction to maintain smooth traffic flow, 

� Provide dedicated turn lanes for movement of construction trucks and equipment 
on- and off-site, 

� Reroute construction trucks away from congested streets or sensitive receptor 
areas,  
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�	 Appoint a construction relations officer to act as a community liaison concerning 
on-site construction activity including resolution of issues related to PM10 
generation,  

�	 Replace ground cover in disturbed areas as quickly as possible, 
�	 Require the use of electricity from power poles rather than temporary diesel or 

gasoline power generators, and 
�	 Restrict construction delivery trucks to “clean” trucks, such as 2010 or newer 

model years or 2010 compliant vehicles. 

Further, to reduce the project’s significant air quality impacts from NOx and PM2.5 
emissions from off-road equipment, AQMD staff recommends that the lead agency revise 
mitigation measure MM-AIR-1 as follows: 

�	 Sunlight and SCE shall give preference to construction contractors who have 
newer equipment with lower emission rates or who have retrofitted their 
equipment with supplemental emission control devices (diesel particulate filters 
and catalytic controls for nitrogen oxide emissions).  This measure might have 
economic consequences in terms of construction costs. require all on-site 
construction equipment to meet EPA Tier 2 or higher emissions standards 
according to the following: 

� April 1, 2010, to December 31, 2011:  All offroad diesel-powered 
construction equipment greater than 50 hp shall meet Tier 2 offroad 
emissions standards. In addition, all construction equipment shall be 
outfitted with the BACT devices certified by CARB. Any emissions 
control device used by the contractor shall achieve emissions 
reductions that are no less than what could be achieved by a Level 2 
or Level 3 diesel emissions control strategy for a similarly sized 
engine as defined by CARB regulations. 

� January 1, 2012, to December 31, 2014:  All offroad diesel-powered 
construction equipment greater than 50 hp shall meet Tier 3 offroad 
emissions standards. In addition, all construction equipment shall be 
outfitted with BACT devices certified by CARB. Any emissions 
control device used by the contractor shall achieve emissions 
reductions that are no less than what could be achieved by a Level 3 
diesel emissions control strategy for a similarly sized engine as 
defined by CARB regulations. 

� Post-January 1, 2015:  All offroad diesel-powered construction 
equipment greater than 50 hp shall meet the Tier 4 emission 
standards, where available.  In addition, all construction equipment 
shall be outfitted with BACT devices certified by CARB. Any 
emissions control device used by the contractor shall achieve 
emissions reductions that are no less than what could be achieved by 
a Level 3 diesel emissions control strategy for a similarly sized 
engine as defined by CARB regulations. 

103-6 
cont 
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103-8 

A copy of each unit’s certified tier specification, BACT documentation, 
contand CARB or SCAQMD operating permit shall be provided at the time 

of mobilization of each applicable unit of equipment. 

Also, the lead agency should consider encouraging construction contractors to apply for 
SCAQMD “SOON funds.  Incentives could be provided for those construction 
contractors who apply for SCAQMD “SOON” funds.  The “SOON” program accelerates 
clean up of off-road diesel vehicles, such as heavy duty construction equipment.  More 
information on this program can be found at the following website:  
http://www.aqmd.gov/tao/Implementation/SOONProgram.htm 
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Ileene Anderson To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
<ianderson@biologicaldiversit 

cc brian_croft@fws.gov, khunting@dfg.ca.gov, y.org> 
Plenys.Thomas@epa.gov, lbelenky@biologicaldiversity.org, 

11/24/2010 04:51 PM ianderson@biologicaldiversity.org 
Please respond to bcc
 

ianderson@biologicaldiversity.
 
org
 Subject CBD comments on Desert Sunlight DEIS 

Hello Allison Shaffer,
Please find attached the Center for Biological Diversity's comments on the
Draft EIS for the Desert Sunlight project.  I will be sending a hardcopy
of this same letter along with a CD of the references.  Please don't 
hesitate to contact me with any questions.
Thanks very much for the opportunity to submit these comments and have a
very nice Thanksgiving holiday!
Best regards,
Ileene Anderson 

ILeene Anderson 
Desert Program Director/Biologist
Center for Biological Diversity
PMB 447 
8033 Sunset Boulevard 
Los Angeles, CA  90046 
(323) 654-5943
www.biologicaldiversity.org
Our good fortune will only last as long as our natural resources - Will
Rogers 
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CENTER for BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY 

Sent by electronic mail and USPS Mail 
November 24, 2010 

Allison Shaffer 
Project Manager 
Bureau of Land Management 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA, 92264 
CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

RE: Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement and California Desert 
Conservation Area Plan Amendment for the Proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm Project, Riverside County, California, August 2010, BLM Case File Number CACA 
#48649. 

Dear Project Manager Shaffer: 

These comments are submitted on behalf of the Center for Biological Diversity’s 255,000 
staff, members and on-line activists in California and throughout the western states, regarding 
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement and California Desert Conservation Area Plan 
Amendment for the Proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project, Riverside County, 
California BLM Case File Number CACA #48649, issued by the Bureau of Land Management 
(“BLM”). 

The development of renewable energy is a critical component of efforts to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions, avoid the worst consequences of global warming, and to assist 
California in meeting emission reductions set by AB 32 and Executive Orders S-03-05 and S-21
09. The Center for Biological Diversity (the “Center”) strongly supports the development of 
renewable energy production, and the generation of electricity from solar power, in particular. 
However, like any project, proposed solar power projects should be thoughtfully planned to 
minimize impacts to the environment. In particular, renewable energy projects should avoid 
impacts to sensitive species and habitats, and should be sited in proximity to the areas of 
electricity end-use in order to reduce the need for extensive new transmission corridors and lines 
and the efficiency loss associated with extended energy transmission. Only by maintaining the 
highest environmental standards with regard to local impacts, and effects on species and habitat, 
can renewable energy production be truly sustainable. 

As proposed, the project right of way would disturb almost 4,400 acres of public lands in 104-A 
the Colorado Desert that provide habitat for many species including the threatened desert 
tortoise. The proposed project also includes a gen-tie line, a new Red Bluff substation and other 
ancillary structures. The DEIS for the proposed plan amendment and right-of-way application: 
fails to provide adequate identification and analysis of all of the significant impacts of the 
Arizona • California • Nevada • New Mexico • Alaska • Oregon • Montana • Illinois • 
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proposed project on the desert tortoise, golden eagles, and other rare plants, animals and 
vegetation communities including Colorado desert microphyll woodlands, and other biological 
resources.  The DEIS also fails to adequately address the significant cumulative impacts of the 
project; and lacks consideration of a reasonable range of alternatives.  

Of particular concern is the BLM’s failure to include adequate information regarding the 
impacts to resources and the failure to fully examine the impact of the proposed plan amendment 
to the California Desert Conservation Act Plan (“CDCA Plan”) along with other similar 
proposed plan amendments from other projects and as a result the current piecemeal process 
appears to be on track to result in the approval of industrial sites sprawling across the California 
Desert generally, and the Chuckwalla Valley in particular, within habitat that should be protected 
to achieve the goals of the bioregional plan as a whole. This piecemeal and segmented approach 
maximizes (rather than minimizes) the indirect and cumulative impacts of each of the projects 
and will cause extensive habitat fragmentation. The DEIS also fails to adequately consider 
potential alternative plan amendments that would protect the most sensitive lands within the 
proposed ROW from all future industrial development.  Alternative siting and alternative 

104-A 
cont 

104-B 
technologies (including distributed generation) should have been fully considered in the DEIS, 
because they could significantly reduce the impacts to many species, soils, and water resources 
in the Colorado Desert.  Although the area of the proposed project is currently part of the 
evaluation being undertaken by the BLM for the solar PEIS for solar energy zones, within the 
western portion of the “Riverside East” proposed solar energy study area (“SESA”), 
unfortunately, there has been no environmental documentation yet provided for that process and 
there is as yet no way to discern if the proposed project siting will be compatible with that 
planning.   In scoping comments on the PEIS, the Center raised concerns about the impacts that 
development in this portion of the proposed SESA would have to species and habitats and 
particularly to connectivity.  As the Center has emphasized in our comments on the various 
large-scale industrial solar proposals in the California desert, planning should be done before site 
specific projects are approved in order to ensure that resources are adequately protected from 
sprawl development and project impacts are avoided, minimized and mitigated.  

In the sections that follow, the Center provides detailed comments on the ways in which 104-1 
the DEIS fails to adequately identify and analyze many of the impacts that could result from the 
proposed project, including but not limited to: impacts to biological resources, impacts to water 
resources, impacts to soils, direct and indirect impacts from the gen-tie line and substation, and 
cumulative impacts. 

I. 	 The BLM’s Analysis of the Proposed Plan Amendment and Proposed Project Fail 
to Comply with FLPMA. 

As part of FLPMA, Congress designated 25 million acres of southern California as the 
California Desert Conservation Area (“CDCA”). 43 U.S.C. § 1781(c). Congress declared in 
FLPMA that the CDCA is a rich and unique environment teeming with “historical, scenic, 
archaeological, environmental, biological, cultural, scientific, educational, recreational, and 
economic resources.” 43 U.S.C. § 1781(a)(2). Congress found that this desert and its resources 
are “extremely fragile, easily scarred, and slowly healed.” Id. For the CDCA and other public 
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104-1 lands, Congress mandated that the BLM “shall, by regulation or otherwise, take any action 
necessary to prevent unnecessary or undue degradation of the lands.” 43 U.S.C § 1732(b). 

The DEIS does not appear to provide the specific language of the proposed amendment to 
the CDCA plan. While the DEIS (at 2-35 through 2.45) describes the proposed action alternative, 
the only reference to the plan amendment is “This alternative would require an amendment to the 
CDCA Plan” (DEIS at 2-35). The DEIS lays out the process for a California Desert 
Conservation Area (CDCA) plan amendment (DEIS at 1-22), but fails to identify the specific 
parameters of the proposed amendment.  Given the impact of the proposed project on other 
multiple uses of these public lands at the proposed site as well as other aspects of the bioregional 
planning, it is clear that BLM may also need to amend other parts of the CDCA plan as well and 
should have looked at additional and/or different amendments as part of the alternatives analysis.  

While the Center supports additional protections for species and habitats on public land 
that could accrue (for example by adoption the no action alternative 5 which would not allow 
solar development on the proposed project site), we have several concerns with the proposed 
land use amendments not the least of which is the BLM’s failure to accurately address the limits 
of those protections on the ground under the current regulatory and statutory framework that 
applies to these public lands.  For example, most of the lands that would be excluded from new 
solar ROW siting under the proposal are MUC class M lands that are open to multiple other high 
intensity uses.  See CDCA Plan at 13. Specific comments on the proposal are discussed below: 

The Center has repeatedly sought stronger protections for desert tortoise and tortoise 
critical habitat both in the DWMAs and in other areas within the CDCA as a whole and 
particularly within the NECO planning area.  Despite the fact that desert tortoise populations in 
the NECO DWMAs continue to decline, BLM has continued to allow activities that significantly 
impact tortoise and critical habitat within the DWMAs and in other areas of occupied habitat 
outside of the DWMAs. As detailed below, the proposed project will significantly impact 
occupied desert tortoise habitat both outside of DWMA and within DWMA and alternatives 
should have been considered to relocate all of the project elements to minimize these impacts but 
no such alternatives were adequately explored.  

BLM has failed to take a comprehensive look at the proposed plan amendment for the 
ROW to determine: 1) whether industrial scale projects are appropriate for any of the public 
lands in this area; 2) if so, how much of the public lands are suitable for such industrial uses 
given the need to balance other management goals including preservation of habitat and water 
resources; and 3) the location of the public lands suitable for such uses.  As noted above, the 
BLM has also failed to explain how this proposed project would interface with the Solar PEIS 
process that is already under way and was intended to consider these questions.  The DEIS also 
fails to explain how the piecemeal review for the Red Bluff substation (which is needed for the 
proposed project to interconnect to the Devers Palo Verde 1 transmission line), relates to earlier 
review by BLM for the Devers Palo Verde 2 transmission line ROW and the yet to be completed 
review for the Colorado River substation “expansion” which is also a connected action that is 
part of the DPV2 transmission line. The Center remains concerned that the result of the current 
process is a piecemeal approach to project review with site-specific approvals made before 

cont 
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planning is completed which threatens to undermine the “bioregional” approach in the CDCA 
Plan as a whole as well as violate the fundamental planning principles of FLPMA. 

A.	 The DEIS Fails to Adequately Address the Plan Amendment in the 
Context of the CDCA Plan. 

Unfortunately, the DEIS fails to adequately consider the impacts of the proposed project 
and plan amendment and reasonable alternatives in the context of FLPMA and the CDCA Plan. 
FLPMA requires that in developing and revising land use plans, the BLM consider many factors 
and “use a systematic interdisciplinary approach to achieve integrated consideration of physical, 
biological, economic, and other sciences . . . consider the relative scarcity of the values involved 
and the availability of alternative means (including recycling) and sites for realization of those 
values.” 43 U.S.C. § 1712(c). As stated clearly in the CDCA Plan: 

The goal of the Plan is to provide for the use of the public lands, and 
resources of the California Desert Conservation Area, including economic, 
educational, scientific, and recreational uses, in a manner which enhances 
wherever possible—and which does not diminish, on balance—the 
environmental, cultural, and aesthetic values of the Desert and its productivity. 

CDCA Plan at 5-6. The CDCA Plan also provides several overarching management principles: 

MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES 

The management principles contained in the law (FLPMA)—multiple use, 
sustained yield, and the maintenance of environmental quality—are not simple 
guides. Resolution of conflicts in the California Desert Plan requires innovative 
management approaches for everything from wilderness and wildlife to grazing 
and mineral development. These approaches include: 

—Seeking simplicity for management direction and public understanding, 
avoiding complication and confusing in detail which would make the Plan in 
comprehensive and unworkable. 

—Development of decision-making processes using appropriate 
guidelines and criteria which provide for public review and understanding. These 
processes are designed to help in allowing for the use of desert lands and 
resources while preventing their undue degradation or impairment. 

—Responding to national priority needs for resource use and 
development, both today and in the future, including such paramount priorities as 
energy development and transmission, without compromising the basic desert 
resources of soil, air, water, and vegetation, or public values such as wildlife, 
cultural resources, or magnificent desert scenery. This means, in the face of 
unknowns, erring on the side of conservation in order not to risk today what we 
cannot replace tomorrow. 

—Recognizing that the natural patterns of the California Desert, its 
geological and biological systems, are the basis for planning, and that human use 

104-1 
cont 

104-2 
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patterns, from freeways to fence lines, define its boundaries. Only in this way can 
the public resources can be understood and protected by the Plan that can be 
publicly comprehended, accepted, and followed. 

CDCA Plan 1980 at 6 (first emphasis in original, second emphasis added). 

The CDCA Plan anticipated that there would be multiple plan amendments over the life 
of the plan and provides specific requirements for analysis of Plan amendments. Those 
requirements include determining “if alternative locations within the CDCA are available which 
would meet the applicant’s needs without requiring a change in the Plan’s classification, or an 
amendment to any Plan element” and evaluating “the effect of the proposed amendment on BLM 
management’s desert-wide obligation to achieve and maintain a balance between resource use 
and resource protection.” CDCA Plan at 121. BLM reads this portion of the CDCA plan 
extremely narrowly and attempts to divorce it from the required NEPA analysis and alternatives. 
Looking at the CDCA Plan requirement in context with the NEPA review it is clear that the 
BLM was required to analyze not only whether alternative locations were available that would 
not require a plan amendment, but also how the proposed amendment would affect desert-wide 
resource protection and whether alternative locations and alternative plan amendments would 
avoid or lessen those impacts—BLM fails to address the latter issue and did not look at any site 
alternatives in detail. The inclusion of multiple “no action” alternatives, a reduced acreage 
alternative, and a reconfigured alternative as part of the NEPA analysis failed to cure this 
omission. 

The CDCA Plan includes the Energy Production and Utility Corridors Element which is 
focused primarily on utility corridors with brief discussion of powerplant siting. Even in 1980 
the CDCA Plan contemplated that alternative energy projects would likely be developed in the 
future but did not expressly provide planning direction for solar energy production.  Nonetheless, 
the overarching principles expressed in the Decision Criteria are also applicable to the proposed 
project here including minimizing the number of separate rights-of-way, providing alternatives 
for consideration during the processing of applications, and “avoid[ing] sensitive resources 
wherever possible.”  CDCA Plan at 93.  Nothing in the DEIS shows that BLM considered the 
landscape level issues and management objectives or alternatives to the proposed plan 
amendment in the DEIS. 

In addition, BLM should have considered the impacts to existing land use plans for these 
public lands across several scales including, for example: in the Chuckwalla valley, in the 
Colorado Desert in California; and in the CDCA as a whole. 

104-2 
cont 

B.	 The DEIS Fails to Adequately Address Impacts to Multiple Use Class M 
and L Lands and Loss of Multiple Use in Favor of a Single Use for 
Industrial Purposes. 

104-3As FLPMA declares, public lands are to be managed for multiple uses “in a manner that 
will protect the quality of the scientific, scenic, historical, ecological, environmental, air and 
atmospheric, water resource, and archeological values.” 43 U.S.C.§ 1701(a)(7) & (8).  The 
CDCA Plan as amended provides for four distinct multiple use classes based on the sensitivity of 
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resources in each area.  The proposed project site is in MUC class M and L lands.  DEIS at 3.16 104-3 
6. Under the CDCA Plan, Multiple-use Class M (Moderate Use) “is based upon a controlled cont 
balance between higher intensity use and protection of public lands. This class provides for a 
wide variety o[f] present and future uses such as mining, livestock grazing, recreation, energy, 
and utility development.  Class M management is also designed to conserve desert resources and 
to mitigate damage to those resources which permitted uses may cause.”  CDCA Plan at 13 
(emphasis added).  Under the CDCA Plan, Multiple-use Class L (Limited Use) “protects 
sensitive, natural, scenic, ecological, and cultural resources values.  Public lands designated as 
Class L are managed to provide for generally lower-intensity, carefully controlled multiple use of 
resources, while ensuring that sensitive values are not significantly diminished.”  CDCA Plan at 
13 (emphasis added).  

The DEIS fails to accurately identify exactly how many acres of each MUC Class will be 
converted into the industrial solar facility, substation, transmission lines or other ancillary 
structures. Moreover, the proposed project is a high-intensity, single use of resources that will 
displace all other uses and that will significantly diminish (indeed, completely destroy) 
approximately 4,400 acres of occupied desert tortoise habitat, including critical habitat, blocking 
a key tortoise habitat linkage area and potentially impacting eolian transport to the downwind 
dunes ecosystem, as well as directly impacting habitat for other rare species.  While the DEIS 
considers  some alternative configurations that would avoid some impacts to some resources, it 
still completely fails to consider impacts to downwind sand dunes and eolian transport or how 
those impacts along with the loss of a large area of habitat will affect the biological resources of 
this area. Moreover, BLM does not address how the loss of multiple uses in such a large area 
might affect other nearby public lands in the CDCA such as creating greater pressures on those 
land for the remaining multiple uses.  

The DEIS does not consider whether and how new access roads created for the proposed 
project may increase off-road vehicle use in this area and thereby significantly increase impacts 
from ORVs on species and habitats surrounding the proposed project.  As another example, the 
DEIS is unclear as to the extent that the proposal would require changes in the route network 
resulting in routes which would need to be moved—those changes to the route network are 
simply not addressed in the DEIS (nor are the likely direct, indirect and cumulative impacts of 
changing those route designations adequately identified or analyzed, as discussed in detail 
below). Any changes to routes would require BLM to amend the route designations in the area 
because these routes are part of a network that was adopted through a plan amendment.  When 
BLM does consider these issues, as it must, in a revised or supplemental DEIS, a range of 
alternatives must be considered in addition to the fact that such changes will undoubtedly change 
use of the previously existing nearby routes, most likely causing increased use on other nearby 
routes. Even if BLM attempts to simply reroute along the fence line for the proposed project a 
plan amendment would be required and BLM must then consider that new unauthorized routes to 
provide connections to the other routes, and/or entirely new unauthorized routes may be created 
by off-road vehicle users to avoid the industrial site entirely. There is no evidence that 
recreational off-road vehicle users will be content to drive for miles along a fence adjoining an 
industrial site rather than striking off cross-country to connect with more scenic routes. Past 
experience shows that the latter is quite understandably a much more likely outcome and BLM 
should recognize this in analyzing the impacts of this project on the existing route network and 
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any proposal to amend that network.  While the proposed project attempts to avoid rare plants 104-3 
and animal locations through project design, it inadvertently focuses the on-going multiple use cont 
impacts into these very same areas which harbor the most sensitive resources. 

C. Fails to Adequately Address Other Ongoing Planning Efforts 

As noted above, the DEIS fails to adequately address the proposed project in the context 104-4 
of other connected projects (including multiple renewable energy projects, substations and 
additional transmission lines) and the ongoing PEIS planning process for solar development in 
six western states undertaken by BLM and DOE, where a draft plan is tentatively slated to be 
released in less than 30 days.  The scoping and early maps for the PEIS did identify this area as a 
proposed solar energy study area1, however, without prior planning and analysis being 
completed, there is a high risk that the direct, indirect and cumulative impacts of the proposed 
project in conjunction with others may lead to sprawl development in the area and undermine the 
planning for renewable energy industrial zones that BLM has undertaken.  

The BLM did not previously analyze a substation in the general area where the Red Bluff 
substation is being proposed, for example this substation was not included in the DEIS for the 
Devers to Palo Verde No. 2 environmental review by BLM (or as revised for the California-only 
line adopted by the CPUC),.  In addition, both Red Bluff substation alternatives will affect desert 
tortoise critical habitat; Alternative A Red Bluff substation is within the Chuckwalla Desert 
Wildlife Management Area (DWMA) while Alternative B is on private lands surrounded by 
DWMA. The Red Bluff Substation will be utilized by other industrial solar projects in the 
Chuckwalla Valley, and the BLM cannot lawfully piecemeal this project approval from other 
connected actions. Once again this shows that prior planning should have been done and could 
have likely streamlined much of the site-specific review and provided a better alternatives 
analysis by addressing these project components as a whole.  Moreover, the BLM has failed to 
explain how this site specific approval would interface with, or alternatively undermine, the solar 
programmatic planning by federal agencies for the western states.  This critical issue regarding 
planning on public lands is not addressed at all in the DEIS which doesn’t even mention the 
PEIS. The BLM needs to analyze how the PEIS could be affected by the approval of this and the 
other multiple projects in the area and also address how this piecemeal analysis of the Red Bluff 
substation and gen-tie line may undermine the planning for a solar zone in this area.  Such 
analysis after the fact is not consistent with the planning requirements of FLPMA or, indeed, any 
rational land use planning principles. 

D. BLM Failed to Inventory the Resources of these Public Lands Before Making a 
Decision to Allow Destruction of those Resources 

FLPMA states that “[t]he Secretary shall prepare and maintain on a continuing basis an 104-5 
inventory of all public lands and their resource and other values,” and this “[t]his inventory shall 
be kept current so as to reflect changes in conditions and to identify new and emerging resource 
and other values.” 43 U.S.C. § 1711(a). FLPMA also requires that this inventory form the basis 
of the land use planning process. 43 U.S.C. § 1701(a)(2).  See Center for Biological Diversity v. 
Bureau of Land Management, 422 F.Supp.2d 1115, 1166-67 (N.D. Cal. 2006) (discussing need 

1 http://solareis.anl.gov/documents/maps/studyareas/Solar_Study_Area_CA_Ltt_7-09.pdf 
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104-5 for BLM to take into account known resources in making management decisions); ONDA v. 
Rasmussen, 451 F.Supp. 2d 1202, 1212-13 (D. Or. 2006) (finding that BLM did not take a hard 
look under NEPA by relying on outdated inventories and such reliance was inconsistent with 
BLM’s statutory obligations to engage in a continuing inventory under FLPMA).  It is clear that 
BLM should not approve a management plan amendment based on outdated and inadequate 
inventories of affected resources on public lands.  

As detailed below in the NEPA sections, here BLM has failed to compile an adequate 
inventory of the resources of the public lands that could be affected by the proposed project 
before preparing the DEIS (including, e.g., desert tortoise densities, rare plants, golden eagle 
surveys, and other biological resources) which is necessary in order to adequately assess the 
impacts to resources of these public lands in light of the proposed plan amendment and BLM has 
also failed to adequately analyze impacts on known resources. For example, the DEIS states for 
instance that the bird point count surveys were only done for a maximum of ten days in 2010 
(DEIS at pg. 3.4-13) and the bat survey was a single day reconnaissance survey (Appendix H – 
Avian and Bat Protection Plan at pg. 22).  Special status plant surveys were only performed 
during the spring season, despite the fact that the project area, indeed the whole Chuckwalla 
Valley, is subject to bimodal precipitation, and that summer rains germinate a suite of summer 
annuals, some of which are rare species and have been found on nearby development sites.  
Similarly for golden eagles only a single nest survey was completed.  Even three years of 
surveys may be inadequate to evaluate the rare species on the project site due to the episodic 
nature of rainfall and the resources that precipitation supports. Coupled with the unprecedented 
size of the proposed project, as well as related and cumulative projects, the project would 
typically have been subject to many years of careful surveys and documentation of onsite 
resources. 

Therefore, it appears that a revised DEIS or supplemental DEIS must be prepared to 
include several categories of new information including new survey data about the resources of 
the site and potential impacts of the project on resources of our public land and water, and that 
document must be circulated for public review and comment.  

E. The DEIS Fails to Provide Adequate Information to Ensure that the BLM will 
Prevent Unnecessary and Undue Degradation of Public lands 

FLPMA requires BLM to “take any action necessary to prevent unnecessary or undue 
degradation of the lands” and “minimize adverse impacts on the natural, environmental, 
scientific, cultural, and other resources and values (including fish and wildlife habitat) of the 
public lands involved.” 43 U.S.C. §§ 1732(b), 1732(d)(2)(a). Without adequate information and 
analysis of the current status of the resources of these public lands, BLM cannot fulfill its duty to 
prevent unnecessary or undue degradation of the public lands and resources.  Thus, the failure to 
provide an adequate current inventory of resources and environmental review undermines 
BLM’s ability to protect and manage these lands in accordance with the statutory directive. 

BLM has failed to properly identify and analyze impacts to the resources including the 
impacts from all of the project components.  As detailed below, the BLM’s failure in this regard 
violates the most basic requirements of NEPA and in addition undermines the BLM’s ability to 

cont 
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ensure that the proposal does not cause unnecessary and undue degradation of public lands.  See 104-6 
Island Mountain Protectors, 144 IBLA 168, 202 (1998) (holding that “[t]o the extent BLM failed cont 
to meet its obligations under NEPA, it also failed to protect public lands from unnecessary or 
undue degradation.”); National Wildlife Federation, 140 IBLA 85, 101 (1997) (holding that 
“BLM violated FLPMA, because it failed to engage in any reasoned or informed decisionmaking 
process” or show that it had “balanced competing resource values”). 

II. The DEIS Fails to Comply with NEPA. 

NEPA is the “basic charter for protection of the environment.”  40 C.F.R. § 1500.1(a). In 104-7 
NEPA, Congress declared a national policy of “creat[ing] and maintain[ing] conditions under 
which man and nature can exist in productive harmony.” Or. Natural Desert Ass’n v. Bureau of 
Land Mgmt., 531 F.3d 1114, 1120 (9th Cir. 2008) (quoting 42 U.S.C. § 4331(a)).  NEPA is 
intended to “ensure that [federal agencies] … will have detailed information concerning 
significant environmental impacts” and “guarantee[] that the relevant information will be made 
available to the larger [public] audience.” Blue Mountains Biodiversity Project v. Blackwood, 
161 F.3d 1208, 1212 (9th Cir. 1998). 

Under NEPA, before a federal agency takes a “‘major [f]ederal action[] significantly 
affecting the quality’ of the environment,” the agency must prepare an environmental impact 
statement (EIS).  Kern v. U.S. Bureau of Land Mgmt., 284 F.3d 1062, 1067 (9th Cir. 2002) 
(quoting 43 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C)).  “An EIS is a thorough analysis of the potential environmental 
impact that ‘provide[s] full and fair discussion of significant environmental impacts and … 
inform[s] decisionmakers and the public of the reasonable alternatives which would avoid or 
minimize adverse impacts or enhance the quality of the human environment.’”  Klamath-
Siskiyou Wildlands Ctr. v. Bureau of Land Mgmt., 387 F.3d 989, 993 (9th Cir. 2004) (citing 40 
C.F.R. § 1502.1).  An EIS is NEPA’s “chief tool” and is “designed as an ‘action-forcing device 
to [e]nsure that the policies and goals defined in the Act are infused into the ongoing programs 
and actions of the Federal Government.’”  Or. Natural Desert Ass’n, 531 F.3d at 1121 (quoting 
40 C.F.R. § 1502.1). 

An EIS must identify and analyze the direct, indirect, and cumulative effects of the 
proposed action. This requires more than “general statements about possible effects and some 
risk” or simply conclusory statements regarding the impacts of a project. Klamath Siskiyou 
Wildlands Center v. BLM, 387 F.3d 989, 995 (9th Cir. 2004) (citation omitted); Oregon Natural 
Resources Council v. BLM, 470 F.3d 818, 822-23 (9th Cir. 2006). Conclusory statements alone 
“do not equip a decisionmaker to make an informed decision about alternative courses of action 
or a court to review the Secretary’s reasoning.” NRDC v. Hodel, 865 F.2d 288, 298 (D.C. Cir. 
1988). 

NEPA also requires BLM to ensure the scientific integrity and accuracy of the 
information used in its decision-making.  40 CFR § 1502.24. The regulations specify that the 
agency “must insure that environmental information is available to public officials and citizens 
before decisions are made and before actions are taken.  The information must be of high quality. 
Accurate scientific analysis, expert agency comments, and public scrutiny are essential.” 
40 C.F.R. § 1500.1(b). Where there is incomplete information that is relevant to the reasonably 
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104-7 foreseeable impacts of a project and essential for a reasoned choice among alternatives, the BLM 
must obtain that information unless the costs of doing so would be exorbitant or the means of 
obtaining the information are unknown. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22.  Here the costs are reasonable to 
obtain information needed to complete the analysis and the BLM must provide additional 
information in the EIS—through a supplement or revised EIS.  Even in those instances where 
complete data is unavailable, the EIS also must contain an analysis of the worst-case scenario 
resulting from the proposed project.  Friends of Endangered Species v. Jantzen, 760 F.3d 976, 
988 (9th Cir. 1985) (NEPA requires a worst case analysis when information relevant to impacts 
is essential and not known and the costs of obtaining the information are exorbitant or the means 
of obtaining it are not known) citing Save our Ecosystems v. Clark, 747 F.2d 1240, 1243 (9th 
Cir. 1984); 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22.  

A. Purpose And Need and Project Description are Too Narrowly Construed and 
Unlawfully Segment the Analysis 

Agencies cannot narrow the purpose and need statement to fit only the proposed project 
and then shape their findings to approve that project without a “hard look” at the environmental 
consequences.  To do so would allow an agency to circumvent environmental laws by simply 
“going-through-the-motions.”  It is well established that NEPA review cannot be “used to 
rationalize or justify decisions already made.” 40 C.F.R. § 1502.5; Metcalf v. Daley, 214 F.3d 
1135, 1141-42 (9th Cir. 2000) (“the comprehensive ‘hard look’ mandated by Congress and 
required by the statute must be timely, and it must be taken objectively and in good faith, not as 
an exercise in form over substance, and not as a subterfuge designed to rationalize a decision 
already made.”) As Ninth Circuit noted an “agency cannot define its objectives in unreasonably 
narrow terms.”  City of Carmel-by-the-Sea v. U.S. Dept. of Transportation, 123 F.3d 1142, 1155 
(9th Cir. 1997); Muckleshot Indian Tribe v. U.S. Forest Service, 177 F. 3d 900, 812 (9th Cir. 
1999). The statement of purpose and alternatives are closely linked since “the stated goal of a 
project necessarily dictates the range of ‘reasonable’ alternatives.”  City of Carmel, 123 F.3d at 
1155. The Ninth Circuit recently reaffirmed this point in National Parks Conservation Assn v. 
BLM, 586 F.3d 735, 746-48 (9th Cir. 2009) (holding that “[a]s a result of [an] unreasonably 
narrow purpose and need statement, the BLM necessarily considered an unreasonably narrow 
range of alternatives” in violation of NEPA).  

The purpose behind the requirement that the purpose and need statement not be 
unreasonably narrow, and NEPA in general is, in large part, to “guarantee[ ] that the relevant 
information will be made available to the larger audience that may also play a role in both the 
decision-making process and the implementation of that decision.”  Robertson v. Methow Valley 
Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 349 (1989).  The agency cannot camouflage its analysis or avoid 
robust public input, because “the very purpose of a draft and the ensuing comment period is to 
elicit suggestions and criticisms to enhance the proposed project.”  City of Carmel-by-the-Sea, 
123 F.3d at 1156.  The agency cannot circumvent relevant public input by narrowing the purpose 
and need so that no alternatives can be meaningfully explored or by failing to review a 
reasonable range of alternatives.  

The BLM’s purpose and need for the proposed Desert Sunlight project is “to respond to 
Sunlight’s application under Title V of the FLPMA (43 USC 1761) for a right-of-way (ROW) 

cont 
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grant to construct, operate, maintain, and decommission a utility-scale 550-MW PV solar energy 104-8 
facility (Solar Farm), Gen-Tie Line, and a 500/220-kV substation on public lands, in compliance cont 
with FLPMA, BLM ROW regulations, and other applicable federal laws.” (DEIS at 1-7), and 
also states that the “BLM authorities include: 

• Executive order 13212, dated May 18, 2001, which mandates that agencies act 
expediently and in a manner consistent with applicable laws to increase the “production 
and transmission of energy in a safe and environmentally sound manner.” 
• The EPAct, which requires the Department of the Interior (BLM’s parent agency) to 
approve at least 10,000 MW of renewable energy on public lands by 2015. 
• Secretarial Order 3285, dated March 11, 2009, which "establishes the development 
of renewable energy as a priority for the Department of the Interior.” 

(DEIS at 1-7 through 1-8).  The DEIS notes that an amendment to the CDCA Plan is needed in 
order to approve the project but does not clearly identify the plan amendment as a part of the 
project being evaluated, nor provide language as to what that amendment includes.  Rather, the 
DEIS states: “If the BLM decides to approve the issuance of a ROW grant, the BLM will also 
amend the CDCA Plan as required.” (DEIS at 1-7).  BLM’s purpose and need is very narrowly 
construed to the proposed project itself and an amendment to the Plan for the project only. The 
purpose and need provided in the DEIS is impermissibly narrow under NEPA for several 
reasons, most importantly because it forecloses meaningful alternatives review in the DEIS. 
Because the purpose and need and the alternatives analysis are at the “heart” of NEPA review 
and affect nearly all other aspects of the EIS, on this basis and others, BLM must revise and re
circulate the DEIS. 

The DOE purpose and need statement provides: 

“is to comply with its mandate under EPAct 2005 by selecting eligible projects 
that meet the goals of the act. The DOE’s proposed action is issuance of a loan 
guarantee for this Project under Title XVII of the EPAct 2005, as amended by 
Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, P.L. 111-5 
(the “Recovery Act”). The Recovery Act requires that construction for the Project 
commence by September 30, 2011.” 

DEIS at 1-8. It goes onto state: 

“On December 16, 2009, Sunlight submitted an application to the DOE Loan 
Guarantee Program for a federal loan guarantee for the Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm at Desert Center, California in response to DOE’s October 7, 2009 solicitation, 
“Federal Loan Guarantees for Commercial Technology Renewable Energy 
Generation Projects under the Financial Institution Partnership Program.” 

DEIS at 1-10. 

In discussing the cumulative scenario, the DOE loan guarantee program is also described 
as one of the incentive programs for funding renewable energy projects: 
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Example[s] of incentives for developers to propose renewable energy projects on 104-8 
private and public lands in California, Nevada and Arizona, include the following: cont 

������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 
Tax Credits under §1603 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 (Public Law 1115) - Offers a grant (in lieu of investment tax credit) to 
receive funding for 30% of their total capital cost at such time as a project 
achieves commercial operation (currently applies to projects that begin 
construction by December 31, 2010 and begin commercial operation before 
January 1, 2017). 

�����������������������������������������arantee Program pursuant to §1703 
of Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 - Offers a loan guarantee that is 
also a low interest loan to finance up to 80% of the capital cost at an interest rate 
much lower than conventional financing. The lower interest rate can reduce the 
cost of financing and the gross project cost on the order of several hundred 
million dollars over the life of the project, depending on the capital cost of the 
project. 

DEIS at 3.18-6. 

The Center is well aware that deadlines for funding, particularly for the DOE Loan 
Guarantee funds, have driven the pace of the environmental review for this project and others 
and, while such funding mechanisms are important, deadlines cannot be used as an excuse for 
rushed and inadequate NEPA review.  The BLM and DOE must be concerned with the adequacy 
of the NEPA review and even if the agencies can properly have an objective of timely approval 
of projects they cannot properly have as purpose and need of the project a rushed inadequate 
environmental impact review.  

Moreover, in its discussion of the need for renewable energy production the DEIS fails to 
address risks associated with global climate change in context of including both the need for 
climate change mitigation strategies (e.g., reducing greenhouse gas emissions) and the need for 
climate change adaptation strategies (e.g., conserving intact wild lands and the corridors that 
connect them). All climate change adaptation strategies underline the importance of protecting 
intact wild lands and associated wildlife corridors as a priority adaptation strategy measure. 

The habitat fragmentation, loss of connectivity for terrestrial wildlife, and introduction of 
predators and invasive weed species associated with the proposed project in the proposed 
location may run contrary to an effective climate change adaptation strategy. Siting the proposed 
project in the proposed location impacting ecologically functioning ecosystems, occupied habitat 
and important habitat linkage areas, major washes and other fragile desert resources could 
undermine a meaningful climate change adaptation strategy with a poorly executed climate 
change mitigation strategy. Moreover, the project itself will emit greenhouse gases during 
construction and manufacturing in particular and the DEIS contains no discussion of ways to 
avoid, minimize or off-set these emissions although such mitigation is clearly necessary. The 
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way to maintain healthy, vibrant ecosystems is not to fragment them and reduce their 
biodiversity.  

B. The DEIS Does Not Adequately Describe Environmental Baseline 

BLM is required to “describe the environment of the areas to be affected or created by the 
alternatives under consideration.”  40 CFR § 1502.15. The establishment of the baseline 
conditions of the affected environment is a practical requirement of the NEPA process. In Half 
Moon Bay Fisherman’s Marketing Ass’n v. Carlucci, 857 F.2d 505, 510 (9th Cir. 1988), the 
Ninth Circuit states that “without establishing . . . baseline conditions . . . there is simply no way 
to determine what effect [an action] will have on the environment, and consequently, no way to 
comply with NEPA.”  Similarly, without a clear understanding of the current status of these 
public lands BLM cannot make a rational decision regarding proposed project.  See Center for 
Biological Diversity v. U.S. Bureau of Land Management, et al., 422 F. Supp. 2d 1115, 1166-68 
(N.D. Cal. 2006) (holding that it was arbitrary and capricious for BLM to approve a project 
based on outdated and inaccurate information regarding biological resources found on public 
lands). 

The DEIS fails to provide adequate baseline information and description of the 
environmental setting in many areas including in particular the status of rare plants, animals  and 
communities including desert tortoise, golden eagles, rare plants, and sand transport corridors.  

The baseline descriptions in the DEIS are inadequate particularly for the areas where 
surveys were a single season, a day, or not performed at all. As discussed below, because of the 
deficiencies of the baseline data for the proposed project area, the DEIS fails to adequately 
describe the environmental baseline. Many of the rare and common but essential species and 
habitats have incomplete and/or vague on-site descriptions that make determining the proposed 
project’s impacts difficult at best.  Some of the rare species/habitats baseline conditions are 
totally absent and as a result no impact assessment is provided either.   A supplemental document 
is required to fully identify the baseline conditions of the site, and that baseline needs to be used 
to evaluate the impacts of the proposed project. 

C. 	 Failure to Identify and Analyze Direct and Indirect Impacts to Biological 
Resources 

The EIS fails to adequately analyze the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts of the 
proposed project on the environment.  The Ninth Circuit has made clear that NEPA requires 
agencies to take a “hard look” at the effects of proposed actions; a cursory review of 
environmental impacts will not stand. Idaho Sporting Congress v. Thomas, 137 F.3d 1146, 
1150-52, 1154 (9th Cir. 1998). Where the BLM has incomplete or insufficient information, 
NEPA requires the agency to do the necessary work to obtain it where possible. 40 C.F.R. 
§1502.22; see National Parks & Conservation Ass'n v. Babbitt, 241 F.3d 722, 733 (9th Cir. 
2001) (“lack of knowledge does not excuse the preparation of an EIS; rather it requires [the 
agency] to do the necessary work to obtain it.”) 

104-8 
cont 

104-9 
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Moreover, BLM must look at reasonable mitigation measures to avoid impacts in the 104-10 
DEIS but failed to do so here.  Even in those cases where the extent of impacts may be somewhat cont 
uncertain due to the complexity of the issues, BLM is not relieved of its responsibility under 
NEPA to discuss mitigation of reasonably likely impacts at the outset. Even if the discussion 
may of necessity be tentative or contingent, NEPA requires that the BLM provide some 
information regarding whether significant impacts could be avoided.  South Fork Band Council 
of Western Shoshone v. DOI , 588 F.3d 718 , 727 (9th Cir. 2009).  

The lack of comprehensive surveys is particularly problematic.  Failure to conduct 
sufficient surveys prior to construction of the project also effectively eliminates the most 
important function of surveys - using the information from the surveys to avoid and minimize 
harm caused by the project and reduce the need for mitigation.  Often efforts to mitigate harm are 
far less effective than avoiding and preventing the harm in the first place. In addition, without 
understanding the scope of harm before it occurs, it is difficult to quantify an appropriate amount 
and type of mitigation. 

The DEIS fails to provide all of the information necessary for decisionmakers and the 
public to adequately review the proposed project. Therefore the impacts cannot be fully analyzed 
or mitigated appropriately or fully. For this reason alone, a supplemental or revised DEIS needs 
to be provided and additional alternatives are included (including a preferred alternative) that 
avoids and reduces the impacts to biological resources. 

The DEIS does not discuss if the proposed project actually lies within a Wildlife Habitat 
Management Area.  It appears from the Northern and Eastern Colorado FEIS that a portion of the 
project may lie within one2 . 

The Recirculated or Supplemental DEIS also should consider and include the final 
recommendations of the Independent Science Advisors (ISA) that was convened by the Desert 
Renewable Energy Conservation plan3 . This eminent group of scientists from many different 
research backgrounds laid out some basic Principles for Siting and Designing Renewable Energy 
Developments including: 

� Maximize Use of Already Disturbed Lands 
� Avoid Soil Disturbance— 
� Avoid Disrupting Geological Processes 

(at page vi – Executive Summary).  Clearly the proposed project and alternatives (except the no 
action alternative) fail to follow these three very basic principles. 

With regards to transplantation and relocation, the ISA state that “In general, moving 
organisms from one area to another—for example, out of an impact area into a reserve area—is 
not a successful conservation action and may do more harm than good to conserved populations 
by spreading diseases, stressing resident animals, increasing mortality, and decreasing 
reproduction and genetic diversity. Transplantation or translocations should be considered a last 
recourse for unavoidable impacts, should never be considered full mitigation for the impact, and 

2 BLM 2002 NECO Map 2-21 
3 http://www.energy.ca.gov/2010publications/DRECP-1000-2010-008/DRECP-1000-2010-008-F.PDF 
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in all cases must be treated as experiments subject to long-term monitoring and management.” 104-10 
(at pg. Vii – Executive Summary).  Clearly the DEIS fails to consider the impacts of moving cont 
both plants and animals from the project site onto adjacent areas.  As discussed below the DEIS 
fails to evaluate the impacts of any of the translocated species on resident species and habitat – at 
a minimum, carrying capacity (the ability of the habitat to support species) of the landscape 
where species area proposed to be moved needs to be included 

1. Desert Tortoise 

The desert tortoise has lived in the western deserts for tens of thousands of years.   In the 104-11 
1970’s their populations were noted to decline.  Subsequently, the species was listed as 
threatened by the State of California in 1989 and by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in 1990, 
which then issued a Recovery Plan for the tortoise in 1994.  The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
is in the process of updating the Recovery Plan, and a Draft Updated Recovery Plan was issued 
in 2008, however it has not been finalized to date.  Current data indicate a continued decline 
across the range of the listed species4 despite its protected status and recovery actions.  

The original and draft Updated Recovery Plans both recognize uniqueness in desert 
tortoise populations in California.  This particular subpopulation of tortoise at the proposed 
project site is part of the Eastern Colorado Recovery unit5 . Recent population genetics studies6 

have further reconfirmed 1994 Recovery Plan conclusions - the Eastern Colorado Recovery unit 
was one of the most genetically unique recovery units. While the proposed project site may have 
low desert tortoise densities, this particular recovery unit has also been documented to have the 
second highest declines in population over the last two years – 37% decline7 . The DEIS fails to 
identify and consider the localized impact to this recovery unit that is already in steep decline. 

Table 4.4-4 Summary of Construction Impacts on Special Status Wildlife Species under 
Alternative 1(the proposed alternative) misrepresents the impacts to desert tortoise.  The table 
provides the number of burrows and the number of live tortoises documented for the proposed 
alternative.  However it does not present the estimated number of desert tortoises on the project, 
although those number are estimated to be 10-14 tortoises at the solar site, 0-4 at Gen-Tie Line A1, 
and zero at both Red Bluff Station A and the Access road.  Therefore, the DEIS and related 
documents acknowledge that up to 18 desert tortoise could be moved.  This information is buried in 
Appendix H at pg.40.   

Despite reliance on surveys and USFWS methodologies for estimating the number of desert 
tortoise on the proposed project site, the numbers may still be underestimated.  On the Brightsource 
Ivanpah Valley site, which utilized the same type of surveys and estimation methodology, the 
numbers of desert tortoise on the whole three-phase site were estimated to be 38.  However when 

4 
http://www.fws.gov/nevada/desert_tortoise/documents/reports/2007_Rangewide_Desert_Tortoise_Population_Moni 
toring.pdf 
5 http://ecos.fws.gov/docs/recovery_plans/1994/940628.pdf 
6 Murphy et al. 2007 
7 
http://www.fws.gov/nevada/desert_tortoise/documents/reports/2007_Rangewide_Desert_Tortoise_Population_Moni 
toring.pdf 
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104-11 clearance surveys for the first phase were implemented, at least 42 desert tortoise were found.  The 
Brightsource site in Ivanpah Valley is also located in BLM designated “Category 3” habitat.  Like cont 
this proposed project site, where DWMA is separated from the project site by Kaiser Road, 
Brightsource’s Ivanpah site was separated from DWMA by Interstate 15.  Despite both of these 
linear features have permeability for desert tortoises, the boundaries of the DWMAs were arbitrarily 
designated based on human constructed features (in this case roads), not necessarily the habitat 
quality.  As they survey results in and around this project area suggest, while the desert tortoise are 
not evenly distributed across the landscape, there are pockets of much higher density desert tortoise 
occupancy in these “Category 3” lands than even in parts of the DWMA that may be affected by the 
proposed project. 

Likewise the USGS modeling of desert tortoise habitat is a good broad brush treatment of 
habitat, but as the results of the surveys associated with this proposed project confirm, the model 
does not always reflect the reality on the ground, where high sign of desert tortoise are located in an 
area of low habitat value (Appendix H – Figure 16).  In addition, the categories of desert tortoise 
habitat were designated before the widespread recognition that global climate change was affecting 
the deserts.  Now these Category 3 areas may be more important over the long-term either as habitat 
or connectivity for desert tortoise movement8 

The map provided of the locations of desert tortoise in and around the project site (DEIS at 
Map 3.4-1 and Map 3.4-2) are presumably the locations where desert tortoise were documented 
during the surveys.  However, desert tortoises are not static and utilize home ranges, where the size 
of the home range is generally sex dependent with males typically utilizing larger home ranges9. 
However, no determination of home ranges for these tortoises is provided, so these data are provided 
are only a snapshot in time.  It is likely that some of the tortoises that were documented directly 
outside of the proposed project area boundary actually utilize part of the project area as their home 
range.  No impacts to these tortoises are analyzed, and it is unclear once the desert tortoise exclusion 
fences were to go up if enough home range would be present to support those tortoises. 

The DEIS provides a translocation plan in Appendix H.  This draft plan violates not only 
the existing Desert Tortoise Recovery Plan10 (1994) recommendations, but also the ISA 
recommendations11 by proposing to translocate desert tortoise into the Chuckwalla DWMA. 
Recent desert tortoise translocations have resulted in significant short-term mortality of 45% or 
greater12 and unknown long-term survivorship.  

Mechanisms need to be included to assure that any and all mitigation acquisitions will be 
conserved in perpetuity for the conservation of the desert tortoise.  If those acquisitions are 
within existing Desert Wildlife Management Areas (DWMAs), higher levels of protection than 
are currently in place for DWMAs need to be put in place.  NEPA mandates consideration of the 
relevant environmental factors and environmental review of “[b]oth short- and long-term 
effects” in order to determine the significance of the project’s impacts. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.27(a) 
(emphasis added).  BLM has clearly failed to do so in this instance with respect to the impact to 
the desert tortoise. 

8 Barrows 2009.
 
9 Harless et al. 2009; O’Connor et al . 1994..
 
10 http://ecos.fws.gov/docs/recovery_plans/1994/940628.pdf
 
11 http://www.energy.ca.gov/2010publications/DRECP-1000-2010-008/DRECP-1000-2010-008-F.PDF
 
12 Gowan and Berry 2009. 
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The 1:1 mitigation ratio of desert tortoise habitat outside of critical habitat is inadequate 104-11 
to mitigate for the destruction of this occupied habitat and should be far higher.13 Mitigation cont 
presumes that acquisition will be appropriate tortoise habitat (occupied or unoccupied) which is 
currently existing and providing benefits to the species, to off-set the elimination of the proposed 
project site.  However, this strategy is still a net loss of habitat to the desert tortoise, as currently 
they are using or could use both the mitigation site and the proposed project site.  Therefore, in 
order to aid in recovery of this declining species, at a minimum a 5:1 mitigation ratio should be 
required as mitigation for the total elimination of occupied desert tortoise habitat on the proposed 
project site. 

If tortoises are relocated or translocated outside of the DWMA, then the relocation and/or 
translocation areas need to be secured for tortoise conservation in perpetuity, to preclude moving 
the animals subsequently if additional projects move forward on the relocation or translocation 
site(s). 

While the DEIS recognizes that impacts from the proposed project will occur to desert 
tortoise there is no analysis of the significance of those impacts.  Impacts are proposed to be 
reduced with the implementation of the Habitat Compensation Plan, however that plan 
(Appendix H – pg 121 of the pdf) is only 3 pages long and fails to clearly identify what the 
mitigation strategy actually is. 

2. Sand Transport System 

The DEIS fails to consider the contribution that the proposed project site makes to the 104-12 
sand transport system of the larger Chuckwalla Valley.  The site need not have active dunes on it 
to be an integral part of the sand transport corridor and overall eolian system.  In fact, the area of 
the proposed solar project appears to lie within the sand transport corridor that comes out of the 
Pinto Basin in Joshua Tree National Park and sustains the Palen dunes “downstream” of the 
proposed project site14 . The impacts of the proposed project to the sand transport corridor, and 
the down-wind sand dune habitat which supports the Mojave fringe-toed lizard could be 
significant and that analysis must be done in a revised or supplemental DEIS.  In fact, Figure 3.8
1 Regional Geology and Soils map (DEIS at pg. 3.8-4) indicates that a sizable part of the 
proposed project site is made up of quaternary dune sand but the loss of this type of soils is not 
addressed. 

3. Rare and Special Status Plants 

As mentioned above, the no fall botanical surveys were done before the DEIS was 104-13 
prepared (Appendix H – pg 23 of the pdf) making the botanical surveys inadequate. These 
incomplete data sets preclude evaluation of the impacts, or more importantly the ability to design 
the project to avoid and minimize impacts.  Clearly a supplemental DEIS is required to present 
these missing data.  

13 Moilanen et al 2009, Norton 2008 
14 Muhs et al. 2003 
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4. Avifauna 

Migratory Birds 

The DEIS downplays the fatalities that have been documented to occur from birds 
running into reflective surfaces15. Adjacent to the proposed project site are agricultural fields, 
which also attract birds.  The DEIS does not quantify the number of birds (rare, migratory or 
otherwise) that use/traverse the project site from the (inadequate) 13 days of avian point count 
surveys (Appendix H – page 25 of the pdf), nor does it evaluate the impact to birds.  McCrary16 

estimated 1.7 birds deaths per week on a 32 ha site with mirrors and a power tower 
configuration.  The proposed project solar site is approximately 1700 ha (over 50 times larger). 
While the proposed solar project is a photovoltaic technology as compared to the mirrors in the 
McCrary study, other researchers have evaluated impacts to avian species from reflective 
surfaces and power lines17 and find significant impacts associated with them.  The revised or 
supplemental DEIS needs to analyze likely impacts to birds from the proposed project and panel 
configuration based on the point counts.  

The failure to provide the baseline data from which to make any impact assessment 
violates NEPA. This failure to analyze impacts is not only a NEPA violation, but for migratory 
birds, may also lead to a violation of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 703 -711, 
because migratory birds may be “taken” if the proposed project is constructed. 

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (Appendix H – page 129 of the pdf) is woefully 
inadequate.  It is little more than a list of best management practices (BMPs) for construction. 
Despite elimination of nesting and foraging habitat for a suite of rare species, no compensation is 
proposed. Further, the BMPs are based on wind farms, not solar facilities where the threats to 
species are very different, as mentioned above. 

Additionally Executive Order 13186  states “Each Federal agency taking actions that 
have, or are likely to have, a measurable negative effect on migratory bird populations is directed 
to develop and implement, within 2 years, a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the 
Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) that shall promote the conservation of migratory bird 
populations.” 18 Furthermore the EO states that goals pursuant to the MOU include “3) prevent 
or abate the pollution or detrimental alteration of the Environment for the benefit of migratory 
birds, as practicable;” and “(6) ensure that environmental analyses of Federal actions required by 
the NEPA or other established environmental review processes evaluate the effects of actions 
and agency plans on migratory birds, with emphasis on species of concern”.  Clearly, the 
supplemental DEIR needs to adequately identify the migratory bird issues on site and evaluate 
the impact to those species in light of the guidance in Executive Order 13186. 

Burrowing Owls 

15 McCrary 1986 
16 Ibid 
17 Klem 1990, Erickson et al. 2005 
18 http://ceq.hss.doe.gov/nepa/regs/eos/eo13186.html 
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104-15 The DEIS notes that burrowing owls are located in the proposed project area (DEIS at 
3.4-21). Preliminary results from the 2006-7 statewide census identified that the Sonoran desert 
harbors few Western burrowing owls.19  Even more worrisome is the documented crash of 
burrowing owls in their former stronghold in the Imperial Valley.  The Imperial Valley has had a 
recently documented decline of 27% in the past 2 years20, resulting in an even more dire state for 
burrowing owls in California.  Because burrowing owls are in decline throughout California, and 
now their “stronghold” is documented to be declining severely, the burrowing owls on this 
proposed project site (and on other renewable energy projects) become even more important to 
species conservation efforts.  The recirculated or supplemental DEIS needs to evaluate the 
potential impact of the proposed project on this regional distribution of owls. 

While habitat acquisition specifically for burrowing owls as identified in the DEIS, the 
proposed mitigation of only 6.5 acres per “active burrow” is too low (DEIS at 4.3-18), especially 
in the Colorado Desert, as it is outdated agency guidance. Mean burrowing owl foraging 
territories are 242 hectares in size, although foraging territories for owl in heavily cultivated 
areas is only 35 hectares21. Regardless, the acquisition of only 6.5 acres (2.6 hectares) per 
“active burrow” fails to mitigate for one bird even if it was relying on a heavily cultivated area. 
Therefore, additional mitigation acreage needs to be required – calculated using the mean 
foraging territory size times the number of owls.  Using the average foraging territory size for 
mitigation calculations may not accurately predict the carrying capacity and may overestimate 
the carrying capacity of the proposed project site, since the proposed project site at 4,200 acres 
only support 4 birds (DEIS at 3.4-21) – it may be that in this area of the Colorado desert 4,000+ 
acres is necessary to support 4 burrowing owls. While the DEIS relies on guidance from CDFG 
from 2003, that guidance is now out of date in light of identified population declines22, a more 
thorough census of burrowing owls throughout the state23 and additional research on the species 
habitat24. Lastly, because the carrying capacity is tied to habitat quality, language should be 
included that mitigation lands that are acquired for burrowing owl be native habitats on 
undisturbed lands, not cultivated lands, which are subject to the whims of land use changes. The 
long-term persistence of burrowing owls lie in their ability to utilize natural landscapes, not 
human-created ones. 

While “passive relocation” does minimize immediate direct take of burrowing owls, 
ultimately the burrowing owls’ available habitat is reduced, and “relocated” birds are forced to 
compete for resources with other resident burrowing owls and may move into less suitable 
habitat, ultimately resulting in “take”.  While the Avian and Bat Protection Plan proposes to 
passively relocate burrowing owls, it is unclear what the subsequent monitoring will be targeting. 
The requirements of the plan do not explicitly include long-term monitoring of passively 
relocated birds in order to evaluate survivorship of passively relocated birds. Additionally no 
requirement for constructed burrows is identified as mitigation for the destruction of impacted 

19 IBP 2008 
20 Manning 2009. 
21 USFWS 2003 
22 Manning 2009 
23 Wilkerson and Siegel 2010 
24 USFWS 2003 
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104-16 

burrows.  Other solar projects in the area have been required to construct two burrows for every 
burrowing owl burrow destroyed. 

  Golden Eagle 

Not only was a golden eagle documented on the project site (DEIS at 3.4-21), but the 
DEIS states that 

“there are or were 20 potential golden eagle nests, associated with eight 
territories, within a 10-mile (16-kilometer) radius of the Proposed Project 
(Fesnock 2010). Of the eight territories, six are considered active, and two are 
historic. The closest active territory is in the southwest portion of the Coxcomb 
Mountains within the Joshua Tree National Park (referred to as the Coxcomb 
Mountain Southwest Territory), approximately two miles (3.2 kilometers) from 
the proposed Solar Farm site boundaries…Given the proximity of the Coxcomb 
Mountains Southwest Territory, it is highly likely that the Project site overlaps the 
territorial foraging area of this pair of eagles.” 

(DEIS at 3.4-20 through 3.4-21). However the map provided in Appendix H (at page 148 of the 
pdf) as Figure 3 – Results of Golden Eagle Phase 1and 2 Surveys only shows 9 golden eagle 
nests.  No territories are mapped.  The DEIS fails to present exactly how to mitigate the loss of a 
substantial amount of foraging habitat for the golden eagle from this project and other proposed 
projects within these territories. The fact still remains that significant amounts of foraging habitat 
will decrease carrying capacity of the landscape and could result in a potential loss of habitat 
needed to support a nesting pair, which would impact reproductive capacity. 

Scientific literature on this subject is clear - the presence of humans detected by a raptor 
in its nesting or hunting habitat can be a significant habitat-altering disturbance even if the 
human is far from an active nest25. Regardless of distance, a straight-line view of disturbance 
affects raptors, and an effective approach to mitigate impacts of disturbance for golden eagles 
involves calculation of viewsheds using a three-dimensional GIS tool and development of 
buffers based on the modeling26. Golden eagles have also been documented to avoid 
industrialized areas that are developed in their territory.27 Additionally, the DEIS does not 
actually clearly analyze the impacts to and mitigations for the golden eagle under the Bald Eagle 
and Golden Eagle Protection Act, which prohibits, except under certain specified conditions, the 
take, possession, and commerce of such birds. 

5. Badger 

While badgers were not documented on the site, the proposed project area provides good 
habitat for them (DEIS 3.4-24). Literature on the highly territorial badger indicates that badger 
home territories range from 340 to 1,230 hectares28. Therefore, the proposed project could 

25 Richardson and Miller 1997 
26 Camp et al. 1997; Richardson and Miller 1997 
27 Walker et al. 2005 
28 Long 1973, Goodrich and Buskirk 1998 
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displace at least one badger territory. While surveys prior to construction are clearly essential, 104-17 
even passive relocation of badgers into suitable habitat may result “take”. Excluding badger cont 
from the site is likely to cause badgers to move into existing badger’s territory. The recirculated 
or supplemental DEIS needs to include an actual analysis of impacts to badgers from the 
proposed project. 

6. Desert Kit Foxes 

The DEIS fails to mention the desert kit fox, much less provide data on the presence or 104-18 
absence of the species on site or the locations of natal and other types of dens.  Desert kit foxes 
are “protected furbearing mammals” under California Code of Regulations, Title 14, section 460 
and may not be “taken” at any time.  As such the DEIS fails to analyze the impacts to this 
species as required under CEQA (which the BLM indicated the DEIS would do).   The revised or 
supplemental DEIS should identify the density of kit foxes on the proposed project site, 
including natal and other dens.  If passive relocation is identified as an avoidance strategy, the 
DEIS must evaluate if suitable habitat occurs nearby and is not already occupied by existing kit 
foxes.   

7. Cryptobiotic soil crusts and Desert Pavement 

The proposed project is located in the Mojave Desert Air Quality Management District 
area, which is already in non-attainment for PM-10 particulate matter29 . The construction of the 

104-19 

proposed project further increases emissions of these types of particles because of the disruption 
and elimination of potentially thousands of acres of cryptobiotic soil crusts.  Cryptobiotic soil 
crusts are an essential ecological component in arid lands.  They are the “glue” that holds surface 
soil particles together precluding erosion, provide “safe sites” for seed germination, trap and 
slowly release soil moisture, and provide CO2 uptake through photosynthesis30 . 

The DEIS does not describe the on-site cryptobiotic soil crusts.  The proposed project 
will disturb an unidentified portion of these soil crusts and cause them to lose their capacity to 
stabilize soils and trap soil moisture.  The DEIS fails to provide a map of the soil crusts over the 
project site, and to present any avoidance or minimization measures.  It is unclear how many 
acres of cryptobiotics soils will be affected by the project.  The revised or supplemental DEIS 
must identify the extent of the cryptobiotic soils on site and analyze the potential impacts to these 
diminutive, but essential desert ecosystem components as a result of this project. 

While desert pavements are mentioned as occurring on the proposed project site (DEIS at 
3.6-16), quantitative acreage of pavement are not identified.  The impact to air quality from 
disturbance of desert pavement is not analyzed.     

8. Insects 

29 http://www.mdaqmd.ca.gov/index.aspx?page=214 
30 Belnap 2003, Belnap et al 2003, Belnap 2006, Belnap et al. 2007 
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104-20 The DEIS fails to address insects on the proposed project site.  In fact no surveys or 
evaluation of rare or common insects are included in the DEIS.  Sandy habitats are notorious for 
supporting endemic insects, typically narrow habitat specialists31.The revised or supplemental 
DEIS must include an analysis of rare insects on the proposed project site. Several papers have 
been published regarding the impacts of solar panels on invertebrates and ways to potentially 
avoid those impacts.32 These issues need to be addressed in a supplemental DEIS. 

9. Rosy Boa 

One rosy boa was observed in the proposed Red Bluff Station A site (DEIS at 3.4-20).  
Avoidance measure include actively or passively relocating the rosy boa during construction 
activities.  Rosy boas utilize home ranges with fidelity over a number of years33. While we 
support avoidance of impacts to rosy boas (and other species), translocated snakes make much 
longer unidirectional movements experience much lower survivorship than resident snakes34. 

10.. Vegetation Resources Management Plan 

AM-BIO-5 (DEIS at 4.3-21) requires a Vegetation Resources Management Plan which 
would include 1) a Vegetation Salvage Plan and 2) a Restoration Plan.  However none of these 
plans are provided. 

Desert lands are notoriously hard to revegetate or rehabilitate35 and revegetation never 
supports the same diversity that originally occurred in the plant community prior to 
disturbance36. The project will cause permanent impacts to the on-site plant communities and 
habitat for wildlife despite “revegetation”, because the agency’s regulations based on the 
Northern and Eastern Colorado Plan’s rehabilitation strategies37 only requires 40% of the 
original density of the “dominant” perennials, only 30% of the original cover. Dominant 
perennials are further defined as “any combination of perennial plants that originally accounted 
cumulatively for at least 80 percent of relative density”.38 These requirements fail to truly 
“revegetate” the plant communities to their former diversity and cover even over the long term.  
BLM’s own regulations, 43 CFR 3809.550 et seq., require a detailed reclamation plan and a cost 
estimate, they need to be included in the revised or supplemental DEIS. 

11. Wildlife Movement Corridor 

The DEIS identifies the Pinto Wash as a key connectivity corridor for wildlife (DEIS at 
3.4-24). However numerous other washes that currently provide connectivity for wildlife will be 
potentially impacted by the proposed project.  For example Big Wash and Eagle Creek (Figure 

31 Dunn 2005. 
32 Horvath et al. 2009; Horvath et al 2010 
33 Diffendorfer et al. 2005. 
34 Plummer and Mills 2000 
35 Lovich and Bainbridge 1999 
36 Longcore et al. 1997 
37 http://www.blm.gov/ca/st/en/fo/cdd/neco.html 
38 Ibid 
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3.17-2 – Surface Water Resources, DEIS at 3.17-10) appear to be impacted by the proposed 104-23 
project, but no analysis of the impact to these movement corridors is provided.  This analysis cont 
should be included in the revised or supplemental DEIS 

Additionally the whole project site is located within an area identified as an “essential 
connectivity area”39 for wildlife identified by the California Essential Habitat Connectivity 
Project. 

12. Rare Plants 

While a number of rare plants were identified as occurring on the proposed project site 104-24 
(DEIS at Table 3.3-2, DEIS at 3.3-13 through 3.3-14), the rare plant surveys were only 
performed in the spring, from March 15 through April 9. 2010 (DEIS at3.3-10).  Because of the 
monsoonal flows of precipitation in the Chuckwalla Valley during the summer, summer and fall 
annuals, some of which are rare, can only be surveyed for in late summer and early fall.  All of 
the other solar projects proposed in the Chuckwalla Valley to have performed these late 
summer/early fall surveys Absent these essential surveys, the DEIS cannot accurately evaluate 
the impact to rare plants without first knowing what is on site.  These surveys must be performed 
and the results of these surveys incorporated into the revised or supplemental DEIS. 

13. Failure to Identify Appropriate Mitigation 

Because the DEIS fails to provide adequate identification and analysis of impacts, 104-25 

inevitably, it also fails to identify adequate mitigation measures for the project’s environmental 
impacts.  “Implicit in NEPA’s demand that an agency prepare a detailed statement on ‘any 
adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided should the proposal be implemented,’ 42 
U.S.C. § 4332(C)(ii), is an understanding that an EIS will discuss the extent to which adverse 
effects can be avoided.” Methow Valley, 490 U.S. at 351-52. Because the DEIS does not 
adequately assess the project’s direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts, its analysis of mitigation 
measures for those impacts is necessarily flawed.  The DEIS must discuss mitigation in sufficient 
detail to ensure that environmental consequences have been fairly evaluated.” Methow Valley, 
490 U.S. at 352; see also Idaho Sporting Congress, 137 F.3d at 1151 (“[w]ithout analytical detail 
to support the proposed mitigation measures, we are not persuaded that they amount to anything 
more than a ‘mere listing’ of good management practices”). As the Supreme Court clarified in 
Robertson, 490 U.S. at 352, the “requirement that an EIS contain a detailed discussion of 
possible mitigation measures flows both from the language of [NEPA] and, more expressly, from 
CEQ’s implementing regulations” and the “omission of a reasonably complete discussion of 
possible mitigation measures would undermine the ‘action forcing’ function of NEPA.” 

Although NEPA does not require that the harms identified actually be mitigated, NEPA 
does require that an EIS discuss mitigation measures, with “sufficient detail to ensure that 
environmental consequences have been fairly evaluated” and the purpose of the mitigation 
discussion is to evaluate whether anticipated environmental impacts can be avoided. Methow 
Valley, 490 U.S. at 351-52.  As the Ninth Circuit recently noted: “[a] mitigation discussion 
without at least some evaluation of effectiveness is useless in making that determination.”  South 

39 Spencer et al. 2010 
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104-25 Fork Band Council of Western Shoshone v. DOI , 588 F.3d 718 , 727 (9th Cir. 2009) (emphasis 
in original).  

Here, the DEIS does not provide a full analysis of possible mitigation measures to avoid 
or lessen the impacts of the proposed project and therefore the BLM cannot properly assess the 
likelihood that such measures would actually avoid the impacts of the proposed project. 

D. Impacts to Water Resources— Surface and Groundwater Water Impacts 

As the DEIS notes, the proposed project will impact a large number of washes and 
ephemeral streams and is on an alluvial fan.  These areas provide important habitat values that 
will be lost by the construction of the proposed for the project site.  Moreover, the loss of natural 
surface water flows and the re-direction of surface waters will have significant impacts to the 
dunes ecosystems.  The impacts on soils and particularly on sand transport from the proposed 
project have not been adequately addressed in the DEIS. 

The DEIS determined that no US Army Corps of Engineers jurisdictional waters occur on 
site (Appendix H – page 223 of the pdf), however, the DEIS failed to evaluate the impact to the 
Waters of the State which is necessary if the document is to be used in a CEQA process by the 
CPUC as stated in the document. 

Ephemeral and intermittent streams make up over 81% in the arid and semi-arid 
southwest (Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, Utah, Colorado and California).  These streams 
provide a variety of ecosystem services including 

�	 landscape hydrologic connections; 
�	  stream energy dissipation during high-water flows to reduce erosion and improve water 

quality; 
�	 surface and subsurface water storage and exchange; 
�	 ground-water recharge and discharge; 
�	 sediment transport, storage, and deposition to aid in floodplain maintenance and 


development; 

�	 nutrient storage and cycling; 
�	 wildlife habitat and migration corridors; 
�	 support for vegetation communities to help stabilize stream banks and provide wildlife 

services; 
�	 and water supply and water-quality filtering40. 

Yet the DEIS fails to evaluate the impact of the proposed project on the ephemeral and 
intermittent streams and the ecosystem processes that they provide both on and off of the 
proposed project site. The revised or supplement DEIS will need to include an analysis of these 
important issues. 

Reserved Water Rights: As BLM is well aware, the California Desert Protection Act 
(“CDPA”) expressly reserved water rights for wilderness areas that were created under the act. 

40 Levick et al. 2008. 
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16 U.S.C. §410aaa-76.41 The CDPA reserved sufficient water to fulfill the purposes of the Act 104-27 
which include to “preserve unrivaled scenic, geologic, and wildlife values associated with these cont 
unique natural landscapes,” “perpetuate in their natural state significant and diverse ecosystems 
of the California desert,” and “retain and enhance opportunities for scientific research in 
undisturbed ecosystems.” 103 P.L. 433, Sec. 2. The priority date of such reserved water rights is 
1994 when the CDPA was enacted.  Therefore, at minimum, the BLM must ensure that use of 
water for the proposed project (and cumulative projects) over the life of the proposed projects 
will not impair those values in the wilderness that depend on water resources (including 
perennial, seasonal, and ephemeral creeks, springs and seeps as well as any riparian dependent 
plants and wildlife). 

Although no express reservation of rights has been made for many of the other public 
lands in the CDCA, the DEIS should have addressed the federal reserved water rights afforded to 
the public to protect surface water sources on all public lands affected by the proposed project.  
Pursuant to Public Water Reserve 107 (“PWR 107”), established by Executive Order in 1926, 
government agencies cannot authorize activities that will impair the public use of federal 
reserved water rights. 

PWR 107 creates a federal reserved water right in water flows that must be maintained to 
protect public water uses. U.S. v. Idaho, 959 P.2d 449,453 (Idaho, 1998) cert. denied; Idaho v. 
U.S. 526 U.S. 1012 (1999); Cappaert v. U.S., 426 U.S. 128, 145 (1976).  PWR 107 applies to 
reserve water that supports riparian areas, reserve water that provides flow to adjacent creeks and 
isolated springs that are “nontributary” or which form the headwaters of streams. U.S. v. City & 
County of Denver, 656 P.2d 1, 32 (Colo., 1982). Accordingly, BLM cannot authorize activities 
that will impair the public use of reserved waters covered by PWR 107.  

BLM must examine the federal reserved water rights within the area affected by the 
proposed project and other proposed and recently approved projects in this area that will use 
significant amounts of groundwater. This examination must include a survey of the any water 
sources potentially affected by the proposed project. The BLM must ensure that any springs, 
seeps, creeks or other water sources on public land and particularly within the wilderness areas 
are not degraded by the proposed projects’ use of water and continue meet the needs of the 
existing wildlife and native vegetation that depend on those water resources.  

PWR 107 also protects the public lands on which protected water sources exist. 
Accordingly, BLM should not only consider the impact of projects on water sources present on 
public lands, but also the direct and indirect impacts of the proposed project on the surrounding 
lands as well as impacts to the ecosystem as a whole. 

The Center is concerned that the discussion in the DEIS is also incomplete because it 
fails to address any potential water rights that could arguably be created from use of groundwater 
by the proposed project on these public lands.  While the Center recognizes that this issue may 

41 The reservation excluded two wilderness areas with regard to Colorado River water.  See 103 P.L. 433; 108 Stat. 
4471; 1994 Enacted S. 21; 103 Enacted S. 21, SEC. 204. COLORADO RIVER. (“With respect to the Havasu and 
Imperial wilderness areas designated by subsection 201(a) of this title, no rights to water of the Colorado River are 
reserved, either expressly, impliedly, or otherwise.”) 
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104-27 involve somewhat complex legal issues, at minimum, the BLM must address this question and to 
either require the project proponent to agree that no water rights will be created or to otherwise 
ensure that any water rights that could arguably be created will be conveyed back to the BLM 
owner and run with the land at the end of the proposed project ROW term.  The BLM must 
provide a mechanism to insure that in no case will the use of water for the proposed project on 
these public lands result in water rights accruing to the project applicant that it could arguably 
convey to any third party.  Therefore, any water rights arguably created by groundwater 
pumping on these public lands for the proposed project must not ultimately accrue to any third 
party for use off-site or on-site in the future for any other project.  Moreover, BLM should ensure 
that the applicant will not use the groundwater associated with the project off-site for any 
purpose. 

E. 	 The DEIS Fails to Adequately Identify, Analyze and Off-set 

Impacts to Air Quality and GHG Emissions.
 

Federal courts have squarely held that NEPA requires federal agencies to analyze climate 
change impacts. Center for Biological Diversity v. National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration, 508 F.3d 508 (9th Cir. 2007). As most relevant here, NEPA requires 
consideration of greenhouse gas emissions (“GHG emissions”) associated with all projects and, 
in order to fulfill this requirement the agencies should look at all aspects of the project which 
may create greenhouse gas emissions including operations, construction, and life-cycle emissions 
from materials.  Where a proposed project will have significant GHG emissions, the agency 
should identify alternatives and/or mitigation measures that will lessen such effects. 

As part of the NEPA analysis federal agencies must assess and, wherever possible, 
quantify or estimate GHG emissions by type and source by analyzing the direct operational 
impacts of proposed actions. Assessment of direct emissions of GHG from on-site combustion 
sources is relatively straightforward.  For the proposed project, energy consumption for 
manufacturing, transportation and construction, will be the major source of GHGs.  The indirect 
effects of a project may be more far-reaching and will require careful analysis. Within this 
category, for example, the BLM should evaluate, GHG and GHG-precursor emissions associated 
with construction, electricity use, fossil fuel use, water consumption, waste disposal, 
transportation, the manufacture of building materials (lifecycle analysis), and land conversion. 
Moreover, because many project may undermine or destroy the value of carbon sinks, including 
desert soils, projects may have additional indirect effects from reduction in carbon sequestration, 
therefore both the direct and quantifiable GHG emissions as well as the GHG effects of 
destruction of carbon sinks should be analyzed.  

The discussion of greenhouse gas emissions (“GHG”) in the DEIS notes that the solar 
project will produce GHGs primarily from construction.  The GHG emissions from the 
construction phase of the project are stated to be over 90.6 metric tons CO2 equivalent (Table 
4.5-2 Summary of Greenhouse Gas Emissions from On-Site Construction Activity for 2011, Solar 
Farm Layout B – DEIS at 4.5-3). There is no discussion of reducing these emissions by using 
more efficient equipment or vehicles. 

The DEIS also fails to adequately address other air quality issues including PM10 both 
during construction and operation which is of particular concern in this area which is a 

cont 
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104-28 nonattainment area for PM10 and ozone.  It is clear that extensive on-site grading will result in 
significant amounts of bare soils and increased PM10 may be introduced into the air by wind and 
that the use of the area during construction and operations will lead to additional PM10 
emissions from the site. Although some mitigation measures are suggested they are not specific 
and enforceable and because the extent of the impact has not been adequately addressed as an 
initial matter there is no way to show that the mitigation measures proffered will reduce the 
impacts to less than significance. 

BLM fails to identify any significant GHG emissions and therefore does not provide for 
avoidance, minimization, or mitigation.  BLM has also failed to include the loss of carbon 
sequestration from soils in its calculations or to provide a lifecycle analysis of GHG emissions 
that include manufacturing and disposal.  Moreover, it is undisputed that in the near-term GHG 
emissions will increase emissions during construction, and in the manufacturing and 
transportation of the components.  BLM fails to consider any alternatives to the project that 
would minimize such emissions or to require that these near-term emissions be off set in any 
way. 

Although the proposed project may reduce GHG’s overall it will also emit GHGs during 
construction and due to the manufacturing process that are not accounted for or off-set, BLM 
completely fails to explore this aspect of the impacts of the project in the DEIS in violation of 
NEPA. 

F. The Analysis of Cumulative Impacts in the DEIS Is Inadequate 

A cumulative impact is “the impact on the environment which results from the 
incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable 
future actions regardless of what agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes such 
other actions.  Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but collectively significant 
actions taking place over a period of time.”  40 C.F.R. § 1508.7. The Ninth Circuit requires 
federal agencies to “catalogue” and provide useful analysis of past, present, and future projects. 
City of Carmel-By-The-Sea v. U.S. Dept. of Transp., 123 F.3d 1142, 1160 (9th Cir. 1997); 
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe v. U.S. Forest Service, 177 F.3d 800, 809-810 (9th Cir. 1999).   

“In determining whether a proposed action will significantly impact the human 
environment, the agency must consider ‘[w]hether the action is related to other actions with 
individually insignificant but cumulatively significant impacts. Significance exists if it is 
reasonable to anticipate a cumulatively significant impact on the environment.’ 40 C.F.R. § 
1508.27(b)(7).” Oregon Natural Resources Council v. BLM, 470 F.3d 818, 822-823 (9th Cir. 
2006). NEPA requires that cumulative impacts analysis provide “some quantified or detailed 
information,” because “[w]ithout such information, neither courts nor the public . . . can be 
assured that the Forest Service provided the hard look that it is required to provide.”  Neighbors 
of Cuddy Mountain v. United States Forest Service, 137 F.3d 1372, 1379 (9th Cir. 1988); see also 
id. (“very general” cumulative impacts information was not hard look required by NEPA). The 
discussion of future foreseeable actions requires more than a list of the number of acres affected, 
which is a necessary but not sufficient component of a NEPA analysis; the agency must also 
consider the actual environmental effects that can be expected from the projects on those acres. 

cont 
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See Klamath-Siskiyou Wildlands Ctr. v. BLM, 387 F.3d 989, 995-96 (9th Cir. 2004) (finding that 104-29 
the environmental review documents “do not sufficiently identify or discuss the incremental cont 
impact that can be expected from each [project], or how those individual impacts might combine 
or synergistically interact with each other to affect the [] environment. As a result, they do not 
satisfy the requirements of the NEPA.”)  Finally, cumulative analysis must be done as early in 
the environmental review process as possible, it is not appropriate to “defer consideration of 
cumulative impacts to a future date.  ‘NEPA requires consideration of the potential impacts of an 
action before the action takes place.’”  Neighbors, 137 F.3d at 1380 quoting City of Tenakee 
Springs v. Clough, 915 F.2d 1308, 1313 (9th Cir. 1990) (emphasis in original).   

The DEIS identifies many of the cumulative projects but does not meaningfully analyze 
the cumulative impacts to resources in the California desert from the many proposed projects 
(including renewable energy projects, transmission, and others). Moreover, because the initial 
identification and analysis of impacts is unfinished, the cumulative impacts analysis cannot be 
complete. For example, because the identification of potentially occurring rare plants on site is 
unfinished and incomplete, the cumulative impacts are also therefore inadequate.  

The DEIS also fails to consider all reasonably foreseeable impacts in the context of the 
cumulative impacts analysis.  See Native Ecosystems Council v. Dombek, et al, 304 F.3d 886 (9th 
Cir. 2002) (finding future timber sales and related forest road restriction amendments were 
“reasonably foreseeable cumulative impacts”). The DEIS also fails to provide the needed 
analysis of how the impacts might combine or synergistically interact to affect the environment 
in this valley or region.  See Klamath-Siskiyou Wildlands Ctr. v. BLM, 387 F.3d 989, 995-96 (9th 
Cir. 2004). 

The NEPA regulations also require that indirect effects including changes to land use 
patterns and induced growth be analyzed.  “Indirect effects,” include those that “are caused by 
the action and are later in time or farther removed in distance, but are still reasonably 
foreseeable. Indirect effects may include growth inducing effects and other effects related to 
induced changes in the pattern of land use, population density or growth rate, and related effects 
on air and water and other natural systems, including ecosystems.” 40 C.F.R. s.1508.8(b) 
(emphasis added).  See TOMAC v. Norton, 240 F. Supp.2d 45, 50-52 (D.D.C. 2003) (finding 
NEPA review lacking where the agency failed to address secondary growth as it pertained to 
impacts to groundwater, prime farmland, floodplains and stormwater run-off, wetlands and 
wildlife and vegetation); Friends of the Earth v. United States Army Corps of Eng’rs, 109 F. 
Supp.2d 30, 43 (D.D.C. 2000) (finding NEPA required analysis of inevitable secondary 
development that would result from casinos, and the agency failed to adequately consider the 
cumulative impact of casino construction in the area); see also Mullin v. Skinner, 756 F. Supp. 
904, 925 (E.D.N.C. 1990) (Agency enjoined from proceeding with bridge project which induced 
growth in island community until it prepared an adequate EIS identifying and discussing in detail 
the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts of and alternatives to the proposed Project); City of 
Davis v. Coleman, 521 F.2d 661 (9th Cir. 1975) (requiring agency to prepare an EIS on effects of 
proposed freeway interchange on a major interstate highway in an agricultural area and to 
include a full analysis of both the environmental effects of the exchange itself and of the 
development potential that it would create).  
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Among the cumulative impacts to resources that have not been fully analyzed are impacts 104-29 
to desert tortoise, impacts to sand transport systems and down-wind Mojave fringe-toed lizard cont 
habitat, impacts to golden eagles, and impacts to water resources.  The cumulative impacts to the 
resources of the California deserts has not been fully identified or analyzed, and mitigation 
measures have not been fully analyzed as well.

 G. The EIS’ Alternatives Analysis is Inadequate 

NEPA requires that an EIS contain a discussion of the “alternatives to the proposed 104-30 
action.” 42 U.S.C. §§ 4332(C)(iii),(E).  The discussion of alternatives is at “the heart” of the 
NEPA process, and is intended to provide a “clear basis for choice among options by the 
decisionmaker and the public.”  40 C.F.R. §1502.14; Idaho Sporting Congress, 222 F.3d at 567 
(compliance with NEPA’s procedures “is not an end in itself . . . [but] it is through NEPA’s 
action forcing procedures that the sweeping policy goals announced in § 101 of NEPA are 
realized.”) (internal citations omitted).  NEPA’s regulations and Ninth Circuit case law require 
the agency to “rigorously explore” and objectively evaluate “all reasonable alternatives.”  40 
C.F.R. § 1502.14(a) (emphasis added); Envtl. Prot. Info. Ctr. v. U.S. Forest Serv., 234 Fed. 
Appx. 440, 442 (9th Cir. 2007).  “The purpose of NEPA’s alternatives requirement is to ensure 
agencies do not undertake projects “without intense consideration of other more ecologically 
sound courses of action, including shelving the entire project, or of accomplishing the same 
result by entirely different means.” Envtl. Defense Fund, Inc. v. U.S. Army Corps of Engrs., 492 
F.2d 1123, 1135 (5th Cir. 1974).  An agency will be found in compliance with NEPA only when 
“all reasonable alternatives have been considered and an appropriate explanation is provided as 
to why an alternative was eliminated.” Native Ecosystems Council v. U.S. Forest Serv., 428 F.3d 
1233, 1246 (9th Cir. 2005); Bob Marshall Alliance v. Hodel, 852 F.2d 1223, 1228-1229 (9th Cir. 
1988). The courts, in the Ninth Circuit as elsewhere, have consistently held that an agency’s 
failure to consider a reasonable alternative is fatal to an agency’s NEPA analysis.  See, e.g., 
Idaho Conserv. League v. Mumma, 956 F.2d 1508, 1519-20 (9th Cir. 1992) (“The existence of a 
viable, but unexamined alternative renders an environmental impact statement inadequate.”). 

If BLM rejects an alternative from consideration, it must explain why a particular option 
is not feasible and was therefore eliminated from further consideration.  40 C.F.R. § 1502.14(a). 
The courts will scrutinize this explanation to ensure that the reasons given are adequately 
supported by the record. See Muckleshoot Indian Tribe v. U.S. Forest Service, 177 F.3d 800, 
813-15 (9th Cir. 1999); Idaho Conserv. League, 956 F.2d at 1522 (while agencies can use 
criteria to determine which options to fully evaluate, those criteria are subject to judicial review); 
Citizens for a Better Henderson, 768 F.2d at 1057.   

Here, BLM too narrowly construed the project purpose and need such that the DEIS did 
not consider an adequate range of alternatives to the proposed project.  The alternatives analysis 
is inadequate even with the inclusion of the alternative site configuration and a reduced acreage 
alternative. Additional feasible alternatives should be considered which would avoid all of 
occupied desert tortoise habitat as well as alternatives that would have looked at alternative sites 
for the Red Bluff substation to avoid impacts to the DWMA and critical habitat. In addition, a 
phased alternative should have been included which could allow some portions of the project that 
have the fewest impacts to move forward while also affording the project proponent time to find 
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104-30 and acquire permits for more appropriate sites for one or more additional phases of the project 
reconfigured on other BLM lands or on previously degraded disturbed lands in this area (for cont 
example such as the abandoned farmlands in Desert Center) and also to explore other off-site 
alternatives.  

The document did not consider a distributed renewable energy alternative.  The BLM 
should have also looked alternative siting on previously degraded lands such as nearby 
farmlands, distributed solar alternatives, and other alternatives that could avoid impacts of the 
proposed project as well as impacts of the associated transmission line gen-tie and the new 
substation. In addition, as discussed above, the BLM should have looked at alternatives for 
construction and operations that would reduce GHG emissions through offsets or other means.  

The BLM failed to consider any off-site alternative that would significantly reduce the 
impacts to biological resources including occupied desert tortoise habitat, key movement 
corridors, golden eagles, sand transport corridors and others. Because such alternatives are 
feasible, on this basis and other the range of alternatives is inadequate. The Center urges the 
BLM to revise the DEIS to adequately address a range of feasible alternatives and other issues 
detailed above and then to re-circulate a revised or supplemental DEIS for public comment. 

In addition, in order to meet the DOE’s purpose and need states that: “The two principal 
goals of the loan guarantee program are to encourage commercial use in the United States of new 
or significantly improved energy-related technologies and to achieve substantial environmental 
benefits. The purpose and need for action by DOE is to comply with their mandate under EPAct 
by selecting eligible projects that meet the goals of the Act.” (DEIS at 1.8).  Assuming for the 
sake of argument alone that these are proper project objectives, the DEIS should have considered 
alternatives that would provide funding to other types of projects. Such alternatives could 
include, for example, conservation and efficiency measures that both avoid and reduce energy 
use within high-energy use load-centers including the Los Angeles area and the Inland Empire.  

Alternative measures could include funding community projects for training and 
implementation of conservation measures such as increased insulation, sealing and caulking, and 
new windows for older buildings and new or improved technologies for accomplishing these 
important goals.  For example, air conditioning creates the largest demand for energy during 
peak times and there already exist methods to reduce the energy use from air conditioning but 
implementation has lagged well behind technology.  Conservation and efficiency measures are 
an excellent and quick way of reducing demand in both the short- and long-term and reduce the 
need for additional power sources.  In addition, many of the existing conservation and efficiency 
measures can provide immediate jobs and training in high population areas with significant 
unemployment (particularly among low skilled workers and youth), thus fulfilling the purpose 
and objectives of the ARRA.  

The existence of these and other feasible but unexplored alternatives shows that the 
BLM’s analysis of alternatives in the DEIS is inadequate. 

III. Conclusion 
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Thank you for your consideration of these comments.  In light of the many omissions in 
the environmental review to date, we urge the BLM to revise and re-circulate the DEIS or 
prepare a supplemental DEIS before making any decision regarding the proposed plan 
amendment and right-of-way application.  In the event BLM chooses not to revise the DEIS and 
provide adequate analysis, the BLM should reject the right-of-way application and the plan 
amendment. Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions about these comments or the 
documents provided. 

Sincerely, 

Ileene Anderson 
Biologist/Desert Program Director 
Center for Biological Diversity 
PMB 447, 8033 Sunset Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA  90046 San Francisco, CA 94104  
(323) 654-5943	 (415) 436-9682 x307 
ianderson@biologicaldiversity.org  	 Fax: (415) 436-9683 

lbelenky@biologicaldiversity.org 

Lisa T. Belenky, Senior Attorney 
Center for Biological Diversity 
351 California St., Suite 600 

cc: (via email) 

Brian Croft, USFWS, brian_croft@fws.gov 
Kevin Hunting, CDFG, khunting@dfg.ca.gov 
Tom Plenys, EPA, Plenys.Thomas@epa.gov 
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First Solar Development, Inc. 
Comments on Sunlight DEIS 
November 24, 2010 

First Solar Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Statement  
for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project 

Executive Summary 

Throughout, e.g., p. 1, 3, 4 & 9. The text should use the terms “Gen-Tie” or “interconnection” 
line where appropriate rather than the generic reference to “transmission” line.  See below: 

Abstract: "the construction, operation, maintenance, and 

decommissioning of a utility-scale 550-megawatt photovoltaic 

solar energy facility, interconnection transmission line, and 

substation"
 
ES-1: "generation interconnection transmission line" 

ES-3: "associated interconnection transmission infrastructure" 

ES-4: "220-kV Gen-Tie (interconnection transmission) Line" 

ES-9: "The interconnection transmission lines would be 

maintained on an as needed basis" 


Chapter 1 – Introduction 

Section 1.1, p. 1-4, paragraph 3. The text notes that the Gen-Tie Line would encompass “up to
256 acres”. It also should specify that the 256 acres is for the entire 160-foot wide transmission 
right of way, but that permanent disturbance would be limited to 18 acres. 

Section 1.2.3, p. 1-11, second bullet. The discussion of Executive Order S-14-09 is confusing
in how it presents the level of additional renewable generation that investor owned utilities (IOU) 
will need to acquire in order to comply.  Rather than saying that the “IOUs will have to acquire, 
annually, an additional 75 terawatt-hours (TWh) of electricity from renewable generation by 
2020 in order to meet this requirement, more than twice the amount currently obtained from
renewable generation” we suggest an alternative. Per Table 3 in the referenced CPUC 2009 RPS 
quarterly report document, we suggest revising the text to read: “In order to meet this 
requirement, the IOUs will have to almost quadruple their annual renewable energy procurement, 
from 27 terawatt-hours (TWh) in 2007 to 102 TWh by 2020.” 

Section 1.3, p. 1-16, last paragraph. The text states that the Project is within Riverside
County’s Desert Center Planning Area. However, only parts of some Project components are 
within Riverside County’s Desert Center Planning Area, because only parts of Gen-Ties A-1 and
A-2 run through this Planning Area. 

Table 1.4-1, p. 1-17. The status of the information on the Project’s FLPMA ROW Grant needs 
to be updated because additional information has been submitted by First Solar.  The list of 
submittals should read “updates were submitted in February 2007, June 2009, October 2009, 
February 2010, April 2010, and August 2010.” 

Tables 1.4-1, 1.4-2, and 1.4-3. These tables should be updated to reflect the current status of 
each of the permits and approvals at the time the FEIS is released.  First Solar can provide the 
updated information to BLM, if needed.   

Section 1.4, p. 1-17, paragraph 3. The status of the information on the Project’s Large 
Generator Interconnection Process needs to be updated.  The section should read: “On August 9, 
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2010, Project Sponsor received SCE’s and CAISO’s signature pages to the LGIA, which is dated
August 4, 2010.” 

Chapter 2 – Description of the Proposed Action and Alternatives 

Section 2.1, p. 2-1, last paragraph. Through its continuing efforts to improve project design
and efficiency, reduce potential impacts from the Project and respond to public and government 
agency input, First Solar is currently working to further reduce the project footprint and improve 
construction techniques to minimize ground and vegetation disturbance.  Therefore, we suggest
including additional language addressing this process, which we will supplement with specific 
information for the FEIS as that information becomes available.  After the sentence stating “The
numbers are based on best available information and generally represent conservative estimates 
for purposes of analyzing impacts,” we suggest inserting and replacing the next sentence with: 

“In response to public and government agency input, First Solar is 
continuing to evaluate project design and construction methods to 
determine if potential environmental impacts can be further 
reduced. If so, the numbers may change in terms of further 
reductions based on the final engineering and permit requirements 
for the Project components.” 

Section 2.2.2, p. 2-4, paragraph 2. It would be helpful to explain that the components were 
grouped into specific alternative groupings or configurations (i.e., Alternatives 1, 2 & 3) to 
facilitate the review and analytical process. However, the actual alternatives analysis is not 
limited to these groupings or configurations since the various components can be grouped into a 
number of other configurations.  In addition, it would be helpful to note that First Solar identified 
and performed full technical, environmental and cultural surveys for Solar Farm A and Gen-Tie 
Line B-1 but that these were not carried forward based on BLM’s conclusion regarding the 
severity of impacts associated with these two additional component alternatives. 

Section 2.2.3, p. 2-6, last paragraph. It is important to include additional information regarding 
First Solar’s certification, testing and monitoring of its PV modules in light of the risk analysis 
contained in Chapter 4.11, and therefore we suggest inserting the additional language following 
the sentence ending “….including desert locations in the United States.”   

“First Solar’s manufacturing facilities are ISO 14001 and 9001 
certified. First Solar PV modules conform to Underwriters 
Laboratories Inc. (UL) and International Electrotechnical 
Commission (IEC) test standards.  First Solar does additional 
accelerated life-cycle testing of its PV modules to evaluate 
reliability and long-term performance characteristics.  Based on the 
results of these tests and performance in the field, First Solar 
provides a 5 year workmanship warranty and a 25 year power 
output warranty. The company conducts routine monitoring of
existing deployed panels to assess durability and longevity to meet 
it warranty obligations.” 

In addition, we suggest inserting additional language after the sentence ending “… through 
which any module may be returned to First Solar for recycling.”: 
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“The collection and recycling is at no cost to the end user.  The 
anticipated recycling costs are pre-funded into a trust account that 
is managed by a third party trustee.” 

2.2.3, p. 2-18, second paragraph of “Transmission Line” section and Figures 2-10/2-11.
First Solar has revised the design of the Gen-Tie poles from a delta to vertical configuration.  We 
are therefore submitting revised figures to replace Figures 2-10 and 2-11, which are new figures 
TAN-1 and DE-1, respectively, and which are attached to this submittal of DEIS comments.  
This design change does not impact the height or footprint of the poles, the typical spacing 
between the pole structures, or the construction process for the Gen-Tie. The text in the second 
paragraph should be revised with the following: 

“The Applicant plans to use steel monopoles for the Gen-Tie Line.  
Poles are expected to be approximately 135 feet tall.  Typical 220
kV poles designed with a vertical configuration are shown in
Figure 2-10 and Figure 2-11. Typical spacing between structures 
would be approximately 900 to 1,100 feet.  Self-weathering steel
would be used for the monopoles, which would blend with the
surrounding mountains better than other potential finishes. Self-
weathering steel is composed of a special alloy that forms an 
oxide, which prevents further rusting.  The finish appears as a
matte patina and is commonly used in environmentally sensitive 
areas where a shiny appearance would be undesirable.” 

See attachment A (TAN-1 and DE-1 to replace Figures 2-10 and 2-11, respectively). 

Section 2.2.4, p. 2-52, paragraph 1. The text incorrectly states that Red Bluff Substation B is 
located south of the Chuckwalla Mountains. Red Bluff Substation B is north of the Chuckwalla 
Mountains, not south. 

Section 2.2-4, p. 2-60, paragraph 5. The text notes that Governor Schwarzenegger’s Executive
Order S-14-08 means that Investor Owned Utilities (IOUs) “will have to acquire an additional 
approximately 75 terawatt-hours (TWh) annually of electricity from renewable generation by 
2020 in order to meet this requirement, which is more than twice the amount currently obtained 
from renewable generation.”  [See comment on similar passage in DEIS Section 1].  Per Table 3 
in the in the referenced CPUC document, we suggest revising the text to read: “In order to meet 
this requirement, the IOUs will have to almost quadruple their annual renewable energy 
procurement, from 27 terawatt-hours (TWh) in 2007 to 102 TWh by 2020.” 

Section 2.2.4, p. 2-61 paragraph 1. The first full paragraph on the page discusses the RETI 
process and notes that the Project Study Area is within a RETI-designated renewable energy 
zone (CREZ). The paragraph should briefly discuss the BLM/DOE Solar Programmatic EIS and 
note that the Project site also is in a PEIS-designated Solar Energy Study Area. 

Section 2.3.1, p. 2-64. The Construction Workforce discussion presents the construction 
workforce numbers in a somewhat confusing manner.  We suggest that it would be clearer to 
present the overall average and peak values for the combined Solar Farm and Gen-Tie workforce 
and then break these values down into their components.  The authors also should confirm that 
the workforce numbers are consistent across the different sections of the EIS. 
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Section 2.3.1, p. 2-81, paragraph 1. The description of solar farm construction phase water 
needs and the plan to obtain the needed water from local groundwater is somewhat confusing.  
We suggest rewording the paragraph as follows: 

“Project water demand would be met by local groundwater from a 
new well or wells to be constructed on the Solar Farm Site.  
Sunlight proposes to construct two wells, one of which would 
continue to be used for operation. Both wells would be available 
for use during construction to provide flexibility in the water 
supply and in the event of a well malfunction.  Historically, local 
wells within the Project Study Area produced almost 6,000 acre-
feet per year (AFY) largely in support of agriculture in the area of 
Desert Center and mining activities.  The water usage during that 
period dwarfs the expected use by the DSSF, both during 
construction and operation. As an alternative to new wells, 
Sunlight may explore using nearby active wells that have a 
reported individual (each well) production capacity of between 800 
and 2,000 AFY (First Solar 2009). Large stationary temporary 
water storage tanks (stand tanks) would be used to store the water 
and water trucks would be filled from these tanks.” 

Section 2.3.1, p. 2-83, top of page. The California Department of Toxic Substances Control 
(DTSC) is currently engaged in a regulatory rulemaking process that is evaluating changes to 
requirements applicable to the management of waste PV modules in California.  In order to 
maximize the information provided to the public, the following text describing DTSC’s program
is proposed for insertion following the sentence ending “… in accordance with local, state, and 
federal regulations.”: 

“In July 2010, the California Department of Toxic Substances 
Control (DTSC) issued proposed regulatory amendments 
(Proposed Standards for Management of Waste Solar Panels) that 
provide for the appropriate future regulation of waste solar panels. 
These proposed regulations classify waste solar panels that would 
otherwise be classified as California-only hazardous waste as 
universal wastes, which would allow waste solar panels to be 
regulated under the universal waste regulatory scheme.  The 
proposed regulations also create an option for waste solar panels to 
be managed as recyclable materials, which would allow waste 
solar panels to be regulated under the requirements governing 
recyclable materials.  First Solar’s existing corporate collection 
and recycling program that will be utilized for Sunlight meets the 
proposed standards for managing waste solar panels as recyclable 
materials.” 

Section 2.3.1, p. 2-84, paragraph 1. This paragraph indicates water use during Gen-Tie line
construction for dust abatement and soil conditioning in gallons.  The data also should be 
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presented in acre-feet for consistency with the description of water use during Solar Farm
construction. 

Section 2.3.1, p. 2-84, Table 2.3-8. The discussion of hazardous materials/wastes during 
construction should acknowledge that there also will be de minimis quantities of batteries, paints, 
thinners, and cleaning solvents used on-site.  These materials will be stored and wastes disposed 
according to federal, state and local requirements. It should also be noted that the transformer oil 
used by First Solar at the inverter transformers will be vegetable-based and is non-toxic and 
biodegradable.  The main Step-Up Transformers (SUT) will use mineral oil. 

Section 2.4.1, p. 2-114, paragraph 2. The text notes that ongoing employment during solar 
farm operation would average 10 workers with a maximum of 15.  First Solar would like to 
provide some clarity relative to employment during the operation of the Project.  

First Solar will employ from 10-15 full time employees.  A work 
week may be comprised of 7 or 8 employees working 10 hours per 
day. If night time work is required, the shifts will be adjusted to 
assign the required number of personnel to 10 hour evening shifts. 
Security would likely consist of 2 employees on day shift and 2 on 
night shift (12 hours each). 

Section 2.6.1, p. 2-125, paragraph 2. The text notes that the potential Desert Center West 
alternative solar farm site is located within an area designated as Desert Tortoise Critical Habitat 
and would therefore likely have environmental impacts similar to or greater than those of the 
Project Study Area. Since this site is entirely within Desert Tortoise critical habitat, then it is 
incorrect to state that the Desert Center West impacts are likely to be “similar to” the Proposed 
Action. In other words, the Desert Tortoise impacts resulting from the Proposed Action would 
be substantially less than the Desert Center West alternative, given that the proposed Solar Farm
site is not located entirely within Desert Tortoise critical habitat.  In addition, the discussion of 
rejected alternative sites involving a smaller Project size should note that a smaller project would 
result in less generating capacity and less contribution to the State’s renewable energy and GHG 
emissions reduction goals. 

Section 2.6.8, p. 2-127. The discussion of distributed PV states that a “distributed solar 
alternative would consist of PV panels that would absorb solar radiation and convert it directly to
electricity.” The text should be clarified to note explicitly that First Solar’s technology (and all 
PV technologies) “absorb solar radiation and convert it directly to electricity.” 

Section 2.6.8, p. 2-127 and 2-128. This section’s treatment of distributed PV should stress that 
there will have to be a significant acceleration of installation of both distributed and non-
distributed generation to meet the State’s RPS goals and that large scale projects play an 
important role in that mix.  The section should then include some discussion of the reasons for 
the decision to propose a large scale PV project at the Desert Sunlight site including: economies 
of scale, lower installation/transaction/maintenance costs, potential (rather than past)
speed/efficiency of installation compared to distributed generation, availability of a suitable site, 
technological issues, technical expertise of the company, etc. First Solar would like to make it 
clear that the firm supports solar development in all forms, distributed as well as large scale, as 
necessary to meet important societal goals. 

Chapter 3 – Affected Environment 
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3.2 Air Resources 

Section 3.2.1, Table 3.2-1, pp. 3.3-2 through 3.3-42. The references to ambient air quality 
standards, specifically, the references to CO, NO2, SO2, and PM10, should be revised to ensure 
they are current and up to date. See California Air Resources Board Ambient Air Quality 
Standards, at http://www.arb.ca.gov/research/aaqs/aaqs2.pdf 

3.3 Vegetation 

Section 3.3.1, p. 3.3-1. The legal citation range for the ESA should be 16 U.S.C.  §§ 1531-1544
and for the Clean Water Act should be 33 U.S.C.  §§ 1251-1387. 

Section 3.3.2, pp. 3.3-5, paragraph 1 and 3.3-10, paragraph 2. Both of these passages
discuss the study area and associated biological resources survey work as they have evolved over 
time.  However, both passages need a clear statement that all of the Project areas currently under 
consideration have been fully surveyed (reference the Biological Resources Technical Report, 
DEIS Appendix H).  The same clarification is needed in Section 3.4.2, Wildlife. 

Section 3.3.2, p. 3.3-10, paragraph 4. This paragraph refers to “…supporting guidance
documents, such as the Rapanos guidance (USACE 2008b).”  We suggest providing some 
context on what the “Rapanos guidance” is.  We suggest rewording as follows: “and supporting
guidance documents, such as the current guidance from EPA and USACE (2008) regarding 
CWA jurisdiction after the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Rapanos v. Unites States regarding
isolated, non-navigable, intrastate waters.” The References section also should be corrected to 
include EPA as an author of the Rapanos guidance. 

Section 3.3.3, p. 3.3-12. The introductory paragraph to this section needs to be revised to 
accurately characterize what is in Table 3.3-2.  We suggest the following language at the 
beginning of this paragraph: “After review of plant occurrence records, a list of 14 special status 
plant species that are present in the area and which might occur within the Project Study Area 
was developed. Table 3.3.2 lists each of these species and whether its presence was confirmed.”  

Section 3.3.3, p. 3.3-14 to 3.3-16. We suggest that in all the species descriptions in this section,
the phrase “It is historically known to occur” be changed to “It typically occurs” because these 
habitat descriptions apply to the current distribution of the species as well as its historical 
distribution. 

Section 3.3.6, p. 3.3-17, paragraph 3. The discussion of jurisdictional resources begins with
“The Project Study Area is not within a floodplain, as defined by the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA).”  FEMA floodplain designation is not relevant to the
determination of the extent of jurisdictional waters.  Consider deleting this sentence or, at
minimum, replacing it with the more accurate statement that the Project area is in an area that has
not been classified/mapped by FEMA. 

Section 3.3.6, p. 3.3-17, paragraph 3, from third sentence to the end.  This paragraph
discusses project surveys in terms of jurisdictional waters classifications.  We suggest the 
following replacement wording for clarity: 

“During project surveys, no areas were found that met the USACE 
technical criteria for classification as wetlands. However, a 
number of active ephemeral drainages (locally known as desert dry 
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washes) within the Project Study Area were found that meet the 
technical criteria to potentially be subject to CWA Section 404 
jurisdiction as “other waters” of the U.S. This finding is based on 
the presence of an ordinary high water mark as defined by USACE 
regulations. However, based on current guidance from the EPA 
and USACE (2008), the ephemeral drainages within the footprint 
of the action alternatives are not expected to be subject to federal 
CWA jurisdiction because they are considered isolated, non
navigable, intrastate waters with no significant nexus to interstate 
or foreign commerce (Ironwood Consulting and Huffman-
Broadway Group 2010).” 

Section 3.3.6, p. 3.3-18. This paragraph states that ephemeral desert washes within the Project 
locations fall under the jurisdiction of the CDFG’s Streambed Alteration Agreement Program but 
does not explain why this is so. Please provide this explanation. For more information on the 
definition of waters subject to CDFG SAA (CFGC Section 1602, bed and bank, etc.) and the 
areas delineated as jurisdictional please see First Solar’s SAA Notification prepared and 
provided to the CDFG. 

3.4 Wildlife 

Section 3.4.1, p. 3.4-1. The legal citation range for the ESA should be 16 U.S.C.  §§ 1531-1544. 

Section 3.4.1, p. 3.4-1. The definitions of “take” in the Section 9 paragraph are not quite
accurate and provide a lower standard than the law requires.  The term “harm” actually means 
“an act which actually kills or injures wildlife” and requires significant impairment of “essential” 
behavioral patterns. Similarly, the term “harass” actually requires actions or omissions that 
“create the likelihood of injury to listed species by annoying it to such an extent as to
significantly disrupt normal behavioral patterns,” including breeding feeding and sheltering. 
Please amend the definition. 

Section 3.4.2, p. 3.4-13. The first sentence of the summary paragraph is not accurate because it 
gives the incorrect impression that one Project facility and associated components were not 
surveyed for wildlife. All Project areas and associated components currently considered were 
surveyed for wildlife. To correct this problem, we suggest combining the first two sentences to 
read as follows: “In summary, at a minimum, all Project facilities and associated Project 
components for the proposed and alternative Project features were surveyed for biological 
resources, except that the aeolian geomorphology evaluation only covered the Solar Farm site.” 

Section 3.4.4, pp. 3.4-17, Table 3.4-2, and p. 3.4-22. The Palm Springs round-tailed ground 
squirrel has been removed from the list of candidates for federal listing because of recent 
evidence that the species is significantly more abundant and widespread than previously thought.
This should be noted in the discussion of the species.  See 75 Fed. Reg. 69222 (Nov. 10, 2010). 

3.5 Climate Change 

Section 3.5.2, p. 3.5-12, paragraph 2. A sentence in the middle of this paragraph states: “The 
study authors did not note any significant change in vegetation cover during the two-year study,
and thus concluded that net increases in vegetation could account for more than a small part of 
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the estimated ecosystem carbon uptake.”  The sentence probably should read “...net increases in
vegetation could account for no more than a small part…” 

3.6 Cultural Resources 

General Comment.  In general, this section should be updated to match the information 
presented in the Class III report provided to BLM in September 2010.  This may address, or 
make moot, several of the other comments provided below. 

General Comment.  Information should be added indicating that the Native American Heritage 
Commission (NAHC) has been contacted regarding the Project and that a search was conducted 
of the NAHC sacred lands database. This information is discussed in both the Class I and Class 
III cultural resources reports. 

Section 3.6.2, p. 3-6-8, paragraph 3. This paragraph says: “Hunting game was minimal due to 
the harsh desert terrain (Bee 1983).”  This statement is inaccurate and might be found offensive 
by Native Americans.  These groups all hunted game in all conditions.  The Mojave traveled on
foot from the Colorado River to the Pacific Ocean and other related groups also foraged in very 
challenging conditions. We suggest changing the sentence to read “Agriculture was
supplemented with hunting of game.” 

Section, p.3.6-9, paragraph 1. This paragraph starts with a statement: “The Chemehuevi are 
one of 16 identified Southern Paiute groups”. The statement should make clear that these are 
ethnolinguistic entities rather than other kinds of groups (e.g., tribelets, land holding groups).
We suggest revising this to read “16 identified Southern Paiute ethnolinguistic groups”. 

Section 3.6.9, p. 3.6-11, paragraph 2. This paragraph says: “The Mohave had little political 
organization.” The paragraph also says “the Mohave considered themselves one nation with a 
well-defined territory, enabling them to present a united front in warfare against all enemies.  
The Mohave had a system of patrilineal clans with names of totemic origin.”  This second 
statement appears to contradict the first statement that the Mohave were minimally organized 
politically. We suggest deleting the first statement (that the Mohave had little political 
organization). 

Section, 3.6.9, p. 3.6-12, paragraph 1. The last sentence on the ethnohistory of the Mohave
says: “Today, many of the Mohave people live on the Colorado River Reservation, with income 
from irrigated farms and leases of reservation land to non-Indians (Stewart 1983b).”  This 
statement is nearly 30 years old, and should be updated.  It is our understanding that in the 21st
century, the Mohave have a more diversified economic base than irrigated agriculture and 
leasing land to non-Indians. We suggest changing the word “Today” to “By the mid- to late
1900s” and adding additional information on the economic activities of the Mohave in the 
present. 

3.7 Paleontological Resources 

No comments. 

3.8 Geology and Soil Resources 

Section 3.8.2, p. 3.8-3. The paragraph on topography states: “Sand dunes with native desert 
habitats comprise most of the Desert Center planning area.”  Please clarify that the Project only 
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overlaps with a small portion of the Desert Center Planning Area and that there are no sand 
dunes within the Project footprint. 

3.9 Lands and Realty 

Figure 3.9-1, Figure Label “SCE Access Road 1.”  Add lines showing SCE Access Road 1;
the current figure only has study area boundary, which does not adequately show the entire route 
of the access road. Also add and label Access Road 2. 

3.10 Noise 

Section 3.10 p. 3.10-1, paragraph 1. We recommend adding the following to the beginning of 
this introductory paragraph to better link the definition of “sound” to the definition of the
“noise”: "Noise is defined as loud, unexpected, or annoying sound." 

Section 3.10, p. 3.10-3, Table 3.10-1. The table states that the information source for this table 
of “Examples of Typical dBA levels” is “data compiled by Tetra Tech staff”.  Indicating the
compiler of the information does not provide the source of the information content (i.e., the 
“typical noise levels”). The table should indicate the data sources or be replaced by a table from
a properly documented source.  Tables of typical noise levels provided by public agencies
(Caltrans, for example) are readily available, would be sufficient for this document, and also 
would be properly documented. 

Section 3.10.1, pp. 3.10-4 to 3.10-10. This section, “Applicable Plans, Policies, and 
Regulations” includes many items that do not appear “applicable” to the proposed Project.  For 
example, the section includes a list of facilities/activities that are exempt from the Riverside 
County Noise Ordinance (p.3.19-9). This list includes “facilities owned or operated by 
government agencies”, “capital improvement projects of government agencies”, and “discharge 
of firearms in compliance with all state laws”; these are not applicable the Sunlight Project.  We 
suggest editing the section, as appropriate. 

Section 3.10.2, p. 3.10-11, paragraph 1. This paragraph notes that no ambient noise
measurement data is available for the Project areas but characterizes expected noise levels based 
on “general land use conditions.” While we do not disagree with the expected noise levels 
presented, the paragraph also should explicitly note the remote nature of the Project area and the 
limited number of noise-sensitive land uses in the vicinity. 

Section 3.10.2, p. 3.10-1, paragraph 2. This paragraph identifies the locations of noise
sensitive land uses in the Project vicinity and refers to Figure 3.10-1 that illustrates their 
locations. The text should explicitly note the distances between the noise sensitive uses and the 
Project boundaries of noise-sensitive land uses because the County Noise Ordinance criteria for
noise impact apply to activities within ¼ mile from an inhabited dwelling. 

Section 3.10.2, p. 3.10-1, paragraph 3. This paragraph refers to noise- and vibration- sensitive
“locations”. The rest of this Affected Environment section refers to noise and vibration-sensitive 
“land uses”. Change this paragraph to refer to “land uses” to be consistent. 

3.11 Public Health and Safety/Hazardous Materials 

Section 3.11.2, p. 3.11-4 to 3.11-5, overlapping paragraph. The discussion of the Project’s
Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (Phase I ESA) slightly misstates the findings of the 
Phase I ESA. The DEIS text states that one small portion of the Project area (the telecom site) 
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was formerly part of a military reservation and should be assessed to determine the presence of 
unexploded ordnance (UXO), if that area would be used as part of the Project. However the 
Phase I ESA notes that the historical military reservation overlaps the Project area in two 
locations, not one as stated in the DEIS:  GT-A-2 traverses the southwestern corner of the 
reservation, and the Telecom site is depicted within the northwestern corner of the reservation 
(see Phase I ESA, p. 1-2 and 5-3, and Fig. 4-4). Please revise the DEIS to be consistent with the 
Phase I ESA. 

Section 3.11.2, p. 3.11-5, 2nd full paragraph. The text identifies the “Iron Mountain pumping 
station” as a permitted RCRA waste generator.  We believe that the references should be to 
Eagle Mountain rather than Iron Mountain in accordance with the description on pages 5-2 to 5-3 
in the Phase I ESA. 

3.12 Recreation 

No Comments.   

3.13 Socioeconomics and Environmental Justice 

Section 3.13.2, p. 3.13-6, paragraph 2. The paragraph presenting Project construction
employment information is inconsistent with the numbers provided in the Description of the 
Proposed Action (DEIS Section 2) and inconsistent with the Project Description in Chapter 2.
We suggest providing overall average and peak numbers for the Sunlight components (Solar 
Farm, On-site Substation, and Gen-Tie Line) and the SCE component (Red Bluff Substation).  
These workforce values should be reviewed throughout the EIS document to ensure accuracy 
and consistency across all sections. 

3.14 Special Designations 

General Comment.  Unless for some reason they do not fall under the definition of “special 
designations,” we would suggest adding a discussion of the Chuckwalla DWMA to this section. 

Section 3.14.1, p. 3.14-4. The heading “Wilderness Study Areas” (WSA) in the middle of the 
page is confusing and appears unnecessary.  The discussions before and after the heading are 
about the relevant designated Wilderness Areas – the Joshua Tree Wilderness and Chuckwalla 
Wilderness.  There is no mention of WSAs and none is needed because there are no WSAs in the 
Project vicinity. 

3.15 Transportation 

Section 3.15, General Comment.  The DEIS section is titled “Transportation and Public 
Access”, but there is no Project-specific analysis of “public access” issues. A definition should 
be presented for “public access” and then the discussion of each action alternative should address 
“public access“. 

Section 3.15.2, p. 3.15-4, paragraph 1. The text should be modified to indicate that the 
northern terminus of Kaiser Road is at the “Eagle Mountain Mine” (not the “Eagle Mountain 
Landfill”). 

3.16 Visual Resources 
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Section 3.16.1, p. 3.16-4. Text should be added to the section on the County General Plan to
discuss that Riverside County recognizes that some Plan policies need to be updated to reflect 
the County’s important solar resource.  The current policies do not do so. This need has been 
acknowledged in environmental documents (e.g., Applications for Certification submitted to the 
CEC and the CEC's Staff Assessments) prepared for several solar projects along the I-10 corridor 
(e.g., Solar Millennium’s Blythe and Palen Solar Power Projects). 

Figure 3.16-1, p. 3.16-7. This Figure should show the proposed Project (outlines of the Solar 
Farm, Gen-Tie route, and Red Bluff Substation).  This addition would make the figure more 
useful because the reader could better connect the locations of the proposed facilities to the 
Interim VRM classes. 

3.17 Water Resources 

Section 3.17.1, p. 3.17-1. The one sentence discussion of “Section 401” should be clarified with 
respect to its applicability being limited to “Waters of the U.S”.  We suggest rewording this 
sentence as follows: “Section 401 of the CWA requires the State to issue Water Quality
Certifications for licenses or permits issued for, among other thing, the discharge of dredged or 
fill materials to ‘waters of the United States’ located within the State, including jurisdictional 
wetlands, headwaters and riparian areas.” 

Section 3.17.1, p. 3.17-1. The discussion titled “Sections 301 and 402” should be modified to 
clarify issues with respect to state certification. We suggest rewording this paragraph as follows:
“Sections 301 and 402 of the CWA prohibit the discharge of pollutants (except for dredged or
fill material, which is regulated under Section 404 of the CWA) from point sources to 'waters of 
the United States,” unless authorized under a National Pollution Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permit, issued by the EPA or by agencies in delegated states.  The NPDES permit 
program has been delegated in California to the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB).  
The Colorado River Basin Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) administers the 
NPDES permits under the CWA in the Project area.” 

Section 3.17.1, p. 3.17-1. The discussion titled “Section 404” should put quotation marks 
around all references to “waters of the United States” and this term should be used consistently.
More importantly, there has not yet been any definitive USACE jurisdictional determination for 
Sunlight and thus it is premature to make the statement (last sentence of the paragraph) that a 
jurisdictional delineation performed did not identify federal jurisdictional waters and that Section 
404 does not apply to the Project. The Final EIS should incorporate the conclusions of the
jurisdictional determination from the USACE, if it is released in time for the FEIS.  If not, the 
language should be qualified to state that it is expected that there will be no federal jurisdictional 
waters on site based on the jurisdictional report prepared by Ironwood Consulting and the 
Huffman-Broadway Group, and that a Section 404 permit will not be needed.  The jurisdictional
delineation report is currently under review by the USACE. 

Section 3.17.1, p. 3.17-4. For the discussions of both “California Construction General 
Stormwater Permit” and “California Industrial Stormwater Program,” language should be 
included that these apply only where there is a linkage to “waters of the United States,” thereby 
establishing a federal nexus under the Clean Water Act (CWA).   

Section 3.17.2, p. 3.17-9, paragraph 1. This paragraph states that “all surface water (including 
water from the Project Study Area)” flows to Palen Dry Lake.  This is incorrect based on 
jurisdictional reports submitted to CDFG and the USACE.  These reports show no surface water 
flow or connection between the drainages on the Project site and Palen Dry Lake. 
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Section 3.17.2, p. 3.17-11, paragraph 2. This paragraph states: “The maximum peak flow 
water depth was 2.2 feet, which occurs in Pinto Wash (Figure 5, AECOM 2010a; Appendix G).”
This should be reworded as follows to be more accurate: “The maximum peak flow depth on site 
was 2.2 feet, occurring in locations in the eastern portion of the site, due to influence of the Pinto
Wash, which is located immediately to the east of SF-B (Figure 5, AECOM 2010a; Appendix
G).” The last sentence of the paragraph should also be reworded as follows: “The model results 
show that sheet flow occurs across the Solar Farm B to a maximum peak flow depth on site of 
1.4 and 2.2 feet for the 10-year and 100-year storm events, respectively (Tables 3 and 4,
AECOM 2010a; Appendix G).” 

Section 3.17.2, p. 3.17-11, paragraph 3. The Jurisdictional Delineation reference should be to 
the report prepared by Ironwood Consulting and the Huffman Broadway Group and submitted to 
the USACE on September 16, 2010.   

Section 3.17.2, p. 3.17-14. As with other possible future projects, referencing the Eagle
Mountain Pumped Storage Project should be in the conditional (“would” rather than “will”). 

3.18 Cumulative Analysis 

Section 3.18.1, 3.18-1, paragraph 5. This paragraph describes the cumulative project scenario 
as focused on projects “within the Project area.” Instead, this should refer to projects “within the 
relevant geographic scope defined for each resource area.” 

Section 3.18.2, 3.18-1, paragraph 6. The first sentence of this paragraph also should reference
“present” and “reasonably foreseeable” projects, not only “past” actions. 

Section 3.18-3, p. 3.18-2. The discussion of the methodology and approach to cumulative 
analysis includes three steps: (1) define the geographic scope of analysis (for each resource area), 
(2) evaluate the Project in combination with past and present projects within the geographic area 
defined for analysis, and (3) evaluate the Project in combination with reasonably foreseeable 
future project within the defined geographic area.  The discussion should make explicit a fourth 
step – present an overall cumulative impacts conclusion based on an analysis of whether the 
Project’s impacts are cumulatively considerable when considered together with past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future projects in combination.  We suggest ensuring that overall 
conclusions are included for all of the analyses in Chapter 4. 

Section 3.18-3, p. 3.18-2. The methodology/approach discussion identifies “the California 
desert (California Desert District area) as the largest area within which cumulative effects should 
be assessed for all disciplines, as shown in two maps and accompanying tables.”  However, 
Figure 3.18-1 shows the entire California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA), while Table 3.18-1
covers the CDD. The CDD includes ~300,000 acres of BLM-managed land that is not covered 
under the CDCA.  The discussion should clarify whether it is the CDCA or the CDD that is the 
limit of the geographic scope for cumulative analysis and adjust the text, if needed.  Also, 
whether the CDCA planning area or CDD is used, the chosen area should be consistently used as
the maximum extent of the cumulative analysis. 

Section 3.18.3, p. 3.18-3, paragraph 3. This paragraph states that the cumulative scenario 
assumes that all listed projects are built and operating during the operating lifetime of the 
Sunlight Project. However, not all of the cumulative impact analyses in Chapter 4 are based on 
full buildout/operation of all projects in the applicable “list” for the applicable area of impact.  
This should be addressed in the substantive sections in Chapter 4. 
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Section 3.18.3, p. 3.18-3, paragraph 4. The text states: “The impacts of the Proposed Project 
are evaluated for each discipline added to the current baseline; the past, present (existing) and 
reasonably foreseeable or probable future projects in the I-10 corridor project vicinity.” We 
suggest rewording the text as follows: “The impacts of the proposed Project for each discipline 
are considered together with the impacts of past, present (existing), and reasonably foreseeable 
projects within the geographic scope determined for each discipline.” 

Section 3.18.3, p. 3.18-3, paragraph 5. The text states: “reasonably foreseeable projects that
could contribute to the cumulative effects scenario depend on the extent of resource effects, but 
could include projects in the immediate I-10 corridor area as well as other large renewable 
projects in the California, Nevada, and Arizona desert regions.” On p. 3.18-2, the limit of 
cumulative geographic scope was defined as the “California desert (California Desert District 
area)”. The inclusion of renewable projects in Nevada and Arizona appears inconsistent. We 
suggest rewriting the sentence as follows:  “The geographic scope of reasonably foreseeable 
projects that could contribute to the cumulative effects scenario depends on the extent of the 
Project effects for each resource, but could include projects in the immediate I-10 corridor, as 
well as the larger California Desert District.” 

Section 3.18.3, p. 3.18-3, paragraph 6. The text states: “The maps and tables in Section 3.17.4 
show there are a number of projects in the immediate area around the I-10 corridor with impacts 
that could combine with those of the proposed Project.”  This sentence refers to the incorrect 
DEIS section and should be rewritten as follows:  “Figure 3.18-2 and Tables 3.18-2 and 3.18-3
show there are a number of foreseeable projects in the immediate I-10 corridor in eastern 
Riverside County with impacts that could combine with those of the proposed Project.” 

Section 3.18.4, p. 3.18-4. The subsection on potential cumulative renewable energy projects is 
titled “Renewable Energy Projects in California”. Since Section 3.18 (including Figure 3.18-1
and Table 3.18-1) ) notes clearly that the largest geographic boundary for cumulative impact 
analysis is the California desert, the subsection should be titled (and should discuss) only 
projects in the California Desert District. The title of the subsection should be changed and the
references to projects “on state and private land throughout California” should be removed.  

Section 3.18.4, p. 3.18-6. As noted above, this DEIS section states that the cumulative analysis 
does not extend further than the boundaries of the California desert.  The second sentence of the 
paragraph on “Incentives for Renewable Development” should remove the references to projects 
in all of California and Nevada. The sentence should be revised to state simply:  “Incentives for 
renewable energy projects include: …” 

Section 3.18.4, p. 3.18-6/7. This section identifies incentives for development of renewable 
projects including Section 1703 of Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005.  The section 
should mention Section 1705 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 and also should add the timing 
restrictions for the 1703/1705 programs (start of construction by September 30, 2011). 

Section 3.18.4, Tables 3.18-2 and 3.18-3, pp. 3.18-9 through 3.18-21. These tables provide
data on existing and foreseeable future cumulative projects.  It would be useful to add a column 
indicating the distances to the Sunlight site for each project listed in the tables. 

Table 3.18-2, p. 3.18-9, Table 3.18-2. The description of DPV 1 notes that the line runs from
the “Midpoint Substation to the SCE Devers Substation near Palm Springs”.  The Midpoint
Substation was never constructed and has been replaced by the proposed Colorado River 
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Substation, which has not been permitted by the CPUC or constructed.  The table should be 
corrected. The same comment applies to the entry for DPV2 in Table 3.18-3. 

Table 3.18-2, pp. 3.18-9 through 3.14-14. The table identifies the one corridor (West-side 
Section 368 Energy Corridor), but there are actually two corridors near the Project site, CDCA 
Utility Corridors E and K. See First Solar’s Section 368 Corridor Conflict Analysis submitted to 
BLM on October 8, 2009. The table also shows the Kaiser Mine as an existing project; the table 
should state that the mine is no longer operating. 

Table 3.18-3, p. 3.18-11 to 21. The status of the projects in the table should be reviewed and
updated based on BLM’s database of active SF-299 application and exclude those projects for
which applications have been denied or terminated and to accurately reflect changes in the size 
and scope of proposed and approved projects. For example, it is our understanding that the 
Bullfrog Green Energy Mule Mountain Solar and Chuckwalla Projects have been rejected by
BLM based on deficiencies, the Blythe and Genesis projects have been approved, the disturbance
area for the Palen project has been reduced to 2,970 acres, and the application for the Quartzite 
Project has been reduced to 7,272 acres. We also recommend providing both the right of way 
acreage and disturbance acreage of each of the projects on BLM land, since the disturbance 
acreage is the most relevant number for most of the cumulative analyses. 

Table 3.18-3, p. 3.18-13. This table uses “will” in describing characteristics of the proposed
Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project.  The descriptions of other future projects in the table 
use “would”. The entry for the pumped storage project should be modified to also use “would”.  

Chapter 4 – Environmental Consequences 

4.2 Air Resources 

Section 4.2.2, p.4.2-4, Tables 4.2-2 and 4.2-3. These two tables present South Coast AQMD
and Mojave Desert AQMD emission significance thresholds for different air basins.  However, 
the tables include significance criteria that are never used in the impact analysis.  We suggest 
that the impact analysis be revised throughout the document to evaluate Project emissions by air 
basin (preferred approach) or that the portions of the Table be deleted that are not used in the
analysis. 

Section 4.2.2, beginning on p. 4.2-4. The air impact analysis includes an extensive discussion 
of “localized significance thresholds” (LSTs) which is introduced in this subsection. LSTs are 
generally not used for projects over 5 acres in size. For projects over 5 acres in size, the
SCAQMD recommends modeling analysis, which First Solar previously prepared and provided 
to BLM/Tetra Tech for the project construction activities.  This subsection is the first to 
reference LSTs; however, there are other sections of the document that refer to them as well.  To 
the extent requested by South Coast or other commenters, sections of the air impact analysis that 
refer to LSTs should be revised to use modeling analysis in lieu of LSTs. 

Section 4.2.3, Table 4.2-8, p. 4.2-11. This is a summary of estimated 2011 daily onsite 
construction emissions in pounds per day.  The table presents emissions as daily averages.  
However, in the SCAQMD, peak (maximum) daily emissions (not daily averages) are the 
parameter that is used for comparison to the agency’s impact significance thresholds.  So for 
each phase of construction, the document should present maximum daily emissions.  In addition, 
the table shows “Maximum Day Totals” which may be misleading as shown in the table because 
the values reflect the total of the average daily emissions.  These two inconsistencies are 
included in almost every table that presents daily emissions throughout the air quality impact 
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analysis and in the text that introduces the various tables.  We recommend that these 
inconsistencies be corrected throughout the document.   

Section 4.2.3, Table 4.2-12, p.2-14. The table presents “Average Daily 1-Way Trips”, yet a 
table footnotes state that “the overall total number of workdays per year was not included in the 
analysis”. This appears inconsistent, and should be explained.  This apparent inconsistency is
repeated in several other places in the analysis. 

Section 4.2.3, Table 4.2-14, p. 4.2-16. The table title indicates that the table presents maximum 
daily emissions, yet the values in the table are taken from average daily truck trips.  This is 
repeated throughout the analysis and should be explained or corrected throughout. 

Section 4.2.3, p. 4.2-29, paragraph 3. This paragraph states that hourly wind speed for the
Blythe Airport was not readily available, and that the closest location with a reasonable period of 
readily available hourly wind data was the Barstow-Daggett airfield in San Bernardino County 
(WebMet 2010).”  In fact, Blythe Airport wind data are available and should be incorporated 
because it is much closer to the project site.  This also applies to the information presented on p. 
4.2-30. 

Section 4.2.3, p.4.2-30, paragraph 1. This paragraph presents precise values for “vegetation
cover equivalence” for Project components for different wind directions. Although the
discussion does note that “For analysis purposes, the solar panel arrays were assumed, .  .  .  ” to 
have the specific values presented, the assumptions are speculative and the analysis could make 
different reasonable assumptions and come to different conclusions.  As a result, the results 
should be presented in a way that more fully acknowledges the high level of uncertainty.  It 
might be helpful to revise the analysis to provide for a range of possible values for these 
“vegetation cover equivalence” factors, and present a range of emission estimates.   

Section 4.2.3, p.4.2-30, Table 4.2-31. This table includes “barren ground PM10 emissions”.  
This data is not relevant to the analysis and should be removed.   

Section 4.2.3, p.4.2-35, paragraph 3. The text references Table 4.2-33 as presenting maximum 
daily emissions from construction activity, but there is a logical inconsistency in the table: the 
values shown for construction travel represent maximum daily emissions, but the values for 
onsite construction activity set forth average daily emissions.  As noted in other comments, 
Project emissions should be “maximum daily” values for comparison to the SCAQMD 
significance thresholds. This inconsistency appears in most daily emission tables throughout the 
document.   

Section 4.2.3, p. 4.2-40. MM-AIR-3 states “Sunlight shall provide annual re-application of dust
palliatives at the Solar Farm site to unpaved roads and parking areas and to the open areas 
between the rows of solar arrays.” First Solar requests that this mitigation measure be deleted.  
Dust mitigation should only be required if the Project has demonstrated a significant adverse 
impact.  Required dust mitigation would be accomplished by applying water or palliative, as 
needed to comply with SCAQMD requirements.  As discussed elsewhere, although the wind
erosion fugitive dust emission estimates presented in the DEIS exceed the SCAQMD 
significance threshold for PM10, First Solar believes that the estimates in the DEIS substantially 
overstate the fugitive dust emissions.  More representative emission estimates would likely 
demonstrate less than significant impacts.  Further, as proposed, the Project plan includes discing
the soil between rows of solar panels following panel installation to encourage revegetation.  In 
the long term, revegetation would reduce fugitive wind-blown dust emissions, and not require 
the annual re-application of chemical stabilizers.  The application of palliatives annually would 
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require use of a vehicle to traverse between rows which would jeopardize regrowth due to
crushing of new vegetation. 

Section 4.2.3, p. 4.2-41. The discussion of significance under Criterion AQ-4 states that “Daily
construction-related emissions for SF-B would not exceed the SCAQMD optional local impact 
significance criteria for nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, PM10, or PM2.5.”  This statement is 
inconsistent with the impact analysis presented.  To the extent the SCAQMD recommends not 
using LSTs and instead utilizing modeling (for sites over 5 acres), the text/this section should be 
changed accordingly. 

Section 4.2.3, p.4.2-41. The discussion of significance under Criterion AQ-5 states that “Daily 
operation and maintenance emissions for SF-B would be less than SCAQMD regional and local 
impact significance thresholds for all pollutants.”  This conclusion may not fully take into 
account wind erosion emissions.  The wind erosion emission estimates should be evaluated 
against the appropriate significance criteria (i.e., the SCAQMD operations mass-daily 
significance threshold). If wind erosion emissions were included in the analysis, the operational 
emissions may exceed the significance threshold. However, as discussed elsewhere, although
the wind erosion fugitive dust emission estimates presented in the DEIS exceed the SCAQMD 
significance threshold for PM10, First Solar believes that the estimates in the DEIS substantially 
overstate the fugitive dust emissions.  More representative emission estimates would likely 
demonstrate less than significant impacts.   

Section 4.2.9, p.4.2-85, paragraph 5. The discussion of the cumulative impacts of the Project’s 
“action alternatives” states that “long-term change in wind erosion conditions at the Solar Farm
site could be mitigated to a less than significant level”.  However, the DEIS never actually 
reaches the conclusion that wind erosion emissions are significant.   

Section 4.2.9, p.4.2-87, paragraph 4. This paragraph focuses on the greenhouse gas benefits of
the Project. However, this and related statements are included in the discussion of climate 
change in Section 4.5. This section of the DEIS does not require a conclusion about climate 
change. However, this section could provide a summary of how the Project will interact with 
other cumulative projects to impact ambient air quality with respect to criteria pollutants (if any).  
Similarly, a statement could be included that Project operation would also lead to avoided 
emissions of criteria pollutants when compared to generation of a similar amount of electricity 
from fossil fuels.  Also, the phrase “alternative “Desert Sunlight projects” is potentially 
confusing and should be replaced with “implementation of the Project” wherever it appears in 
this subsection. 

4.3 Vegetation 

General Comment, Updated Reports. The information contained in this section should be 
updated based on the Biological Assessment and supporting plans, and First Solar’s U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers Jurisdictional Delineation report and California Department of Fish and 
Game Streambed Alteration Agreement notification.  First Solar is providing all of the above
documents to BLM.  

Section 4.3.2, Table 4.3-3, p. 4.3-2. We suggest replacing the table entries that say “Several” 
with the numbers for special-status plant occurrences from Table 5 of the Biological Resources 
Technical Report (BRTR, EIS Appendix H).  For the following species, this would be: 

Foxtail cactus: Alternative 1 - 8; Alternative 2 - 5; Alterative 3 – 7 
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Emory’s crucifixion thorn:  Alternative 3 – 33 

California ditaxis: Alternative 2 – 1,997 


We also suggest adding a footnote to the Table which clarifies that, in order to be conservative, 
these are numbers of plant occurrences within the study area for each project component rather 
than the direct impact area.  Please also ensure that the other numbers in the Table 4.3-3 are 
consistent with those provided in the BRTR. 

Section 4.3.2, p. 4.3-3. We do not understand where the BIO-1 CEQA significance criteria 
comes from, because it is not a standard CEQA criterion taken from Appendix G of the CEQA 
Guidelines. It also appears to partially duplicate BIO-3.  We believe that the criterion should be 
deleted. However, if it is retained, its precise derivation be explained with citations.  In addition, 
the section should add the standard CEQA criterion from Appendix G regarding whether there is 
a conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community 
Conservation Plan or other approved local, regional or state habitat conservation plan. 

Section 4.3.3, p 4.3-6. With respect to Policy DCAP 10.1 “Encourage clustering of development 
for the preservation of contiguous open space”, the text states that SF-B is consistent “Because 
SF-B was sited to avoid pristine or biologically sensitive areas.”  More accurate and to the point, 
we suggest rewording the conclusion as follows: “The site of SF-B was chosen in part because of 
its proximity to existing development, particularly existing transmission and transportation 
infrastructure. Therefore, the Project is consistent with the above policy.” This same 
modification should be made in Section 4.4, Wildlife in the discussion of local policies. 

Section 4.3.3, p. 4.3-18, paragraph 1. The text currently states: “At a minimum, mitigation 
ratios required in the NECO Plan/EIS are 1:1 for creosote bush scrub, 3:1 for desert dry wash 
woodland, and 5:1 for impacts to the Chuckwalla DWMA and Chuckwalla CHU.”  The 5:1 
mitigation ratio from NECO applies only to the DWMA, not the CHU.  This distinction is 
confirmed in the Habitat Compensation Plan submitted by First Solar to BLM. 

Section 4.3.3, p. 4.3-22. For the Construction Monitoring Provision MM-BIO-1, please see the
relevant information provided in the Raven Management Plan and Desert Tortoise Translocation 
Plan. 

Section 4.3.3, p. 4.3-22, text on pages 4.3-22 to 4.3-26. For references to mitigation measures 
for BIO-4, please see the relevant information provided in the Habitat Compensation Plan. 

Section 4.3.3, p. 4.3-24. The statement in the third paragraph of the BIO-2 section that the loss 
of some sensitive plants “is not expected to affect the species’ populations” should be clarified so 
it is not misinterpreted.  In particular, this statement means that the loss of individual plants will 
not significantly adversely affect the health and abundance of the overall populations of these
plant species. 

Section 4.3.9, p. 4.3-76, paragraph 1. This paragraph states: “populations of many of the 
desert’s sensitive plants were considered relatively stable until recently, as the push for 
renewable energy development has placed many populations at risk.”  It then says that “Energy
providers have submitted project applications that would collectively cover more than one 
million acres of the region.”  Finally, it says that project permitting and regional planning 
“rarely…conduct thorough cumulative effects analyses.”  What is the evidence for the statement 
that renewable energy development has "placed many populations at risk"? These statements 
appear speculative and unsupported, and could be misleading to the public.  Since all of these 
energy projects have to go through environmental review and mitigate for impacts to special
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status species, this assertion lacks factual backing.  Is the “one million acres” statistic specific to 
the NECO planning area, which was defined earlier as the geographic extent of the cumulative 
analysis?  Table 4.3-18 shows less than 400,000 acres would be affected.  Also, some 
quantification should be provided concerning how many populations of sensitive plants are at 
risk within the NECO area and whether this is a significant percentage.  Finally, the statement 
that project permitting in the region does not include "thorough cumulative analysis" is not 
accurate and undermines the rest of the analysis in this section, which is based on the cumulative 
analyses of other projects in the region. We suggest deleting. 

These same comments also apply to the identical passage in Section 4.4 (p.  4.4-40). 

Section 4.3.9, Cumulative Impacts. An overall conclusion is needed on whether the impacts of 
the Project are cumulatively considerable when considered along with past, present, and 
foreseeable Projects within the NECO planning area. 

Section 4.3.9, Cumulative Impacts. Include brief discussion of the potential beneficial
cumulative impacts of renewable energy development on native vegetation in the CA desert (and 
beyond), due to reduced impacts from climate change, which is expected to cause significant 
disruption to ecosystems in the desert and elsewhere. 

4.4 Wildlife 

General Comment, Updated Reports. The information contained in this section should be 
updated based on the Biological Assessment and supporting plans and First Solar’s U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers Jurisdictional Delineation report and California Department of Fish and 
Game Streambed Alteration Agreement notification.  First Solar is providing all of the above
document to BLM. 

General Comment, Species Status. The Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrel has been 
removed from the list of candidates for federal listing because of recent evidence that the species 
is significantly more abundant and widespread than previously thought.  This should be noted in 
the discussion of the species. See 75 Fed. Reg. 69222 (Nov. 10, 2010). 

Section 4.4.1, p. 4.4-2, Table 4.4-2. The reference to the term “footprint” to define the area of 
presence for special status species should be clarified to make clear that this is the entire width of 
the requested Project right-of-way (e.g., for the Gen-Tie this is based on a 400 foot ROW rather 
than then the 160 foot corridor or the 18 acres of permanent disturbance). 

Please review the Biological Resources Technical Report (BRTR) prepared by Ironwood 
Consulting dated July 20, 2010 to be sure that all of the numbers in this table are consistent with 
the findings in the BRTR. 

Section 4.4.1, 4.4-2 Table 4.4-3. Please review the final Habitat Compensation Plan for the 
accurate temporary and permanent acreage calculations. 

Section 4.4.2, p. 4.4-3. We do not understand where the WIL-1 CEQA significance criteria 
comes from because it is not a standard CEQA criterion taken from Appendix G of the CEQA 
Guidelines. A standard criterion would be a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or 
other sensitive community identified by various plans or government agencies.  We therefore 
suggest that it be deleted and the standard criteria used in its place or, if retained, to explain its 
derivation with citations.   
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Section 4.4.3, p. 4.4-3, Table 4.4-3, Totals row.  Since most of the impacted areas of the 
DWMA and CHU overlap with one another, it isn’t accurate to present the total impact to 
Wildlife Management Areas as the additive total of the impacts to the two areas.  We suggest 
recalculating the totals accordingly, accounting for the overlap. This also applies to the tables 
under each of the individual action alternatives that use same methodology. 

Section 4.4.3, pp. 4.4-6-4.4-7 and 4.4-14, last paragraph beginning on page 4.4-6 and in 
later locations in text. We believe that the potential project impacts on golden eagles are 
incorrectly stated in the DEIS, and need to be put in a proper scientific and regulatory 
perspective. The identified pages and paragraphs attempt to quantify the impact of the project on 
one identified golden eagle pair, but the assumptions and analysis do not appear scientifically 
sound and the analysis is speculative. Based on First Solar’s golden eagle surveys and after 
BLM consulted with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service regarding the effects of many renewable 
energy projects on eagles, BLM prepared a memorandum dated August 26, 2010 to USFWS in 
which it summarized the agencies’ initial determination relating to the Sunlight project: “No 
impact to breeding, Take Unlikely, no APP.”  Thus, it is important to emphasize in the Final EIS 
that the Project is unlikely to take or disturb golden eagles within the meaning of the Bald and 
Golden Eagle Protection Act. 

Section 4.4.3, p. 4.4-8, third paragraph of Wildlife Movement section.  This text implies that 
desert dry wash woodland within the Project site (as distinguished from Pinto Wash) qualifies as 
a migratory wildlife movement corridor.  Please see our comments on Section 3.4.5, p. 3.4-22. 

Section 4.4.3, p. 4.4-15, second paragraph of Mammals section. This paragraph gives the
false impression that 4,505 acres of foraging and/or breeding habitat would be lost for each of 
the species listed in the preceding paragraph (five bat species, Palm Springs round-tailed ground
squirrel, mountain lion, Colorado Valley woodrat, Nelson’s bighorn sheep, burro deer, and 
American badger).  In most cases, the presence of the species mentioned has not been confirmed 
within the footprints of the various alternatives. In other cases, only a portion of the Project area 
provides potentially suitable habitat for the species.  The statement regarding loss of habitat 
should be qualified accordingly and should be consistent with the information presented in the 
BRTR. For example, the BRTR indicates that only two of the special-status bat species would 
be likely to roost on-site: pallid bat and California leaf-nosed bat. It would also be appropriate to
modify the last sentence in this paragraph to state that with implementation of the Habitat 
Compensation Plan impacts would be less than significant.  Moreover, since the Palm Springs
round-tailed ground squirrel is no longer a federal candidate species, the parenthetical on this 
subject in the preceding paragraph should be deleted. 

Section 4.4.9, pp. 4.4-42-44, Cumulative Impact Analysis. This section should provide an
overall conclusion of whether the Project’s impacts are cumulatively considerable when 
considered with other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable projects within the geographic 
scope of the analysis. We also suggest adding more specific discussions of actual impacts. 

Section 4.4.9, pp. 4.4-42-44, Cumulative Impact Analysis. We suggest including a brief 
discussion of the potential beneficial cumulative impacts of renewable energy development on 
wildlife in the CA desert (and beyond), due to reduced impacts from climate change, which is 
expected to cause significant disruption to ecosystems in the desert and elsewhere. 

4.5 Climate Change 
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Section 4.5.3, p. 4.5-10, last paragraph. This paragraph discusses Changes in Greenhouse Gas
Storage Potential of Desert Soils. The paragraph begins “As discussed in the Climate section of 
Chapter 3 (Section 3.5), desert ecosystems do not have a large capacity to store greenhouse 
gases. The few literature references claiming otherwise…”  These literature references should be 
specifically identified. 

Section 4.5.3, p. 4.5-14, Table 4.5-16. This table (and other GHG emission summary tables) 
would be more user friendly if the summary tables had line items for the individual components 
of the emissions, e.g., instead of a single line item for Solar Farm C construction emissions, 
please provide a line for onsite construction and a line for transportation as well as a total.
Expanding the various GHG emission summary tables as discussed here would make the impact 
discussion easier to understand. 

4.6 Cultural Resources 

General Comment:  In general, this section should be updated to match the information 
presented in the Class III report provided to the BLM in September 2010. 

4.7 Paleontological Resources 

Section 4.7.9, p. 4.7-12. The first paragraph of the Cumulative Impacts discussion states: “The 
geographic extent for cumulative impacts analysis is limited to the immediate region of the 
physical disturbance and change in pedestrian traffic associated with the DSSF and other 
projects.” This paragraph should identify the geographic extent for the “other projects” 
considered (the entire California Desert district? the I-10 corridor?) and explain the basis for 
defining this area. 

4.8 Geology and Soil Resources 

Section 4.8.2, p. 4.8-7. The “Summary of Combined Impacts for Alternative 1” states: “The 
construction and decommissioning of Alternative 1 with SF-B, GT-A-1 and Red Bluff 
Substation A, would increase the exposure of people and/or property to seismic hazards and 
increase the erosion of soils from wind and water.”  However, information presented in Section 
4.8 and in 4.17, Water Resources indicated that there was expected to be essentially no increase 
in water erosion outside the site with the implementation of the applicant proposed BMPs; 
therefore, this impact appears to be mitigated to less than significant.  This conclusion should be 
provided to the reader. 

Section 4.8.9, p. 4.8-18. The Cumulative impacts “Overall Conclusion” should address potential 
cumulative erosion/stormwater impacts. 

4.9 Lands and Realty 

Section 4.9.3, p. 4.9-4, last paragraph. This paragraph states that Access Road 1 to the Red
Bluff A would be within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU.  Since Alternative 1 includes 
Access Road 2, rather than Access Road 1, please replace the discussion of Access Road 1 with a 
discussion of Access Road 2 and its location with respect to the DWMA and CHU. 

Section 4.9.3, p. 4.9-9. In addition to emphasizing that that SF-B and GT-A-1 would have 
insignificant land impacts because the Project would be affecting generally undeveloped lands, it 
is also relevant that only a very small percentage of the existing undeveloped land would be 
affected. 
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Section 4.9.4, p. 4.9-12. The section on Applicable Land Use Plans, Policies, or Regulations 
states: “According to the General Plan, ‘structures and the pertinent facilities necessary and 
incidental to the development and transmission of electrical power and gas such as hydroelectric 
power plants, booster or conversion plants, transmission lines, pipe lines and the like’ are 
allowed on land zoned W-2-10 by approval or by permit (Riverside County 2009).”  Therefore, 
please modify the sentence as follows: “According to the County Zoning Code, ‘structures and 
the pertinent facilities necessary and incidental to the development and transmission of electrical 
power and gas such as hydroelectric power plants, booster or conversion plants, transmission 
lines, pipe lines and the like’ are permitted uses within the W-2-10 zone (Riverside County 
2009).” 

107-130 

Section 4.9.4, p. 4.9-13. The section on Applicable Plan, Policies, or Regulations says that 
certain facilities are allowed on land zoned W-2-10 zoning by “approval or permit”.  This is 
confusing: if the Substation (under CPUC jurisdiction) does not require local authorization 
(which is our understanding), the EIS should say so.  Otherwise, the impression could be left that 
there is a discretionary permit required from the County that is not disclosed in the EIS. 

107-131 

Section 4.9.5, p. 4.9-18. The subsection on Applicable Land Use Plans, Policies, or Regulations:  
“Approximately 1.5 miles of the private land is zoned agricultural.”  We suggest clarifying this 
statement by revising as follows: “Approximately 1.5 miles of the private land is zoned A-1 
agricultural.  Public utility facilities are permitted in the A-1 zone subject to the issuance of a 
plot plan by Riverside County (Riverside County 2009).” 

107-132 

Section 4.9.5, p. 4.9-18. Please add the following sentence at the end of the first full paragraph
under the heading Applicable Land Use Plans, Policies, or Regulations:  “Structure heights
within the A-1 and W-2-10 zones may exceed 50 feet subject to the issuance of a variance by 
Riverside County (Riverside County 2009).” 

107-133 

Section 4.9.5, p. 4.9-28. The conclusion of significant adverse cumulative land use impacts 
appears inconsistent with the information stated previously in the section, which states that the 
impacts of the proposed Project would not be cumulatively considerable when considered with 
either existing or future foreseeable projects. The conclusion seems to be based on the combined 
impacts of the other future foreseeable projects analyzed, not on the cumulative contribution of 
the proposed Project’s impacts. The overall conclusion should be based on whether the Project’s
contribution is cumulatively considerable when considered with past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable projects and should be consistent with the information conclusions presented earlier 
in the section. 

107-134 

4.10 Noise 

Section 4.10.1, p. 4.10-2, Table 4.10-1. Many of the items and values in this table appear 
elsewhere in this DEIS and do not appear particularly relevant to Project noise issues.  We 
recommend editing the table and keeping only those items that are more directly relevant noise 
considerations (e.g., distance to nearest residence).  Also, confirm that the values in the table are 
consistent with those presented in Section 2. 

107-135 

Section 4.10.3, p. 4.10-5, Table 4.10-2. This table is confusing. It presents noise levels as
“increments” and the meaning of this term is unclear.  Are the values presented in the table the
expected additions to baseline noise values? Do these values represent the “with-project” noise 
levels at the various distances? Please clarify.  If the data are showing the with-project addition 
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to baseline noise levels, then please also indicate what the with-project resulting noise level 
would be. 

Section 4.10.3, p. 4.10-5, paragraph 2. The paragraph notes that the closest residence is about 
1,175 feet from the Solar Farm boundary and that all other homes are 0.5 mile or more from the 
Solar Farm boundary.  Because the County Noise Ordinance threshold of applicability is ¼ mile, 
please indicate whether the closest residence is occupied and provide the distance in miles for 
comparison with the ordinance threshold.   

Section 4.10.3, p. 4.10-9, paragraph 1. This paragraph notes that almost all Project 
construction activities would occur within 2,000 feet of the nearest residence.  Please indicate 
quantitatively how much of the Solar Farm is within ¼ mile of the nearest residence because that 
is the relevant distance for the County Noise Ordinance. 

Section 4.10.3, p. 4.10-9, paragraph 3. This paragraph notes that typical ambient baseline 
levels near the Solar Farm site are 35 to 50 dBA. Please indicate whether the dBA levels are 
Leq, CNEL, or instantaneous. 

Section 4.10.3, p. 4.10-42, AM-NZ-1.  Since the County Noise Ordinance only pertains to
construction activities within ¼ mile of a residence, this measure should be modified to indicate 
that the limitations noted would apply only to activities within ¼ mile from the nearest residence 
and not to construction work further away (i.e., the limitation would not apply to most Project 
construction activities). 

4.11 Public Health and Safety/Hazardous Materials 

Section 4.11.3, p. 4.11-4, Tables 4.11-2 and 4.11-3. The discussion of hazardous 
materials/wastes during construction should acknowledge that there also will be de minimis 
quantities of batteries, paints, thinners, and cleaning solvents used on-site.  These materials will 
be stored and wastes disposed according to federal, state and local requirements. It should also 
be noted that the transformer oil used by First Solar is vegetable-based and is non-toxic and 
biodegradable. 

Section 4.11.3, p. 4.11-3, last paragraph. The text states: “As explained, the risk of exposure to
the cadmium telluride (CdTe) semiconductor material within the PV modules ranges from non
existent under normal conditions to negligible under foreseeable ‘worst case’ scenarios (wildfire 
and seismic events).”  As noted in specific comments below, this text and the lengthy discussion 
of CdTe issues on pages 4.11-4 to 4.11-6 should be referenced subsequently in Section 4.11 in
the discussion regarding potential impacts associated with Operations and Maintenance and 
Decommissioning. 

Section 4.11.3, p. 4.11-5, top of page. In order to provide additional support for the statement 
that the risk to human health and the environment from CdTe is minimal, the text should include 
additional detail regarding First Solar’s product testing. We recommend adding at the end of 
paragraph the following text: 

“First Solar’s manufacturing facilities are ISO 14001 and 9001 certified.  First 
Solar PV modules conform to Underwriters Laboratories Inc. (UL) and 
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) test standards.  First Solar does 
additional accelerated life testing of its PV modules to evaluate reliability and 
long-term performance characterization.  Based on the results of these tests and 
performance in the field, First Solar provides a 5-year workmanship warranty and 
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a 25-year power output warranty. The company conducts routine monitoring of 
existing deployed panels to assess durability and longevity to meet its warranty 
obligations.” 

Section 4.11.3, p. 4.11-5. An additional “worst case” scenario BLM may want to consider 
discussing is the potential for CdTe to be released to the environment due to flooding of SF-B.  
We propose adding the following text after the second full paragraph: 

“In addition, no significant release of CdTe from the PV modules is anticipated if 
SF-B is subject to a major rainfall event.  As discussed in Section 4.17, SF-B is 
not located on a FEMA 100-year floodplain, although the County of Riverside
designates the area as having "possible but undetermined flood hazards."  Storm 
water modeling for a 100-year storm performed for SF-B indicated that 
construction would not substantially increase the amount of damage to the area 
that could result from flooding.  Further, mitigation measures by the applicant, 
such as detention and retention of storm water flows and use of elongated posts in 
risk areas, reduce the potential for damage to SF-B from flooding.  Thus, it is 
unlikely that flooding would occur, and if it did, that it would damage PV 
modules. Moreover, as discussed above, the risk that a significant amount of 
CdTe would be released from a damaged PV module in any event is insignificant 
due to the fact that the CdTe is encapsulated between glass panels and the CdTe 
within the glass is highly stable even if the glass breaks.” 

Section 4.11.3, p. 4.11-5, paragraph 3. The study conducted by Zayed and Philippe (2009),
which First Solar submitted to BLM as part of its Plan of Development, indicates that that CdTe 
is less toxic than elemental cadmium.  Accordingly, we propose that the following text be added 
after the second full paragraph (and after the text we proposed in the comment preceding this 
one): 

“Finally, even if a release of CdTe were possible in the natural environment of the 
Project, under normal operating conditions or under the realistic “worst case” 
evaluations of seismic, flooding or wildfire scenarios, recent studies indicate that 
the CdTe compound is significantly less toxic than elemental cadmium.  (Zayed 
and Philippe 2009).” 

Section 4.11.3, p. 4.11-6, 1st paragraph. The first two sentences of this paragraph state:
“During standard operation of CdTe PV systems, there are no cadmium emissions to the 
environment.  In the exceptional case of accidental fires or broken panels, scientific studies show 
that cadmium emissions remain negligible.”  The reference to “cadmium emissions” in both 
sentences should be changed to CdTe. CdTe does not dissociate into cadmium and tellurium in 
the environment under conditions reasonably expected to occur at the Project Site.  In addition, 
the following sources should be cited after the second sentence to support the statement that 
“scientific studies show that cadmium emissions remain negligible”:  MEEDAT (2009), CENER 
(2010), BMU (2005). First Solar provided BLM with copies of these scientific studies as part of
its Plan of Development. 

In addition, the third sentence in this paragraph seems to contradict the first two sentences.  The 
first two sentences state that cadmium (should be CdTe) emissions are negligible at most.  
However, the third sentence states that “Exposure to hazardous materials may also be caused 
by...” (emphasis added), which suggests that exposure to CdTe could in fact occur.  Please revise 
the third sentence to clarify that it is referring only to other hazardous materials used during 
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construction, such as the following:  “On the other hand, exposure to other hazardous materials 
could be caused by …” 

Section 4.11.3, p. 4.11-6, 3rd paragraph. Additional detail could be added to the discussion of 
the potential for MEC to be present in the Project area.  The text currently states: “Both the 
Phase I study and the Class I cultural inventory of the Project area indicated that the area was 
historically used as a military training facility and that there is potential for MEC to be present.  
During the Class III cultural resources survey, evidence of possible MEC was identified along
two of the Gen-Tie Line alternatives.” We propose adding the following sentence after “… Gen-
Tie Line alternatives”: “Due to historic military training activities associated with DTC-CAMA, 
there is also the potential for MEC to occur on other portions of the Project footprint.” 

In addition, the last sentence in this paragraph appears to overstate the likelihood that MEC is
present in the Project area, providing:  “Implementing Mitigation AM-HAZ-2 would reduce 
these impacts.”  In our view, it would be more accurate to replace this sentence with the 
following: “Implementing Mitigation AM-HAZ-2 would reduce the potential impacts from
MEC, if MEC are present within the Project area.” 

Section 4.11.3, pp. 4.11-6 to 4.11-7, overlapping paragraph. The text focuses on the risk 
related to increasing the likelihood that a wildfire could get started due to construction of the
project, rather than the risks associated with the Solar Farm burning in a wildfire.  We believe 
both should be considered and discussed. Consider adding a sentence referencing the discussion 
of the risk of CdTe release due to wildfire, such as the following: "As noted on page 4.11-5
above in the discussion of hazardous material impacts of construction of SF-B, a wildfire that 
impacted SF-B would not result in a significant release of hazardous materials from the PV 
modules." 

Section 4.11.3, pp. 4.11-10, last paragraph. The text focuses on the risk related to increasing 
the likelihood that a wildfire could get started due to operation of the project, rather than the risks
associated with the Solar Farm burning in a wildfire.  We believe both should be considered and 
discussed. Consider a sentence referencing the discussion of the risk of CdTe release due to
wildfire, such as the following: “As noted on page 4.11-5 above in the discussion of hazardous
material impacts of construction of SF-B, a wildfire that impacted SF-B would not result in a 
significant release of hazardous materials from the PV modules.” 

Section 4.11.3, pp. 4.11-13, 5th paragraph. The text focuses on the risk related to increasing 
the likelihood that a wildfire could get started due to decommissioning of the Project, rather than 
the risks associated with the Solar Farm burning in a wildfire.  We believe both should be 
considered and discussed. Consider a sentence referencing the discussion of the risk of CdTe 
release due to wildfire, such as the following: "As noted on page 4.11-5 above in the discussion
of hazardous material impacts of construction of SF-B, a wildfire that impacted SF-B would not 
result in a significant release of hazardous materials from the PV modules." 

Section 4.11.3, pp. 4.11-18, AM-HAZ-2. Additional detail could be added to the description of 
AM-HAZ-2 to clarify that the Applicant will evaluate the entire Project footprint for the potential 
presence of MEC, consistent with the current understanding that the potential for MEC is not
limited to the areas identified in the Phase I ESA.  We propose that AM-HAZ-2 be revised to 
incorporate the following underlined text and delete the strikethrough text: 

“Based on the preliminary information provided in the Phase I ESA and the Class 
I cultural inventory of the Project Site, the Applicant proposes to take the 
following steps to better determine the nature and extent of potential MEC issues 
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and then take appropriate corrective action measures.  The first step is to better
determine the history of military activities at the specific within the proposed
Project locations that may have been affected by those activities footprint. This 
would include further research regarding prior MEC removals that may have been 
issued in the past for certain areas by military or other investigating entities, and 
may include consultations with Department of Defense personnel and archival 
research. Due to the historical occurrence of military training activities 
throughout the DTC-CAMA, potentially including the Project area, this MEC 
consultation and archival research will address the entire Project footprint, 
including the specific areas of concern identified by the Phase I ESA and cultural 
resource surveys.” 

Section 4.11.3, pp. 4.11-19, AM-HAZ-2. Consistent with Table ES-3, the DEIS should clarify 
that SCE is responsible for implementing AM-HAZ-2 with respect to the Red Bluff Substation 
A. 

Section 4.11.3, p. 4.11-19, Wildfire AM-HAZ-4. To clarify the scope of the fire prevention
plan, we propose to add “and Gen-Tie Line” after “In compliance with County of Riverside 
requirements, a Project-specific fire prevention plan for both construction and operation of the 
Solar Farm ….”   

Section 4.11.3, p. 4.11-35, 1st full sentence. The document would be clearer if it described the 
projects “concentrated near Blythe.” We suggest that reference be made to Table 3.18-2 and 
Table 3.18-3, which identify projects near Blythe (and elsewhere). 

Section 4.11.3, p. 4.11-35, 1st full paragraph. The text mentions a number of existing 
cumulative projects that are too far away to contribute to a cumulative hazardous materials 
release-related impact from the Project.  The document would be made clearer if the text 
referenced Table 3.18-2 and specified the distance of each project listed in Table 3.18-2 from the 
Project site. 

Section 4.11.3, p. 4.11-35. The “Past, Present and Future Foreseeable Projects” paragraph’s
conclusion of a possible cumulative public health-related impact is based in part on "response 
times," among other factors.  However, Chapter 3.11 does not provide response time data to 
support this conclusion. We suggest that the text be revised to state more straightforwardly that 
if multiple projects were to experience a safety issue, given the sparse population of the affected 
area and limited available emergency personnel, there could be an impact.   

4.12 Recreation 

Section 4.12.9, p. 4.12-12. This page contains two very brief statements about cumulative 
recreational impacts that conclude there would be less than significant cumulative impacts.  We 
believe the section should be slightly expanded to explain why the Project considered together
with other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable projects would not have cumulatively 
considerable impacts to recreation. 

Section 4.12.9. The cumulative impacts discussion should address the cumulative recreational 
impacts of the projects in the California Desert District (past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable) in terms of removing recreational opportunities (hiking, ORV use). 
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4.13 Socioeconomics and Environmental Justice 

Section 4.13.9, pp.4.13-22 and 21. The Socioeconomics cumulative impact section makes 
several references to “Alternative 4” that don't seem to make sense, e.g., “Employment of 
construction personnel for both Alternative 4 and any or all of the cumulative projects….” (last 
paragraph of p. 4.13-22). Alternative 4 is one of the “no action alternatives” and thus there 
would be no Project employment under Alternative 4.  . More appropriate wording might be to 
refer to “the action alternatives” in the above sentence rather than to “Alternative 4”. 

4.14 Special Designations 

Section 4.14.3, p. 4.14-2. The analysis of O&M phase impacts of SF-B should be qualified by 
noting that there would be a limited number of users from a limited area of the Wilderness that 
would experience impacts on solitude.  

Section 4.14.3, p. 4.14-3. The “Summary of Combined Impacts for Alternative 1” incorrectly 
refers to “permanent direct impacts on cultural resources within the Alligator Rock ACEC” from
“constructing Kaiser Road.” No Kaiser Road construction is planned; the correct reference 
should be to constructing the access road to Substation A.  Moreover, the discussion on page
4.14-1 of Red Bluff Substation A impacts says “there would be no impacts during construction” 
for both the Substation and the access road. 

Section 4.14.4, p. 4.14-4 and 5. The discussion of “Summary of Combined Impacts for 
Alternative 2” says all impacts are similar to those described for Alternative 1.  The increased 
distance between Substation B and the Alligator Rock ACEC compared to Substation A should 
be noted. The increased distance results in lower potential for impacts to the Alligator Rock 
ACEC compared to Alternative 1. 

Sections 4.14.6 and 4.14.7, p. 4.14-7. The discussions for Alternatives 4 and 5 about the 
impacts of other renewable energy projects at locations other than the proposed site correctly 
note that other projects elsewhere also would have impacts.  However, to make this point more 
clearly, we suggest rewording the last sentence of both Sections 4.14.6. and 4.14.7 to state that 
construction of renewable projects elsewhere “would have similar impacts on other locations and 
could affect special designation areas in those locations.   

4.15 Transportation 

Section 4.15.4, p. 4.15-12, paragraph 4. The text states that a portion of Kaiser Road and “an 
unnamed road” would be closed by construction and then reopened.  This statement should be 
revised: No part of Kaiser Road would be closed. One open BLM route, labeled on BLM maps 
as “an unnamed road” will be closed or rerouted by the Project.   

Section 4.15.4, p. 4.15-21. The geographic extent portion of Cumulative Impacts needs to 
define the area that would be encompassed by the cumulative vehicular traffic analysis (e.g., is it 
the I-10 corridor, or a larger area?) 

4.16 Visual Resources 

Section 4.16.3, pp. 4.16-12 through 14. The subsection is titled “Interim Visual Management 
Class,” but there is no discussion about how the Project’s impacts comply/conflict with the 
Classifications for the area of the Solar Farm.  This is confusing and the subsection should either
include discussion of impacts in terms of the Classifications or be retitled.VRM Class II and III 
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objectives are not mentioned until the “Summary of Construction Impacts” at the very end of the 
subsection. This same comment applies to similar subsections on p. 4.16-18 and p. 4.16-22. 

Section 4.16.3, p. 4.16-20. In discussing compliance with Riverside General Plan policies, the 
text does not indicate that the County General Plan policies do not yet reflect the County’s solar
resource and that the County understands this fact and the need to update the Plan policies. The 
text could acknowledge that there are issues with current policies but should also add that the
County expects to update them.  Same comment applies to the similar text on p. 4.16-22. 

Section 4.16.3, p. 4.16-20. The last paragraph of the “Summary of Operation and Maintenance
Impacts” notes that “the size, compositing, style, color, and location of Project components 
during operation and maintenance are incompatible with Riverside General Plan policies,” and 
then lists specific General Plan policies.  The discussion of compliance with Riverside General 
Plan policies should indicate that the County acknowledges that General Plan policies do not yet 
reflect the County’s solar resource and that the policies are currently being updated. 

Section 4.16, beginning on p. 4.16-25. The discussions of impact significance for the Gen-Tie 
Line should note that the Gen-Tie is the only Project component that is not entirely on BLM land 
and that only a small portion of the line is on non-BLM land. 

Section 4.16, p. 4.16-26, first paragraph. This paragraph notes that long-term impacts of GT
A-1 are less than significant with mitigation because GT-A-1 would occur only on about 0.6
mile of MWD land.  This implies that who owns the land affects the visual impacts, which is not 
correct. This should be rewritten here and on P.4.16-27 where the same point is made the same 
way. 

Section 4.16, p. 4.16-29. The second paragraph under “Unavoidable Adverse Impacts” say that
Alternative 1 is incompatible with Riverside County General Plan policies.  As mentioned in 
previous comments, the subsection should indicate that while the Project may be incompatible 
with current Riverside County General Plan policies, the County recognizes that their policies do 
not reflect the County’s solar resource and that the policies are currently being updated. 

Section 4.16, p. 4.16-40. The discussion of the geographic extent for the cumulative analysis is 
somewhat confusing.  It would be clearer to state that say that project specific impacts are 
typically determined by the viewshed, but because the viewshed from the Sunlight Project site to 
mountain ridgelines is generally less than 15 miles and 15 miles is a typical distance for 
cumulative visual impact evaluations, “a larger ROI is used that extends 15 miles on both sides 
of I-10 corridor." 

Section 4.16, p. 4.16-41. An overall conclusion is needed to the Cumulative Impacts section. 

Section 4.16, p. 4.16-42, first paragraph. The cumulative analysis states that Project visual 
resources impacts are significant and permanent and that future foreseeable projects would have 
impacts similar to the proposed Project.  It then says that mitigation is available to reduce the 
cumulative impacts (multiple projects), but it does not make similar statements about the Project.  
Please explain how mitigation measures are available to reduce cumulative impacts but are not 
also available to reduce Project impacts.   

4.17 Water Resources 

General Comment, Updated Reports. The information contained in this section should be 
updated based on the First Solar’s jurisdictional waters reports, including the U.S. Army Corps 
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of Engineers Jurisdictional Delineation report (September 2010) and California Department of 
Fish and Game Streambed Alteration Agreement notification (November 2010). First Solar is 
providing both of these documents to BLM. 

Section 4.17.3, p. 4.17.3. The Project’s water supply will come from two new on-site wells or 
from nearby existing wells.  The sentence should be reworded as “Project water demand would 
be met by local groundwater, either from nearby existing wells that are located in the Project 
Study Area or through two new, wells to be constructed on closer to the Solar Farm site.”  The 
same changes should be made to the discussions of water supply for Gen-Tie Line construction 
(p.4.17-9) and for Project operation (p. 4.17-14). 

Section 4.17.3, p. 4.17-6. The third sentence in the first paragraph of “Drainage and Surface 
Water” states: “The panels themselves would cause runoff to fall.”  This could be said more 
clearly as follows: “Although the panels are impervious, the panels are elevated on supports that 
allow the runoff to be directed to the bare ground underneath the panels and so the panels
themselves do not affect the infiltration capacity of the soil.” 

Section 4.17.1, p. 4.17-6, last paragraph. We suggest rewording this passage to read: 
“Maximum on site flow depth for this alternative for the 100-year storm with decompaction 
would be 2.2 feet, occurring in locations in the eastern portion of the site, due to influence of the 
Pinto Wash, which is located immediately to the east of SF-B (see Figure 3.17-3 and Figure 9 in 
AECOM 2010b; Appendix G).” 

Section 4.17.1, p. 4.17-7, paragraph 1. We suggest rewording the first sentence as follows: 
“The surface water and drainage impacts from construction of SF-B with decompaction are 
relatively small.” 

Section 4.17.1, p. 4.17-8, first bullet at bottom of page. The sentence “This flow occurred east 
of SF-B, in the vicinity of Pinto Wash” should be reworded to say “The maximum potential flow 
depths occur in the east portion of SF-B, due to the influence of Pinto Wash.” 

Section 4.17.1, p. 4.17-8, third paragraph. This paragraph should be modified as follows 
(deletions shown by strikeout; additions are underlined): “The solar arrays are constructed of
thin-film cadmium telluride modules mounted on steel racks supported by steel posts.  During
the manufacturing process, the CdTe is bound to a glass sheet by vapor transport deposition, 
followed by sealing the CdTe layer with a laminate material and a second glass sheet.  The 
modules are covered by glass so that Thus, the cadmium telluride composition is encapsulated
and would not be in contact with rain water and would not contribute to surface water 
contamination.  Moreover, as discussed in Section 4.11, the risk that a significant amount of 
CdTe would be released from a damaged PV module in any event is insignificant. 

Section 4.17.3, p. 4.17-12. Groundwater Supply section reference: The reference to 703 AFY in
the summary of conclusions is inconsistent with other references to 650 AF.  The proposed water
demand is approximately 1330 AF over the entire 26-month construction, which translates to an 
annual average rate of 650 AF. 

Section 4.17.3, p. 4.17-14, first full paragraph. Please reword the text as follows: “Maximum 
flow depths for this alternative for the 100-year storm would be 2.2 feet, which would occur in 
the eastern portion of SF-B, due to the influence of Pinto Wash (see Figure 3.5-3 and Figure 9 in 
AECOM 2010b; Appendix G).” 
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107-183Section 4.17.4, p. 4.17-33. The paragraph on “geographic scope” of the cumulative impact 
contanalysis needs to correct the statement that that “The area is characterized by dry washes which 

convey stormwater flows to Palen Dry Lake and possibly to Ford Lake during storms.”  None of 
the washes in the Project area drain to these dry lakes. Please see USACE and CDFG 
jurisdictional waters reports. 

107-184Section 4.17.4, p. 4.17-34 through 37. The analysis of cumulative groundwater impacts should 
include the long-term impacts during the O&M stage.  In general, the discussion lacks specific
discussion of Sunlight. 

107-185Section 4.17.9, p. 4.17-34. In discussing cumulative groundwater use, the text also should note 
that the proposed Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project by itself would represent 80 percent 
of the short-term cumulative construction water use and 39 percent of the long-term cumulative 
operational use. 

Section 4.17.9, p. 4.17-37 through 39. The Overall Conclusion with respect to cumulative 
groundwater resources impacts should make it more explicit that the Project would not 
contribute substantially to cumulative groundwater impacts. 
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Jody_Fraser@fws.gov To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

11/24/2010 10:45 AM cc Pete_Sorensen@fws.gov, Ken_Corey@fws.gov 

bcc 

Subject Attn: Allison Shaffer; FWS comments on DEIS 

In Reply Refer To: 
FWS-ERIV-08B0789-11I0113 

This correspondence is in response to the Bureau of Land Management's Notice of Availability of the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project and 
Possible California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment. Attached please find comments on the proposed 
project from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office for your consideration. If you 
have any questions regarding our comments, please feel free to contact me. 

************************************** 
Jody Fraser, Biologist 
Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office 
6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101 
Carlsbad, CA 92011 
760.431.9440 x 354 ph 
jody_fraser@fws.gov 
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Desert Sunlight DEIS (FWS-ERIV-08B0789-11I0113) 
Carlsbad FWO Review, November 24, 2010 

Reviewer’s Name: Jody Fraser Reviewer’s Organization: USFWS 

Reviewer’s email address: jody_fraser@fws.gov Reviewer’s Telephone number: 760.431.9440 

DEIS 
Section Page/Line Comment/Suggested Revision 

ES ES-2 FLPMA also states, “The California desert environment is a total ecosystem that is extremely fragile, 
easily scarred, and slowly healed . . . and its resources, including certain rare and endangered species of 
wildlife, plants, and fishes, and numerous archeological and historic sites, are seriously threatened by air 
pollution, inadequate Federal management authority, and pressures of increased use, particularly 
recreational use, which are certain to intensify because of the rapidly growing population of Southern 
California.” 

ES-3 The project is in the “Sonoran” Desert – not the “Sonora”. 
ES and 

Abstract 
ES-4 The summary of the six alternatives are inconsistent; in the abstract, the no action alternatives are 1, 2, 

and 3 and the action alternatives are 4, 5, and 6. On ES-3, the no action alternatives are 4, 5, and 6 and the 
action alternatives are 1, 2, and 3. Ensure consistency throughout the document. 

ES-5 Because of the long recovery periods in the desert, disturbances are generally considered permanent.  
ES-5-8 Please refer to figures for the descriptions of the various alternatives. 

Proposed action=4,391 ac perm dist; SF-B (4,245 ac BLM), GT-A-1 (12.1 mi; 256 ac w/ 18 perm), Sub 
A-2 (75 ac for stn+53 ac for other elements). 

ES-9 How will the overburden be disposed of or used after grading the site? 
ES-9-10 Many of the alternatives considered but eliminated seem technically feasible and would have fewer 

environmental impacts. The rationale for elimination seems vague. 
ES-15 Please include a discussion on potential noise impacts to wildlife. 
ES-16 Special designations: These areas will experience a permanent loss of acres in DWMA/CHU associated 

with transmission and SCE components. 
ES-18 Ground water monitoring should be required to ensure impacts to the system are not significant over the 

long-term. 
ES-22 The desert tortoise translocation plan, raven management plan, and ABPP should be reviewed and 

approved by the BLM as well as the FWS and CDFG. The versions of these documents contained in the 
DEIS are considered DRAFT and have not been approved by the agencies. 

ES-35 Special designations: Should BIO-1 be included in the mitigation column? 
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2.0 All agreed upon minimization, mitigation, and compensation measures should be included as part of the 
project description to ensure a comprehensive account of the proposed action. Also, all of these measures 
should be clearly itemized and described in enough detail to analyze how they will offset impacts to each 
of the resources from each of the project components.  

2-4: 
Transmission 

We have been informally consulting with Eagle Crest Energy on the adjacent Eagle Crest Hydro-pumped 
Storage Project and have recommended that location of the 500-kV transmission required for that project 
be coordinated with that required for the proposed Desert Sunlight project. Because these two projects 
will be tying into the same substation, we recommend that, to the maximum extent possible, energy 
project facilities and associated infrastructure, including but not limited to transmission, substations, and 
access roads, be collocated to avoid unnecessary loss, fragmentation, and degradation of desert tortoise 
and other wildlife habitat. 

3.3.2 3.3-10 CEC and CDFG recommend that fall surveys for sensitive plant species should be conducted. This is also 
consistent with CNPS protocols. 

3.4 3.4-19 Please provide more detailed results of species and project-specific surveys.
 3.4-19; 3rd 

para 
The data collected during the project-specific surveys do not provide sufficient information or inference 
to draw conclusions about the historic distribution of desert tortoises within the proposed project area; the 
project-specific surveys represent a one-time survey, with the entirety of the site surveyed over the course 
of 3 years. 

3.4.4 3.4-22 Update the status of the species so that it is consistent with the recently released Candidate Notice of 
Review. 

3.4-23-24 Many conclusions are drawn about linkages/corridors and habitat use by Nelson’s bighorn sheep and 
other species without citations to relevant data. Please provide appropriate data and citations or revise the 
text to acknowledge uncertainties. 

3.4.5 3.4-24 Because desert tortoises are not migratory, it is important that any established linkage support resident 
tortoises and long-term home ranges that are connected to core/viable populations. Because of existing 
natural and man-made barriers to movement in this region, maintaining these linkages among all of the 
proposed and approved solar and wind energy projects is essential regardless of the current land status. 

3.4.6 3.4-25; 2nd 

para 
It is important to note that the entirety of the Chuckwalla DWMA (or any other DWMA/ACEC/CHU) is 
not 100 percent desert tortoise habitat. Conservative estimates based on the USGS habitat model indicate 
that approximately 70 percent of the Chuckwalla DWMA is suitable desert tortoise habitat with the 
remaining 30 percent unsuitable.  

 3.4-25; 4th 

para 
The document states that, “According to Appendix A of the NECO Plan/EIS, the proposed Solar Farm 
site, portions of the Gen-tie lines north of I-10, and the proposed Telecommunications Site are outside of 
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the DWMA. These areas are listed as Category III habitat for desert tortoise and as a BLM moderate use 
class. Category III habitat is defined as areas that are not essential to maintenance of viable populations, 
that contain low to medium densities, and that are not contiguous with medium- or high-density areas and 
in which the population is stable or decreasing (BLM 1992).“ 

We are concerned that the analysis relies upon the landscape-level maps contained in Appendix A of the 
NECO Plan/EIS; these maps are very low resolution and should not be used exclusively as the data source 
for determining the land status/allocation of BLM lands in the DEIS. Also, relative to the applicant’s Gen
tie line, the statement contradicts that which is included in Appendix H and the Biological Assessment 
submitted to the agencies on November 19, 2010. All previous discussions the agencies have had with the 
applicant indicate that the Gen-tie line is proposed within the Chuckwalla DWMA and the proposed 
mitigation ratios (5:1) further substantiate this location. For the FWS to appropriately analyze this project 
component, this discrepancy needs to be resolved. 

Finally, the NECO Plan/EIS included many assumptions about Category III lands and their contributions 
to conservation of the desert tortoise (and other species), and very limited on-the-ground surveys were 
performed in support of the plan. One of those assumptions was that large-scale projects, such as the 
proposal, would not be constructed, since NECO did not specifically address this type of industrial land 
use. Based on the site-specific surveys for the proposed project, desert tortoises were documented on 
lands immediately adjacent to and within the DWMA; therefore, despite their designation as Category III 
lands and the proximity to the DWMA and critical habitat, these lands apparently play an important role 
in population connectivity and recovery. 

3.5 What is the net contribution of GHG emissions from the proposed project? Please consider manufacturing 
of project components, construction, operations and maintenance, and decommissioning. 

3.5.2 3.5-13 While we appreciate the uncertainties in research relative to carbon storage capabilities in desert 
ecosystems, presenting the available information in an objective manner, rather than disregarding it as 
“unreliable” without substantiating these conclusions, would lend more credence to the environmental 
document.  

3.14.2 3.14-3 The Chuckwalla DWMA/ACEC should also be mentioned here and the reader should be referred back to 
page 3.4-25. 

4.4.3 4.4-5 The discussion of impacts to desert tortoise (and other species and habitats) should include specifics on 
the numbers of acres expected to be impacted by each alternative/each project component (including 
staging areas, lay down areas, and any incidental project impacts) and number of tortoises expected to be 
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affected both from the project components as well as translocation activities (also refer reader to 
Appendix H). Please include a reference to the Applicant Measure WIL-1 (desert tortoise translocation 
plan, which is DRAFT in the DEIS) that is currently being reviewed by the agencies to minimize the 
impacts of taking the species. Also, a discussion of the impacts to designated critical habitat for desert 
tortoise, as well as any proposed offsets, should be included – reference relevant section of document. 

It is important to note that the number of tortoises observed during project-specific surveys is an estimate 
based on one moment in time and because of the size of the project, the direct and indirect impacts from 
development and operations will likely affect individuals and population dynamics well outside the 
project footprint. 

4.4-6 Please ensure that Applicant Measure WIL-2 (raven management plan) is consistent with current FWS 
guidance. The plan included in the DEIS is DRAFT and does not address regional indirect impacts to 
desert tortoises from increased raven predation. 

4.4-7 Please ensure that Applicant Measure WIL-3 (avian and bat protection plan) is consistent with current 
FWS guidance. The plan included in the DEIS is DRAFT and additional guidance specific to the 
California/Nevada region of the FWS should be incorporated. Also, we recommend the proposed 
transmission line be built according to the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee recommendations 
(available at http://www.aplic.org/SuggestedPractices2006(LR-2watermark).pdf). 

4.4-9 See comment above for 3.4-25; 4th para re: Gen-tie location within designated critical habitat for desert 
tortoise. 

4.4-10 Replace the citation “Fraser 2010” with “U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 2009. Desert tortoise field 
manual. Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office, Ventura, California.” 

4.4.9 4.4-42: 
Impacts to 
Wildlife 
Habitat 

Please articulate which approved and proposed reasonably foreseeable projects are included in the 
cumulative impacts analysis and contribute to the estimated 6.2 and 7.5 percent loss of Sonoran creosote 
bush scrub and desert dry wash woodland, respectively. Are these figures based on the project footprint or 
the entire project including transmission and ancillary facilities? Is the baseline acreage from which these 
figures are derived 5 million? Non-renewable energy projects should also be considered in the analysis. 

4.4-42: 
Impacts to 
Special 
Status Spp 

Desert tortoise is the only special status species that will be actively translocated; this is a take 
minimization measure rather than a mitigation measure. As stated in the FWS translocation guidance, 
translocation should only be considered “when avoidance of these impacts is not feasible and adverse 
effects of the incidental take of desert tortoises associated with the proposed action need to be minimized. 
Prior to drafting a translocation plan, however, project proponents should identify, review, and consider 
all potential measures to avoid adverse effects to desert tortoises at the project site.” Translocation has the 
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potential to impact not only the tortoises located on the project site, but resident tortoises at the 
translocation sites, and in some cases, tortoises on control sites from transmittering, handling during 
health assessments (including drawing blood samples), and being physically removed from their home 
ranges. Disease is also a significant concern, especially at the cumulative level given the magnitude of 
impacts and number of desert tortoises expected to be affected by the renewable energy development 
program in the desert southwest. 

4.4-43: 
Impacts to 
Wildlife 
Movement 

As discussed above, desert tortoises are not migratory; therefore, conservation of habitat linkages with a 
resident population between conserved lands is necessary for viable populations of the species to persist. 

4.4-43: 
WMAs 

Please reconcile the discrepancies regarding project impacts to DWMAs. 
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JOHNNEY COON 
<dcvine2@msn.com> 

11/24/2010 05:30 PM 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager 
Palm Springs South 
Coast Field Office, BLM 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA. 92262 

11/24/2010 

To <capssolarfirstsolardesertsunlight@blm.gov> 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Comment for First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Draft EIS 
and Possible Plan Amendment 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight project located in 
the Eagle Mountain/Desert Center community. We would like to go on record as being opposed to this 
project and request the No Action Alternative be taken. 

I have lived in Desert Center for almost 35 years and my husband has been here over 20 years. We own 
a large piece of acreage, with a small grape farm and a desert wildlife pond that we developed for the 
native and migratory wildlife. 

We are very concerned that this project will have a detrimental effect on the wildlife. 4,000 acres of 
public lands near Joshua Tree National Park will be destroyed. The desert land is to be cleared of native 
vegetation that helps sustain wildlife. This disruption of desert soil will impact both human and wildlife 
populations by releasing fine particulates that can cause respiratory ailments and release arsenic, known 
to be cancer causing. 

Also a concern is light pollution. Our night skies are very dark, a perfect location to view stars, planets 
and the milky way.There are very few communities these days with such few light sources as ours. 

Regarding the jobs that this project may provide, most people did not come here looking for a job. The 
residents in this community are either retired, commute to jobs, work in the area or are unable to work. 
There isn't a large unemployed work force here. The infrastructure is limited, so providing for a large out 
of area work force could be problematic. 

Our small desert community is burdened with the threat of over 30,000 acres of solar farms, a 
hydroelectric project, and the worlds largest garbage dump. I know if any one of these projects gets 
approval, my quality of life will be greatly reduced. My first and foremost concern is the environmental 
consequences this project will have, especially on the wildlife. 

The government is wrong to use our taxpayer dollars to destroy our public lands. I don't appreciate my 
hard earned tax dollars going to private corporations who will then destroy the place I call home. Give 
the people the funds to create local jobs in the manufacture, installation and maintenance of solar 
systems on each and every rooftop. We would love a system, but cannot afford the thousands of dollars, 
give me my tax dollars so that I might purchase a system. 

Please say NO to this proposal that will destroy a fragile, pristine desert ecosystem. 

Sincerely, 
Johnney Coon & Timothy Anderson 
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November 24th, 2010 

Allison Shaffer 

Project Manager  

Bureau of Land Management 

1201 Bird Center Drive 

Palm Springs, CA, 92264 

CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Please accept the following comments for the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for 
the First Solar, Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project: CACA-48649 

110-1Project Right of Way: The preferred project site contains up to 4,400 acres of 
undeveloped land. The Right of Way is substantially larger. Will it expand? Will it be 
19,000 acres eventually? 

Purpose and Need: All alternatives are now defined by a Need reflecting the recent 
Secretarial Order 3283: Enhancing Renewable Energy Development on Public Lands. 

The goals of Section 4 in Secretarial Order 3283 clearly state a need for environmental 
responsibility: “the permitting of environmentally responsible wind, solar, biomass, 
and geothermal operations and electrical transmission facilities on the public lands; 

As we will explain frequently in this letter, The Desert Sunlight Project is inconsistent 110-2 

with the Best Management Practices concerning the National Environmental Policy Act 
and the Endangered Species Act. The Desert Sunlight Project can, in no way, be 
considered environmentally responsible. 

Alternatives: Following the guidelines of the National Environmental Policy Act, the 110-3 
final EIS should present the environmental impacts of the proposal and the alternatives 
in comparative form, thus sharply defining the issues and providing a clear basis for 
choice among options by the decision maker and the public. In this section agencies 
shall: 
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(a) Rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives, and for 
alternatives which were eliminated from detailed study, briefly discuss the reasons for 
their having been eliminated. 

(b) Devote substantial treatment to each alternative considered in detail including the 
proposed action so that reviewers may evaluate their comparative merits. 

(c) Include reasonable alternatives not within the jurisdiction of the lead agency. 

(d) Include the alternative of no action. 

(e) Identify the agency's preferred alternative or alternatives, if one or more exists, in the 
draft statement and identify such alternative in the final statement unless another law 
prohibits the expression of such a preference. 

(f)  Include appropriate mitigation measures not already included in the proposed action 
or alternatives. 

The BLM has failed to fully analyze the full scope of potential alternatives. 

Alternatives to consider in the FEIS: 

Avoidance of Wildlife Connectivity Zone Alternative: 

Due to the outstanding connectivity potential the area has for several species of wildlife, 
an off -site alternative that avoids wildlife connectivity corridors should be considered. 

Lower Tortoise Density Off-Site Alternative: 

The BLM rejected the Direct Desert Tortoise Avoidance Alternative for the following 
reason: “During the biological surveys conducted for the Project Study Area, no active 
tortoise sign was found in the southwestern portion of the Solar Farm Study Area; 
however, just above this southwestern area the Applicant found the highest 
concentration of desert tortoise within the Solar Farm Study Area. The southwestern 
portion of the Solar Farm Study Area is located just to the north of the Chuckwalla 
DWMA. Siting of project arrays within this area would effectively eliminate the majority 
of the wildlife corridor between the DWMA and the area of the highest concentration of 
desert tortoise within the Solar Farm Study Area. This alternative was determined to 
have greater environmental impact than the currently proposed project alternatives due 
to the effective elimination of the wildlife corridor; therefore, this alternative was not 
carried forward” 

Do to the controversy associated with desert tortoise translocation, we would like to 
request that BLM consider an alternative away from the Proposed Alternative to a site 
that would not have such an impact to the desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii). The 
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110-6 below numbers from the Fish and Wildlife Service indicate 50 percent mortality from 
translocation of desert tortoise. 

 -Tortoises handled for blood testing will have 5% mortality rate from handling. 

- Tortoises translocated will have a 50% mortality rate. 

- Resident Tortoises on the recipient site will also have a 50% mortality rate due to 
competition from translocated tortoises. 

It is not appropriate for the BLM to choose the Desert Sunlight project site as its 
preferred alternative when it supports healthy population of desert tortoise in such an 
important connectivity zone. BLM needs to add a lower desert tortoise density 
alternative that occurs out of the region. 

Alternative Away from Joshua Tree National Park: 

An off -site alternative that avoids impairing the viewscape of southern Joshua Tree 
National Park should be considered. Construction of this project will result in a 
permanent visual intrusion to the view from the park. The project will assume the 
appearance of a very large rectangular body of water. This issue has been avoided by 
BLM. An alternative that will not at all be visible from the National Park should be 
developed. The cumulative impacts of the potential devastation that BLM is planning for 
the I-10 corridor will have irreversible impacts to the park and adjacent wilderness. 

The Joshua Tree National Park General Management Plan: 
http://www.nps.gov/jotr/parkmgmt/gmp.htm makes the following conclusions about 
activities adjacent to the park that can have negative impacts: 

“Developments and other land uses adjacent to the boundary threaten the integrity of 
the park's resources, views and wilderness values. Surrounding land use has changed 
significantly since creation of the monument. Subdivisions, utility corridors, mining, 
military facilities, and agricultural interests are, in some cases, right along the boundary. 
Eagle Mountain Landfill has been proposed near the southeast boundary. Concerns 
include impacts to the desert tortoise and other wildlife, trash blowing, leaks and air 
quality degradation. Development would intrude on the scene and diminish the 
naturalness and solitude of the wilderness. Other concerns include effects from air and 
water pollutants, invasion of non-native species from adjacent lands, and noisy 
overflights that effect wilderness solitude. The park's resources are also seriously 
threatened by illegal activities and uncontrolled access along the boundaries, such as 
off road vehicle use, theft of desert vegetation and archeological resources, wood 
cutting and dumping of hazardous and domestic wastes. 

Fulfillment of the biosphere reserve concept and long-term protection of ecological units 
that extend outside the boundary are also made more difficult by land use and 
development around the park. The boundaries were revised in the early 1950's to 
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110-7 accommodate mineral extraction. The configuration that had been designed by 
biologists to protect the natural systems of two deserts has been destroyed in many 
areas. Consequently, wildlife and vegetation systems were fragmented by uses such as 
hunting and mining and other developments.” 

The BLM underestimates the impacts this project would have to Joshua Tree with the 
following statement form page 4.12.11 of the Environmental Consequences section.: 

“Although the proposed Project area is nearly surrounded by Joshua Tree National 
Park, there are no roads or visitor access points into the park in that area, and little or 
no visitor use of that portion of the park. As such, this portion of Joshua Tree National 
Park surrounding the proposed Project area has little recreation activity.” 

You should be backing this statement up with National Park Service statistics. Many 
people use the Joshua Tree Wilderness from this southern access. Please provide 
numbers of visitation. Please provide NPS visitor use numbers as well as an analysis of 
how industrial solar will impact the view for the visitor to the wilderness. This is about 
more than number of visitors, it is about solitude and preserving wilderness values. 

The DEIS needs more information concerning the impacts the Desert Sunlight project 
would have on Joshua Tree National Park. A full analysis will need to be included in the 
final EIS. A quote from the park superintendent should also be included. 

Off Site Alternative on BLM Lands with Invalid Energy Applications: 

Two years ago, BLM placed a moratorium on the flux of renewable energy applications 
due to the fact that there were applications coming in on top of one another. Senator 
Reid lifted this moratorium in an attempt to help streamline energy development on 
public lands. This resulted in a landslide of applications many of which are invalid. 
There are literally dozens of these applications along the I-10 corridor and hundreds 
throughout the California and Nevada deserts. BLM needs to review these applications, 
discard the many invalid ones and provide some of these as off site alternatives for the 
Desert Sunlight project. 

Reduced Acreage Alternatives: 

Alternatives on smaller parcels of public and private lands outside of the area should be 
considered as they are more environmentally responsible. The amount of megawatts 
relating to the profit margin of the applicant should be considered the applicant’s 
responsibility and that burden should not be placed on public land owners..  

Alternative That Avoids Land Owners: 

If the project is built, it will destroy the lives and even business of some adjacent 
property owners. BLM has neglected to adequately address the risks to public health, 
quality of life and property values that would be impacted by the approval of this Right of 
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Way. Please provide an alternative that protects the health and property of adjacent 
110-10 
cont 

land owners. 

Off-Site Private Land Alternative: 

No private land alternatives outside of the Chuckwalla Valley were considered for a 110-11 

Private Land Alternative. There are plenty of abandoned agricultural fields in California’s 
Central Valley as well as the Salton Sea area. By dismissing all private land 
alternatives, BLM is placing the burden and responsibility of providing a site for First 
Solar on tax- paying public land owners and this also places a burden on sensitive plant 
and wildlife species. 

Distributed Generation Alternative: 

The DEIS rejects the Distributed Generation Alternative because it does not fit in with 110-12 

the NEED defined in Secretarial Order 3283: Enhancing Renewable Energy 
Development on Public Lands. BLM. Due to the fact that NEED states that renewable 
energy should be “environmentally responsible”, we feel that a Distributed Generation 
Alternative should fit in with the NEED. If Federal property must be involved, the BLM 
buildings in Palm Springs for example could be included in an MOU involving private 
properties.  

Included in the guidelines of the National Environmental Policy Act are requirements to 
“Include reasonable alternatives not within the jurisdiction of the lead agency.” 

The DEIS also rejects the Distributed Generation alternative because: “ achievement of 
the California Renewables Portfolio Standard would be delayed well beyond the 2010 
and 2020 deadlines. Even if distributed installation of 550 MW per year could be 
achieved, adding over 1 TWh of electricity generation capacity per year (equivalent to 
the size of the proposed Project), it would take over 50 years to obtain the level of 
electricity generation from renewable sources that will be required to meet California’s 
33 percent RPS deadline in 2020.” 

This is not accurate and avoids the issue. According to the German Federal Agency 
,Germany added 1.7 GW of Solar Energy in the month of June. This bring the 
cumulative installed capacity for 2010 to 3.4 GW capacity compared to the 3.8 GW 
capacity installed in the entire 2009. 
http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTRE66Q5G620100727?feedType=RSS&feedName 
=GCA
GreenBusiness&utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3 
A+reuters%2FUSgreenbusinessNews+%28News+%2F+U 

Distributed generation in the built environment should be given much more full analysis, 
as it is a completely viable alternative. Desert Sunlight will need just as much 
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dispatchable baseload behind it, and also does not have storage. But environmental 110-12 
costs are negligible with distributed generation, compared with the Silver State project. cont 
Distributed generation cannot be “done overnight,” but neither can large transmission 
lines across hundreds of miles from remote central station plants to load centers. Most 
importantly, distributed generation will not reduce the natural carbon-storing ability of 
healthy desert ecosystems, will not disturb biological soil crusts, and will not degrade 
and fragment habitats of protected, sensitive, and rare species. 
Alternatives should be looked at that are in load centers, not closest to the project site. 
There is a need to consider the “macro” picture, the entire state, to look at maximum 
efficiency. 

A Master comprehensive plan should exist before large expensive inefficient solar 
plants are sited and built out in the wildlands. This plan should carefully analyze the 
recreational and biodiversity resources of the Nevada desert. A list of assumptions 
should be included detailing the plan for integrating various fuels mixes and 
technologies into each utility's plan, an overall state plan, and a national plan. Loads 
should be carefully analyzed to determine whether additional capacity is needed for 
peaking, intermediate, or baseload purposes. Unit size, which impacts capital and 
operating costs and unit capacity factors, has a direct bearing on the relative economics 
of one technology over another. A plan might recommend that smaller units built in 
cities and spaced in time offer a less risky solution than one large unit built immediately. 

Right now there is no utility plan, no state plan, and no national plan. Large-scale 
central station solar plants have been sited very far from load centers out in remote 
deserts, with the only criterion being nearness to existing transmission lines and natural 
gas lines. Very little thought has been given to the richness of biological resources, the 
cumulative impacts on visual scenery to tourists, the proximity to ratepayers, or the level 
of disturbance of the site. 

The California Energy Commission says there will be a need to build many new efficient 
natural gas peaker or baseload plants to back up the renewables planned. Instead, the 
renewables should be distributed generation in load centers, which will provide much 
more efficiency, rather than inefficient remote central station plants that reduce 
biodiversity and require expensive transmission lines. This reduces the risk, as 
distributed generation is a known technology and has been proven in countries like 
Germany where incentive programs have been tested. Incentive programs can be 
designed in an intelligent manner to vastly increase distributed generation.  Incentives 
for large remote projects like Desert Sunlight are unproven to lower risk and may 
actually raise debt levels with runaway costs associated with poor sighting and higher
than-anticipated operating and maintenance costs. 

Many renewable project developers have failed to consider reasonable or viable 
alternatives that could serve as solutions that everybody could live with. In the case of 
this particular project, conflicts with endangered species, cultural resources, storm water 
drainage erosion, viewscapes from National Parks and wilderness areas could all be 
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avoided with a distributed generation alternative. Thin film photovoltaic can be sited on 
developed areas using rooftops, parking lots and other urban vacant lots. The beauty of 
this is that there is essentially the same insolation in the cities of Banning, Palm Desert, 
Indio, Palm Springs, Riverside and Los Angeles, California as there is in the region of 
the project site. 

Cultural Resources Avoidance Alternative: The entire project site has deep cultural 
significance to the Cahuilla, Chemehuevi, Mojave, and Serrano nations. Prehistoric 
sites recorded between Desert Center and Blythe may provide links between vestiges of 
the Coco-Maricopa trail system as well as clues to activities associated with 
transportation along that route. The site also contains very significant historical cultural 
resources. Please provide an alternative that avoids an area with such cultural 
significance. 

Preferred Alternative: 

My preferred is similar to Alternative 5 which would be to deny the Right of Way to the 
applicant and designate the ENTIRE Right of Way consideration of 19,000 acres 
unsuitable for energy development. Due to the outstanding connectivity potential of the 
region for desert tortoise, bighorn sheep, burro deer, Palm Springs roundtail ground 
squirrel and other species as well as the occurrence of many rare plants, I also feel this 
area should be designated an Area of Critical Environmental Concern. Please discuss 
this in the final EIS. 

Proposed Action, Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences: 

Air Quality: 

It is difficult to imagine the impacts that the construction and removal of 4,200 acres of 
soil will have on the air quality of the Chuckwalla Valley. Recent upgrades and 
development located on the Creech Air Force Base in Indian Springs, Nevada have 
resulted in very poor air quality for the region and those living there. Inversion effects 
cause airbourne dust to linger for hours. Even the mitigation using water trucks has not 
been able to control the fugitive dust from this construction. 

The FEIS does an inadequate job of analyzing the health impacts that airborne 
particulates from construction dust will have on the local residents of the area. 

Removal of stabilized soils and biological soil crust creates a destructive cycle of 
airborne particulates and erosion. As more stabilized soils are removed, blowing 
particulates from recently eroded areas act as abrasive catalysts that erode the 
remaining crusts thus resulting in more airborne particulates. 

110-12 
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The FEIS should analyze the cumulative impacts on air quality that will result from the 
removal so much stabilized soil and biological soil crust. 

Visual Resources: 

 The DEIS fails to adequately analyze the full impacts that this project would have on 
the region’s visual resources. The Visual Resources section should have several details 
added to it. 

The short term construction would not only create a visual contrast from soil 
disturbance, but erosion from the removal of soils would compromise the visual quality 
of the area by allowing dust to be stirred up whenever there are wind events. The short 
term construction would most likely result in long term visual disturbance due to the 
permanent removal of desert soils. This of course would impact adjacent National 
Parks, Wilderness and private property. 

The BLM has classified the project site as VRM Class II and Class III. Due to the 
sweeping desert views, the Desert Sunlight site could easily be classified as VRM Class 
I. 

Even under Class III standards, “Changes should repeat the basic elements found in 
the predominant natural features of the characteristic landscape.“ The immense size of 
this project will not conform to this standard. 

The Key Observation Point (KOP) simulations are deceiving because the angle and 
location of the photos were not selected from the most potentially graphic locations and 
angles. There are no dark sky simulations nor are there any simulations from high 
vantage points from Joshua Tree National Park. Most of the KOP photographs appear 
to have been taken at mid-day, from angles where the project would be least visible. 
These are deceiving photos that do not represent the most possibilities concerning 
lighting and time of day 

The KOP’s developed for the DEIS do not show enough details to be an effective 
analysis of the visual impacts that will be caused by approval of the ROW. All of the 
KOP’s are from a considerable distance from the project. More KOP’s from higher 
vantage points at specific times of day regarding sun angles are required to complete 
this analysis. KOP’s should also be developed from adjacent private land to analyze the 
impacts the project would have to property owners. 

The following KOP’s will need to be added to the Final EIS. 

1. There should be 3 sets of at least 4 KOP simulations from vantage points no 
further than one half to one mile from the proposed project site. These should be 
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110-18 taken from 4 different directions and these KOP’s should be repeated in morning, 
mid-day and late afternoon. 

2. There should be 3 sets of two KOP’s from higher vantage points in the Coxcomb 
Mountains in Joshua Tree National Park, two from higher elevations in the Eagle 
Mountains in Joshua Tree National Park, and three sets of two from higher 
elevations in the Chuckwalla Mountains Wilderness . All KOP simulations should 
accurately capture the polarized water effect that will be prevalent from higher 
vantage points. 

3. Please provide two KOP simulations from adjacent private property. 
4. Please provide four dark sky KOP simulations. Two of these should be from 

adjacent National Park or Wilderness Areas. 

The above photo is taken from Highway 93, south of Boulder City, Nevada. It shows the 
2,500 acre First Solar, Copper Mountain facility. None of the KOP simulations for Desert 
Sunlight capture the water effect. Not only does this disrupt the view, but threatens birds 
and aquatic insects. KOP’s in the DEIS should capture this effect. 

Night time lighting and disturbance: The DEIS does a poor job addressing the visual 
impacts that would occur from security lighting and maintenance lighting. How much 
lighting would be required for night time maintenance activity? 

How much lighting would be required for security? How bright would the lighting be? 
How visible would the lighting be from Joshua Tree National Park, the Chuckwalla 
Mountains Wilderness Area and adjacent private land?  Are there OSHA requirements 
that do not allow shielding of lights? Some solar applicants are now providing night time 
Key Observation Point simulations for their proposed project. We would like the 
applicant for this project to be required to do the same. Please provide 4 night time Key 
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Observation Point simulations from adjacent wilderness, parks and resorts with an 
analysis of the projects impacts to wilderness values and star gazing. 

The Visual Resources analysis does not have enough information on the impacts to the 
view-scape of Joshua Tree National Park. The park’s General Management Plan is not 
referenced like it should be. Both the BLM and the NPS share the jurisdiction of the 
Department of the Interior. The DIES is very incomplete on this subject. 

Problems associated with hundreds of workers: 

Construction of this project would bring hundreds of new people to the area. With these 
people may come law enforcement problems. These problems may include illegal off
roading, vandalism to private property, harassment of wildlife and other undesired 
behavior. As BLM is aware, First Solar contractors were found trespassing and dumping 
illegal trash on private property. BLM did deal with this problem, but it is an example of 
what can happen when new construction workers are brought to an area. 

Hazardous Materials: 

From the Environmental Consequences section: 

“The use of First Solar PV modules for the Solar Farm would not result in a significant 
risk of a release of hazardous materials that would be harmful to human health or the 
environment. Sources of information used to conclude that the proposed PV modules 
would not result in a significant risk of hazardous materials may be found as part of the 
Applicant’s Supplement to the Plan of Development (16 June 2010) for the proposed 
Project (First Solar, Inc. 2010a). Hazardous materials are used in the manufacture of 
the PV modules, including CdTe. During the manufacturing process, the CdTe is bound 
to a glass sheet by vapor transport deposition, followed by sealing the CdTe layer with a 
laminate material and a second glass sheet (Fthenakis 2008). While CdTe itself is a 
hazardous substance in an isolated form (i.e., not embedded within a PV module), any 
risk to human health or the environment through the proposed Project is minimized by a 
combination of product design and testing, Project design, monitoring and replacement, 
and ultimately by the collection and recycling of PV modules in the event they become 
damaged or defective or upon Project decommissioning. CdTe contained within PV 
modules is highly stable and, even if the modules become broken or damaged, would 
not mobilize from the glass and into the environment except under very specific 
conditions, none of which constitute plausible exposure scenarios under actual or 
projected “worst case” Project conditions. One condition would be if glass modules are 
ground into an extremely fine powder and then subjected to agitation in an acidic 
environment (Golder Associates 2010). However, these conditions would not occur in 
the field during any Project operations or in a landfill. Even assuming an extreme 
seismic event that resulted in substantial damage to PV modules, the modules would 
not be destroyed to a fine powder and, even if this could happen, there still would not be 
a subsequent exposure to the acidic conditions necessary to mobilize CdTe, which is 
bound to the glass, into the environment. In addition, once in the environment, CdTe 
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would not migrate because it is insoluble in water and sorbs to soil particles (Golder 
Associates 2010, Lange 1973). 

Another condition under which minor amounts of CdTe could be released from a PV 
module is if the module is subjected to a fire (Fthenakis 2005). Such conditions are 
unlikely to occur at the Project site because of the lack of fuel to support a sustained 
wildfire and the wildfire mitigation measures for the Project (Mitigation AM-HAZ-4). 
Grass fires are the most likely fire exposure for ground-mounted PV systems, and these 
fires tend to be short-lived due to the thinness of fuels. As a result, these fires are 
unlikely to expose PV modules to prolonged fire conditions or to temperatures high 
enough to volatilize CdTe, which has a melting point of 1,041 degrees Celsius. 
Moreover, even if a desert wildfire could reach that temperature, the actual loss of CdTe 
from a module would be insignificant (approximately 0.04 percent). For these reasons, 
the probability of sustained fires and subsequent emissions in adequately designed and 
maintained utility systems appears to be zero (Fthenakis 2005).  

These insignificant impacts are further minimized by First Solar’s operational and 
maintenance protocols used to identify and remove damaged or defective PV modules 
during annual inspections, routine power output performance checks and resultant array 
and panel inspections. In addition, the potential for exposures to CdTe at levels of 
concern is further minimized as First Solar would remove identified damaged or 
defective PV modules from the Solar Farm site, as well as PV modules at the time of 
decommissioning, and then collect and recycle them in accordance with First Solar’s 
pre-funded PV module collection and recycling program. In 2005, the Applicant 
established a pre-funded PV module collection and recycling program so that the 
Applicant’s modules may be returned to the company for recycling at no cost to the end 
user (First Solar 2010b). The program funds are independently managed as a trust to 
ensure that they will be available when they are needed in the future, regardless of the 
future financial status of the Applicant. Approximately 90 percent of all modules 
collected are recycled into new products, including new Applicant-produced modules 
(First Solar 2009). Finally, even if some modules were sent to landfills instead of being 
recycled, CdTe would not leach out even under landfill conditions (Golder Associates 
2010).  

During standard operation of CdTe PV systems, there are no cadmium emissions to the 
environment. In the exceptional case of accidental fires or broken panels, scientific 
studies show that cadmium emissions remain negligible. Exposure to hazardous 
materials may also be caused by discharge of disposal onto soils; or through upset or 
accidental release. Proposed development of the Solar Farm would include the 
following mitigations to reduce the impacts from hazardous materials used during 
construction and operation of the Project and hazardous waste temporarily stored on 
site prior to appropriate disposal. The Applicant would be responsible for the 
mitigations.” 

The DEIS undermines the potential risks of placing millions of photovoltaic panels that 
contain cadmium-telluride CdTe on public lands. It is not enough to simply claim that it 
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110-23 is not likely that the panels can break. When 4,200 acres of topography is removed, the 
contentire hydrology would be altered which may result in major flooding. Thin film solar PV 

panels can also burn from electrical fires. The following article documents such an 
event: http://www.sanluisobispo.com/2010/11/10/1363989/rooftop-solar-panels-catch
fire.html 

Is there a fire plan in the event of this happening? 

The FEIS should outline the environmental consequences of a potential CdTe pollution 
event and how it could impact public health, water resources and flora and fauna. 

Other issues: 

When the fire studies were conducted, were the panels flat during the study so the glass 
wouldn't slide apart in a fire scenario? Another study should be conducted when panels 
are in a more diagonal position. 

Under the current California Department of Toxic Substances Control regulations, the 
modules First Solar is using are considered hazardous waste when they reach the end 
of their life.  It is not accurate to claim they are risk free. 

The study does not talk enough about cadmium sulfide which also occurs in the First 
Solar module. 

Please make available in the FEIS the breakage and failure rates from other CdTe 
power plants to get a better approximation of how often breakage occurs on site. First 
Solar had to recall almost 5% of their modules over some period in 2008 or 2009, so the 
breakage rate probably goes up when they all have to be taken down and tested. 

If First Solar decides to sell the Desert Sunlight project, how would they be inspecting 
the panels for breakage? Since they have a track record of selling these off big projects, 
how often will they inspect? What are the criteria for determining that panels are 
broken? 

The Norwegian Geotechnical Institute conducted recent tests on the leaching potential 
of CdTe from broken PV modules and PV placed in landfills. They conclude: 

“The availability test on grounded CaTe PV module material shows a high leaching of 
both Cd and Te, thus the material exhibits a high maximum leaching release potential  
of these elements even at the solution’s high PH level (P.H. 7.7)” 

and 
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110-23 “All three conducted leaching tests show that when CdTe in the module was exposed to 
water, the thin film CdTe dissolves. The extent of the leaching is thus dependent on the 
“availability” of the CdTe film. Normally the CdTe is protected by glass layers in the PV 
module. Weathering and possible destruction of the modules during use or end disposal 
may lead to exposure of the CdTe film, and subsequent incrased leaching of CdTe into 
the environment.” 

A study from the Wuppertal Institute, Norway also concludes: 

“The conclusion of this paper is that recent independent laboratory analyses conducted 
on CdTe PV modules confirm that these present a threat to the environment and health 
if disposed of in an improper and unprofessional way. These analyses also hint at 
possible, though less probable, cadmium leakages during the use phase in case of 
shattered protective glass exposing the CdTe film to natural precipitations. The only way 
to rule out the risks associated with the use of cadmium in PV is to refrain from using 
cadmium in the first place. This requires non-toxic substitutes to be readily available, 
which they are (e.g. silicon-based photovoltaics). Cadmium should not spread in “green” 
solar technologies, but need to be disposed of safely.” …Appraisal of laboratory 
analyses conducted on CdTe 
photovoltaic modules-Mathieu Saurat, Michael Ritthoff; Wuppertal Institute, August 
2010 

The California Division of Toxic Substance Control  is also proposing new rules that 
would say that a cracked or damaged PV panel is not necessarily end of its life. That 
would allow First Solar, or whoever will own the project, to leave several damaged 
panels out on the site. This could create a situation where a damaged panel or several 
can leach CdTe into the environment. 

Desert Pavement: 

Desert pavements are found on alluvial fans and piedmonts below mountains in the 
Mojave and Sonoran Deserts. Stones over fine sediments may form a weak pavement, 
in the case of granitic stones at the Imperial Valley Solar Project site which decompose 
and weather more quickly, or if derived from volcanic or limestone sources, may be 
densely packed, inter-locking, and resistant. Wind-blown silts and sands collect in 
between and below the gravel pavement. Varnish usually colors the rock surfaces 
exposed to air a darker color, and can be useful for aging the pavement. Varnish is the 
result of surface evaporation of various salts on the rock, building up a crust. 

Dr. Boris Poff, hydrologist at Mojave National Preserve, gave testimony at the Calico 
Solar Project evidentiary hearing held by the California Energy Commission on August 
5, 2010. The rock surface of desert pavements stabilizes fine sediments underneath, 
and may potentially increase rainwater infiltration. When they are disturbed, desert 
pavements lose this function and surface run-off increases, as does erosion and 
downhill sedimentation. 
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Many desert pavements are extremely old, taking thousands of years to develop. North 
of the Calico project site, a desert pavement has been dated at 7,000 years old. There 
can be three feet of deep sand under the rocky cap that takes millennia to build up. 

Small mining roads through desert pavements have yet to recover from this 
disturbance. 

The National Resource Conservation Service has started a soil mapping program at 
Mojave National Preserve, and they have found that desert pavements have not been 
adequately analyzed and categorized. Much of the data is out-dated. 

Conversely, other desert pavements may be younger and hide archaeological 
treasures. At the Calico Solar Project workshop held August 12, 2010, we learned from 
archaeologist Dr. David Whitley, that one cannot assume that subsurface 
archaeological materials are absent just because a desert pavement covers the ground. 
"This is a myth," he told the applicant, Tessera Solar. He explained that recently 
scientists have learned that some desert pavements can form quickly, and ceramics 
have been found underneath them. 

http://www.energy.ca.gov/sitingcases/calicosolar/documents/2010-08-05_Transcript.pdf 

The desert pavement on the Desert Sunlight site is over 20,000 years old. How will the 
removal of thousands of acres of desert pavement affect the flood potential of the 
region? How will this alter the local hydrology? Will existing groundwater aquifers see 
less recharge? Will new locations that catch water be created? How will this impact 
wildlife and populations of phreatophytes that depend on flood water drainage? 

Water Resources: 

The DEIS states that “as much as nearly 18 feet groundwater drawdown could occur, 
and “under the most extreme assumptions considered in Sunlight’s groundwater 
modeling runs, a drawdown of one foot would occur at a distance of up to approximately 
one mile from the pumping well.” 

There appears to be no mitigation plan or compensation plan for local land owners 
regarding the potential loss of their wells due to draw down. There should also be a 
comprehensive plan that addresses how draw down of the local aquifer would impact 
microphyll woodlands and phreatophytes in general. 

Biological Resources: 

The following photograph was taken of the Copper Mountain, First Solar photovoltaic 
facility south of Boulder City, Nevada. The polarized, reflection assumes the 
appearance of a large body of water. This can potentially be a death trap in the Mojave 
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Desert. Birds and insects will use up energy to get to water and end up dying of 
dehydration. 

Copper Mountain Thin Film Solar Farm, Boulder City, Nevada 

The Nature Conservancy has just released their Mojave Desert Ecoregional 
Assessment. In the assessment, they discuss the impacts of polarized light pollution on 
birds and insects: 

“Light and noise pollution associated with electrical power plants can be problematic for 
wildlife. Polarized light pollution from PV panels can attract aquatic insects and other 
species that mistake the panels for bodies of water, potentially leading to population 
decline or even local extinction of some organisms (Horvath et al. 2010). Nighttime 
lighting for security or other reasons may negatively impact a variety of Mojave Desert 
species, many of which have developed nocturnal behavior to escape the daytime heat 
of the desert. (Mojave Desert Ecoregional Assessment September 2010, The Nature 
Conservancy of California 201 Mission Street, 4th Floor San Francisco, CA 94105) p. 
50” 

In 2009, a study was conducted on the issue of polarized light pollution” 

Polarized light pollution: a new kind of ecological photopollution Gábor Horváth1, 
György Kriska2, Péter Malik1, and Bruce Robertson3* Front Ecol Environ 2009; 7(6): 
317–325, doi:10.1890/080129 (published online 7 Jan 2009) 

“It is not surprising that water-seeking insects use horizontally polarized light to locate 
water bodies – among the available visual cues, polarization is the most reliable 
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under variable lighting conditions (Schwind 1985; Horváth and Varjú 2004). Certain 
waterbirds are attracted to pools of oil, in which they drown, and they also try to forage 
on plastic sheeting laid on the ground, which appears to them as a small body of water 
(Bernáth et al. 2001a). Foraging on this type of inappropriate, artificial habitat wastes 
time and energy, but landing on artificial reflectors can be lethal for other species. (pg 
320) 

Obligate waterbirds, such as the ruddy duck (Oxyura jamaicensis), common loon (Gavia 
immer), dovekie (Alle alle), and brown pelican (Pelecanus occidentalis), are  
occasionally found dead or injured and stranded (unable to take off) in large asphalt 
parking lots (McIntyre and Barr 1997; Montevecchi and Stenhouse 2002), or on asphalt 
roads in the desert (Kriska et al. 2008b). Strandings commonly take place at night, 
when bright, downward-facing streetlights are reflected upwards by asphalt surfaces, 
creating a strong optical signature during a time of day when few cues for locating water 
bodies are available. Studying the possible role of polarization vision of these waterbirds 
in water detection is the task of future research. (pg 320) 

“Many aquatic insects experience complete reproductive failure when they lay eggs on 
artificial polarizers. (pg 320)” 

Navigation and orientation: 

Many taxa (eg birds, reptiles, fish, insects, crustaceans, and echinoderms) use 
polarized light patterns in the sky or hydrosphere as an orientation cue (reviewed in 
Danthanarayana and Dashper 1986; Schwind 1995; Wehner 2001; Labhart and Meyer 
2002; Horváth and Varjú 2004; Waterman 2006; Wehner and Labhart 2006). 
Artificial polarized light (eg reflected from glass buildings or scattered in water around 
fishing boats and undersea research vessels) could therefore disrupt evolved 
polarization-based navigation and orientation behaviors. 

Because the advantages of sensitivity to polarized light in some taxa are still unclear, 
forecasting the importance of PLP to the survival of populations and the integrity 
and function of ecosystems remains largely speculative. Even so, the ever-increasing 
levels of PLP and its ability to negatively affect behaviors and to alter interspecific 
interactions constitute an important conservation problem, which requires increased 
attention from conservation professionals and researchers alike. (pg 324) 

Would the polarized light pollution result in any Takes under the Bald and Golden Eagle 
Protection Act? 

The FEIS should discuss these impacts and possible mitigation measures in detail. 

Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act: The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act 
does not permit Take of these species. The loss of foraging habitat is considered a 
“Take” under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. 
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There are six active golden eagle nests within 20 miles of the site.  The closest active 
territory is located one and a half miles from the project boundary, and one Golden 
Eagle was observed flying south of I-10 in Chuckwalla Valley in the vicinity of the 
proposed Red Bluff substation during surveys. 

Direct Take would most likely occur at the Red Bluff Substation and the Gen-Tie Line.  

The applicant’s Avian and Bat Protection Plan is very wordy and detailed, but provides 
no compensation for the loss of so much breeding and foraging habitat. There is not 
even any indication of where any possible mitigation land would be purchased to off – 
set the removal of so much habitat. 

Bighorn Sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsoni) and Burro Deer (Odocoileus hemionus 
eremicus). 

Bighorn sheep and burro deer are both BLM species of Special Concern. 

Pg 3.3.14 of the DEIS states: “Large mammal species can use desert dry washes and 
include special status species, such as bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) and burro deer 
(Odocoileus hemionus eremicus). While sign for burro deer was observed during 
surveys, bighorn sheep, including tracks and scat, were not observed.” 

Local land owners have told us through personal communication that bighorn sheep 
have visited agricultural lands adjacent to the project site. 

Burro deer have also been seen on the site. The site represents an important 
connectivity zone for both of these species. Removal of 4,200 acres of this habitat will 
impair long term connectivity for both species. 

The destruction of potential bighorn sheep foraging and migration corridor habitat is not 
adequately addressed in the DEIS. 

Bighorn biologists Dr. John Wehausen and Dr. Vern Bleich have concluded that radio 
telemetry studies of bighorn sheep in various southwestern deserts, including the 
Mojave Desert of California, have found considerable movement of these sheep 
between mountain ranges.... Consequently, intermountain areas of the desert floor that 
bighorn traverse between mountain ranges can be as important to the long-term viability 
of populations as are the mountain ranges themselves.

 Alluvial fans near steep rocky terrain can provide crucial foraging habitat for big horn 
sheep (Wehausen 2009)

 For example, ewes at the end of gestation that need nutrients may come down from 
steep, rocky terrain looking for higher quality forage. They might use areas like the 
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project site for only three weeks, but those three weeks are critical. The Chuckwalla 
Valley might also provide important movement corridors for deer and bighorn sheep. 
Wildlife corridors are present through and adjacent to the First Solar, Desert Sunlight 
Site . 

“Radio telemetry studies of bighorn sheep in various southwestern deserts, including 
the Mojave Desert of California, have found considerable movement of these sheep 
between mountain ranges (Bleich et al., 1990b). This is especially true of males, but 
also of ewes (Bleich et al., 1996). Within individual mountain ranges, populations often 
are small (Table 1). Levels of inbreeding could be high in such populations, but 
intermountain movements provide a genetic connection with a larger metapopulation, 
and this will counteract potential inbreeding problems (Schwartz et al., 1986; Bleich et 
al., 1990b). Intermountain movements also are the source of colonization of vacant 
habitat, which is fundamental to metapopulation dynamics and persistence. 
.Colonization by ewes is the slow link in this process, but has recently been 
documented in two Mojave Desert ranges in California (Bleich et al., 1996; Torres et al., 
1996). Consequently, intermountain areas of the desert floor that bighorn traverse 
between mountain ranges are as important to the long term viability of populations as 
are the mountain ranges themselves (Schwartz et al., 1986; Bleich et al., 1990b, 1996).” 

The FEIS fails to fully analyze impacts to bighorn, provide alternatives to avoid impacts, 
or provide measures to minimize impacts. 

The Society for the Conservation of Big Horn Sheep notes that a pre-construction 
baseline of big-horn sheep use should be established, followed by intensive monitoring 
during construction and follow-up post construction. They advocate a 1.5 mile buffer 
zone from the project border to the toe of the sloping mountain areas, to help 
connectivity of the local population and maintain the metapopulation dynamic at work 
with this sheep population. A wildlife corridor is absolutely essential for a healthy and 
viable population and for a healthy gene pool exchange, and that the buffer zone would 
establish a guideline or benchmark for any future development and additional loss of 
habitat.   

The DEIS outlines no adequate mitigation measures to off-set impacts to Bighorn 
Sheep and Burro Deer. Please come up with a 2 to 1 land acquisition plan to offset 
impacts to these species. 

Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrel (Spermophilus tereticaudus chlorus) 

No adequate mitigation measures have been provided for the Palm Springs round-tail 
ground squirrel. The FEIS will need to outline a plan that provides avoidance and 
mitigation for this species. Has mitigation land been identified yet? 
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Desert Leafcutting Ant (Acromyrmex versicolor) 

The project site is the only know location for California’s only Leafcutter ant species. A 
full analysis of the impacts to this species concerning habitat loss should be provided in 
the final EIS.. 

Biological Soil Crusts 

Soil biological crust is a mix of organisms that occupy and protect the surface of the soil 
in most desert ecosystems. The organisms often include filamentous and non
filamentous cyanobacteria, mosses, lichens, liverworts and fungi. 

The following publication should be reviewed by the BLM and the applicant’s consulting 
biologists: 

A Field Guide to Biological Soil Crusts of Western U.S. Drylands ;Common Lichens and 
Bryophytes. Roger Rosentreter, Matthew Bowker, Jayne Belnap 

They say the following concerning biological soil crusts: 

“Biological Soil Crusts are found on almost all soil types. Green algae are favored on 
more acidic and less salty soils, whereas cyanobacteria are favored on alkaline soils 
and soils with high salt content. Within a given climate zone, the cover of lichens and 
mosses generally increases with higher clay and silt content and lower sand content, as 
this also increases the stability and water-holding capacity of the soil. However, BSC 
cover and development is limited on clay soils with a high shrink-swell coefficient. 
Habitats within a site that are more moist (e.g., under plant canopies and thin plant litter 
or on north/northeast exposures) generally support a greater cover of lichens and 
mosses.” 

And: 

“Ecological function: 
The presence of these organisms on the soil surface increases soil stability. Because 
they are photosynthetic they also contribute carbon to the underlying soils. Free-living 
and lichenized cyanobacteria can also convert atmospheric nitrogen into bio-available 
nitrogen, and thus are an important source of this often limiting nutrient. All these 
organisms also secrete compounds that increase the bio-availability of phosphorus. 
Lichen morphological types with a more discontinuous cover (crustose, squamulose) 
allow water, gases, and seedlings to pass through to the soil surface, whereas mosses 
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and lichens with a more continuous cover (foliose, fruticose) often block the flow of 
materials to the soil surface.” 

And: 

Biological soil crusts (BSC) are formed by living organisms (algae, bacteria, mosses, 
and lichens) and their byproducts over geologic time. Due to their low rate of formation, 
these biotic soil crusts are extremely vulnerable to environmental disturbances, such as 
fire, and anthropogenic impacts, such as grazing, hiking, biking, off-highway vehicle 
(OHV) use, and military activities. Biological soil crusts are found throughout the desert 
southwest; however, this soil type and associated vegetation was not identified within 
the Proposed Project area during field surveys (CH2M Hill 2009c; Sycamore 
Environmental Consultants, Inc. 2009). Without laboratory analysis the presence of 
BCS cannot be determined. Biological soil crusts were not found on site possibly 
because the site has been heavily disturbed by human activity; because they were 
immature; or difficult to discern.” 

The below photo was taken on the Desert Sunlight site in Aptil, 2010: 

Damage to intact desert soils with biotic crusts and the resulting increased siltation 
during flooding and dust are not adequately analyzed in the DEIS. Biological crusts 
protect the soil and hold weeds at bay. 

What mitigation measures will be utilized to insure survival of the biological soil crusts 
on the site? Below is the described mitigation measures for damage to biological soil 
crusts for the Ivanpah Solar Electric Generating System: "Soil biological crust shall be 
preserved by collecting the upper 1/4 inch of topsoil from areas to be graded. Applicant 
may flag specific areas known to contain biological crust organisms or collect upper soil 
from the entire area. BLM or its designated representative must concur that the correct 
areas have been flagged if collections are to include less than the entire area over 
which the soil surface will be disturbed.” 
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“There are multiple approaches to the monitoring of BSCs, depending on the 
monitoring goals. Areas dominated by cyanobacteria can be divided into categories 
based on the darkness of the soil surface (p. 10, Belnap et al. In press), as darkness is 
an indicator of cyanobacterial biomass and soil stability. The number of categories 
chosen depends on how easily the categories can be distinguished from one another 
and the level of resolution needed to meet monitoring goals. For lichens and mosses, it 
is best to record cover by species if sufficient expertise is available. When this is not 
possible, recording the morphological group (e.g., crustose/squamulose/foliose/fruticose 
lichens, short/tall mosses) is best, as this provides information on soil stability, seedling 
establishment, hydrology, and carbon fixation. It is also useful to record phycolichens 
and cyanolichens separately, as this gives information on nitrogen contributions. If 
recording by species or by morphological group is not possible, the next best option is 
recording cyanobacterial darkness, as well as the presence of lichens and mosses 
(lichens are easily distinguished from mosses: when wetted, mosses turn brown or 
green, whereas lichens do not change much in color). It is also useful to record the 
morphological type of BSCs being monitored.” 

110-34The FEIS should outline a mitigation plan to offset damage to the biological soil crusts 
located on the project site. 

Plant Communities and Rare Plants: 

Approval of this project would in the removal of 4,200 acres of Creosote Bush-White 
Bursage and Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood-Smoke Tree communities. 

There are no mitigation measures outlined for avoidance of rare plants or enhancement 
of habitat for these plants. Surveys were conducted during the peak of the spring 
blooming season in 2010, however, many plants  bloom during the fall. More surveys 
will need to be conducted during the fall. More time is needed to evaluate what plants 
are actually occurring on the site. 

There are no mitigation measures outlined for avoidance of rare plants or enhancement 
of habitat for these plants. If plant surveys were not carried out in for summer-rain 
germinating species, than some plant types may have been missed or under
represented. 

Mitigation measures for several California renewable energy projects with a similar 
sized destructive footprint outline plans to form a “halo” of construction avoidance 
around rare plant species that have been located on the site. This mitigation measure 
has not been analyzed in the DEIS 

Foxtail cactus Coryptantha alversonii, 

Emory’s crucifixion thorn (Castela emoryi), 

Las Animas colubrina (Colubrina californica), 
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 California ditaxis (Ditaxis serrata var. californica), 

Desert unicorn plant (Proboscidea althaeifolia), 

Slender-spined allthorn (Koeberlinia spinosa ssp. tenuispina), 

Invasive Weeds: 

Even with the best management practices, the blading, scraping and additional 
development of new roads, transmission, etc. will create a very large opportunity for 
non-native plants to colonize the project site. Problems will arise with the following 
species: 

Russian thistle (Salsola tragus) 

Sahara Mustard (Brassica tournifortii) 

Red brome (Bromus rubens) 

Orchardgrass (Dactylis glomerata) 

September 29, 2010 - At a California Energy Commission workshop for the Palen Solar 
Power Project located near Desert Center, California on September 27, CEC botanist 
Carolyn Chaney Davis told Solar Millennium, the project applicant, that there was a big 
concern over weeds taking over newly disturbed desert ground at both the Blythe Solar 
Power Project and at Palen. Chaney Davis had spent much time out in the field at the 
Blythe project site with preeminent tortoise biologist and desert ecologist Dr. Kristin 
Berry, who worried over the spread of the rampaging weed Sahara mustard (Brassica 
tournefortii). 

The big concern at Blythe was the spread of weeds along the new "linears," the 
transmission lines needed to tie the giant solar thermal project to the grid. Berry was 
emphatic that Sahara mustard spread must be taken much more seriously. 
Transmission lines act as superhighways for its expansion into desert habitat. 

Chaney Davis explained that revegetation after disturbance, such as when the power 
plant is decommissioned in 30 years, does not usually work in this arid region. So she 
stressed weed management from the start. Instead of imprinting or planting creosote, 
the desert should be restored by preserving the topsoil and seedbank. Disrupting biotic 
soil crusts allows weeds to gain a foothold and increase. 

The companies need to manage outbreaks of weeds that happen after initial soil 
disturbance. A revegetation plan would also include mulching temporary roads after use 
so the off-roaders do not use them, further spreading weed seeds on tires. The Energy 
Commission was worried about spread of Sahara mustard into the tortoise Critical 
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Habitat in Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management Area. The weeds can grow so 
densely that the reptiles cannot move through them, and the mustards displace more 
palatable native wildflowers. 

California Department of Fish and Game recommends a 10-year monitoring period to 
make sure revegetation is progressing. A 2 or 3 year period is not long enough, as only 
pioneer plants would be colonizing the disturbed ground. A trend towards climax 
vegetation would longer to see. 

A similar situation will be created by the rushed schedule for the Desert Sunlight 
Project. 

From the Integrated Weed Management Plan: 

“Herbicides used will be limited to those approved by the BLM. Currently, only 
glyphosate compounds such as RoundUp™, a post-emergent herbicide, are 
recommended by the Desert District of the BLM (Anthony Chavez, personal 
communication, 2010). Post-emergent herbicides are applied to growing plants. 
Because they are effective whenever the plant is present, timing is not as critical for 
these herbicides. It is important, however, that they are applied before the plants flower 
and set seed.” 

While this should be in the hazardous materials section, it is dangerous to use such a 
dangerous herbicide on such a large project. The project will cover 5 square miles. That 
would require a lot of Roundup. The following hazards are reported from the use of the 
herbicide, Roundup: 

Problems with Roundup Weed Control 

Subject: The 10 reasons, roundup. 
From: "John A. Keslick, Jr." treeman@pond.com 
Date: Tue, 29 Apr 2000 06:49:46 

Compiled by Caroline Cox, Northwest Coalition for Alternatives to Pesticides- (NCAP) 

Roundup, and related herbicides with glyphosate as an active ingredient, are advertised 
as products that can "eradicate weeds and unwanted grasses effectively with a high 
level of environmental safety." However, an independent, accurate evaluation of their 
health and environmental hazards can draw conclusions very different from those 
presented in the ads. Consider these facts: 

1. Glyphosate can be persistent. In tests conducted by Monsanto, manufacturer of 
glyphosate-containing herbicides, up to 140 days were required for half of the applied 
glyphosate to break down or disappear from agricultural soils. At harvest, residues of 
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glyphosate were found in lettuce, carrots, and barley planted one year after glyphosate 
treatment.  

2. Glyphosate can drift. Test conducted by the University of California, Davis, found that 
glyphosate drifted up to 400 meters (1300 feet) durng ground applications and 800 
meters 12600 feet) during aerial applications. 

3. Glyphosate is acutely toxic to humans. Ingesting about 3/4 of a cup can be lethal. 
Symptoms include eye and skin irritation, lung congestion, and erosion of the intestinal 
tract. Between 1984 and 1990 in California, glyphosate was the third most frequently 
reported cause of illness related to agricultural pesticide use. 

4. Glyphosate has shown a wide spectrum of chronic toxicity in laboratory tests. The 
National Toxicology Program found that chronic feeding of glyphosate caused salivary 
gland lesions, reduced sperm counts, and a lengthened estrous cycle (how often an 
individual comes into heat). Other chronic effects found in laboratory tests include an 
increase in the frequency of lethal mutations in fruit flies, an increase in frequency of 
pancreas and liver tumors in male rats along with an increase in the frequency of thyroid 
tumors in females, and cataracts. (ne fruit fly study used Roundup; the other studies 
used glyphosate.) 

5. Roundup contains toxic trade secret ingredients. These include polyethoxylated 
tallowamines, causing nausea and diarrhea, and isopropylamine, causing chemical 
pneumonia, laryngitis, headache, and bums. 

6. Roundup kills beneficial insects. Tests conducted by The International Organization 
for Biological Control showed that Roundup caused mortality of live beneficial species: a 
Thrichgramma, a predatory mite, a lacewing, a ladybug, and a predatory beetle. 

7. Glyphosate is hazardous to earthworms, Tests using New Zealand's most common 
earthworm showed that glyphosate, in amounts as low as 1/20 of standard application 
rates, reduced its growth and slowed its development. 

8. Roundup inhibits mycorrhizal fungi. Canadian studies have shown that as little as 1 
part per million of Roundup can reduce the growth or colonization of mycorrhizal fungi. 

9. Glyphosate reduces nitrogen fixation. Amounts as small as 2 parts per million have 
had significant effects, and effects have been measured up to 120 days after treatment. 
Nitrogen- fixing bacteria shown to be impacted by glyphosate include a species found 
on soybeans and several species found on clover. 

10. Roundup can increase the spread or severity of plant diseases. Treatment with 
roundup increased the severity of Rhizoctonia root rot in barley, increased the amount 
and growth of take-all fungus, a wheat disease), and reduced the ability of bean plants 
to defend themselves against anthracnose. 
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These facts about Roundup are taken From a two-part article about the health and 
environmental hazards of glyphosate published in NCAP's Journal of Pesticide Reform. 
Copies of the article, with complete references for all of .the information presented, are 
available from NCAP for $2.00. NCAP, PO Box 1391; Eugene, OR 97440; (541) 344
5044. 

The Integrated Weed Management Plan does a very poor job of analyzing the impacts 
that Roundup and other herbicides will have on public health, water resources and 
biological resources. The FEIS will have to do a lot better than this. Remember-this 
project will surround private property! Why would BLM approve an action that would 
endanger the lives and property of adjacent land owners? 

Desert Tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) 

The proposed project site will remove 4,200 acres of an important connectivity corridor 
of desert tortoise habitat. The site represents a linkage between the Fish and Wildlife 
Service designated Colorado Recovery Unit and the West Mojave Recovery Unit. It also 
represents an important connectivity habitat between the Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife 
Management Area (DWMA)/Critical Habitat and the Joshua Tree Desert Wildlife 
Management Area/Critical Habitat. The proposed project site was also recommended to 
be designated Critical Habitat in the 1994 Desert Tortoise Recovery Plan. (pg 39). 

^From the revised Fish and Wildlife Service Desert Tortoise Recovery plan showing 
how the proposed project site lies right between the Chuckwalla Critical Habitat and the 
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Joshua Tree Critical Habitat, as well as between the Colorado Recovery Unit and the 
West Mojave Recovery Unit. 

The revised recovery plan also makes the following statement concerning the 
importance of gene-flow in Recovery Units: 

“(a) Genetic variation. Gene flow is the result of dispersal accompanied by successful 
reproduction and incorporation of genes in a population. Ultimately, gene flow governs 
the amount of genetic connectivity among populations. A lack of gene flow will allow 
populations to differentiate over time by means of genetic drift and natural selection. 
Desert tortoises possess characteristics that potentially allow for high levels of gene 
flow among populations. For example, individuals have the ability to move long 
distances (Berry 1986; Edwards et al. 2004a). The capability for long-distance dispersal, 
combined with longevity and opportunities to reproduce annually throughout adulthood, 
indicates high potential for gene exchange outside of local areas. Free genetic 
exchange will be constrained, however, by the large distributional range of the tortoise 
given the relatively much smaller home range size and dispersal ability (isolationby
distance phenomenon; see Allendorf and Luikart 2007:209). Topographic features (e.g., 
mountain ranges) and other potential barriers (e.g., impassable habitat types, extreme 
climate conditions) can structure regional populations and lead to variable exchange of 
migrants among populations.” (pg 55) 

The project site should be preserved as a connectivity corridor to maintain gene-flow, 
not developed for solar energy. 

The following study indicates that the Chuckwalla Valley populations of desert tortoise will 
need to have a connectivity zone maintained in order to move up in the event of rising 
temperatures due to anthropogenic climate change. Approval of this Right of Way would 
block a substantial portion of this connectivity zone: 

Niche modeling and implications of climate change on desert tortoises and other selected 
reptiles within Joshua Tree National Park , Cameron W. Barrows, University of California, 
Riverside, 28th September, 2009 

Suitable desert tortoise habitat under current climate conditions was mapped in all but 
the highest elevation and or most rugged regions of Joshua Tree National Park .Under 
increasing summer temperatures and reduced annual precipitation scenarios, that 
suitable habitat initially increases However under more extreme climate shifts the 
models indicate that suitable habitat for tortoises would become reduced and more 
fragmented, with much of the central and southern portions of the Park no longer 
supporting suitable habitat. (pg 7) 

Of the species analyzed, the threatened desert tortoise has been a focus of protection 
and conservation related research throughout the Mojave Desert (Doak et al. 1994, 
Chaffee and Berry 2006, Wallace and Thomas 2008). Desert tortoises occur in the 
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Mojave and Sonoran Deserts; within the Sonoran Desert, the majority of their 
distribution is associated with regions typified by summer monsoon rain patterns; 
whereas the Mojave Desert’s highly variable colder winter-dry summer climate may be a 
source of stress to the tortoises, and be a contributor to recent population declines 
(Curtin et al. 2009). Within Joshua Tree National Park, the Colorado Desert subdivision 
of the Sonoran Desert is drier and hotter still and so may constitute an even more 
marginal climate for tortoises. With this as a framework for current conditions, a climate 
shift toward a still more variable, hotter-drier condition would likely further stress the 
Park’s tortoise population. An important component of that stress could be more 
frequent drought (Parmesan et al. 2000), reducing the availability of annual plants 
(Wallace and Thomas 2008), which are the tortoises’ primary food (Jennings 2002). (pg 
17) 

While resilient to the evaluated least severe climate change increment, under more 
severe climate shifts the tortoise niche model indicated a reduction of 9-49% in suitable 
habitat within the Park. There was also increasing fragmentation; and assuming that a 
sustainable tortoise population would require at least 1000-5000 ha of contiguous 
suitable habitat, there could be a more biologically relevant reduction of 76-83% less in 
available habitat than the current condition. 

Desert tortoises within this region rarely range below 500 m elevation. . In extremely 
arid deserts variation in annual precipitation is high; long periods of drought are often 
broken with rare pulses of wet conditions (Noy-Meir, 1973; Bell, 1979; MacMahon, 
1979), so as the region gets drier drought frequency will likely increase. For annual 
plant-eating tortoises this would mean extended periods with no food available, and in 
part would explain the tortoises’ absence from lower elevations. Chuckwallas more 
often forage on perennial trees and shrubs (Kwiatkowski and Sullivan 2002), plants with 
deeper root systems and so less impacted by short term variation in rainfall. (pg 17,18) 

Barrows recommends maintaining these connectivity zones: 

1. Maintaining connectivity to regions outside the Park, especially to the cooler wetter 
northwest, may provide genetic connections to larger populations outside the Park and 
so improve the sustainability of those populations inside the Park. 

2. Taking a longer temporal view, these corridors could provide linkages for 
reestablishment of species once anthropogenic climate warming is abated. 

3. Focus management efforts within the Park on maintenance of areas identified in this 
study as climate change refugia in order to provide the best potential habitat for those 
at-
risk species. These manage efforts may include controlling exotic vegetation and fires 
(see E. Allen and colleagues). 

5. Finally, the development of a monitoring program that will provide empirical data 
on how species and communities within the Park are responding to changes in 
habitats, including those catalyzed by climate, will be extremely valuable for 
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reinforcing management actions. Such a monitoring program could be 
implemented through a citizen science outreach program (i.e. Sullivan et al. 
2009, Howard and Davis 2009). These programs have the potential to provide 
quality data and relatively low costs, and to strengthen a public support cadre for 
the Park in the face of increasing challenges to the Park from surrounding 
development proposals. (pg. 18,19) 

Please take the advice of Dr. Barrows and preserve this site to maintain wildlife 
connectivity. 

The Red Bluff Substation and a large detention basin will be built in the 
Chuckwalla Critical Habitat. The revised Desert Tortoise Recovery Plan 
recommends against this: 

“Development of alternative energy sources has also recently come to the 
forefront as a necessary and congressionally mandated use of public lands that 
could have largescale impacts to desert tortoise habitat. Pursuant to the Bureau 
of Land Management land use plans, solar project facilities will be sited outside 
Desert Wildlife Management Areas and Areas of Critical Environmental Concern. 
Current proposals for energy projects within these land allocations should be 
relocated so that impacts to these areas are avoided. A cumulative impacts 
assessment should be conducted and appropriate areas and mitigation 
measures for this type of activity should be identified. (pg 66, Revised Desert 
Tortoise Recovery Plan)” 

At the DEIS public meeting in Desert Center, First Solar made the claim that there are 
only 6 desert tortoises on the site in the reconfigured Alternative C. In reality, this is the 
number of actual tortoises found on the surveys. This number has jumped around 
dramatically during the history of this project. The current reconfiguration of the project 
now indicates a lower density population. They claim  that their reconfiguration of the 
project will only require movement of 12 desert tortoise. This number is based on the 
actual 6 found in the preliminary surveys and a statistical population estimate. They 
claim to have avoided the best habitat. Our review is that the habitat on the site is 
favorable for desert tortoise. 

As BLM is aware, the Ivanpah Solar Electric Generating System is now being 
constructed and BrightSource presented deceivingly low numbers to the BLM and the 
public concerning their predictions for the total amount of tortoises on the site. At first, 
they were telling everybody there would only be a total of 25 tortoises for the entire 
project site which is approximately 3,600 acres. After much scrutiny from biologists and 
environmental groups, the final number went up to 36 right before construction. In a 
personal communication with Dr. Larry LaPre, BLM biologist for the California Desert 
District. said 40 tortoises were founds on only the first of three phases of the project, 
although he said the number is "speculative" because a couple might have been in 
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deep burrows. 

23 tortoises are considered "in" the project, 14 "out." A couple were in burrows and 
Larry said it was too late to dig them out, they did not want to disturb them. The 
tortoises that were considered out were judged so because they were headed out to 
burrows outside the project (I don't know how they could know this??). The tortoises 
considered in were said to be headed to known burrows inside the project. 

9 juveniles are included in the 40 count. Some were 180 mm and under, some were 
"tiny" he said. 

Of the 40, there were two mortalities. One was run over. One predated by a coyote, the 
carcass was found 2 miles from the original site and had been torn apart 

As a former desert tortoise field biologist, with over 800 hours of survey experience, 
mostly in the Mojave National Preserve, I can confirm that juvenile desert tortoises are 
very hard to find. I can also confirm that most estimates of desert tortoise populations 
are undercounts. More fossorial animals are always found under the ground than 
expected. 

First Solar plans to move the tortoises that they excavate onto the Chuckwalla Desert 
Wildlife Management Area which is designated Critical Habitat for the recovery of the 
species. This will endanger this protected population. Moving desert tortoises onto a 
Critical Habitat has only been tried on Ft. Irwin with disastrous results. 

The following numbers are quoted from the Fish and Wildlife Service and the California 
Department of Fish and Game guidance given at the Evidentiary Hearing for the Calico 
Solar Project on September 25th, 2010: 

Tortoises handled for blood testing will have 5% mortality rate from handling 
(they stick a needle in to draw blood, stressful). 

Tortoises translocated will have a 50% mortality rate. 

Resident Tortoises on the recipient site will also have a 50% mortality rate due to 
competition from translocated tortoises. 

Section 7(a)(2) of the ESA requires federal agencies to "insure that any action 
authorized, funded, or carried out by such agency . . . is not likely to jeopardize the 
continued existence of any endangered species or threatened species or result in the 
adverse modification of habitat of such species . . . determined . . . to be critical . . .." 16 
U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2); 50 C.F.R. § 402.14(a). To accomplish this goal, agencies must 
consult with the FWS whenever their actions "may affect" a listed species. 16 U.S.C. § 
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1536(a)(2); 50 C.F.R. § 402.14(a). Section 7 consultation is required for "any action 
[that] may affect listed species or critical habitat." 

50 C.F.R. § 402.14. Agency "action" is defined in the ESA’s implementing regulations to 
"mean all activities or programs of any kind authorized, funded, or carried out, in whole 
or in part, by Federal agencies in the United States…." 50 C.F.R. § 402.02. 

In 2008, over 40 percent of translocated desert tortoise died from drought and predation 
as a result of the disastrous Ft. Irwin Desert Tortoise Translocation Project. The first 
phase of the translocation was begun in March 2008, when about 770 tortoises were 
moved from Fort Irwin to areas south of the installation that already had desert tortoise 
populations. Almost immediately, coyotes began killing both relocated and resident 
desert tortoises. This resulted in an effort to exterminate natural predators from the 
ecosystem in an attempt to make the project more successful.

 Dr. Kristin Berry, of US Geological Survey-Biological Resources Division, said Fort 
Irwin expansion translocations resulted in a large mortality. Spring 2008 translocation at 
her plots of 158 tortoises resulted in 65 known still alive as of April 2010. Coyotes and 
ravens were a problem predating tortoises on both recipient sites and control sites, as 
well as on nearby study areas. Two tortoises were run over on roads. Berry concluded 
translocation is a very risky endeavor. (California Energy Commission workshop May 3, 
2010, for Ridgecrest Solar Power Project). 

Desert Tortoise are long lived, slow adapting animals. They do not adapt to change very 
well. Translocation was not meant to be used on such a wholesale scale. It was 
developed as a mitigation measure for much smaller development project. At a recent 
workshop held in Ridgecrest, California concerning a proposed solar energy project of a 
different design which also has a significant desert tortoise population, there was a very 
long debate on translocation. Solar Millennium, the project applicant, has hired Dr. Alice 
Karl to oversee the tortoise surveys and relocation of desert tortoise. Dr. Karl has been 
hired to oversee many translocation projects. She stated that even under the best 
conditions using the most qualified biologists, some tortoises will die when they are 
translocated. 

Cutaneous dyskeratosis: 

Cutaneous dyskeratosis  is a shell disease that has unknown implications on desert 
tortoise populations. In advanced cases, exposed areas become infected with bacteria, 
fungus, and exposed tissue and bone may become necrotic (Homer et al. 1998, Homer 
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et al. 2001). Cutaneous dyskeratosis was initially identified on the Chuckwalla Bench 
Desert Wildlife Management Area, Riverside County, California, USA (Jacobson 1994). 
Hypotheses for the cause of the disease include auto-immune diseases, exposure to 
toxic chemicals (possibly from mines, or air pollution), or a deficiency disease (possibly 
resulting from tortoises consuming low-quality invasive plant species instead of high-
nutrient native plants) (Jacobson et al. 1994, USFWS 2008). We are concerned that 
destructive events such as flash flooding will release cadmium telluride into the 
ecosystem, thus having the potential to intensify this problem. We would like to request 
a study on the impacts of heavy metals and other toxins potentially released by the 
proposed project would have on desert tortoise populations relating to the disease 
cutaneous dyskeratosis. The project applicant proposes to use thousands of thin film 
panels which contain the heavy metal cadmium telluride for this project. There is 
absolutely no information on the durability of panels, what would happen if flood or 
seismic events break panels and cadmium is released into the ecosystem. Would there 
be impacts to desert tortoise from exposure to this heavy metal? 

Mitigation Lands and Adaptive Management: 

Please provide a list of all of the mitigation land that is being considered as 
compensation lands to off-set impacts. Specifically, list what parcels are available and if 
the owner or owners have indicated a willingness to sell. 

It also sets a very dangerous precedent to simply approve this project before mitigation 
lands are identified. Adaptive Management, in general, is a slippery slope for the 
agencies to go down. I would like to urge the BLM to shy away from all Adaptive 
Management plans. 

Cultural Resources: 

At the October 20th DEIS meeting, I was told that there are probable geoglyphs on the 
site that have been fragmented by the General Patton tank activity. The fact is, there 
are very plentiful cultural sites located on the Desert Sunlight site. The tank tracks 
themselves are historical because they are well over 50 years old. 

The other information that was provided is quite significant. 

A total of 435 cultural resources were recorded. At least 27 sites are of prehistoric 
origin. Scatters of lithic waste, ceramic sherds, four habitation sites, and trail segments 
which operated as part of the Coco-Maricopa trans-desert transportation system were 
found. Two other sites contained evidence of both prehistoric and historic activity. 

Eighteen historic period sites related to actions of the World War II Desert Training 
Center have been identified as “potentially eligible for the CRHR (California Register of 
Historical Resources)” pending further investigation (Final Draft, Class III Cultural 
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110-42 Resources Inventory of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project, 6-3). Two historic 
dumps, one containing refuse dated from the late 1920s to the 1980s and probably 
related to the community of Desert Center, and the other consisting of scattered 
concentrations of primarily World War II era refuse, are both considered potentially 
eligible for the CRHR. 

Nearly all of the sites recorded as prehistoric have been described as having potential 
for subsurface manifestation. In addition to their individual research potential properties, 
the distribution of many of these sites in conjunction with other prehistoric sites recorded 
between Desert Center and Blythe may provide links between vestiges of the Coco-
Maricopa trail system as well as clues to activities associated with transportation along 
that route. As such, these sites could be considered as part of a complex archaeological 
district that would include evidence of trade, travel, interaction among the several 
cultural groups associated with the area (Cahuilla, Chemehuevi, Mojave, Serrano), 
resource exploitation along travel routes, seasonality of habitation, and trail spurs 
between the primary coastal-interior route and the springs and associated rock art sites 
in the bordering mountain ranges. 

The BLM will need to do a better job consulting with the Cahuilla, Chemehuevi, Mojave, 
and Serrano nations to address their concerns. Many of these people feel the entire 
region is a “cultural site” including the view-scape, the water and the biological 
resources. 

Conclusion: 

There is no need to place 4,200 acres of photovoltaic panels and new transmission in 
this remote valley. The project will impact important biological and cultural resources as 
well as ruin the lives of adjacent landowners. The Fast Track schedule is also very 
unreasonable and First Solar can not even meet a December, 2010 deadline. 

The cumulative scenario that has resulted from the tragedy of the Interior Department’s 
new energy policy will remove thousands of acres of biological, cultural and visual 
resources on public lands. In fact, well over 100,000 acres would be forever destroyed 
in the Chuckwalla Valley if all of the applications are granted. As you should know, 
photovoltaic technology works best in the distributed environment. Power will be lost in 
the long journey in transmission-as much as 20 percent. There are plenty of rooftops in 
Coachella Valley. Start advocating distributed generation!! The project will also ruin the 
lives of adjacent land owners. BLM appears very unsympathetic to these people by 
constantly dodging this issue. BLM has an opportunity to save some habitat and help 
some people by denying the applicant the Right of Way and designation the region 
unsuitable for solar energy development. 

Thank you, 

Kevin Emmerich 
P.O. Box 70 

cont 
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Beatty, NV 89003 
atomictoadranch@netzero.net 
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Terry Cook To "CAPSSolarFirstSolardesertsunlight@BLM.gov" 
<terry@kaiserventures.com> <CAPSSolarFirstSolardesertsunlight@BLM.gov> 

11/24/2010 12:07 PM cc 

bcc 

Subject Desert Sunlight Draft EIS Comments 

Ms.�Shaffer:��Attached�is�Kaiser’s�comments�on�the�draft�environmental�impact�statement�for�the�Desert� 
Sunlight�Solar�Project.��Kaiser�supports�the�project.��However,�Kaiser�believes�that�few�items�require� 
clarification�and�correction.��A�hard�copy�of�the�attached�letter�is�also�being�sent�to�you�in�the�mail.�� 

Terry L. Cook, Esq.
 
Executive Vice President & General Counsel
 
Kaiser Ventures LLC 
3633 Inland Empire Blvd., Suite 480
 
Ontario, CA  91764
 
909.483.8511 (direct)
 
909.944.6605 (fax)
 

Confidential 

This message and its contents are intended only for the recipients(s) named above:  This message 
contains confidential, attorney word product, and/or privileged material. If the reader of this message is 
not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you received this message in error. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or 
other use of this information by anyone other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited. I you 
received this message in error, please contact the sender at 909.483.8511, and delete this message from 
your computer. 
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November 24, 2010 
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Ms. Allison Shaffer, Project Manager 
Palm Springs South Coast Field Office 
U.S. Bureau of Land Management 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 

RE: 	COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT EIS/EIR FOR THE DESERT SUNLIGHT 

(BLM CASE FILE NUMBER CACA #48649) 

Dear Ms. Shaffer: 

By this letter Kaiser Eagle Mountain, LLC and Mine Reclamation, LLC 
(collectively "Kaiser") are submitting comments regarding the draft environmental 
impact statement/environmental impact report (herein after "DEIS") for the Desert 
Sunlight Solar Farm Project and Possible California Desert Conservation Area Plan 
Amendment to be located near Desert Center, California (the "Project"). 

At the outset it should be understood that Kaiser supports the Project. Thus, 
Kaiser’s limited comments should not be viewed in any manner as opposition to the 
Project but rather the comments are being provided for purposes of clarification, 
requesting further information and to correct inaccuracies in the DEIS. 

1. 	PROJECT SIZE AND SIZE OF BLM RIGHT-OF-WAY 

The power generation site for the preferred alternative consists of 
approximately 4,245 acres but the BLM right-of-way application covers approximately 
14,000 acres (the "BLM Site"). Given the size of the BLM Site, concerns have been 
raised that perhaps the Project is the first of several solar projects at the BLM Site. 
Kaiser understands that the Project is the only project that would be built and operated 
location. However, to avoid any concerns regarding project splitting or the need for 
further cumulative impacts studies for other reasonable foreseeable projects at such site, 
the DEIS needs a better explanation as to why the excess BLM acreage would be 
necessary or appropriate once a Project alternative is selected. Additionally, First 
Solar, in consultation with the BLM, should consider as an alternative modifying the 
right-of-way to cover only such property as is reasonably necessary for the Project. 

2.	 EXISTING USES 

Riverside County adopted specific plans for the Eagle Mountain area in 
connection with the approvals related to the Eagle Mountain landfill project. Figure 

111-1 

111-2 

111-3 
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MS. ALLISON SCHAFFER 

BLM 
NOVEMBER 24, 2010 
PAGE 2 

3.9-4-Riverside County Zoning-reflects the adoption of such specific plans.  However, 
those specific plans are not effective until the Development Agreement with Riverside 
County for the Eagle Mountain landfill project is effective.  Due to outstanding 
litigation involving the landfill project, the Development Agreement is not effective. 
Accordingly, the specific plans are not currently in effect although they have been 
properly approved. Thus, Kaiser suggests an explanatory footnote or other appropriate 
designation that shows that the specific plans are approved but are not currently in 
effect. 

3. GROUNDWATER 

RESOURCES AND IMPACTS. First Solar is to be commended for the Project's 
efforts to limit the amount of groundwater to be used in in connection with the 
construction and operation of the Project.  However, there is no doubt that the 
proposed use of groundwater is a significant concern that must be thoroughly analyzed. 
Particular care must be taken in analyzing the cumulative impacts on groundwater of 
the Project with other projects such as the solar energy projects and the proposed Eagle 
Mountain pumped-storage project.  Kaiser is concerned that there may be insufficient 
explanation and discussion of why certain assumptions were used in the groundwater 
analysis in the DEIS. Additionally, there are apparent inconsistencies among other 
recent groundwater analyses prepared for the Chuckwalla Groundwater Basin.  A 
number of these projects have released information and provided their own respective 
analysis of the Chuckwalla Groundwater Basin and impacts of their and other projects 
on water in the basin.  It appears that these other studies often have differing 
assumptions, analysis and conclusions.  Some of these differences appear to be 
material. It would be beneficial to the public and the BLM for there to be a review all 
of the recently published groundwater reports/analyses for the Chuckwalla Basin and 
to provide a report and a summary table showing the material differences among the 
different studies including the different methodologies used in evaluating the 
groundwater impacts, differences in assumptions such as groundwater recharge, 
amount of groundwater in the basin, the rate of transmissivity, etc.  Additionally, a 
narrative and chart that seeks to harmonize, if possible, these various studies with the 
information in the DEIS would be useful.  

Additionally, the DEIS should provide a better description and explanation of 
First Solar's responsibility for Project impacts to water levels and water wells in the 
vicinity of the Project. Such explanation should include a more detailed discussion of 
the mitigation measures that would be implemented by First Solar to address the 
impacts to the water wells owned by others (including those owned by Kaiser) at or 
near the vicinity of the Project.  Among other locations in the DEIS, such matter 
should be summarized in Table ES-3-Applicant Measures (AMs) and Mitigation 
Measures (MMs). 

The first bullet point under the summary description of water resources for GT-
A-1on p. C-9 of the DEIS does not make complete sense.  Under GT-A-1, the bullet 
point reads in part:  "…but less water than GT-A-1."  This does not make sense as the 
alternative being described is GT-A-1.  Please clarify.   

111-4 
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HISTORICAL USAGE.  P. 3.17-14 briefly discusses major historical groundwater 111-9 
uses. The final EIS should also reflect that the Eagle Mountain mine and town were 
also major users of water during large-scale mining operations with up to 
approximately 7,300 annual acre feet used in connection with the mine and the town of 
Eagle Mountain. 

4. CORRECTIONS REGARDING THE EAGLE MOUNTAIN MINE 

The DEIS incorrectly describes the status of the Eagle Mountain Mine is 111-10 
several locations. For example, p.1-2 of the DEIS incorrectly states that:  "The inactive 
Eagle Mine is approximately one mile west of the Project Study Area."  The Eagle 
Mountain Mine is not inactive and this statement should be appropriately corrected. 
Another example is that Table 3.18.2 incorrectly describes the status of the "Kaiser 
Mine."  Mining activities at the "Kaiser Mine" (i.e., Eagle Mountain Mine) did not stop 
in 1983 as stated in the DEIS.  While large-scale iron ore mining was suspended 
beginning in 1983 due to market conditions, mining and mining activities including the 
shipment of rock and reclamation activities have continued since that time.  There is a 
vested and continuing mining permit for the Kaiser Mine.  Additionally, the owner of 
the mine site is Kaiser Eagle Mountain, LLC, a subsidiary of Kaiser Ventures LLC.  

5. LAND OWNERSHIP 

Table 3.9-1-Land Ownership in the Project Area is described as providing 111-11 
information about private land ownership in the Project Area.  However, there appears 
to be at least one error in the listing of the assessor parcel numbers.  Assessor parcel 
number 80717005 is listed by the Riverside County Assessor's Office as being property 
owned by the U.S. Department of Interior and not by a private party.  

Additionally, there appears to be a conflict among various descriptions in the 111-12 
description of the private land ownership that will be traversed by GT-A-1 and GT-A-2.  
For example, p. 2-40 describes that the approximate 12 mile GT-A-1 would traverse 
approximately 11.4 miles of BLM land and .6 acres of private land that is owned in fee 
by Metropolitan Water District of Southern California.  Yet, table 3.9.1 would show 
that Kaiser's private land is being traversed by GT-A-1 by the listing of a parcel number 
for Kaiser owned land. Several of the maps/depictions would also lead the reader to 
believe that GT-A-1 as well as GT-A-2 traverses Kaiser land.  Please also clarify the 
Riverside County Kaiser Road right-of-way referenced on p. 2-17 of the DEIS and 
what consents/approvals will be required by Riverside County to approve use of the 
right-of-way. 

5. CPUC ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE VS. PREFERRED 

ALTERNATIVE 

The California Public Utilities Commission environmentally superior 111-13 
alternative identifies GT-A-2 as the best alternative.  However, the preferred alternative 
for the generation tie-in line identifies the use of GT-A-1.  Please explain the reasons 
for the apparent different conclusions and clarify how the decision will be made as to 
which generation tie-in line alternative will be selected.   
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6. THE DEIS DOES NOT ADEQUATELY DISCUSS THE WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE 

While the DEIS does discuss wilderness areas near the Project, it only 111-14 
summarily discusses in one sentence the possible impact on the wilderness experience 
resulting from the power generation site. The DEIS needs to more fully and 
appropriately analyze and discuss the Project's impact and the cumulative impact that 
other projects along with the Project may have on the wilderness experiences of visitors 
to Joshua Tree National Park ("JTNP"). For example, the certified Eagle Mountain 
Landfill EIS/EIR concluded that because people's experience of wilderness are so 
different, and that the full impact of the wilderness experience cannot be fully known, it 
had to be considered a significant impact.  Because it has been found to be significant 
impact in a certified EIS/EIR for a project in the same area, after appropriate analysis 
it likely to be found to be a cumulatively significant impact or unavoidable adverse 
result. 

We thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the DEIS.  If you 
should have any questions about these comments, please do not hesitate to contact the 
undersigned. 

     Very truly yours, 

     Terry L. Cook, Vice President 
     Kaiser Eagle Mountain, LLC 
     Mine Reclamation, LLC 

cc: California Public Utilities Commission 

TLC:jpk 
terry10\desert sunlight comment ltr on eis 
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Allison Shaffer 

Project Manager 

Bureau of Land Management 

1201 Bird Center Drive 

Palm Springs, CA, 92264 

CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

Comments on the DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT for First 
Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project, Riverside County, California 

Soils: 

112-1An estimated 20 to 30 percent of the overall site has moderate to strong desert pavement, 
with an additional 5 to 15 percent of the overall site having weakly developed desert 
pavement (p. 3.2-19). This is very important to preserve, especially since the area is in 
state non-attainment for PM10. 

Vegetation: 112-2 

Existing vegetation at the solar farm site provides an estimated 15 percent canopy 
coverage, with little or no stable biological or mineral crusts in the open areas between 
desert shrubs (p. 3.2-19 to 20). We have found biological soil crusts relatively common 
on the western areas of the project site in our own site visits. 

For chollas (Cylindropuntia spp.), the plant must be less than three feet in height to 
require salvaging, as all plants greater than three feet in height will not be salvaged but 
left on-site to be destroyed by clearing activities. The larger chollas thus become part of a 
natural desert mulch, which provides a seedbank for regeneration of these species. (p. 
3.3-4). Mulching and destroying habitat will not result in any reseeding of cholla, tall 
chollas should also be salvaged. 

The open space policy relevant to vegetation is defined in the Desert Center Area Plan 
(DCAP) within the Riverside County General Plan as follows: DCAP 10.1 - Encourage 
clustering of development for the preservation of contiguous open space. (p. 3.3-4). The 
project goes against the area plan in that it reduced open space with vast sprawl 
development. 

Rare Plants: 

112-3On p. 4.3-20, the DEIS says that pre-construction Special Status Plant Species Surveys 
will be undertaken, plants flagged for transplantation. Transplanting rare plants has not 
been shown to save plants, and what is needed is rare plant habitat conserved in situ. 
Transplantation is an unacceptable mitigation strategy, not supported by California 
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112-3 
cont 

Native Plant Society: “Transplantation is not a successful mitigation practice for desert 
vegetation - especially rare plants - since current knowledge of conditions favorable to 
plant survival are incomplete.”1 

Avoidance of rare plants should be a considered mitigation strategy. 

Biological Soil Crusts: 

112-4Biological soil crusts are an essential component of arid ecosystems that prevent 
desertification and perform a myriad of ecological functions including soil stability, 
porosity and water retention2. They stabilize soils and prevent erosion, decreasing 
fugitive dust3. They are easily disturbed and slow to regenerate4. The disturbance of 
these types of soil crusts will greatly increase many factors that can affect the nearby 
ecological functions of the region including increased amounts of PM-10 emissions from 
the proposed project site, alteration in hydrology and water retention. The final EIS mu st 
estimate the impact to these essential components of the landscape. 

Desert Tortoise: 

The DEIS says: “Figure 3.4-5 shows where the Chuckwalla DWMA intersects with the 
Project location, and Figure 3.9-2 shows the Multiple Use Classes within the Project 
component location. According to Appendix A of the NECO Plan/EIS, the proposed 
Solar Farm site, portions of the Gen-Tie lines north of I-10, and the proposed 
Telecommunications Site are outside of the DWMA. These areas are listed as Category 
III habitat for desert tortoise and as a BLM moderate use class. Category III habitat is 
defined as areas that are not essential to maintenance of viable populations, that contain 
low to medium densities, and that are not contiguous with medium- or high-density areas 
and in which the population is stable or decreasing (BLM 1992). Red Bluff Substation A 
and portions of the Gen-Tie Lines south of I-10 are within the DWMA and Category I 
habitat for desert tortoise and are given a Limited Use designation. Category I habitat is 
defined as areas that are essential to maintenance of large viable populations, that contain 
medium to high densities or are contiguous with medium- to high-density areas, and in 
which the population is increasing, is stable, or is decreasing (BLM 1992).” (p. 3.4-25). 

������������������������������������������������������������������������ 
���������������������������������������������������
 
��Belnap, J. 2006. The potential roles of biological soil crusts in dryland hydrologic 

cycles. Hydrologic Processes 20: 3159-3178.

3 Belnap, J. 2001. Biological Soil Crusts and Wind Erosion. Chapter 25 in Ecological 

Studies Vol. 150. J. Belnap and O.L. Lange (eds.) Biological soil crusts: structure, 

function and Management. Springer-Verlag, Berlin Heidelberg. Pg. 9. 

4 Belnap, J. and D. Eldridge 2001. Distrurbance and Recovery of Biological Soil Crusts. 

Chapter 27 in Ecological Studies Vol. 150. J. Belnap and O.L. Lange (eds.) Biological 

soil crusts: structure, function and Management. Springer-Verlag, Berlin Heidelberg. Pg. 
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Category III tortoise habitat does not mean that the land should not be managed for 
tortoise recovery; it is habitat that is still good and should disturbance to tortoises needs 
to be minimized. 

Both Red Bluff Substation alternatives A and B are within the tortoise Chuckwalla 
Critical Habitat Unit. This is unacceptable due to the large declines in tortoise 
populations rangewide. Developing even small areas of this CHU does not meet the 
definition of “special management” for habitat that is “essential for the conservation of 
the desert tortoise.” 

 On p. 4.4-6 the DEIS claims that the Fort Irwin Land Expansion Project caused only a 
maximum 25% mortality among translocated tortoises. Other recent evidence indicates 
mortality has been much higher. 

At the August 18, 2010 California Energy Commission evidentiary hearing for the Calico 
Solar Project5 by Tessera Solar, which would be located in prime Desert tortoise habitat 
40 miles east of Barstow, San Bernardino County, new guidance from the California 
Department of Fish and Game was presented, and worked into the tortoise translocation 
plan: 50% of all tortoises moved would be estimated to die, due to stress and predation. 
Also, 50% of resident tortoises at the recipient sites would also die, due to competition 
with the moved tortoises, and stress. Even 5% of tortoises at control sites would die due 
to the stress of handling (equal numbers of tortoises must be radio-telemetered in the 
translocation group, host group, and control groups to compare a population that was not 
subject to translocation activities). To top it off, the juvenile tortoise population would 
suffer an 85% mortality rate, because they are difficult to find and move out of harms' 
way. This would happen at every project site where tortoises had to be translocated. 

At the August 25 hearing6, premier tortoise biologist Dr. Kristin Berry, of United States 
Geological Survey-Biological Resources Division, was invited by the Energy 
Commission to clarify the biology of tortoise translocation. She has been studying the 
Desert tortoise since 1970, helped list the California population of the tortoise in 1990, 
and has several study plots in the Mojave Desert where she carries out research on 
tortoise diseases and translocation impacts. 

At the August 25 Calico Solar Project evidentiary hearing with the California Energy 
Commission, Defenders of Wildlife testified as to the impacts that translocating large 
numbers of tortoises has had during expansion of the Fort Irwin National Training 
Center. This translocation was very well-studied. In one part of the translocation process, 
Dr. Kritin Berry was in charge of moving 158 tortoises in March 2008: By December 

��������������������������������������������������������������������� 
��������������������� 
��������������������������������������������������������������������� 
������������������ 
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2008, 43 tortoises were dead or dying and 15 were missing. By December 2009, 27 more 
tortoises died, and 20 were missing. The death rate so far was 44.7%.  In January 2010 
only 68 tortoises were alive, 20 missing. 8 died in 2010 up to August, and a total of 23 
missing; the mortality rate was 11.6%. The grand total of all years was 49% dead by 
August, and 23 missing (where often a predator tore off the radio transmitter).     

Dr. Berry stated that this was a very high death rate, mostly due to coyote and raven 
predation. Drought years such as 2007 exacerbated coyote predation. Even adult tortoises 
were being killed by ravens flipping the reptiles over and pecking at their cloaca and 
hindlegs. Feral dogs also are a problem. Two tortoises were killed by vehicles on dirt 
roads. One tortoise was bitten by a rattlesnake, and another was killed by a Golden eagle. 
A few died of hyperthermia (over-heating). One died of gout. 

She had another study plot in the area, at Daggett, to research epidemiology. From 
January to August 2010 the plot had only 2.5% mortality out of 78 tortoises. Another 
study site in the Soda Mountains has had no deaths. Having studied the Desert tortoise 
since 1970, Berry said she has seen several populations with high density decline 
markedly due to disease and other threats. We no longer have high density populations in 
the state. So the Calico site, formerly considered of low to moderate density, now 
becomes more important, especially since it is remote from towns. With the continued 
decline of the tortoise in California, and our inability to stabilize populations, the Calico 
population becomes more important. She would not have said this 15 to 20 years ago. 
Now she does, she stated. Dr. Berry stressed the need for a very sound study plan for 
translocation, with quantitative and qualitative information. There are many types of 
creosote bush communities, we need to know the ages of alluvial fan surfaces -- some are 
100-500 years old, others are 500,000 years old. This affects vegetation and burrows. The 
plans need more careful treatment of disease as well. 

The Mojave population of the Desert tortoise was federally listed in 1990, and by 1994 
Critical Habitat was designated and published in a Recovery Plan, based on information 
available at the time, and the state of the populations at the time. Dr. Berry said that 20 
years later, populations have declined greatly, and the West Mojave population crashed. 
So now the Critical Habitat design sometimes no longer has viable habitat. Areas outside 
such Critical Habitat now become more important. 

The project site it located in the Eastern Colorado Recovery Unit of the desert tortoise – a 
recovery unit that is showing a large decline, having population decreases of 37% 
between 2005 and 20077 which is the most recent data publicly available.  

Translocating tortoises should not be undertaken in a population that is declining so 
precipitously. The Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan (DRECP) Independent 
Science Advisor Report states that “One action that we generally do not endorse as 

��U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) 2009. Range-wide monitoring of the Mojave 
population of the Desert Tortoise: 2007 Annual Report. Report by the Desert Tortoise 
Recovery Office, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Reno, Nevada. P. 77� 
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mitigation per se—except perhaps under certain rare circumstances where scientific 
evidence suggests it may be warranted—is animal translocations out of proposed 
development areas into reserve areas. This is often done but rarely effective—a ‘feel
good’ measure that has dubious ecological benefits and potential to do more harm than 
good.”8 

The Independent Science Advisors also offer the specific recommendation that desert 
tortoises should not be translocated - “As with the Mohave ground squirrel, the advisors 
do not recommend translocation of desert tortoise as effective mitigation or conservation 
action, in part because translocated tortoises suffer high mortality rates.”9  This important 
recommendation is additionally noteworthy because the two desert tortoise advisors on 
this report were both independent researchers on the Fort Irwin translocation effort, as 
well as other translocations. Their recommendation strongly suggests that translocation 
may do more harm than good. 

If tortoises are to be translocated, in addition to a Raven Management Plan, a Canid 
Predation Management Plan should be developed and funded to minimize coyote and 
feral dog impacts to tortoises in the region of the project site, recipient sites, and control 
sites. 

Mojave fringe-toed lizards: 

The DEIS states that, “According to the aeolian geomorphology study (Kenney 2010), 
within the Solar Farm, only very minor aeolian deposits were identified, most of which 
represent relict (old, inactive) aeolian sediments. The relict deposits, which by definition 
are no longer receiving active sand transport, consist of sand sheets and small coppice 
dunes (i.e., mounds at the base of plants). The sand sheets are stabilized with vegetation 
and often exhibit a wind abrasion lag on the surface composed of very coarse sand and 
small gravel. The relict coppice dunes (mounds at the base of plants) were observed to be 
strongly degraded via bioturbation and other processes. These types of dune deposits are 
known for zones characterized by relatively minor aeolian sand migrating fluxes and 
likely were deposited in the mid to late Holocene (past 5,000 years). The only aeolian 
deposits identified within the site that receive active sand transport consist of moderately 
active coppice dunes within some of the active alluvial washes. These deposits are likely 
associated with minor aeolian sand fluxes derived from the local washes within a few 
months after they flow. Based on the evidence evaluated during this study, aeolian sand 
transport across the site is very low to low. Winds appear to be sufficiently strong across 
the site to entrain and transport sand; however, there is a paucity of sand source(s) to 
support more than low to very  low sand transport; most of the potentially available sand 
is from the local active washes and this sand quickly deposits within local coppice dunes 

��Independent Science Advisors (ISA) 2010. Recommendations of Independent Science 
Advisors for the California Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan (DRECP). 
Prepared For Renewable Energy Action Team. Prepared By The DRECP Independent 
Science Advisors. DRECP-1000-2010-008. August 2010. P. 172� 
��ISA 2010 at pg. 75� 
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within or in the proximity of the washes from which the sand derived.” (p. 3.3-11). 
Mojave fringe-toed lizards (Uma scoparia) will use these types of sand habitats, 
including stabilized dunes, sand sheets, and sand coppices around vegetation. Therefore, 
these areas should be investigated as potential movement and connectivity corridors for 
these lizards, which we found on dunes to the eastern edge of the Project Study Area. 

Golden Eagle: 

The DEIS states: “According to the BLM’s golden eagle database and the golden eagle 
surveys performed for the Proposed Project, there are or were 20 potential golden eagle 
nests, associated with eight territories, within a 10-mile (16-kilometer) radius of the 
Proposed Project. Of the eight territories, six are considered active, and two are historic. 
The closest active territory is in the southwest portion of the Coxcomb Mountains within 
the Joshua Tree National Park (referred to as the Coxcomb Mountain Southwest 
Territory), approximately two miles (3.2 kilometers) from the proposed Solar Farm site 
boundaries. While there is no suitable nesting habitat for the golden eagle within the 
Project locations, the species may forage there during nesting, wintering, or migration. 
Given the proximity of the Coxcomb Mountains Southwest Territory, it is highly likely 
that the Project site overlaps the territorial foraging area of this pair of eagles. One 
observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was also recorded during 
surveys conducted for the Proposed Project.” (p. 3.4-20 to 21). 

The draft Avian and Bat Protection Plan should be finalized before approval of the 
project. The adaptive manangement approach used in the draft plan does not address how 
“take” of Golden eagles will be avoided. 

Burrowing owl: 

Burrowing owl mitigation requirements fail to require long-term monitoring of passively 
relocated burrowing owls. Burrowing owls populations in the eastern deserts are 
currently at low densities10. Data are available on burrowing owls in eastern Riverside 
County from the California Burrowing Owl Survey – 2006-200711. The last stronghold 
for burrowing owls in California, the Imperial Valley, has had a recently documented 
decline of 27% in the past 2 years12, resulting in an even more dire situation for 
burrowing owls in California. Because burrowing owls are in decline throughout 
California, and now their stronghold is in severe decline, it is important to mitigate 
burrowing owl habitat at higher levels. Mean burrowing owl foraging territories are 242 

���Wilkerson R.L. and R.B. Siegel. 2010. Assessing changes in the distribution and 
abundance of burrowing owls i  California, 1993-2007. Bird Populations 10: 1-36.�n 
���Institute for Bird Populations (IBP) 2008. Breeding Burrowing Owl Survey 
Newsletter, Spring 2008. pg. 4.� 
12 Manning, J.A. 2009. Burrowing owl population size in the Imperial Valley, California: 
survey and sampling methodologies for estimation. Final report to the Imperial Irrigation 
District, Imperial, California, USA, April 15, 2009. Pg. 193. 
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112-14 hectares in size13. The DEIS relied on guidance from CDFG from 2003, but that guidance 
is now out of date in light of identified population declines, and a more thorough census 
of burrowing owls throughout the state and additional research on the species habitat is 
needed to keep this species from being listed under the Endangered Species Act. 

Palm Springs Round-tailed Ground Squirrel: 

For the Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrel (Spermophilus tereticaudus chlorus) 
the DEIS says, “Habitat loss is the primary risk for the decline of this species, which has 
been observed within the north end of the GT-A-1 and GT-B-2 corridors within 
Alternatives 1 and 2 (Figure 3.4-4). It was not found in or near any of the other Project 
locations, but suitable habitat appears to be present throughout most of the Project Study 
Area.” (p. 3.4-22). 

Habitat compensation to replace destroyed habitat for this species should be identified 
now, not at some later point, to make sure that the ground squirrels are actually present at 
mitigation lands. Studies need to be undertaken to map locations of squirrel populations 
in the region. 

Bighorn Sheep: 

Nelson’s bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsoni) have been seen by local residents on 
the flat valley floor near the project site, and in other areas Bighorn sheep use alluvial 
fans and flats for foraging after rains cause green-up. Thus the project site should be 
considered potential Bighorn sheep habitat. 

Burro Deer: 

Burro deer (Odocoileus hemionus eremicus) require Ironwood wash habitats for foraging, 
especially in winter, and removal of this habitat on the project site will negatively impact 
this Colorado Desert endemic subspecies. Cumulative impacts need to be analyzed from 
all the large-scale solar projects in Chuckwalla Valley that will remove Ironwood-Palo 
verde woodland, including Palen Solar Power Project and Blythe Solar Power Project. In 
addition these projects have the potential to lower groundwater due to pumping, and this 
cumulative impact to phreatophytes needs to be considered. 

Wildlife Corridors: 

Connectivity for Desert tortoise would be disrupted by the project between Chuckwalla 
CWMA and Joshua Tree National Park, as well as between the Eastern Colorado Desert 
Recovery Unit and West Mojave Recovery Unit.  

Connectivity for Bighorn sheep and Burro deer would also be disrupted. 

�� USFWS 2003. Status Assessment and Conservation Plan for the Western Burrowing 
Owl in the United States. Biological Technical Publication BTP-R6001-2003. Pg 120.� 
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Water Resources: 

The DEIS says, “a number of areas did meet the USACE technical criteria for other 
waters of the U.S. due to the presence of an ordinary high water mark. These areas are 
locally known as desert dry washes. While these areas meet the criteria for other waters 
of the U.S., they are potentially not subject to USACE jurisdiction under the Clean Water 
Act. This is based on guidance provided by the EPA and USACE and is due to their lack 
of a surface water connection to the following: a traditional navigable waterway, an 
intrastate commerce connection with the ephemeral surface water flows, and ponding that 
infrequently occurs in localized areas within the desert dry washes within the proposed 
Solar Farm site (Ironwood 2010). The Applicant has requested an official verification of 
this finding by the USACE, which is pending. However, ephemeral desert washes within 
the Project locations do fall under the jurisdiction of the CDFG’s Streambed Alteration 
Agreement Program.” (p. 3.3-17 to 18) We have never heard of guidance that requires a 
connection to navigable waters of other criteria to get around USACE jurisdiction. Other 
solar projects in the California and Nevada desert, such as Imperial Valley Solar Project 
and Amargosa Farm Road Solar Project, have very similar dry desert washes, and ACE 
has determined these to be US jurisdictional waters. We feel that First Solar is stretching 
the definition to try to avoid mitigating these waters of the US. 

Page 4.17-5 and 6 states that as much as nearly 18 feet groundwater drawdown could 
occur, and “under the most extreme assumptions considered in Sunlight’s groundwater 
modeling runs, a drawdown of one foot would occur at a distance of up to approximately 
one mile from the pumping well….” And, “the total volume of water that would be used 
(1,400 AF or approximately 650 AFY) over the 26-month construction period is 
substantially less than the approximately 2,600 to 3,300 AFY of net inflow to the 
Chuckwalla Valley groundwater basin calculated from the water balance studies 
performed for the Palen Solar Power Project and the Genesis Solar Energy Project (BLM 
and CEC 2010; WorleyParsons 2009). Impacts to nearby wells would be low, with 
projected drawdown in these wells due to pumping for the proposed Project generally 
less than one foot, with an aquifer saturated thickness of 500 feet. Palen Dry Lake is 
approximately six miles from the Project Study Area, and Ford Dry Lake is 
approximately 12 miles from the Project Study Area. Impacts to these water bodies 
would be negligible, due to their distance from the Project Study Area and the short 
distance over which the cone of depression from pumping the Sunlight groundwater well 
dissipates.” 

112-21How will the impacts to nearby property owners’ wells be monitored and mitigated?  

At the September 27, 2010 workshop for Palen Solar Power Project, the California 
Energy Commission botanist Carolyn Chaney Davis was most concerned about 
groundwater pumping to phreatophytes, arid-adapted trees with deep roots to access 
groundwater. Honey mesquite groves (Prosopis glandulosa) surround much of Palen Dry 
lake about a mile from the proposed project. Other deep-rooted desert trees in the area 
include Ironwood (Olneya tesota), blue palo verde (Parkinsonia florida), and smoke tree 
(Psorothamnus spinosus). 
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A special plan community, the Alkali Sink Scrub, is even more endangered because the 
shrubs have shallower roots. This community is dominated by Iodine bush (Allenrolfea 
occidentalis) and Bush seepweed (Suaeda moquinii). These are wetland indicators of 
playa depressions with a shallow aquifer. 

Scientists are not sure of the tolerance of these plants to chasing a lowering groundwater 
table down. Many phreatophytes have a dimorphic root system, with a shallower root 
area that can absorb brief rain runoff, and a deep root system to tap into groundwater 
during most of the year. 

Hours were spent during the workshop in a debate between Solar Millennium and CEC, 
as Chaney Davis wanted a monitoring program to be carried out to see whether the Palen 
Solar Power Project's well's would impact the trees and alkali scrub nearby. Solar 
Millennium argued that the dry lake where the phreatophytes and alkali scrub grew was 
on a shallow perched water table in a playa clay layer, that was completely unconnected 
to the 150-foot deep groundwater on the alluvial fan under their project site, there fore 
they could not possibly draw down water in the plant communities of concern. Chaney 
Davis responded that the hydrology was speculative and she wanted monitoring as part of 
the project's certification. These valuable desert communities have been long ignored, 
and this time she wanted studies to see if the trees died over the next 30 years. 

First Solar should be required to set up piezometers in the region, including local farms 112-22 
and Palen Dry Lake, in areas of Dry was woodland and rare plant habitats. Monitoring 
should be undertaken for several years and a mitigation plan developed for impacts such 
as tree death or local well lowering. 

The DEIS says on page 4.17-6: “this alternative includes decompacting the soil in the 
area between the rows of the solar panel arrays after they are installed, in order to 
increase storm water infiltration and promote vegetation regrowth. Results of storm water 
modeling performed by Sunlight (discussed in more detail in the Drainage and Surface 
Water and Flooding subsections) indicated that the total surface water outflow volume 
from SF-B would increase by 2.5 percent (168 AF) during a 100-year storm without the 
soil decompaction, and would increase by 1.2 percent (81 AF) during a 100-year storm 
with the soil decompaction…” We fail to see how any healthy vegetation would be 112-23 
allowed to regrow between the panel rows, as vehicle traffic would continue for 
maintenance, as well as herbicides applied to prevent weeds and fire fuel build-up. 
Therefore soil disturbance will still remain, along with increase flood runoff potential. 
These increases in floods could negatively impact wildlife, plant habitat, and structures 
and private property off-site. What mitigation measures will be undertaken to prevent 
damage? If retention basins are installed upstream, a new environmental review process 
must be initiated for public review, as these will take up large amounts of tortoise habitat, 
impact potential rare plants and cultural sites, and harm wildlife if not designed properly. 

112-24Better analysis of how the large increase in impervious surfaces (panels) will increase 
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rain runoff and cause more erosion and greater peak flows during flood events. 

More thorough analysis of cadmium toxins entering the groundwater or leaving the site 
during floods should be done, as the panels could wear down and crack from weathering, 
and fires could release large amounts of cadmium. 

For the Red Bluff substation, a possible detention basin would measure approximately 
120 feet by 200 feet (about one-half acre in area), and this basin would also discharge to 
the channels around the Substation in order to reduce peak flows. No analysis is given of 
how this would impact desert tortoise Critical Habitat and the Chuckwalla DWMA, both 
in terms of habitat destruction by the footprint of the basin and the flow discharge 
changes that would occur downstream in tortoise habitat. “The preliminary engineering 
studies indicate that construction of Substation A may alter the existing drainage pattern 
of the area” (page 4.17-11). How will this impact tortoises, rare plants, connectivity 
habitat, and other resources? 

For cumulative water resource concerns the DEIS admits that “in addition to lowering the 
groundwater table in the basin and reducing the amount of water in storage, outflow from 
the Chuckwalla Valley Basin to the Palo Verde Mesa Basin would be reduced” (page 4
17-38). First Solar should be required to put in perimeter wells to monitor groundwater 
drawdown, as the Chuckwalla Valley is part of the Colorado River Basin in its connected 
underflow, and thus Desert Sunlight could potentially impact Colorado River 
groundwater directly. During California Energy Commission workshops for Palen Solar 
Power Project and Blythe Solar Power Project, the interconnectivity of Colorado River 
water with Palo Verde Mesa groundwater and Chuckwalla Valley groundwater was 
shown (September 27, 2010). Colorado River water is adjudicated and permits would be 
needed. 

Climate Change: 

The DEIS states, “…desert ecosystems have a low capacity for organic matter carbon 
storage that could buffer climate change effects due to increasing GHG concentrations.” 
(p. 3.5-11). The DEIS goes on to debate against the findings of Wohlfahrt, et al. (2008)14 

that desert soils store high amounts of carbon.  

Yet other studies support the evidence that desert biological soil crusts do store large 
amounts of carbon. Jayne Belnap (U.S. Geological Survey) and Otto Lange (Wurtzburg 
University, Germany) say that sweeping conclusions about CO2 storage in soils cannot 
yet be made due to limited knowledge available about how arid ecosystems operate. But 
many studies have shown around the world that biological soil crusts fix carbon and 
deliver it to the soil ecosystem. Many free-living lichenized cyanobacteria and 
microalgae possess photosynthetic CO2-concentrating mechanisms. 

���Wohlfahrt, Georg, et. al. 2008. Large Annual Net Ecosystem CO2 Uptake at a Mojave 
Desert Ecosystem. Global Change Biology 14: 1475-1487.� 
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Belnap did field measurements in Utah that showed biological soil crusts having an 
exchange from atmosphere to soil of 1.5 micro-mols of CO2 per square meter per second, 
a high rate of carbon intake.15 

They say, “There is another important aspect to understanding the carbon exchange of 
soil crusts. As the dominant ground cover in arid and semiarid areas, soil crusts cover a 
substantial proportion of the Earth’s surface. Thus, they may play a substantial role in the 
CO2 fluxes between the ground and the atmosphere. Discussion about the causes of the 
present global increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration, and possible mitigation 
measures, need to include the role of biological soil crusts during their different 
successional stages. Thus, future measurements and modeling work need to include 
large-scale estimates of how biological soil crusts contribute to the global carbon 
budget.”16 

Belnap and Lange also note that disturbance of biological soil crusts results in reduced 
carbon intake. Severely disturbed crusts can take decades or centuries to recover. 

I have seen common biological soil crusts on the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project site 
in 2010. 

Habitat Compensation Plan 

On p. 4.3-17 the DEIS states that a draft Habitat Compensation Plan has been prepared. 
We request that a final plan be made public before approval of the project, as many 
questions remain about where enough habitat land would be found to acquire, or whether 
only enhancement measures would be undertaken such as fencing of roads. Many habitat 
enhancement measures have not been shown yet to increase tortoise populations and are 
unproven. Restoration of ecosystems in the desert can be difficult, slow, or in many cases 
not possible.  Paying into SB 34 mitigation bank funds does not guarantee similar habitat 
will be acquired or improved, and for tortoise, this may be in a different Recovery Unit, 
not benefitting local tortoise populations. We want a full and detailed analysis of what 
mitigation measures will be undertaken. Please identify where lands to be acquired or 
restored for desert dry wash woodland, Chuckwalla DWMA, Chuckwalla CHU, 
burrowing owl habitat, and golden eagle foraging habitat are located, for public review. 

Restoration:�
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Conclusion:�
 

112-31
Alternative 5 – No Issuance of a Right-of-Way Grant with Land Use Plan Amendment to 
Exclude Solar Energy Development on the Site (No Action with Plan Amendment) should be 
chosen. 

Laura Cunningham
 

PO Box 70 


Beatty NV 89003
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November 24th, 2010 

Delivered via electronic mail (CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov) 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager 
Palm Springs/South Coast Field Office 
Bureau of Land Management 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 

Re:  Comments on the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement 

Dear Ms. Schaffer: 

Please accept and fully consider these comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for 
the proposed Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project on behalf of The Wilderness Society. 

Clearly, our nation’s growing addiction to fossil fuels, coupled with the unprecedented threats 
brought about by global warming, imperil the integrity of our wildlands as never before. To sustain 
both our wildlands and our human communities, the undersigned believe the nation must transition 
away from fossil fuels as quickly as possible. To do this, we must eliminate energy waste, moderate 
demand through energy efficiency, conservation, and demand-side management practices, and 
rapidly develop and deploy clean, renewable energy technologies, including at the utility-scale.  
Renewable energy development is not appropriate everywhere on the public lands, however, and 
thorough review under the National Environmental Policy Act is an essential part of determining 
which of the many proposed utility-scale projects should be permitted to go forward. 

We strongly believe that long-term, environmentally responsible success of the Bureau of Land 
Management’s solar energy program depends on developing policy and guidelines that guide 
projects to the most appropriate locations, thus limiting environmental impacts and reducing 
obstacles to construction of the most appropriate projects. 

We support the recommendations of Defenders of Wildlife, Natural Resources Defense Council, 
and Sierra Club included in their attached November 22, 2010 letter (attached as Attachment A). 
We recommend that the BLM follow the recommendations outlined in Attachment A. 

Thank you for your thorough consideration of these comments.  

Sincerely, 

Alex Daue, Renewable Energy Coordinator 
The Wilderness Society – BLM Action Center 
1660 Wynkoop St. Suite 850 
Denver, CO 80202 
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DEFENDERS OF WILDLIFE 

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL 

SIERRA CLUB 

November 22, 2010 

Allison Shaffer, Project Manager 
Palm Springs/South Coast Field Office 
Bureau of Land Management 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 

(Via email to: CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov) 

Re: Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Statement and Proposed Amendment to the 
California Desert Conservation Area Plan for the Proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm Project, Riverside County, CA (BLM Case File Number CACA 48649) 

Dear Ms. Shaffer: 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement (DEIS) and Proposed Amendment to the California Desert Conservation Area Plan for 
the Proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project. These comments are submitted on 
behalf of Defenders of Wildlife (“Defenders”), the Natural Resources Defense Council 
(“NRDC”), and Sierra Club, all of which are non-profit public interest conservation 
organizations with offices in California as well as elsewhere in this country. 

Defenders has 950,000 members and supporters nationally, 145,000 of whom reside in 
California. Defenders is dedicated to protecting all wild animals and plants in their natural 
communities. To this end, we employ science, public education and participation, media, 
legislative advocacy, litigation, and proactive on-the-ground solutions in order to impede the 
accelerating rate of extinction of species, associated loss of biological diversity, and habitat 
alteration and destruction. 

NRDC has over 1.2 million members and online activists nationwide, more than 250,000 of 
whom live in California. NRDC uses law, science and the support of its members and activists to 
protect the planet's wildlife and wild places and to ensure a safe and healthy environment for all 
living things. NRDC has worked to protect wildlands and natural values on public lands and to 
promote pursuit of all cost-effective energy efficiency measures and sustainable energy 
development for many years. 
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The Sierra Club is a national nonprofit organization of approximately 1.3 million members and 
supporters (approximately 250,000 of whom live in California) dedicated to exploring, enjoying, 
and protecting the wild places of the earth; to practicing and promoting the responsible use of the 
earth’s ecosystems and resources; to educating and enlisting humanity to protect and restore the 
quality of the natural and human environment; and to using all lawful means to carry out these 
objectives.  The Sierra Club’s concerns encompass protecting our public lands, wildlife, air and 
water while at the same time rapidly increasing our use of renewable energy to reduce global 
warming. 

As we transition toward a clean energy future, it is imperative for our future and the future of our 
wild places and wildlife that we strike a balance between addressing the near term impacts of 
large scale solar development with the long-term impacts of climate change on our biological 
diversity, fish and wildlife habitat, and natural landscapes. To ensure that the proper balance is 
achieved, we need smart planning for renewable power that avoids and minimizes adverse 
impacts on wildlife and wild lands. These projects should be placed in the least harmful 
locations, near existing transmission lines and already disturbed lands. 

We strongly support the emission reduction goals found in the Global Warming Solutions Act of 
2006, AB 32, including the development of renewable energy in California. However, we urge 
that in seeking to meet our renewable energy portfolio standard in California, project proponents 
design their projects in the most sustainable manner possible. This is essential to ensure that 
project approval moves forward expeditiously and in a manner that does not sacrifice our fragile 
desert landscape and wildlife in the rush to meet our renewable energy goals. 

We strongly support renewable energy production and utilization, but we do not consider the 
construction of large-scale projects, and especially the very large solar energy projects proposed 
on undisturbed public lands in the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA), to be the 
primary way to meet our renewable energy goals.  We believe such large scale solar projects 
should be located on degraded or disturbed land such as abandoned agricultural fields, industrial 
sites, and near existing structures before public lands containing natural plant and animal 
communities are considered. 

The proposed project would entail the exclusive use of approximately 4,400 acres of public land 
managed by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). The proposed project consists of a 
photovoltaic solar electrical generating facility with a rated power output of approximately 550 
MW; a generation transmission interconnection line (gen-tie line); and a new Red Bluff 
Substation. Three alternatives to the proposed project are identified and analyzed in the DEIS: 
1) No action; 2) Two alternative gen-tie line alignments; and 3) Two reduced solar farm 
footprints. 

Our comments are presented below by subject: 
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I. National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 

Purpose and Need: Federal agencies must “specify the underlying purpose and need to which 
the agency is responding in proposing the alternatives including the proposed action.” 40 C.F.R. 
§ 1502.13. Courts “have interpreted NEPA to preclude agencies from defining the objectives of 
their actions in terms so unreasonably narrow that they can be accomplished by only one 
alternative.” Colorado Environmental Coalition v. Dombeck, 185 F.3d 1162, 1165, 1174 (10th 
Cir. 1999), at 1174 (citing Simmons v. United States Corps of Eng’rs, 120 F.3d 664, 669 (7th Cir. 
1997)). 

BLM Purpose and Need: According to the DEIS, the stated purpose and need for the proposed 
project is to “…respond to Sunlight’s application under Title V of the Federal Land Policy and 
Management Act (FLPMA) (43 U.S.C. 1761) for a right-of-way (ROW) grant to construct, 
operate, maintain, and decommission a utility-scale 550-MW PV solar energy facility (Solar 
Farm, Gen-Tie Line, and a 500/220-kV substation) on public lands, in compliance with FLPMA, 
BLM ROW regulations, and other applicable federal laws.” (DEIS at 1-7). In addition, “[T]he 
BLM will decide whether to approve, approve with modifications, or deny issuance of a ROW 
grant to Sunlight for the proposed DSSF Project and the related assignment of any ROW grant 
for the substation to SCE. The BLM’s actions will also include concurrent consideration of 
amending the CDCA Plan of 1980, as amended.” Id. 

BLM Authorities: In addition to authorities granted to BLM through FLPMA(43 U.S.C. 1701), 
the DEIS states that the Energy Policy Act of 2005 “…requires the Department of the Interior 
(BLM’s parent agency) to approve at least 10,000 MW of renewable energy on public lands by 
2015.” (DEIS at 1-8). 

Comment: Instead of the current purpose and need statement which declares that BLM is simply 
responding to a right of way application under Title V of FLPMA, we recommend that the 
purpose and need statement address the need to generate greater amounts of electrical energy 
from renewable energy sources so that dependency on carbon-based fuels is reduced, and to 
contribute to the generation of certain minimum amounts of renewable energy to comply with 
State and federal standards. By providing a broader statement of purpose and need, BLM will 
help ensure that its NEPA documents comply with all applicable legal requirements. 

116-1 

Comment: By so radically narrowing the scope of the project’s purpose, BLM has 
impermissibly constricted the range of alternatives considered. See Carmel by the Sea v. U.S. 
DOT, 123 F.3d 1142, 1155 (9th Cir. 1995). Further, BLM has misinterpreted the intent of 
Congress in the Energy Policy Act in stating that the law “requires” BLM to approve at least 
10,000 MW of renewable energy from public lands by 2015. Rather, the Act encourages the 
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Secretary of the Interior to approve a minimum of 10,000 MW of renewable energy from the 
public lands by the year 2015. 

Project Alternatives: In addition to properly defining the purpose and need of an agency 
action, agencies must consider a range of reasonable alternatives to the agency action in the EIS. 
See 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(E). The range of alternatives is “the heart of the environmental impact 
statement.” 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14. NEPA requires BLM to “rigorously explore and objectively 
evaluate” a range of alternatives to proposed federal actions.” See 40 C.F.R. §§ 1502.14(a) and 
1508.25(c). The purpose of this requirement is “to insist that no major federal project should be 
undertaken without intense consideration of other more ecologically sound courses of action, 
including shelving the entire project, or of accomplishing the same result by entirely different 
means.” Environmental Defense Fund v. Corps of Engineers, 492 F.2d 1123, 1135 (5th Cir. 
1974); see also Methow Valley Citizens Council v. Regional Forester, 833 F.2d 810 (9th Cir. 
1987), rev’d on other grounds, 490 U.S. 332 (1989) (agency must consider alternative sites for a 
project). 

Comment: We are pleased that several alternatives to the proposed project were considered, and 
that a reduced project size alternative (Solar Farm Boundary, Alternative C) was carried forward 
for analysis as a means of avoiding or reducing potential impact to the threatened Desert Tortoise 
and other species of concern, both plants and animals. This reduced project size alternative 
would provide a greater habitat linkage between the upper Pinto Wash and the designated Desert 
Wildlife Management Area/Desert Tortoise Critical Habitat located immediately west of the 
Kaiser Road (which generally forms the western boundary of the proposed project). 

Comment: The gen-tie transmission line alternatives that would connect with the proposed 
Substation A appear to minimize impacts to the Desert Tortoise and Critical Habitat within the 
Chuckwalla DWMA to a greater extent than those associated with proposed Substation B (Gen-
Tie Line B-2. Although proposed Substation A is located within the Chuckwalla DWMA, it 
would affect far fewer Desert Tortoises and burrows than proposed Substation B, which is not 
within the DWMA. Overall, we consider the Gen-Tie Line A-2 Alternative to be 
environmentally superior. 

Comment: While we are pleased that private land alternatives were considered by both the BLM 
and the applicant, the BLM summarily dismissed the alternatives, noting “…they would be no 
better than the proposed Project area and would result in greater environmental impacts.” (DEIS 
at 2-125). Although that may be the case, the veracity of this conclusion is weak because it is 
unsubstantiated - private land alternatives were not analyzed in the DEIS. We recommend that 
BLM carefully consider analyzing a full range of alternatives including those on private lands or 
a combination of private and adjacent public lands.  This would strengthen the document with 
regard to NEPA adequacy. 
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The range of public land alternatives appears to be rather limited as well, focused on the I-10 
Freeway corridor from Devers to Blythe due to transmission line capacity in the existing Devers 
Palo Verde I transmission line. The DEIS indicates the applicant searched for alternative sites 
within the service area of the Southern California Edison Company that had nearby transmission 
line capacity and, after consultation with the BLM, concluded the most appropriate region was 
adjacent to the Devers Palo Verde I transmission line and submitted a right of way application to 
the BLM that included public lands within the proposed project area. 

116-6 

Comment: Due to the inherent flexibility in project size and configuration using photovoltaic 
technology, a wider range of alternatives may be justified, including a combination of disturbed 
private lands and adjacent public lands in addition to the two public land sites considered. We 
recommend the FEIS include a more robust analysis of existing transmission line capacities 
within all appropriate regions that exhibit the minimum insolation ratings necessary for efficient 
electrical generation using PV technology.  This would potentially increase the number of viable 
locations for the proposed project and also provide for a critical review and strengthen the 
justification of the rationale for limiting project consideration to the I-10 Corridor. 

Cumulative Impacts Analysis: Cumulative impact is defined as the impact on the environment 
which results from the incremental impacts of the action when added to other past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future action regardless of what agency or person undertakes such other 
actions. Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but collectively significant 
actions taking place over a period of time. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.7. 

Comment: Although the DEIS identifies a substantial number of existing and proposed land use 
activities that have and would add to the cumulative loss of significant cultural and biological 
resources, we urge BLM to be confident that the depth of the cumulative impact analysis to be 
included in the FEIS is sufficient to establish the condition and trend of various at-risk species 
and their habitats in the region. We believe this level of analysis is necessary to determine 
whether or not, on a regional scale, the biological resources are being managed consistent with 
the mandates of FLPMA, including maintenance of environmental quality. 

FLPMA mandates that public lands “…be managed in a manner that will protect the quality of 
scientific, scenic, historical, ecological, environmental, air and atmospheric, water resource, and 
archeological values; that, where appropriate, will preserve and protect certain public lands in 
their natural condition; that will provide food and habitat for fish and wildlife and domestic 
animals; and that will pro-vide for outdoor recreation and human occupancy and use;” (Sec. 
102(8)).  FLPMA also addresses management of public lands within the CDCA: “the California 
desert environment is a total ecosystem that is extremely fragile, easily scarred, and slowly 
healed. (Sec. 601(a)(2)); and “the California desert environment and its resources, including 
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certain rare and endangered species of wildlife, plants, and fishes, and numerous archeological 
and historic sites, are seriously threatened by air pollution, inadequate Federal management 
authority, and pressures of increased use, particularly recreational use, which are certain to 
intensify because of the rapidly growing population of southern California; (Sec. 601(a)(3)); and 
lastly, “ It is the purpose of this section to provide for the immediate and future protection and 
administration of the public lands in the California desert within the framework of a program of 
multiple use and sustained yield, and the maintenance of environmental quality. (Sec. 601(b)). 

II. Biological Resources 

Identification of General Impacts and Mitigation: The organization of the DEIS with respect 
to impact mitigation (avoidance, minimization and compensation) appears somewhat 
unconventional, making it difficult to track and evaluate how impacts to biological resources will 
actually be avoided, minimized or compensated for.  For example, the mitigation proposed for 
habitat losses for the Desert Tortoise and other species of concern is contained in the vegetation 
section, which then refers to a habitat compensation plan in Appendix H (Biological Resources: 
Technical Reports). The proposed habitat loss compensation plan is a general framework that 
will guide development of a project-specific habitat compensation plan. Furthermore, the plan 
lacks details, and simply states, “The precise details of the mitigation will be established in the 
BLM Right of Way Grant, FWS Biological Opinion, and CDFG 2080.1 Consistency 
Determination. (Habitat Compensation Plan, page 1).” 

Comment: Analysis of the cumulative impacts to biological resources, and mitigation of those 
impacts, on a regional scale, is absent from the DEIS.  We believe this expanded level of analysis 
and mitigation is needed due to the number and size of solar energy projects in the I-10 corridor 
of eastern Riverside County and their likely cumulative impacts on significant and fragile 
populations of plants and animals that are at-risk. Currently, the impacts to biological resources 
within this region, and the corresponding mitigation of those impacts, are addressed on a project
by-project basis.  This piecemeal approach will not provide the mitigation necessary to achieve 
meaningful and effective reduction and offsets of impacts on a regional scale. 

Comment: The habitat compensation plan that is specific to this proposed project is a form of 
mitigation, and should be affiliated directly with the environmental consequences presented in 
Chapter 4.  For each impact to each biological resources component, the specific impact 
mitigation proposed should follow, comprised of impact avoidance, minimization and 
compensation (in priority order). 

Comment: The large public land area (approximately 19,000 acres) within the applicant’s right-
of-way application that has been excluded from the footprint of the proposed project and the 
reduced acreage alternatives should be excluded from future renewable energy development. 
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This area contains significant at-risk resources, such as the Desert Tortoise, and drainages in the 
Pinto Wash that support microphyll woodlands. Furthermore, these undeveloped public lands 
provide foraging habitat for Golden Eagles that nest in nearby mountain ranges. Any proposed 
amendment of the CDCA Plan for this area should include the provision that the undeveloped 
lands within the original right-of way application would be excluded from future renewable 
energy development and any other land use that would result in loss of natural biological 
communities 

Comment:  Minimization of impacts due to habitat loss through acquisition of similar or equal 
habitat should include permanent protection and enhancement actions tied to the acquired habitat 
so that the net impacts are minimized to the greatest extent practicable. We urge BLM to 
carefully consider whether or not habitat loss compensation for the Desert Tortoise will be 
sufficient to mitigate the impacts to Desert Tortoise and other wildlife movements within the 
Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management Area and Critical Habitat Unit, as indicated on page 
4.4-43 of the DEIS. Given the critical importance of maintaining habitat connectivity and 
wildlife movements, we recommend a greater level of analysis be performed to determine the 
adequacy of habitat loss compensation in minimizing the effects of the proposed project on 
wildlife movements. We believe that greater specificity is required to identify specific 
compensation habitats for their contribution in maintaining wildlife movements and habitat 
linkages. 

Desert Tortoise: Desert Tortoises are not evenly distributed over the proposed project footprint, 
and appear to be concentrated mainly in the northwestern portion of the proposed solar farm, and 
north of the MWD transmission line and access road. 

Comment: The most appropriate strategy for mitigating the impacts to the Desert Tortoise is to 
avoid or minimize those impacts through project configuration flexibility. In this case, we think 
the reduced acreage alternative, termed the Solar Farm Layout C, is superior and should be 
adopted as the BLM preferred alternative. This reduced acreage alternative is consistent with 
our recommendations for minimizing impacts for this proposed contained in our issue scoping 
letter, and given to the project applicant in face-to-face meetings. We appreciate the applicant’s 
attempts to minimize the environmental impacts of its project by revising its initial project 
proposal in a manner that avoided some of the more concentrated occurrences of sensitive 
biological resources, such as the Desert Tortoise, Foxtail Cactus and microphyll woodlands in 
the main section of Pinto Wash. As a result, the applicant proposed Solar Farm Layout B, which 
BLM adopted as its preferred alternative. However, we continue to believe that Solar Farm 
Layout C provides a greater degree of impact avoidance that is consistent with BLM’s policy for 
management of Special Status Species (Manual 6840) and the overall intent of public land 
management in the CDCA. 
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Golden Eagle: The DEIS indicates there are 20 potential Golden Eagle nests within a 10-mile 
radius of the proposed project, comprising eight territories, six of which are considered active. 
The closest active territory is located approximately two miles from the project solar farm 
boundary, and one Golden Eagle was observed flying south of I-10 in Chuckwalla Valley in the 
vicinity of the proposed Red Bluff substation during surveys. (DEIS at 3.4-20, 21). 

Comment: Mitigation to reduce the impacts due to the loss of potential Golden Eagle foraging 
habitat resulting from the proposed project is identified on page 4.4-7 of the DEIS: 
“Implementation of the Habitat Compensation Plan required in Applicant Measure BIO-1 
discussed in Section 4.3, Vegetation, would reduce these impacts.” For this measure to be 
effective, the habitat to be acquired must be located within foraging-territories associated with 
active nesting sites and in a natural condition suitable for supporting prey species.  The goal 
should be to fully offset foraging habitat loss in order to achieve the “no net loss” standard of the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for this species. We urge BLM to establish a compensation ratio 
for lost Golden Eagle foraging habitat in coordination with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service so 
that impacts are fully offset. Golden Eagle habitat loss compensation should be fully analyzed 
and identified in the FEIS. 

III. Ecological Processes 

Maintaining drainage flow and sediment transport within the upper Chuckwalla Valley is 
essential in sustaining sand-based habitats downstream within Chuckwalla Valley, which are 
critical to the long-term viability of the southernmost populations of the Mojave Fringe-toed 
Lizard and other dune-dependent species. The southernmost populations of this species in the 
greater Chuckwalla Valley are essential to the long-term persistence of the entire species because 
this population is adapted hotter and drier environmental conditions than populations found 
elsewhere in the California Desert. Hotter and potentially drier conditions expected to occur 
within the region as a consequence of climate change necessitate that the populations of this 
species in the Chuckwalla Valley region be protected, primarily through habitat protection and 
maintenance of ecological processes necessary for persistence of dune systems. The DEIS 
appears to be silent on this issue. 

116-14 

Comment: The proposed project would affect three blue-line ephemeral drainages; a portion of 
Eagle Creek, and two unnamed tributaries to Big Wash. The DEIS does not address the issue of 
impact to these natural drainages and their contribution to sand transport within Chuckwalla 
Valley. Rather, the DEIS appears to limit the discussion of drainage impacts to the subject of 
flood control as a means of protecting the solar farm.  We are particularly concerned that debris 
basins and check-dams, upgradient from the project, may be required and thus included in future 
final design of the project. (DEIS @ 4.17-7). 
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Comment: The FEIS should include a full analysis of the effects of the proposed project and 
each of the alternatives on natural drainages and fluvial sand transport. The FEIS should also 
disclose whether or not the proposed project includes debris basins or check dams upgradient 
from the solar farm field, and what impact such facilities would have on the biological and 
physical environment, and ecological processes such as seasonal water flow and sand transport in 
naturally occurring drainages. The location and size of the debris basins and check dams that 
may become part of the project should be described and mapped. 

IV. Climate Change 

The DEIS address the effects of climate change largely through reduction of greenhouse gases 
and development use of renewable energy sources. It does not analyze the impacts climate 
change will have on species, and the effects of climate change on habitats that would be required 
to sustain viable populations of at-risk species. 

Comment: The “hard look” requirement of NEPA requires federal agencies to consider climate 
change in NEPA documents. BLM must consider the effect of the proposed action on climate 
change, the effect of climate change on the proposed action and the effect of climate change on 
the affected environment. Climate change considerations are relevant throughout the NEPA 
process, from the scope of the environmental document and the description of the affected 
environment to the design of the proposed action, its alternatives and their environmental 
impacts. See also Addressing the Impacts of Climate Change on America’s Water, Land, and 
Other Natural and Cultural Resources, Secretarial Order 3289 (Feb. 22, 2010) (directing DOI 
agencies to consider and analyze climate change impacts when making major decisions affecting 
DOI resources). 

Comment: Analysis of the potential impacts of climate change on a proposed action and the 
environment is necessary to assess and reduce the vulnerabilities of the proposed action to 
climate change, to integrate climate change adaptation into the proposed action and alternatives 
and to produce accurate predictions of environmental consequences of the proposed action and 
alternatives. It will aid BLM in adequately preparing the proposed action or planning area for 
the inevitability of climate change. See, e.g., Letter from Kathleen M. Goforth, Environmental 
Review Office, EPA, to Ramiro Villalvazo, Forest Supervisor, Eldorado National Forest (Oct. 
26, 2009), available at 
http://yosemite.epa.gov/oeca/webeis.nsf/(PDFView)/20090313/$file/20090313.PDF?OpenEleme 
nt. 

Comment: BLM should expand the analysis of the effects of the proposed project and each 
alternative on biological resources and their ability to adapt to climate change, such as 
occupation and use of habitat on a regional scale that may be essential in sustaining at-risk 
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species.  Such an expanded analysis should include cumulative effects and mitigation measures, 
including those associated with climate change.1 

116-19 
cont 

Thank you for considering our comments. If you have any questions, please contact us at our 
address or by email as shown below. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Aardahl 
California Representative 
P.O. Box 1413 
Gualala, CA 95445 
Email: jaardahl@defenders.org 

Barbara Boyle 
Senior Representative, Clean Energy Solutions 
Sierra Club 
801 K Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Email: bboylesc@att.net 

Johanna Wald 
Director, Western Renewable Energy Project 
Natural Resources Defense Council 
111 Sutter Street, 20th floor 
San Francisco, CA 94104 
Email: jwald@nrdc.org 

1 See Secretarial Order 3226, Evaluating Climate Change Impacts in Management Planning § 4 (January 16, 2009) 
(“Each bureau and office of DOI shall, in a manner consistent and compatible with their respective missions: 
Consider and analyze potential climate change impacts when undertaking long-range planning exercises, setting 
priorities for scientific research and investigations, and/or when making major decisions affecting DOI resources”); 
Council on Environmental Quality, Considering Cumulative Effects under the National Environmental Policy Act 
24, 42 (1997) (including documentation and analysis of global warming in the affected environment and effects), 
available at http://ceq.eh.doe.gov/nepa/ccenepa/ccenepa.htm (last visited Apr. 20, 2010). 
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Barbara Boyle 
Senior Representative, Clean Energy Solutions Sierra Club, Suite 2700 
801 K Street 

Sacramento, CA 95814 Formatted: Indent: Left:  3.31" 
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thunderchild266@aol.com To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

11/24/2010 03:00 PM cc 

bcc 

Subject support of solar projects 

To whom it may concern, 
My name is Victor Stewart. I just recently completed a course in solar energy at Palo Verde 

Community College. I took this course to enhance my value as a prospective employee for the 
solar projects slated to begin construction in and around the Blythe, Ca. area. I, along with my 
fellow classmates, are counting on the approval of said projects. The economy is at a low point 
now, and employment opportunities are limited. I fully support the anticipated projects. Not only 
from an economical stimulation point of view, but also as a safe, clean source of energy. As 
everyone knows, we must find and use alternative sources of energy for our futures.                                            
Thank You, Victor Stewart 
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Allison Shaffer, Project Manager 

Palm Springs South Coast Field Office
 
Bureau of Land Management 

1201 Bird Center Drive 

Palm Springs, CA 92262 


November 24, 2010 

Re: First Solar Desert Sunlight DEIS 

Dear Ms. Shaffer: 

I am writing on behalf of the board and members of Western Lands Project to express our 
support for Alternative 5, which would deny First Solar’s application for right of way on 
public land and would declare the site unsuitable for solar energy development. 

Our organization works to prevent the privatization of public land and monitors federal 
land sales, exchanges, and conveyances throughout the West and even beyond.  We have 
become involved in the issue of remote, utility-scale solar energy development on public 
lands because we consider these projects to entail virtual privatization.  

Although leased rather than sold to the developer outright, these solar energy sites will be 
utterly transformed, completely converted to an industrial use.  The sites will no longer 
serve non-industrial, multiple-use functions, and will be off-limits to the public. In 
essence, public land used for these plants will no longer be public.   

Moreover, even beyond the 30- to 50-year duration of virtual privatization (the average 
lifetime of the projects), conversion to industrial use is probably permanent. The 
environmental impacts are likely to be such that restoration to or recovery of previous 
ecological function cannot occur. The sites may be permanently relegated to industrial 
uses. Having been stripped of the special qualities and functions we value in public lands, 
they will in effect become private industrial land. 

This is unacceptable, particularly given the fact that there are effective, efficient, and 
practical alternatives that could spare public lands from this damage—including better 
energy efficiency; solar energy installations in the built environment (parking lots, 
rooftops); development on degraded private land, and only as a last resort, solar facilities 
on degraded public land. 

The Western Lands Project opposes any proposal that would place industrial-scale solar 

facilities on public land, with the possible exception of sites that demonstrably offer no 

habitat value or which have been heavily altered from their native state.
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Unfortunately (and conversely), the Interior Department is pursuing an irrational and 
damaging policy that, as Secretary Salazar states, “puts a bulls-eye” for solar 
development on some of the most biologically-rich, fragile, and endangered habitat in our 
country.  The appearance of progress on renewable energy, no matter how costly, 
inefficient, or environmentally damaging—has clearly taken precedence over real 
progress. 

There are at least two large studies, yet to be completed and thus unavailable, that are 
essential to evaluating the merits of the First Solar proposal and to leading the BLM to a 
better-informed decision.  Without benefit of this information, we do not believe it is 
possible to accurately evaluate the cumulative impacts of this proposal combined with 
others, nor to assess the potential that whatever mitigation is proposed will succeed.  

Solar Programmatic EIS 

The Programmatic Solar Energy Development EIS (Solar PEIS), which is now in 
progress through the BLM and DOE and will include the project area for this application, 
represents the first serious policy-level attempt at identifying the most suitable public 
lands for potential solar development, and eliminating unsuitable lands.  

We broadly object to the use of public lands for remote, industrial-scale solar and 
attendant transmission infrastructure.  Nevertheless, any hope we may have at this time 
for a better policy and approach is pinned on the quality and thoroughness of the PEIS 
analysis and, we hope, its elimination of all but the most damaged public land from 
further consideration for solar development. 

The Solar PEIS has yet to be released even in draft form—and if a decision on First Solar 
is issued before the Solar PEIS decision, this project can circumvent any requirements, 
such as mitigation standards, that come out of the Solar PEIS process.  We believe it 
would be a huge mistake to proceed with approval of this project and/or a finding of 
suitability without the benefit of the completed Solar PEIS.  

Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan 

The Renewable Energy Action team, a joint effort of the California Department of Fish 
and Game, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and BLM, was formed to oversee a Desert 
Renewable Energy Conservation Plan (DRECP) that seeks, among other things, to 
formulate a strategy for conserving Mojave and Colorado desert habitat and identify 
suitable mitigation measures in the face of large-scale solar energy development. Part of 
the DRECP process is to look at land ownership and other factors that could limit 
conservation opportunities. 

The most disturbing issue in our view regarding the First Solar proposal and analysis— 
and one highly pertinent to the DRECP task— is highlighted in the 3-page Habitat 
Compensation Plan (Appendix H), which consists essentially of a “menu” of possibilities 
regarding how First Solar might mitigate impacts to biologically sensitive species and 
habitats. One of the main methods by which First Solar suggests it will mitigate impacts 
is through acquisition of land or conservation easements. 
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��Email communication with David Briery, BLM California Desert District, November 24, 2010. 
2 Telephone conversation with Armand Gonzales, CDFG, November 22, 2010. 
3 http://www.energy.ca.gov/2010publications/DRECP-1000-2010-008/DRECP-1000-2010-008-F.PDF 

 

Even if one accepts the legitimacy of off-site mitigation, which we do not, one has to 
wonder where and how much land is available that (a) would provide suitable 
replacement habitat, (b) is on private land, and (c) is owned by willing sellers.  The 
California Desert District is comprised of 81 percent public land, with 19 percent private 
land including cities and towns and developed or cultivated areas.1 We presume that 
finding any available private land to acquire for mitigation —let alone, with suitable 
characteristics—is going to be extremely difficult.  Add to that the cumulative effect of 
numerous solar projects in the same deserts needing to acquire suitable habitat, and it 
simply doesn’t seem possible that off-site mitigation is physically achievable. 

118-5 
cont 

The DRECP process could provide critical information to evaluate proposals for solar 118-5A 
sites and whether there is any actual potential for mitigation in any form, but the DRECP 
has yet to complete the first step in its strategy, which is determining which species will 
be covered.2 

However, one resource from the DRECP that offers important perspective on the 
mitigation question is a report submitted by the DRECP Independent Science Advisors.3 

While agreeing that the California deserts have a high potential for solar energy 
development and that renewable energy must be pursued, the report states: 

Desert species and ecological communities are already severely stressed by 
human changes to the landscape, including urbanization, roads, transmission 
lines, invasive species, and disturbances by recreational, military, mining, and 
other activities. Additional stress from large-scale energy developments, in 
concert with a changing climate, portends further ecological degradation and the 
potential for species extinctions.  

Some of the [Advisors’] recommendations will take significant time and effort to 
address. This should not be used as an excuse to ignore recommendations or to 
delay the Plan to implement all recommendations. The planning team should 
determine which recommendations can and should be implemented immediately, 
and which should be implemented incrementally during planning or 
implementation. We also strongly advocate using “no regrets” strategies in the 
near term—such as siting developments in already disturbed areas—as more 
refined analyses become available to guide more difficult decisions. 

The Science Advisors’ report includes much more information that directly applies to the 
First Solar proposal and to any solar developments in these deserts, including its strong 
statement that translocation and transplantation of species, such as proposed by First 
Solar, is not a successful strategy.  

In most cases, translocations and transplantations have been used as “feel good” 
actions that are generally not effective at sustaining populations. Moreover, the 
practice has the potential to do more harm than good to populations of rare 
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species by increasing mortality rates and decreasing reproductive rates and 
genetic diversity.4 

Conclusion 

A near-tragic aspect of all of this is that there seems to be no dispute regarding the depth 
and breadth of the impacts industrial-scale solar factories will have on our desert 
ecosystems, whose ecological functions and native species already hang in tenuous 
balance. Our ultimate hope is that the Administration, with leadership coming from 
Interior and DOE, will make a hard turn away from the headlong, mistaken policy it is 
now pursuing—purporting to save the planet in the act of destroying critical pieces of it. 
Until that wiser policy is adopted, BLM can at least elect not to destroy this piece, and 
decline the right-of-way application by First Solar and find the site unsuitable for any 
future energy development. 

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. 

Sincerely, 

Janine Blaeloch 
Director 

4 Recommendations of Independent Science Advisors for The California Desert Renewable Energy 
Conservation Plan (DRECP), page 82.  DRECP-1000-2010-008-F, October 2010. See footnote 3 for Web 
location. 
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November 26, 2010 

Allison Shaffer 
Project Manager 
Bureau of Land Management 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA, 92264 
CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Please accept the following comments for the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement for the First Solar, Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project: CACA-48649 

My name is Chris Clarke. For the last two decades I have been an environmental 
journalist and natural history writer, with a strong emphasis on the deserts of the 
American southwest. I am currently employed as Communications Consultant 
for the Desert Protective Council, a 501(c)3 desert advocacy organization based 
in San Diego. I serve on the Board of Directors of the Mojave National Preserve 
Conservancy, another a 501(c)3 which acts as the "friends of" group for the 
Mojave National Preserve. 

These comments are my own, however, and are not offered on behalf of either of 
those organizations. 

I have significant concerns over the medium- and long-term impacts of all three 
configurations of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) as described in the 
DSSF Draft EIS and CDCA Plan Amendment, which concerns I feel remain 
unaddressed in the document. These concerns center around the impact to the 
desert ecosystem and the species it comprises as that ecosystem reacts to 
anthropogenic climate change of the type the project purports to address. 

If political boundaries were drawn according to ecosystem lines, the Chuckwalla 
Valley would be included within the boundaries of Joshua Tree National Park 
(JTNP). As noted in the DEIS, the valley is surrounded on three sides by JTNP, 
tucked in between the main body of the Park to the west and the Coxcomb 
Mountains extension. Though the Chuckwalla Valley was excluded from the 
National Park due to historic settlement and industrial land use in the Eagle 
Mountain area, the DSSF site remains essentially undeveloped, with thriving 
habitat of both creosote shrubland and dry-wash microphyll woodland types. 
Significantly, the site's vegetative types are configured in bands with a generally 
north-south orientation that follow the channels of the southern reaches of the 
Pinto Wash drainage; bands of woodland alternate with bands of creosote 
shrubland. 

As the earth's climate warms due to human use of fossil fuels, desert species will 
contend with increased heat, prolonged and accentuated drought, and wholesale 
changes in the ecosystems they depend on. Though the precise nature of those 
changes in any particular region are difficult to anticipate, the effect generally 
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will be that the boundaries of ecosystem types along the boundary between the 
Mojave and Sonoran deserts will shift northward. 

Of the wildlife species in the JTNP region potentially sensitive to climate change, 
many will face the threat of depletion or extinction unless they can find either 
refugia at higher elevations in the park, or corridors for long-term migration 
northward.i 

The Chuckwalla Valley is a critical linkage for those species in the eastern 
reaches of the JTNP, especially for those species associated with alluvial edaphic 
regimes or to which mountain ranges pose obstacles to long-term migration. Big 
Wash offers a relatively unobstructed route for such species from the Smoke Tree 
Wash/Cottonwood area of JTNP to the southwestern section of the Chuckwalla 
Valley, as - to a lesser extent - does the next wash north, between Big Wash and 
Buzzard Spring. The Chuckwalla Valley then in turn offers connective passage 
through the Pinto Wells area into the Pinto Basin within JTNP's northeastern 
extension, and thence from Clarks Pass northward into the Cadiz Valley and 
beyond. 

More broadly, the Chuckwalla Valley similarly offers the corridor of least 
resistance by which species might migrate northward from the Colorado Delta 
area via the largely undeveloped alluvial plains within the Chocolate Mountains 
Aerial Gunnery Range and, perhaps to a lesser extent, via the heavily developed 
Salton Trough/Coachella Valley. 

The Pinto Wells pass thus constitutes a bottleneck through which species might 
migrate from thousands of square miles of deserts to the south to the Cadiz-
Bristol area in the southern Mojave Desert, from which a wide range of corridors 
are available for subsequent migration. 

All three proposed configurations of the DSSF would permanently alter the 
majority of the undisturbed land remaining between Eagle Mountain and Desert 
Center,. This would in effect close the critical corridor for migration of individual 
organisms and thus of populations and species. The construction of DSSF could 
thus conceivably worsen long-term regional effects of the very climate change 
the project is intended to address. Additional corridors for movement do exist in 
the valleys to the east surrounding the Palen, McCoy, Big- and Little Maria 
mountains; however, it is worth noting that each of these potential corridors is 
similarly under review for expansive solar generating projects. The cumulative 
impact of all these sites on the desert's future adaptation to climate change may 
be truly devastating. 

The DEIS does not address this long-term issue. The document does address 
short-term migration issues in a handful of brief "Wildlife Movement or Nursery 
Sites" statements, but the importance of the site's footprint to wildlife is treated 
entirely in the present-tense, discussion of wildlife use of the area limited to 
whether a species currently frequents the site or may do so in the near future. As 
populations shift in response to climate change, the worst impact of the DSSF's 
construction may not be felt for decades, as species not heretofore using the site 
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119-2 find their northward movement blocked and their populations languish along 
the southern edge of the project. Large mammal species, birds, and some reptiles 
may well be able to circumnavigate the site, but for some species mentioned in 
the DEIS such as the Colorado Valley woodrat (Neotoma albigula venusta), whose 
territories are generally less than a few acres and whose migration rates may 
thus be measured in miles per century, such a blockage could prove ultimately 
impassable. 

The "Reduced Footprint Alternative" (Alternative 3) indeed lessens but in no way 
eliminates disruption of this important migration linkage. Were there no other 
options for siting the generation the DSSF would provide, this alternative might 
in fact prove the best course. But as the DSSF would generate electricity using 
thin-film photovoltaic (PV) solar cells, which can as efficiently be mounted on 
rooftops and in other places in the built environment, destroying even a smaller 
amount of the Chuckwalla Valley's intact habitat is on the face of it unacceptable. 
The DEIS describes the direct ground coverage by the PV cells of 1400 acres for 
the first two alternatives and 1037 acres for the second. Adequate potential sites 
for the same or greater surface area of PV exists within the built environment in 
Southern California, closer to demand for the power generated and thus 
avoiding the need for additional land disturbed for transmission lines. By way of 
example, the paved parking lot at the "Fairplex" (Los Angeles County 
Fairgrounds) in Pomona covers 250 acres, which could feasibly and conveniently 
be covered with the PV shade structures becoming increasingly common in 
Southwestern urban environments, not only generating power but reducing 
energy used for air-conditioning to cool autos that would have been parked in 
direct sun. Six such parking lots would exceed the surface area available for PV 
cells in Alternatives 1 and 2, and five would far exceed the area planned for 
Alternative 3. Suitable surface area for PV cells abounds in the Southwest's built 
environment: area sufficient to duplicate DSSF's planned 550-megawatt peak 
output could easily be covered with PV generation without making much of a 
dent in the total available rooftop area. Such an alternative would not destroy a 
single acre of desert wildland. 

As page 4.4-30 of the DEIS says, 

Potential harm to individual special status wildlife species, including the desert tortoise; 
chuckwalla and rosy boa; bird nests, eggs, and young; roosting bats; and fossorial 
mammals such as the Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrel, Colorado Valley 
woodrat, and American badger; during construction and decommissioning activities 
would be adverse and significant. 

Given the completely feasible alternative of siting the precise technology DSSF 
would use in the built environment rather than in the Chuckwalla Valley, that 
adverse and significant harm to the above-mentioned species becomes 
unwarranted. It is for this reason that I urge the adoption of Alternative #5 as 
described in section 4.2.7 of the DEIS, the so-called "No Action with Plan 
Amendment [to bar future development]" alternative. Denying the project right-
of-way and protecting this critical long-term species linkage is the only option 

cont 
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119-4 that will adequately address the issue of climate change and its effects on the 
desert without damaging the very desert it is supposed to protect. Alternative 5 cont 
would prevent such harm to the above-mentioned species and to those species 
who might use the Chuckwalla Valley for future migrations critical to their 
survival. 

Chris Clarke 
1326 N. Vista St., #5 
Los Angeles, CA 90046 
(213) 254-5382 

i Analyses of Climate Change Sensitivity for the Reptiles of 
Joshua Tree National Park, Cameron Barrows, PhD. 
Center for Conservation Biology, University of California, Riverside 
http://www.wr.usgs.gov/workshops/ccw2010/posters/P35_climat 
e%20change%20poster.pdf 
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November�26,�2010� 

Bureau�of�Land�Management,�Palm�Springs�South�Coast�Field�Office� 
1201�Bird�Center�Dr,�Palm�Springs,�CA.�92262� 
CO:�Allison�Shaffer,�Project�Manager� 
CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov� 

Re:�Draft�Environmental�Impact�Statement,�Desert�Sunlight�Solar�Farm,�CACA�48649� 

Dear�Ms.�Shaffer:� 

My�name�is�Javier�DeLaGarza�and�I�am�the�Southwest�Solar�Development�Manager�for�enXco,�a�global� 
energy�developer�of�wind�and�solar�resources.��I�am�writing�to�enter�a�comment�for�public�record�on�the� 
Draft�Environmental�Impact�Statement�for�the�First�Solar�Desert�Sunlight�Solar�Farm.��� 

EnXco�has�an�application�CACA�049491�(Desert�Harvest),�adjacent�to�Desert�Sunlight;�enXco�completed� 
requisite�studies�to�enter�the�EIS�process�in�2010�and�is�awaiting�a�Notice�of�intent�to�move�forward.� 
With�the�encouragement�of�BLM,�enXco�has�worked�with�First�Solar�on�a�shared�gen�tie�line,�in�the� 
route�marked�“GT�A�1”�in�the�Desert�Sunlight�Draft�EIS.��Our�pursuit�of�a�shared�gen�tie�route�will� 

120-1minimize�cumulative�impacts�and�ensure�delivery�of�power�for�both�companies.��This�letter�is�not�an� 
endorsement�or�an�objection�to�the�Desert�Sunlight�project;�it�is�an�update�on�our�negotiation�progress.� 

EnXco�first�approached�First�Solar�to�consider�a�shared�gen�tie�at�the�request�of�BLM;�the�route�we� 120-2 
discussed�is�labeled�“GT�A�1”�in�Desert�Sunlight’s�Draft�EIS�and�is�currently�described�as�a�220�kv�single� 
circuit�generation�tie�line.��The�approved�GT�A�1�line�(Figure�2�19)�will�require�an�amendment�to�the� 
California�Desert�Conservation�Area�(CDCA)�Plan�and�will�be�subject�to�evaluation�criteria�on�this�basis.�� 
In�light�of�permitting�guidelines�(eg.�CDCA�amendments)�and�policies�governing�transmission�in�the�area,� 
EnXco’s�analysis�of�Desert�Sunlight�alternatives�suggests�that�the�best�opportunity�to�ensure�the� 
combined�success�of�our�projects�is�a�shared�gen�tie�line.��The�benefits�of�mitigated�land�and�visual� 
impacts�provided�by�our�project’s�proximity�and�shared,�existing�road�access�encourages�us�to�work� 
diligently�with�First�Solar�and�we�look�forward�to�signing�a�shared�use�agreement�in�the�future.��We� 
continue�to�seek�input�from�First�Solar,�with�encouragement�from�BLM�and�other�stakeholders�in�the�EIS� 
process�to�find�a�mutually�beneficial�solution.� 

Policies�Supporting�Shared�Use�Agreements�for�Gen�Tie�Agreements� 
120-3In�direct�discussions�and�reading�other�firms’�Draft�EIS1,�enXco�believes�BLM’s�interest�is�to�have�energy� 

projects�on�public�lands�co�locate�and/or�share�gen�tie�lines.��In�the�Solar�Millennium�Blythe�(BSPP)�Draft� 
EIS,�BLM�asked�the�applicant�to�provide�connectivity�analyses�around�the�project�site,�for�use�by�other� 
proposed�projects.��Although�we�have�not�seen�a�request�for�Desert�Sunlight,�we�encourage�BLM�to� 
request�the�same�analysis�from�First�Solar.���Meanwhile,�enXco�will�submit�corridor�analyses�of�the�GT�A� 
1�route�for�its�own�Draft�EIS,�which�the�company�is�ready�to�begin�in�2011.� 

The�Western�Electricity�Coordinating�Council�(WECC)�also�has�a�policy�related�to�co�location,�stipulating� 
that�separate�transmission�lines�should�be�separated�by�a�distance�no�less�than�the�longest�span�length� 
between�two�poles.��In�the�case�of�Desert�Sunlight,�a�proximate,�WECC�conforming�gen�tie�line�would�be� 

1�From�BLM’s�Blythe�Solar�Power�Plant�Draft�EIS,�Section�4.6�5,�Impacts�on�Land�and�Realty� 
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900�–�1,100�ft�away.��Within�the�GT�A�1�route,�that�distance�does�not�exist�and�without�a�shared�gen�tie� 
agreement,�EnXco�may�not�be�able�to�pursue�this�least�cost,�best�fit�alternative�for�its�own�project.� 

EnXco�and�its�Desert�Harvest�team�continue�to�work�with�First�Solar,�BLM�and�state�and�federal�resource� 
agencies,�to�ensure�our�project�is�successful�and�minimizes�cumulative�impacts.��Our�negotiations�on�a� 
shared�gen�tie�line�are�an�example�of�that�commitment�and�work.��We�appreciate�the�opportunity�to� 
comment�on�the�Desert�Sunlight�project�and�look�forward�to�continuing�our�important�work�with�the� 
BLM�South�Coast�Field�Office.��� 

Kind�Regards,� 

Javier�DeLaGarza� 
Solar�Development�Manager� 
enXco�–�an�EDF�Energies�Nouvelles�Company� 
4000�Executive�Parkway,�Ste�100�|�San�Ramon,�CA�|�94583� 
t:�925.242.0168� 
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Jared Fuller 
<jgillenfuller@yahoo.com> 

11/26/2010 07:35 PM 

To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject First Solar Desert Sunlight DEIS comment 

This solar energy project is not necessary due to the habitat fragmentation and 
ecological disturbance it would cause.  Because the project plans call for photovoltaic 
technology, an alternative using a more distributed approach located on disturbed lands 
in private or other ownership should be well within the range of feasibility.    

First, the northwest portion of the project area is in higher quality desert tortoise habitat.  
This habitat should not be destroyed unnecessarily. The project should be more 
narrowly tailored to avoid any such habitat.  

Second, the project area is located within the immediate vicinity of Joshua Tree National 
Park. Development of the project would place an industrial landscape within the direct 
view of areas within the park. 

Third, and perhaps most importantly, the project area is home to some of the 
westernmost populations of Koeberlinia spinosa and Castela emoryi, two species of 
crucifixion thorn.  These populations are likely relictual and spread only slowly, if at all.  
The project would likely result in a permanent loss of this valuable habitat resource.  
Use of such habitat area where there area other areas without such sensitive 
populations does not seem to be the best use of the land. 

In sum, the potential benefits of this project, particularly when a similar project could be 
located in a less sensitive area, are greatly outweighed by ecological and other 
environmental considerations.  Any extra expense of distributed generation would be 
well worth the cost to preserve the ecological qualities of the area and prevent habitat 
fragmentation. 

Thank you, 

Jared Fuller 
636 W. 200 S. 
Provo, UT 84601 
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barbara daddario To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 
<barbied718@optonline.net> 

cc
 
11/27/2010 02:43 PM
 

bcc 

Subject Desert Sunlight Solar project 

Dear Ms. Shaffer; 

I am writing to voice my concerns and disapproval for the proposed 123-1 
"Desert Sunlight" solar energy project.  There is no justification for
destroying undisturbed, pristine desert habitat for this project.  Many
alternative sites are available which would utilize blighted or 123-2
overgrazed land tracts, and avoid permanent destruction of this pristine
desert tortoise habitat near the Joshua Tree National Park.  Many recent
surveys of endangered desert tortoise populations for these projects
have been seriously underestimating tortoise numbers, and it would be
advisable for the BLM to do a thorough assessment of tortoise numbers
before selecting a preferred project layout.  These decisions are too 
important, and the consequences too long-lasting, to rely upon hasty or
poorly conducted research.  I urge you to please consider carefully, and 
to reject the proposed plan for this ill-conceived "Desert Sunlight" 
project. 

Thank you kindly for your time and consideration. 

Best Regards,
Barbara Daddario 
Mamaroneck, NY 
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November 26, 2010 

Allison Schaffer, Project Manager 
Bureau of Land Management 
1201 Bird Ave 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 

Dear Ms. Schaffer 

Re: First Solar Desert Sunlight 

I welcome the opportunity to provide public comments on this project 
and to influence the environmental processing of this project’s 
application. 

BLM staff has acknowledged that this project will adversely affect 
residents and their quality of life and that the department is at a loss of 
how to mitigate the human impacts. Moreover, the BLM as a 
participating member of the Desert Renewable Energy Conservation 
Plan [DRECP] impaneled independent science advisors to offer sound 
scientific guidance for renewable energy planning. These advisors 
produced a report now published on the DRECP website and disclosed 
that there is lack of a comprehensive and dependable land use core 
base and maps of rare, localized and unique communities. 
Subsequently, the advisors urged members of the DRECP to site 
renewable energy projects on already disturbed and degraded lands 
and to consider a “no regrets” strategy for the near term in deciding 
which and where renewable energy projects should be approved. 

124-1Concerns that have emerged about this project’s effects of wildlife, air 
quality and night skies have been exacerbated by its near proximity to a 
federal wilderness area, the Joshua Tree National Park. This solar 
plant falls within what is the Park’s natural buffer zone and will create 
human edge effects onto that same Park. 
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With the project being sited more than several miles from existing 
transmission, several new avenues of secondary transmission are being 
proposed: one that would bisect the Chuckwalla DWEMA with new 
poles and accompanying roads and another through an undisturbed 
wash. Transmission lines as noted in the DRECP report come with a 
variety of unsavory effects on wildlife: unwelcomed ravens nesting on 
the poles and predating on wildlife in the DWEMA, esp. Desert Tortoise, 
and interruption of wildlife in their travel corridors by the accompanying 
service roads which in turn induce unauthorized off road travel. Golden 
eagles have been observed near the siting of this project. The DRECP 
science panel noted that golden eagles are a protected species and 
recommended that they should be added to the DRECP protected list as 
“they are susceptible to disturbance by humans and is vulnerable to 
collisions with power lines” and will be competing with the introduced 
ravens for food sources. 

Joshua Tree National Park enjoys the reputation as one of the top worst 
air quality national parks in the nation and Park staff has been 
challenged to reverse the problem. It is known that the project sited so 
near the Park boundary will further denigrate the air quality but it is not 
known whether that effect will be lasting. Surely, the BLM should be a 
partner in protecting the designated wilderness of their sister agency 
and should avoid worsening the Park’s air quality. I refer again to the 
DRECP report cautioning a “no-regrets” strategy and the advice to avoid 
de-vegetating native landscape and the air quality problems that 
accompany that practice. 

Similarly, the protection of the Park’s night skies is a choice within the 
hands of BLM. The project is sited near the darkest part of Joshua 
Tree National Park and it is known that at least while construction is on 
going, night skies will be affected, but what is not known is whether the 
nighttime glint of the project will introduce a permanent source of light 
during full moon periods. However it is strongly suspected that this glint 
will adversely affect avian migration in the Pacific flyway and possibly 
other wildlife migration. 

Additionally, I would like to see a few small but significant changes in the 
general EIR documents for renewable energy project. First, I 
recommend that the mis-application of the term “farm” be dropped when 
describing solar installations and replaced with the more appropriate 
term of “plant”, i.e. solar plant.  The misnomer of “solar farm” trades on 
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124-4 the public’s appreciation of farms and is likened to the value of growing 
of crops, while “solar plant” more accurately describes an installation for 
energy production. Such misuse is sinister and may be overlooked 
when employed by corporations to lobby a more favorable, innocuous 
view of solar installations, but BLM should reject such an inaccurate and 
inappropriate label. BLM’s use of “solar farm” rather than “solar plant” 
suggests that the department is compromised in its ability to conduct an 
objective NEPA process. Secondly, I would also like to see the 
department include the number of miles in parenthesis next to the 
number of acres of a project: e.g. 4500 acres [7 sq. miles], because the 
public is familiar with the scale of traditional energy generation plants 
but is unfamiliar with the scale of the renewable energy projects. 

In closing, I am deeply concerned about the siting of this project and the 
report of the DRECP substantiates my concerns. I recommend that the 
selection of Alternative 5, or the no action alternative because this 
project will be detrimental to Joshua Tree National Park and to its 
mission: it will significantly adverse wildlife, air quality and dark skies. 

Sincerely, 

Claudia Sall 

cont 
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unincorporated areas 

of riverside county 
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Beaumont 

Calimesa 

Canyon lake 

Coachella 

Desert Hot Springs 

Indian Wells 

Indio 

Lake Elsinore 

La Quinta 

Menifee 

Moreno Valley 

Palm Desert 

Perris 

Rancho Mirage 

Rubidoux CSD 

San Jacinto 

Temecula 

Wildomar 
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Bob Buster 
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John Tavaglione 
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Jeff Stone 

District 3 

John Benoit 

District 4 

Marion Ashley 

District 5 

RRiivveerrssiiddee CCoouunnttyy FFiirree DDeeppaarrttmmeenntt 
In Cooperation With 


The California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection 


John R. Hawkins ~ Fire Chief 
210 West San Jacinto Avenue ~ Perris, CA 92570 

(951) 940-6900 ~ www.rvcfire.org 125 
November 26, 2010 

Bureau of Land Management 
Palm Springs South Coast Field Office 
Allison Shaffer 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 92264 

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement and California Desert 
Conservation Area Plan Amendment for the Proposed First Solar Desert 
Sunlight Solar Farm Project, DOI Control No. FES 10-39, NEPA Tracking # 
DOI-BLM-CA 060-0009-0033-EIS, BLM Case File Number CACA # 48649 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Thank you for providing the Riverside County Fire Department the opportunity to 
review the Environmental Impact Statement for the proposed First Solar Desert 
Sunlight Solar Farm project. 

With respect to the referenced project, the Riverside County Fire Department 
has the following comments. 

The proposed project will have a cumulative adverse impact on the Fire 
Department’s ability to provide an acceptable level of service. These impacts 
include an increased number of emergency and public service calls due to the 
increased presence of structures, traffic, population and construction activity . 
The proponents/developers shall participate in the Development Impact Fee 
Program as adopted by the Riverside County Board of Supervisors to mitigate a 
portion of these impacts. This will provide funding for capital improvements 
such as land, equipment purchases and fire station construction. The Fire 
Department reserves the right to negotiate developer agreements associated 
with the development of land and/or construction of fire facilities to meet service 
demands through the regional integrated fire protection response system. 

125-2Mitigation measures, as defined by the County of Riverside, should be 
considered in order to help reduce these impacts to a level below significance. 
Examples of mitigation measures might include: 
�	 Developer participation in land acquisition and fire facility construction; 
�	 Equipment upgrade and/or purchase; (i.e. “Type 1” Fire Engine and a 100’ 

Aerial Ladder Truck). 
�	 Participation in a fire mitigation fee program which would allow one-time 

capitol improvements such as land and equipment purchases, and 
construction development. 

�	 Participation in the cost of adding additional personnel. 

125-1 
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125-3 Costs necessary to maintain the increased level of service may be at least partially offset by 
taxes acquired by the new construction; however additional funding sources may have to be 
identified to cover any shortfalls. 

It is expected that costs will change over time and therefore each funding mechanism 
employed shall include a method for adjusting the amount of funding to reflect current costs at 
the time of construction. 

All water mains and fire hydrants providing required fire flows shall be constructed in 
accordance with the appropriate sections of Riverside County Ordinance No. 460 and/or No. 
787, subject to review and approval by the Riverside County Fire Department. 

Fire flow requirements within commercial projects are based on square footage and type of 
construction of the structures. The minimum fire flow for any commercial structure is 1500 
gallons per minute, at a residual operating pressure of 20-psi, and can rise to 8000 gallons 
per minute, (per Table A-lll of the California Fire Code).   

The proposed project land use would be a Category 4 – Outlying. The 3 nearest Fire 
Stations that would respond to an incident are: 

RCO Station # 49, Lake Tamarisk, 43880 Lake Tamarisk, Desert Center, CA 92239 

            RCO Station # 45, Blythe Air Base, 17280 W., Hobson Way, Blythe, CA 92225 

RCO Station # 43, Blythe , 140 West Barnard Street, Blythe, CA 92225 

All the above mentioned RCO Fire Stations are staffed full-time, 24 hours/7 days a week, with 
a minimum 3 person crew, including Paramedics, operating “Type-1” structural fire fighting 
apparatus. 

Based on the adopted Riverside County Fire Protection Master Plan, the Category 4 – 
Outlying specifies that a full alarm assignment be operating on the fire ground within thirty (30) 
minutes and the fire station to be located within eight (8) miles.  The primary station serving 
this area would not be within the 8 mile objective. From the above listed fire stations, the first 
unit should arrive within 16-18 minutes after dispatch, the second within 55-57 minutes and 
the third between 61-63 minutes. These times are approximate and currently do not meet the 
Outlying Land Use protection goals. 

Current minimum staffing levels of 3 persons per responding unit presently meet existing 
demands. As with any additional construction within a response area, a “cumulative” 
increase in requests for service will add to the Fire Department’s ability to provide 
adequate service. 
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125-9 Based on the adopted Riverside County Fire Protection Master Plan, one new fire station 
and/or engine company is recommended for every 2,000 new dwelling units and/or 3.5 million 
square feet of commercial/industrial occupancy. Given the project’s proposed development 
plan, up to ___ONE__ fire station MAY be needed to meet anticipated service demands.  The 
Fire Department reserves the right to negotiate developer agreements associated with the 
development of land and/or construction of fire facilities to meet service demands through the 
regional integrated fire protection response system. 

FLAG LOTS WILL NOT BE PERMITTED BY THE FIRE DEPARTMENT. 

In the interest of Public Safety, the project shall provide an Alternate or Secondary 
Access(s) as stated in the Transportation Department Conditions.  Said Alternate or 
Secondary Access(s) shall have concurrence and approval of both the Transportation and 
Fire Departments, and shall be maintained through out any phasing. 

The California Fire Code outlines fire protection standards for the safety, health, and welfare 
of the public. These standards will be enforced by the Fire Chief. 

If I can be of further assistance, please feel free to contact me at (951) 940-6349 or e-mail at 
jason.neumann@fire.ca.gov. 

Sincerely, 
Jason Neuman 
Fire Captain 
Strategic Planning 
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To�whom�it�may�concern:� 

After�attending�the�First�Solar,�BLM�presentation�in�Desert�Center,�CA�we,�the�officers�of�the�Desert� 
Center�Area�Chamber�of�Commerce,�were�surprised�by�some�of�the�changes.�We�do�not�support�the� 
primary�route�they�are�choosing�for�their�power�lines.�Their�primary�route�(A1)�runs�straight�down�Kaiser� 
road�on�the�West�side�from�the�curve,�past�Lake�Tamarisk�down�to�just�before�Desert�Center,�then�takes� 
a�left�(east)�across�Kaiser�behind�Chavez�tire�(cell�tower)�property�across�the�tip�of�the�triangle�across� 
177�behind�the�east�side�of�Ragsdale�property�and�Coyote�Springs�trailer�park,�then�across�the�freeway� 
to�the�relay�station.�� 

Their�other�option�(B1)�was�down�Eagle�Mountain�road�and�across�the�freeway.�That�was�stopped�by�the� 
ecologist�and�archeologist�because�they�want�to�transplant�turtles�to�the�area�between�Kaiser�and�Eagle� 
Mountain�Road,�and�it�cuts�across�a�Patton�camp�site.�� 

We�do�not�approve�of�where�they�are�choosing�to�transplant�the�turtles�either.�It�is�used�too�much�by� 
locals�and�tourists�and�is�not�as�conducive�for�successful�turtle�safety.�We�feel�any�location�south�of�the� 
freeway�is�safer�and�provides�better�food�and�water�supplies�for�the�turtles.� 

(A2)�runs�down�the�existing�power�line�road�on�the�east�side�of�Lake�Tamarisk�through�Jojoba�fields�out� 
to�the�freeway,�which�in�my�opinion�is�the�most�practical�solution.�We�realize�there�are�concerns�with� 
private�property�that�it�runs�through,�but�we�are�more�than�willing�to�help�in�that�regard�in�order�to� 
reroute�the�power�lines�to�a�path�that�is�in�the�best�interest�of�the�community�and�economy�of�our� 
valley.� 

1) It�runs�along�the�most�densely�populated�area�in�the�valley�which�can�raise�health�and�safety� 
issues.�� 

There�are�residual�effects�that�we�have�experienced�when�riding�our�bikes�and�off�road� 
vehicles�along�these�power�line�roads,�causing�electrical�shocks.�They�do�put�off�a�low� 
hum�that�for�those�living�closest�to�them�could�cause�some�noise�concerns.��With�the� 
potential�of�micro�bursts�during�our�summer�monsoon,�it�could�cause�a�line�to�be� 
severed�and�create�safety�issues.�We�have�walkers,�hikers,�bike�riders,�and�off�road� 
riders�who�could�be�affected�by�these�issues,�especially�our�senior�visitors�who�walk�and� 
ride�their�bicycles�along�that�path�daily.�� 
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126-5 2)	 It�runs�in�front�of�and�across�our�only�commercial�property�on�the�west�side�of�the�valley�which� 
could�have�a�long�term�effect�on�future�commercial�and�industrial�growth,�affecting�the�long� 
term�economy�of�the�valley.�� 
What�available�commercial�property�is�very�limited�and�contained�along�our�main�roads�Kaiser� 
and�Hwy�177.�You�limit�the�commercial�value�and�use�of�the�land�by�blocking�the�entrance�with� 
these�excessively�large�power�lines,�destroy�the�visual�appeal�of�the�property,�and�place�the�long� 
term�economy�of�the�valley�in�jeopardy�by�cutting�through�our�most�valuable�commercial� 
property.�By�placing�it�along�the�A2�route�it�runs�along�an�existing�power�line�road�through�farm� 
land�that�is�accustom�to�power�lines�being�there�and�have�no�major�populations�running�along� 
it.�� 

3)	 Our�largest�selling�point�is�our�unadulterated�view�of�the�desert�valley.� 
�The�location�of�the�powerlines�would�cut�the�view�in�half�and�could�affect�long�term�tourism� 
growth,�affecting�the�long�term�economy�of�the�valley.�When�driving�down�the�freeway�there�is� 
a�long�undisturbed�view�of�the�desert�valley.�This�is�our�most�valuable�asset.�The�current� 
telephone�poles�blend�into�the�scenery,�but�the�size�and�makeup�of�the�power�lines�you�wish�to� 
place�will�cut�the�view�in�half.�All�you�will�notice�is�the�tall�medal�monstrosities�that�divide�the� 
valley�in�half.�There�is�no�way�to�disguise�them.�By�moving�the�line�to�the�A2�location�along�the� 
existing�power�line�road,�you�reduce�the�effect�of�this.�It�runs�at�a�lower�point�in�the�valley�floor� 
helping�to�reduce�the�effect�on�the�surrounding�mountains�and�is�along�an�existing�power�line� 
road�that�will�not�create�any�new�roads�in�the�desert�scenery�disturbing�the�plant�and�animal� 
life.�� 

We�cannot�in�good�conscious�support�your�project�as�long�as�the�power�lines�run�down�Kaiser�Road.�If� 
they�were�moved�to�the�secondary�route�A2,�We�would�be�more�willing�to�lend�our�support�to�this� 
project.�We�understand�you�are�a�business�whose�goals�are�to�make�money.�We�asThe�Desert�Center� 
Area�Chamber�of�Commerce�are�in�the�same�business�for�this�valley.�Your�route�threatens�the�long�term� 
growth�and�economy�of�our�valley�and�we�are�pleading�to�you�as�the�representatives�of�local�business� 
owners�to�please�change�your�route�to�A2.� 

Sincerely,� 

Renee�W.�Castor������� 
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Hamid.Arshadi@sce.com To capssolarfirstsolardesertsunlight@blm.gov 

11/24/2010 09:32 AM cc 

bcc 

Allison_Shaffer@blm.gov, Angela.Whatley@sce.com, 
CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov, 
Daniel.Duke@sce.com, Gary.Dudley@sce.com, 

Subject Re: SCE Comments to DEIS/CDCA for DSSF Project, BLM 
Case File # CACA 048649 

History: This message has been replied to. 

Dear Ysmael, 

Again, my apologies for any inconveniences it might have caused. 

Please note attached a pdf version of the Southern California Edison's comments to the  Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) and Draft Plan Amendment to the California Desert Conservation 
Area (CDCA) for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) Project.  Please let me know if you would have 
problem opening the attached document. I would also forward a copy via facsimile and via overnight 
delivery. 

Regards, 

Hamid Arshadi, CPM 
Major Project Organization 
Renewables and Generator Interconnections 
Southern California Edison 
Direct: (626) 302-7151 PAX: 27151 
hamid.arshadi@sce.com 

NOTICE: This communication may contain privileged or other confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient of this 
communication, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this communication to the intended recipient, please advise the 
sender by reply email and immediately delete the message and any attachments without copying or disclosing the contents. Thank 

you. 

��Think Green - Not every email needs to be printed. 

From: capssolarfirstsolardesertsunlight@blm.gov
 

To: Hamid.Arshadi@sce.com
 
Cc: Angela.Whatley@sce.com, CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov, Daniel.Duke@sce.com, Gary.Dudley@sce.com, 


Kenneth.Spear@sce.com, Rubria.Wilson@sce.com, Allison_Shaffer@blm.gov, Holly_Roberts@blm.gov
 

Date: 11/24/2010 08:48 AM
 

Subject: Re: SCE Comments to DEIS/CDCA for DSSF Project, BLM Case File # CACA 048649
 

Sent by: Ysmael_Wariner@blm.gov
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Hamid Arshadi, 
The Word document file you have attached to this email is corrupted and some of your table information 
were missing. Please repair the document file and/or remove any coded security functions that may have 
been added to the document, and try to re-send it.  Please contact us if you have any questions. 

Thank you. 

Ysmael Wariner 
Business Support Assistant 
BLM Palm Springs / South Coast Field Office 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
Phone: 760-833-7151 

Hamid.Arshadi@sce.co 
m To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

cc Daniel.Duke@sce.com, Angela.Whatley@sce.com, Gary.Dudley@sce.com, Kenneth.Spear@sce.com, 
11/23/2010 11:56 AM 

Rubria.Wilson@sce.com 

Subje SCE Comments to DEIS/CDCA for DSSF Project, BLM Case File # CACA 048649 
ct 

Allison Shaffer 
Project Manager, Palm Springs South Coast Field Office 
Bureau of Land Management, 

Dear Ms. Shaffer, 

Enclosed for your review and consideration are Southern California Edison's comments to the  Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) and Draft Plan Amendment to the California Desert Conservation 
Area (CDCA) for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) Project. 

Should you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact me at  (626) 302-7151 or by 
email at hamid.arshadi@sce.com. 

Regards, 

Hamid Arshadi, CPM 
Major Project Organization 
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Renewables and Generator Interconnections 
Southern California Edison 
Direct: (626) 302-7151 PAX: 27151 
hamid.arshadi@sce.com 

NOTICE: This communication may contain privileged or other confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient of this 
communication, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this communication to the intended recipient, please advise the 
sender by reply email and immediately delete the message and any attachments without copying or disclosing the contents. Thank 

you. 

��Think Green - Not every email needs to be printed. [attachment "SCE Comments on DEIS-CDCA for 
DSSF project_11-23-10.doc" deleted by Ysmael Wariner/CASO/CA/BLM/DOI] 
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CONFIDENTIAL – ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGED


TABLE 1


FIRST SOLAR/RED BLUFF DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (DEIS)

SCE COMMENTS & SUGGESTED REVISIONS 


No 
Section/

Appendix Page DEIS Text Revision Justification
1. ES ES-4

Paragraph 4
3 rd Bullet 

Change to include the underlined phrase:“ 500/220-kV Substation 
(Red Bluff Substation) and supporting facilities, including a separate
telecommunications site (the Desert Center Telecommunications 
Site), an electric distribution line to the substation, drainage facilities, 
an access road, a staging area, a water well and a septic system 

Correct to current configuration 

2. ES ES-5
Table ES-1 

Table ES-1:  

 Project Component/Element      Alternative 1: 
Proposed Action 

 Red Bluff Substation A 
 Red bluff Substation- related features 

  -Drainage/Sideslopes     20  30
  -Access Road(3a)    19  15
  -Transmission System  5  10

 Total Acreage 4.391  4,402
 Red Bluff Substation B  Alternative 2:
 Red bluff Substation- related features    Alternate Action 

  -Drainage/Sideslopes     11  20
 Total Acreage 4,347  4,356 

Correct to current configuration 

3. ES.3 ES-6
Paragraph 4

Line 4 

….an additional 53 58 acres.  Correct to current configuration 

127-1

127-2

127-3 

FS/Red Bluff DEIS 1 
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No 
Section/

Appendix Page DEIS Text Revision Justification
4. ES.3 ES-7

Paragraph 2
Line 4 

….require an additional 16 24 acres. Correct to current configuration 

5. 2.2.3 2-23
Paragraph 1, Line1
located under Bullet

– Access Road 

Add “Additional project components for both substation sites include a 
staging area, a water well, and a septic system.” 

Correct to current configuration 

6. 2.2.3 2-34 
New heading and
paragraph inserted

before Lighting and
Perimeter Features 

paragraph 

Add “Staging Areas
 Additional temporary land disturbance (up to approximately 

   10 acres) may be necessary for temporary equipment storage 
 and material staging areas associated with transmission lines 
 and related structures. The location of the staging area is not 
 known at this time but it is expected that it will be located either 
 on or adjacent to the substation site.” 

Correct to current configuration 

7. 2.2.4 2-34 
New heading and
paragraph inserted
before Operations
and Maintenance 

paragraph 

Add “Additional Features:  A water well will be drilled on or adjacent to the 
substation site.  The final location of the well will be determined by future 
testing. Water will be used for dust control during construction and as 
potable water during the life of the substation.  A septic system will also be
installed on the substation site. 

Correct to current configuration 

127-4

127-5

127-6

127-7 
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No 
Section/

Appendix Page DEIS Text Revision Justification
8. 2.2.4 2-35  Table 2.2-1 

Project Component/Element Alternative 1:
Proposed Action 

Red Bluff Substation A
Red bluff Substation- related features

-Drainage/Sideslopes 20  30 
-Access Road(3a) 19  15 

            -Transmission System  5  10 
Total Acreage 4,391  4, 402 

Correct to current configuration 

9. 2.2.4 2-37
Table 2.2-2 

Table 2.2-2 

Project component  Construction Operation

 Peak daily (gpd)  Annual(acre-feet) 

Red Bluff Substation A 38,000 120,000 to 0.02 
300,000 

TOTAL 330,000 457,000 to 0.2  0.22 
                                          1.378 million 
                                          1.678 million                                    

Correct to current configuration 

10. 2.2.4 2-43
Beginning of paragraph

1 after the last bullet 
titled

“Telecommunications 
Facilities” 

Add “Additional project components for both substation sites
include a staging area, a water well, and a septic system.” 

Correct to current configuration 

127-8

127-9
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No 
Section/

Appendix Page DEIS Text Revision Justification
11. 2.2.4 2-45

Table 2.2-5
and 2-83

Table 2.3-9
and 2-86

Table 2.3-11 

Table 2.2-5 
PROJECT ELEMENT     SUBSTATION SITE A 

 (acres) 
  PERMANENT 

   Substation System     114.00  120.00
  Transmission System  5.10  10.00 

Total Disturbance   127.57  139.00 

Correct to current configuration 

12. 2.24 2-47
Table 2.2-6

and 2-83
Table 2.3-9

and 2-86
Table2.3-12 

Table 2.2-6 
Red Bluff Substation B  : 
 Red bluff Substation- related features    Alternate Action 

  -Drainage/Sideslopes     11  20
 Total Acreage 4,347  4,356 

Correct to current configuration 

13. 2.2.4 2-52 Table 2.2-9 
PROJECT ELEMENT     SUBSTATION SITE B 

 (acres) 
  PERMANENT 

Substation System    87.30  96 
Total Disturbance   89.56  100 

Correct to current configuration 

14. 2.2.4 2-54
Table 2.2-10 

Table 2.2-10
Red Bluff Substation A 
 Red bluff Substation- related features 

-Drainage/Sideslopes 20  30
  -Access Road(3a) 19  15
  -Transmission System  5  10

 Total Acreage 3,196  3,207 

Correct to current configuration 

127-11
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No 
Section/

Appendix Page DEIS Text Revision Justification
15. 2.2.4 2-54

Table 2.2-11 
Table 2.2 -11 

Project component  Construction Operation

 Peak daily (gpd)  Annual(acre-feet) 

Red Bluff Substation A 38,000 120,000 to 0.02 
300,000 

TOTAL 330,000 457,000 to 0.2  0.22 
                                          1.378 million 
                                          1.678 million                                  

Correct to current configuration 

16. 2.2.7 2-63
Table 2.2-14 

 Table 2.2-14:   

 Project Component/Element      Alternative 1: 
Proposed Action 

 Red Bluff Substation A 
 Red bluff Substation- related features 

  -Drainage/Sideslopes     20  30
  -Access Road(3a)    19  15
  - Transmission System  5  10

 Total Acreage   4.391  4,402
  Red Bluff Substation B    Alternative 2:
  Red bluff Substation- related features Alternate Action

  -Drainage/Sideslopes     11  20 
Total Acreage  4,347  4, 356 

Correct to current configuration 

17. 2.3.2 2-96, 2-97, 2-98 Replace existing Table 2.3-16 with Attached Table 2.3-16  Correct to current configuration 
18. 2.3.2 2-99,

2-100,2-101,
2-102 

Replace existing Table 2.3-17 with Attached Table 2.3-17 Correct to current configuration 

127-15
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No 
Section/

Appendix Page DEIS Text Revision Justification
19. Affected

Environment,
Wildlife 

3.4-21 

The closest active territory is in the southwest portion of the Coxcomb 
Mountains within the Joshua Tree National Park (referred to as the 
Coxcomb Mountain Southwest Territory), approximately two five miles 
from the proposed Solar Farm site boundaries. 

The Avian & Bat Protection Plan, 
prepared by Ironwood Consulting 
Inc. , dated August 3, 2010, states 
that there is “one active but non
reproductive nest located in the 
Joshua Tree Wilderness Area
approximately 5 miles from the 
Solar Farm boundary..”

20. 4.2 
4.2-39 

AM-AIR-6 Please considering deleting as this is 
a regulation that SCE has to abide 
by. 

21. 4.2 

4.2-40 

AM-AIR-7 Please consider deleting as SCE 
would not implement this measure  
if there is not a significant GHG or 
transportation impact.  

22. 4.2 

4.2-40 

MM-AIR-1: Sunlight and SCE shall give preference to construction 
contractors who have newer equipment with lower emission rates or who 
have retrofitted their equipment with supplemental emission control 
devices (diesel particulate filters and catalytic controls for nitrogen oxide 
emissions). This measure might have economic consequences in terms of 
construction costs. 

Please consider deleting SCE from 
this MM since SCE is required to 
use CARB required equipment and 
is not able to give preference to 
bidders. 

23. Environmental
Consequences, 

Vegetation 

4.3-8 Clearing and grading activities to construct the Red Bluff Substation A and 
all of its associated improvements…would cause the direct loss of several
four foxtail cactus and two one Las Animas colubrina…Revise (Table 4.3
7) to reflect change. 

Biological Resources Technical
Report, dated July 20, 2010, 
prepared by Ironwood Consulting 
inc. states that four foxtail cactus 
and one Las Animas colubrine were 
found within Red Bluff Sub A (page 
30). 

24. Environmental
Consequences, 

Vegetation 

4.3-18 At a minimum, mitigation ratios required in the NECO Plan/EIS are 1:1 
for permanent impacts to creosote bush scrub, 3:1 for permanent impacts
to desert dry wash woodland, and 5:1 for permanent impacts to the 
Chuckwalla DWMA and Chuckwalla CHU (see Section 4.4, Wildlife, for a 
discussion of impacts on wildlife). Mitigation ratios may be greater based 
upon the requirements of the USFWS and CDFG. 

A restoration plan has been 
prepared and will serve as guidance 
for mitigation to compensate for 
temporary impacts; therefore, 
habitat acquisition at the mitigation 
ratios required in the NECO 
Plan/EIS should serve as mitigation 
for permanent impacts only. 
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No 
Section/

Appendix Page DEIS Text Revision Justification
25. Environmental

Consequences, 
Vegetation 

4.3-32 Fourth line under heading: Impact BIO-2  Please revise as shown in the 
following: “Construction would also directly impact several individuals of 
foxtail cactus distributed over an eight-acre area a five-acre area…” 

Page 4.3-8 and Table 4.3-7 says the 
cactus is distributed over a five-acre 
area.  However, this is inconsistent 
with Ironwood Consulting’s July 
2010 BRTR (see above comment). 

26. Environmental
Consequences, 

Vegetation 

4.3-35 Under heading Special Status Plant Species – First sentence. Please revise as
shown in the following: “Clearing and grading activities to construct the 
Red Bluff Substation B and all of its associated improvements would cause 
the direct loss of several two foxtail cactus and 522 California 
ditaxis…(Table 4.3-11).” 

Biological Resources Technical
Report, dated July 20, 2010, 
prepared by Ironwood Consulting 
inc. states that two foxtail cactus and 
522 California ditaxis were found 
within Red Bluff Sub B (page 30).  

27. Environmental
Consequences, 

Vegetation 

4.3-47 Under heading Impact BIO-2, first sentence. Please revise as shown in the 
following: “Construction of Red Bluff Substation B would directly impact 
several two individuals of foxtail cactus and would directly impact 522
individuals of California ditaxis which would be considered significant.” 

Biological Resources Technical
Report, dated July 20, 2010, 
prepared by Ironwood Consulting 
inc. states that two foxtail cactus and 
522 California ditaxis were found 
within Red Bluff Sub B (page 30).  

28. Environmental
Consequences, 

Vegetation 

4.3-54 Under Red Bluff Substation A, subheading Special Status Plant Species, 
first sentence. Please revise as shown in the following.  “Clearing and 
grading activities to construct the Red Bluff Substation A and all of its
associated improvements…would cause the direct loss of several four 
foxtail cactus and two one Las Animas colubrina..(Table 4.3-15).” 

Biological Resources Technical
Report, dated July 20, 2010, 
prepared by Ironwood Consulting 
inc. states that four foxtail cactus 
and one Las Animas colubrine were 
found within Red Bluff Sub A (page 
30). 

29. Environmental
Consequences, 

Vegetation 

4.3-71 Under Red Bluff Substation A, subheading Impact BIO-2, second 
sentence. Please revise as shown in the following. “The direct loss of two
one individual Las Animas colubrine and several four California ditaxis 
during construction of Red Bluff Substation A…would also directly impact 
several four individuals of foxtail cactus and one Las Animas colubrine. 

Biological Resources Technical
Report, dated July 20, 2010, 
prepared by Ironwood Consulting 
inc. states that four foxtail cactus 
and one Las Animas colubrine were 
found within Red Bluff Sub A (page 
30). 
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No 
Section/

Appendix Page DEIS Text Revision Justification
30. Environmental

Consequences, 
Wildlife 

4.4-7 Under heading:  Birds, as discussed in Section 3.4, second paragraph, 
second sentence. Please revise as shown in the following: “An active 
territory of a pair of golden eagles is located approximately tOK wo five 
miles from the boundary of the Solar Farm site.” 

The Avian & Bat Protection Plan, 
prepared by Ironwood Consulting 
Inc. , dated August 3, 2010, states 
that there is “one active but non
reproductive nest located in the 
Joshua Tree Wilderness Area
approximately 5 miles from the 
Solar Farm boundary..”

31. 4.4 4.4-27 If monitoring data shows a potential increase in raven roosting or nesting 
behavior within the Sunlight Project components, additional measures will 
be implemented by Sunlight to minimize the attractiveness of the Project 
site to the species, including one or more of the following:  

1. Bird spikes installed on top of potential perches designed to prevent 
birds from gaining a foothold on the perch because of their porcupine 
design;  

2. Repellant coils installed on top of potential perches to deter birds from 
gaining footholds because of their destabilizing coil design;  

3. Bird control wire designed so that a line or grid of variable height posts 
is interconnected by a wire. This creates a confusing landing area in the 
same spirit as trip wires used for unsuspecting people;  

4. Bird netting; and/or  
5. Electric shock deterrents with low voltage pulses.  

Additional text to make it clear that 
Sunlight will be responsible for 
implementing these measures and 
not SCE.  

32. Environmental
Consequences, 

Wildlife 

4.4-28 Under subheading AM-WIL-3, second bullet:.  Please revise as shown in 
the following: “All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer 
of 100 meters (330 feet) 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season 
(February 1 – August 31st ).”
Please add the following: Initial protective buffers may be modified by a 
biological monitor based on the type of construction activity and bird 
species following approval by CDFG and USFWS. 

According to the CDFG Staff 
Report on Burrowing Owl 
Mitigation (1995), page 6, “no
disturbance should occur…within 
75 meters (approx. 250 ft.) during 
the breeding season of February 1
through August 31. However, these 
protective buffers may be modified 
based on site conditions and species. 

127-30
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Section/

Appendix Page DEIS Text Revision Justification
33. Environmental

Consequences, 
Wildlife 

4.4-28 Under section AM-WIL-3, third paragraph, first bullet. Please revise as 
shown in the following: “Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the 
Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will 
be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where 
construction will not be allowed to commence will be established 
approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors 
(other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established 
approximately 1.6 kilometer (1 mile)  170 meters (500 feet) from any active
nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the 
exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) 
from any active nest.”  Initial protective buffers may be modified by a 
biological monitor based on the type of construction activity and bird 
species following approval by CDFG and USFWS.   

Protective buffers for specific 
species are not detailed in the fish
and game code. Typical protective 
buffers required by CDFG are 
generally 500-feet for raptors.
However, these protective buffers
may be modified based on site 
conditions and species.  

34. 4.5 4.5-16 MM-AIR-1: Sunlight and SCE shall give preference to construction 
contractors who have newer equipment with lower emission rates or who 
have retrofitted their equipment with supplemental emission control 
devices (diesel particulate filters and catalytic controls for nitrogen oxide 
emissions). This measure might have economic consequences in terms of 
construction costs. 

Please consider deleting SCE from 
this MM since SCE is required to 
use CARB required equipment and 
is not able to give preference to 
bidders. 

35. 4.6 4.6-9 MM-CUL-7. Archaeological monitoring shall be conducted by a qualified 
archaeologist familiar with the types of historical and prehistoric resources 
that could be encountered within the project area for earth-moving 
activities, and under direct supervision of a principal archaeologist. All 
cultural resources personnel will be approved by the BLM through the 
agency’s Cultural Resource Use Permitting process. A Native American 
monitor may be required at culturally sensitive locations specified by the 
BLM following government-to-government consultation with Native 
American tribes. The monitoring plan shall indicate the locations where 
Native American monitors will be required and shall specify the tribal 
affiliation of the required Native American monitor for each location. The 
Applicant shall retain and schedule any required Native American monitors. 

Please consider adding language that 
monitoring would only occur during 
earth-moving activities. 

36. Figure
4.16-7 

4.16-9 Revise the visual simulation for KOP 6 by removing 2 single-circuit towers 
and replace them with 2 double –circuit loop-in towers (Double-circuit 
towers are shown in DEIS Figure 2-16) 

Correct to current configuration 

127-33
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Section/

Appendix Page DEIS Text Revision Justification
37. 4.16 4.16-23 Mitigation MM-VR-1: Revegetation: 

Revegetation of Temporarily Disturbed Areas. The Applicant and SCE 
shall prepare and implement a revegetation plan to restore all areas subject 
to temporary disturbance to pre-Project grade and conditions and shall be
consistent with AM-BIO-5, described in Section 4.3. Temporarily
disturbed areas within the Project area include all proposed locations for 
linear facilities, temporary access roads, construction work temporary lay-
down areas, and construction equipment staging areas. The revegetation 
plan shall include a description of topsoil salvage and seeding techniques 
and a monitoring and reporting plan and shall identify performance 
standards. Cactus and yucca shall be salvaged and transplanted out of
harm’s way but still within ROWs. 

The revegetation requirements for 
the project should be consistent. 

38. 4.16 4.16-23 Mitigation MM-VR-2: Litter and Trash Control. During construction, all trash
and food-related waste shall be placed in self-closing containers and 
removed daily weekly as needed from the site. Vehicular traffic would be 
confined to existing routes of travel to and from the Project site, and cross 
country vehicle and equipment use outside designated work areas would be 
prohibited. 

Please consider change that trash 
will be removed weekly instead of 
daily. Please clarify second sentence 
to explain relevance to litter and 
trash control. 

39. 4.16 4.16-24 Mitigation MM-VR-3: Fugitive Dust Control. The speed limit when traveling
on dirt access routes shall not exceed 25 miles per hour and shall be 
incorporated into the Fugitive Dust Control Plan. BLM- approved dust 
suppressant shall be used to control fugitive dust. 

Please consider deleting as SCE is 
required to abide by AQMD Rule 
403 as stated in the Air Quality 
section. 

40. 4.17.3 4.17-10
Paragraph 1, Line 1

under
heading - Red Bluff

Substation A,
Groundwater 

Change to “Approximately 303 acre-feet of Ggroundwater would not be
used for construction or operation of the Red Bluff Substation A., and 
therefore this alternative would not substantially deplete groundwater or 
interfere with groundwater recharge such that there would be a net deficit 
in aquifer volume or the water table would be lowered. 

Groundwater use updated.  

127-37

127-38

127-39

127-40 

M
-599 
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No 
Section/

Appendix Page DEIS Text Revision Justification
41. 4.17.3 4.17-12

Paragraph 1, Line 4
under heading-

Summary of 
Construction

Impacts, 
Groundwater

Supply 

Change the following  to include the underlined phrase: “… demand would 
be on the order of  703 1006 AFY (703 AFY for the solar farm and 303
AFY for Red Bluff Substation) for the 26-month construction period, or 
approximately 25 34 percent of the available surplus inflow to the 
groundwater basin.  Therefore this alternative would not substantially 
deplete groundwater or interfere with groundwater recharge such that there 
would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or the water table would be
lowered. 

Groundwater use updated 

42. 4.17.3 4.17-14
Paragraph 1, Line 2
under heading-Solar

Farm Layout B, 
Groundwater 

Change the following  to include the underlined phrase: “…order of a 
couple of hundred gallons per day, approximately 0.2  0.22 AFY (0.20 for 
the solar farm and 0.02 for the Red Bluff Substation).” 

Update to current configuration. 

43. 4.17.3 4.17-20 BMPs would be implemented as part of the Construction Storm Water 
Pollution Prevention Plan program 

Please consider revision. 

44. Appendix H, 
Habitat 

Compensation
Plan 

Page 123 of 293 of 
Appendix H PDF 

Document 

The Applicant would compensate for the identified impacts to sensitive 
biological resources either by acquiring mitigation land or conservation 
easements in areas agreed to and approved by the relevant agencies, or by
providing funding for land acquisition, endowment, restoration, and 
management actions under one of several programs, including the recently 
approved mitigation program created by California Senate Bill 34 (SB 34). 
The precise details of the mitigation will be established in the BLM Right of 
Way Grant, FWS Biological Opinion, and CDFG 2080.1 Consistency 
Determination. 

Confirmation that the Habitat 
Compensation Plan includes 
mitigation required for the 
development of the Red Bluff 
Substation and associated 
components. 

127-41

127-42

127-43

127-44 
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TABLE 2.3-16
RED BLUFF SUBSTATION EASTERN SITE “A”

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT AND WORKFORCE ESTIMATES BY ACTIVITY 
TO CONSTRUCT NEW 500 KV LOOP-IN LINES OF THE DEVERS-COLORADO NO 

1 LINE FOR FIRST SOLAR 

Work Activity Activity Production 

Primary Equipment 
Description 

Estimated
Horse-
Power 

Probable
Fuel
Type 

Primary
Equipment
Quantity 

Estimated
Workforce 

Estimated
Schedule
(Days) 

Duration
of Use

(Hrs/Day) 

Estimated 
Production

Per Day 

Survey (1) 4 4 0.5 Miles 
3/4-Ton Pick-up
Truck, 4x4 200 Gas 2 4 8 1 Mile/Day 

Temporary Equipment 
& Material Staging 
Area (2) 

4 

1-Ton Crew Cab, 4x4 300 Diesel 1 
30-Ton Crane Truck 300 Diesel 1 
Water Truck 350 Diesel 1 
10,000 lb Rough
Terrain Fork Lift 200 Diesel 1 

Truck, Semi, Tractor 350 Diesel 1 

2
2

5 

Duration of
Project 

1 

Roads & Landing 
Work (3) 5 5 0.5 Miles & 8 Pads 

1-Ton Crew Cab, 4x4 300 Diesel 2 
Road Grader 350 Diesel 1 
Backhoe/Front
Loader 350 Diesel 1 

10-cu. yd. Dump
Truck 350 Diesel 2 

Drum Type 
Compactor 250 Diesel 1 

Track Type Dozer 350 Diesel 1 

5 2 
5 4 

5 6 

5 8 

5 4 

5 6 

0.5 Miles/Day & 
0.66 Structure

Pads/Day 

M
-601 
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TABLE 2.3-16
RED BLUFF SUBSTATION EASTERN SITE “A”

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT AND WORKFORCE ESTIMATES BY ACTIVITY 
TO CONSTRUCT NEW 500 KV LOOP-IN LINES OF THE DEVERS-COLORADO NO 

1 LINE FOR FIRST SOLAR 

Work Activity Activity Production 

Primary Equipment 
Description 

Estimated
Horse-
Power 

Probable
Fuel
Type 

Primary
Equipment
Quantity 

Estimated
Workforce 

Estimated
Schedule
(Days) 

Duration
of Use

(Hrs/Day) 

Estimated 
Production

Per Day 

Lowboy
Truck/Trailer 500 Diesel 2 2 2 

Install LST
Foundations (4) 9 12 8 LSTs 

1-Ton Crew Cab Flat 
Bed, 4x4 300 Diesel 2 

30-Ton Crane Truck 300 Diesel 1 
Backhoe/Front
Loader 200 Diesel 1 

Auger Truck 500 Diesel 1 
10-cu. yd. Dump
Truck 350 Diesel 2 

10-cu. yd. Concrete
Mixer Truck 425 Diesel 4 

12 2 

10 5 

12 8 

10 8 

10 8 

10 5 

0.50 LST/Day

 LST Steel Haul (5) 6 8 8 LSTs 
1-Ton Crew Cab Flat 
Bed, 4x4 300 Diesel 2 

10,000 lb Rough
Terrain Fork Lift 200 Diesel 1 

40' Flat Bed Truck/ 
Trailer 350 Diesel 1 

8 2 

8 6 

8 8 

1 LST/Day 

LST Steel Assembly
(6) 7 64 8 LSTs 

3/4-Ton Pick-up
Truck, 4x4 300 Diesel 3 

1-Ton Crew Cab Flat 
Bed, 4x4 300 Diesel 2 

64 4 

64 4 

0.25 LST/Day 

M
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TABLE 2.3-16
RED BLUFF SUBSTATION EASTERN SITE “A”

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT AND WORKFORCE ESTIMATES BY ACTIVITY 
TO CONSTRUCT NEW 500 KV LOOP-IN LINES OF THE DEVERS-COLORADO NO 

1 LINE FOR FIRST SOLAR 

Work Activity Activity Production 

Primary Equipment 
Description 

Estimated
Horse-
Power 

Probable
Fuel
Type 

Primary
Equipment
Quantity 

Estimated
Workforce 

Estimated
Schedule
(Days) 

Duration
of Use

(Hrs/Day) 

Estimated 
Production

Per Day 

10,000 lb Rough
Terrain Fork Lift 200 Diesel 1 

30-Ton Crane Truck 300 Diesel 2 
Compressor Trailer 350 Diesel 2 

64 6 

64 8 
64 6 

LST Erection (7) 8 47 8 LSTs 
3/4-Ton Pick-up
Truck, 4x4 300 Diesel 2 

1-Ton Crew Cab Flat 
Bed, 4x4 300 Diesel 2 

Compressor Trailer 120 Diesel 1 
80-Ton Rough
Terrain Crane 350 Diesel 1 

47 5 

47 5 

47 6 

47 6 

0.25 LST/Day 

Guard Structure
Installation (8) 

3/4-Ton Pick-up
Truck, 4x4 300 Gas 1 

1-Ton Crew Cab, 4x4 300 Diesel 1 
Compressor Trailer 120 Diesel 1 

Auger Truck 500 Diesel 1 
Extendable Flat Bed 

Pole Truck 350 Diesel 1 

30-Ton Crane Truck 500 Diesel 1 
80ft. Hydraulic Man

lift/Bucket Truck 350 Diesel 1 

Install Conductor &
OPGW (9) 

6 2 
8

Structures 

2 6 

2 6 
2 6 
2 6 

2 6 

1 8 

1 4 

4 Structures/Day 

16 27 1.5 Circuit Miles M
-603 
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TABLE 2.3-16
RED BLUFF SUBSTATION EASTERN SITE “A”

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT AND WORKFORCE ESTIMATES BY ACTIVITY 
TO CONSTRUCT NEW 500 KV LOOP-IN LINES OF THE DEVERS-COLORADO NO 

1 LINE FOR FIRST SOLAR 

Work Activity Activity Production 

Primary Equipment 
Description 

Estimated
Horse-
Power 

Probable
Fuel
Type 

Primary
Equipment
Quantity 

Estimated
Workforce 

Estimated
Schedule
(Days) 

Duration
of Use

(Hrs/Day) 

Estimated 
Production

Per Day 

3/4-Ton Pick-up
Truck, 4x4 300 Diesel 2 

1-Ton Crew Cab Flat 
Bed, 4x4 300 Diesel 2 

Wire Truck/Trailer 350 Diesel 2 
Dump Truck (Trash) 350 Diesel 1 
20,000 lb. Rough 
Terrain Fork Lift 350 Diesel 1 

22-Ton Manitex 350 Diesel 1 
30-Ton Manitex 350 Diesel 2 
Splicing Rig 350 Diesel 1 
Splicing Lab 300 Diesel 1 
Spacing Cart 10 Diesel 1 
Static Truck/
Tensioner 350 Diesel 1 

3 Drum Straw line
Puller 300 Diesel 1 

60lk Puller 525 Diesel 1 
Sag Cat w/ 2 winches 350 Diesel 1 
580 Case Backhoe 120 Diesel 1 
D8 Cat 300 Diesel 1 
Lowboy
Truck/Trailer 500 Diesel 1 

27 8 

27 8 

27 2 
27 2 

27 2 

27 8 
27 6 
24 2 
24 2 
24 8 

27 2 

27 4 

27 3 
27 2 
27 2 
24 3 

4 2 

0.25 miles/day 

Restoration (10) 7 4 0.5 Miles 

1-Ton Crew Cab, 4x4 300 Diesel 2 
Road Grader 350 Diesel 1 

4 2 
4 6 

0.5 Mile/Day M
-604 
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TABLE 2.3-16
RED BLUFF SUBSTATION EASTERN SITE “A”

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT AND WORKFORCE ESTIMATES BY ACTIVITY 
TO CONSTRUCT NEW 500 KV LOOP-IN LINES OF THE DEVERS-COLORADO NO 

1 LINE FOR FIRST SOLAR 

Work Activity Activity Production 
Estimated Probable Primary Estimated Duration Estimated Primary Equipment EstimatedHorse- Fuel Equipment Schedule of Use ProductionDescription WorkforcePower Type Quantity (Days) (Hrs/Day) Per Day 

Backhoe/Front 350 Diesel 1 4 6 Loader
Drum Type 250 Diesel 1 4 6 Compactor 
Track Type Dozer 350 Diesel 1 4 6 
Lowboy 300 Diesel 1 4 3 Truck/Trailer

Notes to Table 6:  Crew Size Assumptions:

#1 Survey = one 4-man crew 
#2 Temporary Equipment & Material Staging Area  = one 4-man crew; note this information is duplicated on the 220 kV Loop-

in & 500kV & Gen-Tie WF & E Tables 
#3 Roads and Landing work = one 5-man crew 
#4 Install Foundations for LSTs = one 9-man crew 
#5 LST Steel Haul = one 4-man crew
#6 LST Steel Assembly =one 7-man crews 
#7 LST Erection = one 8-man crew 
#8 Guard Structure Installation = one 6-man crew 
#9 Conductor & OPGW Installation = two 8-man crews 
#10 Restoration = one 7-man crew 
Note:  All data provided in this table is based on planning level assumptions and may change following completion of more
detailed engineering, identification of field conditions, availability of labor, material, and equipment, and any environmental and 
permitting requirements. 
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TABLE 2.3-17
RED BLUFF SUBSTATION WESTERN SITE “B”

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT AND WORKFORCE ESTIMATES BY ACTIVITY 

TO CONSTRUCT NEW 500 KV LOOP-IN LINES OF THE DEVERS-COLORADO 


RIVER NO 1 LINE FOR PALEN 


Work Activity Activity Production 

Primary Equipment 
Description 

Estimated
Horse-
Power 

Probable
Fuel
Type 

Primary
Equipment
Quantity 

Estimated
Workforce 

Estimated
Schedule
(Days) 

Duration
of Use

(Hrs/Day) 

Estimated 
Production

Per Day 

Survey (1) 4 4 0.5 Miles 
3/4-Ton Pick-up
Truck, 4x4 200 Gas 2 4 8 1 Mile/Day 

Temporary Equipment 
& Material Staging 
Area (2) 

4 

1-Ton Crew Cab, 4x4 300 Diesel 1 
30-Ton Crane Truck 300 Diesel 1 
Water Truck 350 Diesel 1 
10,000 lb Rough
Terrain Fork Lift 200 Diesel 1 

Truck, Semi, Tractor 350 Diesel 1 

2
2

5 

Duration of
Project 

1 

Roads & Landing 
Work (3) 5 2 0.5 Miles & 4 Pads 

1-Ton Crew Cab, 4x4 300 Diesel 2 
Road Grader 350 Diesel 1 
Backhoe/Front
Loader 350 Diesel 1 

10-cu. yd. Dump
Truck 350 Diesel 2 

Drum Type 
Compactor 250 Diesel 1 

Track Type Dozer 350 Diesel 1 
Lowboy
Truck/Trailer 500 Diesel 2 

2 2 
2 4 

2 6 

2 8 

2 4 

2 6 

2 2 

0.5 Miles/Day & 
0.66 Structure

Pads/Day 

M
-606 
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TABLE 2.3-17
RED BLUFF SUBSTATION WESTERN SITE “B”

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT AND WORKFORCE ESTIMATES BY ACTIVITY 

TO CONSTRUCT NEW 500 KV LOOP-IN LINES OF THE DEVERS-COLORADO 


RIVER NO 1 LINE FOR PALEN 


Work Activity Activity Production 

Primary Equipment 
Description 

Estimated
Horse-
Power 

Probable
Fuel
Type 

Primary
Equipment
Quantity 

Estimated
Workforce 

Estimated
Schedule
(Days) 

Duration
of Use

(Hrs/Day) 

Estimated 
Production

Per Day 

Install LST
Foundations (4) 9 8 4 LSTs 

1-Ton Crew Cab Flat 
Bed, 4x4 300 Diesel 2 

30-Ton Crane Truck 300 Diesel 1 
Backhoe/Front
Loader 200 Diesel 1 

Auger Truck 500 Diesel 1 
10-cu. yd. Dump
Truck 350 Diesel 2 

10-cu. yd. Concrete
Mixer Truck 425 Diesel 4 

8 2 

8 5 

6 8 

6 8 

8 8 

6 5 

0.50 LST/Day

 LST Steel Haul (5) 6 6 6 LSTs 
1-Ton Crew Cab Flat 
Bed, 4x4 300 Diesel 2 

10,000 lb Rough
Terrain Fork Lift 200 Diesel 1 

40' Flat Bed Truck/ 
Trailer 350 Diesel 1 

6 2 

6 6 

6 8 

1 LST/Day 

LST Steel Assembly
(6) 7 21 6 LSTs 

3/4-Ton Pick-up
Truck, 4x4 300 Diesel 3 

1-Ton Crew Cab Flat 
Bed, 4x4 300 Diesel 2 

10,000 lb Rough
Terrain Fork Lift 200 Diesel 1 

21 4 

21 4 

21 6 

0.28 LST/Day 

M
-607 
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TABLE 2.3-17
RED BLUFF SUBSTATION WESTERN SITE “B”

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT AND WORKFORCE ESTIMATES BY ACTIVITY 

TO CONSTRUCT NEW 500 KV LOOP-IN LINES OF THE DEVERS-COLORADO 


RIVER NO 1 LINE FOR PALEN 


Work Activity Activity Production 

Primary Equipment 
Description 

Estimated
Horse-
Power 

Probable
Fuel
Type 

Primary
Equipment
Quantity 

Estimated
Workforce 

Estimated
Schedule
(Days) 

Duration
of Use

(Hrs/Day) 

Estimated 
Production

Per Day 

30-Ton Crane Truck 300 Diesel 2 
Compressor Trailer 350 Diesel 2 

21 8 
21 6 

LST Erection (7) 8 15 6 LSTs 

3/4-Ton Pick-up
Truck, 4x4 300 Diesel 2 

1-Ton Crew Cab Flat 
Bed, 4x4 300 Diesel 2 

Compressor Trailer 120 Diesel 1 
80-Ton Rough
Terrain Crane 350 Diesel 1 

15 5 

15 5 

15 6 

15 6 

0.4 LST/Day 

Guard Structure
Installation (8) 

3/4-Ton Pick-up
Truck, 4x4 300 Gas 1 

1-Ton Crew Cab, 4x4 300 Diesel 1 
Compressor Trailer 120 Diesel 1 

Auger Truck 500 Diesel 1 
Extendable Flat Bed 

Pole Truck 350 Diesel 1 

30-Ton Crane Truck 500 Diesel 1 
80ft. Hydraulic Man

lift/Bucket Truck 350 Diesel 1 

Install Conductor &
OPGW (9) 

6 2 
8

Structures 

2 6 

2 6 
2 6 
2 6 

2 6 

2 8 

2 4 

4 Structures/Day 

16 13 1.5 Circuit Miles 

3/4-Ton Pick-up
Truck, 4x4 300 Diesel 2 13 8 0.11 miles/day 

M
-608 
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TABLE 2.3-17
RED BLUFF SUBSTATION WESTERN SITE “B”

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT AND WORKFORCE ESTIMATES BY ACTIVITY 

TO CONSTRUCT NEW 500 KV LOOP-IN LINES OF THE DEVERS-COLORADO 


RIVER NO 1 LINE FOR PALEN 


Work Activity Activity Production 

Primary Equipment 
Description 

Estimated
Horse-
Power 

Probable
Fuel
Type 

Primary
Equipment
Quantity 

Estimated
Workforce 

Estimated
Schedule
(Days) 

Duration
of Use

(Hrs/Day) 

Estimated 
Production

Per Day 

1-Ton Crew Cab Flat 
Bed, 4x4 300 Diesel 2 

Wire Truck/Trailer 350 Diesel 2 
Dump Truck (Trash) 350 Diesel 1 
20,000 lb. Rough 
Terrain Fork Lift 350 Diesel 1 

22-Ton Manitex 350 Diesel 1 
30-Ton Manitex 350 Diesel 2 
Splicing Rig 350 Diesel 1 
Splicing Lab 300 Diesel 1 
Spacing Cart 10 Diesel 1 
Static Truck/
Tensioner 350 Diesel 1 

3 Drum Straw line
Puller 300 Diesel 1 

60lk Puller 525 Diesel 1 
Sag Cat w/ 2 winches 350 Diesel 1 
580 Case Backhoe 120 Diesel 1 
D8 Cat 300 Diesel 1 
Lowboy
Truck/Trailer 500 Diesel 1 

13 8 

13 2 
13 2 

13 2 

13 8 
13 6 
13 2 
13 2 
13 8 

13 2 

11 4 

11 3 
11 2 
11 2 
11 3 

4 2 

Restoration (10) 7 3 0.5 Miles 

1-Ton Crew Cab, 4x4 300 Diesel 2 
Road Grader 350 Diesel 1 

3 2 
3 6 

0.5 Mile/Day 

M
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TABLE 2.3-17
RED BLUFF SUBSTATION WESTERN SITE “B”

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT AND WORKFORCE ESTIMATES BY ACTIVITY 

TO CONSTRUCT NEW 500 KV LOOP-IN LINES OF THE DEVERS-COLORADO 


RIVER NO 1 LINE FOR PALEN 


Work Activity Activity Production 
Estimated Probable Primary Estimated Duration Estimated Primary Equipment EstimatedHorse- Fuel Equipment Schedule of Use ProductionDescription WorkforcePower Type Quantity (Days) (Hrs/Day) Per Day 

Backhoe/Front 350 Diesel 1 3 6 Loader
Drum Type 250 Diesel 1 3 6 Compactor 
Track Type Dozer 350 Diesel 1 3 6 
Lowboy 300 Diesel 1 3 3 Truck/Trailer

Notes to Table 6:  Crew Size Assumptions:

#1 Survey = one 4-man crew 
#2 Temporary Equipment & Material Staging Area  = one 4-man crew; note this information is duplicated on the 220 kV Loop-

in & 500kV & Gen-Tie WF & E Tables 
#3 Roads and Landing work = one 5-man crew 
#4 Install Foundations for LSTs = one 9-man crew 
#5 LST Steel Haul = one 4-man crew
#6 LST Steel Assembly =one 7-man crews 
#7 LST Erection = one 8-man crew 
#8 Guard Structure Installation = one 6-man crew 
#9 Conductor & OPGW Installation = two 8-man crews 
#10 Restoration = one 7-man crew 
Note:  All data provided in this table is based on planning level assumptions and may change following completion of more
detailed engineering, identification of field conditions, availability of labor, material, and equipment, and any environmental and 
permitting requirements. 
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Gary.Dudley@sce.com To CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov 

11/24/2010 03:41 PM cc	 Allison_Shaffer@blm.gov, Angela.Whatley@sce.com, 
CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov, 
Daniel.Duke@sce.com, Holly_Roberts@blm.gov, 

bcc 

Subject	 SCE Comments to DEIS/CDCA for DSSF Project, BLM Case 
File # CACA 048649 

Please note attached a pdf version of Southern California Edison's (SCE) second set of comments to the 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) and Draft Plan Amendment to the California Desert 
Conservation Area (CDCA)  for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) Project. The enclosed comments 
were inadvertently left out of SCE's initial submittal that was transmitted to you earlier today.  Please let 
me know if you have a problem opening the attached document.  I would also forward a copy via facsimile 
and via overnight delivery. 

Gary Dudley 
Environmental Coordinator 
Supporting Corporate Environment, Health & Safety 
ACT Environmental, Inc. 
Available At: 
Phone: (626) 302-4866, PAX 24866 
Cell: (562) 375-0761 
FAX: (626) 302-9130 

gary.dudley@sce.com 

M-611 



  
 

 

 

 
 

 

CONFIDENTIAL – ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGED


TABLE 1


FIRST SOLAR/RED BLUFF DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (DEIS)

SCE COMMENTS & SUGGESTED REVISIONS 


No 
Section/

Appendix Page DEIS Text Revision Justification
1. ES ES-4

Paragraph 4
3 rd Bullet 

Add the following sentence: An emergency diesel powered generator will 
also be installed at the substation. 

Correct to current configuration 

2. 2.2.3 2-23
Paragraph 1, Line1
located under Bullet

– Access Road 

Add “An emergency diesel powered generator will also be installed at the 
substation. 

Correct to current configuration 

3. 2.2.4 2-34 
New heading and
paragraph inserted
before Operations
and Maintenance 

paragraph 

Add the following underlined sentence after the last sentence of  SCE’s 
comment on this section to the “First Solar/Red Bluff DEIS/and CDCA 
Amendment” submitted o the BLM on 11-23-10:  An emergency diesel
powered generator will also be installed at the substation. 

Correct to current configuration 

128-1

128-2

128-3 

M
-612 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 

No 
Section/

Appendix Page DEIS Text Revision Justification
4. 2.2.4 2-43

Beginning of paragraph
1 after the last bullet 

titled
“Telecommunications 

Facilities” 

Add the following underlined sentence after the last sentence of  SCE’s 
comment on this section to the “First Solar/Red Bluff DEIS/and CDCA 
Amendment” submitted to the BLM on 11-23-10:  An emergency diesel 
powered generator will also be installed at the substation. 

Correct to current configuration 128-4 

M
-613 
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"De Leon,Rebecca A" To <public.advisor@cpuc.ca.gov>, 
<rdeleon@mwdh2o.com> <CAPSSolarFirstSolarDesertSunlight@blm.gov> 

11/23/2010 03:33 PM cc <crb@crb.ca.gov> 

bcc 

Subject First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project - Comments 

Attached are the comments from The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California 
for the Notice of Availability of the Draft EIS and California Desert Conservation Area 
Plan Amendment for the Proposed First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project 
(NEPA tracking number DOI-BLM-CA-060-0009-0033-EIS). 

Rebecca De Leon 
Engineering Systems Planning 
The Metropolitan Water District
 Of Southern California 

(213) 217-6337 

M-614 
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THIS EXHIBIT IS TO BE USED FOR APPROXIMATE POSITIONING ONLY.

IT IS NOT TO BE USED, NOR IS IT INTENDED TO BE USED FOR ENGINEERING,
 
RECORDING OR LITIGATION PURPOSES. NO WARRANTY OF ACCURACY

IS IMPLIED OR GUARANTEED.
 

MWD Transmission Line

Renewable Energy Projects

Lower Colorado Accounting Surface 2008

MWD Fee Property

MWD Easement 

Miles The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California Renewable Energy Projects
Corporate Resources Group 

First Solar - Desert Sunlight 0 1 2 
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THIS EXHIBIT IS TO BE USED FOR APPROXIMATE POSITIONING ONLY.
 

IT IS NOT TO BE USED, NOR IS IT INTENDED TO BE USED FOR ENGINEERING,
 
RECORDING OR LITIGATION PURPOSES. NO WARRANTY OF ACCURACY

IS IMPLIED OR GUARANTEED.
 

Solar Millennium

CACA
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Solar

Partners I - Ivanpah 2


CACA 048668
 

Calico Solar,

LLC - Calico


CACA 049537
 

AES

Seawest - Daggett Ridge


CACA 049575
 

Chevron Energy
 B- lythe

CACA 048811 Granite Wind Chevron Energy Solutions
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CACA 048254 CACA 049561

First

Solar - Desert Sunlight


CACA 048649
 

Chevron Energy - Palen
CACA 048810

NextEra

Genesis - Ford Dry Lake


CACA 048880
 

Pacific Wind-Renewable Energy Projects Tule Project Stirling Energy-
CACA 049698 Solar Two

CACA 047740 MWD Fee Property

MWD Easement

Lower Colorado Accounting Surface 2008 

Miles The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California Renewable Energy Projects
Corporate Resources Group 0 10  20  MWD Right of Way
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Potentially Less than Less No 
Significant Significant Than Impact 

Impact with Significant 
Mitigation Impact 

Incorporated 

b) Be subject to rupture of a known earthquake fault, 
as delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake 
Fault Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for the area 
or based on other substantial evidence of a known fault? 

Source:   Riverside County General Plan Figure S-2 “Earthquake Fault Study Zones,” GIS database, 

Geologist Comments
 

Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

12. Liquefaction Potential Zone 
a) Be subject to seismic-related ground failure, 

including liquefaction? 

Source:  Riverside County General Plan Figure S-3 “Generalized Liquefaction”
 

Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

13. Ground-shaking Zone 
Be subject to strong seismic ground shaking? 

Source: Riverside County General Plan Figure S-4 “Earthquake-Induced Slope Instability Map,” and
 
Figures S-13 through S-21 (showing General Ground Shaking Risk)
 

Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

14. Landslide Risk 
a) Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, 

or that would become unstable as a result of the project, 
and potentially result in on- or off-site landslide, lateral 
spreading, collapse, or rockfall hazards? 

Source: On-site Inspection, Riverside County General Plan Figure S-5 “Regions Underlain by Steep 
Slope” 
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Potentially Less than Less No 
Significant Significant Than Impact

Impact with Significant 
Mitigation Impact 

Incorporated 

Findings of Fact: 

Mitigation: 

Monitoring: 

15. Ground Subsidence 
a) Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, 

or that would become unstable as a result of the project, 
and potentially result in ground subsidence? 

Source:  Riverside County General Plan Figure S-7 “Documented Subsidence Areas Map”
 

Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

16. Other Geologic Hazards 
a) Be subject to geologic hazards, such as seiche, 

mudflow, or volcanic hazard? 

Source:  On-site Inspection, Project Application Materials
 

Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

17. Slopes 
a) Change topography or ground surface relief 

features? 
b) Create cut or fill slopes greater than 2:1 or higher 

than 10 feet? 
c) Result in grading that affects or negates subsurface 

sewage disposal systems?  

Source:  Riv. Co. 800-Scale Slope Maps, Project Application Materials
 

Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
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Potentially Less than Less No 
Significant Significant Than Impact

Impact with Significant 
Mitigation Impact 

Incorporated 

Monitoring:
 

18. 	Soils 
a) Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of 

topsoil? 
b) Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Section 

1802.3.2 of the California Building Code (2007), creating 
substantial risks to life or property? 

c) Have soils incapable of adequately supporting use 
of septic tanks or alternative waste water disposal systems 
where sewers are not available for the disposal of waste 
water? 

Source: U.S.D.A. Soil Conservation Service Soil Surveys, Project Application Materials, On-site
 
Inspection
 

Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

19. 	Erosion 
a) Change deposition, siltation, or erosion that may 

modify the channel of a river or stream or the bed of a lake? 
b) Result in any increase in water erosion either on or 

off site? 

Source:  U.S.D.A. Soil Conservation Service Soil Surveys
 

Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

20. 	 Wind Erosion and Blowsand from project either 
on or off site. 

a) Be impacted by or result in an increase in wind 
erosion and blowsand, either on or off site? 

Source: Riverside County General Plan Figure S-8 “Wind Erosion Susceptibility Map,” Ord. 460, 
Sec. 14.2 & Ord. 484 

Findings of Fact: 
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Potentially Less than Less No 
Significant Significant Than Impact

Impact with Significant 
Mitigation Impact 

Incorporated 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS Would the project 

21. Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

a) Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly 
or indirectly, that may have a significant impact on the 
environment? 

b) Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulation 
adopted for the purpose of reducing the emissions of 
greenhouse gases? 

Source:
 

Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring: 


HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS  Would the project 

22. Hazards and Hazardous Materials 

a) Create a significant hazard to the public or the 
environment through the routine transport, use, or disposal 
of hazardous materials? 

b) Create a significant hazard to the public or the 
environment through reasonably foreseeable upset and 
accident conditions involving the release of hazardous 
materials into the environment? 

c) Impair implementation of or physically interfere with 
an adopted emergency response plan or an emergency 
evacuation plan? 

d) Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or 
acutely hazardous materials, substances, or waste within 
one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school? 

e) Be located on a site which is included on a list of 
hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to Govern
ment Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result, would it 
create a significant hazard to the public or the environ
ment? 

Source:  Project Application Materials 


Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
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Potentially Less than Less No 
Significant Significant Than Impact

Impact with Significant 
Mitigation Impact 

Incorporated 

Monitoring:
 

23. Airports 
a) Result in an inconsistency with an Airport Master 

Plan? 
b) Require review by the Airport Land Use 

Commission? 
c) For a project located within an airport land use plan 

or, where such a plan has not been adopted, within two 
miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the 
project result in a safety hazard for people residing or 
working in the project area? 

d) For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, 
or heliport, would the project result in a safety hazard for 
people residing or working in the project area? 

Source:  Riverside County General Plan Figure S-19 “Airport Locations,” GIS database
 

Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

24. Hazardous Fire Area 
a) Expose people or structures to a significant risk of 

loss, injury or death involving wildland fires, including where 
wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where 
residences are intermixed with wildlands? 

Source:  Riverside County General Plan Figure S-11 “Wildfire Susceptibility,” GIS database
 

Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY Would the project
 
25. Water Quality Impacts 

a) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of 
the site or area, including the alteration of the course of a 
stream or river, in a manner that would result in substantial 
erosion or siltation on- or off-site? 
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b) Violate any water quality standards or waste 
discharge requirements? 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less than 
Significant 

with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less 
Than 

Significant 
Impact 

No 
Impact

c) Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or 
interfere substantially with groundwater recharge such that 
there would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering 
of the local groundwater table level (e.g., the production 
rate of pre-existing nearby wells would drop to a level which 
would not support existing land uses or planned uses for 
which permits have been granted)? 

d) Create or contribute runoff water that would exceed 
the capacity of existing or planned stormwater drainage 
systems or provide substantial additional sources of 
polluted runoff? 

e) Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard area, 
as mapped on a federal Flood Hazard Boundary or Flood 
Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard delineation map? 

f) Place within a 100-year flood hazard area structures 
which would impede or redirect flood flows? 

g) Otherwise substantially degrade water quality?
 
h) Include new or retrofitted stormwater Treatment 

Control Best Management Practices (BMPs) (e.g. water 
quality treatment basins, constructed treatment wetlands), 
the operation of which could result in significant environ
mental effects (e.g. increased vectors or odors)? 

Source:  Riverside County Flood Control District Flood Hazard Report/Condition. 


Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

26. Floodplains 
Degree of Suitability in 100-Year Floodplains.  As indicated below, the appropriate Degree of 

Suitability has been checked. 
NA - Not Applicable U - Generally Unsuitable R - Restricted 

a) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of 
the site or area, including through the alteration of the 
course of a stream or river, or substantially increase the 
rate or amount of surface runoff in a manner that would 
result in flooding on- or off-site? 

b) Changes in absorption rates or the rate and amount 
of surface runoff? 

c) Expose people or structures to a significant risk of 
loss, injury or death involving flooding, including flooding as 
a result of the failure of a levee or dam (Dam Inundation 
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Potentially Less than Less No 
Significant Significant Than Impact

Impact with Significant 
Mitigation Impact 

Incorporated 

Area)?
 
d) Changes in the amount of surface water in any 

water body? 

Source:   Riverside County General Plan Figure S-9 “100- and 500-Year Flood Hazard Zones,” Figure 
S-10 “Dam Failure Inundation Zone,” Riverside County Flood Control District Flood Hazard Report/ 
Condition, GIS database 

Findings of Fact: 

Mitigation: 

Monitoring: 

LAND USE/PLANNING Would the project 

27. Land Use 

a) Result in a substantial alteration of the present or 
planned land use of an area? 

b) Affect land use within a city sphere of influence 
and/or within adjacent city or county boundaries? 

Source:  RCIP, GIS database, Project Application Materials 


Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

28. Planning 
a) Be consistent with the site’s existing or proposed 

zoning? 

b) Be compatible with existing surrounding zoning? 

c) Be compatible with existing and planned sur

rounding land uses? 
d) Be consistent with the land use designations and 

policies of the Comprehensive General Plan (including 
those of any applicable Specific Plan)? 

e) Disrupt or divide the physical arrangement of an 
established community (including a low-income or minority 
community)? 

Source:  Riverside County General Plan Land Use Element, Staff review, GIS database 

Findings of Fact: 
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Potentially Less than Less No 
Significant Significant Than Impact

Impact with Significant 
Mitigation Impact 

Incorporated 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

MINERAL RESOURCES Would the project 

29. Mineral Resources 

a) Result in the loss of availability of a known mineral 
resource that would be of value to the region or the 
residents of the State? 

b) Result in the loss of availability of a locally-important 
mineral resource recovery site delineated on a local general 
plan, specific plan or other land use plan? 

c) Be an incompatible land use located adjacent to a 
State classified or designated area or existing surface 
mine? 

d) Expose people or property to hazards from 
proposed, existing or abandoned quarries or mines? 

Source:  Riverside County General Plan Figure OS-5 “Mineral Resources Area”
 

Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

NOISE Would the project result in 

Definitions for Noise Acceptability Ratings 
Where indicated below, the appropriate Noise Acceptability Rating(s) has been checked. 
NA - Not Applicable A - Generally Acceptable B - Conditionally Acceptable 
C - Generally Unacceptable D - Land Use Discouraged 
30. Airport Noise 

a) For a project located within an airport land use plan 
or, where such a plan has not been adopted, within two 
miles of a public airport or public use airport would the 
project expose people residing or working in the project 
area to excessive noise levels? 
NA A B C D 

b) For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, 
would the project expose people residing or working in the 
project area to excessive noise levels? 
NA A B C D 

Source: Riverside County General Plan Figure S-19 “Airport Locations,” County of Riverside Airport 
Facilities Map 

Findings of Fact: 
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Potentially Less than Less No 
Significant Significant Than Impact

Impact with Significant 
Mitigation Impact 

Incorporated 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

31. Railroad Noise 
NA A B C D 

Source: Riverside County General Plan Figure C-1 “Circulation Plan”, GIS database, On-site 

Inspection
 

Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

32. Highway Noise 
NA A B C D 

Source:  On-site Inspection, Project Application Materials
 

Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

33. Other Noise 
NA A B C D 

Source:  Project Application Materials, GIS database 


Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

34. Noise Effects on or by the Project 
a) A substantial permanent increase in ambient noise 

levels in the project vicinity above levels existing without the 
project? 

b) A substantial temporary or periodic increase in 
ambient noise levels in the project vicinity above levels 
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Potentially Less than Less No 
Significant Significant Than Impact

Impact with Significant 
Mitigation Impact 

Incorporated 

existing without the project? 

c) Exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels 

in excess of standards established in the local general plan 
or noise ordinance, or applicable standards of other 
agencies? 

d) Exposure of persons to or generation of excessive 
ground-borne vibration or ground-borne noise levels? 

Source: Riverside County General Plan, Table N-1 (“Land Use Compatibility for Community Noise 

Exposure”); Project Application Materials 


Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

POPULATION AND HOUSING Would the project 

35. Housing 

a) Displace substantial numbers of existing housing, 
necessitating the construction of replacement housing else
where? 

b) Create a demand for additional housing, particularly 
housing affordable to households earning 80% or less of 
the County’s median income? 

c) Displace substantial numbers of people, neces
sitating the construction of replacement housing else
where? 

d) Affect a County Redevelopment Project Area?
 
e) Cumulatively exceed official regional or local popu

lation projections? 
f) Induce substantial population growth in an area, 

either directly (for example, by proposing new homes and 
businesses) or indirectly (for example, through extension of 
roads or other infrastructure)? 

Source: Project Application Materials, GIS database, Riverside County General Plan Housing 

Element 


Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
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Potentially Less than Less No 
Significant Significant Than Impact

Impact with Significant 
Mitigation Impact 

Incorporated 

PUBLIC SERVICES Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with 
the provision of new or physically altered government facilities or the need for new or physically 
altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental 
impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or other performance 
objectives for any of the public services: 
36. Fire Services 


Source:  Riverside County General Plan Safety Element 


Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

37. Sheriff Services
 

Source:  RCIP 

Findings of Fact: 

Mitigation: 

Monitoring: 

38. Schools 


Source:  ?? (Union)(Unified) School District correspondence, GIS database 


Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

39. Libraries
 

Source:  RCIP 

Findings of Fact: 

Mitigation: 

Monitoring: 

40. Health Services
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Potentially Less than Less No 
Significant Significant Than Impact

Impact with Significant 
Mitigation Impact 

Incorporated 

Source:  RCIP 

Findings of Fact: 

Mitigation: 

Monitoring: 

RECREATION 

41. Parks and Recreation 

a) Would the project include recreational facilities or 
require the construction or expansion of recreational 
facilities which might have an adverse physical effect on the 
environment? 

b) Would the project include the use of existing 
neighborhood or regional parks or other recreational 
facilities such that substantial physical deterioration of the 
facility would occur or be accelerated? 

c) Is the project located within a Community Service 
Area (CSA) or recreation and park district with a Com
munity Parks and Recreation Plan (Quimby fees)? 

Source: GIS database, Ord. No. 460, Section 10.35 (Regulating the Division of Land – Park and 
Recreation Fees and Dedications), Ord. No. 659 (Establishing Development Impact Fees), Parks & 
Open Space Department Review 

Findings of Fact: 

Mitigation: 

Monitoring: 

42. Recreational Trails
 

Source: Riv. Co. 800-Scale Equestrian Trail Maps, Open Space and Conservation Map for Western 

County trail alignments 


Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC Would the project 

43. Circulation
 

a) Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy 
establishing a measure of effectiveness for the 
performance of the circulation system, taking into account 
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Potentially Less than Less No 
Significant Significant Than Impact

Impact with Significant 
Mitigation Impact 

Incorporated 

all modes of transportation, including mass transit and non-
motorized travel and relevant components of the circulation 
system, including but not limited to intersections, streets, 
highways and freeways, pedestrian and bicycle paths, and 
mass transit? 

b) Conflict with an applicable congestion management 
program, including, but not limited to level of service 
standards and travel demand measures, or other standards 
established by the county congestion management agency 
for designated roads or highways? 

c) Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including 
either an increase in traffic levels or a change in location 
that results in substantial safety risks? 

d) Alter waterborne, rail or air traffic? 


e) Substantially increase hazards due to a design 
feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous intersections) or 
incompatible uses (e.g. farm equipment)? 

f) Cause an effect upon, or a need for new or altered 
maintenance of roads? 

g) Cause an effect upon circulation during the project’s 
construction? 

h) Result in inadequate emergency access or access 
to nearby uses? 

i) Conflict with adopted policies, plans or programs 
regarding public transit, bikeways or pedestrian facilities, or 
otherwise substantially decrease the performance or safety 
of such facilities? 

Source:  RCIP 

Findings of Fact: 

Mitigation: 

Monitoring: 

44. Bike Trails
 

Source:  RCIP 

Findings of Fact: 

Mitigation: 

Monitoring: 

UTILITY AND SERVICE SYSTEMS Would the project 
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Potentially Less than Less No 
Significant Significant Than Impact

Impact with Significant 
Mitigation Impact 

Incorporated 

45. Water 
a) Require or result in the construction of new water 

treatment facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the 
construction of which would cause significant environmental 
effects? 

b) Have sufficient water supplies available to serve 
the project from existing entitlements and resources, or are 
new or expanded entitlements needed? 

Source:  Department of Environmental Health Review
 

Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

46. Sewer 
a) Require or result in the construction of new 

wastewater treatment facilities, including septic systems, or 
expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which 
would cause significant environmental effects? 

b) Result in a determination by the wastewater treat
ment provider that serves or may service the project that it 
has adequate capacity to serve the project’s projected 
demand in addition to the provider’s existing commitments? 

Source:  Department of Environmental Health Review
 

Findings of Fact:
 

Mitigation:
 

Monitoring:
 

47. Solid Waste 
a) Is the project served by a landfill with sufficient 

permitted capacity to accommodate the project’s solid 
waste disposal needs? 

b) Does the project comply with federal, state, and 
local statutes and regulations related to solid wastes 
including the CIWMP (County Integrated Waste Manage
ment Plan)? 

Source:  RCIP, Riverside County Waste Management District correspondence 
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Potentially Less than Less No 
Significant Significant Than Impact

Impact with Significant 
Mitigation Impact 

Incorporated 

Findings of Fact: 

Mitigation: 

Monitoring: 

48. Utilities 
Would the project impact the following facilities requiring or resulting in the construction of new 
facilities or the expansion of existing facilities; the construction of which could cause significant 
environmental effects? 
a) Electricity? 

b) Natural gas?
 
c)  Communications systems? 

d)  Storm water drainage? 

e)  Street lighting?
 
f)  Maintenance of public facilities, including roads?
 
g) Other governmental services? 


Source: 

Findings of Fact: 

Mitigation: 

Monitoring: 

49. Energy Conservation 
a) Would the project conflict with any adopted energy 

conservation plans? 

Source: 

Findings of Fact: 

Mitigation: 

Monitoring: 

OTHER 

50. Other: 


Source:  Staff review 

Findings of Fact: 

Mitigation: 
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Potentially Less than Less No 
Significant Significant Than Impact

Impact with Significant 
Mitigation Impact 

Incorporated 

Monitoring:
 

MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE
 
51. 	 Does the project have the potential to substantially 

degrade the quality of the environment, substantially 
reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause 
a fish or wildlife population to drop below self-
sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or 
animal community, reduce the number or restrict the 
range of a rare or endangered plant or animal, or 
eliminate important examples of the major periods of 
California history or prehistory? 

Source:  Staff review, Project Application Materials 

Findings of Fact: Implementation of the proposed project would not substantially degrade the quality 
of the environment, substantially reduce the habitat of fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife 
populations to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community, or 
reduce the number or restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or animal, or eliminate important 
examples of the major periods of California history or prehistory. 

52. 	 Does the project have impacts which are individually 
limited, but cumulatively considerable?  ("Cumula
tively considerable" means that the incremental 
effects of a project are considerable when viewed in 
connection with the effects of past projects, other 
current projects and probable future projects)? 

Source:  Staff review, Project Application Materials 

Findings of Fact: The project does not have impacts which are individually limited, but cumulatively 
considerable. 

53. 	 Does the project have environmental effects that will 
cause substantial adverse effects on human beings, 
either directly or indirectly? 

Source:  Staff review, project application 

Findings of Fact: The proposed project would not result in environmental effects which would cause 
substantial adverse effects on human beings, either directly or indirectly. 

VI. EARLIER ANALYSES 
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Potentially Less than Less No 
Significant Significant Than Impact
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Incorporated 

Earlier analyses may be used where, pursuant to the tiering, program EIR, or other CEQA process, an 
effect has been adequately analyzed in an earlier EIR or negative declaration as per California Code 
of Regulations, Section 15063 (c) (3) (D). In this case, a brief discussion should identify the following: 

Earlier Analyses Used, if any: 

Location Where Earlier Analyses, if used, are available for review: 

Location: County of Riverside Planning Department 
4080 Lemon Street, 12th Floor 
Riverside, CA  92505 

VI. AUTHORITIES CITED 

Authorities cited: Public Resources Code Sections 21083 and 21083.05;  References:  California 
Government Code Section 65088.4;  Public Resources Code Sections 21080(c), 21080.1, 21080.3, 
21082.1, 21083, 21083.05, 21083.3, 21093, 21094, 21095 and 21151; Sundstrom v. County of 
Mendocino (1988) 202 Cal.App.3d 296; Leonoff v. Monterey Board of Supervisors (1990) 222 
Cal.App.3d 1337; Eureka Citizens for Responsible Govt. v. City of Eureka (2007) 147 Cal.App.4th 
357; Protect the Historic Amador Waterways v. Amador Water Agency (2004) 116 Cal.App.4th at 
1109; San Franciscans Upholding the Downtown Plan v. City and County of San Francisco (2002) 
102 Cal.App.4th 656. 
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APPENDIX N – Responses to Comments 

Appendix N is organized as follows: 

N.1 Introduction 

N.2 Format of the Responses to Comments: This section describes the format and 
organization of the comments received on the DEIS and the responses to those comments. 

N.3 Index of Comments Received: This section provides a list of the comments received 
on the DEIS, by a member of the public, agency, or organization, and lists the unique letter 
number for each comment letter.  

N.4 Common Responses: This section provides consolidated responses for topics on 
which a number of similar and related comments were received. 

N.5 Individual Responses to Comments: This section provides responses to individual 
comments for letters that contain substantive comments. 

N.1 INTRODUCTION 

A total of 147 comment letters were received during the public comment period for the DEIS. 
Forty-three comment letters received either stated support or opposition to the Project or certain 
aspects of the Project; or expressed thoughts or concerns, or provided information that was 
unrelated to the proposed Project. None of these comments provided any questions, concerns or 
information regarding the adequacy of the NEPA analysis, or methodologies and processes used in 
the DEIS. While both frequency and expression of intent are important to BLM and CPUC, they do 
not provide a basis that warrants any additional changes to the analysis (Section 6.9.2.1, BLM NEPA 
Handbook H-1790-1 Jan. 30, 2008 and CEQA Section 15088. The following letters fall into this 
group: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27, 34, 50, 57, 58, 68, 71, 78, 
80, 87, 88, 91, 102, 113, 115, 117, 120, 133, 134, 135, 136, 140, 141. 

NEPA requires all substantive comments - whether environmental or procedural in nature - to be 
addressed and attached to the FEIS (40 CFR 1503.4(b)). Individual responses for all substantive 
comments are provided in Section N.5. A number of the comments received on the DEIS discussed 
the same issues or environmental concerns. Rather than repeat responses, Common Responses, set 
forth in Section N.4, were prepared. 

N.2 FORMAT OF THE RESPONSES TO COMMENTS 

The comments received on the DEIS are organized by agency, organization, or member of the 
general public. Each comment letter or e-mail is assigned a unique number with each comment 
individually numbered as well. Individual comments and issues within each comment letter or e-mail 
are numbered individually along the margins. For example, comment 1-01 is the first substantive 
comment in Comment Letter 1; “1” represents the commenter; the “01” refers to the first comment 
in that letter. All comment letters are provided in Appendix M.  
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N.3 INDEX OF COMMENTS RECEIVED 

Table N.3-1 lists all individuals, agencies, and organizations that provided written comments on the 
DEIS. As described above, each comment letter was assigned a unique number when it was 
received. This table is the same as Table 5-1, in the FEIS Section 5.0, Consultation, Coordination, 
and Public Participation. 

Table N.3-1 
Commenter on the Desert Sunlight Solar Power Project  

Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

Letter 
Number Commenter 

Letter Available in 
Appendix M, Page 

1 Jeff Randall, Individual M-5
2 Mary Zeiler, Individual M-6
3 Supporters of Desert Sunlight Petition M-7
4 Sign-in Sheet M-17
5 Ali Baba Farzaneh, Individual M-23
6 Bob Hargreaves, Individual M-24
7 Coachella Valley Economic Partnership M-25
8 Dennis Larney, Individual M-26
9 Gerald Budlong, Individual M-27
10 Graeme Donaldson, Individual M-28
11 Kathy Gottberg, Individual M-29
12 Larry McLaughlin, Individual M-30
13 LR Sanders, Individual M-31
14 Assembly Member V. Manuel Perez M-32
15 Sign-in Sheet M-34
16 Anco Blazev, Individual M-39
17 Dale Jenneskens, Individual M-42
18 Dan Allen, Individual M-45
19 Native American Heritage Commission M-47
20 Anco Blazev, Individual M-52
21 George Hepker, Individual M-53
22 George Hepker, Individual M-54
23 Alan Beattie, Individual M-55
24 Kim Bauer, Individual M-57
25 Anco Blazev, Individual M-58
26 Anco Blazev, Individual M-60
27 Jim Turney, Individual M-61
28 Cynthia Cox, Individual M-62
29 Carol Gerratana, Individual M-65
30 Cindy Zacks, Individual M-66
31 Mearl A. Rose, Individual M-68
32 Ramon Alviso Mendoza, Individual M-71
33 R. Ploss, Individual M-73
34 Beals Steve, Individual M-76
35 Betsy Foran, Individual M-78
36 Debbie Burgett, Individual M-80
37 Eric Mueller, Individual M-83
38 Gary Hunt, Individual M-86
39 Jason Burnham, Individual M-89
40 Les Starks, Individual M-92
41 Richard Worthington, Individual M-94
42 Wendy Hunt, Individual M-96
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Table N.3-1 (continued) 
Commenter on the Desert Sunlight Solar Power Project  

Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

Letter 
Number Commenter 

Letter Available in 
Appendix M, Page 

43 Jill Giegerich, Individual M-98
44 Penny Kemp, Individual M-101
45 Rebecca Bueller, Individual M-103
46 Vicki Perizzolo, Individual M-105
47 Barbara Buckland, Individual M-109
48 Joanne Flory, Individual M-111
49 Cynthia Anderson, Individual M-114
50 Virgila Weeks Hawthorne, Individual M-117
51 Alex Mintzer, Individual M-118
52 Ernest Goiten, Individual M-119
53 David Halligan, Individual M-122
54 Karen Tracy, Individual M-124
55 C.B Wolf, Individual M-127
56 State of California, Public Utilities Commission M-129
57 City of Indian Wells, California M-237
58 College of the Desert M-239
59 David Halligan, Individual M-241
60 Cleona Jenneskens, Individual M-243
61 Dale Jenneskens, Individual M-244
62 Geo. Donaldson, Individual M-245
63 John Beach, Individual M-246
64 R&M Johnson, Individual M-248
65 Rick Estes, Individual M-252
66 Environmental Commons M-253
67 John Beach, Individual M-261
68 JoAnn Dean, Individual M-262
69 Ron Brinkley, Individual M-263
70 Walter Green, Individual M-279
71 Michael Silvey, Individual M-280
72 Bruce Ray, Individual M-281
73 Celia Beauchamp, Individual M-282
74 John Beach, Individual M-283
75 National Parks Conservation Association M-288
76 Shaun Gonzales, Individual M-295
77 Karen Berry, Individual M-303
78 Michele Mooney, Individual M-307
79 William Eskin, Individual M-308
80 B.E. Singer, Individual M-310
81 Caltrans District 8 M-311
82 Individual (to remain anonymous) M-314
83 JVIndividual M-316
84 La Cuna de Aztlan Sacred Sites Protection Circle M-317
85 Brendan Hughes, Individual M-321
86 Diane Mossbager, Individual M-322
87 Lorenzo Romero, Individual M-323
88 Marian Livingood, Individual M-324
89 Raymond Kelso, Individual M-325
90 Suzanne Ragsdale, Individual M-326
91 Tex Whitson, Individual M-327
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Table N.3-1 (continued) 
Commenter on the Desert Sunlight Solar Power Project  

Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

Letter 
Number Commenter 

Letter Available in 
Appendix M, Page 

92 Dennis Morrison, Individual M-328
93 Defenders of Wildlife, Natural Resources Defense Council, Sierra Club M-329
94 Jerry Grey, Individual M-341
95 Janell Harder, Individual M-342
96 Cynthia Green, Individual M-343
97 Warren Dean, Individual M-345
98 Edith Arizmendi, Individual M-346
99 Gene Oliphant, Individual M-347
100 Jonathan Levin, Individual M-348
101 Ken and Pattie Stamp, Individual M-349
102 Michael Rhoades, Individual M-350
103 South Coast Air Quality Management District M-351
104 Center for Biological Diversity M-357
105 Citizens for the Chuckwalla Valley M-393
106 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency M-422
107 First Solar M-440
108 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service M-473
109 Johnney/Timothy Coon/Anderson, Individual M-479
110 Kevin Emmerich, Individual M-480
111 Kaiser Ventures LLC M-515
112 Laura Cunningham, Individual M-520
113 Mary Zeiler, Individual M-532
114 National Park Service M-534
115 Patrick Poole, Individual M-543
116 The Wilderness Society M-545
117 Victor Stewart, Individual M-557
118 Western Lands Project M-558
119 Chris Clarke, Individual M-562
120 enXco M-566
121 Jared Fuller, Individual M-568
122 Western Watersheds Project M-569
123 Barbara Daddario, Individual M-577
124 Claudia Sall, Individual M-578
125 Riverside County Fire Department M-581
126 Renee Castor, Individual M-584
127 Southern California Edison M-587
128 Southern California Edison M-611
129 Metropolitan Water District of Southern California M-614
130 Chris Crow, Individual M-626
131 Paul Smith, Individual M-627
132 Rebecca Unger, Individual M-628
133 Southern California Desert Video Astronomers M-629
134 Tammie Dye, Individual M-633
135 Richard DeLashmit, Individual M-634
136 Ken Statler, Individual M-635
137 Requests to not publish, Individual M-638
138 Riverside County Planning Department M-640
139 Diana Millikan, Individual M-689
140 Lois Donaldson, Individual M-690
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Table N.3-1 (continued) 
Commenter on the Desert Sunlight Solar Power Project  

Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

Letter 
Number Commenter 

Letter Available in 
Appendix M, Page 

141 Ed and Carol Schlauch, Individual M-691
142 "We Support Desert Sunlight" petition M-692
143 Ron Brinkley, Individual M-697
144 Claudia Sall, Individual M-706
145 Stephen J Wright, individual M-711
146 Colorado River Board of California M-713
147 Department of the Navy M-718

 

N.4 COMMON RESPONSES 

A number of the comments received on the DEIS discussed the same issues or environmental 
concerns. Rather than repeat responses, common responses identified here and set forth below were 
prepared: 

Common Response N.4.1: Purpose and Need 

Common Response N.4.2: Wilderness 

Common Response N.4.3: Dark Skies 

Common Response N.4.4: Adequacy of Key Observation Points and Simulations  

Common Response N.4.5: Recirculation of DEIS 

Common Response N.4.6: Adequacy of Analysis 

Common Response N.4.7: Alternatives Analyzed 

Common Response N.4.8: Property Value 

Common Response N.4.9: Cadmium Exposure 

Common Response N.4.10: EMF Exposure 

Common Response N.4.11: Construction Employment 

N.4.1 Purpose and Need 

Summary of Issues Raised 

Several commenters suggest that the BLM’s statement of Purpose and Need is too narrow. 

Response 

As explained in Section 6.2.1 of the BLM’s NEPA Handbook, a carefully crafted purpose and need 
statement can “increase efficiencies by eliminating unnecessary analysis and reducing delays in the 
process.” The statement of purpose and need dictates the range of alternatives, because action 
alternatives are not “reasonable” if they do not respond to the purpose and need for the action. As 
correctly noted in several comments on the Project, the narrower the purpose and need statement, 
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the narrower the range of alternatives that must be analyzed; the converse also is true. BLM has 
discretion in defining the purpose of and need for the proposed action (40 CFR 1502.13). Several 
comments requested that the BLM substantially expand its statement to address more broad (and 
less specific) purposes in order to allow for consideration of a broader range of alternatives. BLM’s 
purpose and need for the proposed action is reasonable and is not inappropriately narrow, and a 
reasonable range of alternatives were evaluated based on BLM’s defined purpose and need.  

BLM’s purpose and need for the proposed action, as stated in Section 1.2.1 of the FEIS, is based on 
two key considerations: (i) the potential action the BLM could or would take on the specific 
proposed action; and (ii) the consideration of amending the CDCA Plan of 1980, as amended. The 
primary action that BLM is considering is in response to a specific ROW grant application from the 
Applicant to construct and operate a specific solar project located on federal lands managed by the 
BLM. As a result, the BLM determined that a key purpose of this project was to determine whether 
to approve, approve with modifications, or deny that ROW application for the 550 megawatt (MW) 
DSSF. A statement of this breadth led the BLM to consider two additional “build,” or “action,” 
alternatives on the same site, one no action alternative (No Action Alternative 4) and two no project 
alternatives (Alternatives 5 and 6) pursuant to which the CDCA Plan would be amended but the 
DSSF would not be approved (see FEIS Chapter 2).  

The BLM declined requests to expand the statement to focus on the “need to generate greater 
amounts of electrical energy from renewable energy sources so that dependency on carbon based 
fuels is reduced” because it is outside the purview of the BLM. The need for increased energy from 
renewable sources is not the responsibility of the BLM. However, the BLM can respond, within the 
context of specific directives under which it operates, to those needs by considering ROW grant 
applications for projects that would produce renewable energy on BLM-administered lands. As a 
result, the BLM purpose for the Project responds in part to the specific directives related to 
renewable energy production that are summarized in the DEIS Section 1.3. These directives require 
the BLM to act expediently in increasing the production of nonrenewable energy within the bounds 
of its other authorities regarding the management of BLM-administered lands. The BLM is not in 
the business of developing and operating energy production facilities; its responsibilities are to 
consider and to approve, approve with modification, or deny issuance of a ROW grant to any 
qualified individual, business, or government entity and to direct and control the use of rights-of-
way on public land in a manner that: (i) protects the natural resources associated with public lands 
and adjacent lands, whether private or administered by a government entity; (ii) prevents 
unnecessary or undue degradation to public lands; (iii) promotes the use of rights-of-way in 
common considering engineering and technological compatibility, national security, and land use 
plans; and (iv) coordinates, to the fullest extent possible, all BLM actions with state and local 
governments, interested individuals and appropriate quasi-public entities.  

As directed by Secretarial Order 3285A1, the BLM has identified renewable energy projects as a 
priority throughout the lands it manages. As a result, the BLM is considering ROW grants for 
various renewable energy projects throughout California and other western states. Each of these 
projects is considered by the BLM on its own merits and with consideration of the impacts of the 
specific project on a specific site. Therefore, the statement of purpose and need for each project, 
including the proposed DSSF, is specific to each project within the broader scope of the directives 
prioritizing renewable energy development on federally managed lands. (The DEIS considers other 
applications for energy projects in the cumulative impacts analyses provided in DEIS Chapter 4.) 
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The BLM believes that the purpose and need for the Project, as discussed in DEIS Chapter 1, is 
consistent with the requirements of Title V of FLPMA and the directives described above, and 
satisfies the requirements of NEPA. Therefore, the purpose and need for this project was neither 
revised in response to these comments nor replaced wholesale in favor of replacement statements 
proposed in comments. 

In addition to the BLM’s purpose and need for the proposed action provided in Section 1.2.1 of this 
FEIS, Section 1.2.4 provides a statement of the CEQA project objectives for the Red Bluff 
Substation required by CEQA Guidelines Section 15124(b) as:  

• Respond to interconnection requests as part of the LGIP from generators in the Desert Center 
area by constructing a substation to interconnect with the DPV 500 kV interconnection line. 

• Provide safe and reliable electrical service consistent with the North American Electric 
Reliability Corporation (NERC), Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), CAISO, 
and SCE’s planning design guidelines and criteria; 

• Meet project need while minimizing environmental impacts; and 

• Meet project need in accordance with the Large Generation Interconnection Agreement. 

Under CEQA, the statement of objectives should include the underlying purposes of the project, 
and it should be clearly written to guide the selection of alternatives to be evaluated in the 
environmental document (CEQA Guidelines Section 15124(b)). “Among the factors that may be 
used to eliminate alternatives from detailed consideration in an EIR are: (i) failure to meet most of 
the basic project objectives…” (CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(c)). The case law makes clear 
that (provided the objectives of the proposed project are not synonymous with the proposed 
project, i.e., the objectives cannot include “development of the proposed project”) lead CEQA 
agencies are given broad discretion to determine the objectives of a project for CEQA purposes, and 
that such objectives will often and appropriately be narrower when the project at issue is proposed by 
a private applicant rather than by the Lead Agency. See, e.g., Sierra Club v. County of Napa, 121 
Cal.App.4th 1490 (2004) (upholding agency's reliance on project applicant's objectives to narrow 
scope of alternatives and ultimately reject reduced-scale alternative as infeasible based on its 
frustration of project objectives); Sequoyah Hills Homeowners Association v. City of Oakland, 
23 Cal.App.4th 704 (1993). 

Section 1.2.4 (CEQA Objectives) of the FEIS provides a statement of project objectives as required 
by CEQA. It provides the underlying purpose of the Red Bluff Substation, to respond to 
interconnection requests as part of the Large Generator Interconnection Plan (LGIP) from 
generators in the Desert Center area by constructing a substation to interconnect with the DPV 
500 kV transmission line. These CEQA objectives were modified by the BLM from First Solar’s 
stated project objectives in order to ensure they were clear, yet broad enough to not inappropriately 
narrow the scope of alternatives considered in the FEIS. Although SCE proposes to construct the 
Red Bluff Substation in response to interconnection requests from Desert Sunlight Holdings LLC as 
part of the LGIP process, the specific construction of the Red Bluff Substation was not identified in 
the CEQA objectives. 

The discussions of alternative transmission line routes and substation layouts were focused on 
alternatives to the project or its location that are capable of avoiding or substantially lessening any 
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significant effects of the project, even if these alternatives would impede to some degree the 
attainment of the project objectives, or would be more costly (CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(b)). 

N.4.2 Wilderness 

Summary of Issues Raised 

1. Wilderness Experience:  

Due to the close proximity of the Project Area to Joshua Tree Wilderness, and general proximity 
to Chuckwalla Mountains and Palen-McCoy Wilderness areas, a number of Wilderness Visitor 
experience issues were raised. Disruption to solitude values and visual intrusion were the primary 
concerns, including the impact of facility lighting on night skies. Fugitive dust and noise in the 
wilderness during the construction phase were also raised. 

2. Wildlife:  

Concerns were raised about potential negative impacts of the Project to wildlife and wildlife 
corridors near and around Joshua Tree National Park, and Joshua Tree Wilderness. 

3. Water Quality: 

General issues over potential negative impacts to water quality near and around Joshua Tree 
National Park and Joshua Tree Wilderness were raised. 

Responses 

1. Wilderness Experience 

To evaluate potential impacts from the Project on the wilderness visitor experience, it is important 
to highlight two pieces of federal legislation: the Wilderness Act of 1964 and the California Desert 
Protection Act of 1994. 

Wilderness Act 

Section 2(c) of the Wilderness Act of 1964 [Public Law 88-577], which defines designated wilderness 
areas, was referenced directly and indirectly by commenters. This section of the Act includes the 
following definitions:  

“……which is protected and managed so as to preserve its natural conditions and which 

(1) generally appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature, with the imprint of man's work 
substantially unnoticeable;  

(2) has outstanding opportunities for solitude or a primitive and unconfined type of recreation;  

(3) has at least five thousand acres of land or is of sufficient size as to make practicable its preservation and 
use in an unimpaired condition; and  

(4) may also contain ecological, geological, or other features of scientific, educational, scenic, or historical 
value.” 
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California Desert Protection Act 

The California Desert Protection Act of 1994 [CDPA], designated Chuckwalla Mountains and 
Palen-McCoy Wilderness Areas. Joshua Tree Wilderness was first designated in 1976 [Public Law 
94-567], and the CDPA expanded Joshua Tree Wilderness by designating the areas around the 
Project area as wilderness. This CDPA specifically addressed the issue of buffer zones:  

"The fact that nonwilderness activities can be seen or heard within a wilderness shall not, of itself, preclude 
such activities or uses up to the boundary of the wilderness area [Public Law 103-433, Section 103(d)]. The 
Act further states that "nondesignated wilderness within Joshua Tree [Wilderness] should receive statutory 
protection pursuant to the Wilderness Act [Public Law 103-433, Section 401-5].” 

Discussion 

Under the aforementioned federal acts Joshua Tree, Chuckwalla Mountains, and Palen-McCoy 
Wilderness Areas were established to protect the unique values contained within such boundaries. 
Desert Sunlight Solar Project, in itself, does not physically change the natural condition or values for 
which each Wilderness area was designated. In addition, the Project does not change the 
opportunity for visitors to experience solitude or primitive unconfined type of recreation within 
those wilderness areas. 

It is recognized, however, that adjacent land uses, which could be impacted by the project, would 
have important impacts on the wilderness experience or values via noise, visual disturbances and 
disruption of wildlife corridors.  

1. Wilderness Experience 

The Project Area would be within the viewshed of some portions of these three wilderness areas. 
The degree of visual impact would depend on the viewing position. There is already existing 
infrastructure within the viewshed, as demonstrated in Figures 4.16-8 and 4.16-9 (Viewshed 
Analysis: Proposed Action and Alternate Action). The construction of this Project would add to the 
infrastructure visible from these wilderness areas. Figure 4.14-3 shows the current view of the 
Project Study Areas from Joshua Tree Wilderness, near the foot of the Coxcomb Mountains. For 
comparison, a second view in Figure 4.14.3 is a visual simulation depicting the Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm from that viewpoint. The vantage points from which the Project would be most visible would 
be elevated viewpoints that offer panoramic vistas for backcountry hikers. In this context, even 
though the solar farm covers a large area, it would not dominate the view as a whole. The views 
would remain dominated by the more striking visual features such as the rugged mountain  

While visitor numbers within each of these areas are unknown to NPS and BLM, visitation is 
relatively low due to the lack of developed access and predominately steep terrain. The opportunities 
for solitude and a primitive and unconfined type of recreation remain relatively unchanged in each 
wilderness area, even though additional infrastructure would be added to those already existing in 
the viewshed. The typical backcountry experience within each wilderness area will take place out of 
sight and sound of the Project Study Area. A detailed discussion of the visual impacts and 
mitigation, including nighttime lighting, is found in Section 4.16-Visual Resources. Note that 
nighttime lighting is also addressed in Common Response N.4.3. 
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The FEIS acknowledges that fugitive dust from construction would create a temporary visual 
distraction for some users of Joshua Tree Wilderness during the construction phase. A detailed 
discussion of fugitive dust and mitigation measures is included in Section 4.2, Air Resources. The 
FEIS also acknowledges that impacts of night lighting from construction and operation of the Solar 
Farm Layouts B and C would be significant and unavoidable (under the CEQA significance criteria; 
see Section 4.16.3 under “Impact VR-3: Light and Glare”). Mitigation Measure VR-4 has been 
modified in the FEIS to ensure that the effects of sky glow do not exceed the thresholds for light 
pollution set by the National Park Service for Joshua Tree National Park (see Common 
Response N.4.3, below). 

In addition, noise levels during the construction phase of the Project will vary depending on the 
location of the wilderness visitor. Noise levels immediately adjacent to the Project Area are 
determined to be acceptable levels, within Riverside County’s normally acceptable range for both 
rural residential land uses and open space, which are both 45 dBA during the daytime and at night. A 
detailed discussion of the audible impacts and mitigation is found in 4.10, Noise and Vibration. 

2. Wildlife 

The FEIS recognizes direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to wildlife from the proposed action 
and alternatives in the Section 4.4, Wildlife. The discussion of impacts to wildlife in Joshua Tree 
National Park has been clarified in the FEIS (Section 4.4), and direct impacts to intermountain 
wildlife movement are specifically addressed. The FEIS describes that construction of the Solar 
Farm would create obstacles to intermountain and localized movements of wildlife including, but 
not limited to, Nelson’s bighorn sheep, desert tortoise and Palm Springs round-tailed squirrel. 
Potential for intermountain wildlife movement among Joshua Tree National Park, Joshua Tree 
Wilderness and Chuckwalla Mountains Wilderness would be altered. Construction of the Gen-Tie 
Line alternatives and access roads would minimally affect movement of wildlife among these open 
space areas. Impacts to wildlife movement have been clarified, and are considered to be less than 
significant (under the CEQA significance criteria) in the Final EIS, including wildlife movement 
through Joshua Tree National Park.  

Additionally, Section 4.4.9, as revised in the FEIS, details a cumulative impact analysis of project 
impacts to wildlife from the project: 

In addition to the intermountain habitats, desert dry wash woodlands are likely important areas for 
wildlife movement within Project locations and would be directly impacted by construction. 
Exclusion fencing surrounding the Solar Farm and Red Bluff Substation would also directly 
impact the movement of wildlife in the region. Finally, impacts of the Project on the 
Chuckwalla DWMA and Chuckwalla CHU could adversely impact important movement 
corridors for the desert tortoise and other wildlife species in these areas. In consideration of the 
existing and future development within DWMAs, CHUs, desert washes, and other regionally important 
movement corridors, project Alternatives 1, 2, and 3 would contribute to cumulative impacts on wildlife 
movement in these areas. However, due to locations of project facilities under Alternatives 1 and 3, 
and the addition of a mitigation measure for Alternative 2, the Project would not have a 
cumulatively considerable contribution to this impact.  
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3. Water Quality 

There are no permanent water bodies or Waters of the United States in the Project Study Area and 
only intermittent surface water flows occur. No impacts on surface water quality are expected. The 
potential for groundwater to be impacted by vertical transport of contaminants to the water table by 
surface water infiltration is expected to be very low. The potential for water quality impacts would 
be further reduced by implementation of Construction Best Management Practices. A detailed 
discussion of water quality impacts and mitigation is found in Chapter 4.17, Water Resources. 
Impacts to water quality in Joshua Tree National Park would not occur as a result of construction, 
operation, or decommissioning of the proposed Project.  

Section 4.17.2 of the FEIS clarifies that, under CEQA, the proposed Project would have a 
significant impact on water resources if it would have the specific effects defined in the nine 
significance criteria set forth therein. Section 4.17 (Water Resources) of the DEIS analyzes 
Alternatives 1, 2, and 3 against these nine CEQA impacts criteria, including detailed CEQA 
significance determinations. Impacts to water quality on Joshua Tree National Park from the 
proposed Project would be less than significant under the CEQA significance criteria. 

N.4.3 Dark Skies 

Summary of Issues Raised 

These comments raise concerns about the Project’s effect on the darkness of the night sky (i.e., light 
pollution) generally and, in particular, for users of the Joshua Tree National Park, located as close as 
1.3 miles west of the proposed solar facility. Many of the commenters question the adequacy of the 
DEIS analysis related to light, and request additional details on the level of nighttime lighting needed 
for construction, operation and maintenance of the DSSF.  

Response 

Description of the Existing Nighttime Light Environment 

The DEIS describes the area’s value in terms of the high quality of its nighttime skies (Sections 3.16 
and 4.16). This is attributable to the scarce and scattered nature of existing light sources in the 
surrounding area and the prevalence of federally administered land in the region, which limits 
opportunities for development. As briefly stated in Section 4.16.3, existing light sources in the 
Chuckwalla Valley are provided by motorists on I-10. Existing light sources also include street 
lamps, residences, and other commercial/service land uses in the communities of Desert Center and 
Lake Tamarisk; lighting associated with the former Desert Center Airport (now a private special-use 
airport); motorists on local roads; and widely scattered homesteads on private land along Kaiser 
Road, Desert Center/Rice Road, and Eagle Mountain Road. Despite the presence of these existing 
light sources, the area remains highly valued for the quality of its night sky. 

Clarifications on Project-Related Lighting Requirements 

On January 5, 2011, the Project Applicant responded to a data request to clarify the lighting 
footprint of the DSSF (First Solar Inc. 2011). While providing additional details, its response was 
generally consistent with the description on lighting requirements in Chapter 2 of the DEIS.  
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During construction, dusk-to-dawn security lighting would be required for the construction staging 
areas, parking area, construction office trailer entries, site access points, and the security guard 
booth. Most of these areas would be concentrated on a 10 to 20 acre area on the southwestern 
corner of the 3,912 acre site (see Figure 2-30). Staging areas would be 8 acres each, scattered at four 
locations across the site. Lighting is not planned for typical construction activities because 
construction activities would occur primarily during daylight; however, if required, any lighting 
would be limited to that needed to ensure safety and would be temporary. Security lighting during 
operations would be limited to shielded, down-directed, area-specific lighting for the operations and 
maintenance (O&M) facility, on-site substation, visitor center, main entrance gate, and security guard 
booth. Service lighting would be placed in key safety-sensitive areas, such as the switchyard of the 
on-site substation. Service lighting would be provided by floodlights, which would be controlled by a 
local switch or lighting contactor and would only be used during the course of maintenance and 
emergency activities. Temporary portable service lighting could be used occasionally in other 
portions of the solar farm for O&M activities. 

To clarify some of the Project’s lighting requirements, Section 2.2.3 of the DEIS has been modified 
as follows: 

During operations, lighting would be limited to shielded area-specific lighting for security 
purposes for the O&M facility and the on-site substation. Power for the lights would come 
from the on-site substation and/or the existing electrical distribution service. Service lighting 
would be placed in key safety-sensitive areas, such as the switchyard of the on-site substation. The level and 
intensity of lighting during operations would be the minimum needed for security and safety 
purposes. Security lights would use motion sensor technology that would be triggered by movement at 
a human’s height during maintenance or emergency activities. 

As described above, the lighting footprint of the Project during construction and operation would 
be largely confined to a small area on the southwestern corner of the solar farm. The project area as 
a whole would never be flooded with light. While it is not feasible to totally eliminate the amount of 
back-reflected light from shielded, down-directed lamps, the presence and extent of nighttime O&M 
lighting would not be substantially out of character with other existing lighting sources found 
scattered throughout the Chuckwalla Valley. As such, the Project is likely to represent a minor 
addition to the total nighttime light environment. Detailed information on the location, intensity and 
type of light sources will be specified in the lighting plan to be developed during the Project’s final 
design phase, but the applicant has indicated that the lighting would be shielded and confined to the 
site, and only used in areas needed for safety and security. Further, Mitigation Measure MM-VR-4 in 
the DEIS, as modified in response to these comments (see below), provides performance standards 
to be met in the development and implementation of the lighting plan.  

Adequacy of Analysis in the DEIS 

BLM’s Visual Resource Management Policy is the agency’s implementation of legal requirements for 
managing scenic resources, established through NEPA (1969) and FLPMA (1976). A Visual 
Resource Management (VRM) system has been developed by the BLM to apply a standard visual 
assessment methodology to inventory and manage scenic values on lands under its jurisdiction. This 
is the methodology used in the DEIS to identify and analyze visual resource impacts of the Project. 
As indicated in DEIS Section 3.16, this method focuses on a landscape’s intrinsic visual quality, the 
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extent to which it is visible, and the level of public concern to define its visual value. The VRM 
system requires assessment of the visual contrast of a project within the affected landscape, but does 
not require an assessment of a project’s affect on night skies. Nevertheless, in cooperation with the 
National Park Service (NPS) and in response to these comments, Mitigation Measure MM-VR-4 has 
been modified as follows to incorporate additional standards to minimize light pollution. 

Mitigation MM-VR-4: Lighting Control. Consistent with safety and security considerations, 
the Applicant and SCE shall design and install all permanent exterior lighting and all 
temporary construction lighting such that a) lamps and reflectors are not visible from 
beyond the Solar Farm site, including any off-site security buffer areas; b) lighting shall not 
cause excessive reflected glare; c) direct lighting shall not illuminate the nighttime sky, except 
for required FAA aircraft safety lighting (which shall be an on-demand, audio-visual warning 
system that is triggered by radar technology); d) illumination of the Project and its immediate 
vicinity shall be minimized; e) skyglow caused by Project lighting will be avoided, and f) the plan shall 
comply with local policies and ordinances. All permanent light sources shall be below 2,500 Kelvin color 
temperature (warm white) and shall have cutoff angles not to exceed 45 degrees of nadir. All lights, temporary 
and permanent, are to be fully shielded such that the emission of light above the horizontal will be prevented. 
The Applicant and SCE shall submit to the BLM and CPUC for review and approval a Lighting 
Mitigation Plan that includes the following: 

• Specification that LPS or amber LED lighting will be emphasized, and that white lighting (metal 
halide) would (a) only be used when necessitated by specific work tasks, (b) not be used for dusk-to-
dawn lighting, and (c) would be less than 2500 Kelvin color temperature; 

• Specification and map of all lamp locations, orientations, and intensities, including security, 
roadway, and task lighting; 

• Specification of each light fixture and each light shield; 

• Total estimated outdoor lighting footprint, expressed as lumens or lumens per acre; 

• Definition of the threshold for substantial contribution to light pollution in Joshua Tree National 
Park, in coordination with the Night Sky Program Manager (see below); 

• Specifications on the use of portable truck-mounted lighting; 

• Lighting design shall consider setbacks of Project features from the site boundary to 
help satisfy the lighting mitigation requirements; 

• Light fixtures that are visible from beyond the Project boundary shall have cutoff 
angles sufficient to prevent lamps and reflectors from being visible beyond the 
Project boundary, except where necessary for security;  

• Specification of motion sensors and other controls to be used, especially for security 
lighting; 

• Surface treatment specification that will be employed to minimize glare and skyglow; 
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• Results of a Lumen Analysis (based on final lighting plans), in consultation with the NPS Night 
Sky Program Manager (Chad Moore – (970) 491-3700), in order to determine the extent of night 
lighting exposures in the surrounding NPS lands. If the lighting exposure on NPS lands exceeds 
the allowable threshold (which is to be determined in consultation with the NPS Night Sky 
Program Manager), additional control measures will be instituted to reduce the lighting exposures to 
levels below the action threshold; and 

• Documentation that the necessary coordination with the NPS Night Sky Program Manager has 
occurred. 

The preparation and execution of a lighting mitigation plan as described above would ensure that 
the lighting requirements of the proposed action and alternatives do not substantially contribute to 
light pollution in the region and for backcountry hikers in surrounding wilderness. Further, 
Section 4.2, Air Resources, concludes that the net change in wind erosion as a result of the Project 
would be minor, and would not be detectable by visual observation. The air resources section also 
concludes that changes in night sky visibility due to project-related fugitive dust would be minor. 
Fugitive dust emissions during construction of Project facilities would occur primarily during 
daytime hours. The applicant would implement a dust control plan including the use of dust 
suppressants during facility construction. Airborne dust generated from construction sites would be 
widely dispersed and greatly reduced in concentration by nighttime hours. Construction activity 
would be phased across the Solar Farm site over a 26-month period, limiting the amount of 
disturbed area that could produce fugitive dust from wind erosion at night. Development of the 
Project would result in only a small increase in wind erosion potential compared to natural 
conditions. 

N.4.4 Adequacy of Key Observation Points (KOPs) and Simulations 

Summary of Issues Raised 

Commenters raised concerns about the adequacy of key observation points (KOPs) used to simulate 
the DSSF into existing views. Several commenters are particularly concerned about the lack of visual 
simulation from high-elevation portions of surrounding wilderness and Joshua Tree National Park. 

Response 

The visual impact assessment of the DSSF focuses on the most critical viewpoints, or KOPs. The 
intent of establishing KOPs is to visualize the contrast created by the proposed action from 
locations most representative of how the public perceives the affected landscape. The “public” may 
include highway travelers, travelers on local roads, off-highway vehicle users, or dispersed 
recreational users in surrounding wilderness areas. The sensitivity of these diverse user groups to 
changes in the landscape are influenced by a number of factors, including how prominent the view 
of the proposed project is (in terms of scale, distance and angle of observation), the number of 
affected viewers, the duration that viewers are exposed to the view, and whether the viewer groups 
are aware of their surroundings or are expectant of high-quality views. 

The KOPs used in the DEIS were selected with the above referenced criteria in mind, focusing on 
well-traveled roadways, population centers (Lake Tamarisk and Desert Center) and adjacent special 
designation areas. While potentially affected viewers would also include wilderness users in high-
elevation areas of Joshua Tree National Park as well as some residences on private land, simulations 
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of the DSSF from these locations were not included based on the low number of affected viewers. 
Visitor use in the wilderness areas, while unknown by NPS and BLM, is likely to be low due to lack 
of developed access and steep terrain. Further, simulation from private property lines is considered 
inappropriate because the only affected viewers would be the owners, guests or leasers of the 
property. 

However, lack of project simulations from certain vantage points does not preclude an analysis of 
potential visual impacts. As it is not feasible to include vantage points for all potentially affected 
viewers, KOPs are intended to be representative; meaning potential effects of the proposed project 
from other vantage points can be estimated from existing simulations by extension or proxy. For 
example, views of the proposed project from nearby locations are likely to be similar in the degree of 
contrast to the simulation from KOP 3 (Figure 4.16-4). Conversely, views of the DSSF from 
middleground or background zones are shown from KOPs 1, 2 and 4, and are likely to be similar 
from other middleground/background vantage points at similar elevations.  

However, the DEIS has been revised to provide a more in-depth discussion of the potential effect 
of the proposed action and alternatives on views from elevated vantage points in surrounding 
wilderness, including Joshua Tree National Park. To identify backcountry wilderness users as a 
small, but noteworthy user group, the last paragraph of Section 3.16 has been modified, as follows: 

The ROI is surrounded by the scenic landscapes of Joshua Tree National Park (including the 
Joshua Tree Wilderness Area) and Chuckwalla Mountains Wilderness Area. The proposed 
Project is over 1.5 miles from the closest Wilderness Area. It is important to note that the 
portions of Wilderness Areas closest to the proposed Project have landscape characteristics 
that more closely resemble the proposed Project area than most of the Wilderness Area. 
Additionally, use of the surrounding mountains by dispersed recreational users is low due to 
the general lack of visitor serving facilities, developed access, permanent natural water sources and the steep 
terrain. While use levels in these areas are low, the remote and isolated character of the landscape and the 
access to unencumbered, panoramic views of the region are attributes that are highly valued by its users. As 
such, these users are likely to be highly sensitive to visual changes in adjacent landscapes that are visible from 
the wilderness areas.  

In addition, the following discussion of potential impacts to wilderness areas and Joshua Tree 
National Park has been added to Section 4.16.3, before the heading titled “Summary of 
Construction Impacts”: 

Visual Impacts for users of BLM Wilderness Areas and Joshua Tree National Park 

Construction of SF-B, GT-A-1, and Red Bluff Substation would also affect views of the Chuckwalla 
Valley from adjacent wilderness areas (Chuckwalla Mountains Wilderness, Joshua Tree Wilderness, and 
Joshua Tree National Park), particularly from elevated viewpoints within the Project’s viewshed (see 
Figures 4.16-8 and 4.16-9). KOP 2 provides a low-elevation view from the boundary of Joshua Tree 
Wilderness, which as discussed above indicates a weak to moderate contrast within the landscape. This is due 
in large part to the effect of perspective foreshortening, which reduces the apparent size and scale of the Project 
due to a low elevation difference and the narrow angle of view. While elevated/mountainous portions of the 
surrounding wilderness are further removed in distance, the increased elevation difference would cause the size 
and shape of the DSSP to become increasingly apparent. As viewed from higher elevations, the level of 
contrast in form, line and texture would increase significantly; but this increase in contrast would be tempered 
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by a decreased dominance of the Project within the affected views. As vantage points increase in elevation and 
distance, views become increasingly regional and panoramic, thereby decreasing the portion of view affected by 
the proposed Project.  

However, from the elevated vantage points in Joshua Tree Wilderness (Eagle Mountains to the west and 
north and Coxcomb Mountains to the east), with their open, unobstructed, and panoramic views, the 
proposed Project would appear spatially prominent and central to the views of the northern Chuckwalla 
Valley. From these locations, viewers would observe a high level of visual contrast between the proposed 
Project and the surrounding desert basin and mountain landscape. The Project would appear co-dominant 
with the other prominent landscape features (desert basin and surrounding mountains). The overall visual 
change would be moderate-to-high, and in the context of the existing landscape’s moderate-to-high visual 
sensitivity, the resulting visual impact on viewers in Joshua Tree Wilderness would be substantial. 
Construction-related dust plumes would be controlled using dust palliatives and limiting vehicle speeds, as 
described in the air resources analysis in Section 4.2. Light pollution would be minimized as described in 
Mitigation MM-VR-4, lighting control. 

This additional analysis is considered applicable to construction, operation, and decommissioning 
impacts as well, and would not be substantially different for the other action alternatives. As such, 
appropriate references to this discussion have been added to the Final EIS text for O&M and 
decommissioning impact discussions for each alternative. The CEQA analyses have also been 
updated accordingly. To acknowledge wilderness users as a viewer group, the fourth paragraph of 
the cumulative impact discussion in Section 4.16.9 has been modified, as follows: 

The proposed Project would have significant and permanent adverse impacts on visual 
resources. Due to their type and location, the future foreseeable projects are expected to 
have impacts similar to those of the proposed Project; consequently, cumulative adverse 
impacts on visual resources would be significant and permanent. The cumulative impacts 
would involve the conversion of natural desert landscapes to landscapes with prominent 
industrial character (complex industrial forms and lines and surface textures and colors not 
found in natural desert landscapes). Due to the number and extent of projects in the cumulative 
scenario, visual disturbances would dominate views of the Chuckwalla Valley from elevated vantage points 
(e.g., Joshua Tree National Park), resulting in a strong contrast with the existing visual environment. 
Viewers within the I-10 corridor, as well as dispersed recreational users of surrounding wilderness areas, 
would witness industrial landscapes and activities that are out of character with the desert 
landscape. Mitigation (such as MM-VR-1 through MM-VR-6 and other forms of mitigation) 
to minimize the sprawl of an industrialized landscape along the surface of the I-10 corridor 
are available to reduce adverse unavoidable cumulative impacts on visual resources. 
Nonetheless, the proposed Project’s contribution to visual impacts would be cumulatively considerable.  

N.4.5 Recirculation of DEIS 

Summary of Issues Raised 

1. Some commenters suggest that the DEIS should be recirculated as a Supplemental DEIS 
because it failed to clearly identify the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan 
Amendment as part of the project being evaluated and did not provide the specific wording for 
the proposed Plan Amendment. 
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2. Other commenters suggest that other parts of the CDCA Plan may need to be amended, that 
the Purpose and Need is “impermissibly narrow, and that BLM must revise and re-circulate the 
DEIS.” Many of the recommendations for recirculation were in the context of comments about 
additional or substitute information that commenters requested be included (e.g., additional 
studies, revised characterization of environmental setting/conditions, revised statement of 
project objectives, consideration of additional alternatives) in the EIS.  

Response 

NEPA Guidance on Recirculation. According to Section 5.3 of the BLM’s NEPA Handbook, 
supplementing an EIS is required only in the following limited circumstances: 

1. When substantial changes to the proposed action are made and are relevant to 
environmental concerns (40 CFR 1502.9(c)(1)(i)); 

2. When a new alternative is added that is outside the spectrum of alternatives already analyzed 
(see Question 29b, CEQ Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ’s NEPA 
Regulation, March 23, 1981); and  

3. When there are new significant circumstances or information relevant to environmental 
concerns and have bearing on the proposed action or its effects (40 CFR 1502.9(c)(1)(ii)). 

No substantial changes to the proposed action have been made, no new alternatives have been 
added and no new significant circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns have 
been identified. Accordingly, supplementation or recirculation of the DEIS is not required.  

CEQA Guidance on Recirculation. Because this EIS may be used by the California Public 
Utilities Commission in support of its decision on SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, recirculation must 
also be considered under CEQA. Under CEQA, if significant new information is added to an EIR 
(or an EIS serving the purpose of an EIR under CEQA Guidelines Section 15221) after 
commencement of public review but prior to certification of the final document, the agency must 
issue a new notice and must “recirculate” the revised document, or portions of the document, for 
additional comment and consultation (Pub. Res. Code § 21092.1; CEQA Guidelines § 15088.5; 
Laurel Heights Improvement Ass'n. v. Regents of Univ. of Cal. (Laurel Heights II), 6 Cal.4th 1112, 1129 
(1993)). Recirculation requirements were addressed by the California Supreme Court in Laurel Heights 
II. The Court's holding is now reflected in CEQA Guideline Section 15088.5, which requires 
recirculation of an EIR only when “significant new information” is added to the document. 
Examples of the type of new information that is significant enough to require recirculation include: 

(1) A new significant environmental impact would result from the project or from a new 
mitigation measure proposed to be implemented. 

(2) A substantial increase in the severity of an environmental impact would result unless 
mitigation measures are adopted that reduce the impact to a level of insignificance. 

(3) A feasible project alternative or mitigation measure considerably different from others 
previously analyzed would clearly lessen the environmental impacts of the project, but the 
project's proponents decline to adopt it. 
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(4) The draft EIR was so fundamentally and basically inadequate and conclusory in nature that 
meaningful public review and comment were precluded. 

Therefore, under CEQA, the critical issue in determining whether recirculation is required, is 
whether the new information added to the document is “significant.” If it is, then recirculation is 
required under Public Resources Code Section 21092.1. If not, the document may be certified 
without a further round of public review and comment. In fact, a significant purpose of CEQA’s 
Draft document circulation and comment process is to elicit information and to allow the agency to 
provide refined analysis and to make adjustments to the project that reduce impacts in the Final 
document. 

The inclusion of new information that does not show new or increased significant impacts, the 
conclusion that an impact is less than assessed in the Draft document, or the identification of new 
mitigation measures or alternatives that offer reduced impacts and are within the range of 
alternatives analyzed in the Draft document (unless they create their own significant impacts), do not 
require recirculation.  

The information and analysis presented in this FEIS has not changed such that any of those situa-
tions exist here. The FEIS does not disclose any new significant environmental impacts or increased 
severity of impacts, nor does it disclose any new mitigation measures or alternatives that the Project 
applicant, First Solar, has not agreed to accept or that are outside of the range of mitigation 
measures and alternatives already analyzed in the DEIS. The new information and analysis presented 
in the FEIS clarifies and amplifies the information and analysis presented previously in the DEIS. 
Under these circumstances, CEQA does not require recirculation. 

Specific Responses: 

1. The EIS clearly identifies the CDCA Plan Amendment as part of the proposed Project. 
Section 1.2.1 of the DEIS states “The BLM’s actions will also include concurrent consideration 
of amending the CDCA Plan of 1980, as amended.” Section 1.3.1 specifies that “BLM 
authorization of a ROW grant for the Project would require a resource management plan 
amendment (PA) to the CDCA Plan (BLM 1980), as amended.” Section 1.6 of the DEIS states 
“[b]ecause solar power facilities are an allowable use of the land as it is classified in the CDCA 
Plan, the proposed Project does not conflict with the Plan. However, Chapter 3 (Energy 
Production and Utility Corridors element) of the CDCA Plan, as amended, also requires that 
newly proposed power generation facility sites that are not already identified in the Plan be 
considered through the Plan Amendment process. The application area is not identified within 
the Plan, and therefore a Plan Amendment is required to include the area as a recognized 
element of the Plan and to determine the suitability of the application area for solar 
development.”  

 Additionally, Section 2.2.2 of the DEIS explains that each of the action alternatives would 
require an amendment to the CDCA Plan, as would the two No Project Alternatives. 
Specifically, each of the three action alternatives analyzed in the FEIS, would require a finding 
of suitability for solar development. The No Action Alternative and two No Project 
Alternatives would require either no plan amendment, a plan amendment to identify the land as 
suitable for solar development or a plan amendment to identify the land as not suitable for solar 
development, respectively. Chapter 2 describes the plan amendment process and the land use 
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plan amendment decisions to be made. The specific language relating to a plan amendment will 
be provided in the ROD once a decision is made on the project. The environmental 
consequences of each of these No Action/No Project Alternatives are addressed in the EIS. 
Additionally, Section 2.2.2 in the FEIS has been revised to more specifically state the land use 
plan amendment decisions connected with each alternative.  

2. Please refer to Common Response N.4.1 for a response to the comment relating to Purpose 
and Need. 

N.4.6 Adequacy of Analysis 

Summary of Issues Raised 

1. Various commenters claim that BLM failed to: compile an adequate inventory of resources; 
provide adequate baseline information and description of the environmental setting; properly 
identify and analyze impacts to resources from all project components; and identify adequate 
mitigation measures to comply with NEPA and CEQA. 

2. Commenters suggest that the DEIS identifies a large number of deferred studies in the form of 
mitigation measures, that deferral of analysis to some future study is counter to basic disclosure 
purposes of law, and that deferral of important studies makes it impossible to completely 
identify the affected environment and whether adverse impacts can be mitigated.  

Response 

1. Section 1.5.2 identifies the 16 environmental components addressed in the FEIS - air resources; 
biological resources (vegetation and wildlife); climate change; cultural; paleontological; geology and 
soil; lands and realty; noise and vibration; public health and safety and hazmat; recreation; 
socioeconomics and environmental justice; special designation areas; traffic and transportation; 
visual and water resources (surface and groundwater). Further, additional detailed information for 
some resources such as noise, air quality, biological resources, hydrology, geology, traffic and 
hazardous wastes is provided in technical reports and supporting information in technical 
appendices. 

The environmental setting (existing condition) of the Project area is described in Chapter 3 using 
information from literature reviews, fieldwork, and input from appropriate federal, state and local 
agencies. Where appropriate, the individual resource sections in Chapter 3 define and describe a 
resource-specific region of influence (ROI), which serves as the baseline for environmental impact 
analysis. Defining the existing situation allows for characterization and anticipation of the proposed 
Project impacts and forms the basis for the environmental analysis. Sources for the literature reviews 
include published technical reports, internet resources, government sources, aerial photos, and 
information provided by applicant. Where existing information regarding the Project area was 
insufficient or outdated or specifically required by jurisdictional agencies, new surveys and studies 
were conducted to determine existing conditions from which to base impacts.  

As described above, extensive surveys were completed for the proposed Project site. Focused and 
protocol-level surveys for the suite of species known to occur on the proposed Project site were not 
performed for the entire site; however, based on published data about species and habitat in the 
region and the reconnaissance surveys that were performed throughout the site, the DEIS and FEIS 
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assume and conclude that threatened or endangered species and suitable habitat for these species 
exist on the project site. In Association of Irritated Residents v. County of Madera (2003) 107 Cal.App.4th 
1383, the Court specifically addressed whether protocol-level surveys were required to adequately 
determine the significance of impacts to special-status species in an EIR and concluded that they 
were not. According to the Court, “CEQA does not require a lead agency to conduct every recom-
mended test and perform all recommended research to evaluate the impacts of a proposed proj-
ect. The fact that additional studies might be helpful does not mean that they are required,” particu-
larly, where, as here, there is sufficient information regarding the biological resources on site to 
determine potential impacts.  

The individual sections in Chapter 4 describe the individual and cumulative impacts to the various 
resources anticipated as a result of the Project and identify mitigation measures designed to reduce 
or eliminate such impacts. Table ES-3, Applicant Measures (AMs) and Mitigation Measures (MMs), 
provides a consolidated comprehensive list of mitigation measures designed to reduce or eliminate 
negative impacts associated with the Project.  

NEPA requires that an EIS include consideration of mitigation measures to reduce adverse 
environmental impacts. There is no requirement in NEPA to mitigate all impacts below a threshold 
as required under CEQA, but mitigation may be proposed and required as part of the approved 
project. However, because this document may be used by the California Public Utilities Commission 
in its decision to issue a permit for the Red Bluff Substation, this document has been prepared in an 
effort to be consistent with CEQA pursuant to Section 15221 of the CEQA Guidelines; therefore, 
the EIS must describe feasible measures which could minimize significant adverse impacts per 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.4(a)(1). Consistent with this requirement, the FEIS describes all 
feasible mitigation measures to minimize significant adverse impacts. Nonetheless, certain impacts 
of the proposed Project and action alternatives remain significant and unavoidable despite 
mitigation. The final mitigation measures that will be implemented as part of the Project, if 
approved, will be disclosed in the Record of Decision (ROD). The DEIS and the FEIS include 
extensive mitigation measures addressing the potential adverse impacts of the Project. Many of these 
are measures that have been used extensively throughout the State and, therefore, are anticipated to 
effectively address the adverse Project impacts. In addition, many of the measures include standards 
or other requirements that, if not met, would trigger the need for additional mitigation. Many of the 
mitigation measures require the preparation of detailed plans during final design and prior to any 
activity on the Project site. This is consistent with the requirements of NEPA because these 
measures identify the impacts intended to be addressed by those plans and key activities that would 
be included in those plans to mitigate the identified impacts. This is also consistent with the 
requirements of CEQA as described in detail under (2) below. 

In summary, the DEIS provided an adequate baseline and inventory of resources, and the mitigation 
measures in the FEIS are adequate to address the adverse Project impacts (and the significant 
adverse impacts under CEQA). Where there are adverse impacts that mitigation measures cannot 
entirely mitigate, these impacts have been identified as unavoidable adverse impacts of the Project 
and other alternatives, as applicable. 

2. Several commenters stated that DEIS mitigation measures improperly defer mitigation by 
requiring completion of future plans. Mitigation measures that predicate future actions and 
obligations on data, analysis and results of future studies do not improperly defer mitigation, are not 
counter to disclosure, nor do they deprive the public of a meaningful opportunity to comment on 
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the adequacy of the mitigation measures. To the contrary, the mitigation measures proposed in the 
FEIS provide performance standards that are sufficiently detailed to allow for meaningful agency 
and public review. Requirements for the timing, coverage and contents of the surveys are 
established, as are standards for surveyor qualifications and training. Requirements for operational 
plans that have yet to be developed also are established in great detail.  

CEQA Notes on Adequacy of Analysis 

The DEIS reflects a good faith effort to investigate and disclose environmental impacts of the 
project (see CEQA Guidelines §§ 15003(i), 15151), and the EIS’s mitigation measures are legally 
adequate. CEQA states that formulation of mitigation measures may specify performance standards 
which would mitigate the significant effects of the project and which may be accomplished in more 
than one specified way. CEQA Guidelines § 15126.4(a)(1)(B). The DEIS identified a number of 
mitigation measures that require the preparation of a more precise mitigation plan after certification 
of the EIS, which is acceptable under CEQA provided that practical considerations make it difficult 
to develop the plan at this stage of the planning process and the agency “commits itself to eventually 
devising measures that will satisfy specific performance criteria articulated at the time of approval.” 
Sacramento Old City Association v. City Council (1991) 229 Cal.App.3d 1011, 1028-1029.  

In Sacramento Old City Association v. City Council, the city approved a menu of options for reducing the 
parking effects of an office complex and convention center. The options were proposed as possible 
components of a program that would be designed to meet a performance standard of 90-percent 
parking usage. The court upheld the measure, reasoning that, when it is known that mitigation is 
feasible but it is impractical to devise specific measures early in the planning process, “the agency 
can commit itself to eventually devising measures that will satisfy specific performance criteria at the 
time of project approval.” Id. at 1029; see also Sundstrom v. County of Mendocino (1988) 202 Cal.App.3d 
296, 307. 

It is common for formulation of a mitigation plan to be deferred when a regulatory agency other 
than the Lead Agency will be reviewing or approving the mitigation and can be expected to impose 
mitigation requirements independent of CEQA as a condition of the permit. These requirements are 
often worked out through a consultation and approval process that takes place after the 
environmental document is completed. In this type of situation, it often makes sense to defer 
formulation of the specifics of mitigation measures to ensure they will meet the regulatory agency's 
requirements. Compliance with regulatory agency standards for mitigation can be relied upon to 
ensure adequate mitigation under CEQA. As a result, regulatory approval of a mitigation program 
might serve as an adequate performance standard as long as the regulatory agency's standards for 
adequate mitigation are identified in the EIR (or in an EIS that is used in lieu of an EIR). See Defend 
the Bay v. City of Irvine (2004) 119 Cal.App.4th 1261, 1275 (holding no improper deferral of mitigation 
even though future investigations and consultation with regulatory agencies was required and further 
holding that an agency may defer defining the specifics of mitigation measures if it “commits itself 
to mitigation and lists the alternatives to be considered, analyzed and possibly incorporated in the 
mitigation plan”); Endangered Habitats League v. County of Orange (2005) 131 Cal.App.4th 777, 794 
(upholding habitat mitigation measure because the EIR called for either off-site preservation of 
habitat at a specified ratio or obtaining habitat loss permits from relevant agencies). 

In the case of the proposed Project in the DEIS, the deferred mitigation criticized by commenters 
focused on mitigation plans that will be subject to review and input by other regulatory agencies – 
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for example, in the case of species protection, mitigation measures that will be required under the 
federal and state endangered species acts through consultation and incidental take permit programs. 
In addition, the mitigation described in the DEIS contains details of the mitigation requirements 
(and refer to the detailed plans to be developed).  

In this case, the practical difficulty of identifying the precise mitigation requirements for this project 
stems in part from the role of other regulating agencies in approving the project, including the 
United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and California Department of Fish and Game 
(CDFG). These agencies would be required to issue “incidental take” permits based on the project’s 
potential impact on listed species. The need for some level of deferral is necessary to avoid a 
mitigation approach that might ultimately be rejected by these agencies. In the context of biological 
resources mitigation, the Court in Defend the Bay v. City of Irvine (2004, 119 Cal.App.4th 1261, 
1275-1276) determined that the Lead Agency may defer defining the specifics of mitigation 
measures if the agency commits to the mitigation, the EIR specifies performance standards, and the 
agency “lists the alternatives to be considered, analyzed, and possibly incorporated in the mitigation 
plan.” In Defend the Bay, the Court upheld as adequate a mitigation measure that required the 
applicant to (1) consult with the USFWS and CDFG; (2) conduct surveys during the breeding 
season to determine if the birds are in fact present; (3) obtain a determination regarding the long-
term value of the habitat area; (4) obtain permits from the USFWS and CDFG; and (5) coordinate 
avoidance measures as required by USFWS and CDFG. 

Additional case law supporting the EIR mitigation approach can be found in California Native Plant 
Society v. City Rancho Cordova (2009) 172 Cal. App. 4th 603. In the Rancho Cordova case, the California 
Native Plant Society claimed that mitigation for significant impacts to wetlands and vernal pool fairy 
shrimp habitat was inadequate because the requirement for creation and protection of replacement 
habitat did not identify a specific location for the replacement habitat. The Court rejected that 
argument, concluding that “the agency does not have to commit to any particular mitigation 
measure in the EIR, as long as it commits to mitigating the significant impacts of the project.” The 
Court ruled that the City could defer the development of the specific manner in which off-site 
mitigation was provided. 

Based on the discussion above, and other relevant case law, the mitigation measures proposed in the 
FEIS provide performance standards that are sufficiently detailed under CEQA to allow for 
meaningful agency and public review. 

N.4.7 Alternatives Analyzed 

Summary of Issues Raised 

1. Some commenters suggest that the BLM should consider an all-private-lands alternative. Some 
commenters suggest that sites closer to urban areas or on previously disturbed lands should have 
been considered. Other commenters suggest that solar panels should be on rooftops in towns or 
cities or on already highly degraded desert lands not where it is currently proposed and therefore 
the full range of possible sites to mitigate negative environmental impacts were not considered.  

2. Some commenters suggest that the Gen-tie Line should be placed underground or suggested 
that they prefer Gen-Tie Line A-2 (GT-A-2). 
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Response 

1. Concerning siting decisions, the BLM’s role in managing public lands includes facilitating land 
uses on lands under the BLM’s jurisdiction while appropriately balancing and responding to multiple 
interests concerning federal mandates, collaborating agencies’ directives, and BLM’s own interests. 
As a result, the site considered in the FEIS focuses on actions by the BLM that would respond to 
the specific application for a ROW grant received by the BLM for the DSSF project. The 
Applicant’s proposal to construct, operate, and ultimately decommission the DSSF on the proposed 
site is evaluated, and alternatives proposed in the FEIS, consistent with the BLM’s role in managing 
the public lands subject to its authority. 

The BLM appreciates the concerns raised regarding the potential authorization of solar energy 
developments on previously undeveloped sites. The BLM, the DOE, and the State of California 
have all identified commercial-scale solar energy as an integral component of a future energy system 
which is sustainable, while reducing the emission of greenhouse gases. The BLM agrees that locating 
commercial-scale solar energy facilities on previously disturbed sites is desirable. For example, the 
EPA’s RE-Powering America’s Land program has identified a number of contaminated lands and 
abandoned mine sites nationwide, including some sites on BLM-managed lands in California, that 
have the potential for renewable energy development (See, e.g., EPA 2010). However, the Applicant 
for the DSSF has not proposed to develop its project on such lands, and the BLM has not received 
any applications for commercial-scale solar energy projects on such lands. To access the 
innumerable benefits of solar energy, sites must be identified that meet a variety of technical criteria 
(such as high solarity and particular slope and grade), and that minimize impacts to environmental 
resources.  

Locating a utility-scale renewable energy generating facility in an urban area or on previously 
disturbed lands would present considerable challenges relating to site control, negotiations with 
numerous landowners, and overall acreage needs. Alternative sites on other BLM managed lands 
were not considered because the BLM is responding to the application for the specific parcel 
identified in the applicant’s ROW grant application.  

As a result, the alternatives considered in the FEIS focus on alternatives that would require an action 
by the BLM and that respond to the specific application for a ROW grant received by the BLM for 
the DSSF (see, e.g. BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1, January 2008, Section 6.6.1 Reasonable 
Alternatives). It was confirmed in the California Energy Commission (CEC)/BLM CEQA/NEPA 
joint documents (e.g., the Palen Solar Power Project and Genesis Solar Energy Project documents) 
on large-scale solar-thermal power plants, that all-private-lands alternatives present considerable 
challenges, including difficulties associated with obtaining sufficient site control from a number of 
different landowners who may or may not be motivated to allow utility-scale energy generation 
facilities to be developed on their property, the large number of acres that would be required for a 
viable project of this type, and the absence of any clear environmental benefit associated with 
development on private versus public land. In addition, many of the private parcels identified in the 
joint CEC/BLM environmental documents mentioned above that could support large-scale 
renewable energy development have subsequently been secured by other developers. Accordingly, 
BLM declined to accept suggestions that it consider the placement of the proposed utility-scale 
renewable energy projects on private lands.  
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The EIS also considers an alternative in which rooftop and other “distributed” solar would be 
developed rather than the large scale solar project included in the proposed action. Section 2.6.8 
considers this alternative, and explains that it is eliminated because the rate of distributed PV 
development observed in 2009 would result in it taking over 50 years to achieve the 33 percent 
Renewables Portfolio Standard goal through reliance on distributed PV alone, threatening the 
utilities’ compliance with Renewable Portfolio Standards. While distributed solar may be one 
component of the larger solution to energy concerns, it does not currently appear feasible that it 
could entirely replace the role large scale projects such as the Desert Sunlight project play in meeting 
the goals defined in California’s Renewables Portfolio Standard. 

With regard to the comments relating to the FEIS not considering the full range of possible 
alternatives or the comment suggesting that the public land area within the application that has been 
excluded from the footprint of the proposed Project and the reduced acreage alternative should be 
excluded from future energy development, NEPA directs the BLM to “study, develop, and describe 
appropriate alternatives to recommended courses of action in any proposal that involves unresolved 
conflicts concerning alternative uses of available resources” (NEPA Section 102(2)(E)). A discussion 
of alternatives need not be exhaustive. What is required is information sufficient to permit the BLM 
to make a “reasoned choice” among alternatives so far as environmental aspects are concerned 
(40 CFR 1502.14). 

In order to establish the reasonable range of alternatives to be considered, the defined project 
purpose and need functions as the first and most important screening tool. Thereafter, the range of 
alternatives is based on the applicant’s proposed action, alternatives that would reduce or avoid 
adverse impacts of the applicant’s project, and appropriate No Action Alternatives. The full range of 
possible alternatives may be narrowed to a “reasonable number” that covers the full spectrum of 
alternatives. In determining the alternatives to be considered, the emphasis is on what is 
“reasonable” rather than on whether the proponents or others like or are capable of implementing 
the alternative. See BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) §6.6.1.  

The number and range of alternatives considered in the EIS is reasonable. In total, 16 alternatives to 
the proposed action were considered by the BLM. Five were carried forward, in addition to the 
proposed action, for more detailed review. Three of the six are action alternatives (the Proposed 
Action Alternative with Land Use Plan Amendment, Alternate Action Alternative with Land Use 
Plan Amendment and the Reduced Solar Farm Footprint Alternative with Land Use Plan 
Amendment) and one “no action” and two “no project” alternatives, under which no project would 
be approved and no approval of a CDCA Plan amendment would occur (No Issuance of a Right-of-
Way Grant and No Land Use Plan Amendment, No Issuance of a Right-of-Way Grant with Land 
Use Plan Amendment to Identify the Area as Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development and No 
Issuance of a Right-of-Way Grant with Land Use Plan Amendment to Identify the Area as Suitable 
for Solar Energy Development). This is a reasonable number of alternatives given the breadth of the 
BLM’s statement of purpose and need. Further, the alternatives carried forward for more detailed 
consideration in the FEIS sufficiently cover the full spectrum of alternatives because the scope of 
impacts assessed went from none (no action) to some (reduced acreage) to lessened in some respects 
(reconfigured). 
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CEQA Notes on Alternatives Analyzed 

CEQA requires a range of reasonable alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project, 
which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project but would avoid or 
substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative merits 
of the alternatives (CEQA Guidelines 15126.6(a)). 

An environmental document need not consider alternatives that are infeasible (CEQA Guidelines 
Section 15126.6(a)). The alternatives presented in an environmental document must be potentially 
feasible, defined as “capable of being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period 
of time, taking into account economic, environmental, social, and technological factors” (Pub. Res. 
Code §21061.1). The Guidelines add the term “legal” to the list of factors to take into account 
(CEQA Guidelines §15364). The alternatives discussed in an environmental document must be 
reasonable alternatives, selected to foster informed decision-making and public participation (CEQA 
Guidelines § 15126.6(a)). An environmental document need not consider an alternative whose effect 
cannot reasonably be ascertained or whose implementation is remote and speculative (CEQA 
Guidelines § 15126.6(f)(3)). 

CEQA does not contain ironclad rules relating to the range of alternatives to be discussed in an 
environmental document. The nature and scope of the alternatives analysis is governed by the rule 
of reason (CEQA Guidelines §15126.6(a)). An environmental document is not deficient if it 
excludes potential alternatives from its analysis so long as it discusses a reasonable range of 
alternatives. No set number of alternatives is necessary to constitute a legally adequate range of 
alternatives. The scope of alternatives will vary from case to case depending on the nature of the 
project under review. If a reasonable basis for the choices the agency makes is found in the 
environmental document or elsewhere in the record, a reviewing court will defer to the agency's 
selection of alternatives. See, e.g., Save San Francisco Bay Ass'n v. San Francisco Bay Conserv. & Dev. 
Comm'n (1992) 10 Cal. App. 4th 908. 919, (upholding an EIR's discussion of alternatives because the 
record showed that the city had considered a number of potential alternatives and selected a range 
of prototypical alternatives for analysis in the EIR). 

CEQA does not require the discussion of alternative locations for the project. Under the CEQA 
Guidelines, the environmental document must include a reasonable range of alternatives to the 
project or to the location of the project (CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(a)). However, a key 
factor in considering alternative sites is whether the project would or could be implemented at the 
alternative site. CEQA compliance requires consideration of concrete alternatives that will actually 
provide an alternative measure of carrying out the project. It does not require consideration of 
unrealistic, hypothetical alternatives.  

As stated above, the DEIS considered 16 alternatives to the proposed project. After consideration, 
some of these alternatives did not meet most of the project objectives. Other alternatives were 
found not to meet the key requirement of reducing impacts as compared to the proposed Project or 
were not feasible. Three action and three no action/no project alternatives were carried forward for 
more detailed review. The DEIS also considered two alternative locations for the Red Bluff 
Substation: Substation A (to the east) and Substation B (to the west). Impacts associated with these 
alternative locations are analyzed in detail in the EIS. 

In conclusion, the DEIS contains a reasonable range of alternatives meeting CEQA’s requirements. 
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2. Based on public comment, the BLM has considered whether to pursue an alternative in which all 
or a portion of the Gen-Tie Line routes would be installed underground because of its proximity to 
Lake Tamarisk and the Town of Desert Center. Section 2.6.9, Underground Installation of Gen-Tie 
Lines, has been added to the discussion of alternatives eliminated from detailed analysis. That 
discussion concludes as follows: 

BLM and the CPUC have evaluated the information included in First Solar’s report and have 
determined that, based on the Agencies’ own experience, expertise and research, 
undergrounding Desert Sunlight’s gen-tie lines would be infeasible. Although the technology 
for underground transmission lines is available and has been used to reduce visual impacts 
and to avoid overhead construction through congested areas by major utilities in California, 
the increased environmental impacts that would result in other resource areas does not 
justify the use of undergrounding in this case. Specifically, the lack of adequate paved 
roadways for installation of the gen-tie lines serving the Desert Sunlight project would result 
in substantially greater impacts in biological resources, cultural resources, air quality, and 
noise than for the overhead gen-ties. The additional costs and technical risks associated with 
undergrounding also make it undesirable under these conditions. As a result, the 
underground gen-tie alternative has been eliminated from detailed consideration. 

N.4.8 Property Value 

Summary of Issues Raised 

Various comments indicate concerns that the proposed Gen-Tie routes would adversely affect 
future use of the private properties adjacent to the proposed right-of-way routes and also reduce 
property values of the neighboring properties. Several commenters expressed the opinion that the 
Proposed Action Alternative would preclude potential future commercial or industrial development 
of the properties along Kaiser Road near Lake Tamarisk.  

Most of the commenters specifically expressed their opposition to the Gen-Tie Alternative A-1 (i.e., 
Kaiser Road Route) and their preference for the Gen-Tie Alternative A-2 (East of Lake Tamarisk 
Route). While most of the Gen-Tie Alternative A-1 is located on BLM land, the short segment near 
the Lake Tamarisk area would traverse private properties. This area is also currently identified in the 
current Desert Center Area Plan of the 2003 Riverside County General Plan as the future location 
for potential community development.  

Response  

Most of the land in the Project area is undeveloped and in its natural state. There are also a few 
agricultural properties dedicated to jojoba production in the area. The Lake Tamarisk community 
consists of single family retirement housing, a lake, and a golf course. The current land use 
designations for the area are discussed in Section 3.9, Lands and Realty. The land parcels directly 
adjacent to the right-of-way for the proposed Gen-Tie Alternative A-1 are currently designated for 
rural residential or recreation use (see Figure 3.9-3). Potential future use of the parcels and the 
nearby Lake Tamarisk community is for Community Development (see Figure 3.9-19).  

The foreseeable future demand and likelihood of any such development occurring in the area is 
unclear and uncertain given its current small residential population, rural location and limited 
infrastructure. Consequently, it is highly speculative that future development will occur and 
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therefore insufficient likelihood that any physical impacts would occur. Simply stated, there is 
insufficient information to attribute an impact to the properties that would represent an adverse 
environmental and physical impact under CEQA or NEPA to the currently undeveloped property.  

Most of the commenters expressed concern about potential adverse effects on property values from 
the proposed Project. Potential visual impacts as well as health and safety effects are generally the 
primary concerns commonly associated with living near power lines. The Project’s visual impacts are 
analyzed in the DEIS, Section 4.16, Visual Resources, and mitigation measures are identified that 
reduce the Project’s impacts to visual resources. Although the presence of Electric and Magnetic Fields 
(EMF) is generally not recognized as a NEPA or CEQA issue, the potential relevance and effects of 
EMFs are discussed in the DEIS, Sections 3.11 and 4.11, Public Health and Safety/Hazardous 
Materials and in Common Response N.4.9, below. 

In recent years, extensive analysis of the potential impacts of high-voltage transmission lines on 
residential property values has been performed. The impacts are not easily measurable. Many studies 
indicate no significant effect on residential property values. Other studies have found some evidence 
that transmission lines may affect property values under some circumstances. The research has 
generally found any property value effects to be smaller than anticipated with an average discount of 
between 1 and 10 percent of property value reported for homes in very close proximity to the power 
lines. The property value impacts are reduced as distance from the line increases and at a distance of 
200 feet the property value impact generally disappear. In cases where views are completely 
unobstructed, negative impacts may extend up to a quarter of a mile but the effects are reduced 
considerably by even partial screening (e.g. trees, landscaping or topography (Pitts 2007). 

Value diminution attributable to tower line proximity is temporary and usually decreases over time – 
disappearing entirely in 4 to 10 years (except for properties adjacent to or in direct view of the tower 
structures where the effects may be longer lasting). High-end custom homes are also more 
susceptible to value diminution effects than lower-end homes (Pitts 2007).  

Projecting the magnitude of any site specific decrease in home values requires extensive real estate 
market analysis and is beyond the scope of environmental review under NEPA or CEQA. CEQA 
Guidelines § 15131(a) states that economic or social effects of a project shall not be treated as 
significant effects on the environment, and these effects only need to be considered in a chain of cause 
and effect if they would result in a physical change to the environment that was caused in turn by the 
economic or social changes. Furthermore, in a predominantly undeveloped and/or agricultural area 
such as that within the study area, property prices would be mostly determined by the land’s 
agricultural productivity. Consequently, since the proposed Project would have a very small (if not 
negligible) impact on the area’s local agricultural productivity1 the proposed Project may 
correspondingly be reasonably expected to have a similarly very small impact on local property prices. 
Potential property diminution impacts would mostly be attributable and at issue for the Gen-Tie 
Alternative A-1 (Kaiser Road) route. While the Gen-Tie Alternative A-2 route would traverse several 
private properties, the right-of-way acquisition process can be expected to largely address any land 
value and/or farmland productivity impacts to the local land owners because landowners allowing use 
of their land for the gen-tie would be compensated for use of their land by the Applicant. 
                                                 
1 Most of the proposed Right of Way route alternatives would not cross existing agricultural land. Along sections where 

the route it would traverse farmland, continued jojoba cultivation could continue given the relatively low height of 
mature jojoba shrubs.  
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Additionally, the FEIS considers an alternative in which all or a portion of the Gen-Tie Line would 
be underground, but ultimately determines that such an alternative would be infeasible for the 
reasons described in Common Response N.4.7 and new FEIS Section 2.6.9. 

N.4.9 Cadmium Exposure 

Summary of Issues Raised 

Commenters have concerns regarding the potential threats to the environment and human health 
from exposure to cadmium telluride (CdTe) used in the semiconductor materials of the PV modules. 
As indicated in the DEIS, Chapter 4.11, the CdTe is bound to a glass sheet by vapor transport 
deposition during the manufacturing process, followed by sealing the CdTe layer with a laminate 
material and then encapsulating it in a second glass sheet.  

Response 

While CdTe itself is a hazardous substance in an isolated form (i.e., not embedded within a PV 
module), any risk to human health or the environment is minimized by a combination of product 
design, testing, and routine monitoring. The panels meet rigorous performance testing standards 
demonstrating their durability in a variety of environmental conditions. The modules conform to the 
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) test standards IEC 61646 and IEC61730 PV as 
tested by a third party testing laboratory certified by the IEC. In addition, the modules also conform 
to Underwriters Laboratory (UL) 1703 a standard established by the independent product safety 
certification organization. In accordance with UL 1703, the modules undergo rigorous accelerated 
life testing under a variety of conditions to demonstrate safe construction and monitor performance. 
Furthermore, First Solar conducts its own testing including proprietary light soak testing under high 
intensity light and heat to evaluate potential long term degradation, high-cycle dynamic load testing 
where the modules are mechanically flexed thousands of times, and extending the IEC and UL tests 
to multiple test cycles to ensure the module design and performance margin can exceed these 
standards.  

As also stated in the DEIS, Chapter 4.11, the project includes operational and maintenance 
protocols that would be used to identify and remove damaged or defective PV modules during 
annual inspections. Any identified damaged or defective PV modules would be removed from the 
site, as well as PV modules at the time of decommissioning, and then collected and recycled in 
accordance with First Solar’s pre-funded PV module collection and recycling program.  

Inadvertent release of CdTe from PV modules have been the subject of various scientific studies 
and according to the Brookhaven National Laboratory and the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (Fthenakis, Zweibel 2003), the only pathways by which people might be exposed to PV 
compounds from a finished module are by accidently ingesting flakes or dust particles, or inhaling 
dust and fumes. Dust particles would only be generated if the solar module were to be purposefully 
ground to a fine dust or vaporized in a fire, due to upset scenarios that are not reasonable during 
normal operations. The thin CdTe/CdS layers are stable and solid and are encapsulated between 
thick layers of glass, which would crack but not shatter under expected module breakage scenarios. 
Small amounts of CdTe could vaporize and be released from panels during a wildfire at the Project 
site. However, such conditions are unlikely to occur at the Project site because of the lack of fuel to 
support a sustained wildfire and the wildfire mitigation measures for the Project (Mitigation AM-
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HAZ-4). Grass fires are the most likely fire exposure for ground-mounted PV systems, and these 
fires tend to be short-lived due to the thinness of fuels. As a result, these fires are unlikely to expose 
PV modules to prolonged fire conditions or to temperatures high enough to volatilize CdTe, which 
has a melting point of 1,041 degrees Celsius where typical grass fires have a maximum temperature 
of 1000 degrees Celsius (University of Toronto 2009). Moreover, even if a desert wildfire could 
reach that temperature, the actual loss of CdTe from a module would be insignificant (approximately 
0.04 percent). For these reasons, the probability of sustained fires and subsequent emissions in 
adequately designed and maintained utility systems is extremely low (Fthenakis 2005). In addition, 
small amounts of CdTe could leach from broken panels exposed to low pH precipitation, such as 
acid rain (NGI 2010; SAL 2010). However, leaching would primarily occur with finely ground 
materials, which are not expected to be created under natural or intentional/vandalism scenarios. 
Furthermore, removal and recycling of damaged and end-of-life panels would limit the potential 
exposure time of any broken modules to the elements.  

In conclusion, the environmental risks from CdTe PV are minimal and would be less than 
significant. Policy and scientific experts from the German Ministry of Environment, Brookhaven 
National Laboratory, Projekttrager Julich, Joint Research Centre of the European Commission, and 
the German Industry Association for Solar Energy concluded that the “emissions produced during 
the life-cycle of the modules are extremely low, and large scale use of CdTe photovoltaic modules 
does not present any risks to public health and the environment.” (Jager-Waldau 2005) 
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N.4.10 EMF Exposure 

Summary of Issues Raised 

Various commenters indicate concerns regarding impacts resulting from EMF (Electromagnetic 
fields) exposure and negative health impacts. 

Response 

As stated in the DEIS, Chapter 4.11, generation of EMF is not considered a NEPA or CEQA issue 
and no impact significance is presented because: 1) there is no agreement among scientists that EMF 
does create a potential health risk; and 2) there are no adopted NEPA or CEQA standards for 
defining health risks from EMF. However, as indicated and discussed at length in Chapter 3.11, the 
CPUC has undertaken an investigation to consider its role in mitigating the health effects, if any, of 
EMF from utility facilities and power lines. The conclusions of the investigation as summarized in 
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CPUC issued Decision D.06-01-042, on January 26, 2006, resulted in the adoption of rules and 
policies to improve utility design guidelines for reducing EMFs. The CPUC also stated “at this time 
we are unable to determine whether there is a significant scientifically verifiable relationship between 
EMF exposure and negative health consequences.” Regarding interference with electrical equipment, 
the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) has published a design guide (IEEE 
1971) that is used to limit conductor surface gradients to avoid electronic interference. Although 
high frequency energy may interfere with broadcast signals or electronic equipment, this is generally 
not a problem for transmission lines. In addition, as also stated in Chapter 3.11, EMF levels can be 
reduced through shielding, field cancellation or increasing the distance from the source. Shielding, 
which primarily reduces exposure to electric fields, can be actively accomplished by placing trees or 
other physical barriers adjacent to the EMF generating structure. Since electric fields can be blocked 
by most materials, shielding is effective for the electric fields but of limited effectiveness for 
magnetic fields. Buildings are also effective in shielding electric fields. 

Magnetic fields can be reduced by either cancellation or by increasing distance from the field. 
Cancellation is achieved in two ways. A transmission line circuit consists of three “phases”: three 
separate wires (conductors) on a transmission tower. The configuration of these three conductors 
can reduce magnetic fields. When the configuration places the three conductors closer together, the 
interference or cancellation, of the fields from each wire is enhanced. The most common electronic 
equipment that can be susceptible to magnetic field interference is probably computer monitors. 
Magnetic field interference results in disturbances to the image displayed on the monitor. In most 
cases it is annoying, and at its worst, it can require interference measures to correct the problem. 
Possible solutions to this problem include relocating the monitor, using magnetic shield enclosures, 
installing software programs, and replacing cathode ray tube monitors with liquid crystal displays 
that are not susceptible to magnetic field interference. 

The transmission lines would be approximately 135 feet high which has proven effective in reducing 
exposure because the reduction of the field strength drops rapidly with distance. The Project would 
locate the Gen-Tie lines in existing transmission corridors where possible. The Project area is 
predominantly undeveloped and no residences are located within approximately a quarter-mile of 
any Project component. 

N.4.11 Construction Employment 

Summary of Issues Raised 

Several comments raised concerns that DSSF’s construction employment needs would result in a 
major influx of new workers to the local communities. The comments also questioned how 
construction workers would commute to the work site and whether construction worker in-
migration would occur and adversely affect local municipal services.  

Response 

The availability of Project construction workers within the existing regional workforce is a key issue 
underlying the potential for in-migration to occur as a result of the Project. In addition, the 
availability of transit options would also affect the ability of the Project to meet its workforce needs 
with regional workers. 
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Supplemental analysis has been performed to more precisely evaluate the potential for the region’s 
workforce to supply the construction workers needed during the Project’s 26-month construction 
period. The “worker availability” analysis is presented separately due to its length and to avoid 
extensive and confusing revisions to the DEIS text. The approach and data for the analysis is 
adapted from similar worker availability analysis performed for the recently approved Blythe and 
Genesis Solar Projects. In addition, the analysis is based on more conservative and specific 
assumptions than the DEIS regarding the supply and origin of project workers from the region. 
Consequently, its conclusions provide additional analysis to confirming the DEIS analysis’s findings. 

Supplemental Construction Worker Availability Analysis 

Affected Area 

This supplemental analysis provides information and assesses the potential origin and housing/ 
lodging resources available for future project workers. The origin of the DSSF workers likely would 
be a central factor determining the magnitude and extent of the proposed action’s potential for 
socioeconomic impacts to the local and regional communities and economy. The expected 
catchment area for DSSF construction workers’ commuting daily to the site is a primary determinant 
of the project’s social and economic affected environment. If there would be an insufficient number 
of suitable workers to staff the proposed action locally or regionally, then individuals may be 
attracted to the area (either temporarily or permanently), which consequently could result in 
increased demand for housing and local services. 

There is little research and analysis providing guidance for determining the socioeconomic affected 
area for power facilities. The widely referenced EPRI analysis (BLM 2010) generally is cited as research 
showing that workers may commute as much as two hours each direction from their communities 
rather than relocate (BLM 2010). In addition, recent testimony by a representative of the 
Riverside/San Bernardino Building Trades Council also stated the opinion that construction workers 
associated with the proposed action could commute daily two to three hours each way (CEC 2010).  

For the purposes of the supplemental analysis of construction worker, and as a conservative 
assumption recognizing the rural nature of eastern Riverside County, a two-hour daily commute 
radius is used to define the regional study area. As estimated by ESA based on similar analysis by 
AECOM for other similar nearby solar projects in Eastern Riverside County, the two-hour 
commute shed extends into parts of San Diego, Imperial and San Bernardino counties in California. 
The commute radius also extends into western Maricopa County in Arizona to the east and to 
Banning in Riverside County to the west. The north-eastern boundary for commute radius includes 
the very small community of Morongo Valley within San Bernardino County just north of its border 
with Riverside County.  

However, given that there are no major populated urban centers located within the commute radius 
within the counties of San Diego, Imperial and Maricopa, these areas are not included in the regional 
study area for the proposed action. The relatively small community of Twentynine Palms is shown 
to be within the outermost limits of the two-hour radius; however, given both the relatively poor 
roadway connection along Route 62 (suggesting that actual commute time may be higher) and the 
prevalence of other solar projects closer to these communities, it is expected that relatively few if any 
San Bernardino residents would commute daily to work at the DSSF site.  
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Consequently, for analysis, the regional study area is determined to consist predominantly of eastern 
Riverside County in California and La Paz County in Arizona. In addition, the small city of 
Twentynine Palms, the community of Morongo Valley and their respective nearby unincorporated 
areas of San Bernardino County. The western limit for the two commute radius catchment area is 
assumed to extend as far as the community of Banning as a realistic representation of actual typical 
drive time conditions from the project site.  

The local study area consists of the five nearest communities: the City of Blythe, California 
(approximately 60 miles east of the site); the very small community of Desert Center, California; the 
City of Ehrenburg, Arizona (approximately 65 miles east of the site); and the Cities of Indio and 
Coachella, California (both approximately 60 miles west of the site). These cities represent all the 
major communities located within an hour commute of the site and therefore together represent the 
local study area for the proposed action. 

Population 

The current population estimates and recent growth trends for both the regional and local study areas 
are summarized in Table 5-2. All the cities determined to be located within a two-hour commute of 
the site are shown. In addition, data for Riverside, San Bernardino, and La Paz Counties are presented. 
Zip code population estimates were used to estimate the approximate size and location of the 
residential populations within the unincorporated areas of eastern Riverside County located within the 
two-hour commute distance of the site. The unincorporated communities of Cabazon, Desert Center, 
Mecca, Thermal and Thousand Palms are represented within the unincorporated area population 
estimates of Riverside County. The unincorporated community of Morongo Valley also is represented 
within the unincorporated area population estimates of San Bernardino County.  

Table 5-2 
Population Profile of the Regional Study Area 

Population 

Area 

Year 

2000 Population 2010 Population 

Average Annual 
Growth Rate  
(2000 – 10) 

Riverside County, CA 1,545,387 2,139,535 3.3% 
Blythe 20,465 21,812 0.6% 
Coachella 22,724 42,591 6.5% 
Indio 49,116 83,675 5.5% 
Indian Wells 3,816 5,144 3.0% 
La Quinta 23,694 44,421 6.5% 
Palm Desert 41,155 52,067 2.4% 
Rancho Mirage 13,249 17,006 2.5% 
Cathedral City 42,647 52,067 2.0% 
Palm Springs 42,805 48,040 1.2% 
Desert Hot Springs 16,582 26,811 4.92% 
Banning 23,562 28,751 2.00% 
Unincorporated Area1 64,269 99,322 4.5% 

Eastern Riverside County, CA 364,084 521,707 3.6% 
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Table 5-2 (continued) 
Population Profile of the Regional Study Area 

Population 

Area 

Year 

2000 Population 2010 Population 

Average Annual 
Growth Rate  
(2000 – 10) 

San Bernardino County, CA 1,710,139 2,073,149 1.9% 
Twentynine Palms2 14,764 (est) 16,877 1.4% 
Unincorporated Area 5,890 10,580 6.0% 

South San Bernardino County, CA 20,654 27,457 2.9% 
La Paz County, AZ 19,715 21,616 3 0.9% 
Ehrenburg 1,357 1,488 3(est) 0.9% 
Quartzite 3,354 3,731 3 1.1% 
Cibola 172 189 3 (est) 0.9% 
Unincorporated Area4 4,226 4,621 0.9% 

Western La Paz County, AZ 9,109 10,029 1.0% 
Local Study Area5 93,662 149,566 4.8% 
Regional Study Area 392,908 559,193 3.5% 

Notes: CA Cities are shown (by County) in order of their relative distance from the project site. 
1 Adjusted to remove Chuckwalla and Iron Wood State Prison population and includes Desert Center residents.  
2 Estimated population to adjust for Twentynine Palms Military Base.  
3 2009 Data 
4 Consists of entire remainder of La Paz County except for the population of the City of Parker (3,401) and the 

estimated Colorado River Reservation population (8,186).  
5 Blythe, CA; Coachella, CA; Indio, CA; and Ehrenburg, AZ.  
Source: California Department of Finance, 2010; Arizona Department of Commerce, 2010. 

The total population of eastern Riverside County within the regional study area is estimated to be 
559,193 and approximately 26.1 percent of the County’s total population. 

Housing 

Current housing conditions for the regional and local study areas are summarized in Table 5-3. All 
the cities determined to be located within a two-hour commute of the site are shown. In addition, 
data for Riverside, San Bernardino, and La Paz Counties are presented.  

In 2010, Riverside County had 784,357 total housing units, with a vacancy rate of 13.0 percent. Also 
shown in Table 5-3, the regional study area contains a high number of housing units, with La Paz 
County having the highest vacancy rate.  

Among the cities in Riverside County relevant to the proposed action,2 Palm Springs had the highest 
vacancy rate (33.4 percent), and is behind only Palm Desert in number of housing units, with 33,479. 
Among the cities in La Paz County relevant to the Project, Cibola had the highest vacancy rate 
(60.0 percent), but Quartzsite had the highest number of vacant units at 1,336. 

                                                 
2 The high vacancy rates for the affluent cities of Indian Wells and Rancho Mirage primarily reflect a large proportion 

of vacation homes and these cities are not expected to provide much of the Project workers population.  
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Table 5-3 
Housing Profile of the Regional Study Area (2010) 

Housing

Area 
Year

2010 Total Housing Units 2010 Vacancy Rate
Riverside County, CA 784,357 13.0% 
Blythe 5,472 16.1% 
Coachella 9,145 4.4% 
Indio 28,167 18.0% 
Indian Wells 5,025 48.4% 
La Quinta 21,491 28.5% 
Palm Desert 34,425 30.9% 
Rancho Mirage 13,542 38.6% 
Cathedral City 21,527 21.5% 
Palm Springs 33,603 33.4% 
Desert Hot Springs 11,073 16.7% 
Banning 11,644 8.4% 
Unincorporated Area 36,990 (est) 15.3% 

Eastern Riverside County, CA 232,104 23.7% 
 San Bernardino County, CA 693,712 11.58% 
Twentynine Palms 9,228 14.7% 
Unincorporated Area 4,650 (est) 28.3% 

Eastern San Bernardino County, CA 13,878 19.3% 
La Paz County, AZ 16,765 1 45.0% 1 
Ehrenburg 824 2 34.9% 2 
Quartzite 3,541 1 41.9% 2 
Cibola 161 2 60.0% 2 
Unincorporated Area3 4,262 1 (est) 49.5% 1 

Western La Paz County, AZ 8,788 1 45.3% 1 
Local Study Area4 43,608 15.2% 
Regional Study Area 219,328 25.0% 

Notes: CA Cities are show (by County) in order of their relative distance from the project site. 
1 2009 Data 
2 2000 Data 
3 Consists of entire remainder of La Paz County except for the population of the City of Parker (3,401) and the 

estimated Colorado River Reservation population (8,186).  
4 Blythe, CA; Coachella, CA; Indio, CA; and Ehrenburg, AZ. 
Source: California Department of Finance, 2010; Arizona Department of Commerce, 2010. 

Population Projections 

The forecasted population trends for Riverside, San Bernardino, and La Paz Counties are shown in 
Table 5-4. The projected population growth for eastern Riverside County is estimated based on the 
county-wide growth projections. Population growth in Riverside County is expected to slow over 
the next few decades. The growth rate is projected to be 3 percent per year between 2010 and 2020, 
and then to fall to 2.1 percent per year between 2020 and 2030. The population projections 
discussed above were made prior to the economic recession that began in 2008, likely explaining the 
decrease in the 2010 actual population estimate for Riverside County from the previously estimated 
population growth projections.  
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Table 5-4 
Population Projections for Riverside County and the Regional Study Area 

Population 

Area 

Year 
2010 Actual 
Population 

2010 Projected 
Population 

2020 Projected 
Population 

2030 Projected 
Population 

Riverside County, CA 2,139,535 2,239,053 2,904,848 3,507,498 
Eastern Riverside County, CA

1
 521,707 545,974 708,322 855,273 

San Bernardino County, CA 2,073,149 2,177,596 2,582,777 2,957,744 
 South San Bernardino County, CA

1
 27,457 28,840 34,207 39,173 

La Paz County, AZ 21,544 22,632 25,487 28,074 
Western LaPaz County, AZ

1
 10,029 10,535 11,865 13,069 

Regional Study Area 559,193 585,349 754,393 907,514 

Notes: 
1 Estimates based on Countywide growth projections. 
Source: CEC GSSP 2010; ESA 2010. 

Temporary Housing Resources 

Rental Homes 

As shown in Table 5-3, vacancy rates are high in the study area. Based on reported current vacancy 
rates for the City of Blythe, approximately 881 vacant housing units are unoccupied in 2010 and may 
be available for rental (or purchase) by future DSSF workers. Similarly, the data also suggests that up 
to another 5,760 local housing units may be available within the city of Ehrenburg and cities of 
Indio and Coachella (BLM 2010). However, the condition, suitability, and availability of the existing 
housing resources for use as temporary housing for DSSF-related construction workers is unknown. 
In addition, as shown by the high vacancy rates elsewhere in the region study area, some “vacant” 
homes may be second homes and, therefore, less likely to be available for use as temporary housing. 

Hotel and Motel Accommodations 

In addition to the existing residential units, DSSF construction workers and operational workers 
could use local lodging facilities as temporary housing. Hotel/motel lodging suitable for potential 
temporary housing use typically is concentrated in urban areas or near major transportation nodes. 
For the purposes of this analysis, only those hotels in the communities closest to the proposed 
action were tabulated under the assumption that construction and operations workers would 
congregate to this area for commuting ease.  

Data compiled by Smith Travel Research for hotels and motels with 15 or more rooms identified 
19 hotels with a total of 878 rooms within Blythe in 2008, which presents the most current available 
data (BLM 2010). In addition, 120 hotel/motel rooms are located in Ehrenberg, Arizona (Arizona 
Department of Commerce, 2010). In addition, there are approximately an estimated 1,010 rooms at 
15 hotel and motels located in the Indio and Coachella area (ESA, 2010). 

The extent that the local motel and hotels within the local study area could provide temporary 
housing for DSSF construction workers would depend both on the then-current room rates and 
occupancy rates. Typical room rates for most of the hotel/motels are currently relatively inexpensive 
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during the off-season with quoted rates of $60 to $70 per night (not including tax). Provided 
operators would maintain comparable rates, these local hotel/motel rooms would likely be a 
possible temporary housing option particularly for workers that might be willing to share 
accommodations. 

Forty-two hotels with a total of 7,275 rooms were identified in communities located from 1 to 
1.5 hours drive from the DSSF site (BLM 2010). These communities include Palm Desert, Indian 
Wells, and Rancho Mirage. Applying the 2008 average occupancy ratio (70.8 percent) suggests that, 
on average, 2,124 unoccupied rooms are available for rent within 1 to 1.5 hours drive of the DSSF 
site. A total of 129 hotels with 7,541 rooms were identified in communities within 1.5 to 2 hours’ 
drive from the DSSF site (BLM 2010). These communities include Desert Hot Springs, Palm 
Springs, and Needles. Assuming an annual average occupancy rate of 70.8 percent, 2,202 
unoccupied motel and hotel rooms were available for rent within 1.5 to 2 hours drive from the 
DSSF site. It should be noted that data was unavailable for local study area hotel/motel rooms 
located within Arizona, but is certainly available to workers. 

The average annual occupancy rate for hotels in Riverside and San Bernardino Counties in 2007 was 
70.8 percent (BLM 2010). Applying this ratio (70.8 percent) to the total number of hotel rooms 
identified within the local study area would suggests that, on average, in 2008 a total of 298 
unoccupied rooms were available for rent in the local study area. However, given the seasonality of 
local tourism to the area, it is considered likely that higher occupancy and room rates would apply 
during the winter season (December to March), while higher vacancy rates lower room rates would 
apply during the off-season (summer and early fall) when very hot local conditions persist during the 
summer months.  

Considerable additional hotel and motel facilities are available in the other communities within two 
hours of the DSSF site. Another 57 hotels with a total of 8,285 rooms were identified in 
communities located from one to 1.5 hours drive from the site (BLM 2010). These communities 
include Indio, Palm Desert, Indian Wells, and Rancho Mirage. Applying the 2008 average occupancy 
ratio (70.8 percent) suggests that, on average, 2,419 unoccupied rooms are available for rent within 
1.5 hours drive of the project. Another 129 hotels with 7,541 rooms were identified in communities 
within two hours drive from the project (BLM 2010). These communities include Palm Springs and 
Desert Hot Springs. 

However, the attractiveness of these temporary housing resources for DSSF construction workers 
generally would decrease the further they are located from the site. Furthermore, given the size of 
these hotels and their location within more affluent communities, it is likely that many of these 
hotels would likely have higher room rates and, therefore, would not be suitable temporary housing 
for DSSF workers.  

Campground/RV Parks  

In addition, other housing opportunities are available in the form of recreational vehicle (RV) 
facilities, mobile home sites, and campgrounds. Under some circumstances, these types of facilities 
could be usable by DSSF construction workers as temporary housing. Generally their lower cost for 
overnight use could make them more attractive as a potential temporary housing resource. 
Particularly for construction workers who may own their own RV or trailers, RV parks with utility 
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hook-ups and other amenities would be more suitable for use during the summer and could serve as 
a longer-term rental for workers who prefer a weekly commute.  

There are at least 10 RV parks located in the vicinity of Blythe, with a combined total of about 800 
spaces (BLM 2010). RV parks in Blythe tend to be located along the Colorado River and receive 
higher levels of use during the summer. Research performed on small sample of these RV parks 
suggests that, while they have a large number of spaces, many are occupied by year-round residents 
or are privately-owned and, therefore, would not be available for use by construction workers (BLM 
2010). Additional RV parks are located in Ehrenberg and Quartzsite, Arizona, approximately four 
miles and 20 miles east of Blythe, respectively. The town of Quartzsite’s web site states there are 
more than 70 campgrounds in the vicinity of the community that are typically occupied between 
October and March, with visitors attracted to the gem, mineral, and swap meet shows which are 
popular tourist attractions in the area (BLM 2010). Twenty local RV parks are identified by the 
Quartzite Chamber of Commerce as operating within Quartzite. 

Long-term camping is available by permit in Long-Term Visitor Areas (LTVAs) on BLM lands. 
There are two LTVAs located in the vicinity of the Project site: Mule Mountain LTVA, which 
includes two primitive campgrounds, Wiley’s Well and Coon Hollow, and Midland LTVA, which is 
located north of the City of Blythe. BLM also operates another LTVA within the local study area at 
La Posa, south of Interstate 10 near Quartzsite, Arizona. LTVAs are intended for recreation use 
only and workers would generally not be permitted to use these areas (BLM 2010). However, BLM 
may allow temporary LTVAs to be established on site for construction workers for the duration of 
project construction as temporary lodging facilities. 

Campgrounds also are located nearby. Corn Springs is the closest BLM campground to the DSSF, 
located about 20 miles drive south of the project. However, the BLM imposes a 14-day stay limit at 
this campground, which would seem to make it an undesirable base camp for construction workers. 
Cottonwood Springs is the closest National Park Service (NPS) campground to the DSSF, located 
over 50 miles drive west of the project site. However, since this campground is located within a 
National Park that has an entrance fee, this location may also seem undesirable for construction 
workers. Further, the NPS strictly enforces a 30-day camping limit each year; visitors’ stay is limited 
to a total of 14 nights between October and May. 

Except for "special areas" with specific camping regulations, vehicle camping is allowed anywhere 
on BLM-administered land within 300 feet of any posted Open Route. There are, however, no 
facilities in these locations and there is a 14-day limit for camping in any one location. After 14 days, 
campers wishing to stay in the area longer are required to move 25 miles from their original camp 
site (BLM 2010). 

Employment 

Regional employment statistics by industry sector and county for 2008 are summarized in Table 5-5. 
The government is Riverside County’s largest employer. Governmental employment accounts for 
over 17 percent of the total jobs in the County. Additional important industries in the area include 
natural resources, mining, and construction; manufacturing; transportation; trade (wholesale and 
retail); information; financial activities; and services (e.g., professional, business, educational, health). 
In Riverside County, natural resources, mining and construction, government, and retail trade 
services are the leading industry groups in terms of employment.  
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Table 5-5 
Employment by industry Group – 2008 

Industry Group 

Riverside County 
Employment 

San Bernardino County 
Employment 

La Paz County 
Employment 

Total 
Percent 
of Total Total 

Percent of 
Total Total 

Percent 
of Total 

Agriculture 13,800 2.3% 2,967 0.3% 323 5.65% 

Natural Resources, Mining, and 
Construction 55,100 9.3% 57,660 6.5% 289 5.05% 

Manufacturing 48,600 8.2% 63,634 7.2% 218 3.81% 

Transportation, Warehousing, and 
Utilities 21,400 3.6% 63,164 7.2% 146 2.55% 

Wholesale Trade 20,400 3.4% 40,192 4.6% n/a n/a 

Retail Trade 84,200 14.2% 106,217 12.1% 1,340 23.43% 

Information 7,700 1.3% 8,949 1.0% n/a n/a 

Financial Activities 22,300 3.8% 29,563 3.4% 515 9.01% 

Professional and Business Services 57,700 9.7% 151,391 17.2% 161 2.82% 

Educational and Health Services 58,800 9.9% 96,586 11.0% n/a n/a 

All Other Services 94,300 15.9% 120,791 13.7% 261 4.56% 

Government 110,200 18.5% 139,329 15.8% 2,465 43.11% 

Total 594,500 100% 880,443 100.0% 5,718 100.00%

Source: California EDD, 2010a; Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2010. 

Labor Force 

The labor force of the study area counties and communities is presented in Table 5-6. As of 
December 2010, Riverside County had a labor force of 905,000 workers, of which 776,500 were 
employed. Consequently, Riverside County’s unemployment rate was 14.2 percent - considerably 
higher than the State-wide unemployment rate of 12.3 percent. Within Blythe, there is a labor force 
of 7,100 workers. The cities of Indio and Coachella have total labor forces of 27,100 and 12,300 
respectively. Altogether, the local study area has a total labor force of 47,130 when the Ehrenburg 
labor force is also included.  

The labor force and employment estimates for the unincorporated area within the DSSF’s regional 
study area were based on the County-wide average. As of December 2010, Twentynine Palms had a 
labor force of 6,100 workers of whom 5,100 were employed (the population of the Twentynine 
Palms military base has been excluded since those residents would not be available to work at the 
proposed solar facility). Consequently, Twentynine Palms’s unemployment rate was 17.1 percent – 
also considerably higher than the 12.3 percent statewide unemployment rate. 

In Arizona, La Paz County had an estimated labor force of on average 7,675 workers in December 
2010. No 2010 sub-County area labor force data is available. Therefore, labor force estimates for the 
sub-County areas were based on 2008 data and adjusted for subsequent population growth. The 
total labor force for the local study area is estimated to be 47,130 workers. The total labor force for 
the regional study area is estimated to be 236,265 workers. 
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Table 5-6 
Labor force and Unemployment Data for the Regional Study Area  

Jurisdiction 
Civilian 

Labor Force
Total 

Employment
Number 

Unemployed
Unemployment 

Rate 

Median 
Household 

Income1 

Riverside County  905,000 776,500 128,600 14.2% $60,085 
Blythe 7,100 5,900 1,200 17.0% $39,187 
Coachella 12,300 9,600 2,700 22.1% $41,797 
Indio 27,100 23,000 4,200 15.4% $55,598 
Indian Wells 1,700 1,600 100 5.1% $122,983 2 
La Quinta 14,500 13,400 1,100 7.5% $81,498 
Palm Desert 24,600 22,500 2,100 8.5% $57,038 
Rancho Mirage 6,400 5,600 800 12.7% $78,284 2 
Cathedral City 25,900 22,300 3,600 13.9% $43,411 
Palm Springs 25,900 23,000 2,900 11.1% $46,632 
Desert Hot Springs 9,500 7,600 1,900 19.8% $39,733 
Banning 11,600 9,700 1,900 16.2%  $40,849 
Unincorporated Area 57,500 (est) 49,300 (est) 8,200 (est) 14.2% na 

Eastern Riverside County, CA 224,100 193,500 30,700 13.5% na 
San Bernardino County, CA 855,600 738,800 116,800 13.7% $58,440 
Twentynine Palms 6,100 5,100 1,000 17.1% $44,879 
Unincorporated Area 3,000 (est) 2,600 (est) 400 (est) 13.7% na 

Southern San Bernardino 
County, CA 9,100 7,700 1,400 15.4% na 

La Paz County, AZ  7,675 6,925 750 9.7% $31,812 
Ehrenberg 630 (est) 570 (est) 60 (est) 9.7% $35,330 2 
Quartzsite 720 (est) 650 (est) 70 (est) 9.7% $30,165 2 
Cibola 75 (est) 70 (est) 5 (est) 9.7% $28,420 2 
Unincorporated Area 1,640 (est) 1,480 (est) 160 (est) 9.7% na 

Western La Paz County, AZ 3,065 2,770 295 9.7% na 
Local Study Area 47,130 39,070 8,160 17.3% na 
Regional Study Area 236,265 203,970 32,395 13.7% na 

Notes: 
1 2005-2007 Census average converted in 2010 dollar values. 
2 2000 Census data converted in 2010 dollar values. 
Source: California EDD, 2010; U.S. Census, 2010; U.S. Census 2000; Arizona Department of Commerce, 2008 and 2010. 

Unemployment Rates 

The unemployment rate for Riverside County in December 2010 was 14.2 percent. In Riverside 
County, the community with the highest unemployment rate is the City of Coachella (22.1 percent). 
Reported unemployment data for the two communities located within the regional study area 
differed greatly. Mecca’s labor force reported a 27.5 percent rate of unemployment for December 
2010 while the more affluent community of Thousand Palm’s 2,500 labor force had a 10 percent 
rate of unemployment. However, in the absence of more specific information, the Riverside County 
unemployment rate was used to estimate the current unemployment for the unincorporated areas 
within Eastern Riverside County. 
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As discussed above, Twentynine Palms’s unemployment rate was 17.1 percent in December 2010, 
and higher than the San Bernardino County’s unemployment rate of 13.7 percent. In Arizona, the 
unemployment rate for La Paz County was 9.7 percent in December 2010. No 2010 sub-county area 
unemployment data is available. Generally, past unemployment rates for most of the communities 
within the regional study area have been lower than the County-wide average. However, in the 
absence of more current information, the La Paz County unemployment rate was used to estimate 
the current unemployment for the sub-county areas within the County. 

The unemployment rate for the local study area is estimated to be 17.3 percent. Given the estimated 
local study area labor force estimate of 47,130, it is estimated that there are approximately 8,160 
unemployed local study area residents. The unemployment rate for the regional study area is 
estimated to be 13.7 percent. Given the estimated local study area labor force estimate of 236,265, it 
is estimated that there are approximately 32,395 unemployed regional study area residents.  

Labor Force Growth Projections 

Table 5-7 presents County labor force estimates and projections for those skilled workers (by craft) 
required for construction and operation of the project as estimated by the Applicant. Employment 
figures for 2006 are provided, as well as employment projections for the selected occupations for 
2016. The California Employment Development Department (EDD) groups Riverside and San 
Bernardino into one statistical area for data presentation purposes. As of 2006, there were relatively 
high numbers of skilled workers in Riverside and San Bernardino County, including metal workers 
(19,460), carpenters (28,850), and construction laborers (27,930). 

Relevant specialized positions generally were fewer in number, including paving, surfacing, and 
tamping equipment operators, power plant operators, and construction trade helpers. Employment 
figures for all occupations presented are anticipated to either remain constant or grow by 2016. The 
two occupations with the largest anticipated growth are plant and system operators (26.5 percent) 
and architects, surveyors, and cartographers (25.0 percent) (EDD 2010).  

No County-level employment projections for La Paz County are available. Given the small size of 
available the Arizona labor force within the regional study area, any future growth to the La Paz 
labor force would have a very minor change in future employment for construction occupations. 

Project Construction Labor Needs 

The availability of the local and regional workforce to meet the DSSF’s construction labor needs has 
been analyzed to determine whether the DSSF would induce population growth. Consistent with the 
geographic demarcations for the local and regional study areas, the “local workforce” consists of 
employable residents living in relatively close proximity to the site (i.e., the cities of Blythe, California 
or Quartzite, Arizona; or the community of Ehrenburg, Arizona).3 The “regional workforce” 
consists of all potential employable adults currently living up to a two-hour commute (one-way) to 
the site. As discussed previously, the regional labor force consists of the employable adults living 
west of the site along I-10 as far as, and including, the Banning.  

                                                 
3 Residents of the unincorporated areas near these communities or within an hour’s commute of the project would also 

be considered local labor. However, given the very limited data on the unincorporated residents, it is conservatively 
assumed that the identified unincorporated population are regional residents.  
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Table 5-7 
Construction Labor Pool by Craft – Riverside and San Bernardino Counties 

Occupational Title 

Annual Average 
Employment Employment Change Average Annual Job Openings 

2006 2016 Number Percent New Jobs 
Net 

Replacements Total 

Construction Managers 4,380 5,110 730 16.7% 135 160 295 

Carpenters 28,850 32,390 3,540 12.3% 198 380 578 

Cement Masons and Concrete Finishers 4,110 4,690 580 14.1% 38 120 158 

Construction Laborers 27,930 32,080 4,150 14.9% 348 236 584 

Paving, Surfacing, and Tamping 
Equipment Operators 630 720 90 14.3% 8 16 24 

Operating Engineers and Other 
Construction Equipment Operators 4,790 5,460 670 14.0% 37 85 122 

Electricians 6,740 7,600 860 12.8% 66 336 402 

Plumbers, Pipefitters, and Steamfitters 4,630 5,330 700 15.1% 81 249 330 

Metal Workers and Plastic Workers 19,460 20,800 1,340 6.9% 0 1024 1024 

Helpers – Construction Trades 120 130 10 8.3% 35 169 204 

Welders, Cutters, Solderers, and Brazers 3,960 4,640 680 17.2% 48 178 226 

Architects, Surveyors, and Cartographers 1,420 1,670 250 17.6% 56 135 191 

Engineering Managers 1,370 1,600 230 16.8% 43 170 213 

Supervisors, Construction and Extraction 
Workers 10,990 12,380 1,390 12.6% 95 216 311 

Machinists 2,630 2,960 330 12.5% 0 161 161 

Total 122,010 137,560 15,550 12.9% 1,188 3,635 4,823 

Source: EDD, 2010. 
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The Applicant expects that construction would last 26 months, with an average of up to 500 daily 
construction workers with a peak employment of 655 workers during Months 6 and 7 of 
construction (First Solar 2010). Generally, increased employment represents a beneficial economic 
impact on local communities from the new job opportunities and increased income generated for 
the local economy. However, in rural areas such as Blythe and/or projects with more 
skilled/specialized job requirements, increased labor demand can also have adverse indirect 
socioeconomic impacts on the local communities if it significant in-migration occurs that the 
existing local housing, infrastructure and/or other public services cannot support. The estimated 
peak employment of 655 is used to analyze worst-case construction employment related impacts 
from potential in-migration.4  

Labor Force Supply 

Table 5-7 shows Year 2006-2016 occupational employment projections for the Riverside/ 
San Bernardino/Ontario MSA5 by construction labor skill. The primary trades required for 
construction of the proposed action will likely include pipefitters, skilled and unskilled laborers, 
electricians, carpenters, equipment operators, ironworkers, and truck drivers.  

Table 5-7 shows that there is a very large population of suitably skilled construction workforce 
currently living within Riverside and San Bernardino Counties.6 However, only a portion of these 
workers could be expected to be currently living within the region. Based on the regional study 
area’s estimated 2010 population of 559,193 residents, compared to a corresponding Riverside and 
San Bernardino population of 4,212,684, the regional study area’s skilled labor force would total 
approximately 13.3 percent of the skilled workforce shown in Table 5-7. Overall, that would suggest 
a total skilled labor force of approximately 17,260 workers (13.3 percent of approximately 129,785 
total skilled construction workers7) living within the regional study area.  

Applying the current regional unemployment levels of 13.7 percent within the regional study area 
would suggest that approximately 2,365 unemployed skilled workers may currently reside in the 
regional study area. Compared with the required average project employment need of 500 workers, 
the proposed action could employ up to approximately 21.1 percent of the estimated currently 
unemployed construction workers. During peak construction, 655 workers would be needed, which 
would employ up to nearly 27.7 percent of the estimated available unemployed skilled workforce. 
There also could be individuals amongst the region’s other estimated 30,030 unemployed (i.e., 
32,395 total regional unemployed – 2,365 regional skilled unemployed construction workers) that 
have or could obtain the necessary training to perform the facility construction. Also, it is likely that 
some of the currently employed skilled local construction workers would change their jobs in order 

                                                 
4  This is a very conservative assumption since arguably Red Bluff Substation construction employment will use existing 

SCE workers or contractors, and peak employment for the on-site substation and Gen-Tie Line will be completed 
after Month 8. 

5  Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSA) are geographic entities defined by the U.S. Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB). The Riverside/San Bernardino/Ontario MSA consists of Riverside and San Bernardino Counties combined 
and as such include individuals residing outside the likely daily commuting range from the site. 

6  Given its more rural character and the far smaller size of its labor force, only a very minor proportion of future 
construction workers would be expected to originate from La Paz County in Arizona. For this analysis, it is 
conservatively assumed that all construction workers for the DSSF would be California residents.  

7  Using the average of 2006 and 2016 skilled labor force estimates shown the Table 5-7.  
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to work closer to home and their vacated positions could be filled by other workers living outside of 
the regional study area. 

Consequently, it is expected that most, if not all, of the construction employment for the DSSF 
would consist of construction workers who live within a two-hour commute from the site. 
Employee ride sharing, and the relatively long duration of the work would likely encourage workers 
to commute considerable daily distances to work on the project.  

Potential for Housing and Lodging Impacts within the Local Study Area 

As shown previously in Table 5-3, the current published vacancy rates for the cities of Blythe, 
California; Ehrenberg, Arizona; Coachella and Indio, California are 16.1, 34.9, 4.4 and 18 percent, 
respectively. These vacancy rates indicate that some currently vacant housing could be available for 
construction workers who choose to relocate within the local study area. Altogether, it is 
conservatively estimated that up to approximately 6,641 existing housing units could be available as 
potential housing for future construction workers (this estimate does not account for other potential 
available housing within the unincorporated local study area). The extent to which construction 
workers choose to rent local housing would depend on the rental prices and the condition of the 
available housing. Especially if construction workers would be willing to share rental 
accommodations, rental housing could be an option for workers wishing to relocate or, more likely, 
commute weekly to work at the site.  

In addition, as previously discussed, analysis of the current motel and hotel businesses and their 
occupancy rates suggests that lodging could be available to accommodate construction workers who 
choose to stay temporarily at a local motel or hotel to be close to the site. There are approximately 
1,000 hotel/motel rooms within the local study area (i.e., the Cities of Blythe and Quartzite and 
community of Ehrenburg) (BLM 2010).  

Other lodging opportunities also could be available at privately-owned RV/campgrounds and public 
campground areas within the local study area. However, during the high season (December to 
March) these facilities can be popular with visitors and, therefore, could have only limited availability 
for construction workers. In addition, most of the public campgrounds (including the BLM 
administered Long Tern Visitor Areas) are intended for recreational use; construction workers might 
not be permitted to use these areas. Consequently, it is unlikely that the public RV/campgrounds 
would be very suitable or attractive lodging options for most DSSF construction workers who seek 
local accommodations.8 However, BLM may allow temporary LTVAs to be established on site for 
construction workers for the duration of project construction as temporary lodging facilities.  

Furthermore, particularly during the non-winter season, it is likely that there would be considerable 
housing opportunities within the local area for construction workers seeking temporary 
accommodations. Lodging facilities within the local study area could include both rental housing for 
workers seeking longer term local housing and motel lodging for those looking for more occasional 
or shorter stay accommodations. The relatively high vacancy rates also would ensure that any DSSF-
related temporary housing needs would be met with existing housing or lodging facilities. As a result, 
no new housing or motel development would be expected to be induced by the proposed action and 

                                                 
8 Except for construction workers that already own their own RV or camper trailers.  
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the increased use of these under-utilized housing or motel lodging would be considered beneficial 
for local property owners.  

Construction Worker Expected Commuting Patterns 

Given the major skilled labor force residing within the areas of Riverside and San Bernardino 
Counties, and the common construction worker commuting habits (ESRI 1982; CEC 2010), it is 
reasonable to expect that DSSF construction workers residing outside the regional study area would 
commute weekly to the local area rather than in-migrate with their families. Furthermore, the 
employee shuttle option will also be expected to be used by a large majority of project construction 
workers. Consequently, any such workers who choose to reside temporarily in the local area would 
have a limited service impact on local public services and infrastructure. Furthermore, given that 
existing housing and/or lodging facilities would be used to accommodate the few (if any) 
construction workers who choose to stay temporarily in the local area, the local transient occupancy 
tax revenues, local rental home owners’ property, and/or business taxes payments should account 
for their limited local infrastructure and public service usage. 

Therefore, it is concluded that the proposed project would not induce substantial growth or 
concentration of population in either the regional or local study areas. Furthermore, construction of 
the proposed action would not encourage people to relocate to the area and, thereby, would not 
result in new and unplanned growth or land use changes.  

Project Worker Transit Provisions  

The DEIS also includes Applicant Measures and Mitigation Measures proposed to encourage and 
facilitate regional workers commuting to the project site. Specifically as stated in the DEIS:  

• AM-AIR-5: Sunlight would arrange a shuttle bus program for construction workers, with 
assembly points in the Palm Springs and Blythe areas. Sunlight expects this shuttle bus 
system to be heavily used by construction workers, with an average of 89.5 percent of 
construction workers accessing the Solar Farm site by shuttle bus. 

• AM-TRANS-1: Sunlight shall prepare a Construction Traffic Control Plan in conjunction 
with Riverside County and/or Caltrans in accordance with Caltrans Manual on Uniform 
Traffic Control Devices and the California Joint Utility Traffic Control Manual (2010). At a 
minimum, the Plan shall address the following: 

o Determine timing of heavy equipment and building materials deliveries, scheduling 
these trips for off-peak hours to the extent feasible; 

o Determine timing of construction worker arrival and departure times, scheduling 
these trips for off-peak hours to the extent necessary; 

In its supplemental information response, the Applicant also provided additional information 
describing the “final transit options” that Sunlight proposes to implement to transport workers from 
nearby population centers and facilitate both accessibility to the project site and service other 
projects’ in the region. The Shuttle assembly areas are likely to be located in regional population 
centers, such as Blythe and in the Palm Springs area, at existing parking areas with sufficient parking 
for the number of workers expected to be taking the shuttle. Approximately three acres of 
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construction parking would also be provided at the Solar Farm Site. In addition, the Applicant Input 
to the FEIS on the Final Transit Options issue specifically states: 

“In cooperation with the construction contractors, the Applicant will develop the “final 
transit options” for workers traveling to and from the site during the construction phase of 
the project. The transit options considered would include formal rideshare, carpooling, 
and/or use of shuttle buses in order to minimize traffic and air quality impacts associated 
with individual vehicle use. Depending on the construction schedule for other projects in the 
area, the Applicant will also endeavor to work with other projects in the vicinity of Desert 
Center to most efficiently and effectively transport construction workers to multiple sites 
where practical. 

In addition, the Applicant would consult with the County of Riverside and the California 
Department of Transportation (Caltrans) District 8 office in the preparation and 
implementation of a Traffic Control Plan (TCP). Desert Sunlight will submit the proposed 
TCP to the County of Riverside and the Caltrans District 8 office in sufficient time for 
review and comment prior to the proposed start of construction and implementation of the 
plan.  

The Traffic Control Plan (TCP) will include a work schedule and end-of-shift departure plan 
designed to ensure that stacking does not occur at intersections necessary to enter and exit 
the Project site. The Applicant will consider using one or more of the following measures 
designed to prevent stacking: staggered work shifts, off-peak work schedules, and/or 
restricting travel to and departures from the Project site (First Solar, 2011).”  

Implementation of these measures may be expected to facilitate daily commuting by Project 
construction workers from the surrounding region and thereby substantially reduce the likelihood of 
worker in-migration occurring to the local communities. Consequently, furthermore in the absence 
of extensive worker in-migration occurring, little additional demand on local public services would 
be expected to result during the Project’s 26-month construction period.  

Potential Social Impacts of Project Construction Employment 

The potential for DSSF-related impacts to the local study area’s social character are determined by 
the nature of economic impacts of the construction activity and any DSSF-related in-migration. 

As discussed above, construction of the DSSF could be expected to generate considerable economic 
benefits directly for both construction workers and local businesses providing materials and services 
for construction. In addition, major indirect and induced spending benefits for the local and eastern 
Riverside County economies would be generated by subsequent spending of the construction 
workers and construction businesses’ income within the local and regional economy. The economic 
benefits are expected to extend widely within the local and regional economy but would most 
benefit food, retail, lodging, real estate, and medical related businesses.  

The additional new income for the local economy from the DSSF would have a positive, but short-
term, contribution towards supporting local business and maintaining the economic vitality of the 
Cities of Blythe, Indio and Coachella and other nearby communities. The positive effect for the local 
economy would be increased given the local study area’s recent and on-going economic weaknesses 
as a result of both longer term changes and the more recent economic downturn. For example, the 
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continued viability of Blythe’s local business community is essential for its long-term well-being. 
Increased local employment opportunities would improve local residents’ standard of living and will 
help retain younger residents who otherwise would be more likely to leave the community if there 
are insufficient local employment opportunities. The local community’s positive social attitudes to 
the proposed action may generally be expected to increase based on the extent that local residents 
are employed (either directly or indirectly) or otherwise benefit from the DSSF. 

If it were to occur, DSSF-related in-migration of new residents could affect the social character of 
the local study area. An influx of new individuals with different values, lifestyles, and/or socio-
demographic backgrounds could have a positive or negative influence on the quality life and/or 
community values. The existing community members’ attitudes and opinions to any such changes 
could vary greatly among individuals. However, in general, the magnitude of the in-migration would 
need to be relatively substantial for the social environment to be noticeably altered. Furthermore, 
social changes typically require, or are most commonly associated with, permanent changes to the 
community’s composition and/or attitudes rather than as the result of short-term influences or 
changes.  

As discussed above, the majority of construction workers for the DSSF would be expected to 
commute daily to the site. Given that most workers would likely travel to the site from their homes 
located far from Desert Area and are expected to use employee transit, local residents may have little 
daily interaction with most workers. It is possible that some construction workers could chose to 
commute weekly from their homes and stay within the local area at local hotels/motels or perhaps 
rent homes. In this case, after the workday is over, these individuals would be more likely to interact 
with existing residents at local businesses or community facilities. However, given the very limited 
number of construction workers expected to stay in the local area during the work week, the 
presence of these individuals would not be expected to result in substantial or long-term adverse 
effects to the local area’s social composition and character. 

Therefore, in general, given the expected new local employment opportunities and economic 
benefits to local business and relatively limited temporary in-migration of construction workers, 
most local residents and stakeholder groups would be expected to be supportive or, at a minimum, 
would not oppose the solar facility’s construction. Consequently, the DSSF would be expected to 
have a minor and largely positive impact on the social character of the local study area for the 
temporary duration of facility construction. 

Conclusions 

Supplemental analysis of the local and regional workforce for the project confirms that there is likely 
to be sufficient construction workers in the region to meet the project’s short term construction 
needs. Relatively high levels of local and regional unemployment as well as regional housing and 
lodging availability will likely ensure that project workers will be willing and able to commute from 
the local and regional area to work at the project site. In addition, the planned employee transit 
provisions will also facilitate and encourage a large majority of project construction workers to 
access the site by bus. Consequently, limited if any project-related in-migration may be expected to 
occur and as a result limited social or municipal service impacts would likely result from the 
construction worker employment.  
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N.5 INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES TO COMMENTS 

Letter - 10. 

10-01 See Chapter 2 for a description of the Project and its technology. 

Letter - 16. 

16-01 See Common Response N.4.9.  

Letter - 19. 

19-01 Commenter details actions required for analysis of cultural resources for the FEIS, 
including contacting the appropriate California Historic Resources Information Center; 
preparation of archaeological surveys, if required; mitigation plans in case of discovery of 
previously unknown archaeological resources; and provisions in case of discovery of 
human remains. Cultural resource information can be found in Chapter 3.6. 

Letter - 20. 

20-01 Commenter expresses concern about the use of cadmium by the proposed Project. See 
Common Response N.4.9. 
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Letter - 25. 

25-01 Commenter expresses concern about the use of CdTe modules. See Common Response 
N.4.9. 

Letter - 26. 

26-01 Commenter expresses concern about the use of CdTe modules. See Common Response 
N.4.9. 

Letter - 28. 

28-01 Commenter has concerns about the Project's impact on the local economy. The proposed 
Project is predominantly located on BLM lands and is entirely outside Joshua Tree 
National Park. The potential Project impacts to the area have been analyzed on a resource 
by resource basis. As discussed in Section 4.12 (Recreation), current recreation use of the 
local area is rare (except for OHV use) and there would be a less than significant impact to 
local recreation. Consequently, there is little evidence to suggest that the Project would 
substantially reduce local tourism. Furthermore, as 99 percent of park entries occur 
through the park's five major entrance stations and the Black Eagle Mine Road access to 
the park is a four-wheel-drive only access road, there is no evidence that there is currently 
substantial tourism via the local area to Joshua Tree National Park (Joshua True National 
Park 2004 Visitor Study). Therefore, it may be concluded that that proposed Project would 
have a less than significant effect on local tourism and tourism spending.  

28-02 Commenter has concerns about impacts on dark night skies. See Common Response 
N.4.3. 

28-03 Commenter expresses concern about the generation of particulate matter by the Project. 
For discussion of fugitive dust emissions that would be associated with construction and 
operations of the Proposed Action, refer to Final EIS Section 4.2.3. 

28-04 Commenter suggests that removing desert pavement would increase fine particulates and 
impact the health of nearby residents. For discussion of fugitive dust emissions that would 
be associated with construction and operations of the Proposed Action, refer to Final EIS 
Section 4.2.3. 

28-05 Commenter suggests that disturbing desert soil would release arsenic and threaten human 
health. See Response to Comments 109-02 and 110-15. 

28-06 Commenter expresses concern that removal of old growth desert will result in loss of 
carbon sequestering creosote. The carbon sequestration capacity of desert soils in the 
vicinity of the Project are discussed in Sections 3.5 and 4.5, in regard to greenhouse gas 
emissions and climate change. As discussed therein, current estimates of desert soil carbon 
sequestration potential are substantially less than had been previously estimated. For 
additional discussion, please refer to Section 3.5 and 4.5 of the DEIS. 

28-07 Commenter expresses concern that climate change and the effect the Project would have 
on desert tortoise populations in the Chuckwalla Valley. The FEIS Chapter 4.5, Impacts 
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on Climate Change, has been updated to include a discussion of the potential indirect 
impacts of climate change, including effects on vegetation and wildlife, and changes in 
mitigation values of proposed mitigation lands. Please refer to this updated section for 
additional information. 

28-08 Commenter expresses concern that the residents of Chuckwalla Valley are burdened 
inequitably by pollution, industrial facilities, and crime. The DEIS environmental analysis 
determines the future environmental impacts associated with the proposed Project. The 
environmental justice analysis specifically assessed the potential for any such major impacts 
to be disproportionately distributed to minor or low-income population within the local 
area. While certain potential impacts are significant and unavoidable (e.g., air resources, 
cultural resources, and visual resources), none of the Project's impacts were determined to 
have a disproportionate impact on local low-income or minority populations. The 
combined effects of the proposed Project with the other past, present and reasonably 
foreseeable future projects within the Chuckwalla Valley have been evaluated in the 
cumulative analysis performed for each resource area. 

28-09 Commenter expresses concerns about invasive plant and animal species impacting Joshua 
Tree National Park as a result of the Project. Implementation of Applicant Measure (AM) 
BIO-2 will be required which will reduce the potential for the introduction of invasive 
species during construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of the 
Project. AM BIO-2 involves implementing the Integrated Weed Management Plan, which 
was prepared specifically for the Project and pursuant to BLM's Vegetation Treatments 
Using Herbicides on BLM Lands in 17 Western States and the National Invasive Species 
Council's National Invasive Species Management Plan. Measures required in the plan 
include equipment cleaning, soil management, use of weed-free products, training of 
construction personnel regarding weed management, containment and control measures, 
and monitoring and reporting to ensure compliance with these measures. By controlling 
weeds on the Project site, implementation of AM BIO-2 will also reduce the potential for 
the spread of invasive species into areas outside of and/or surrounding the Project areas, 
such as Joshua Tree National Park. Non-native wildlife species (e.g., starlings or house 
sparrows) may utilize the Project site but there is no expectation that the Project would 
cause their populations to disperse into Joshua Tree National Park. Soils of roads and 
administrative areas within the Project site would be compacted after construction, which 
would reduce the wind-erosion potential of the site. Further, the Applicant would be 
required to apply dust palliatives between the rows of solar panels using a water truck per 
Mitigation Measure MM-AIR-3. The Project would not increase the wind-erosion 
susceptibility of the site and, therefore, would not contribute to cumulative dust generation 
from past, present and future projects. Also, fugitive dust generated during construction 
would be short-term and temporary and would be minimized with AM-AIR-1, which 
requires implementation of a Dust Control Plan including the use of dust suppressants 
during facility construction. 

28-10 Commenter suggests that solar panels belong on rooftops not on public lands miles from 
urban centers. See Subsection 2.6.8 in the FEIS for a discussion on distributed generation. 
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Letter - 29. 

29-01 Commenter opposes the proposed Project and expresses concern about its impacts on the 
tourist economy of Joshua Tree National Park. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of the BLM 
NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not 
considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and does not require a 
specific response. 

29-02 Commenter expresses concern about impacts to dark skies. See Common Response N.4.3. 

29-03 Commenter expresses concern about dust and non-native growth. Implementation of 
Applicant Measure (AM) BIO-2 will be required which will reduce the potential for the 
introduction of invasive species during construction, operation and maintenance, and 
decommissioning of the Project. AM BIO-2 involves implementing the Integrated Weed 
Management Plan, which was prepared specifically for the Project and pursuant to BLM's 
Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on BLM Lands in 17 Western States and the 
National Invasive Species Council's National Invasive Species Management Plan. Measures 
required in the plan include equipment cleaning, soil management, use of weed-free 
products, training of construction personnel regarding weed management, containment 
and control measures, and monitoring and reporting to ensure compliance with these 
measures. By controlling weeds on the Project site, implementation of AM BIO-2 will also 
reduce the potential for the spread of invasive species into areas outside of and/or 
surrounding the Project areas, such as Joshua Tree National Park. Further, the Applicant 
would be required to apply dust palliatives between the rows of solar panels using a water 
truck per Mitigation Measure MM-AIR-3. The Project would not increase the wind-
erosion susceptibility of the site and, therefore, would not contribute to cumulative dust 
generation from past, present and future projects. Also, fugitive dust generated during 
construction would be short-term and temporary and would be minimized with AM-AIR-
1, which requires implementation of a Dust Control Plan including the use of dust 
suppressants during facility construction. 

29-04 Commenter expresses concern about the loss of habitat and impacts to desert tortoise. 
The BLM, FWS, CDFG, and CPUC have required extensive desert tortoise surveys to 
determine existing populations within the footprint of the Project and estimated mortality 
rates of translocated desert tortoises. As a result, the Applicant has reduced the solar farm 
footprint from 4.000 acres 3,912 acres to avoid impacts to the more sensitive tortoise 
areas. In addition, a Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan (per AM-WIL-1) and a Habitat 
Compensation Plan (per MM-BIO-2) would promote recipient sites for desert tortoise that 
are best suited to achieve a high success rate for translocated tortoises. 

29-05 Commenter suggests that the Project would promote the spread of Sahara mustard, an 
invasive plant. See Response to Comment 29-3. 

29-06 Commenter supports the use of rooftop solar panels. This comment does not provide any 
specific feedback on the proposed Project. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of the BLM NEPA 
Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not 
considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and does not require a 
specific response. 
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Letter - 30. 

30-01 Commenter submitted a form letter expressing same issues of concern as stated in 
Letter 28. Please see Response to Comments for Letter 28.  

Letter - 31. 

31-01 Commenter submitted a form letter expressing same issues of concern as stated in 
Letter 28. Please see Response to Comments for Letter 28.  

Letter - 32. 

32-01 Commenter submitted a form letter expressing same issues of concern as stated in 
Letter 28. Please see Response to Comments for Letter 28.  

Letter - 33. 

33-01 Commenter suggests that other technology can be used in place of a large solar PV energy 
generation facility that is being proposed. Also, the commenter expresses same issues of 
concern as stated in Letter 28. Considering siting the Project on other lands and using 
different technology please see Common Response N.4.7. Please see Response to 
Comments for Letter 28 for the other issues raised. 

Letter - 35. 

35-01 Commenter submitted a form letter expressing similar issues of concern as stated in 
Letter 28. Please see Response to Comments for Letter 28.  

Letter - 36. 

36-01 Commenter submitted a form letter expressing similar issues of concern as stated in 
Letter 28. Please see Response to Comments for Letter 28. 

Letter - 37. 

37-01 Commenter submitted a form letter expressing similar issues of concern as stated in 
Letter 28. Please see Response to Comments for Letter 28.Considering siting on 
previously disturbed lands, see Common Response N.4.7. Also, please see responses to 
Letter 28. 

Letter - 38. 

38-01 Commenter submitted a form letter expressing similar issues of concern as stated in 
Letter 28. Please see Response to Comments for Letter 28.  

Letter - 39. 

39-01 Commenter submitted a form letter expressing similar issues of concern as stated in 
Letter 28. Please see Response to Comments for Letter 28.  
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Letter - 40.  

40-01 Commenter submitted a form letter expressing similar issues of concern as stated in 
Letter 28. Please see Response to Comments for Letter 28. 

Letter - 41.  

41-01 Commenter submitted a form letter expressing similar issues of concern as stated in 
Letter 28. Please see Response to Comments for Letter 28.  

Letter - 42.  

42-01 Commenter submitted a form letter expressing similar issues of concern as stated in 
Letter 28. Please see Response to Comments for Letter 28.  

Letter - 43.  

43-01 Commenter submitted a form letter expressing similar issues of concern as stated in 
Letter 28. Please see Response to Comments for Letter 28. 

Letter - 44.  

44-01 Commenter submitted a form letter expressing similar issues of concern as stated in 
Letter 28. Please see Response to Comments for Letter 28. 

Letter - 45.  

45-01 Commenter submitted a form letter expressing similar issues of concern as stated in 
Letter 28. Please see Response to Comments for Letter 28. 

Letter - 46.  

46-01 Commenter submitted a form letter expressing similar issues of concern as stated in 
Letter 28. Please see Response to Comments for Letter 28. 

Letter - 47.  

47-01 Commenter submitted a form letter expressing similar issues of concern as stated in 
Letter 28. Please see Response to Comments for Letter 28. 

Letter - 48.  

48-01 Commenter submitted a form letter expressing similar issues of concern as stated in 
Letter 28. Please see Response to Comments for Letter 28. 

Letter - 49.  

49-01 Commenter submitted a form letter expressing similar issues of concern as stated in 
Letter 28. Please see Response to Comments for Letter 28.  
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Letter - 51.  

51-01 Commenter expresses concern about impacts to the desert fungus garden ant. The desert 
fungus garden ant (Acromyrmex versicolor), is not considered a special-status species 
according to the definition presented in Section 3.4.2 and Table 3.4-1 of the DEIS. 
Although USFWS-designated critical habitat does not exist for this species (because it is 
not federally listed under the Endangered Species Act), it is understood that the 
commenter was instead likely describing the importance of the habitat for the desert 
garden fungus ant within and near the Project area. These ants are found within the 
Sonoran desert as well as deserts of Arizona. Habitat for the ant generally includes areas 
under mature dominant Sonoran trees; nests are established in the soil and under the 
canopy of these trees whose leaves they harvest. Colonies are found in aggregations on 
large trees and do not disperse great distances. Due to the lack of such habitat within the 
project footprint, there is low potential for this species to occur on-site and impacts to this 
non-special-status species would be minimal, if any. 

Commenter also expresses concern about dark night skies, air quality (fugitive dust), and 
distributed generation. Please see Common Response N.4.3 (dark skies), and 
Subsection 4.2.3 and 2.6.8 for air quality and distributed generation, respectively, in the 
FEIS. 

Letter - 52.  

52-01 Commenter expresses concern that mitigation measures not adequate for NEPA / CEQA 
compliance. Other concerns expressed are same as in Letter 28. See Common Response 
N.4.6 and Response to Comments in Letter 28, above. 

Letter - 53.  

53-01 Commenter opposes the proposed Project. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of the BLM NEPA 
Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not 
considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and does not require a 
specific response. 

53-02 Commenter suggests siting the Project on disturbed lands. See Common Response N.4.7. 

53-03 Commenter opposes the siting of the proposed Project in the California desert. Pursuant 
to Section 6.9.2.1 of the BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan 30, 2008) and CEQA 
Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental 
issue, and does not require a specific response. 

53-04 Commenter expresses concern about impacts on wildlife, air quality, and water quality near 
Joshua Tree National Park. See Common Response N.4.2. In addition, see Chapter 4.2-Air 
Resource, Chapter 4.4, Wildlife, and Chapter 4.17, Water Resources, for a discussion on 
potential Project impacts on air quality, wildlife and water quality. 
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Letter - 54.  

54-01 Commenter submitted a form letter expressing similar issues of concern as stated in 
Letter 28. Please see Response to Comments for Letter 28.  

Letter - 55.  

55-01 Commenter submitted a form letter expressing similar issues of concern as stated in 
Letter 28. Please see Response to Comments for Letter 28.  

Letter - 56.  

56-01 See Response to Comments 56-2 through 56-65. In addition, Attachment 1 in the cover 
letter refers to Cumulative Impact Analysis as revised by CPUC. These revisions have been 
incorporated into the FEIS text. 

56-02 Applicant Measures have been added to Chapter 2 in the FEIS. 

56-03 Text in the FEIS Subsection 3.3.3, Soils and Topography, has been added that includes a 
discussion of soils found within the Project Study Area and those specific to the Project 
components. Additionally, text from page 3.3-10 of the DEIS which discusses fine sand 
habitats found on the Project sites was reorganized and moved to the Active Desert Dunes 
discussion under Subsection 3.3.6; a subheading for Fine Sand Habitats was added which 
includes clarification that aeolian sand deposits do not exist within Project footprints. 

56-04 A footnote has been added to Table 3.3-2 in the FEIS for the definition of NECO. 

56-05 Text has been added to Section 3.3.5 in the FEIS to state that the likelihood of presence is 
unlikely. 

56-06 Text has been added to Section 3.4.4 in the FEIS which provides greater depth to habitat 
description and the likelihood of occurrence. 

56-07 The requested sentence has been integrated with revisions to the natural history 
description of the sheep and the likely use of the valley floor by the sheep in Section 3.4 of 
the FEIS. 

56-08 The requested statement has been added to the discussion in Section 3.4 of the FEIS. 

56-09 Text has been added to Section 4.17.3, which provides additional analysis regarding 
potential for the Project to result in the violation of water quality standards or existing 
waste discharge requirements. 

56-10 The indicated discussion has been updated to reference the 2608-3346 range indicated in 
Table 4.17-1. 

56-11 The cumulative analysis sections associated with the respective resources have been revised 
in the FEIS to address this comment.  

56-12 Mitigation Measure MM-AIR-4 has been added to address this comment. 
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56-13 A South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD)-recommended measure has 
been added to the Final EIS to replace MM-AIR-1 (see Response 103-6). It appears that 
the intent of the CPUC-recommended measure would be achieved through 
implementation of a revised MM-AIR-1.  

56-14 MM-BIO-2 has been added to Subsection 4.3.3 of the FEIS. 

56-15 The last sentence under AM-BIO-3 in Subsection 4.3.3 has been revised to read: "All cacti 
observed will be flagged for tranplantation and special status plant species observed will be 
flagged for salvage." In addition, MM-BIO-3 has been added. 

56-16 MM-BIO-4 has been added to Subsection 4.3.3 of the FEIS. Edits were also made to AM-
BIO-5 to ensure consistency with and reference to MM-BIO-4. 

56-17 See Response to Comment 56-16. 

56-18 Impact BIO-2 in the FEIS has been edited to include reference to MM-BIO-2 and to 
provide an explanation as to why impacts are reduced to a level considered less than 
significant or cumulatively considerable. Impacts discussion under each impact were edited 
to address the concern of the impacts to special status plants and that they would be 
mitigated below a level of significance. 

56-19 Text referring to MM-BIO-2 has been added to the text of AM-BIO-1 in the FEIS. 

56-20 The typo has been corrected in the FEIS and text added that refers to M-BIO-2. 

56-21 Text has been added to Impact BIO-5 under Subsection 4.3.3 of the FEIS to clarify that 
the Project is in compliance with the open space policies of the Riverside County General 
Plan. 

56-22 The impact discussion text for Section 4.3 in the FEIS for special status plant species, 
natural vegetation communities and sensitive communities, including cumulative 
discussion, have been edited to make clear the determination language throughout the 
chapter. 

56-23 Additional text has been added to the FEIS, Subsection 3.4.4 for the descriptions for each 
species, as needed. Section 4.4 was expanded to describe impacts to these species and 
provide mitigation for those impacts to these species. 

A discussion on the topic of polarized light and glare has been added to Section 4.4. The 
discussion states that glare is not a problem but that polarized light may produce light 
pollution that can confuse wildlife, effect their navigation ability and ultimately effect 
dispersal and reproduction. This is also tied into effects to local plant communities. 

MM-WIL-5 has been added to Section 4.4. 

Additional text was added with regard to impacts on movements of wildlife, specifically 
with regard to Nelson's big horn sheep and Palm Springs round-tailed round squirrel. The 
clarifying text has been added to all relevant subsections under Section 4.4. 
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56-24 Additional text has been added to Section 3.4 in the FEIS, providing more background on 
critical habitat and its location with respect to the project sites. Also, a discussion was 
added in Section 4.4 about the project components and locations of critical habitat. 

56-25 Reference to the USFWS guidance has been added to AM-WIL-1 in the FEIS, Section 4.4. 

56-26 The typo has been corrected and MM-WIL-1 has been added to the list of Applicant and 
Mitigation Measures in the Executive Summary and in Section 4.4 of the FEIS. 

56-27 AM-WIL-3 has been edited to include reference to USFWS's 2010 avian and bat 
guidelines. 

56-28 Text under Impact WIL-1 in Section 4.4 of the FEIS has been edited to include reference 
to MM-BIO-2 as supportive reasoning that impacts would be reduced to less than 
significant. 

56-29 Edits have been made to both Sections 3.4 and 4.4 in the FEIS to ensure consistency with 
the significance conclusion. 

56-30 Additional text has been added to the FEIS, Section 4.4 under discussions related to 
Impact WIL-3 to clarify the importance of the valley floor as a movement corridor as well 
as text referring to mitigation for these impacts. Subsection 3.4.4 for the descriptions for 
each species, as needed. 

56-31 Clarifying text has been added to Impact WIL-4 in Section 4.4 of the FEIS. 

56-32 The impact determinations in Section 4.4 of the FEIS have been revised where appropriate 
to make clear the determination language throughout the section. 

56-33 Section 4.4.3, Wildlife Management Areas and Critical Habitat in the FEIS has been 
amended to include the issue of polarized light and MM-BIO-5 has been added per this 
comment. 

56-34 The discussion under Section 4.9.5 in the FEIS has been expanded to address this 
comment. 

56-35 The intent of CEQA Significance Criterion NZ-4 is to address potential impacts that could 
occur even if Project-related operational noise levels would be less than applicable land use 
compatibility standards. In general, a 10 dB increase in noise level is perceived as a 
doubling in loudness. For the purposes of this analysis, BLM considers a perceived 
Project-related long-term doubling in loudness (i.e., increase in 10 dB) of ambient levels to 
represent a substantial permanent increase compared to noise levels without the Project. 
Therefore, such a long-term increase relative to ambient noise levels would be considered 
a significant impact. 

56-36 The recommended mitigation measure has been included in the Final EIS as MM-NOI-1 
to supersede applicant measure AM-NZ-1.  

56-37 Comment noted, and the sentence has been deleted. The Project would recycle the panels 
if damaged or at termination, therefore discussion of land disposal is not relevant. 
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56-38 AM-HAZ-5 in the FEIS has been expanded to include more detail on the elements of an 
emergency response plan per this comment. 

56-39 AM-HAZ-10 in the FEIS has been revised to add more detailed performance standards 
per this comment. 

56-40 The text has been corrected to recognize that the travel routes could be returned to 
original baseline conditions after decommissioning, and the reference to "beneficial 
impact" has been removed. 

56-41 As stated on page 4.15-6 of the DEIS, the Red Bluff Substation would be monitored 
remotely and would have about three or four visits per month, which translates to an 
average on about one visit per week. When trips are generated at such a low-level 
frequency, there would be no impact on traffic flow conditions at any time of the day 
(peak traffic hours or otherwise). That is, changing the assumed time of day for analysis 
from "outside of peak traffic hours" to "during peak traffic hours" would be no effect on 
the impact determination presented in the DEIS. The same applies to the analysis of Gen-
Tie Line trip generation. 

56-42 The updated FAA regulations referred to in the comment would not require SCE to file a 
Form 7460-1 for the telecommunications tower; nonetheless, SCE has agreed to Applicant 
Measure AM-HAZ-7, as amended, requiring that SCE file a Form 7460-1 with the FAA and 
comply with FAA’s determination. SCE has filed a 7460-1 with FAA. See text revisions in 
Sections 4.15.4, 4.15.6, and AM-HAZ-7, as amended, in Section 4.11.3 in the FEIS. 

56-43 The section headers have been revised in the Final EIS to more accurately reflect what is 
discussed in text. Headers titled "Interim Visual Management Class" have been revised to 
"Visual Contrast Analysis", and the headers titled "Summary of Operation and 
Maintenance Impacts" have been revised to "Consistency with Interim Visual Resource 
Management Objectives." 

56-44 CPUC has expressed the need to make a determination under CEQA as to the impacts of 
the "whole of the action" which includes not only the Red Bluff Substation but all project 
components associated with the Project whether located on private land or BLM land. 
Accordingly, the Final EIS text under the headings "CEQA Significance Determination" 
has been revised as suggested. 

56-45 See response to Comment 56-44 

56-46 See response to Comment 56-44 

56-47 See response to Comment 56-44 

56-48 See response to Comment 56-44 

56-49 See response to Comment 56-44 

56-50 See response to Comment 56-44 

56-51 See response to Comment 56-44 
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56-52 See response to Comment 56-44 

56-53 See response to Comment 56-44 

56-54 See response to Comment 56-44 

56-55 See response to Comment 56-44 

56-56 See response to Comment 56-44 

56-57 See response to Comment 56-44 

56-58 See response to Comment 56-44 

56-59 See response to Comment 56-44 

56-60 See response to Comment 56-44 

56-61 See response to Comment 56-44 

56-62 The indicated text has been updated to include a more complete characterization of 
potential impacts to flooding, both onsite and off. 

56-63 The indicated text has been updated to include a more complete characterization of 
potential impacts to flooding, both onsite and off. 

56-64 Text updated to indicate that alternative sources could include bottled water or the use of a 
small scale/on site drinking water purification system. 

56-65 Text updated; non-binding language removed. 

Letter - 59.  

59-01 Commenter opposes the Project. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of the BLM NEPA 
Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not 
considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and does not require a 
specific response. 

59-02 Commenter suggests that the EIS did not consider the full range of alternatives. See 
Common Response N.4.7. 

59-03 Commenter suggests that the analysis in the EIS did not take into consideration impacts to 
Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP). See Common Response N.4.2 and Chapter 4.12, 
Recreation. In addition, a subsection has been added (Subsection 4.14.9) that summarizes 
Project impacts to JTNP. 

59-04 Commenter opposes the Project. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of the BLM NEPA 
Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not 
considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and does not require a 
specific response. 
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Letter - 60.  

60-01 Commenter supports the proposed Project unless power lines cross a populated area, 
particularly Kaiser Road. Commenter suggests routing power lines along Eagle Mountain 
Road. See Common Responses N.4.7 and N.4.8. 

Letter - 61.  

61-01 Commenter supports the proposed Project unless power lines cross a populated area, 
particularly Kaiser Road. For discussion associated with impacts related to transmission 
line corona discharge, refer to Final EIS Section 4.10.3, under the operations and 
maintenance impact discussion for Gen-Tie Line 1-A. 

61-02 Commenter expresses concern about impacts of power lines on property values. Potential 
Project-related effects on local land uses and property values are discussed in Common 
Response N.4.8. 

Letter - 62.  

62-01 Commenter expresses concern about the route that would be taken by power lines serving 
the proposed Project. Please see Response to Comment 61-01 and 61-02 regarding power 
lines. 

Letter - 63.  

63-01 Commenter expresses support for the proposed Project with one reservation, the 
preferred route of the Gen-Tie line. Please see Common Response N.4.8 regarding land 
use impacts of the Gen-Tie lines. Also, see Common Response N.4.7 regarding 
alternatives analyzed. 

63-02 Commenter expresses support for the proposed Project with one reservation, the 
preferred route of the Gen-Tie line. See Response to Comment 63-01. 

63-03 Commenter expresses support for the Project. Comment is noted. 

Letter - 64.  

64-01 This letter raises the same concerns in form Letter 28. Please see Response to Comments 
to Letter 28.  

Letter - 65.  

65-01 Commenter urges the No Action Alternative be adopted. Comment is noted. 

65-02 Commenter suggests that tourism to the area should be emphasized not job creation. See 
Response to Comment 28-01. 

65-03 Commenter expresses concern about impact to night skies. See Response to Comment 28-
02. 
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65-04 Commenter expresses concern about desert tortoises and climate change. See Response to 
Comment 28-07. 

65-05 Commenter states that desert tortoises in the Chuckwalla Valley are the reservoir for 
future mitigation into Joshua Tree National Park. See Response to Comment 28-07.  

65-06 Commenter expresses concern about non-native species introduced to Joshua Tree 
National Park, as a result of the Project. See Response to Comment 28-09. 

65-07 Commenter expresses concern about the disturbing desert soils and encouraging blooms 
of a non-native plant, the Sahara Mustard. See Response to Comment 28-09. 

65-08 Commenter suggests that solar panels belong on rooftops not on public lands miles from 
urban centers. See Response to Comment 28-10 and Subsection 2.6.8 in the FEIS for a 
discussion on distributed generation.  

Letter - 66.  

66-01 In response to the commenter, the words "the Project applicant and proponent" have 
been added at the beginning of the text to clarify per the comment.  

66-02 In response to the commenter, the word "only" has been eliminated from the Executive 
Summary as it describes permanent disturbance of acreage. 

66-03 Commenter suggests that the purpose and need for the Project is too narrowly defined. 
See Common Response N.4.1 regarding the purpose of the Project and Common 
Response N.4.7 regarding the alternatives evaluated. 

66-04 Commenter expresses concern about the scope and level of analysis of the alternatives. See 
Common Response N.4.7. In addition, as stated in the Subsection 2.2.1 of the DEIS, there 
are many possible alternative configurations. Alternative site configurations were 
developed to avoid and then minimize impacts on sensitive environmental resources. The 
alternatives analyzed are considered to be a reasonable range of alternatives that are 
technologically and economically feasible and respond to the purpose of and need for the 
Project. The way the alternatives were combined into larger system alternatives has no 
bearing on the ability of the agencies’ decision makers to select a different combination 
than what was presented in the EIS. 

66-05 Commenter expresses concern about the scope and level of analysis of the alternatives. See 
Common Response N.4.7. The commenter suggests that Alternative 6 (no proposed 
Project ROW grant, amend CDCA Plan to allow renewable energy development at the 
proposed Project site) should analyze the largest possible project that could be developed 
under this scenario and the impacts associated with such development. The size of any 
future renewable energy development at the project site would depend on a future 
application for a ROW grant from another developer. Because there is no such application 
before BLM at this time, defining the maximum size of renewable energy development at 
the project site is speculative.  
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66-06 Commenter expresses concern about the analysis of alternatives to the proposed Project. 
Concerning a reasonable range of alternatives see Common Response N.4.7. Also, 
regarding the adequacy of the analysis please see Common Response N.4.6. 

66-07 Commenter expresses concern about the analysis of alternatives to the proposed Project. 
Concerning a reasonable range of alternatives see Common Response N.4.7. Also, 
regarding the adequacy of the analysis please see Common Response N.4.6. 

66-08 Commenter suggests there is no clear analyses of impacts to sacred sites. Sections 3.6 and 
4.6 state that Indian tribes, during ongoing government-to-government consultation with 
the BLM, have identified no sacred sites that would be impacted by the Project. The FEIS 
acknowledges the possibility that such sites may be identified as consultations with tribes 
continue during the NEPA and Section 106 compliance processes. Because no sacred sites 
have been identified, the analysis of impacts does not differ among the alternatives with 
respect to such sites. See Response to Comment 66-11 with regard to the continuing 
consultation with tribes and resolution of adverse effects through development and 
implementation of a Memorandum of Agreement for the Project. 

66-09 Commenter states that analysis of impacts in the Draft EIS is not adequate because 
mitigation measures defer requirements for studies. See Common Response N.4.6 
regarding adequacy of analysis in the Draft EIS. 

66-10 Commenter notes that Applicant Proposed Measure Vegetation BIO-5 includes 
requirements for the future preparation of a Vegetation Resources Management Plan. See 
Common Response N.4.6 regarding the adequacy of analysis in the DEIS. Please note the 
creation of more detailed mitigation plans after certification of the environmental 
document, is acceptable under CEQA provided that practical considerations make it 
difficult to develop the plan at this stage of the planning process and the agency “commits 
itself to eventually devising measures that will satisfy specific performance criteria 
articulated at the time of approval” (Sacramento Old City Association v. City Council 
(1991) (229 Cal.App.3d 1011, 1028 1029). See also CEQA Guidelines (14 Cal. Code 
Regs 15123.4 (a) (1) (B)), which provides that mitigation measures may specify 
performance standards that would mitigate the significant effect of the project and that 
may be accomplished in more than one specific way. 

66-11 Commenter suggests that all impacts to cultural resources should be identified before 
issuance of the DEIS. Memorandums of Agreement are commonly used to comply with 
Section 106 of the NHPA on projects like the Desert Sunlight Solar Project. The 
Memorandum of Agreement for the Project will govern a process for completing 
identification and evaluation of cultural resources that will be affected, and for determining 
mitigation consistent with their values, prior to construction or other activities that could 
affect them. The Memorandum of Agreement will be completed and signed prior to 
approval of the ROD. Consulting parties and stakeholders, including the State Historic 
Preservation Officer and Indian tribes, will have an opportunity to participate in 
consultations on the terms and provisions of the Memorandum of Agreement before the 
project is approved.  
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66-12 The Project's potential effect on cultural and natural resources with the project area are 
identified and evaluated in Section 4.6 (Cultural Resources) of the DEIS. The Project site's 
cultural resources (including Native American values, history and culture) are analyzed in 
the Section 4.6. Native American consultations were initiated in mid-April 2010 and are 
ongoing. No sacred sites, TCPs, or traditional use areas have been identified, but such 
areas may be identified as the consultation process moves forward and if such cultural 
resources are found mitigation will be occur as appropriate and possible. Additionally, any 
disproportionate impacts to ethnographic resources, such as described in this comment 
letter would be identified and included in the results of the Native American consultations 
and formalized in a Memorandum of Agreement. As shown in Table 3.13-5, the 
environmental justice populations for the project are predominantly Hispanic and African 
American. The Native American population within the Project area is less than 1 percent 
of the population. The environmental justice analysis determined that the effects to the 
minority population were not disproportionate given the nature of the Project-related 
physical and cultural resource impacts identified as well as the very limited Native 
American population within the project area.  

66-13 Commenter suggests that opportunities for environmental justice communities to 
participate in the NEPA process were inadequate. Native American consultations were 
initiated in mid-April 2010 and are ongoing. In addition, public scoping for the project was 
performed in full compliance with NEPA requirements. Section 5 of the DEIS 
(Consultation, Coordination and Public Participation) describes the extensive public 
outreach performed for the DEIS. Furthermore, as shown in Table 3.13-5, the 
environmental justice populations for the project are predominantly Hispanic and African 
American. The Native American population within the Project area is less than one 
percent of the local population. Consequently, the Project's public outreach and scoping 
efforts have not been disproportionate for the minority populations within the Project 
area.  

66-14 Commenter summarizes previous comments. See Responses to Comments 66-3 through 
66-13. 

Letter - 67. 

67-01 Commenter expresses support for the propose Project and clarifies previous comments 
(Letter 63) regarding gen-tie line route alternatives. See Common Response N.4.7 
regarding gen-tie line route alternatives. 

67-02 Commenter notes that portions of the gen-tie line route could be built underground in 
order to reduce visual impacts. See Common Response N.4.7 regarding gen-tie line route 
alternatives. 

Letter - 69. 

69-01 Commenter expresses opposition to the proposed Project because of impacts to the 
environment in the Chuckwalla Valley. This comment does not provide any specific 
feedback on the proposed action. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of the BLM NEPA 
Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008), and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not 
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considered a substantive comment on a particular environmental issue, and it does not 
require a specific response. 

69-02 Commenter suggests that the proposed Project would not provide as much electricity as is 
indicated in the Draft EIS. This comment does not provide any specific feedback on the 
proposed action. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of the BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 
(Jan. 30, 2008), and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive 
comment on a particular environmental issue, and it does not require a specific response. 

69-03 Commenter supports the use of rooftop solar panels on previously disturbed or built areas; 
see Common Response N.4.7 regarding the Project alternatives evaluated in the Draft EIS. 

69-04 Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of the BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008), this is 
not considered a substantive comment. 

69-05 Commenter expresses general opposition to renewable energy projects that have negative 
environmental impacts. This comment does not provide any specific feedback on the 
proposed action. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of the BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 
(Jan. 30, 2008), and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive 
comment on an environmental issue, and it does not require a specific response. 

69-06 Commenter supports the use of rooftop solar panels on previously disturbed or built areas; 
see Common Response N.4.7 regarding the project alternatives evaluated in the Draft EIS. 

69-07 Commenter supports the use of rooftop solar panels on previously disturbed or built areas, 
see Common Response N.4.7 regarding analysis of project alternatives. 

69-08 The commenter opposes the Project. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of the BLM NEPA 
Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008), and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not 
considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and it does not require a 
specific response. 

69-09 The commenter opposes the Project. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of the BLM NEPA 
Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008), and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not 
considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and it does not require a 
specific response. 

69-10 The commenter opposes development in the desert. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of the 
BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008), and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this 
is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and it does not 
require a specific response. 

69-11 The commenter supports integrated solar technology. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of the 
BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008), and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this 
is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and it does not 
require a specific response. 

69-12 The commenter opposes development in the Project area. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of 
the BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008), and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), 
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this is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and it does not 
require a specific response. 

69-13 The commenter supports solar development on previously disturbed or built areas, see 
Common Response N.4.7 regarding analysis of alternatives in the Draft EIS. 

69-14 The commenter supports energy conservation. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of the BLM 
NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008), and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not 
considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and it does not require a 
specific response. 

69-15 The commenter opposes pumped water storage. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of the BLM 
NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008), and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not 
considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and it does not require a 
specific response. This comment also addresses wildlife corridors and wilderness. Wildlife 
corridors and the wilderness experience are addressed in Comment Response N.4.2. 

69-16 The commenter opposes the Project and supports solar development on previously 
disturbed or built areas, see Common Response N.4.7. 

69-17 BLM acknowledges that microclimates on site would be affected by the installation of the 
proposed solar panels. For instance, shading of the desert surface directly underneath the 
solar panels is expected to result in a reduction in soil surface temperatures in that area, in 
particular during the summer. Air circulation and light conditions are also expected to be 
altered on site. However, changes in shading, temperature, and wind patterns would be 
limited to the proposed solar fields and their immediate vicinity on the Project site. The 
Project would not result in the alteration of off-site microclimates. On-site impacts to 
vegetation, wildlife, hydrologic resources, and other resource categories are evaluated in 
the body of the DEIS, and no further evaluation of discussion is warranted. 

69-18 Commenter suggests that increases in traffic related to the proposed Project would affect 
wildlife, including endangered species. See discussions in Chapter 4.15, Transportation, 
and 4.4, Wildlife. 

69-19 Commenter recommends considering siting the proposed Project on previously disturbed 
or built areas. See Common Response N.4.7 regarding alternatives analyzed in the Draft 
EIS. 

69-20 The commenter supports integrated solar technology on previously disturbed or built 
areas, see Common Response N.4.7 regarding alternatives analyzed in the Draft EIS. 

69-21 The commenter supports integrated solar technology on previously disturbed or built 
areas, see Common Response N.4.7 regarding alternatives analyzed in the Draft EIS. 

69-22 The commenter opposes the Project but supports renewable energy. Pursuant to Section 
6.9.2.1 of the BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008), and CEQA Section 
21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, 
and it does not require a specific response. 
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Letter - 70.  

70-01 Please see response to comment 69-17; the materials proposed for the solar field and other 
proposed facilities are not anticipated to generate sufficient changes in temperature that 
areas outside of the Project footprint would be affected. No mechanism for significant 
increase or decrease in temperature offsite has been identified. Therefore, no further 
discussion is warranted.  

70-02 The environmental impacts of the proposed power lines are evaluated in Chapter 4 of the 
EIS. Although the proposed action does not include gen-tie lines along Eagle Mountain 
Road, the DEIS considered a number of alternatives to the proposed Project. The Gen-
Tie Line B-1 Alternative would travel across Eagle Mountain Road, as described in 
Section 2.2.4 of the EIS. The Project selection and alternative screening process is 
described in Chapter 2.2.1 of the DEIS. The BLM’s preferred alternative is the proposed 
action without modification. BLM will identify the alternative that it considers to be 
environmentally preferable in its Record of Decision (ROD), as required by NEPA. The 
CPUC believes the environmentally superior action alternative under CEQA is a 
combination of Substation A with Access Road 2, Gen-Tie GT-A-2, and either Solar Farm 
Layout B or C. The ultimate decision on the project will be made by the relevant agency’s 
decision makers, taking into account each agency’s statutory mission and responsibilities, 
and giving consideration to economic, environmental, legal, social, technical and other 
factors. Your concerns will be provided to the decision makers for consideration prior to 
making a final determination on the project. 

70-03 Commenter is concerned about health-related EMF impacts. See Common Response 
N.4.10. 

70-04 Commenter is concerned about health-related EMF impacts. See Common Response 
N.4.10. 

70-05 Commenter is concerned about EMF interference. See Common Response N.4.10. 

70-06 Commenter recommends siting the proposed Project on previously disturbed or built 
areas in the DEIS, see Common Response N.4.7 regarding alternatives analyzed in the 
Draft EIS. 

70-07 Commenter expresses concerns about impacts associated with the proposed Project. As 
discussed in Common Response N.4.9 and N.4.10, there are no identified significant 
health hazards or environmental risks with the Project elements as proposed. The potential 
impacts to wildlife are discussed and analyzed in the Draft EIS Chapter 4.4. The potential 
interference to communication is discussed in Common Response N.4.10. The 
commenter's concerns regarding the aesthetics of the project ("eyesore") are noted, but the 
comment does not address the adequacy of the EIS analysis. The commenter is referred to 
Section 4.16 of the Draft EIS for an analysis of visual resource impacts. 
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Letter - 72.  

72-01 Commenters express concern about gen-tie line routes and suggest that the Gen-Tie route 
should follow an existing right-of-way and avoid Kaiser Road. See Common Response 
N.4.7, part 2 regarding gen-tie line route alternatives. 

Letter - 73.  

73-01 Commenter suggests siting the proposed Project on previously disturbed or built areas. See 
Common Response N.4.7 regarding alternatives analyzed in the Draft EIS. 

73-02 Ironwood Consulting conducted focused desert tortoise surveys of the Study Area during 
five periods per the USFWS's methods as outlined in the 2008 (including revisions made in 
2009 and 2010) Field Survey Protocol Action that May Occur within the Range of the 
Desert Tortoise. The survey periods included March 18 and April 5, 2008; October 1 and 
12,2008; October 26 and 31, 2009; March 15 through April 17, 2010; and July 7 through 
12, 2010. These surveys provided full coverage of the Study Area and included zone of 
influence transects at 100-, 300-, 600-, 1200- and 2400-feet intervals from and parallel to 
the Study Area. The Study Area included areas larger than the proposed disturbance areas 
included in project designs proposed in 2007 through to 2010 and large survey buffers. To 
ensure surveys included all appropriate seasons, additional surveys are planned for fall of 
2010 or spring of 2011. All data were mapped and submitted to CDFG's CNDDB and 
were used to evaluate presence and distribution of the tortoise throughout the Study Area 
and surrounding areas. The experience and qualifications of surveying biologists were 
reviewed and approved by BLM prior to initiation of surveys as they each demonstrated a 
high level of experience with desert tortoise. Thus, the BLM’s review of the project and its 
impacts is based on a thorough survey of the Study Area and a comprehensive evaluation 
of desert tortoise presence and distribution. 

73-03 Commenter is concerned about developer counts of desert tortoise on renewable energy 
projects, such as the BrightSource Ivanpah Project permitted by the California Energy 
Commission (CEC), but makes no comments specific to the DEIS. The staff from the 
CEC, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG required many of the solar developers to perform 
additional surveys for desert tortoise, as well as other protected plant and animal species. 
Projects such as the Calico Solar Project were significantly reduced in size to avoid impacts 
to the desert tortoise based on these supplemental surveys required by the resource and 
regulatory agencies. In addition, very detailed performance criteria were added to many of 
the standard CEC conditions of certification to address both the scope of the renewable 
energy projects and the difficulty of verifying preliminary survey results. Similarly, the 
Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project applicant began with a more than 4,000-acre study area, 
and, after desert tortoise surveys and other environmental studies were completed, 
determined that a reduced project footprint could avoid the most sensitive tortoise areas of 
the Project Study Area. Please also see response to comment 76-03 regarding tortoise 
surveys for this Project.  
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Letter - 74.  

74-01 This letter is a duplicate of Letter 63 from the same commenter. See Response to 
Comments to Letter 63. Commenter sent a follow-up email dated 11.12.10 suggesting that 
a portion of the Gen-Tie line be underground. See Common Response N.4.7 and an 
updated discussion of Section 2.6 in the FEIS. 

74-02 This letter is a duplicate of Letter 63. See Response to Comment to Letter 65. 

74-03 This letter is a duplicate of Letter 63. See Response to Comment to Letter 65. 

74-04 This letter is a duplicate of Letter 63. See Response to Comment to Letter 65. 

74-05 This letter is a duplicate of Letter 63. See Response to Comment to Letter 65. 

74-06 This letter is a duplicate of Letter 63. See Response to Comment to Letter 65. 

74-07 This letter is a duplicate of Letter 63. See Response to Comment to Letter 65. 

Letter - 75.  

75-01 Commenter states that the site is described as disturbed, but provides excellent habitat for 
desert plants and animals. Although the Applicant has characterized the Project area as 
disturbed, Section 3.4 of the DEIS and FEIS use a much more conservative definition of 
“disturbed”: Disturbed, ruderal, and non-vegetated areas are found in association with 
roads within the Project locations and previously developed areas around wells and 
associated features such as drainage basins. Disturbed areas are found on 2 acres of GT-A-1, 
20 acres of GT-A-2, 2 acres of GT-B-2, and 1 acre of Red Bluff Substation A (Access 
Road 1). Developed and disturbed areas provide habitat for opportunistic wildlife species. 
House sparrows (Passer domesticus) often nest on artificial structures. Red-tailed hawks 
(Buteo jamaicensis) and common ravens frequently nest on the steel lattice towers of 
transmission lines. Coyotes may also be present. In addition, the mitigation and/or 
compensation are based on the total area disturbed by the Project rather than only on 
qualifications of habitat quality. 

75-02 Commenter expresses concerns about the proximity of the proposed Project site to Joshua 
Tree National Park and about the potential cumulative impacts of the proposed Project 
and other proposed renewable energy projects. See Common Response N.4.2 regarding 
potential impacts to wilderness. Cumulative impacts from the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 
Project as well as other past, present and reasonably foreseeable future projects presented 
and described in Table 3.18-2 and Table 3.18-3 in the DEIS were taken into consideration 
in assessing the cumulative impacts discussed in each resource/program section in 
Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences. 

75-03 Commenter expresses concerns about impacts to wilderness experience, including fugitive 
dust, noise. and aesthetics. See Common Responses N.4.2 through N.4.4 regarding 
potential impacts to wilderness as a result of fugitive dust, noise, and aesthetics impacts. 
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75-04 Commenter suggests that the Draft EIS does not adequately address cumulative impacts, 
including the Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project and Eagle Mountain Landfill. The 
Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project is included in the list of cumulative projects in 
Table 3.18-3 of the DEIS as ID# "J". The Eagle Mountain Landfill Project is also included 
as ID# "AA" in Table 3.18-3. Both of these projects are also shown on Figure 3.18-2, 
Cumulative Projects in the Project Area. 

75-05 The localized significance thresholds (LST) levels are typically used to determine the 
potential for ambient air quality standards to be exceeded at local sensitive receptor 
locations in the vicinity of the Project site. The thresholds are voluntary on the part of the 
lead agency. The low number of sensitive receptors near the Project site does not warrant 
project-specific dispersion modeling analyses to identify Project-specific localized 
emissions. Because there are so few sensitive receptors close to the various Project sites, 
and none closer than 1,175 feet, the default thresholds for the 1,640-foot distance from a 
five-acre emissions area have been used in the EIS to document the localized impacts to 
nearby sensitive receptors. Given the average distance to actual construction activity and 
the typical size of areas subject to significant construction activity on any single day, the 
default five-acre site thresholds provide a reasonable screening value for the Project. The 
EIS considers the distance from project activities to Joshua Tree and the short-term nature 
of the construction emissions. No new or modified stationary sources would occur 
requiring permit review aside from portable equipment used during construction and the 
proposed emergency-use engine-generator at the substation. Construction-related vehicle 
traffic emissions are documented throughout Chapter 4.2, where it is noted the emissions 
would be dispersed across three air basins. With mitigation and emission control measures 
identified in the EIS, there would be no need for additional modeling due to the limited 
likelihood of project-related emissions causing adverse effects on air quality or air quality 
related values (AQRV) in the National Park or Class I area. 

75-06 Commenter expressed issues with night sky impacts. See Common Response N.4.3. 

75-07 Commenter states that the site is described as disturbed, but provides excellent habitat for 
desert plants and animals. See Response to Comment 75-01. 

75-08 Commenter notes there is active territory for nesting golden eagles two miles from the 
project boundary. Use of the Project area by golden eagles as foraging lands and potential 
nesting territories has been acknowledged in the DEIS. Implementation of Applicant 
Measures (AM)-BIO-1 and Mitigation Measure (MM)-BIO-2 will reduce potential impacts 
to golden eagle foraging habitat by acquiring suitable habitat to compensate for direct loss 
of foraging habitat. It is not anticipated that the nests or nesting behavior of the eagles 
would be impacted by the Project as the only active nest is two or more miles from any 
Project component or related activities. Disturbance to nesting golden eagles would be 
avoided or minimized with implementation of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan (AM-
WIL-3), which requires buffers around active eagle nests within which no disturbance shall 
occur. Impacts resulting from dust will be mitigated for as addressed in Section 3.2, Air 
Resources. Pinto Wash may provide a regional movement corridor for wildlife as discussed 
in Section 3.4.5, Wildlife Corridors. Pinto Wash would not be directly impacted by the 
proposed Project activities. However, to ensure the area is avoided, implementation of 
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AM-BIO-4 would require that workers on the site are educated about the location of 
sensitive areas such as Pinto Wash and how and why they must be avoided and 
implementation of MM-BIO-1 would require that a qualified biologist be on site to 
monitor compliance with those avoidance measures and to ensure that construction 
activities are contained within the staked and flagged construction areas at all times in 
order to avoid off-site impacts. 

75-09 The DEIS acknowledges the potential use of Pinto Wash as a regional movement corridor 
by wildlife, however absence of animal signs during repeated, protocol-level surveys 
conducted during different seasons indicates that this area is not used heavily by wildlife. 
Potential impacts to wildlife resulting from noise, light and dust pollution will be 
temporary in nature and limited in extent at any one location. These impacts, as well as 
those related to installation of exclusionary fencing, are discussed in Section 4.4, Wildlife, 
4.10, Noise, and 4.2, Air Resources, under impact discussions for each Project component. 
A discussion about impacts resulting from polarized light has been added to Chapter 4.4, 
and the associated impacts addressed in Mitigation Measure BIO-5. Noise impacts 
discussed in Section 4.4 are addressed through implementation of Applicant Measure 
(AM)-WIL-1 and AM-WIL-2. Dust control measures as required by the SQAQMD Rule 
403 will be employed and through implementation of water application during 
construction (e.g., use of water trucks) and AM-AIR-6 and AM-AIR-2. Noise impacts will 
be reduced through implementation of designated construction windows and 
implementation of AM-NZ-1 and AM-NZ-2 as discussed in Section 4.10, Noise. Although 
impacts related to installation of exclusionary fencing during construction are discussed in 
Section 4.4 under impact discussions for each project component, additional language has 
been added to Section 4.4.3 of the FEIS. Lastly, daily monitoring by a qualified biologist as 
required under MM-BIO-1 will ensure that these requirements are adhered to. 

75-10 Glare is caused by mirrors which would create sources of bright light caused from the 
diffuse reflection of the sun. Rather, the proposed Project’s solar panels would not use 
mirrors that could cause glare, but would produce polarized light pollution that could 
confuse insects and potentially birds. Refer to Section 4.4, Wildlife, where an impact 
discussion about the Project's generation of polarized light has been added to the FEIS 
and Mitigation Measure WIL-5 has been added to the FEIS to address potential impacts to 
birds resulting from the generation of polarized light. 

75-11 It is noted in Section 4.3 of the DEIS that transmission line towers provide artificial 
perches and nest sites for ravens, which could increased predation of these species on 
desert tortoise. Implementation of a Raven Management Plan required in Applicant 
Measure WIL-3 would reduce these impacts to less than significant levels. The 
commenter’s preference for Gen-Tie A-2 is noted, the DEIS includes an assessment of 
impacts to desert tortoise, including effects of increased raven, predation for this 
alternative.  

75-12 Commenter supports the No Action Alternative. Comment on No Action Alternative 
noted. Commenter recommends siting the proposed Project on previously disturbed or 
built areas. See Common Response N.4.7 regarding analysis of alternatives in the Draft 
EIS. 
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75-13 The DEIS considers the potential for incremental impacts resulting from construction, 
operation and maintenance, and closure and decommissioning of the Project to cause or 
contribute to a cumulative effect in each of the issue areas for which the Project could cause 
an impact. The DEIS identifies cumulative projects and provides quantified and detailed 
information about them. On an issue-by-issue basis, DEIS Chapter 4 identifies the 
geographic and temporal scope of the cumulative impacts analysis area, provides a basis for 
the boundaries of each, identifies existing conditions within each cumulative impacts 
assessment area, identifies the direct and indirect effects of the Project and alternatives, and 
identifies past, present and reasonably foreseeable future actions making up the cumulative 
scenario. The several renewable energy (solar and wind) projects being considered by the 
BLM's California Desert District are identified in Table 3.18-1, including the number of 
projects, acreage and total megawatts under consideration in the Palm Springs, Barstow, 
El Centro, Needles, and Ridgecrest Field Offices. Existing projects along the I-10 corridor in 
eastern Riverside County are also identified in Table 3.18-2 and future foreseeable projects in 
this area are identified in Table 3.18-3. The DEIS's analysis of cumulative impacts is 
adequate.  

75-14 Commenter summarizes previous comments. See responses to comments 75-1 through 
75-13, above. 

Letter - 76.  

76-01 The Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan (required per AM-WIL-1, a draft of which was 
included as DEIS Appendix H) includes a detailed discussion about how the recipient sites 
were evaluated, including an assessment of existing tortoise densities at each site and their 
proximity to existing home ranges. The recipient control sites were selected based on 
direction from BLM, CDFG and USFWS and current research in the field of desert 
tortoise home range and movement. The plan is in draft format and will be reviewed, 
refined and approved by BLM, the USFWS and CDFG to conform to the 2010 USFWS 
desert tortoise relocation guidelines entitled Translocation of Desert Tortoises (Mojave Population) 
From Project Sites: Plan Development Guidance Unpublished Report dated August 2010 as required 
per AM-WIL-1. DEIS Section 4.4.3 has been revised in the FEIS to include information 
on translocation of desert tortoise and its impacts. Also, new mitigation measures have 
been added in the FEIS: Mitigation Measure MM-WIL-7 (alternate to long-distance 
translocation), Mitigation Measure MM-WIL-8 (requiring USFWS, CDFG to review plans 
required by Applicant Measures). 

76-02 Impacts to desert tortoises from translocation are described in Section 4.4, Wildlife, and 
the discussion has been expanded in the Final EIS. The analysis includes disclosure of 
estimated mortality rates of translocated desert tortoises, including recent evidence from 
the Fort Irwin Land Expansion Project. 

76-03 The DEIS is not claiming that the total number of live tortoises inhabiting the Project area 
is based on what was detected during tortoise surveys but rather using the survey 
information as a tool to determine presence of and areas of use by tortoises. Also, tortoises 
generally use more than one burrow, so the presence of more active burrows than 
observed tortoises is not unusual. DEIS Sections 3.4 and 4.4, Wildlife, have been revised in 
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the FEIS to more clearly define the numbers of desert tortoise within the various project 
alternative boundaries. 

76-04 Refer to response to comment 76-01. 

76-05 Refer to response to comment 76-02. 

76-06 Refer to response to comment 76-03. Follow-up surveys are not warranted. 

76-07 Compensation ratios are specified in Applicant Measure BIO-1, citing the Northeastern 
Colorado Desert Plan as “1:1 for creosote bush scrub, 3:1 for desert dry wash woodland, 
and 5:1 for impacts to the Chuckwalla DWMA and Chuckwalla CHU.” The Habitat 
Compensation Plan has not been finalized and would be implemented only after final 
review and approval by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. Compensation ratios are the same for 
the proposed Project and alternatives. It is not necessary to identify specific parcels at this 
stage; rather, requiring compliance with the performance standards of compensatory 
mitigation (AM-BIO-1 and new measure MM-BIO-2 added in the FEIS) is sufficient to 
demonstrate that mitigation would be effective. MM-BIO-2 has been revised per CPUC 
Letter 56 comments to provide greater clarification as to what the compensation lands 
must be composed of with regard to habitat types. It is anticipated that sufficient private 
land that meets the performance standards of MM-BIO-2 is available. Compensatory 
mitigation would be accomplished by acquisition of mitigation land or conservation 
easements or by providing funding for specific land acquisition, endowment, restoration, 
and management actions under one of several programs including the recently approved 
mitigation program created by Senate Bill 34. 

76-08 Refer to response to comment 76-07 for compensation land ratios by habitat type. The 
number of acres of compensation lands would vary depending on which alternative is 
implemented. 

76-09 Refer to response to comment 76-07. 

76-10 Concerning the suggestion that a distributed solar alternative be evaluated thoroughly in 
the EIS, see Common Response N.4.7 regarding analysis of alternatives. 

76-11 See Common Response N.4.7 regarding analysis of alternatives. 

76-12 See Common Response N.4.7 regarding analysis of alternatives. 

76-13 Commenter states that BLM should not consider the purpose and need for the proposed 
Project with reference to the Energy Policy Act of 2005 and the Solar Energy Study Zones 
pursuant to Secretarial Order 3285 until completion of the Solar Programmatic EIS. See 
Common Response N.4.1 regarding the purpose of and need for the proposed Project.  

The BLM will not consider the proposed DSSF within the draft framework of the Solar 
PEIS. Although the BLM generally prefers to develop programmatic NEPA 
documentation and, thereafter, to use it as a basis for site-specific projects, the process of 
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drafting, reviewing and considering the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 
for Solar Energy Development in Six Southwestern States (Solar PEIS) is not yet final.  

In response to direction from Congress under Title II, Section 211 of the Energy Policy 
Act of 2005, as well as Executive Order 13212, Actions to Expedite Energy-Related 
Projects, the BLM and the DOE are collaborating to prepare the Solar PEIS pursuant to 
NEPA and CEQ regulations. The Solar PEIS will evaluate utility-scale solar energy 
development in a six-state area, including that portion of the CDCA that is open to solar 
energy development in accordance with the provisions of the CDCA Plan.  

A Notice of Intent to Prepare the Solar PEIS was published in the Federal Register on 
May 29, 2008. Secretarial Order No. 3285 (SO 3285), issued March 11, 2009, and amended 
February 22, 2010, by the Secretary of the Interior, announced a policy goal of identifying 
and prioritizing specific locations best-suited for large-scale production of solar energy. In 
light of SO 3285, the BLM and the DOE originally postponed completion of the Draft 
Solar PEIS, and on June 30, 2009, published a Notice of Availability of maps that 
preliminarily identify 24 tracts of BLM-administered land for in-depth study. The scoping 
period was extended. The Draft Solar PEIS was published in December of 2010 and the 
public comment period on the DEIS has been extended until April 16, 2011. The schedule 
to complete the Final Solar PEIS or adopt the ROD is not yet known (Id.).  

Because the Solar PEIS is under development, it, and any decisions the BLM’s makes 
based on its analysis, will not govern BLM’s decision-making efforts for the DSSF. The 
BLM has a responsibility to perform a timely environmental review in response to 
individual applications. For this reason, the BLM will consider the proposed DSSF 
pursuant to FLPMA, NEPA, and applicable planning documents, in accordance with the 
BLM’s existing Solar Energy Development Policy (Instruction Memorandum 2007-097) 
(BLM 2007). Therefore, the language in the FEIS was neither removed nor qualified 
further in response to this comment.  

76-14 The analysis in the DEIS has been supplemented in the FEIS to include additional 
explanation and analysis concerning the proposed CDCA Plan Amendment. See FEIS 
Sections 1.3 and 2.2.2. 

76-15 The Solar Farm site would be constructed outside the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU. 
However, the gen-tie at Red Bluff substation and ancillary facilities would disturb desert 
tortoise habitat in the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA compensation for direct impacts in 
the CHU and DWMA would be required at a 5:1 ratio. Mitigation for indirect impacts to 
tortoise, including increased raven predation, would be reduced with implementation of 
AM-WIL-2. Appendix D of the NECO Plan, which amended the CDCA Plan, states that 
new surface-disturbing projects would include specific design features to minimize 
potential impacts to desert tortoises and their habitat. Implementation of the above-
mentioned mitigation would assure consistency of the project with NECO Plan and the 
CDCA Plan. Lands inside DWMAs are MUC category L (Limited Use), which allows for 
development of solar projects pursuant to the CDCA Plan. Cumulative new surface 
disturbance to the federal portion of the DWMA, including the proposed Project, would 
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be less than the 1 percent of disturbance to federal lands that is allowable per the NECO 
Plan. 

76-16 Concerning the CDCA Plan, see Response to Comment 76-14.  

76-17 Concerning transmission and substation locations, see Response to Comment 76-14.  

Letter - 77.  

77-01 Commenter recommends siting the Project on previously disturbed or built areas to avoid 
damage to a pristine area of the desert that will not heal quickly. Concerning the 
alternatives evaluated in the Draft EIS, see Common Response N.4.7. 

77-02 Concerning the financial viability of the Project and a distributed solar power alternative, 
see Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

77-03 The commenter opposes the Project. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of the BLM NEPA 
Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008), and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not 
considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and so does not require a 
specific response. 

77-04 Impacts to desert tortoises from translocation are described in Section 4.4, Wildlife. The 
analysis includes disclosure of estimated mortality rates of translocated desert tortoises, 
including recent evidence from the Fort Irwin Land Expansion Project. See also, Response 
to Comment 76-02. 

77-05 The commenter does not support the project in the proposed location. Pursuant to 
Section 6.9.2.1 of the BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and Section 
21091(d)(2)(A) of CEQA, this is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental 
issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

77-06 Commenter favors a solar alternative to the proposed large-scale Project in the desert. 
Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of the BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and 
CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an 
environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

Letter - 79.  

77-07 The commenter prefers a gen-tie route through Jojoba. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of 
BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is 
not considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and so does not require 
a specific response. 

77-08 Commenter supports the Project, but only in a form that is good for all people and wildlife 
in the area. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 
2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an 
environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. 
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77-09 Comment on the population along the Eagle Mountain route noted. 

77-10 Potential Project-related effects on local land uses and property values are discussed in 
Common Response N.4.8. 

77-11 The commenter expresses concern regarding visual impacts of the Project. The 
commenter's concerns are noted, but the comment does not address the adequacy of the 
Draft EIS. The commenter is referred to DEIS Section 4.16 for an analysis of visual 
resource impacts. 

Letter - 81.  

81-01 As stated on DEIS page 4.15-10, lane closures required for short durations during 
construction of Gen-Tie Line A-1 would be completed in accordance with the guidelines 
of the agency that controls the affected roads, and would be managed through the 
implementation of AM-TRANS-1. This mitigation measure states, among other things, 
that Sunlight shall demonstrate compliance with Section 517 of Caltrans’ Encroachment 
Permits Manual if lane closures are required on State Highways and identify all necessary 
transportation permits, including those for oversize vehicles, hazardous materials 
transport, haul routes, and roadway right-of-way encroachment. Reference to Chapter 600 
(Utility Permits) of the Encroachment Permits Manual, and the Right of Way Manual 
Chapter 13, has been included in the FEIS. 

81-02 The comment is noted and will be taken into consideration in the design of the Project. 

81-03 Commenter suggests documenting all affected public roads, easements, and right-of-way 
segments prior to construction and providing documentation to Caltrans. As stated on 
Chapter 4.15 of the DEIS, applicant measure AM-TRANS-2 would ensure that "Sunlight 
shall document road conditions at the beginning and end of Project construction and 
decommissioning and contribute fair share cost for pavement maintenance and other 
needed repairs."  

Letter - 82.  

82-01 Commenter opposes construction of powerlines on Kaiser Road. Potential Project-related 
effects on local land uses and property values are discussed in Common Response N.4.8. 

82-02 Commenter expresses concern about the potential health impacts of powerlines. Regarding 
EMF-related health concerns, see Common Response N.4.10. 

82-03 The commenter opposes the Project due to the environmental sensitivity of the area. 
Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA 
Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental 
issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

82-04 Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of the BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and 
CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an 
environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. 
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82-05 As stated in the DEIS in Chapter 4.13, Socioeconomics and Environmental Justice, short-
term Project-related employment would average between 390 and 440 jobs for 
construction of the Solar Farm facility. In addition, there would be a small of number of 
additional construction jobs for the gen-tie line (averaging 25 jobs) and a similar number of 
construction jobs for the Red Bluff Substation (although the substation jobs would be 
staffed predominantly by SCE employees given their specialized nature and very short 
duration). Future operation and maintenance of the Solar Farm would provide long-term 
employment for 10 to 15 full-time workers. These permanent jobs would be available to 
qualified local residents. 

Letter - 83.  

83-01 Commenter opposes the project traversing sacred properties, but does not make any 
specific comments on the traditional sacred properties discussed in DEIS Section 3.6. 
Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA 
Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental 
issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

83-02 Commenter requests that the Project not be sited on sacred properties, but does not 
question the adequacy or accuracy of the analysis of traditional sacred properties in DEIS 
Section 3.6. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 
2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an 
environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

Letter - 84.  

84-01 The BLM has been engaged in government-to-government consultation with Native 
American tribes since the early stages of Project planning and will continue this 
consultation throughout the Section 106 compliance process. BLM’s tribal consultation 
efforts are discussed in Chapter 3.6 and in Cultural Resources Appendix K. Tribes have 
been invited to identify sacred sites and other properties of traditional cultural and 
religious importance that might be affected by the Project. Tribes have also been invited to 
participate in consultations to develop a Programmatic Agreement for the Project that will 
seek to resolve adverse effects on any properties of traditional cultural and religious 
importance that may be identified. As discussed in Chapter 4.6, no sacred sites, traditional 
cultural properties or traditional use areas have yet been identified that would be adversely 
affected by the proposed action. 

84-02 The commenter opposes the Project. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook 
H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A),this is not considered a substantive 
comment on an environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

Letter - 85.  

85-01 The commenter states that the project does not recommend avoidance measures for 
endangered plants. Implementation of the Habitat Compensation Plan, pre-construction 
surveys for special-status plant species and development and implementation of a Salvage 
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and Restoration Plan would address impacts to sensitive and special-status plants. These 
impact avoidance, minimization and mitigation requirements are identified in Section 4.3 
and 4.4 under AM-BIO-1, AM-BIO-3, MM-BIO-2, and MM BIO-4. It is not necessary 
that the plans be final at this stage; rather, requiring compliance with the performance 
standards of the above-mentioned measures is sufficient to demonstrate that mitigation 
would be effective. 

85-02 The commenter states that the Project would have a drastic impact on desert wildlife. 
Impacts to desert tortoise from translocation are analyzed in FEIS Section 4.4, Wildlife. 
Concerning translocation, see also Response to Comment 76-02. As analyzed in FEIS 
Section 4.4, translocation poses a lesser risk to desert tortoises than leaving them on the 
site where they would be subject to mortality by project construction and operation. 
Additionally, it is the policy of the CDFG and USFWS to require translocation of desert 
tortoises from project sites where they otherwise would be taken. Protocol surveys for 
desert tortoise were conducted by qualified biologists per the USFWS's Field Survey 
Protocol for any Federal Action that May Occur within the Range of Desert Tortoise. The 
total number of live tortoises observed during surveys was used to determine presence of 
and areas of use by tortoises. If additional tortoises are observed during clearance surveys 
of the project area, qualified biologists would implement USFWS, CDFG and BLM-
approved protocol provided in the project’s Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan, as 
required per AM-WIL-1.  

The analysis of wildlife movement in the DEIS has been expanded in the FEIS to include 
discussion of wildlife movement among the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU and other 
surrounding habitat areas (see Section 4.4.3). 

Impacts to special-status birds, including burrowing owl and LeConte’s thrasher, are 
analyzed in DEIS Section 4.4. Implementation of AM-WIL-3 would reduce these impacts. 
See Response to Comment 75-08 regarding impacts to golden eagles. An analysis of impacts 
to birds from polarized light has been added to the FEIS in Section 4.4.3; accordingly, 
Mitigation Measure WIL-5 has been added to the FEIS to mitigate these impacts. 

85-03 The commenter states that the project would impact visual resources. See Common 
Response N.4.4, Adequacy of Key Observation Points (KOPs) and Simulations. 

85-04 Concerning the adequacy of the range of alternatives analyzed in the DEIS, see Common 
Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

85-05 The commenter favors a distributed solar PV alternative. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of 
BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this 
is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and so does not 
require a specific response. Nonetheless, see Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives 
Analyzed, which discusses solar energy development in the built environment. 

85-06 The commenter states that projects on disturbed land are viable based on recent projects. 
Considering siting on previously-disturbed or built areas in the DEIS, see Common 
Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 
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Letter - 86.  

86-01 The commenter supports the economic benefits of the Project and requests clarification 
on the potential impacts from light pollution. See Common Response N.4.3, Dark Skies. 

Letter - 87.  

87-01 The commenter supports the Project. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA 
Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not 
considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and so does not require a 
specific response. 

Letter - 88.  

88-01 The commenter supports proposed development in the area, including the Project. 
Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA 
Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental 
issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

Letter - 89.  

89-01 The commenter opposes environmental impacts of large-scale solar development in the 
desert while roof tops are available for PV projects. Concerning siting on previously-
disturbed or built areas, see Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

Letter - 90.  

90-01 The commenter is concerned about local impacts of development that benefit large-load 
centers far from the desert. The commenter's concerns are noted. Project impacts related 
to visual resources are analyzed in DEIS Section 4.16, which concludes that the Project 
would create a strong contrast within the affected landscape from several of the KOPs. 
This comment does not question the adequacy or accuracy of the DEIS. Pursuant to 
Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA 
Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental 
issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

90-02 Concerning EMF-related impacts, see Common Response N.4.10, EMF Exposure. 

90-03 The commenter disagrees with the proposed tortoise relocation areas. See Responses to 
Comments 76-1 through 76-3. 

Letter - 91.  

91-01 The commenter supports wind energy and the Project. Pursuant Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM 
NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not 
considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and so does not require a 
specific response. 
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Letter - 92.  

92-01 The commenter opposes the Project due to impacts to golden eagle foraging habitat and 
desert tortoise. The discussion of eagle foraging and nesting in the DEIS has been 
expanded in FEIS Section 4.4.3. See Responses to Comments 76-1 and 76-02 regarding 
impacts of translocation to desert tortoise. See Response to Comment 75-08 regarding 
impacts to golden eagle foraging habitat. The commenter opposes the Project due to 
impacts to golden eagle foraging habitat and desert tortoise. See Responses to Comments 
76-1 and 76-02 regarding impacts of translocation to desert tortoise. See Response to 
Comment 75-08 regarding impacts to golden eagle foraging habitat. Loss of foraging 
habitat would be considered “take” under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act 
(50 CFR 22.3) if the loss of foraging habitat caused (1) injury to an eagle, (2) a decrease in 
its productivity, by substantially interfering with normal breeding, feeding, or sheltering 
behavior, or (3) nest abandonment, by substantially interfering with normal breeding, 
feeding, or sheltering behavior.’’ Loss of foraging habitat from development of the 
proposed Project would not result in “take” according to standard, and would be mitigated 
with acquisition, enhancement and protection of compensatory habitat as required in AM-
BIO-1 and MM-BIO-2. 

92-02 The commenter opposes the proposed location of the Project and questions the adequacy 
of the range of alternatives analyzed. Considering siting on previously disturbed or built 
areas in the DEIS, see Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

92-03 The commenter states that the BLM needs to address connectivity; this discussion in the 
DEIS has been expanded in FEIS Section 4.4.3. Impact WIL-3, Direct and Indirect Impacts to 
Wildlife Movement or Nursery Sites, in DEIS Section 4.4.9 identifies that the project would 
have a considerable contribution to cumulative impacts on wildlife movement in the 
Chuckwalla DWMA and Chuckwalla CHU. Mitigation included in the Project's Habitat 
Compensation Plan and Applicant Measure BIO-1 would ensure that the Project’s 
contribution to cumulative wildlife connectivity impacts would be reduced to less than 
significant levels. Concerning the adequacy of analysis in the DEIS, see Common 
Response N.4.6. 

Letter - 93.  

93-01 Concerning the breadth of the statement of BLM’s Purpose and Need statement, see 
Common Response N.4.1, Purpose and Need. 

93-02 Concerning the breadth of the statement of BLM’s Purpose and Need statement, see 
Common Response N.4.1, Purpose and Need. Concerning the range of alternatives 
considered, see Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. Further, the commenter 
states that the BLM has misunderstood the intent of Congress in the Energy Policy Act. 
As stated in Section 211 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005, the Congress intended that “the 
Secretary of the Interior should” seek to have approved non-hydropower renewable 
energy projects located on the public lands with a generation capacity of at least 10,000 
megawatts of electricity. The text in the FEIS has been corrected to reflect that the 
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approval of the stated capacity of renewable energy on federal lands is encouraged and not 
required. 

93-03 The commenter favors Alternative C. Comment on Alternative C’s preservation of habitat 
linkage is noted. Nonetheless, Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-
1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a 
substantive comment on an environmental issue, and so does not require a specific 
response. 

93-04 The commenter considers Gen-Tie Alternative A-2 to be environmentally superior. 
Comment on the gen-tie alternatives is noted. See Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives 
Analyzed, regarding Gen-Tie GT-A-2.  

93-05 Considering siting on private lands in the DEIS, see Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives 
Analyzed. 

93-06 Concerning the reasonableness of the range of alternatives considered in the DEIS and 
siting on previously-disturbed or in built areas, see Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives 
Analyzed. 

93-07 The commenter urges the BLM to consider cumulative impacts to the desert environment. 
The FEIS for the DSSF identifies cumulative projects and provides quantified and detailed 
information relating to them in Chapter 3.18. See also Figure 3.18-2, Cumulative Projects in 
the Project Area, and Tables 3.18-2 and 3.18-3, Existing Projects along the I-10 Corridor (Eastern 
Riverside County and Future Foreseeable Projects along the I-10 Corridor (Eastern Riverside County), 
respectively. On an issue-by-issue basis, FEIS Chapter 4 identifies the geographic and 
temporal scope of the cumulative impacts analysis area, provides a basis for the boundaries 
of each, identifies existing conditions within each cumulative impacts assessment area, 
identifies the direct and indirect effects of the DSSF and alternatives, and identifies past, 
present and reasonably foreseeable future actions making up the cumulative scenario. See, 
for example, FEIS Sections 4.3.9 and 4.4.9, discussion of cumulative impacts on vegetation 
and wildlife, respectively; Table 4.3-18, Summary of Cumulative Impacts on Native Vegetation 
Communities; and FEIS Appendix H. Additionally, the FEIS analyzes cumulative impacts of 
past, present and reasonably foreseeable future actions, including utility-scale renewable 
and other development projects, on each of the resource areas in Chapter 4, including 
mitigation measures to offset cumulative impacts. Cumulative impact analysis is not an 
exercise in determining current conditions and trends, but requires considering effects of 
past, present and reasonably foreseeable actions. BLM believes the scope of the analysis of 
cumulative impacts in the FEIS is adequate.  

93-08 The commenter states that the organization of the DEIS is unconventional and hard to 
follow. There is no specific organizational requirement required by NEPA. This document 
is intended to meet the requirements of both NEPA and CEQA, and as such, the 
formatting is different than that usually followed by BLM. It is logical that mitigation for 
loss of habitat be contained in the vegetation section of the document since “habitat” 
consists of the physical surroundings of wildlife, which includes the vegetation. MM-BIO-2 
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has been added to the FEIS to provide greater clarification as to what the compensation 
lands must be composed of with regard to habitat types. See also Response to Comment 
76-07 regarding finalization and agency review of the Habitat Compensation Plan. 
Additionally, see Common Response N.4.6 regarding the identification of adequate 
mitigation measures. 

93-09 The commenter states that the cumulative analysis of impacts to biological resources on 
the regional scale is missing from the DEIS. The DEIS analyzes cumulative impacts to 
plants in Chapter 4.3, Vegetation, Section 4.3.9; wildlife cumulative impacts are analyzed in 
Chapter 4.4 Wildlife, Section 4.4.9. While the geographic scope for the cumulative impacts 
to plants and wildlife includes regional solar projects (i.e., along the I-10 corridor); 
however, a scope encompassing the entire eastern Riverside County region would be too 
large to suitably focus on the impacts contributed by the proposed project. Mitigation 
included as part of the project's Habitat Compensation Plan and Applicant Measures 
would ensure that cumulative impacts to wildlife and vegetation would be reduced to less-
than-significant levels.  

93-10 The commenter states that the Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) should be directly 
affiliated with the environmental consequences in Chapter 4. As explained in EIS Section 
2.5, the applicant (either Sunlight or SCE) proposed certain Applicant Measures (AMs) as 
part of the project including AM-BIO-1, which requires development of an HCP to 
compensate for the loss of creosote desert scrub, desert dry wash woodland and 
jurisdictional resources as a result of the proposed action. In certain instances, Mitigation 
Measures (MMs) are recommended by BLM to further reduce impacts. The DEIS 
identified AM-BIO-1 and MM-BIO-1 to avoid or reduce various impacts to biological 
resources (see Chapters 4.3 and 4.4). MM-BIO-1 would require an approved biologist to 
conduct construction monitoring. The FEIS includes an additional mitigation measure, 
MM-BIO-2, which supplements AM-BIO-1. Specifically, MM-BIO-2 identifies the specific 
resources for which compensation land must be acquired in HCP, including creosote 
desert scrub and desert dry wash woodland as well as state-jurisdictional streambeds, 
occupied foxtail cactus habitat, undisturbed habitat for most wildlife species (i.e., away 
from sources of noise or other disturbance such as highways, wind farms, etc.), occupied 
desert tortoise habitat, occupied chuckwalla and rosy boa habitat, suitable/occupied 
upland shrubland nesting habitat for migratory birds, suitable or occupied roosting habitat 
for special status bats, and suitable or occupied habitat for Palm Springs round-tailed 
ground squirrel, Colorado Valley woodrat, or American badger. The analysis in FEIS 
Chapters 4.3 and 4.4 has been modified to reflect this additional measure. 

93-11 The commenter would like the CDCA Plan amended to protect the 19,000 acres avoided 
by the Project from future development. However, the comment does not question the 
adequacy or accuracy of the analysis in the DEIS. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM 
NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not 
considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and so does not require a 
specific response. Considering siting on previously-disturbed or built areas in the DEIS, 
see Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 
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93-12 The commenter urges the BLM to consider net impacts of habitat compensation acreage 
The habitat compensation requirement has been expanded in FEIS MM-BIO-2, which 
includes specific selection criteria of appropriate lands including that the lands must be 
occupied desert tortoise habitat and must provide wildlife movement value equal to that 
on the project site; agency review of proposed compensation lands; preparation and 
implementation of a management plan for the lands; as well as funding and implementing 
initial protection and habitat improvements and long-term maintenance and management. 
The FEIS describes the likely importance of Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU as movement 
corridors for the desert tortoise in Section 4.4, Wildlife. Implementation of Applicant 
Measures (AM)-BIO-2 and AM-BIO-4, as well as Mitigation Measures MM-BIO-1 and 
MM–BIO-2, would reduce impacts to wildlife movement corridors. 

93-13 The commenter urges the BLM to focus on avoidance as the primary mitigation for 
impacts to desert tortoise. Comment on avoidance of desert tortoise and other biological 
resources and preference for Solar Farm Layout C due to its preservation of habitat 
connectivity is noted. 

93-14 The commenter urges the BLM to fully offset any impacts to golden eagle foraging. See 
Response to Comments 75-08 and 92-01. The selection criteria for compensation lands are 
described in MM-BIO-1 and compensation land ratios are described in AM-BIO-1.  

93-15 The commenter states that the DEIS does not adequately address sand transport impacts. 
Text has been added to FEIS Section 4.8.3, which discusses the sand transport evaluation 
conducted for the project. The Study Area was not found to be subject to aeolian sand 
migration nor was it found to be located within a sand transport corridor. The Storm 
Water Hydrology Report (AECOM 2010) provided in DEIS Appendix G found pre- and 
post-development of the Study Area would result in insignificant amounts of sediment 
transport. To further reduce potential impacts related to sediment transport, 
implementation of a Sediment Transport Monitoring and Maintenance Plan is proposed. 
Jurisdictional resources, such as ephemeral drainages, are discussed in Section 3.17.2; a 
discussion about impacts to these features, their hydrologic functions and potential sand 
transport erosion resulting from the project, is included in Sections 3.17 and 4.17, Water 
Resources. The commenter further states that the project would affect Eagle Creek and 
Big Wash ephemeral drainages but that the DEIS did not address impact to these 
drainages. In response, FEIS Section 4.17.3 has been updated to include analysis of 
impacts to surface water drainages. Under the CEQA significance criteria, impacts would 
be less than significant with mitigation incorporated. 

93-16 The commenter requests additional study of natural drainages and fluvial sand transport. 
As discussed in DEIS Section 4.17.3 and Appendix G, the effects of Project 
implementation on stormwater, flood flows and sediment transport were evaluated and 
would result in minimal change. However, to provide further assurance that the Project 
would minimize such impacts, the mitigation proposed in the DEIS for stormwater and 
flood control has been updated in the FEIS to require an increase in flows of no more 
than 1 percent relative to existing conditions (see also, Response to Comment 106-11). 
This would ensure that impacts to stormwater, downstream flooding and associated 
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sediment transport would be minimized. Biological resources associated with desert wash 
habitat are discussed in DEIS Section 3.3; an expanded discussion is provided in FEIS 
Section 3.3. The DEIS’s discussion of aeolian sand transport also has been expanded and 
is provided in FEIS Section 3.3, Vegetation. 

93-17 The commenter states that the DEIS does not adequately address climate change impacts 
to species. The commenter is correct. See Response to Comment 93-18. 

93-18 The commenter is correct. DEIS Chapter 4.5 has been updated in the FEIS to analyze 
additional direct and indirect effects of climate change, including potential effects of 
climate change on the project. Such impacts include snowpack and snowmelt period, sea 
level rise, dilution, water temperature, flooding/drainage/erosion, water resources 
availability, fisheries, habitat values/species/mitigation lands, wildfire risks, heat waves, soil 
moisture, and fugitive dust. 

93-19 The commenter states that the DEIS needs to address the impacts of climate change on 
the proposed project. The analysis provided in the DEIS has been updated to do so. See 
Response to Comment 93-18. 

93-20 The commenter requests that BLM expand the analysis of impacts of climate change from 
the proposed project and alternatives. Chapter 4.5, Climate Change, has been updated to 
analyze the effects of climate change on biological resources and habitat mitigation values. 

Letter - 94.  

94-01 The commenter opposes the impact that the proposed gen-tie route down Kaiser Road 
would have on the community. See Responses to Comments 76-1 through 76-3. 

94-02 The commenter opposes Project-related impacts to their views and the desert. This 
comment does not question the adequacy or accuracy of the analysis in the DEIS. 
Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and 
CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an 
environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. Nonetheless, the 
commenter is referred to DEIS and FEIS Section 4.16 for an analysis of visual resource 
impacts. 

Letter - 95.  

95-01 The commenter supports renewable energy, and solar specifically, if the power lines are 
hidden underground. See Response to Comment 67-1. 

Letter - 96.  

96-01 This is a form letter. See Responses to Comments in Letter 28.  
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Letter - 97.  

97-01 Commenter supports the Project. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook 
H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a 
substantive comment on an environmental issue, and so does not require a specific 
response. 

Letter - 98.  

98-01 The commenter opposes the Project and the development of human infrastructure at the 
expense of desert land and animals. Concerning alternative locations considered in the 
DEIS, see Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

Letter - 99.  

99-01 Concerning alternative locations considered in the DEIS and the commenter’s preference 
for Gen Tie GT-A-2, see Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

99-02 The commenter is concerned about the proposed route of the gen-tie and aesthetic 
impacts and supports Alternative A-2 if Option B1 is not feasible due to the desert 
tortoise. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) 
and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an 
environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

Letter - 100.  

100-01 The commenter opposes the Project, but does not question the adequacy or accuracy of 
the analysis provided in the DEIS. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook 
H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a 
substantive comment on an environmental issue, and so does not require a specific 
response. 

Letter - 101.  

101-01 The commenter supports the concept of solar energy in Southern California. Pursuant to 
Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 
21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, 
and so does not require a specific response. 

101-02 The commenter lives in Vancouver, Canada, and is concerned about power lines being 
located near homes. See Common Response N.4.10, EMF Exposure. 

101-03 Water use for the proposed project is discussed in DEIS Chapter 2.0, Project Description, 
and in Chapter 4.17, Water Resources. As discussed in Chapter 4.17, sufficient 
groundwater is available to meet construction and operation period demand of the Project. 
To ensure that impacts to groundwater supply are minimized, Mitigation Measures 
(including MM-WAT-1, MM-WAT-2, and MM-WAT-3) would be required. A 
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Groundwater Level Monitoring, Mitigation and Reporting Plan (MM-WAT-3) would be 
required to detect any changes to groundwater supply levels. 

Letter - 102.  

102-01 The commenter supports the Project. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA 
Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not 
considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and so does not require a 
specific response. 

Letter - 103.  

103-01 The commenter appears to indicate that dispersion modeling should be conducted for the 
Project because Project-related vehicle traffic emissions combined with on-site emissions 
would exceed the LST levels for nitrogen oxides, PM10, and PM2.5. The thresholds are 
voluntary on the part of the lead agency. However, use of LST levels or dispersion 
modeling to determine the potential for an air quality standard to be exceeded in the 
vicinity of the Project site is only appropriate for on-site emission sources, and not for off-
site vehicle emissions, the majority of which would occur miles from the locations of the 
various sensitive receptors closest to the Project site. 

103-02 The FEIS includes additional information on the windblown dust calculation 
methodology. Subsequent to the release of the DEIS, AECOM prepared a new wind 
erosion, PM10 and PM2.5 formation analysis for the project on behalf of First Solar (see 
FEIS Section 4.2.3 and Appendix D-6). For the entire wind erosion, PM10 and PM2.5 
formation study, including all assumptions and references, see Appendix D-6. 

103-03 The comment suggests that the DEIS assumes that all construction-related dust would 
settle in the evening. To clarify, the FEIS states that airborne dust would be greatly 
reduced in concentration by nighttime hours. Given that construction activities would 
cease prior to nighttime hours and that, on average, meteorology at night tends to be more 
favorable to dust settlement than average daytime meteorology, the subject statement is 
valid. Likewise, it is reasonable to assume that phasing construction activity at the Solar 
Farm site would limit the amount of disturbed area that could produce fugitive dust from. 
Regarding the potential for exposure to light pollution, see Common Response N.4.3, 
Dark Skies. 

103-04 To minimize fugitive dust on the Project site, the speed of travel of construction vehicles 
would be limited, and dust palliatives would be applied to the site as described in AM-AIR-1 
and AM-AIR6, and in compliance with SCAQMD Rule 403. 105-06. First Solar has 
confirmed to BLM that it would be feasible to apply dust palliatives to the Solar Farm Site 
to control operational dust emissions. See Response to Comment 103-03. 

103-05 Subsequent to the release of the Draft EIS, AECOM prepared a new wind erosion, PM10, 
and PM2.5 formation analysis for the Project on behalf of First Solar (see Final EIS 
Section 4.2.3 and Appendix D-6). The new analysis incorporates wind data from Blythe 
and adjusts the Barstow wind data to approximate the local wind profile.  
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103-06 The commenter recommends the following mitigation measures: 1) provide temporary 
traffic controls to maintain smooth flow of traffic; 2) provide dedicated turn lanes for 
movement of construction trucks and equipment on- and off-site; 3) re-route construction 
trucks away from congested streets and sensitive receptors; 4) appoint a construction 
relations officer to act as a community liaison concerning on-site construction activity 
including resolution of issues related to PM10 generation; 5) replace ground cover in 
disturbed areas as quickly as possible; 6) require utility-supplied power rather than gasoline 
or diesel generators; and 7) restrict construction delivery trucks to “clean” trucks, such as 
2010 models or newer. With regard to items 1 through 4 and 6, Mitigation Measure MM-
AIR-4 has been included in the FEIS to address this concern. With regard to item 5, 
Mitigation Measure MM-AIR-3 has been revised in the FEIS to address this concern. With 
regard to item 7, Mitigation Measures MM-AIR-1 and MM-AIR-4 have been revised in the 
FEIS to address this concern. See FEIS Section 4.2.2.3.  

103-07 For the windblown dust calculation parameters used to the support the new wind erosion, 
PM10 and PM2.5 formation analysis conducted for the project (including ground, soil and 
vegetation types) see FEIS Appendix D-6. The SCAQMD-recommended measure has 
been added to the FEIS to replace MM-AIR-1. 

103-08 Comment noted. First Solar intends to notify contractors of grants and incentives available 
from the SCAQMD. 

Letter - 104.  

104-01 This comment introduces and summarizes the commenter’s concerns presented in greater 
detail in the comments that follow. The commenter’s more specific comments are 
addressed separately, below. This comment also summarizes the commenter’s policy 
concerns. Concerning the suggestion that the BLM’s analysis fails to comply with FLPMA, 
see Common Response N.4.5, Recirculation of DEIS. With respect to whether industrial-
scale projects are appropriate for lands in this area, the purpose of the EIS is to define the 
impacts of developing the proposed Project. With the information contained in this EIS, 
BLM can evaluate the extent of impacts in comparison with the stated purpose and need. 
The ultimate decision presented in the Record of Decision will present the agency’s 
conclusion. 

The commenter also states that BLM has failed to explain how the Project would interface 
with the Solar PEIS process. As stated in the Draft Solar PEIS, which is undergoing public 
review at this time, existing applications for development of BLM-administered lands are 
not affected by the alternatives considered in the Solar PEIS. However, the proposed 
Project is within a proposed Solar Energy Zone. 

Regarding the commenter’s desire to further protect desert tortoise within the CDCA, this 
EIS recommends mitigation measures that would offset the potential loss of desert 
tortoise habitat and individuals resulting from the development of the Project. The 
discussions in the DEIS of desert tortoise in the Project area and impacts to desert tortoise 
have been expanded in FEIS Sections 3.4 (baseline) and 4.4 (impacts). 
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The commenter also is concerned that the consideration of the Red Bluff Substation, the 
Colorado River substation, and the previous EIR/EIS on the Devers Palo Verde No. 2 
(DPV2) transmission line constitute piecemealing, which would threaten the “bioregional” 
approach in the CDCA. With respect to the Red Bluff Substation’s relationship to the 
DPV2 project, the Red Bluff Substation was not needed or proposed or even in the 
planning process at the time the DPV2 EIR/EIS was completed. Therefore, it could not 
have been analyzed in the DPV2 EIR/EIS. Both DPV2 and the Devers Palo Verde No. 1 
(DPV1) transmission line project are included on the list of existing projects along the I-10 
corridor (see FEIS, Table 3.18-2) and were analyzed as part of the cumulative scenario in 
this EIS. Additionally, in recognition of the relationship between the Red Bluff Substation 
and the Desert Sunlight Project, the substation is being fully analyzed by BLM and the 
CPUC in conjunction with the Desert Sunlight proposal in this EIS. The Colorado River 
Substation is not a “connected action” to the Red Bluff Substation, the Desert Sunlight 
Project or the DPV2 project. All of these projects have utility independent of the Colorado 
River Substation and of each other. The Draft Supplemental EIR for the Colorado River 
Substation is now available for public review and addresses cumulative impacts of the 
projects in the Chuckwalla Valley. The EIS analysis includes a cumulative impact 
assessment that does address the regional biological effects of the multiple proposed 
projects in this portion of the CDCA. 

104-02 The analysis in the DEIS has been supplemented in the FEIS to include additional 
description and analysis of the proposed CDCA Plan Amendment. See FEIS Sections 1.3 
and 2.2.2. See also, Common Response N.4.5, Recirculation of DEIS. 

As explained in Section 2.2.1 of the EIS, other alternative sites were considered but 
eliminated from detailed analysis under NEPA, because one or more of the criteria from 
the BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (BLM 2008) apply. The rationale for eliminating 
alternative locations from detailed consideration is described in Section 2.6 of the EIS. 
However, the EIS considers two alternative locations for the Red Bluff Substation: 
Substation A (to the east) and Substation B (to the west). Impacts associated with these 
alternative locations are analyzed in detail in the EIS.  

Concerning the range of alternatives analyzed in the DSSF EIS generally, see Common 
Response N.4.7. 

Desert-wide resource protection is addressed in the analysis of cumulative impacts, which 
considers the impact of this proposed Project along with past, present and reasonably 
foreseeable future projects in the NECO planning area. The cumulative scenario is defined 
in Section 3.18 and the cumulative impact analysis is presented in EIS Chapter 4. Aside 
from the NECO and the desert-wide CDCA, no other BLM plans applicable to the 
Chuckwalla Valley. Beyond the cumulative analysis presented in this document, neither 
NEPA nor CEQA require a regional analysis to be completed for a project-specific action. 

104-03 The commenter states that the DEIS fails to adequately address the proposed CDCA Plan 
Amendment. As indicated in FEIS Sections 1.1 and 1.3.1, Table 1-4-1 and elsewhere, the 
BLM processes applications for commercial solar energy facilities as right-of-way 
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authorizations under Title V of FLPMA and Title 43, Part 2804 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations. The FLPMA establishes public land policy and guidelines for administration, 
and provides for the management, protection, development, and enhancement of public 
lands. In particular, the FLPMA’s relevance to the proposed project is that Title V, 
Section 501, establishes BLM’s authority to grant rights-of-way for generation, 
transmission and distribution of electrical energy. The BLM is processing the Applicant’s 
application within the FLPMA framework. 

NEPA procedures ensure that “high quality” environmental information is available 
before actions are taken (40 CFR 1500.1). A “hard look” under NEPA consists of a 
reasoned analysis containing quantitative or detailed qualitative information. See, BLM 
NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008). The data and analyses provided in the FEIS 
about the affected environment are commensurate with the importance of the impact, with 
less important material summarized, consolidated or simply referenced. This is consistent 
with the requirements of NEPA (40 CFR 1502.15). The FEIS relies on quantitative data 
where possible, and detailed qualitative data under other circumstances. The proposed 
action’s compatibility with the CDCA Plan is addressed in FEIS Section 4.9. BLM has 
determined that solar energy generation facilities may be allowed on Class M land after 
NEPA requirements are met and a Plan Amendment is approved, and that each of the 
action alternatives would be compatible with the CDCA. Landscape level issues, which 
may include desert-wide and CDCA-wide considerations, are addressed in the FEIS in the 
context of cumulative impacts on a resource-by-resource basis throughout Chapter 4, 
Environmental Consequences. Consistency with management objectives is not an appropriate 
topic of CEQA concern.  

As explained in Section 2.2.1 of the EIS, alternative sites were considered but eliminated 
from detailed analysis under NEPA, because one or more of the criteria from the BLM 
NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (BLM 2008) apply. The rationale for eliminating alternative 
locations from detailed consideration is described in FEIS Section 2.6. The EIS considers 
two alternative locations for the Red Bluff Substation: Substation A (to the east) and 
Substation B (to the west). Impacts associated with these alternative locations are analyzed 
in detail in the EIS. Concerning the range of alternatives analyzed in the DEIS generally, 
see Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

104-04 The commenter states that the DEIS fails to adequately address multiple use lands in favor 
of a single industrial use. Concerns from the public regarding the multiple use mission of 
the BLM and the loss of this large section of public land to a single use are addressed in 
the strict enforcement of mitigation measures for habitat and other measures that ensure a 
one-to-one replacement of lands lost to a single use. Table ES-2, Summary of Project Impacts 
by Alternative, identifies, by alternative, the total number of acres that would be permanently 
disturbed within the Chuckwalla DWMA and Chuckwalla desert tortoise CHU. Figure 3.4-5 
shows where this DWMA and CHU intersect with the Project locations and where the 
CHU overlaps with the DWMA. Figure 3.9-2 shows the Multiple Use Classes within the 
Project component. Neither FLPMA nor NEPA require that exact acreages, as would be 
determined by an actual on-the-ground survey conducted by a registered surveyor, be 
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provided in order to evaluate the effects of the Project. The analysis provided in the DEIS 
is sufficient to adequately evaluate the proposed Project impacts per FLPMA and NEPA. 
Further, the DEIS addresses cumulative impacts to biological resources in Sections 4.3.9 
and 4.4.9, discussion of cumulative impacts on vegetation and wildlife, respectively; and in 
Table 4.3-18, Summary of Cumulative Impacts on Native Vegetation Communities. Additionally, as 
analyzed in FEIS Section 4.12, Recreation, the impact of the closure and rerouting of 
OHV trails on recreation users would be less than significant in the CEQA context. Had 
impacts been found to be significant to OHV users, changes to the route network would 
have been appropriate mitigation to reduce the severity of such impacts. However, because 
the impact was determined to be less than significant under CEQA, route changes are not 
recommended in the DEIS. 

104-05 The commenter states that the DEIS fails to adequately address other ongoing planning 
efforts. As defined in the NEPA guidelines (40 CFR 1508.25(a)) or Section 6.5.2.1 of the 
BLM NEPA Handbook (p. 45), there are no “connected actions” associated with the DSSF. 
The DSSF consists of the solar generation facility, substation, transmission line, 
communication site and other ancillary facilities, all of which are addressed in the FEIS. 
Cumulative impacts of the DSSF are discussed in FEIS Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences. 
Concerning the Solar PEIS and the BLM’s responsibility to perform a timely environmental 
review in response to individual applications, see Response to Comment 76-13.  

104-06 The commenter states that the BLM failed to inventory the resources before making a 
decision on impacts to those resources. See Common Response N.4.6, Adequacy of 
Analysis.  

104-07 The commenter states that the DEIS fails to provide adequate information to ensure 
unnecessary degradation to public lands. See Common Response N.4.6, Adequacy of 
Analysis.  

104-08 The commenter states that the Purpose and Need Statement and project description are 
too narrowly construed; expresses concern over compliance with NEPA through the fast-
track process; states that the DEIS does not address certain aspects of global climate 
change; and that the Project’s effects on biological resources may “run contrary to an 
effective climate change adaptation strategy.” Regarding Purpose and Need, see Common 
Response N.4.1. Regarding the fast-track review process, please see Response to Comment 
105-13, below. Biological resources at the Project site, and the Project’s impacts to habitat 
fragmentation, connectivity for terrestrial wildlife, predators and invasive weed species are 
addressed in Sections 3.4, 3.4, 4.3, and 4.4 of the DEIS and the discussion of habitat 
connectivity has been expanded and clarified in Sections 3.4 and 4.4 of the FEIS.  

The Project’s emissions of greenhouse gases are acknowledged in DEIS Section 4.5, 
Climate Change. Clarifying text has been added to this section in the FEIS, referencing 
mitigation measure in other EIS sections that are relevant to reduction of greenhouse 
gases. The measures presented in Section 4.2, Air Quality, are particularly relevant. Three 
Applicant Measures and two Mitigation Measures are presented in the Climate Change 
section specifically to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 
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104-09 The analysis in the DEIS has been supplemented in the FEIS to include additional analysis 
of the proposed CDCA Plan Amendment. See FEIS Section 2.2.2. Regarding the 
commenter’s concern that the Purpose and Need Statement is too narrow, see Common 
Response N.4.1, Purpose and Need. Concerning the reasonableness of the range of 
alternatives considered, see Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. Concerning 
the request for recirculation, see Common Response N.4.5, Recirculation of DEIS. 

104-10 The commenter states that the DEIS does not adequately describe the environmental 
baseline. See Common Response N.4.6, Adequacy of Analysis. 

104-11 The commenter states that the DEIS does not fully describe the impacts of the Project on 
the desert tortoise; notes that more tortoises may be found on the site than expected; that 
“Category 3” desert tortoise habitat may be import as habitat or connectivity; that tortoises 
outside the Project boundaries may use habitat within the Project site; that desert tortoise 
translocation may have further impacts; that compensation lands should be conserved in 
perpetuity; that short-term and long-term impacts to desert tortoise must be addressed; 
that compensation should be at a 5:1 ratio; and that the DEIS does not evaluate 
significance of impacts to desert tortoise. 

Sections 3.4 and 4.4 of the FEIS have been clarified to include estimated numbers of 
desert tortoises that would be affected by each project alternative. These estimates are 
based on data in Appendix H. Applicant Measure BIO-1 and new Mitigation Measure 
MM-BIO-2 in the FEIS provide mitigation of impacts to desert tortoise habitat, using 
ratios based on desert tortoise density and special land use status (DWMA, CHU) rather 
than the “Category 3” designation. The discussions of wildlife movement and potential 
project impacts have been clarified and expanded in FEIS Sections 3.4 and 4.4. The 
Project’s impacts to desert tortoise habitat, which would include tortoises found near the 
Solar Farm boundaries, are described in FEIS Section 4.4 and compensation requirements 
are described in Applicant Measure AM-BIO-1 and new Mitigation Measure MM-BIO-2. 
Habitat compensation ratios identified in those measures are based on desert tortoise 
density and special land use designations, as applicable. Short-term impacts to desert 
tortoise would be minimized through translocation (Applicant Measure AM-WIL-1 and 
Mitigation Measure MM-WIL-7 in the FEIS) while long-term impacts would be mitigated 
through habitat compensation, at ratios described in Applicant Measure AM-BIO-1 and 
Mitigation Measure MM-BIO-2. The discussion of translocation has been expanded and 
clarified in FEIS Section 4.4; the final translocation plan, including translocation sites, 
must conform to USFWS guidelines (AM-WIL-1). Significance of impacts to desert 
tortoise and other resources have been clarified and analyzed in FEIS Section 4.4. See 
revisions to DEIS included in FEIS Sections 3.4 and 4.4, and Responses to Comments76-1 
through 76-3. 

104-12 The commenter states that the DEIS fails to analyze the significance of the impacts of the 
proposed project on the desert tortoise. See Responses to Comments76-1 through 76-3. 

104-13 The commenter states that the DEIS fails to consider impacts to the sand transport system 
in the Chuckwalla Valley. Additional discussion about this issue has been added to FEIS 
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Chapter 4.8. As discussed therein, the Project would interfere with sand transport across 
the site. However, the Project is not directly situated within the Chuckwalla Valley sand 
transport corridor. Therefore, although sand transport across the site would be blocked, 
overall reductions in sand transport within the Chuckwalla Valley would be minor, because 
primary sand transportation corridors would be avoided. 

104-14 The commenter states that no fall botanical surveys were conducted prior to the DEIS and 
that this triggers a need to recirculate the DEIS. The DEIS has been revised in the FEIS to 
reflect the results of plant surveys conducted in November 2010 to supplement those 
surveys conducted in the spring. See text revisions in FEIS Sections 3.3.3 through 3.3.5. In 
consideration of the November surveys, plant surveys have been completed of all Project 
components during both the spring and fall blooming periods. These surveys provide 
sufficient information to complete the Project’s environmental impact assessment and 
permitting process. No additional special status plant species were found in the fall survey, 
and the Project’s potential impacts to special status plant species are therefore unchanged 
from those discussed in the DEIS, which was based on results of previous surveys, 
including those completed in Spring 2010. 

104-15 Recirculation of the EIS is not warranted, as explained in Section N.4.5, Recirculation of 
DEIS. The commenter states that the DEIS fails to adequately address impacts to 
migratory birds.  

Burrowing owl occurrence on the Project site and potential Project impacts to burrowing 
owls are described in the DEIS in Sections 3.4 and 4.4. The Project is not expected to 
affect burrowing owl habitat or populations in the agricultural lands surrounding the 
Salton Sea, cited in the comment. Applicant Measure WIL-3 in the FEIS includes the 
requirement to create or enhance “at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated 
owl.” Burrowing owl habitat would be compensated at 13 acres per active burrow. No 
long-term monitoring of passively relocated burrowing owls is proposed. In addition, 
several thousand acres of compensation lands for impacts to vegetation and habitat as 
described in Applicant Measure AM-BIO-1 and Mitigation Measure MM-BIO-2 are 
expected to serve as suitable foraging habitat for burrowing owls. 

104-16 The commenter states that the DEIS fails to analyze impacts to the golden eagle under the 
Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. See Responses to Comments 75-8 and 92-01. 

104-17 The commenter states that the project could impact badger territories. Occurrence of 
American badgers within the Study Area is discussed in Chapter 3.4. Potential impacts to 
this species are discussed in Chapter 4.4. FEIS Section 4.4.3 has been revised to include 
Mitigation Measure MM-WIL-1, American Badger Protection Plan. 

104-18 The desert kit fox is not State or federally listed at this time; however, Appendix B of the 
Biological Resources Technical Report prepared by Ironwood Consultants (report found 
in DEIS Appendix H) lists the desert kit fox as a species of which they found sign. Surveys 
were conducted to determine whether any special status species were found during surveys 
of the Project sites. According to the wildlife list table found in their report, a desert kit 
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fox burrow was observed. As the report focused on special status species, the desert kit 
fox was not discussed; rather, its presence on the site was documented in the table. All 
species, common and special status, were documented during all surveys. While the desert 
kit fox is not listed as a special-status species by the State of California or the USFWS, it is 
protected from trapping and hunting under Title 14 California Code of Regulations 
Section 460. These activities are not proposed. However mitigation measure WIL-1 has 
been added to the FEIS and would include pre-construction surveys and requirements for 
actions to be taken if dens are found. 

104-19 The commenter is correct that cryptobiotic soils are not specifically mentioned in the 
DEIS. However, such soils are known to occur on older alluvial fan surfaces, along with 
desert pavement. Both cryptobiotic soils and desert pavement are indicators of older desert 
soils that have not been flooded by desert washes in thousands of years. Cryptobiotic soils 
can be expected to overlie older alluvial fan surfaces, indicated by all units other than Qw 
(modern washes) and Qa3 (late Holocene Alluvium). The likelihood that cryptobiotic soils 
are present generally increases with the age of the alluvial fan. Additional discussion of 
cryptobiotic soil crusts has been added in FEIS Chapter 4.8, Geology and Soil Resources. 
Mitigation measure GEO-2 would minimize potential impacts associated with the loss of 
cryptobiotic soil crusts. 

104-20 The commenter states that the DEIS fails to address insects on the project site. Biological 
surveys to support NEPA and CEQA analyses usually focus on special-status species and 
are not intended to be exhaustive inventories of all animals in a project area. Overall, data 
and analyses in the DEIS covered a broad range of plant and animal taxa, but did not 
evaluate insects without special conservation status. There are no special-status insect 
species documented from the vicinity of the Project site (as tracked in the CNDDB). 
NEPA and CEQA analyses need not address every species or group of species. 
Nevertheless, the DEIS identified mitigation measures that also would reduce impacts to 
insects by avoiding or minimizing adverse impacts to their habitat, by setting aside 
compensation habitat; by revegetating disturbed habitat; or by minimizing adverse habitat 
impacts by managing potential erosion, water quality, and other impacts. 

104-21 Potential impacts to rosy boa are discussed in DEIS Section 4.4. Construction monitoring 
as required per Mitigation Measure BIO-1 would ensure that these other special status 
wildlife species are actively or passively relocated if found within the construction areas. 
Although translocation of rosy boa out of harm’s way may result in altered behavior or 
reduced survivorship, the translocation would reduce potential impacts of substation 
construction as described in the Section 4.4 of the DEIS and FEIS. 

104-22 In the FEIS, a new mitigation measure has been added: MM-BIO-4, Salvage and Restoration 
Plan Performance Standards. This measure supplements Applicant Measure BIO-5, in which 
the applicant committed to prepare and implement a Vegetation Salvage and Restoration 
Plan. See also Response to Comment 108-4. 

104-23 The discussion in the DEIS of potential wildlife movement in the upper Chuckwalla Valley 
has been expanded and clarified in FEIS Section 3.4.5, and now includes a description of 
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the California Essential Habitat Connectivity Project and other biological connectivity 
modeling pertinent to the area. Description of the Project’s potential impacts to wildlife 
movement in Section 4.4.3 has also been expanded and clarified in the FEIS. 

104-24 The commenter states that late summer/early fall surveys for rare plants must be 
performed. Floristic surveys were conducted between March 15 and April 9, 2010 and 
November 8th through November 12, 2010, within the Project Study Area and thus all of 
the Project areas currently under consideration have been fully surveyed. These surveys 
were conducted at a time that did not allow the findings to be included in the DEIS. No 
additional special-status species were observed from those identified in the DEIS. 
Section 3.3.2 in the FEIS has been amended to reflect that these surveys were conducted. 
The survey information has also been added to Appendix H. 

104-25 The commenter states that the DEIS failed to adequately identify appropriate mitigation 
measures. See Common Response N.4.6, Adequacy of Analysis. 

104-26 The commenter states that the DEIS failed to evaluate impacts to Waters of the State. EIS 
Table 4.3-5 summarizes the direct impacts of each alternative on CDFG jurisdictional 
resources (also known as waters of the State). The effects of the Project on these resources 
are defined in FEIS Section 4.4.3 under the heading Jurisdictional Resources. 

104-27 The commenter states that the DEIS should have addressed federal reserved water rights. 
See Response to Comment 129-8. The Project is not anticipated to interfere with federal 
water rights associated with the Colorado River. Public Water Reserve 107 would not 
apply to the proposed Project. No springs or water holes would be appropriated or 
precluded from use for public use by the proposed Project. 

104-28 The commenter suggests that the analysis of cumulative impacts in the DEIS as it relates 
to GHG emissions is inadequate. Mitigation for GHG emissions are contained in DEIS 
Chapter 4.5, Climate Change. Specifically, measures AM-AIR-3 and AM-AIR-4 would 
minimize GHG emissions from grading and other onsite construction activity; AM-AIR-5 
would reduce GHG emissions from construction worker driving trips; MM-AIR-1 would 
support the use of newer, more efficient construction machinery; and MM-AIR-2 would 
reduce hauling trips required during construction. Additionally, the Project as a whole 
would result in a net reduction in GHG emissions, as compared to current power grid 
suppliers that use fossil fuels, which the Project would displace. Therefore, consideration 
of additional alternatives or additional mitigation for GHG emissions is not warranted. 

104-29 See Response to Comment 104-10. 

104-30 The commenter questions the adequacy of the alternatives analysis in the DEIS based on 
the statement of Purpose and Need. See Common Response N.4.1, Purpose and Need, and 
Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 
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Letter - 105.  

105-01 The commenter is concerned about impacts related to the decommissioning of the 
renewable energy projects in the desert. As stated in FEIS Section 2.4.3, a 
Decommissioning Plan would be prepared as part of the proposed action and put into 
effect when permanent closure occurs. As described, the procedures provided in the 
Decommissioning Plan would be developed to ensure compliance with applicable laws, 
ordinances, regulations, and standards, and to ensure public health and safety and 
protection of the environment. Given that decommissioning would not be expected to 
occur within the next 30 to 40 years, it would be speculative at this time to guess what 
precise provisions would be included. Also as indicated in FEIS Section 2.4.3, the 
Decommissioning Plan would be developed in coordination with the BLM and require 
BLM approval prior to implementation. The Decommissioning Plan would address 
decommissioning and reclamation measures for the DSSF and associated facilities; 
activities necessary for site restoration/re-vegetation if removal of equipment and facilities 
is needed; procedures for reuse, recycling or disposal of facility components, collection and 
disposal of hazardous wastes and use or disposal of unused chemicals; and conformance 
with applicable LORS, and BLM review and approval would be required before the plan 
would be implemented. In the event the decommissioning plan differs from the 
expectations stated in the FEIS in a way that would cause new or more intense impacts 
than would result from a plan reflecting the expectations in this FEIS, subsequent 
environmental review would be required.  

With regard to infrastructure damage, a geotechnical investigation for the proposed Project 
would be completed before final design and construction of the Project. The geotechnical 
investigation would be required to comply with current building code standards that would 
ensure that poles and all infrastructure components are designed and constructed 
accordingly. Furthermore, as discussed in DEIS Section 2.4, routine maintenance would 
include equipment testing, equipment monitoring and repair, as well as emergency and 
routine procedures for reliability and preventive maintenance. These activities would 
ensure project infrastructure is properly maintained and repaired/replaced if necessary.  

105-02 The commenter is concerned about the disposition of hazardous materials once the 
Project no longer is operational. First Solar set up its recycling program in 2005 and, 
consistent with the program, all recycled materials would be used for new products 
including new panels. See also Common Response N.4.9, Cadmium Exposure.  

105-03 Potential project-related effects on local land uses and property values are discussed in 
Common Response N.4.8, Property Value. 

105-04 As described in FEIS Section 4.10.3, Operations and Maintenance for Solar Farm Layout 
B, transformers at the power converter stations (PCS) would produce low levels of noise 
during facility operations; however, this noise would be limited to daytime hours when the 
solar arrays would be generating electricity. Each of the 550 PCSs would have one 
transformer mounted on a concrete pad that is estimated to generate noise at 65 dBA at a 
distance of 10 feet. This noise level would be reduced to a 50 dBA at a distance of 56 feet, 
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to 40 dBA at a distance of 178 feet, and to 35 dBA at a distance of 312 feet. The PCS 
stations would generate little audible noise beyond the solar farm boundary line during 
daytime hours and would not be a source of noise during nighttime hours. Therefore, 
there is no need for mitigation to protect the public from PCS station transformer noise. 

105-05 The comment raises a concern about dust impacts to jojoba during pollination times and 
resulting impacts to the local economy. First Solar has confirmed to BLM that it would be 
feasible to apply dust palliatives to the Solar Farm Site to control operational dust 
emissions. Dust control would address the commenter’s concern. 

105-06 The commenter is concerned about dust-related impacts to plants. First Solar has 
confirmed to BLM that it would be feasible to apply dust palliatives to the Solar Farm Site 
to control operational dust emissions. FEIS Section 4.2.3, Alternative 1- Proposed Action, 
has been revised under the discussion of Operation and Maintenance for Solar Farm 
Layout B to reflect this commitment. 

105-07 The commenter is concerned about EMF impacts to residences/farms, flora and fauna. As 
indicated in FEIS Chapter 3.11, measurable EMFs are not present except in the vicinity of 
existing power lines corridors. Where possible, proposed and alternative gen-tie lines 
would be placed in these existing transmission corridors. With regard to EMF impacts to 
agricultural uses, as discussed in DEIS Section 4.9, transmission line infrastructure would 
not result in a significant impact because transmission lines generally are consistent with 
agricultural uses with the exception of dairy operations; however, no dairy operations 
occur in the vicinity of the project. See also Common Response N.4.10, EMF Exposure. 

105-08 The commenter is concerned about the creation of a micro-climate with elevated 
temperatures in the Project area. See Responses to Comments 69-17 and 70-1. 
Microclimate temperature effects outside of the boundary of the Project site are not 
anticipated, and no mechanism for the creation of such a change has been identified. 

105-09 Applicant Measure(AM)-BIO-2 would be implemented to reduce the potential for 
introduction of invasive plant species as discussed in DEIS Section 4.3. AM-BIO-2 
requires an Integrated Weed Management Plan (IWMP) (Ironwood Consulting 2010b) to 
be prepared pursuant to BLM’s Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on BLM Lands 
in 17 Western States (BLM 2007) and the National Invasive Species Management Plan 
(The National Invasive Species Council 2008), and would be implemented by the 
Applicant to reduce the potential for the introduction of invasive species during 
construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of the Project. The draft 
plan is provided in DEIS Appendix H and would be reviewed and approved by the BLM. 
See also Response to Comment 28-09. 

105-10 The commenter is concerned about the creation of noxious weed impacts on disturbed 
lands See Response to Comment 105-9. 

105-11 The commenter is concerned about water use impacts of the Project. BLM acknowledges 
the commenter's concerns. Additional mitigation has been added to FEIS Chapter 4.17, 
under the Applicant Measures and Mitigation Measures subsection in regard to the solar 
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array field. The additional measures would address the potential effects of the Project on 
nearby groundwater wells. 

105-12 Concerning the reasonableness of the range of alternatives, see Common Response N.4.7. 

105-13 The commenter requests clarification of the relationship between agency compliance with 
NEPA/CEQA and the fast-track process. In response to this comment, the following 
definition has been added to the Glossary: “Fast-track projects are those where the 
companies involved have demonstrated to the BLM that they have made sufficient 
progress to formally start the environmental review and public participation process. These 
projects are advanced enough in the permitting process that they could potentially meet 
deadlines for economic stimulus funding under the American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act of 2009. The fast-track process is about focusing BLM staff and resources on the most 
promising renewable energy projects, not about cutting corners, especially when it comes 
to environmental analyses or opportunities for public participation.” 

105-14 Concerning the reasonableness of the range of alternatives, see Common Response N.4.7. 

105-15 The commenter expresses regional environmental justice concerns. The comment is largely 
beyond the scope of the DEIS's environmental justice analysis. The DEIS's environmental 
justice analysis is limited to evaluating the potential Project-related impacts to minority and 
low-income populations within the project's vicinity. Out of region residents are beyond 
the appropriate affected environment for the analysis of impacts of the proposed Project. 

105-16 The commenter is concerned over the lack of KOPs on private properties. See Common 
Response N.4.4, Adequacy of Key Observation Points (KOPs) and Simulations. 

105-17 The commenter is concerned about cultural resource impacts and consultation with Native 
Americans. Chemeheuvi, Serrano, Mojave, and Cahuilla tribes have been invited to 
participate in consultations on all issues of concern to them pertaining to the proposed 
action. The BLM welcomes and will consider the views of Native American tribes 
regarding the evaluation and treatment of cultural resources and disposition of 
archaeological materials recovered during testing and data recovery. BLM will seek to 
accommodate the wishes of tribes with regard to the curation of recovered materials to the 
extent they are consistent with the requirements of the Archaeological Resources 
Protection Act, the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act, and Title 36 
Code of Federal Regulations Part 79. 

105-18 The commenter is concerned about impacts to local wells from development of a Project 
well or use of a local commercial well. There is no evidence that the volume of water 
proposed by the Applicant for use during construction is unreasonable or understated. The 
analysis in DEIS Section 4.17.3 evaluates water models and well data, concluding that the 
proposed water use, including construction use, would not affect other users of the 
aquifer. An evaluation and impact assessment regarding the volume of water that would be 
consumed during Project construction and operation is presented in DEIS Chapter 4.17, 
Water Resources. Anticipated groundwater budgets, as well as results from modeling 
analyses that were completed for the Project, are shown in Tables 4.17-1 and 4.17-2, 
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respectively. Associated levels of impact to groundwater are discussed for direct and 
cumulative impacts are discussed in Chapter 4.17. In terms of rainwater percolation, 
implementation of the Project is not expected to substantially reduce percolation of 
rainwater into groundwater. The proposed solar panels would be elevated above the 
ground surface. Rain falling on the panels would run off the bottom edge of the panels 
and fall to the ground. Sediments at the ground's surface around the solar arrays would be 
decompacted, as discussed in Chapter 4.17. As discussed in the DEIS, decompaction 
would support infiltration on site and would reduce impacts to groundwater recharge and 
runoff. Proposed roadways, buildings, and other impervious surfaces would be limited in 
extent. As discussed in Chapter 4.17, total surface runoff from the Project site would be 
increased by only minimally (1.2 percent for the 100-year storm, and by 2.8 percent for the 
10-year storm). To further reduce stormwater runoff and support infiltration, Project 
mitigation has been updated to require the increases in runoff are maintained at less than a 
1 percent increase, for 100-year and 10-year events (MM-WAT-7 in Section 4.17). Finally, 
stormwater discharge from the Project site would be released to downstream areas. The 
proposed Project would not alter the capacity of desert soils in downstream areas to 
infiltrate water. Therefore, no reduction in infiltration downstream of the Project site is 
anticipated, and, as discussed in DEIS Chapter 4.17, potential reductions in groundwater 
recharge would be minimal. In regard to other proposed projects, a cumulative analysis of 
all reasonably foreseeable and relevant projects in the vicinity of the Project is contained in 
the cumulative analysis in Chapter 4.17. 

105-19 The commenter is concerned over the denuding of the desert. A discussion of existing 
vegetation resources in contained in DEIS Chapter 3.3, Vegetation Resources. As 
discussed therein, only select plant species rely on a continuous connection to groundwater 
for survival. Therefore, the denuded situation indicated by the commenter is not 
anticipated, and associated arsenic exposure is not anticipated. Potential effects of drawing 
down the groundwater basin on ironwood and other plants that do rely on groundwater 
are discussed in Chapter 4.3, Vegetation Resources. As indicated, these communities are 
unlikely to be substantially impacted as a result of the projected drawdown that would 
occur, as a direct result of implementing the proposed Project. See also Response to 
Comment 112-22. 

105-20 The commenter would like the CDCA Plan Amendment to protect the 19,000 acres 
avoided by the proposed Project.  

As discussed in the DEIS Chapter 1, the Applicant established a Project Study Area of 
over 19,000 acres to evaluate a reasonable range of alternatives. Once the Study Area was 
chosen, the Applicant conducted preliminary biological, cultural, hydrological and 
geological reviews to evaluate site conditions and eliminate areas of the Project Study Area 
considered unsuitable for development of Project facilities. Based on the preliminary 
studies, more thorough and detailed biological, cultural, hydrological, and geological 
studies were conducted on those portions of the Project Study Area considered suitable 
for development which resulted in the alternatives analyzed in the DEIS. Since the 
remaining portions of the Project Study Area were determined unsuitable for development 
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of the DSSF, it is unlikely that they would be considered suitable for development of 
another solar facility using today’s technology.  

Note also that the alternative suggested in this comment is within the range of alternatives 
already analyzed in the EIS. Specifically, No Action Alternative 5 is similar to the 
suggestion made in this comment. As defined in Section 2.2.2, this alternative would result 
in: 

No Issuance of a Right-of-Way Grant with Land Use Plan Amendment to Identify 
the Area as Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development – The CDCA Plan of 1980, as 
amended, would be amended to identify the Project application area as unsuitable for 
any type of solar energy development, and the Project would not be approved. 

Therefore, the FEIS evaluates an alternative that addresses the commenter’s concerns, and 
so no further analysis is required. 

105-21 The commenter is concerned about impacts to the golden eagle in the Project area. See 
Responses to Comments 75-8 and 92-01. Mitigation Measure BIO-2 has been revised to 
include mitigation for loss of golden eagle foraging habitat. AM_BIO-1 requires that 
golden eagle foraging habitat of equal or greater value is preserved and/or created and 
managed to ensure the Project does not jeopardize golden eagle existence or adversely 
modify its critical habitat. The fulfillment of mitigation measure BIO-2 and AM-BIO-1 
would be reviewed and approved by USFWS. 

105-22 The commenter is concerned over local mining impacts related to obtaining gravel for the 
Project and about impacts to housing from the proposed Project. It is unclear to which 
portion of the DEIS the commenter is referring with respect to gravel potentially being 
obtained on site. Chapter 2, Project Description, indicates that earth moving and grading 
would be managed so that required fill materials are obtained on site. The same chapter 
also indicates that, "existing sand and gravel are expected to support construction traffic.” 
However, this refers to naturally existing gravels that occur along the gen-tie line 
alignment, not to gravel that would be excavated or imported. The Project would not 
quarry gravel on site. 

105-23 See Common Response N.4.11, Construction Employment. 

105-24 The commenter is concerned about impacts to law enforcement with the influx of 
construction workers. Construction activities would be temporary and are not expected to 
be a significant impact to law enforcement resources. Further, workers would go through 
extensive training to minimize impacts to the local wilderness areas from illegal off-road 
travel.  

105-25 The commenter is concerned with impacts to emergency services providers due to the 
remote nature of the Project. Concerning the distance and capacities of first responder fire 
services, as discussed in DEIS Section 4.13, the fire prevention plan that would be in place 
during construction of the Project would minimize the demand that this construction 
would place on the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection. Further, 
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mitigation measure AM-HAZ-9 would require all Project facilities to be designed, 
constructed and operated in accordance with applicable fire protection and other 
environmental, health and safety requirements. In compliance with County of Riverside 
requirements, a project-specific fire prevention plan for both construction and operation 
of the substation would be required of SCE prior to initiation of construction. This plan 
would provide detailed information in the event of an emergency such as a facility fire. All 
elements of the proposed facility would be constructed in accordance with electrical 
building code requirements which include safety measures to minimize the potential for 
accidental fires. In addition, the solar panel modules are constructed primarily of glass and 
do not contain much in the way of flammable materials. The melting point of CdTe is 
1,041 degrees Celsius which would require a substantial sustained fire to volatilize the 
CdTe that is encapsulated within the modules. The Applicant and SCE would use the 
CPUC General Order 95 and 165, as related to fire-safe design and maintenance practices 
for transmission lines, to establish minimum requirements for the Project including 
inspection, condition rating, scheduling and performance of corrective action, record 
keeping and reporting, in order to ensure a safe and high-quality electrical service. 

105-26 Sale of the Project to a different company in the future would require that the new owner 
comply with all mitigation measures, applicant measures, and permit conditions as would 
apply to the initial applicant. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-
1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a 
substantive comment on an environmental issue, and so does not require a specific 
response. 

Letter - 106. 

106-01 Concerning the reasonableness of the range of alternatives considered in the DEIS, see 
Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

106-1A Commenter expresses concern about the Project’s potential direct and indirect impacts to 
desert dry wash woodlands, site hydrology, desert tortoise, air quality, groundwater, and 
cumulative effects of numerous large-scale solar projects in the Chuckwalla Valley. The 
comment is acknowledged, and the commenter is referred to FEIS Sections 4.3, 4.17, 4.4, 
4.2, 4.17, and Chapter 4, respectively, where the EIS identifies impacts to each identified 
resource that are substantially reduced through implementation of mitigation measures. In 
particular, mitigation measures to protect desert dry wash woodland and desert tortoise, 
and surface and groundwater resources have been clarified and enhanced to ensure 
protection of resources. As this EIS may serve in lieu of an EIR for the purpose of State 
and local agency decision-making, impact significance was also evaluated against CEQA 
thresholds: Impacts to desert dry wash woodland, desert tortoise, surface hydrology, 
groundwater, and most cumulative impacts would be reduced to a less-than-significant 
level with implementation of these clarified and enhanced mitigation measures. Impacts to 
air quality would remain substantial (significant under CEQA) despite implementation of 
mitigation. 
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106-02 The commenter urges the BLM to adopt Reduced Acreage Alternative 3 to protect desert 
tortoise. See Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. Note also that the Applicant 
has proposed certain Project modifications, one of which is to reduce the footprint of the 
Solar Farm Layout B by approximately 330 acres. This and other proposed modifications 
are described in FEIS Chapter 2. Impacts associated with the modifications are analyzed in 
FEIS Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences. 

106-03 The commenter is concerned about the Project’s potential to increase erosion. BLM 
recognizes EPA's concerns regarding the potential of the Project to result in disruption to 
natural drainages upstream and downstream of the Project. In regard to the proposed soil 
de-compaction technique, Chapter 4.17 of the DEIS provides an evaluation of this 
technique and its efficacy in minimizing additional stormwater discharges from the Project 
site. BLM recognizes that even with implementation of such measures, additional erosion 
and stormwater impacts may be anticipated. Therefore, additional mitigation has been 
added to the DEIS, including construction and operation period stormwater and 
stormwater quality control measures including, but not limited to, deployment of water 
quality Best Management Practices (BMPs), additional measures to minimize stormwater 
flows, sizing and design requirements to ensure that flood control facilities are capable of 
handling flood conditions without causing erosion or other deleterious effects, and various 
operation period water quality control measures. These additional measures would ensure 
protection of onsite and offsite water quality from erosion, sedimentation, and other 
pollution during Project construction and operation. Additional measures, such as 
maintaining natural vegetation underneath the solar panels, are still under feasibility review 
by the Project Applicant. However, the current suite of mitigation would ensure that 
potential effects on erosion, sedimentation, and water quality are minimized during 
construction and operation. 

106-04 The commenter suggests that the FEIS should quantify potential impacts to Waters of the 
U.S. Recently-approved delineations indicate that no Waters of the U.S. are present on the 
Project site. Chapter 4.17 of the DEIS has been updated in the FEIS accordingly. To 
address potential water quality degradation in the absence of NPDES permitting 
requirements, additional mitigation measures have been added to FEIS Chapter 4.17 that 
would restrict and minimize water quality discharges during construction and operation. 
See also Response to Comment 106-3. 

106-05 The commenter suggests that the BLM and Applicant work with the USFWS to identify 
habitat compensation lands. The text of the DEIS has been revised in the FEIS to include 
new Applicant and Mitigation Measures that require protection, management, restoration 
and salvage plans that meet the requirements of the federal and State ESA. The revised 
text can be found in FEIS Section 4.3.3 and Section 4.4.3. See especially Mitigation 
Measure BIO-2, which addresses processes and requirements related to identification and 
acquisition of compensation lands. New MM BIO-2 (Off-site compensation) defines 
procedures for coordination with USFWS and CDFG in the definition of appropriate 
compensation lands. 
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The commenter also requests additional analysis of indirect and cumulative impacts to 
biological resources, groundwater and air quality. These issues are fully addressed in 
Chapter 4 for each discipline. The biological resources analysis is particularly detailed, with 
consideration of past, present and reasonably foreseeable future projects evaluated in the 
region. Additional analysis is not warranted. 

106-06 The commenter recommends requiring more stringent air quality mitigation measures, 
phased construction, and coordination among multiple renewable energy project 
construction schedules to minimize adverse air quality impacts in the region. In response, 
mitigation measures for air quality have been designed to minimize air quality impacts to 
the maximum extent feasible (see FEIS Section 4.2.) Phased construction already is 
planned for the Project, and air emissions would be spread roughly evenly over a 26-
month construction timeline (see AM-AIR-2). It is unclear how coordinating multiple 
construction schedules would benefit to air quality. Only substantial slowdowns in 
construction timelines would substantially benefit air quality; however, such slowdowns 
would be expected to render the proposed renewable energy projects economically 
infeasible. 

106-07 The commenter is concerned about the lack of disturbed or private land alternatives. See 
Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

106-08 The commenter recommends that the FEIS address the need for a Clean Water Act 
Section 404 permit. Based on completed consultation with the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, the Project would not require a Section 404 permit. Text has been added in the 
FEIS to reflect the results of this recent determination. Additional mitigation also has been 
added. See Response to Comments 106-3 and 106-4. 

106-09 The commenter recommends that the Project avoid, minimize and/or mitigate impacts to 
Waters of the U.S. See response to Comment 106-8. 

106-10 The commenter recommends that the Project avoid, minimize and/or mitigate impacts to 
aquatic features that are not waters of the U.S. and that the BLM consider availability of 
compensation lands within the Chuckwalla Valley. Regarding the first subject, see 
Response to Comments 106-3 and 106-4. Please also note that the USACE has determined 
that there are no waters of the Unites States within the Project area (see FEIS 
Section 3.3.7. Regarding the location of available compensation lands and preference for a 
Chuckwalla Valley location, MM-BIO-2 has been revised in the FEIS. Compensation lands 
must be located within the NECO planning area and within the Eastern Colorado Desert 
Tortoise Recovery Unit (designated in the USFWS Desert Tortoise Recovery Plan). 

106-11 The commenter is concerned about the effectiveness of proposed drainage control 
features. The DEIS evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed stormwater/drainage 
control features in Chapter 4.17, Water Resources, under the Drainage and Surface Water 
subheader of Section 4.17.3 and in Appendix G. Additionally, to ensure that sufficient 
mitigation is included in the Project design to minimize hydrologic change, the 
implementation of applicant measures and mitigation measures (including MM-WAT-7) 
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has been updated in the FEIS to specify that 10-year and 100-year flows shall be reduced 
to a magnitude of no greater than 1 percent of existing conditions.  

106-12 The commenter recommends that the FEIS quantify the acreage that would not require 
clearing and grading. This is discussed in FEIS Chapter 2. The Applicant has proposed a 
different grading methodology that would reduce potential impacts. The methodology is 
described in detail in FEIS Chapter 2 and analyzed in Chapter 4.8, Geology and Soils. 

106-13 The commenter suggests that the FEIS should include the results of the final hydrology 
report. The DEIS contains an evaluation of the effects of the proposed components on 
site hydrology in Section 4.17.3, concerning water resources, with additional details 
contained in DEIS Appendix G. Additional mitigation measures have been applied, as 
discussed in Response to Comment 106-11. Erosion and sedimentation is not expected to 
occur off-site as a result of construction or operation; discharge points for retention basins 
would be determined during final engineering, and would comply with all applicable 
County, State and Federal water quality regulations. 

106-14 The commenter recommends that more detail be provided on the proposed fencing plan. 
Impacts of perimeter fencing are discussed in FEIS Section 4.4, Wildlife. Mitigation 
Measure WAT-5 (in Section 4.17.3) has been revised to ensure protection of desert 
tortoise and other wildlife by requiring that the fencing not be installed in major drainages 
or washes. Consequently, the fencing also would not to interfere with stormwater, flood or 
sediment flows. 

106-15 The commenter requests additional data and analysis regarding water use, and states that 
the FEIS should confirm the approved water source. As discussed in DEIS Chapter 4.17, 
Water Resources, construction of the Project would rely on groundwater for water supply. 
Section 4.17.9, Cumulative Impacts, contains an evaluation of the potential for the Project, 
in combination with other projects including those mentioned by the commenter, to 
withdraw groundwater from the CVGB, resulting in cumulative groundwater drawdown. 
As discussed therein, the Project would cause drawdown only during the construction 
period, and would contribute only toward 6.5 percent of the drawdown, and so would not 
contribute a cumulatively considerable reduction in groundwater levels in the basin. No 
further analysis is warranted. See revised Section 4.3, Vegetation, for discussion of 
groundwater dependent plants: MM-BIO-5 would establish groundwater monitoring and 
pumping limits. With regard to the comment on wildlife movement, the DEIS discussion 
has been expanded in FEIS Section 4.4.3. 

106-16 The comment states concerns about impacts to groundwater basins. Additional mitigation, 
similar to that provided for the Palen Solar Power Project, has been incorporated into the 
FEIS to ensure that groundwater quality would be protected. Additional discussion of 
groundwater resources relevant to the Colorado River has been added to FEIS 
Chapter 4.17. Appendix O, Accounting Surface Technical Memorandum, provides further 
analysis of Colorado River water rights. See also, Responses to Comments 101-03 and 129-
08. 
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106-17 The commenter recommends consultation with the USFWS, which has jurisdiction over 
threatened and endangered species listed under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) (16 
U.S.C. Section 1531 et seq.). Formal consultation with the USFWS under Section 7 of the 
ESA is required for any federal action that may adversely affect a federally listed species, 
and is ongoing for this Project. This is stated in Section 4.3 in the analysis of alternatives. 
The USFWS is expected to issue a Biological Opinion (BO) that specifies mitigation 
measures, which must be implemented for any protected species. As design changes are 
often a result of the EIS review process (such as reduced or altered project footprint), the 
timing of the BO is such that it usually follows or runs concurrently with the EIS 
preparation to ensure that it addresses these changes. Per ESA Section 7, the Applicant 
and BLM would be required to consult with the USFWS thereby ensuring protection of 
special status species with the potential to occur in the Study Area. The Biological Opinion 
would be referenced in and attached to the Record of Decision. Each of the individual 
species (northern harrier, golden eagle, burrowing owl) identified in the introductory 
comments that precede this recommendation are addressed in the FEIS. 

106-18 The commenter recommends the reduced acreage alternative and a gen-tie route that 
affects the least desert tortoise, selected with input from USFWS. See Responses to 
Comment Letter 108 (USFWS). Concerning a reduced solar farm footprint, see Common 
Response N.4.7. See also, Response to Comment 106-02. The comparison of alternatives 
is more fully presented in EIS Appendix C, Section C.2 CEQA Comparison of Alternatives. 
DEIS Section 4.4, Wildlife, has been expanded in the FEIS to provide additional data on 
tortoise affected by the various alternatives, and identifies that Substation B would have 
substantially more adverse effects on wildlife movement due to its location in a narrow 
area between the base on the mountains and the freeway. 

106-19 Applicant Measure (AM) BIO-1 and new Mitigation Measure BIO-2 give the current detail 
on habitat compensation for the DSSF and further information can be found in the 
Habitat Compensation Plan, provided as FEIS Appendix H. The Habitat Compensation 
Plan must be approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. Based on information obtained 
during agency consultation, it is anticipated that sufficient compensatory mitigation lands 
are available in the appropriate areas to fulfill habitat acquisition requirements even after 
the Palen, Blythe, Genesis and other projects have satisfied their mitigation requirements. 
Further, sufficient controls and criteria are included in the mitigation measure to ensure 
that appropriate habitat is found. The percentage of development within the Chuckwalla 
DWMA is specified for each alternative in DEIS Section 4.4.9, Impact WIL-5 Wildlife 
Management Areas and Critical Habitat. 

The selection criteria and funding options for compensation lands are fully disclosed in 
MM-BIO-2, which has been added in the FEIS. In accordance with the requirements of 
MM-BIO-2, lands must be protected in perpetuity. BIO-2 also requires that management 
plans for acquired parcels would be developed, implemented and approved by appropriate 
resource and land management agencies. 

BLM’s current land management policy does not allow exclusion of the non-developed 
portion of the ROW as project-specific mitigation, as this land is still BLM-administered 
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land that would have to be evaluated for development potential. In order for BLM to 
protect this land from future development, a separate proposal, with its own NEPA 
analysis, would have to be considered. Such an action is not within the scope of this EIS 
or the proposed action currently being considered. 

106-20 The fourth, sixth, and seventh bullets of the suggested mitigation have been incorporated 
into Mitigation Measure MM-AIR-4, with slight revisions in some cases to insure feasibility 
and to provide flexibility in implementation. The intent of the first two bullets of the 
suggested mitigation are covered by applicant measure AM-Trans-1 (see FEIS Section 
4.15). The third and fifth suggested mitigation bullets are not applicable to the Project 
given the Project's remote location and the specifications of the proposed construction 
plan. 

106-21 The commenter has provided additional mitigation recommendations for fugitive dust. 
The recommended mitigation measure has been included in the FEIS to replace DEIS 
Mitigation Measure MM-AIR-1. 

106-22 The commenter recommends that the FEIS discuss cumulative air quality impacts. 
Additional explanation of the likelihood of overlapping cumulative project effects has been 
added to the DEIS in FEIS Section 4.2.9. The Geographic Extent also is identified in 
Section 4.2.9 and found to be most pronounced within 0.5 mile of sites, which greatly 
reduces the potential for impact overlap during the various construction activities. 

106-23 The commenter requests that the FEIS address impacts of climate change on the Project. 
DEIS Chapter 4.5, Climate Change, has been updated in the FEIS to analyze such effects 
as relevant to mitigation habitat values and vegetation and wildlife resources. A brief 
discussion regarding reclamation and restoration efforts is included with the discussion of 
the effects of climate change on plant and wildlife resources, as relevant to the Project. No 
further analysis is warranted. 

106-24 The commenter suggests that the FEIS should reflect a purpose and need statement broad 
enough for analysis of a wide range of alternatives. Concerning the purpose and need 
statement in the DEIS, see Common Response N.4.1. Concerning a reasonable range of 
alternatives in the DEIS, see Common Response N.4.7. 

BLM’s authority relating to rights-of-way is derived from Title V of the Federal Land 
Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) of 1976 (43 U.S.C. 1761-1771) and the 
implementing regulations at 43 CFR 2800. BLM policy requires that upon the filing of an 
application, the Applicant must be notified whether the (1) application is complete and the 
estimated time required for processing; (2) the application is incomplete and requires 
additional information; or (3) the application is denied.  

BLM may deny an application if: (1) the proposed use is inconsistent with the purpose for 
which BLM manages the public lands described in the application; (2) the proposed use 
would not be in the public interest; (3) the applicant is not qualified to hold a grant; (4) 
issuing the grant would be inconsistent with FLPMA, other laws, or the implementing or 
other regulations; (5) the applicant does not have or cannot demonstrate the technical or 
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financial capability to construct the project or operate facilities within the right-of-way; or 
(6) the applicant does not adequately comply with a deficiency notice or with any BLM 
requests for additional information needed to process the application (43 CFR 2804.26). 

BLM also may modify a proposal or impose terms and conditions necessary to: (a) carry 
out the purposes of FLPMA and the rules and regulations issued there under; minimize 
damage to scenic and esthetic values and fish and wildlife habitat and otherwise protect the 
environment; require compliance with applicable air and water quality standards 
established by or pursuant to applicable Federal or State law; and require compliance with 
State standards for public health and safety, environmental protection, and siting, 
construction, operation and maintenance of rights-of-way for similar purposes if those 
standards are more stringent than applicable Federal standards; and (b) protect Federal 
property and economic interests to; manage efficiently the lands that would be subject to 
the ROW or adjacent thereto and protect the other lawful users of the lands adjacent to or 
traversed by the ROW; protect lives and property; protect the interests of individuals living 
in the general area traversed by the ROW who rely on the fish, wildlife, and other biotic 
resources of the area for subsistence purposes; require location of the ROW along a route 
that will cause the least damage to the environment, taking into consideration feasibility 
and other relevant factors; and otherwise protect the public interest in the lands traversed 
by the right-of-way or adjacent thereto. 43 USC 1765. 

Individual ROW applications are considered separately; thus, two applications submitted 
by the same applicant or its corporate owner would be considered independently based on 
the independent merit of each. A decision whether to grant one of the applications would 
be made independently of whether to grant the other. 

The BLM will weigh its decision on DSSF based on feasibility and environmental 
considerations consistent with its role in managing the public lands in accordance with 
FLPMA, NEPA and other applicable statutes and authorities as identified in Table 1.4-1. 
NEPA does not require the completion of a quantified lifecycle cost analysis in order to 
evaluate relative impacts and the BLM does not require the preparation of a cost benefit 
analysis or a fiscal impact statement. These are more typically done by the applicants prior 
to considering the use of public lands for projects. Additionally, reviewing such 
information would not affect the size and scope of the project, or its impacts, nor would it 
improve the analysis of the alternatives in such a manner as to make one more feasible 
than another. 

As indicated in FEIS Section 1.2.1, BLM’s actions in response to the Project include 
consideration of amending the CDCA Plan of 1980, as amended. The CDCA Plan, while 
recognizing the potential compatibility of solar generating facilities on public lands, requires 
that all sites associated with power generation not identified in the plan be considered 
through the land use plan amendment process. Amendments to the CDCA Plan can be site-
specific or global, depending on the nature of the amendment. The CDCA Plan has been 
amended numerous times since it was first approved either as a result of site-specific need or 
development of other land use plans. The NECO Plan amended the CDCA plan in 2002 to 
make it compatible with desert tortoise conservation and recovery efforts. The NECO Plan 
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is a landscape-scale planning effort that covers most of the California portion of the Sonoran 
Desert ecosystem, including over five million acres and two desert tortoise recovery units. 
No NECO Plan amendment is proposed as part of this action. 

106-25 The commenter suggests that the FEIS discuss how the concerns of the tribes have been 
addressed. Sections 3.6 and 4.6 state that tribes have not identified any sacred sites or other 
places of traditional cultural or religious importance that would be affected by the 
proposed action. Consultation with tribes is ongoing, and tribes will continue to have 
opportunities to express concerns during the NEPA and Section 106 compliance 
processes. The extent to which tribes participate in the Section 106 consultation under the 
PA will determine whether resolution of adverse effects is satisfactory to the tribes; 
consultation will be documented as part of the Section 106 compliance process. Section 
106 compliance will be completed prior to issuance of the ROD. Measures prescribed in 
the PA to resolve adverse effects would be adopted in the ROD.  

106-26 The commenter states that the FEIS should address Executive Order 13007. Language 
addressing EO 13007 has been added to FEIS Section 3.6. As stated in Response to 
Comment 106-25, the tribes have been consulted and have not identified any sacred sites 
or other places of religious importance that would be affected by the proposed action. 
Further, mitigation measure MM-CUL-9 in section 4.6 requires BLM to continue 
consulting with tribes to identify sacred sites that might be affected by the Project and, if 
such sites are identified, to consult further with tribes to resolve access impediments or 
other identified impacts.  

106-27 The commenter recommends that the FEIS address impacts from the influx of workers in 
to the project area. Potential construction employment effects on the local area are 
discussed in Common Response N.4.11, Construction Employment. 

Letter - 107.  

107-01 The term "Gen-Tie" or "interconnection" line has replaced the generic reference 
"transmission" line throughout the document, as appropriate. 

107-02 The text has been updated as indicated in the comment. 

107-03 The text has been updated as indicated in the comment. 

107-04 Text has been added stating that the Project is "predominantly within the Riverside 
County's Desert Center Planning Area.” 

107-05 The text has been updated as indicated in the comment. 

107-06 The table has been updated accordingly. 

107-07 The text has been updated as indicated in the comment. 

107-08 The text has been updated as indicated in the comment. 
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107-09 The text has been updated as indicated in the comment. 

107-10 The text has been updated as indicated in the comment. 

107-11 The text has been updated accordingly. 

107-12 The text has been updated as indicated in the comment. 

107-13 The text has been updated as indicated in the comment. 

107-14 The text has been updated as indicated in the comment. 

107-15 Text has been modified. 

107-16 The text has been updated as indicated in the comment. 

107-17 As stated in the FEIS, the PV modules would be recycled in accordance with First Solar's 
recycling program, which was initiated in 2005. The disposal of wastes referred to in the 
comment pertains to other (construction-related) wastes such as wood, concrete and 
miscellaneous packaging materials. 

107-18 Updated figures that were previously in gallons to show acre-feet. 

107-19 Comment noted and text changed as suggested. 

107-20 Additional information noted in the FEIS. 

107-21 Refer to Response to Comments 76-1 through 76-3. 

107-22 The text has been updated as indicated in the comment. 

107-23 The text has been modified to include language regarding large scale projects. 

107-24 For discussion of fugitive dust emissions that would be associated with construction and 
operations of the Proposed Action, see FEIS Sections 4.2.3 and Appendix D-6. 

107-25 The requested changes were made to the DEIS. 

107-26 The requested changes were made to the DEIS. 

107-27 The requested changes were made to the DEIS. 

107-28 The requested changes were made to the DEIS. 

107-29 All surveys for rare plants should be conducted in accordance with the standardized 
guidelines issued by the regulatory agencies (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1996, California 
Department of Fish and Game 2000) and the California Native Plant Society (2001). 
Under these guidelines the terms "historically" and "typically" have separate connotations. 
Thus, the requested edit was not made. 

107-30 Sentence has been deleted. 
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107-31 Text has been added per request. 

107-32 The indicated section of the DEIS has been updated in the FEIS to more clearly disclose 
the extent of CDFG jurisdiction over the ephemeral desert washes in the Project area. 
Note that the CDFG jurisdiction is also defined in: Streambed Alteration Agreements, 
California Fish and Game Code, Sections 1600 – 1616. Under these sections of the Fish 
and Game Code, CDFG jurisdiction is determined to occur within the water body of any 
natural river, stream or lake. The term “stream”, which includes creeks and rivers, is 
defined in Title 14, California Code of Regulations Section 1.72. The applicant is required 
to notify CDFG prior to constructing any project that would divert, obstruct or change the 
natural flow, bed, channel, or bank of any river, stream, or lake. Preliminary notification 
and project review generally occur during the environmental process. When an existing 
fish or wildlife resource may be substantially adversely affected, CDFG is required to 
propose reasonable project changes to protect the resource. These modifications are 
formalized in a Streambed Alteration Agreement that becomes part of the plans, 
specifications, and bid documents for the project. 

Also, as stated in Section 3.3.2: A jurisdictional waters delineation was conducted in spring 
of 2010 and updated in the summer of 2010 within the Project locations to map any 
wetlands, desert dry washes, and desert dry wash woodlands (Ironwood Consulting and 
Huffman-Broadway Group 2010). The delineation determined both USACE and CDFG 
jurisdictions. The study was conducted in accordance with the Code of Federal 
Regulations definitions of jurisdictional waters, the Wetlands Delineation Manual (USACE 
1987), the Regional Supplement to the Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual: 
Arid West Region (Version 2.0) (USACE 2008a), A Field Guide to the Identification of 
the Ordinary High Water Mark (OHWM) in the Arid West Region of the Western United 
States (Lichvar and McColley 2008), and supporting guidance documents, such as the 
current guidance from EPA and USACE (2008) regarding CWA jurisdiction after the 
U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Rapanos v. Unites States regarding isolated, non-navigable, 
intrastate waters (USACE 2008b). 

107-33 The text has been updated as indicated in the comment. 

107-34 The text included in the DEIS in Section 3.4.1, page 3.4.1 describes the definitions 
included in this comment. Thus, the text was not edited. 

107-35 The text was edited under Section 3.4.2, Methodology. 

107-36 This revision to the DEIS has been made as the Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrel 
no longer is a candidate for federal listing (Federal Register 75:69228; November 10, 2010). 

107-37 Text has been updated per request. 

107-38 Section 3.6 has been updated. 

107-39 Language regarding NAHC contacts has been added to FEIS Section 3.6 under Native 
American Consultations. 
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107-40 The text has been revised as suggested. 

107-41 The text has been revised as suggested. 

107-42 The text has been revised as suggested. 

107-43 The text has been revised as suggested. Additional information about present-day 
economic activities has not been added because the section pertains to ethnohistoric 
context. 

107-44 The text updated as requested. 

107-45 The intent of this figure and others that show similar information depict the study area of 
SCE Access Road 1, and not the actual road. 

107-46 The recommended sentence has been added to the first paragraph of FEIS Section 3.10. 

107-47 This comment provides no reason to replace Table 3.10-1 with any other table, especially 
since there is no identification of the source document containing the Caltrans table that is 
suggested as a replacement. The most identifiable Caltrans table of decibel levels (from the 
1998 Caltrans Technical Noise Supplement) is a table with no documentation as to its own 
data sources.  

The data in Table 3.10-1 have been assembled from numerous published sources, 
supplemented by noise studies conducted by the author over a period of 30 years. 
Published sources of data used in Table 3.10-1 include, but are not limited to, the 
following (in alphabetical order): 

• AOSafety. 2003. Life Can Be Loud. 

• California Department of Transportation. 1998. Technical Noise Supplement. 

• Cavanaugh, W. J. and G. C. Tocci. 1998. Environmental Noise: The Invisible 
Pollutant. 

• Cowan, James P. 1994. Handbook of Environmental Acoustics. 

• Federal Highway Administration. 2006. Roadway Construction Noise Model 
User’s Guide. 

• Federal Railroad Administration. 2005. High Speed Ground Transportation Noise 
and Vibration Impact Assessment. 

• US Council on Environmental Quality. 1970. First Annual Report of the Council 
on Environmental Quality. 

• US Environmental Protection Agency. 1971. Noise from Construction Equipment 
and Operations. 

• US Environmental Protection Agency. 1980. Construction Noise Control 
Technology Initiatives. 
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• US Environmental Protection Agency. 1981. Noise in America: The Extent of the 
Noise Problem. 

Very few of the references noted above provide any documentation regarding the source 
of the data included in their decibel level tables. 

107-48 Although the referenced list includes facilities and activities that are not directly applicable 
to the Project, the disclosure of the complete Riverside County noise ordinance exemption 
list is appropriate so that the reviewer can clearly determine whether or not the Project 
would comply with dBA levels in the ordinance. 

107-49 Reference to the remote nature of the Project locations has been added to the first 
paragraph of FEIS Section 3.10.2 to further support the ambient noise level estimates. 
However, because the subject paragraph provides information related to ambient noise 
levels, reference in the paragraph to sensitive receptors would not be on point. For 
information associated with sensitive receptors, refer to the second paragraph of FEIS 
Section 3.10.2, which follows the subject ambient noise levels paragraph. 

107-50 Text has been added to the second paragraph of FEIS Section 3.10.2 to describe the 
distances between the closest sensitive receptors and the project site boundary. 

107-51 The third paragraph of FEIS Section 3.10.2 has been revised to refer to noise- and 
vibration-sensitive “land uses” instead of “locations.” 

107-52 The DEIS evaluated a worst-case scenario as the Project assumes a potential for UXOs 
throughout the entire Project footprint. Therefore, the entire site was evaluated for the 
potential for UXOs and covers any potential historic military reservation overlaps. 

107-53 After reviewing the Phase I EDR database report in the appendix of the Phase I, the Iron 
Mountain pumping station was correctly identified as a RCRA waste generator. A 
correction was made to identify the Iron Mountain site as also the location of an UST 
instead of Eagle Mountain, according to the EDR report. 

107-54 Text in the DEIS has been modified. 

107-55 A reference to Chuckwalla SWMA has been added to refer the reader to FEIS 
Section 3.4.6, Wildlife. 

107-56 The subheading has been removed. 

107-57 Public access, in and of itself, was not identified as an issue by the public or the BLM 
during scoping; therefore, it was not specifically addressed in the DEIS. The Traffic and 
Transportation subsection of Section 3.15.2, Existing Conditions, discusses the total 
transportation “system” in the vicinity of the Project, including a discussion of roads, 
traffic, off-highway vehicle routes, airports, railways, scenic routes, bicycle facilities, and 
public transportation. For clarity, both Sections 3.15 and 4.15 have been renamed to 
“Transportation and Traffic”.  
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107-58 The text has been updated as indicated in the comment. 

107-59 The suggested revisions are not considered necessary or appropriate. While it may be true 
that local plans and policies would be modified in the future to reflect the importance of 
the County's solar resource, the information relevant to the analysis in this FEIS are the 
policies that are currently in place. Discussion of how policies may change in the future 
would be speculative. Should policies have changed by the time local jurisdictions make a 
decision on portions of the Project under their jurisdiction, those are the policies that 
would be used to inform decision-making. 

107-60 VRM classes vis-à-vis the Project boundaries are described in text (see DEIS Page 3.16-6). 
Further, the location of the Project in the figure can be determined by comparing it with 
other figures, such as Figure 4.16-1. 

107-61 Text added per request. 

107-62 Text added per request. 

107-63 Text added per request. 

107-64 Text added per request. 

107-65 Text updated per request. 

107-66 Text added per request. 

107-67 The reference has been updated. 

107-68 Text added per request. 

107-69 The text has been modified as suggested. 

107-70 The text has been modified as suggested. 

107-71 The DEIS considers the potential for incremental impacts resulting from construction, 
operation and maintenance, and closure and decommissioning of the Project to cause or 
contribute to a cumulative effect in each of the issue areas for which the Project could 
cause an impact. The DEIS identifies cumulative projects and provides quantified and 
detailed information about them. On an issue-by-issue basis, DEIS Chapter 4 identifies the 
geographic and temporal scope of the cumulative impacts analysis area, provides a basis 
for the boundaries of each, identifies existing conditions within each cumulative impacts 
assessment area, identifies the direct and indirect effects of the project and alternatives, 
and identifies past, present and reasonably foreseeable future actions making up the 
cumulative scenario. Conclusions regarding whether the Project's incremental impacts are 
cumulatively considerable when considered in combination with past, present and 
reasonably foreseeable future projects are discussed in the Cumulative Impacts section at 
the end of each resource section. 
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107-72 BLM lands in the California Desert District are governed by the CDCA Plan. As used in 
the DEIS, the California Desert District or California Desert refers to the BLM-
administered land within the CDCA. 

107-73 The cumulative impacts analysis in Chapter 4 conservatively assumes that all projects 
within the cumulative scenario would proceed, including renewable energy projects. Any 
effort to further refine how many of renewable energy applications received by BLM are 
likely to proceed would be speculative and would not contribute to the understanding of 
the potential impacts of the Project on the human environment. In addition, each project 
in a region would have its own implementation schedule, which may or may not coincide 
or overlap with the proposed action’s schedule. This is a consideration for short-term 
impacts of the Project. However, to be conservative, the cumulative analysis assumes that 
all projects in the cumulative scenario are built and operating during the operating lifetime 
of the proposed Project. 

107-74 The text has been modified as suggested. 

107-75 The text has been modified as suggested. 

107-76 The text has been modified as suggested. 

107-77 The text has been modified. 

107-78 The text has been modified as suggested. 

107-79 The text has been modified as suggested. 

107-80 The projects listed in these tables are depicted on Figure 3.18-1. This map includes a scale 
that can be used to estimate distances to the Desert Sunlight site in miles. 

107-81 The text in DEIS Table 3.18-2 has been updated in the FEIS to state that the existing 
DPV1 transmission line extends from Palo Verde (Arizona) to Devers Substation. The 
DPV1 500 kV line would loop into the Midpoint Substation (now called Colorado River 
Substation) when it is constructed by SCE. 

In addition, DEIS Table 3.18-2 and Table 3.18-3 have been updated in the FEIS to 
elaborate on the CPUC approval of Midpoint Substation as part of the DPV2 project in 
November 2009, and its proposed expansion as the Colorado River Substation, which is 
currently under environmental review by the CPUC. 

Furthermore, the NOP for a Focused Supplemental EIR for the Devers-Palo Verde No. 2 
Transmission Line Project-Colorado Substation Expansion (Sept. 29, 2010) states: "In the 
DPV2 Final EIR/EIS, the CPUC identified the DPV2 Midpoint Substation and the 
Desert Southwest-Midpoint Substation as environmentally equivalent. In Decision D.09-
11-007, the CPUC approved both substation locations, and determined that construction 
at either location did not trigger the need for additional CEQA review. The DPV2 Desert 
Southwest–Midpoint Substation site (now re-named as the Colorado River Substation) was 
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ultimately selected by SCE as the location for the CRS." Therefore, the proposed 
modification suggested by the commenter would not affect the analysis in the DEIS. 

107-82 Corridors E and K are discussed on page 3.9-8 of the DEIS in Section 3.9.3, Existing 
Uses, Lands and Realty-Related Uses. These corridors also are shown on Figure 3.9-5, 
Utility Corridors and Existing Transmission Facilities, on p.3.9-10 of the DEIS. Per Kaiser 
Ventures LLC, the Kaiser Mine does hold operational permits. 

107-83 See Response to Comment 107-73. 

107-84 The text has been modified as suggested. 

107-85 Portions of the Tables that were included in the DEIS but not used in the analysis do not 
affect the adequacy or accuracy of the analysis. The requested change has not been made 
in the FEIS. 

107-86 The commenter requests that, to the extent requested by the SCAQMD or others, sections 
of the air impact analysis that refer to localized significance thresholds (LSTs) be revised to 
use modeling analysis in lieu of LSTs. The SCAQMD comments concerning LSTs are 
addressed in responses to Comments 103-01 and Comments 103-02. 

107-87 The Applicant has committed to implementing applicant measures AM-AIR-1 through 
AM-AIR-4 to reduce construction fugitive dust emissions. Implementation of these 
measures would require development and implementation of a dust control plan that 
includes use of dust palliatives to ensure compliance with SCAQMD Rule 403, phasing of 
construction activities to reduce the disturbed area of the site on any single day, minimize 
grading and avoid the need to import fill materials or export excess spoils, and use of 
power screeners to obtain sand and gravel onsite so that associated haul trips would not be 
necessary. In addition, subsequent to the release of the Draft EIS, the Applicant has 
committed to several modifications (e.g., revised layout of Solar Farm facilities that reduces 
the Solar Farm footprint and a revised construction approach involving the use of 
innovative site preparation techniques that reduce the required volume of earth 
movement). For a discussion of the proposed modifications to the project and the 
associated effects on air resources, refer to Final EIS Section 4.2.3. In addition, mitigation 
measure MM-AIR-2 would be implemented, which would require chipped or shredded 
vegetation debris from the Solar Farm site to be spread on open areas of the site once 
construction activity has been completed on subareas to control dust. 

107-88 The subject sentence in the footnote to Table 4.2-12 and similar tables have been removed 
from the Final EIS to clarify that emissions are based on average trips. The intent of the 
sentence was to emphasize that data in the table were developed by analysis of individual 
construction phases, not aggregated over the total construction days per year. 

107-89 With regard to measures to reduce construction exhaust emissions, see FEIS Mitigation 
Measures MM-AIR-1 and MM-AIR-4. 
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107-90 Subsequent to the release of the DEIS, AECOM prepared a new wind erosion, PM10, and 
PM2.5 formation analysis for the project on behalf of First Solar (see FEIS Section 4.2.3 
and Appendix D-6). The new analysis incorporates wind data from Blythe, and Barstow 
wind data were adjusted to approximate the local wind profile. 

107-91 Subsequent to the release of the DEIS, minor revisions were made to air resources Table 
3.2-1. However, the listed air quality standards are current and up to date. 

107-92 The only Project-related emissions that would occur within the MDAQMD jurisdiction 
would be a portion of the emissions from Project-related vehicle traffic that would 
originate east of the Project area (generally either in the Blythe area or from states further 
to the east). Therefore, text has been added to the fifth paragraph of FEIS Section 4.2.2 to 
clarify that MDAQMD significance thresholds identified in Table 4.2-3 are presented for 
informational purposes only, and Project-related CEQA significance determinations 
related to regional emissions are based on comparisons to the SCAQMD standards 
identified in Table 4.2-2. 

107-93 See Response to Comment 75-05. 

107-94 The comment suggests that maximum daily construction emissions (not average daily 
emissions) should be compared to SCAQMD mass daily thresholds for impact 
determinations. However, the SCAQMD thresholds, and associated guidance materials, do 
not state that the thresholds are only to be compared to maximum day emissions. In fact, 
page 9-2 of SCAQMD's CEQA Air Quality Handbook states that the number of 
construction equipment hours per average day should be considered when estimating 
emissions that would be associated with construction equipment. This suggests that the 
SCAQMD daily mass significance thresholds are designed for comparison of average daily 
emissions. Therefore, it is appropriate to compare the average daily construction emissions 
that would be associated with the project to the SCAQMD thresholds for the basis of 
impact determinations. 

107-95 As presented in the Final EIS, Tables 4.2-8 through 4.2-10, and the referenced Criterion 
AQ-4 discussion, onsite construction emissions associated with SF-B would not exceed 
the SCAQMD local impact significance criteria for nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, 
PM10, or PM2.5. It should be noted that the SCAQMD has not indicated that it is 
opposed to using the SCAQMD LTS levels for assessment of local impacts related to the 
project. However, the referenced Criterion QA-4 has been modified to clearly indicate that 
daily operation and maintenance fugitive dust emissions associated with SF-B would be 
less than significant with implementation of Mitigation Measure MM-AIR-3. 

107-96 To clarify, the on-site activities for some of the project components would include phases 
that would overlap. Although the emissions associated with each phase would be average 
emissions, if the phases would overlap, the overlapped emissions would be added to 
account for the total emissions. Therefore, where project components would include 
overlapping phases, the FEIS emissions table references to "Maximum Day Totals" have 
been revised to "Maximum Average Daily Totals" to clarify that the emissions are 
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maximum averages. Where Project component phases would not overlap, the FEIS 
emissions table references to “Maximum Day Totals” have been revised to “Average Daily 
Totals.” 

107-97 The subject sentence in the footnote to Table 4.2-12 and similar tables have been removed 
from the FEIS to clarify that emissions are based on average trips. The intent of the 
sentence was to emphasize that data in the table were developed by analysis of individual 
construction phases, not aggregated over the total construction days per year. 

107-98 The emissions data in the table represent maximum values because it is assumed that all of 
the construction phases overlap; however, the emissions data for each construction phase 
are daily averages. Therefore, the titles of Final EIS Tables 4.2-14 and 4.2-21 have been 
changed to correctly indicate that they present maximum average daily emissions. 

107-99 Revisions to the DEIS have been made in the FEIS where information contained in the 
updated reports is relevant. 

107-100 Requested revisions to the DEIS on page 4.3-2, Table 4.3-3 have been made and 
incorporated into the FEIS. These changes are consistent with the Biological Resources 
Technical Report. 

107-101 The purpose of CEQA Guidelines, Appendix G is to provide a guide to satisfying 
individual agencies' needs and project circumstances when analyzing the significance of 
environmental impacts of a project. In most instances, the EIS for this Project uses the 
criteria outlined in Appendix G; however there may be some deviations (as pointed out in 
the comment) to better fit the magnitude and circumstances of the Project, and satisfy 
both NEPA and CEQA. The lead agency (BLM), in collaboration with the cooperating 
agency (CPUC), has the flexibility to determine what significance criteria should be applied 
to what resource. Criterion BIO-1 was developed to assess the specific impacts that the 
proposed action could have on native vegetation communities, including direct loss of 
vegetation and introduction of nonnative invasive weed species. The standard CEQA 
criterion requested in the comment is already set forth in EIS Section 4.4.2. Specifically, 
criterion WIL-5 provides that the proposed action would have a significant effect on 
wildlife if it would “conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, 
Natural Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat 
conservation plan.” 

107-102 The requested revisions have been made. 

107-103 There are areas designated as a Critical Habitat Unit (CHU) that also are located within the 
NECO Planning Areas such as Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACECs), Desert 
Wildlife Management Area (DWMA), Habitat Management Plans (HMPs), and Special 
Areas (SA). Where these areas overlap, mitigation as identified in the NECO Plan/EIS 
applies and must be fulfilled to compensate for impacts that occur in those designated 
areas. The NECO Plan/EIS identifies mitigation for impacts within Chuckwalla CHU and 
DWMA as 5:1 Additionally, the Applicant has committed to 5:1 mitigation ratio for 
impacts within the Chuckwalla CHU in the mitigation plan presented in the Applicant’s 
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Biological Resources Technical Report (see Appendix H). The 5:1 mitigation ratio is 
appropriate as compensation for project impacts to either CHU or to DWMA lands. See 
also Response to Comment 76-15. 

107-104 The Raven Management Plan and Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan would require 
monitoring that may require specialized training and that may continue after construction 
is complete. Mitigation Measure BIO-1 is intended to define the general responsibilities of 
an on-site monitor during construction, including authority and reporting requirements. 

107-105 Mitigation Measure (MM)-BIO-2, Off-site Compensation, has been added to FEIS Section 4.3. 
The requirements of this mitigation measure are consistent with the draft Habitat 
Compensation Plan. 

107-106 Requested revisions to the DEIS have been made in Section 4.3 of the FEIS, under 
Impact BIO-2, first paragraph. 

107-107 The DEIS has been revised to remove the referenced text/paragraph in Section 3.4 and 
Section 4.4. 

107-108 The DEIS has been revised to remove the referenced text/paragraph in Section 3.4 and 
Section 4.4. 

107-109 The DEIS has been revised on page 4.3-85, under Cumulative Impact Analysis, second 
paragraph. 

107-110 Please refer to FEIS Section 4.5, Climate Change, which expands the discussion and 
analysis relative to the DEIS. 

107-111 Comment noted; the updated reports have been received and will be incorporated as 
appropriate. 

107-112 DEIS Section 3.4 and Table 3.4-2 have been revised in the FEIS to reflect that the Palm 
Springs round-tailed ground squirrel no longer is a candidate for federal listing. 

107-113 Revisions to the DEIS include a clarifying sentence on page 4.4-1. 

107-114 The Habitat Compensation Plan (HCP) is developed based upon information gathered 
during surveys conducted for the DEIS as well as the pending BO and CDFG Section 
2080.1 permit. The HCP would be reviewed and approved by BLM, the USFWS and 
CDFG. In addition to a complete and thorough data collection and analysis, the review 
process would help to ensure the accuracy of data. The FEIS presents a new Mitigation 
Measure, BIO-2, which lays out the requirements and detailed processes that are to be 
used in implementation of the HCP. 

Table 4.4-3 presents the acreage for each alternative within the Chuckwalla DWMA and 
the Chuckwalla CHU. These figures may change slightly with final design, so they will be 
finalized, after approval of a particular alternative and its design determines the actual 
acreage of permanent disturbance. This process is defined in MM-BIO-2. 
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107-115 See Response to Comment 107-101. 

107-116 Although a DWMA and CHU may overlap, impacts to each area and/or unit are evaluated 
individually for use to determine impacts as well as determine appropriate mitigation. 
Wildlife Areas and Critical Habitat Units differ in their function and values to certain 
species and as such should be evaluated independently. Regardless, a row has been added 
to Table 4.4-3 to indicate how many acres fall into both categories. 

107-117 The Project could affect golden eagle nesting territories and foraging habitat. Discussion of 
historic and recent golden eagle occurrence in the general area in DEIS Section 3.4 and the 
Project’s potential impacts to golden eagle nest sites and foraging habitat in Section 4.4 
have been expanded and clarified in the FEIS to incorporate the best available scientific 
information. On September 15, 2010, the USFWS recommended to BLM that an Avian 
and Bat Protection Plan should be prepared for the Desert Sunlight project. See Response 
to Comment 92-01. 

107-118 The DEIS’s discussions of wildlife movement in the area and potential Project impacts to 
movement have been revised in FEIS Sections 3.4 and 4.4. 

107-119 The information presented in the DEIS and updated in the FEIS is consistent with the 
Biological Resources Technical Report submitted by First Solar (DEIS Appendix H). 
Consistent with that report, impacts to special status mammals are described in general 
terms without quantifying acreages. Some mammal species, such as American badger, may 
be found in desert shrublands throughout the region and would be expected to use the 
entire Project area, whereas other species may rely on more specialized habitats. As 
clarified in FEIS Section 4.4.3, implementation of the Habitat Compensation Plan (AM-
BIO-1) as well as Mitigation Measures BIO-2, WIL-2, and WIL-3 would reduce these 
impacts below a level of CEQA significance. The text regarding the proposed federal 
listing for the Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrel has been removed or edited to 
reflect that this species no longer is a candidate for federal listing. 

107-120 A summary paragraph has been added to FEIS Section 3.4 and 4.4 that provides an overall 
conclusion for cumulative impacts. 

107-121 See Response to Comment 107-110. 

107-122 The requested reference to Adams et al., 1998, has been added.  

107-123 The discussion in FEIS Chapter 4.5, Climate Change, has been expanded.  

107-124 DEIS Section 4.6 has been updated in the FEIS. 

107-125 The geographic extent of "other projects" is discussed on the same page, under "Future 
Foreseeable Projects." The discussion identifies such projects as those listed in Tables 
3.18-2 and 3.18-3. 

107-126 Text has been added in FEIS Section 4.8.2 to incorporate conclusions regarding water 
erosion. 
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107-127 The text has been modified as suggested. 

107-128 The text has been modified. 

107-129 The text has been modified. 

107-130 The text has been modified. 

107-131 The text has been modified. 

107-132 The text has been modified. 

107-133 The text has been modified. 

107-134 The text has been modified.  

107-135 DEIS Table 4.10-1 has been modified in the FEIS as requested to show only the distances 
to the closest existing residences. 

107-136 The values presented in Table 4.10-2 represent the estimated noise levels that would be 
associated with the five project construction phases. The values represent additions to the 
baseline, but do not represent increases above baseline or "with project" conditions 
because baseline levels are not included in the estimates. To clarify that the values in 
Table 4.10-2 do not represent expected increases above baseline conditions, the term 
"increments" has been removed from the table and the associated text in the FEIS. 

107-137 The distance in miles to the closest sensitive receptor (i.e., 0.22 mile) has been added to the 
fifth paragraph of FEIS Section 4.10.3 as requested. The fifth paragraph of DEIS 
Section 4.10.3 has been revised in the FEIS to clarify that the closest residence is assumed 
to be occupied. 

107-138 The premise of the comment, which is that the subject EIS paragraph notes that almost all 
project construction activities would occur within 2,000 feet of the nearest residence, is 
incorrect. In fact, the paragraph notes that for most of the 26-month construction period, 
construction activity would be well over 2,000 feet from the nearest residence and only a 
small portion of the overall construction activity would occur within half a mile of the 
nearest residence west of the proposed solar farm site. See the sixth paragraph of Final EIS 
Section 4.10.3. 

107-139 As noted in the subject EIS paragraph, the referenced ambient noise levels are expressed 
as a range of daytime decibels, which inherently include Leq minimum and maximum 
levels. 

107-140 Mitigation Measure MM-NOI-1, which includes language to clarify that the measure is 
applicable only to residences within a quarter mile of the site, has been added to the Final 
EIS to supersede applicant measure AM-NZ-1.  

107-141 Comment noted. The text has been revised as suggested. 
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107-142 Comment noted. The text has been revised as suggested. 

107-143 Comment noted. The text has been revised as suggested. 

107-144 Comment noted. The text has been revised as suggested. 

107-145 Comment noted. The text has been revised as suggested. 

107-146 Comment noted. The text has been revised as suggested. 

107-147 Comment noted. The text has been revised as suggested. 

107-148 Comment noted. The text has been revised as suggested, although “hazardous materials” 
has been changed to “CdTe.” 

107-149 Comment noted. The text has been revised as suggested, although “hazardous materials” 
has been changed to “CdTe.” 

107-150 Comment noted. The text has been revised as suggested, although “hazardous materials” 
has been changed to “CdTe.” 

107-151 Comment noted. The text has been revised as suggested. 

107-152 This statement already is made in the FEIS under the discussion of construction impacts 
for the substation on page 4.11-9. 

107-153 Comment noted. The text has been revised as suggested. 

107-154 Comment noted. The text has been revised as suggested. 

107-155 Comment noted. The text has been revised as suggested. 

107-156 Comment noted and text has been added for clarification; however, the level of 
significance determination remains at “less than significant” for the reasons stated in the 
text. 

107-157 Impacts on recreational resources were assessed by determining the types of recreation 
uses in and around the proposed Project area, then determining the sensitivity of those 
uses to the proposed Project. As described in Section 3.12, the BLM does not have any 
recreation facilities, trails, or other improvements in the Project area. Although some day 
use of the area for hiking, photography, target shooting, and limited hunting is assumed to 
occur in the general area, the primary recreational use of the Project area is for OHV use. 
Construction and operation of the project would close and reroute portions of three OHV 
routes. However, the remaining open routes would provide an alternative to use of closed 
routes and closure would not significantly limit public travel.  

107-158 See Response to Comment 107-158. 

107-159 The text has been revised as suggested. 
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107-160 The text has been revised to reflect the relative number of visitors from only a portion of 
Joshua Tree Wilderness. 

107-161 The sentence referring to impacts on cultural resources from construction of Kaiser Road 
has been deleted. 

107-162  Substation B is closer to the boundary of Alligator Rock ACEC that Substation A. In 
either case, no cultural resources within the ACEC would be impacted by construction, 
operation and maintenance, or decommissioning of Substation A or Substation B. 

107-163 The text was revised in Alternative 4 and Alternative 5 for clarification and consistency. 

107-164 The text has been revised accordingly. 

107-165 The text on the cited page of the DEIS has been revised in the FEIS to define the 
geographic extent of the area affected by transportation as the road network generally 
within the I-10 corridor. 

107-166 Comment Noted. The DEIS section headers have been revised in the FEIS to more 
accurately reflect what is discussed in text. Headers titled “Interim Visual Management 
Class” have been revised to “Visual Contrast Analysis,” and the headers titled “Summary 
of Operation and Maintenance Impacts” have been revised to “Consistency with Interim 
Visual Resource Management Objectives.” 

107-167 See Response to Comment 107-59. 

107-168 See Response to Comment 107-59. 

107-169 The land ownership of the proposed action and alternatives are discussed in the second 
paragraph on Page 4.16-1 of the Draft EIS. Some modifications to the text of the DEIS in 
recognition that a CEQA determination must be made for the project as a whole, 
regardless of land ownership (see Responses to Comments of the CPUC, Comment Letter 
56). 

107-170 Some modifications to the text of the DEIS in recognition that a CEQA determination 
must be made for the project as a whole, regardless of land ownership (see Responses to 
Comments of the CPUC, Comment Letter 56). 

107-171 See Response to Comment 107-59. 

107-172 The discussion of the geographic extent has been revised for clarity as follows: "The ROI 
for visual resources is defined as the viewshed, an area seen from a particular location to 
the visible horizon. Delineation of the viewshed from the proposed Project location must 
extend from the top elevation of all of the proposed facilities rising at the Project location, 
expanded to 5.5 feet above the ground of the visible horizon. The geographic extent of the 
cumulative analysis is generally coincident with the boundaries of the project viewshed, 
shown in Figures 4.16-8 (for the proposed action) and Figure 4.16-9 (for the alternative 
action alternative). Due to mountains surrounding the proposed Project site, the viewshed 
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is generally less than 15 miles from the proposed Project to mountain ridgelines. For 
analyzing cumulative impacts on visual resources, the ROI is expanded to include a larger 
area. The ROI for the cumulative impact analysis is approximately 15 miles on both sides 
of the I-10 corridor. 

107-173 The suggested changes have been made in response to comments from the CPUC (see 
Responses to Comments in Letter 56 and revisions to the cumulative discussion in FEIS 
Section 4.16). 

107-174 Changes to the cumulative section have been made in response to comments from the 
CPUC (see Responses to comments in Letter 56 and revisions to the cumulative 
discussion in Section 4.16). The text acknowledges that there are no additional mitigation 
measures that would reduce permanent adverse cumulative impacts to minor or a less-
than-significant level. 

107-175 Text has been revised for consistency with new information. 

107-176 Text has been added as requested. 

107-177 Text has been added as requested. 

107-178 Text has been added as requested. 

107-179 Text has been added as requested. 

107-180 Text has been added as requested. 

107-181 Text has been added as requested. 

107-182 Text has been added as requested. 

107-183 The DEIS text has been updated in the FEIS to remove the reference to the dry lakes. 

107-184 The DEIS text has been updated in the FEIS to supplement the discussion of Project-
specific factors, as additional information has become available. 

107-185 The text has been revised as requested. 

107-186 The text has been revised as requested. 

Letter - 108.  

108-01 Commenter refers to FLPMA’s characterization of the desert environment. Pursuant to 
Section 6.9.2.1 of the BLM NEPA Handbook (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA 
Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and 
so does not require a specific response.  

108-02 The text has been updated as requested. 

108-03 The text of the FEIS has been revised for the requested consistency. 
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108-04 Text of the FEIS has been modified throughout the document to reflect that all ground 
disturbing activities (whether identified as temporary or permanent impacts in the DEIS) 
are now considered permanent impacts to the environment. DEIS Table 4.3-1, Comparison 
of Action Alternative Features Relevant to Vegetation Impacts, has been revised in the FEIS to 
present updated data. Impacts related to the revised acreage presented would be mitigated 
through MM-BIO-2, Off-site Compensation. The residual impact would remain the same as 
that defined in the DEIS. 

108-05 So noted. 

108-06 On-site grading would be minimized to the extent practicable for the installation of the 
proposed solar field and other facilities. Thus, excess generation of overburden would be 
minimized and all grading spoils would be incorporated into site design, in order to 
minimize haul-off and disposal requirements. 

108-07 In addition to needing to be feasible, alternatives carried forward for detailed analysis need 
to meet the project purpose and need under NEPA or project objectives under CEQA. 
Other alternatives not carried forward were deemed to be technically disadvantageous or 
to cause greater environmental impacts than the Project alternatives. 

108-08 See Noise Impacts to Wildlife discussion presented in FEIS Section 4.10.3. 

108-09 Although the Solar Farm site would occur outside the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU, the 
gen-tie at Red Bluff substation and ancillary facilities would disturb desert tortoise habitat 
in the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA and desert tortoises in the vicinity. Acreages of 
impact to the DWMA and CHU under each alternative are depicted in Section 4.4, 
Wildlife (see, e.g., Table 4.4-3). Habitat compensation is proposed to partially mitigate the 
loss. 

108-10 DEIS Section 4.17, Water Resources, has been updated in the FEIS to recommend 
mitigation measures that would minimize potential impacts to groundwater wells and 
groundwater levels, including groundwater monitoring. 

108-11 The FEIS presents new Mitigation Measure MM-WIL-5, Prepare and Implement a Bird 
Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Also, a new mitigation measure (MM-WIL-8) has been added 
to ensure that all plans prepared under Applicant Measures are subject to review by the 
USFWS, CDFG, BLM, and CPUC. 

108-12  MM Bio-1 and other mitigation measures to address impacts to biological resources also 
would reduce impacts to special designation lands. See revisions to Table ES-3.  

108-13 Applicant Measures have been incorporated into to DEIS Chapter 2.0 as agreed-upon 
measures that would be implemented as part of the Project. Table ES-3, as updated in the 
FEIS, lists all mitigation measures (Applicant and other) proposed or recommended for 
the Project. 

108-14 The BLM has requested that all applicants for renewable energy projects within the CDD 
work toward a mutual goal of reducing the number of transmission lines associated with 
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planned projects. To respond to this request, the Applicant proposed a minor modification 
of the design configuration of the gen-tie line poles that would allow for a future unrelated 
project(s) to add a second circuit. The configuration of the gen-tie line poles would be 
modified but the gen-tie line right-of-way area and width, pole height, pole spacing, 
materials of construction, and surface finish as described in the DEIS would be unaffected 
by the proposed modification. The modification would have no effect on gen-tie line 
construction or operation activities or associated impacts. The modified pole design would 
not affect the footprint, construction or operation of either the gen-tie line or the Project 
as a whole. Any of the alternative gen-tie line configurations could accommodate 
collocation with the Eagle Crest gen-tie line, and would result in fewer overall impacts by 
virtue of less overall disturbance. 

108-15 Additional surveys have been conducted since the DEIS was issued for review. See 
Response to Comment 104-13. The DEIS text has been revised in the FEIS to reflect the 
results of plant surveys conducted in November 2010, as a supplemental to those surveys 
conducted in the spring. See FEIS Sections 3.3.3 through 3.3.5 for related text revisions. 

108-16 Detailed descriptions of the surveys conducted for wildlife and vegetation are included 
under the heading Methodology in FEIS Chapters 3.3 and 3.4. 

108-17 The discussion of desert tortoise in DEIS Section 3.4 has been expanded in the FEIS in 
response to this and other comments. 

108-18 Revisions to the DEIS have been made in the FEIS to ensure that species listings are up-
to-date. This includes a revision to the status of the Palm Springs round-tailed ground 
squirrel in FEIS Chapter 3.4 and Table 3.4-2: this species no longer is proposed for federal 
listing. 

108-19 Revisions to the discussion of Nelson’s bighorn sheep movement have been added in 
FEIS Chapter 3.4, Wildlife, including additional data citations. Desert tortoise habitat 
connectivity is discussed in Response to Comment 85-02, above. The discussions of 
wildlife movement in the area and potential Project impacts to such movement have been 
revised in FEIS Sections 3.4 and 4.4. 

108-20 See Response to Comment 85-02. Please also note that MM BIO-2 in the FEIS includes a 
habitat connectivity criterion for desert tortoise. 

108-21 The text in DEIS Section 3.4.6 has been revised accordingly in FEIS. 

108-22 The land designations were determined through a process of research with GIS shapefiles 
and personnel from both BLM and the USFWS to identify the correct DWMA and CHU 
boundaries in the region of the proposed project. 

108-23 The total contribution of GHG emissions from the Project is evaluated in FEIS 
Section 4.5, Climate Change. The analysis presented therein discloses anticipated 
construction and operation period GHG emissions of the Project, and provides additional 
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discussion regarding decommissioning. Analyzing GHG emissions associated with the 
manufacturing of Project components is beyond the scope of the EIS. 

108-24 No reasonable evidence exists to support the idea that desert biological crusts comprise a 
substantial carbon sink. Consequently, additional discussion is not warranted. 

108-25 A reference to Chuckwalla DWMA has been added in FEIS Section 3.14 to refer the 
reader to Section 3.4.6, Wildlife. 

108-26 The DEIS’s discussion of Project impacts to desert tortoises and habitat has been 
expanded and clarified in FEIS Sections 3.4 and 4.4, as recommended by the commenter. 

108-27 Applicant Measure WIL-2, Contribute to a USFWS Regional Raven Management Plan, has been 
added in the FEIS on page 4.4-32. The DEIS mitigation and applicant measures relevant 
to the raven and desert tortoise require review and approval by BLM, USFWS and CDFG. 
Please note that new mitigation measure MM-WIL-8 in the FEIS would ensure that all 
plans prepared under Applicant Measures would be subject to review by the USFWS, 
CDFG, BLM, and CPUC. 

108-28 The Avian and Bat Protection Plan defined in the FEIS as AM-WIL-3 is in draft form. A 
new mitigation measure, MM WIL-3 has been prepared to clarify the requirements relating 
to impacts on birds, and to require that the final plan must conform to the 2010 USFWS 
guidelines. This measure would require that the Plan be reviewed and approved by BLM, 
USFWS and CDFG. WIL-5 states, “This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan 
guidelines outlined by USFWS and Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC).” 
The “Suggested Practices” document is included as one of the references developed by 
APLIC, and so would be considered in the development of the Plan. New mitigation 
measure MM-WIL-8 in the FEIS would ensure that all plans prepared under Applicant 
Measures are subject to review by the USFWS, CDFG, BLM, and CPUC. 

108-29 Refer to response to comment 108-22.  

108-30 Revisions to the DEIS have been made on page 4.4-12 and -27. 

108-31 Existing and reasonably foreseeable future projects and related acreage impacts referred to 
in the comment were carried forward from the recently-approved Blythe Solar Power 
Project FEIS. Footnotes to Table 4.3-18 identify the source of the data. Also, see 
Common Response N.4.6. 

108-32 The DEIS’s discussion of potential impacts of desert tortoise translocation has been 
expanded in FEIS Section 4.4. 

108-33 The DEIS’s discussion of wildlife movement and potential project impacts to wildlife 
movement, including desert tortoise movement, has been has been expanded and clarified 
in FEIS Section 4.4. Please also note that MM BIO-2 in the FEIS includes a habitat 
connectivity criterion for desert tortoise. 

108-34 See Response to Comment 107-103. 
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Letter - 109.  

109-01 The commenter opposes the Project. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA 
Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not 
considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and so does not require a 
specific response. 

109-02 As detailed in FEIS Section 4.2, the Project would employ a number of dust control 
measures such as implementation of a dust control plan, application of water and dust 
palliatives, phased approach to construction minimizing activity on any one day, and other 
measures that would significantly reduce fugitive dust emissions. See also FEIS Section 4.4 
concerning potential impacts to wildlife. 

109-03 See Common Response N.4.3, Dark Skies. 

109-04 Potential construction employment-related effects on the local area are discussed in 
Common Response N.4.11, Construction Employment. 

109-05 Impacts of the Project to wildlife resources are discussed and analyzed in FEIS Sections 
4.3 and 4.4. 

Letter - 110.  

110-01 As discussed in DEIS Chapter 1, the Applicant identified a sufficiently large area to enable 
evaluation of a reasonable range of alternatives for the solar farm site, gen-tie line route, 
and Red Bluff Substation and ancillary facilities. The “Project Area” identified for study 
was roughly 19,000 acres in size. Should a ROW grant be issued, the grant would cover 
only those acres actually needed for the Project, i.e., less than 5,000 acres. 

110-02 The commenter suggests that the Project is inconsistent with environmental policy. 
Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H 1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and 
CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not a substantive comment on an environmental issue, 
and so does not require a specific response. 

110-03 Table ES-2 provides a summary of Project impacts by alternative in comparative form. 

110-04 Concerning the reasonableness of the range of alternatives in the DEIS, see Common 
Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

110-05 DEIS Chapter 2 evaluates three action alternatives and three No Action/No Project 
alternatives. The No Action/No Project alternatives are Alternative 4, 5 and 6. 

110-06 Considering siting on previously-disturbed or built areas in the DEIS, see Common 
Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

110-07 Considering siting on previously-disturbed or built areas in the DEIS, see Common 
Response N.4.7. Alternatives Analyzed. 
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110-08 The commenter suggests that there are many invalid applications for projects on BLM 
land. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and 
CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an 
environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

110-09 Considering siting on private lands in the DEIS, see Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives 
Analyzed. 

110-10 Potential Project-related effects on local land uses and property values are discussed in 
Common Response N.4.8, Property Value. 

110-11 Considering siting on private lands in the DEIS, see Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives 
Analyzed. 

110-12 So noted. 

110-13 Concerning the reasonableness of the range of alternatives considered in the DEIS, see 
Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

110-14 The commenter supports Alternative 5 (No Project) and recommends the Project area be 
designated as an ACEC. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 
(Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive 
comment on an environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

110-15 The Project would prepare and implement a dust control plan as indicated in Response to 
Comment 109-02. Implementation of this dust control plan would include measures that 
significantly reduce fugitive dust emissions during construction activities There are only a 
few rural residences within 1 mile of the Solar Farm site, and only one rural residence 
within 0.75 mile of the boundary of the proposed Solar Farm. Airborne dust generated 
from construction sites would be widely dispersed and greatly reduced in concentration by 
nighttime hours. Construction activity would be phased across the Solar Farm site over a 
26-month period, limiting the amount of disturbed area that could produce fugitive dust 
from wind erosion at night. The cumulative analysis of air quality impacts is thoroughly 
analyzed and discussed in the DEIS and in FEIS Section 4.2. 

110-16 DEIS Section 4.2, concerning air resources, concludes that the net change in wind erosion 
as a result of the DSSF would be minor, and would not be detectable by visual 
observation. The air resources section also lists both Applicant-proposed measures and 
mitigation measures that would minimize the amount of fugitive dust emissions associated 
with the DSSF (see, DEIS pp. 4.2-40 and 4.2-41). The long-term visual effect of the 
Project following decommissioning is discussed under the appropriate headers in DEIS 
Section 4.16. The discussion recognizes that it could take decades for the landscape to 
resemble existing conditions due to the slow pace of desert ecology. 

110-17 The commenter's opinion on the applicable VRM Class is noted. Page 3.16-5 and 3.16-6 
discusses in detail the visual resource inventory used to determine the VRM class 
applicable to the proposed action and alternatives. The inventory used the BLM's standard 
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assessment methodology to determine the VRM classes applicable to the Project. Further, 
DEIS Section 4.16 recognizes that the Project would not be consistent with VRM 
objectives from several of the KOPs analyzed. 

110-18 See Common Response N.4.4, Adequacy of Key Observation Points (KOPs) and Simulations. 

110-19 See Common Response N.4.3, Dark Skies. 

110-20 See Common Response N.4.3, Dark Skies. 

110-21 See Common Response N.4.4, Adequacy of Key Observation Points (KOPs) and Simulations. 

110-22 Potential construction employment-related effects on the local area are discussed in 
Common Response N.4.11, Construction Employment. 

110-23 See Common Response N.4.9, Cadmium Exposure. 

110-24 Potential for the Project to alter stormwater drainage and flood potential is discussed in 
DEIS Section 4.17, Water Resources. As discussed therein, potential effects to 
groundwater recharge would be minimal. Nonetheless, additional mitigation requirements 
have been incorporated into the FEIS that would require that stormwater and flood flows 
emanating from the Project site result in no greater than a 1 percent increase relative to 
existing conditions. Therefore, potential impacts associated with changes to drainage and 
flooding would be minimized, including potential changes associated with disturbance to 
desert pavement. 

110-25 See Response to Comment 108-10. 

110-26 See Response to Comments 75-8 and 75-10. The Project is not expected to result in take 
of bald or golden eagles. 

110-27 See Responses to Comments 75-08 and 92-01 regarding potential Project impacts to 
golden eagles. Compensation acreage ratios are specified in AM-BIO-1, and MM-BIO-2 
has been added in the FEIS to provide greater clarification as to compensation land habitat 
types. 

110-28 The commenter is concerned that bighorn sheep and burro deer foraging areas and habitat 
connectivity could be affected by the Project. The DEIS’s discussion of wildlife movement 
has been expanded in the FEIS to address these concerns more clearly; see FEIS 
Section 4.4, Impact WIL-3, Direct and Indirect Impacts to Wildlife Movement or Nursery Sites. 

110-29 The DEIS discusses Nelson's bighorn sheep in Sections 3.4 and 4.4 on pages 3.4-24 and 
4.4-7. Revisions to the DEIS text in Section 3.4 on page 3.4-24 have been made to provide 
additional information about the sheep, their movement patterns and habitat. Impacts to 
this species and its habitat are discussed in FEIS Section 4.4. The DEIS has been revised 
in the FEIS to include MM-WIL-2, Nelson's Bighorn Sheep Protection Plan. 
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110-30 See Response to Comment 110-29. Ratios for habitat compensation are specified in AM-
BIO-1. Mitigation identified in the DEIS and FEIS for impacts to Nelson's bighorn sheep 
also would serve to address impacts to burro deer. 

110-31 Revisions to the DEIS include the addition of MM-WIL-3, Palm Springs Round Tailed 
Ground Squirrel Protection Plan. Specific compensation lands have not been identified at this 
time. Note that Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrel is no longer a candidate for 
federal listing (Federal Register 75:69228, 10 Nov 2010). 

110-32 See Response to Comment 51-1. 

110-33 The DEIS and FEIS address soils in Section 3.8, Geology and Soils Resources, and 
flooding-related concerns in Section 3.17, Water Resources.  

110-34 The DEIS and FEIS address soils in Section 3.8, Geology and Soils Resources.  

110-35 See Response to Comments 85-1 and 104-13. 

110-36 The commenter expresses concern about the adequacy of the Integrated Weed 
Management Plan in analyzing impacts that Roundup and other herbicides could have on 
public health, water resources and biological resources. AM- BIO-2 describes the 
Integrated Weed Management Plan, which was prepared in conformance with BLM’s 
Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on BLM Lands in 17 Western States Programmatic EIS 
and associated 2007 Record of Decision. It contains numerous performance standards for 
protection of public health, water resources and biological resources, including the 
following requirements: “Conduct a pretreatment survey before applying herbicides; Select 
herbicide that is least damaging to the environment while providing the desired results; 
Have licensed applicators apply herbicides; Take precautions to minimize drift by not 
applying herbicides when winds exceed >10 mph…or a serious rainfall event is 
imminent.” In addition, the impacts to public health of the use of chemicals during 
construction, operation and decommissioning are analyzed in Section 4.11 of the EIS and 
performance standards for the protection of public health are included in AM-HAZ-1c 
and AM-HAZ-1d. Numerous Applicant Measures are presented in DEIS and FEIS 
Section 4.17 to protect water quality from the use of chemicals on the Project site. 

110-37 The commenter suggests that the Project site be preserved as a connectivity corridor and 
not developed for solar energy. See Responses to Comments 85-2 and 104-11 regarding 
the expansion in the FEIS of the DEIS’s desert tortoise analysis. Note also that the FEIS 
includes an expanded discussion of connectivity and wildlife movement (see Impact WIL-
3, Direct and Indirect Impacts to Wildlife Movement or Nursery Sites). 

110-38 The original ROW area evaluated by First Solar was substantially larger than any of the 
alternatives now under consideration, and included many more desert tortoise than 
currently are considered to be present for the alternatives analyzed. The Project site is 
occupied by desert tortoises as described in DEIS Section 3.4, which has been updated 
substantially in the FEIS. See also, Responses to Comments 76-03 and 104-11 for 
additional detail. 
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110-39 The commenter is concerned about relocation or translocation of desert tortoises. The 
DEIS’s discussion of this issue has been expanded in the FEIS. See Response to 
Comments 104-11, and 76-1 through 76-3. 

110-40 As discussed in Common Response N.4.9, Cadmium Exposure, inadvertent release of 
Cadmium telluride (CdTe) from PV modules has been the subject of various scientific 
studies and, according to the Brookhaven National Laboratory and the National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory, the only pathways by which people or wildlife might be 
exposed to PV compounds from a finished module are by accidently ingesting flakes or 
dust particles, or by inhaling dust and fumes. The thin CdTe/Cadmium (Cds) layers are 
stable, solid and encapsulated between thick layers of glass. Unless the module is ground to 
a fine dust, dust particles cannot be generated. The vapor pressure of CdTe at ambient 
conditions is zero. Therefore, it is impossible for any vapors or dust to be generated when 
using PV modules. Thus, the environmental risks from and the potential for tortoises to be 
exposed to CdTe PV are minimal. 

According to a review of the cause of mortality and disease in tortoises, virtually nothing is 
known about the effects of pollutants or toxicants in populations of tortoises (Jacobson, 
1994). Additionally, according to a study on Cutaneous Dyskeratosis, the exact cause of the 
disease was not determined (Jacobson, 1994). Thus, as the potential for tortoises to be 
exposed to a toxicant such as CdTe are minimal and it is unknown as to whether this 
exposure would be related to Cutaneous Dyskeratosis, the potential for the Project to 
exacerbate this disease in tortoises is also minimal. 

References 

Cutaneous Dyskeratosis in Free-Ranging Desert Tortoises, Gopherus Agassizii, in the Colorado Desert of 
Southern California. Elliot Jacobson, et al. Journal of Zoo and Wildlife Medicine, Vol. 25, 
No. 1 (1994).  

Causes of Mortality and Diseases in Tortoises: A Review. Elliott R. Jacobson. Journal of Zoo and Wildlife 
Medicine, Vol. 25, No. 1, Reptile and Amphibian Issue (Mar., 1994), pp. 2-17. 

110-41 The BLM does not maintain a list of parcels that could be used as compensation lands to 
off-set impacts. The commenter’s concerns regarding adaptive management planning are 
noted. 

110-42 Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and 
CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an 
environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

Letter - 111.  

111-01 The commenter supports the project and is providing comments for clarification and 
requesting additional information. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook 
H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a 
substantive comment on an environmental issue, and so does not require a specific 
response. 
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111-02 As discussed in DEIS Chapter 1, the Applicant identified a sufficiently large area to enable 
evaluation of a reasonable range of alternatives for the solar farm site, gen-tie line route 
and Red Bluff Substation and ancillary facilities. The “Project Area” identified for study 
was roughly 19,000 acres in size. Should a ROW grant be issued, the grant would cover 
only those acres actually needed for the Project, which would be less than 5,000 acres. 

111-03 Concerning the reasonableness of the range of alternatives considered in the DEIS, see 
Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

111-04 The text of the DEIS has been updated in the FEIS as requested in the comment. 

111-05 The groundwater analysis completed in support of the DEIS was prepared to evaluate 
groundwater withdrawal and level concerns that are specifically relevant to the Project. 
Because the Project does not include substantial groundwater withdrawals during 
operation (as many other solar projects do that are proposed for development in the 
vicinity of the Project), modeling assumptions relating to operation period groundwater 
use are substantially different from those of other projects. In regards to model 
assumptions/parameters, transmissivity, storage coefficient, and saturated thickness are 
shown in Table 4.17-2, while groundwater budget info is contained in Table 4.17-1. 
Completion of a detailed evaluation of such parameters for models from other proposed 
projects could be intellectually interesting. However, such additional analysis would not 
result in a more comprehensive assessment of anticipated impacts of the Project. 
Therefore, such additional analysis is not warranted, and was not completed. 

111-06 Cumulative groundwater impacts are discussed in DEIS Section 4.17. This discussion 
includes modeling and other analyses completed within the CVGB, in order to evaluate the 
potential for drawdown and cumulative groundwater impacts. An additional detailed, 
comparative review of the studies completed in the Basin could provide an interesting 
comparison of the methodologies used for the various analyses. However, such a detailed 
scientific level consideration of these studies would be unlikely to change the level of 
impact identified in the discussion of cumulative impacts to groundwater, and therefore is 
not warranted. 

111-07 See Response to Comment 108-10. 

111-08 The DEIS text has been corrected in the FEIS. 

111-09 Text has been added acknowledging that the Eagle Mountain Mine was another major 
historic water user. 

111-10 The text/table has been corrected. 

111-11 Assessor parcel number 80717005 has been deleted from the table in response to this 
comment. 

111-12 Review of the descriptions of the alignment for GT-A-2 and GT-A-2 in the Executive 
Summary and Chapter 2, Description of the Proposed Action and Alternatives, did not reveal 
significant conflicts in the description of private land. The description of the alignment for 
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GT-A-1 and GT-A-2 in the Executive Summary was a bit more general than that 
contained in Chapter 2 since the Executive Summary is intended to be a more general 
overview than the discussion contained in Chapter 2. The description of GT-A-1 in 
Chapter 2 included more specific details relating to the area just south of Oasis Road 
involving less than 1 mile of the entire alignment. The alignment of GT- A-1 was designed 
specifically to avoid the majority all private land while the alignment of GT-A-2 would 
cross multiple parcels of private land. 

111-13 The effects of the gen-tie route alternatives were compared with the Solar Farm Site 
alternatives. The details of this comparison are provided in Appendix C. As described in 
Appendix C, none of the three combinations of alternatives defined in the Project 
Description (Alternatives 1 through 3) is considered the environmentally superior action 
alternative. In addition, the discussion in Appendix C identifies the environmentally 
superior action alternative and compares it with the CEQA No Project alternative (No 
Action alternative, identified as Alternative 4 in Chapter 2, Description of the Proposed 
Action and Alternatives), as required by CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(e)(1). 

111-14 See Common Response N.4.2, Wilderness. 

Letter - 112.  

112-01 Subsequent to the release of the DEIS, AECOM prepared a new wind erosion, PM10, and 
PM2.5 formation analysis for the Project on behalf of First Solar (see FEIS Section 4.2.3 
and Appendix D-6), which supersedes the referenced analysis presented on DEIS 
pages 3.2-27 through 3.2-30. The new analysis incorporates wind data from Blythe. See 
also Response to Comment 103-05. Concerning desert pavement, see Response to 
Comment 104-19. 

112-02 The text relating to the DCAP was found on page 3.3-5. FEIS Chapter 3 describes the 
affected environment. FEIS Chapter 4 analyzes the environmental consequences of the 
Project. As discussed in Section 4.3, Project components were sited in consideration of 
DCAP 10.1 and all three alternatives are consistent with the County of Riverside’s General 
Plan, which includes the DCAP. 

112-03 The commenter suggests that transplantation is not a successful mitigation practice for 
desert vegetation. AM-BIO-5 requires transplantation of cacti and for special status plants 
for which salvage and transplantation would be feasible. For impacts to other special status 
plant species, off-site habitat compensation as described in the Selection Criteria listed in 
MM-BIO-2 would address impacts. Avoidance of special status plant occurrences within 
the Project site is not recommended because development of the surrounding lands would 
isolate the plants and cause indirect impacts such as altered hydrology, dust, and invasive 
weeds, which would necessitate further on-site monitoring and management.  

112-04 See Response to Comment 104-19. 

112-05 See Response to Comments 76-1 through 76-3. 
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112-06 The commenter suggests that Red Bluff Alternatives A and B would impact the 
Chuckwalla CHU and that development of the Project does not meet the definition of 
special management. While Red Bluff Alternatives A and B would be located within the 
Chuckwalla CHU, the impacts to desert tortoises related to these alternatives are analyzed 
in DEIS and FEIS Section 4.4 and were found to be significant. As such, AM-WIL-1, 
Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan; AM-WIL-2, Raven Management Plan; AM-BIO-1, Habitat 
Compensation Plan; AM-BIO-2, Integrated Weed Management Plan; AM-BIO-4, Worker 
Environmental Awareness Program; and MM-BIO-2, Off-site compensation of habitat, have been 
proposed to reduce these impacts. With implementation of these measures, impacts would 
be less than significant under CEQA  

112-07 See Responses to Comments 76-1 through 76-3. 

112-08 The commenter suggests that translocation should not be undertaken. DEIS Section 4.4.3 
has been revised in the FEIS to add information on translocation of desert tortoise and its 
impacts. Also, new mitigation measures have been added in the FEIS to further address 
related effects: MM-WIL-7, alternate to long-distance translocation; and MM-WIL-8, 
requiring USFWS and CDFG to review plans required by Applicant Measures. The 
translocation plan is intended to minimize take of desert tortoises and is preferable to 
leaving the animals in place. Recommendations of the DRECP Science Advisors’ report 
are under review; however, to date, these recommendations have not been adopted by the 
BLM, CDFG or USFWS and may be further developed or refined. To ensure that any 
tortoise translocation effort is consistent with up-to-date agency policy, AM-WIL-1 has 
been revised in the FEIS to require that “the final [translocation] plan will conform to the 
2010 USFWS desert tortoise relocation guidelines … or any updated CDFG and USFWS 
policy that may be available as of the date of implementing the translocation.” 

112-09 Provisions of the Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan (AM-WIL-1) and the Raven 
Management Plan provide sufficient management and control measures for canid 
predators. The present draft version of the tortoise translocation plan (see Appendix H) 
addresses canid predators such as coyotes and kit foxes in potential translocation areas. 
The plan focuses on avoidance of areas of high concentration of these species as a way to 
reduce predation. The draft plan does not specifically address potential predation by feral 
dogs, but does propose to avoid translocations into areas where human “subsidies” (e.g., 
trash dumping) would support elevated predator populations. In addition, provisions for 
refuse management and control of water sources required in AM-WIL-2, regarding the 
Raven Management Plan (see Appendix H), also would minimize potential “subsidies” for 
canid predators on the Project site. 

112-10 The commenter suggests that connective habitat for Mojave fringe-toed lizards may occur 
on the Project site and should be investigated in the EIS. In response, DEIS Section 3.4.4 
has been supplemented in the FEIS to provide a detailed description of the potential for 
this species to occur on the Project site. This section explains that the Project site would 
not serve as a movement corridor for this species because it provides no aeolian or alluvial 
sand habitat linkage between suitable habitat areas. 
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112-11 It is not necessary to finalize the Avian and Bat Protection Plan at this stage; rather, 
requiring compliance with the performance standards stated in AM-WIL-3 (i.e., 
conformance with USFWS guidelines) is sufficient to demonstrate that the mitigation 
measure would be effective. Concerning golden eagles, see Responses to Comments 75-08 
and 92-01. 

112-12 Regarding burrowing owls, see Response to Comment 104-15. 

112-13 Regarding burrowing owls, see Response to Comment 104-15. 

112-14 Regarding burrowing owls, see Response to Comment 104-15. 

112-15 It is not necessary to identify specific parcels at this stage; rather, requiring compliance 
with the performance standards of compensatory mitigation (MM-WIL-3) is sufficient to 
demonstrate that the mitigation measure would be effective. MM-WIL-3 has been added 
in the FEIS to provide greater clarification as to what the compensation lands must be 
composed of with regard to habitat types. It is anticipated that sufficient private land that 
meets the performance standards of MM-BIO-2 is available. Note that Palm Springs 
round-tailed ground squirrel no longer is a candidate for federal listing (Federal Register 
75:69228, 10 Nov 2010). 

112-16 See Response to Comment 110-29. 

112-17 Mitigation measures identified in the DEIS for impacts to Nelson's bighorn sheep also 
would address potential impacts to burro deer. See Response to Comment 110-29. Project 
impacts and region-wide cumulative impacts to desert dry wash woodland are analyzed in 
DEIS and FEIS Section 4.4. Ironwood woodland is a subset of desert dry wash woodland, 
as described and analyzed in FEIS Sections 3.3 and 4.3. 

112-18 The analysis of cumulative groundwater impacts includes the Palen Solar Power Project, 
Blythe Solar Power Project and several other projects within the vicinity of the Project, as 
shown on DEIS and FEIS Table 4.17-3. The cumulative effects of these projects, in 
combination with the incremental effect of the proposed Project, are discussed in Section 
4.17, Water Resources. As discussed therein, substantial groundwater withdrawals for the 
Project would occur during construction, but not during operation. As discussed, the 
indicated construction-related groundwater use would not contribute significantly to the 
cumulatively considerable total groundwater drawdown anticipated in the cumulative 
scenario for the basin. As a result, the Project would not contribute a cumulatively 
considerable impact to any potential effects on phreatophytes. For additional discussion of 
potential impacts to vegetation resources, see DEIS and FEIS Section 4.3, Vegetation. 

112-19 See Responses to Comments 75-08, 85-02, 104-23, 108-19, and 110-29. 

112-20 An approved jurisdictional determination regarding the presence or absence of Waters of 
the US from the USACE was obtained by the Project Applicant in December, 2010. As 
indicated therein, all of the drainages that would be affected by implementation of the 
Project would occur within a closed basin with no outlet. Specifically, the jurisdictional 
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determination found that water features on the Project site drain entirely to the closed 
Palen Dry Lake basin, with no apparent connection to interstate or foreign commerce.  

112-21 See Response to Comment 112-22. 

112-22 A system of groundwater monitoring and mitigation has been added to DEIS Section 4.17, 
under the Applicant Measures and Mitigation Measures subsection. This additional 
mitigation would ensure that potential impacts on nearby existing wells are addressed. For 
a discussion of the effects of the Project on rare plants, see DEIS and FEIS Section 3.3, 
Vegetation. 

112-23 No facilities are proposed outside or upstream of the Project site. Stormwater retention 
basins, which would retain stormwater generated on site, would be included in Project 
design, and would be located on site, as discussed in DEIS Section 4.17. As discussed, 
these basins would minimize potential increases in flood flows during Project operation, 
and so would minimize increased flooding. Also discussed in DEIS Section 4.17, flood 
flows originating offsite would be channeled around the Project area and released 
downstream of the Project site. Proposed channels would be sized so as not to impede 
flood flows. These channels would permit flood flows to pass around the project, but 
would not result in the accumulation of additional flood flows. 

112-24 The panels themselves are impervious. However, as discussed in Response to Comment 
105-18, the Project overall would not result in substantial increases in stormwater runoff. 
In order to provide further assurances regarding stormwater runoff, the proposed 
mitigation strategy for stormwater flows in the DEIS has been updated in the FEIS to 
require that 10- and 100-year stormwater flows are increased by no more than 1 percent as 
a result of Project implementation. For additional information, see Response to Comment 
106-11. 

112-25 See Common Response N.4.9, Cadmium Exposure.  

112-26 The possible detention basin would be installed within the substation site, and as such, has 
been adequately considered in terms of potential environmental impact to desert tortoise 
and other biological resources. 

112-27 At the request of permitting agencies and public concerns, additional mitigation measures 
have been recommended for the Project, in order to monitor and, if warranted, 
compensate existing well owners for drawdown affected by the Project. See FEIS Section 
4.17. For a discussion of the Project’s potential to impact Colorado River water, see 
Response to Comment 129-08. 

112-28 Biological soil crusts are discussed in detail in DEIS Section 3.5, Climate Change, and in 
Section 4.5, Impacts on Climate Change. Regarding large scale estimates of soil crusts, 
such estimates would likely not be applicable to the desert ecosystems that are located at 
the Project site because global estimates of biological crust carbon uptake or total carbon 
sequestration are represent average or composite values for desert and non-desert 
ecosystems. No further discussion is warranted. 
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112-29 See Responses to Comments 85-01 and 112-15 regarding finalization of the Habitat 
Compensation Plan (HCP) or identification of specific parcels. The final HCP would be 
based on the requirements specified in AM-BIO-1 and MM-BIO-2 in FEIS Section 4.3. 
Habitat enhancement measures, in combination with habitat acquisition, feasibly and 
effectively would mitigate the Project’s impacts to desert tortoises. The USFWS Desert 
Tortoise Recovery Plan and Draft Revised Recovery Plan describe actions in addition to 
land acquisition that could reduce threats to desert tortoise populations. Some of these 
recommended actions include habitat restoration and invasive plant control, eliminating 
livestock and burro grazing, fencing to exclude livestock and vehicles or reduce the 
incidence of road strikes, controlling tortoise predators such as ravens, feral dogs and 
coyotes, as well as increased law enforcement, signage and education. These enhancement 
measures would address specific known threats to desert tortoise as identified in the 
Recovery Plan and other documents, including proliferation of roads; off-highway vehicle 
activity; deliberate maiming, killing, or collecting; habitat invasion by non-native invasive 
species; and increased frequency of wildfire due to invasion of desert habitats by non-
native plant species. 

112-30 See Response to Comment 104-22. 

112-31 The commenter supports the No Project Alternative/Plan Amendment that excludes solar 
development. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 
2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on 
an environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

Letter - 114. 

114-01 The Secretary of the Interior has a very wide range of duties and responsibilities spread 
over eight agencies within the Department of the Interior. BLM and NPS are but two of 
these agencies. Each has its own specific mission and legislation authorizing and guiding 
implementation of its respective mission. The 1916 Organic Act applies specifically to 
lands within the National Park System managed by the NPS; it does not apply to Federal 
lands managed by other Federal agencies. Although the BLM has in excess of 100 different 
laws with which it must comply, only those specific to processing the application for the 
DSSF are listed in Section 1.3.3. It would be inappropriate to list the 1916 Organic Act in 
Section 1.3.3 since the Act does not apply to lands outside the National Park System and is 
not one which directs the actions of the BLM. 

114-02 See Common Response N.4.3, Dark Skies. 

114-03 See Common Response N.4.3, Dark Skies. 

114-04 See Common Response N.4.3, Dark Skies. 

114-05 See Common Response N.4.3, Dark Skies. 

114-06 See Common Response N.4.3, Dark Skies. 

114-07 See Common Response N.4.3, Dark Skies. 
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114-08 See Common Response N.4.3, Dark Skies. 

114-09 See Common Response N.4.3, Dark Skies. 

114-10 See Common Response N.4.3, Dark Skies. 

114-11 See Common Response N.4.3, Dark Skies. 

114-12 The format of the document is set. Wilderness, which is designated to protect a variety of 
resource values is discussed in Sections 3.14 and 4.14, Special Designations. However, 
recreational use of the wilderness areas also is discussed and analyzed in Sections 3.12 and 
4.12, Recreation, and in Sections 3.16 and 4.16, Visual Resources. 

114-13 NPS Management Policies related to noise control are not applicable to the DSSF. Joshua 
Tree National Park, which is the closest area with NPS jurisdiction, is located 
approximately 1.4 miles from the southeast boundary of the site. Project-related noise 
levels would not be expected to be audible at Joshua Tree National Park (see Response to 
Comment 114-23). 

114-14 Text has been added to the second paragraph of FEIS Section 3.10.2 to acknowledge that 
JTNP is located as close as 1.4 miles from the southeast boundary of the Project site. 

114-15 The format of the document is set. Wilderness, which is designated to protect a variety of 
resource values, is discussed in Sections 3.14 and 4.14, Special Designations. However, the 
recreational use of wilderness areas also is found in Sections 3.12 and 4.12, Recreation, and 
in Sections 3.16 and 4.16, Visual Resources. Discussion of the Palen-McCoy Wilderness 
has been added in FEIS Section 3.12, Recreation, and Section 3.14, Special Designations. 

114-16 The text has been revised to acknowledge the number of visitors accessing the wilderness 
from the Project Area is unknown, but likely to be “low” rather than “non-existent.” 

114-17 See Response to Comment 114-15. 

114-18 The text has been revised to acknowledge that some visitors are likely to access this area. 

114-19 See Common Response N.4.3, Dark Skies. 

114-20 See Common Response N.4.3, Dark Skies. 

114-21 See Common Response N.4.4, Adequacy of Key Observation Points (KOPs) and Simulations. 

114-22 Subsequent to the release of the DEIS, AECOM prepared a new wind erosion, PM10, and 
PM2.5 formation analysis for the Project on behalf of First Solar (see FEIS Section 4.2.3 
and Appendix D-6) that supersedes the referenced analysis presented in DEIS on pages 
3.2-27 through 3.2-30. 

114-23 As indicated in FEIS Section 4.10.3., noise from construction activity generally would be 
audible at locations less than 0.5 mile from the proposed solar farm site. It is highly 
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unlikely that noise levels associated with construction or operation of the Project would be 
audible at JTNP. 

114-24 The text has been corrected to "Joshua Tree National Park." 

114-25 The text has been changed to reflect the recommended wording. 

114-26 This section has been revised to acknowledge “direct impacts” during construction, but 
limited to the experience of wilderness visitors within sight and sound of the project. See 
Common Response N.4.2, Wilderness. 

114-27 The text has been edited to include noise, traffic and lighting as construction phase 
impacts. 

114-28 See Common Response N.4.4, Adequacy of Key Observation Points (KOPs) and Simulations. 

114-29 The following text has been added to the FEIS Glossary – “The U.S. Department of the 
Interior protects America’s natural resources and heritage, honors America’s cultures and 
tribal communities, and supplies the energy to power America’s future.” 

Letter - 116.  

116-01 Concerning the commenter’s support of the Defender’s of Wildlife, Natural Resources 
Defense Council, and Sierra Club comment letter, see Response to Comment 93. See also, 
Common Response N.4.1, Purpose and Need. 

116-02 See Common Response N.4.1, Purpose and Need. 

116-03 The commenter supports the reduction in environmental impacts analyzed in Alternative 
C. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and 
CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an 
environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

116-04 The commenter considers Gen-Tie Alternative A-2 to be environmentally superior. 
Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA 
Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental 
issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

116-05 Considering siting on private lands in the DEIS, see Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives 
Analyzed. 

116-06 Concerning the reasonableness of the range of alternatives considered in the DEIS, see 
Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

116-07 Concerning the reasonableness of the range of alternatives considered in the DEIS, see 
Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

116-08 Concerning the reasonableness of the range of alternatives considered in the DEIS, see 
Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 
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116-09 This comment is identical to Comment 93-9. See Response to Comment 93-9. 

116-10 See to Response to Comment 93-10. 

116-11 The commenter recommends that the 19,000 acre area excluded from the project should 
be protected from future development. A 19,000 acre exclusion area would not mitigate 
significant impacts of the Project; mitigation measures that are not specifically tied to an 
adverse environmental impact of the proposed project need not be considered (CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15126.4(a)(3), (4)). If a ROW grant is approved for the Project, it 
would cover only those acres that would be disturbed by the Project, i.e., less than 
5,000 acres. Creating a ROW exclusion area would require a separate CDCA Plan 
amendment process (including NEPA review) and is not included in the EIS process for 
the proposed Project. 

116-12 See Responses to Comments 76-1 through 76-3. 

116-13 See Responses to Comments 76-1 through 76-3. 

116-14 See Responses to Comments 105-21 and 75-8. 

116-15 See Response to Comment 93-15. 

116-16 See Response to Comment 93-16.  

116-17 This is the same comment as Comment 93-18. See Response to Comment 93-18. 

116-18 This is the same comment as Comment 93-19. See Response to Comment 93-19. 

116-19 This is the same comment as Comment 93-20. See Response to Comment 93-20. 

Letter - 118.  

118-01 The commenter supports the No Project Alternative/Plan Amendment that excludes solar 
development. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 
2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an 
environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

118-02 The commenter states that the land would be transformed into an industrial area, off-limits 
to the public. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 
2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on 
an environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

118-03 As described in FEIS Section 4.18.2, Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of 
Resources, the Project would cause the permanent loss of approximately 4,165 acres of 
vegetation and habitat. Assuming that the mitigation measures recommended to address 
impacts to biological resources are implemented (see Sections 4.3, Vegetation, and 
4.4, Wildlife), Project-induced loss of vegetation and habitat would be less than significant. 
While it is, indeed, likely that the vegetation and habitat on the Project site would not have 
the exact same ecological function it had prior to project construction, the supposition that 
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this would result in the site becoming permanently converted to a private industrial area is 
speculative and unfounded. In addition, AM-BIO-5 reflects a commitment to prepare a 
restoration plan that would include post-decommissioning restoration of the site, and MM-
BIO-4 would require that strict performance standards be achieved for salvage and 
restoration. Therefore, the proposed applicant measures and mitigation measures would 
ensure restoration of the site to a natural state upon decommissioning. 

118-04 Considering siting on previously disturbed or built areas in the DEIS, see Common 
Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

118-05 The commenter states that off-site mitigation is not physically achievable. Pursuant to 
Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 
21091(d)(2)(A), this is not a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and so does 
not require a specific response. 

Letter - 119.  

119-01 See Response to Comment 104-23. 

119-02 See Response to Comment 104-23. 

119-03 Considering siting on previously disturbed or built areas in the DEIS, see Common 
Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

119-04 The commenter supports the No Project Alternative/Plan Amendment that excludes solar 
development, and recommends building the Project in an urban or disturbed environment. 
Private land alternatives are discussed in Section 2.6.2; distributed generation alternatives 
are discussed in Section 2.6.8. 

Letter - 121.  

121-01 The commenter states that the Project is not necessary due to environmental impacts. 
Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and 
CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an 
environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

121-02 Considering siting on previously disturbed or built areas in the DEIS, see Common 
Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

121-03 See Responses to Comments 76-1 through 76-3. 

121-04 See Common Response N.4.4, Adequacy of Key Observation Points (KOPs) and Simulations. 

121-05 See Responses to Comments 76-8 and 85-1. 

Letter - 122.  

122-01 See Common Response N.4.1, Purpose and Need. 
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122-02 As stated in Section 211 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005, Congress intended that “the 
Secretary of the Interior should… seek to have approved non-hydropower renewable 
energy projects located on the public lands with a generation capacity of at least 10,000 
megawatts of electricity.” The DEIS text has been corrected in the FEIS accordingly. 

122-03 Concerning the reasonableness of the range of alternatives in the DEIS, see Common 
Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

122-04 Concerning the reasonableness of the range of alternatives considered in the DEIS, see 
Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

122-05 Under Alternatives 5 and 6, none of the Project components would be built (No Project). 
However, there would be an amendment to the CDCA Plan that would identify the DSSF 
site as either unsuitable or suitable for solar development; as such, the word "Area" in this 
case refers to the Project "site" itself. 

122-06 Concerning the reasonableness of the range of alternatives considered in the DEIS, see 
Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

122-07 The DEIS’s discussions of wildlife movement in the area and potential Project impacts to 
such movement have been revised in FEIS Sections 3.4 and 4.4. 

122-08 Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA 
Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental 
issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

122-09 See Responses to Comments 76-1 through 76-3. 

122-10 Impacts to desert tortoise are analyzed in the DEIS. AM-WIL-2, Contribute to a USFWS 
Regional Raven Management Plan, and MM-BIO-2, Off-site Compensation, have been added in 
the FEIS. Additionally, implementation of AM-BIO-1, Habitat Compensation Plan, AM-
WIL-1, Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan, and AM-BIO-4, Worker Environmental Awareness 
Program, would reduce impacts to desert tortoise. 

122-11 Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA 
Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental 
issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

122-12 MM-WIL-2, presented in FEIS Section 4.4.3, states that loss of habitat for Nelson’s 
bighorn sheep shall be compensated at a ratio of 1:1 as approved by CDFG. 

122-13 Honey mesquite is not present in any area that would be disturbed by any of the Project 
components and is rare in the watershed extending from this valley. It is found much more 
commonly in other areas of the larger Chuckwalla region. Impacts to groundwater-
dependent plants are discussed in FEIS Section 4.4. One Palm Springs round-tailed 
ground squirrel was recorded during surveys near the western access road to Substation A; 
however, the FEIS has been updated to reflect that this species no longer is a candidate for 
federal listing. 
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122-14 Cumulative impacts to the Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrel are considered in the 
context of the discussion of cumulative impacts to wildlife habitat (Impact WIL-1) and 
special-status species (Impact WIL-2) in Section 4.4.9, Cumulative Impacts. 

122-15 AM-WIL-3, Avian and Bat Protection Plan, requires specific avoidance and mitigation 
measures be taken with respect to burrowing owls. Avoidance of burrows during the active 
nesting season is specified in AM-WIL-3 and would be consistent with the limited 
operating period in the NECO Plan. See DEIS Section 4.4, page 4.4-31. 

122-16 See Response to Comment 75-08 regarding impacts to golden eagle foraging habitat. 

122-17 Ironwood Consultants performed special-status plant species surveys that covered the 
entire Study Area and timed to encompass the blooming periods for all target special-
status plants, including Harwood’s milk-vetch. Results of these surveys are detailed in the 
Biological Technical Report included as DEIS Appendix H. Additionally, the DEIS text 
has been revised in the FEIS to reflect and refer to the results of plant surveys conducted 
in November 2010, as a supplemental to those surveys conducted in the spring. See 
Section 3.3, pages 3.4-10 and 3.4-14, for these text revisions. 

122-18 The commenter requests that a discussion of mitigation measures to offset impacts to 
Coachella Valley milkvetch, crucifixion thorn, California ditaxis, foxtail cactus, desert devil’s 
claw (desert unicorn plant), Mojave fringe-toed lizard, chuckwalla, California leaf-nosed bat, 
mountain lion, prairie falcon, mountain plover, LeConte’s thrasher, loggerhead shrike, and 
burro deer be included in the EIS. In response, impacts to foxtail cactus, crucifixion thorn, 
desert devil’s claw (desert unicorn plant), and California ditaxis would be avoided, 
minimized, or compensated by implementing AM-BIO-1 and AM BIO-3 through AM-BIO-
5, MM-BIO-1 and MM-BIO-2 through MM-BIO-4. Coachella Valley milk-vetch is unlikely 
to occur for any of the alternatives (see Table 3.3-2 in Section 3.3). Impacts to Mojave 
fringe-toed lizard would be mitigated through implementation of MM-WIL-4. Impacts to 
chuckwalla would be mitigated through implementation of MM-BIO-1. Impacts to 
California leaf-nosed bat would be mitigated through implementation of AM-WIL-3 and 
MM-WIL-8. Impacts to mountain lion would be mitigated through implementation of AM-
BIO-1, AM-BIO-2, AM-BIO-4, MM-BOP-1, and MM-BIO-2. Impacts to prairie falcon 
foraging habitat would be mitigated through implementation of AM-BIO-1, AM-BIO-2, and 
MM-BIO-2. Impacts to LeConte’s thrasher and loggerhead shrike foraging and nesting 
habitat would be mitigated through implementation of AM-BIO-1, AM-WIL-3, AM-BIO-4, 
and AM-BIO-2. Impacts to burro deer habitat would be mitigated through implementation 
of AM-BIO-1, MM-BIO-2, MM-WIL-2, MM-WIL-3, and MM-WIL-8. Impacts of all of 
these species would be reduced to a less-than-significant level under CEQA. The full text of 
these applicant measures and mitigation measures is presented in FEIS Sections 4.3 and 4.4. 
Mountain plover is a California species of special concern and BLM sensitive species that 
winters, though it does not breed, in southern California (see California Bird Species of 
Special Concern, Shuford and Gardall (eds.) 2008, cited in the FEIS). The Project area is 
outside this species’ known historic or current winter range. Habitat for this species is flat 
lands nearly barren of vegetation. Due to geographic range and habitat requirements, the 
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mountain plover is not considered likely to occur and is not addressed in the Biological 
Resources Technical Report or in the DEIS or FEIS. 

122-19 See Response to Comment 93-15. 

122-20 Impacts to desert washes are analyzed in DEIS Section 4.4. Table 4.3-9 presents the acres 
of CDFG jurisdictional resources that would be disturbed as a result of Project 
construction. Additional mitigation measures have been added in FEIS Section 4.17.3 to 
address erosion and sedimentation, stormwater outfall from the Project site, and potential 
drainage issues including headcutting and channel migration. Implementation of these 
mitigation measures would minimize potential impacts along the desert washes that cross 
the proposed Project site. 

122-21 The cited drawdown would occur in very close proximity to the proposed groundwater 
recovery well, where no groundwater dependent plants would be located. As discussed in 
Chapter 4.17, Water Resources, the Project would result in a drawdown of up to 1 foot at 
a distance of 1 mile from the Project well. Substantially less drawdown is anticipated in the 
vicinity of existing stands of groundwater dependent vegetation. However, in response to 
the comment, additional analysis has been added in the FEIS, and a new mitigation 
measure has been added (MM-WAT-3, Groundwater monitoring and pumping limits). 

122-22 The potential effects of climate change on biological resources, including desert tortoise 
and other sensitive plant and wildlife species, would occur at the site of the Project 
whether or not the Project is implemented. The referenced USGS model (available at: 
http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2009/1102/) does not explicitly evaluate climate change 
scenarios in relation to desert tortoise habitat suitability. To the contrary, the USGS model 
documents existing known populations of desert tortoise, and evaluates other locations 
where additional desert tortoise populations may be expected to occur, based on habitat, 
physical, and other ecosystem/landscape characteristics. As noted in the USGS model 
documentation, future studies could use the model to evaluate the effects of climate 
change on the desert tortoise, but such modeling has not been published to date. 
Nonetheless, additional discussion and analysis in regards to the suitability of the Project 
site and nearby areas to biological resources as relevant to future potential climate change 
is discussed, within revised text, in Section 4.5, Climate Change. 

122-23 Distribution patterns of species generally are expected to shift according to regional 
changes in temperature and precipitation, while the location of wildlife migration corridors 
and the extent of invasive species also may be altered. Project impacts on habitat 
fragmentation, habitat linkages, and cumulative impacts of multiple projects on corridors 
and connectivity are analyzed in the DEIS and are only heightened in their importance by 
the effects of global climate change. DEIS Section 4.5, Impacts on Climate Change, has 
been updated in the FEIS to include a discussion of the potential indirect impacts of 
climate change, including effects on vegetation and wildlife. 
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Letter - 123.  

123-01 The commenter opposes the development of the Project area. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 
of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this 
is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and so does not 
require a specific response. 

123-02 See Responses to Comment for 76-1 through 76-3. 

Letter - 124.  

124-01 See Common Response N.4.2, Wilderness. 

124-02 Subsequent to the release of the DEIS, AECOM prepared a new wind erosion, PM10, and 
PM2.5 formation analysis for the Project on behalf of First Solar (see FEIS Section 4.2.3 
and Appendix D-6), which supersedes the referenced analysis presented in DEIS pages 
3.2-27 through 3.2-30. 

124-03 See Common Response N.4.3, Dark Skies. 

124-04 The phrase "solar farm" is a widely-used term describing solar energy generation facilities, 
solar plants or solar installations. The word "farm" in no way connotes or implies that 
these areas are synonymous with agricultural production. 

124-05 Due to the irregularity of the proposed Project footprint, the inclusion of the number of 
miles in parenthesis next to the number of acres of a project is impracticable. 

124-06 See Common Response N.4.2, Wilderness. The commenter’s preference for Alternative 5 is 
noted. 

Letter - 125.  

125-01 Concerning the distance and capacities of first responder fire services, as discussed in 
DEIS Section 4.13, the fire prevention plan that would be in place during construction of 
the Project would minimize the demand that this construction would place on the 
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection. Furthermore, AM-HAZ-9 would 
require all Project facilities to be designed, constructed and operated in accordance with 
applicable fire protection and other environmental, health and safety requirements. In 
compliance with County of Riverside requirements, a project-specific fire prevention plan 
for both construction and operation of the substation shall be completed by SCE prior to 
initiation of construction. This plan would provide detailed information in the event of an 
emergency such as a facility fire. Once constructed, the facility would require very few 
onsite staff and would contain a relatively low level of materials containing high fire 
potential, and therefore does not present a high risk of requiring response from the local 
Fire Department. 

As discussed in DEIS section 4.11, cumulative impacts could occur despite the many 
safeguards implemented to both prevent and control fires, hazardous materials releases, 
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and injuries and accidents, because of the great distances required for a response. Although 
the chances that two or more alternative energy facilities would require emergency 
response simultaneously may be low, a response to one distant site could impede or 
preclude a simultaneous response to another facility, residential or commercial location, or 
other location in demand. Although adverse cumulative impacts theoretically are possible, 
the likelihood of their occurrence is considered low given the existing levels of service 
within the region 

125-02 Comment noted; however, as stated in Response to Comment 125-1, no substantial impact 
to Fire Department Resources has been identified. 

125-03 Comment noted. 

125-04 Comment noted. 

125-05 Comment noted. 

125-06 Comment noted. 

125-07 Comment noted. See also Response to Comment 125-1. 

125-08 See Response to Comment 125-1. 

125-09 The Project does not include any residential elements and would not involve construction 
of a commercial structure. The installation of panels that are constructed primarily of glass 
is not considered a high threat of fire. 

125-10 The commenter suggests that flag lots would not be permitted by the fire department. 
Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and 
CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an 
environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

125-11 The Applicant would be required to obtain certain permits and/or approvals from 
Riverside County on the portions of the Project site that occur on private lands. As part of 
this process, the Applicant would be required to comply with the conditions set forth, such 
as the one in this comment. 

125-12 The commenter states that the California Fire Codes would be enforced by the Fire Chief. 
Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA 
Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental 
issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

Letter - 126. 

126-01 The commenter does not support the proposed Gen-Tie Alternative A-1. Pursuant to 
Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA 
Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental 
issue, and so does not require a specific response. 
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126-02 The commenter does not approve of the proposed desert tortoise translocation area. 
Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and 
CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an 
environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

126-03 See Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

126-04 See Response to Comment 105-7. In addition, as stated in FEIS Chapter 3.11, “the CPUC 
has not implemented a general requirement that utilities include nonroutine mitigation 
measures or other mitigation measures that are based on numeric values of EMF exposure 
and has not adopted any specific limits or regulation on EMF related to electric power 
facilities.” However, the Applicant would prepare a Field Management Plan that would 
specify, where feasible, “no-cost” and “low-cost” measures, to reduce exposure from the 
Solar Farm and Gen-Tie facilities (or Red Bluff Substation). No-cost mitigation measures 
would be undertaken, and low-cost options, when they meet certain guidelines for field 
reduction and cost, would be adopted through the project certification process and 
specified in a Field Management Plan. 

Potential noise impacts are discussed and analyzed in FEIS Section 4.10.  

The construction of electrical transmission lines must meet stringent safety standards that 
assume wide ranging environmental conditions. The Applicant and SCE would use CPUC 
General Orders 95 and 165, as related to fire-safe design and maintenance practices for 
transmission lines, as the basis for establishing minimum requirements for the Project 
regarding inspection (including maximum allowable inspection cycle lengths), condition 
rating, scheduling and performance of corrective action, record keeping and reporting, in 
order to ensure a safe and high-quality electrical service. 

Furthermore, as discussed in DEIS Section 2.4, routine maintenance would include 
equipment testing, equipment monitoring and repair, as well as emergency and routine 
procedures for reliability and preventive maintenance. These activities would ensure 
project infrastructure is properly maintained and repaired/replaced if necessary.  

126-05 See Common Response N.4.8, Property Value. 

126-06 See Common Responses N.4.8, Property Value, and N.4.4, Adequacy of Key Observation Points 
(KOPs) and Simulations. See also FEIS Section 4.16 for an analysis of visual resource impacts 
related to the Gen-Tie Line. 

Letter - 127.  

127-01 Text has been added on FEIS page ES-4; however, to minimize impacts to groundwater, 
the proposed septic system must adhere to local and State regulations regarding septic 
design. Text, including this clarification, has been added in FEIS Section 4.17.3. 

127-02 Text has been changed in Table ES-1. 

127-03 Text has been changed on page ES-6. 
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127-04 Text has been changed on page ES-7. 

127-05 Text has been changed on page 2-23, including the clarification detailed in Comment 127-1. 

127-06 Text has been changed on page 2-34. 

127-07 Text has been changed on page 2-34, including the clarification detailed in Comment 127-1. 

127-08 Text has been changed on page 2-35. 

127-09 Text has been changed on page 2-37. 

127-10 Text has been changed on page 2.43, including the clarification detailed in Comment 127-1. 

127-11 Text has been changed to Tables 2.2-5 and 2.3-9; however, Table 2.3-11 does not appear 
to reflect the information noted in the comment, and so was not changed. 

127-12 Text has been changed to Tables 2.2-6 and 2.3-12; however Table 2.3-9 does not appear to 
reflect the information noted in the comment, and so was not changed. 

127-13 Text has been changed on page 2-52. 

127-14 Text has been changed on page 2.54. 

127-15 Text has been changed on page 2.54. 

127-16 Text has been changed on page 2.63. 

127-17 Text has been changed in Table 2.3-16. 

127-18 Text has been changed in Table 2.3-17. 

127-19 Text has been changed within the document. 

127-20 AM-AIR-6 is an applicant measure that SCE has committed to implementing during 
construction of the Red Bluff Substation to reduce fugitive dust emissions. As indicated by 
the measure, preparation of a written dust control plan is not a formal requirement of 
SCAQMD Rule 403. Therefore, this measure has not been deleted in the FEIS. 

127-21 AM-AIR-7 would require submittal of a transportation plan that would describe how 
workers would travel to the project site. SCE has committed to implementing this measure 
to reduce environmental impacts and during development of the EIS, BLM considered 
this measure as part of the Project. Therefore, AM-AIR-7 has not been removed in the 
FEIS. 

127-22 MM-AIR-1 has been revised per SCAQMD recommendations (see Response to Comment 
103-06). The reference to construction contractor preference has been removed from 
MM-AIR-1. 

127-23 Text has been changed within the document. 
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127-24 Text has been changed within the document. 

127-25 Text noted was not identified within the document, and so no change was made. 

127-26 Text has been changed within the document. 

127-27 Ironwood’s technical report states that there are 522 California ditaxis within the Study 
Area but does not specify whether all 522 would be impacted by Project activities. 
Ironwood defines the Study Areas for the Project as a larger area than the proposed 
disturbance area. No change was made to the EIS text. 

127-28 Text has been changed within the document. 

127-29 Text has been changed within the document. 

127-30 Text has been changed within the document. 

127-31 Text has been changed within the document. 

127-32 Text has been changed within the document. 

127-33 Text has been changed within the document. 

127-34 Text has been changed within the document. 

127-35 Text change has been incorporated into the document on page 4.6-9. 

127-36 Text has been changed to clarify the mitigation measure. 

127-37 The text change has been incorporated into the document on page 4.16-23. 

127-38 The text change has been incorporated into the document on page 4.16-23. 

127-39 The language for MM-VR-3 has been edited to reflect the following: MM-VR-3: Fugitive 
Dust Control. To minimize fugitive dust on the Project site, there shall be limits on the 
speed of travel for construction vehicles, and dust palliatives shall be applied to the site, as 
described in AM-AIR-1 and AM-AIR6, and in compliance with SCAQMD Rule 403. 

127-40 The text change has been incorporated into the document. 

127-41 The text change has been incorporated into the document. 

127-42 The text change has been incorporated into the document. 

127-43 The text change has been incorporated into the document. 

127-44 The text change has been incorporated into the document. 

Letter - 128.  

128-01 Text has been added on FEIS page ES-4. 
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128-02 Text has been added on FEIS page 2-23. 

128-03 Text has been added on FEIS page 2-34. 

128-04 Text has been added on FEIS page 2-43. 

Letter - 129.  

129-01 A review of existing water conveyance and power supply facilities, including those owned 
and/or operated by MWD, was completed in support of the environmental review 
completed for this Project. The Project would not directly interfere with any existing 
facilities that are owned or operated by MWD. Additional assessment is not warranted. 

129-02 The Project would not include installation of facilities that would interfere with MWD's 
electrical transmission system. Therefore, no impact is anticipated. 

129-03 The text has been revised accordingly. 

129-04 MWD's private air strip is approximately 9 miles from the proposed 185-foot high SCE 
telecommunications tower. This tower is not expected to have any effect on navigable 
airspace of the air strip. However, SCE has filed a Form 7460-1 with the FAA requesting a 
determination of effect on navigable airspace for the proposed telecommunications 
tower. The DEIS requires SCE to follow the determination from FAA on this matter 
(AM-HAZ-7). 

Regarding glare from the solar panels affecting aircraft, the type of finish on the panels 
would be gray/black resulting in low reflectivity, unlike systems that use parabolic troughs 
or mirrors. Consistent with the recommendation in the EIS, the Applicant would submit a 
lighting mitigation plan that shall include the treatment of surfaces to minimize glare (MM-
VR-4). It has become common practice to site PV solar fields on or near airports such as 
the facility installed at Fresno Yosemite International Airport. In this case, the FAA found 
there to be no issues of compatibility. 

129-05 BLM acknowledges MWD's concern regarding potential impacts on water supplies, 
including along the Colorado River. However, as discussed in the Response to Comment 
129-8, and in updated text that has been added to the DEIS, the Project is not expected to 
affect Colorado River flows, due to its distance from the Palo Verde Mesa Groundwater 
Basin, and its relatively low water use levels, wherein most pumping would occur during 
the construction phase. Therefore, additional allocations or entitlements to Colorado River 
water are not anticipated. 

129-06 See Responses to Comments 129-5 and 129-8. 

129-07 See Responses to Comments 129-5 and 129-8. 

129-08 An Accounting Surface Technical Memorandum was prepared to assess the static water 
level associated with Project-related wells and to determine the potential Project-related 
impacts to Colorado River water. This analysis is presented in FEIS Appendix O. The 
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technical memorandum concluded that the static water level beneath the Project site is 
nearly 200 feet above the Accounting Surface and that Project-related construction and 
operation activities would not utilize Colorado River water. However, FEIS Section 4.17, 
Water Resources, concludes that Project-related groundwater use, when combined with 
groundwater use associated with current and reasonably-foreseeable future projects, would 
lead to both short-term and long-term cumulatively considerable impacts to groundwater 
levels near the Project site. To reduce the potential impacts to groundwater levels near the 
Project site, MM-WAT-7 would require implementation of a Groundwater Level 
Monitoring, Mitigation, and Reporting Plan. This mitigation measure would establish 
existing and operational water levels in nearby wells and would provide compensation to 
any affected well owner. 

129-09 Groundwater monitoring data and reports can be made available to MWD upon written 
request. Regarding the effects of the proposed septic system on water quality, as discussed in 
updated text in FEIS Section 4.17, the proposed septic system would comply with applicable 
State and local regulations regarding construction and operation of the proposed septic 
system. Additionally, the system would treat sanitary wastewater of the Project, and would 
not be used to treat any process wastewater. Therefore, potential impacts to water quality 
arising from the use of a septic system are anticipated to be minimal. 

Letter - 130.  

130-01 No wind generated power is part of the DSSF project. 

Letter - 131.  

131-01 A CD version of the EIS has been sent in response. 

Letter - 132.  

132-01 The commenter is concerned about the impacts of industrial development to property 
values and human health. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 
(Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive 
comment on an environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. The 
portion of this comment concerning the impacts of the Gen-Tie on property values is 
addressed in Common Response N.4.8, Property Value. 

132-02 Three inferred/concealed fault lines intersect the Project Area, as shown on DEIS 
Figure 3.8-1. However, as discussed in Section 4.8, Geology and Soil Resources, these 
faults are not considered to be active. As discussed therein, the closest active fault to the 
Project site would be located approximately 7.2 miles away. For additional discussion of 
potential faulting and associated impacts, see DEIS Section 4.8. As discussed, the risk for 
health and safety related to fault line rupture to the proposed Project was found to be less 
than significant. 

132-03 The commenter requests that the Project be very carefully evaluated for impacts to 
humans and the environment. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-
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1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive 
comment on an environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

Letter - 137.  

137-01 The commenter states that this and other projects are located too close to wilderness areas. 
Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA 
Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental 
issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

137-02 The commenter states that the Project and Gen-Tie will adversely impact the environment. 
Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA 
Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental 
issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

137-03 See Responses to Comments 76-1 through 76-3. 

137-04 Cumulative water impacts are discussed in DEIS and FEIS Section 4.17, Water Resources. 

137-05 The commenter questions the unknown location and environmental impacts of the 
recycling plant. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 
2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an 
environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

137-06 See Common Response N.4.9, Cadmium Exposure. Seismic hazards related to the Project 
site are discussed and analyzed in FEIS Sections 3.8 and 4.8.  

137-07 See Common Response N.4.9, Cadmium Exposure. Seismic hazards related to the Project 
site are discussed and analyzed in FEIS Sections 3.8 and 4.8. 

137-08 See Common Response N.4.3, Dark Skies. 

137-09 Concerning a distributed (roof-top) solar alternative to the Project, see Common 
Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

Letter - 138.  

138-01 See FEIS Section 1.4. 

138-02 DEIS and FEIS Chapters 3, Affected Environment, and 4, Environmental Consequences, describe 
and analyze potential impacts on land located within Riverside County rights-of-way and 
on private land in Riverside County. 

138-03 FEIS Section 4.1 provides a detailed explanation of the ways in which the EIS meets the 
requirements of CEQA and NEPA, including Table 4.1-1, which identifies key differences 
between the requirements of these two laws. As background, EIS Chapter 1 explains that, 
because the Project would be located primarily on lands administered by the BLM, the 
Applicant filed a right-of-way (ROW) grant application with the BLM for a permit to 
construct and operate the Project (Case File Number CACA #48649). The decision 
regarding the issuance of the ROW grant will be based in part on an evaluation of the 
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Project’s potential environmental effects through the environmental review process under 
NEPA and the requirements of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 
(FLPMA). 

In compliance with NEPA, the BLM prepared the DEIS and this FEIS to inform the 
public about the proposed Project and to meet the needs of federal, state, and local 
permitting agencies in considering its effects on the quality of the human environment. 
BLM authorization of a ROW grant for the Project would require a plan amendment (PA) 
to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan of 1980, as amended. The U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE) is a cooperating agency on the EIS pursuant to a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between DOE and BLM. DOE will consider 
Applicant’s request for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 
2005 (EPAct 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act of 2009, Public Law 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”). 

In order to construct the Red Bluff Substation, SCE first must obtain authorization from 
the CPUC, which has discretionary authority to issue a Permit to Construct (PTC) for the 
substation, evaluated as a portion of the Project. Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 
15221, the CPUC intends to rely on this FEIS to provide the environmental review 
required for its consideration of SCE’s application under CEQA once that application is 
filed. The CPUC and BLM have signed an MOU that defines the relationship of the two 
agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM for preparation of 
this FEIS. Following preparation of the FEIS by BLM, the CPUC will determine whether 
it complies with CEQA and so can be used to support its decision on the substation. 

The Applicant is coordinating with other federal agencies, including the USFWS and 
USACE, regarding other Project approvals and associated NEPA compliance 
requirements. The Applicant also is coordinating with California state and local agencies, 
including CDFG, Caltrans, Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD), 
California Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), South Coast Air Quality 
Management District (SCAQMD), and Riverside County, regarding potential Project 
approvals and associated CEQA requirements pursuant to the procedure outlined by the 
CPUC as a CEQA cooperating agency. 

This FEIS describes and evaluates the environmental impacts that are expected to result 
from construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Project and 
presents recommended mitigation measures that, if adopted, would avoid, minimize, or 
mitigate the significant environmental impacts identified. In accordance with the 
requirements of NEPA and CEQA, this FEIS identifies alternatives that respond to the 
stated purpose and need for the proposed Project (including three No Action/No Project 
Alternatives) that could avoid or minimize significant environmental impacts associated 
with the Project as proposed by the Applicant and SCE, and evaluates the environmental 
impacts associated with these alternatives. Specifically, the information contained in this 
FEIS will be considered by the BLM in its consideration of the ROW grant application 
and also may be considered by other agencies with regard to their respective permits, 
including DOE, CPUC, and others. 
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138-04 Comment noted. See Response to Comment 138-3. 

138-05 Executive Summary Table ES-2 summarizes impacts by alternative; Table ES-3 
summarizes all measures identified by Sunlight or SCE, measures required by law, 
regulation, or policy, and additional measures identified by the BLM. Thus, both the 
description of the anticipated impact and the proposed mitigation measures already are 
included in the Executive Summary Mitigation Tables. Milestones to trigger mitigation 
compliance and the entity to determine mitigation compliance will be part of the 
Environmental Construction and Compliance Monitoring Program to be included in the 
Record of Decision. It will also be part of CPUC's Mitigation Monitoring, Compliance, 
and Reporting Program (MMRCP) prepared in connection with CPUC's Decision on the 
Red Bluff Substation. 

Letter - 139.  

139-01 The commenter supports solar power, but not on this site. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of 
BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is 
not considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and so does not require 
a specific response. 

139-02 The commenter states that wildlife would be endangered by the Project. Pursuant to 
Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 
21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, 
and so does not require a specific response. 

139-03 The availability of groundwater for Project-related use is discussed in detail in DEIS 
Section 3.17, Water Resources. As analyzed in DEIS Section 4.17, Water Resources, there 
is sufficient groundwater available to satisfy the demands of the proposed Project. 

139-04 The commenter states the views of the valley would be spoiled. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 
of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this 
is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and so does not 
require a specific response. 

139-05 The commenter questions long-term economy of the valley. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of 
BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is 
not considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and so does not require 
a specific response. 

Letter - 142.  

142-01 The comment is a petition in support of the Project. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM 
NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not 
considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and so does not require a 
specific response. 
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Letter - 143.  

143-01 The commenter opposes the Project and supports the No Project Alternative. Pursuant to 
Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 
21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, 
and so does not require a specific response. 

143-02 The commenter states that projects such as the proposed Project amount to a clearcutting 
of the desert. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 
2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an 
environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

143-03 See Response to Comment 69-17. 

143-04 Background information and potential impacts of climate change are discussed and 
analyzed in DEIS Sections 3.5 and 4.5. These sections have been updated in the FEIS to 
include additional analysis. Please refer to these chapters for additional discussion of 
climate related setting and potential impacts. 

143-05 As discussed in DEIS Section 3.17, Water Resources, surface water in the vicinity of the 
Project site occurs only intermittently, during and immediately following large storm 
events. Stormwater quickly evaporates and, if sufficient volume is available, percolates into 
the underlying groundwater table. Therefore, any potential changes in temperature of 
surface water flows would not affect downstream surface water resources. Minor changes 
in stormwater runoff temperature would not noticeably alter groundwater temperature. In 
regards to percolation, some reduction in percolation would occur on site, as a result of 
construction of compacted roads and other proposed elements. These changes would 
result in changes to stormwater drainage on site, as discussed in Section 4.17, Water 
Resources. As discussed therein, changes in stormwater flow would be mitigated via 
installation and use of detention basins and other stormwater control features. 

143-06 See Response to Comment 112-4. 

143-07 See Response to Comment 28-9. 

143-08 See Common Response N.4.4, Adequacy of Key Observation Points (KOPs) and Simulations. 

143-09 The commenter opposes issuance of the right-of-way grant for purposes of solar energy 
development. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 
2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on 
an environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

143-10 The comment suggests that specific homes should be identified to receive energy from the 
Project. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) 
and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an 
environmental issue, and so does not require a specific response. 
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143-11 The comment does not question the adequacy or accuracy of the DEIS. Pursuant to 
Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 
21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, 
and so does not require a specific response. 

143-12 The comment does not question the adequacy or accuracy of the DEIS. Pursuant to 
Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA 
Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental 
issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

143-13 The comment does not question the adequacy or accuracy of the DEIS. Pursuant to 
Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA 
Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not considered a substantive comment on an environmental 
issue, and so does not require a specific response. 

Letter - 144. 

144-01 This is the same letter, with spelling and grammar errors corrected, as Comment Letter 
124. See Responses to Comment Letter 124. 

Letter - 145.  

145-01 The commenter supports the Project. Pursuant to Section 6.9.2.1 of BLM NEPA 
Handbook H-1790-1 (Jan. 30, 2008) and CEQA Section 21091(d)(2)(A), this is not 
considered a substantive comment on an environmental issue, and so does not require a 
specific response. 

145-02 See Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

145-03 See Common Response N.4.7, Alternatives Analyzed. 

Letter - 146.  

146-01 BLM acknowledges that the Project, which is located within the CVGB, is in an area that is 
considered to be within the Accounting Surface area. However, the supposition that the 
Project would result in an effect or impact on the Colorado River has not been 
substantiated. An additional evaluation of the potential for the Project to interfere with 
Colorado River water, based on the proposed Accounting Surface, was completed by 
AECOM (2011). See FEIS Appendix O for this evaluation memorandum. As discussed 
therein, Project related withdrawals/drawdown would occur well above the upper 
elevation of the accounting surface. Drawdown would not occur at or below the level of 
the accounting surface. Therefore, as discussed in updated text in FEIS Section 4.17, 
Water Resources, the Project would not interfere with or impact flows of the Colorado 
River. Therefore, acquisition of contracts or other water sources, as indicated by MWD, 
would not be warranted. 

146-02 BLM would like to thank MWD insofar as MWD could provide an alternative water 
supply in support of the Project. At this time, however, it is anticipated that the Project 
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would rely on groundwater for construction period demand, and for minor operation 
period demand, as discussed in DEIS Section 4.17, Water Resources. See also Response to 
Comment 146-1. 

Letter - 147.  

147-01 BLM acknowledges receipt of the letter from the Department of the Navy stating that the 
Project will have no impact on military testing or training. 
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 AECOM (805)388-3775 tel 
1220 Avenida Acaso (805)388-3577 fax 
Camarillo, CA 93012 

Memorandum 

To Bureau of Land Management, Palm Springs – South Coast Field Office 


Subject 	 Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project:  Response to Public Comments Regarding 
Potential Relationship Between Groundwater Pumping Levels and Impacts to the 
Colorado River 

From Amanda Beck, First Solar
 

Date 	 January 5, 2011 

Introduction 

This technical memorandum provides an analysis of available groundwater level data in connection 
with comments on the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project) Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement (DEIS) regarding the potential relationship between proposed groundwater pumping by 
the Project and the proposed Accounting Surface as has been defined by the United States 
Geological Survey (USGS) and United States Bureau of Reclamation (USBR).  AECOM prepared 
this technical memorandum at the request of First Solar, Inc. in order to assist the Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) in its further analysis of this issue and its response to comments on the DEIS. 

While general concerns regarding a potential relationship between groundwater pumping and 
surface water levels are noted in several comments on the DEIS, including comments submitted by 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, 
the issue addressed in this technical memorandum is most clearly set out in the comments 
submitted by the Colorado River Board of California (Board), dated December 6, 2010.  In those 
comments, the Board states that the area of the Project site, the upper Chuckwalla Valley 
Groundwater Basin (Basin), is within the area defined as within the “Accounting Surface” and that 
the Basin aquifer is hydraulically connected to the Colorado River through the Palo Verde Mesa 
Groundwater Basin. The Board further states that any amount of water withdrawn from the Basin 
aquifer is water that would be replaced by Colorado River, in total or in part, and should be 
considered a use of Colorado River water for which a valid contract for water use must be obtained. 

This technical memorandum addresses the issue raised by the Board’s comments by explaining the 
background and framework of the proposed Accounting Surface Rule and then analyzing the 
groundwater pumping and water elevation data for the Project relative to application of the 
Accounting Surface Rule.  This technical memorandum does not take any position regarding 
whether the Accounting Surface Rule, as currently proposed or as may be adopted, is an 
appropriate methodology for analyzing a potential hydraulic connection between groundwater 
pumping and the Colorado River but, instead, solely responds to the methodology as noted in the 
Board’s comments.   
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The Proposed Accounting Surface Rule 

The Accounting Surface Rule (Proposed Rule) was proposed by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation) in the Federal Register on July 16, 2008 (43 CFR Part 415), and has not been 
promulgated as a final regulation.  The United States Geological Survey (USGS) Report 2008-5113 
(Wiele et al 2008) updated the location and extent of the Accounting Surface in support of the 
Proposed Rule, and Figure 6 in the USGS document shows that the Project site is located within 
the areal extent of the river aquifer and that the Accounting Surface within this aquifer is predicted 
to be at an elevation of between 238 and 242 feet above mean sea level (msl).  

The Accounting Surface is proposed to identify which groundwater wells located outside the 
floodplain of the Colorado River pump groundwater that will be replaced by surface water from the 
Colorado River and, thus, would need to be accounted for as consumptive use of Colorado River 
water as required under the Consolidated Decree (547 U.S.150 (2006)), (Wiele et al, 2008, page 3).  
The Accounting Surface is defined as the elevation and slope of the static water table in the river 
aquifer that would exist if the water in the raquifer were derived only from the Colorado River 
(Wilson and Owen-Joyce 1994, Wiele et al 2008).  The river aquifer is defined as those saturated 
sediments that are hydraulically connected to the Colorado River, and include groundwater basins 
and adjacent tributary valleys that are adjacent to the River.  

The static water level, which is the measured elevation of the water table not being affected by 
groundwater withdrawal, is used to determine whether a well is pumping water that would be 
replaced by Colorado River water (Wiele et al 2008).  A static water level below the Accounting 
Surface is presumed to yield water that will be replaced by water from the Colorado River (43CFR 
415.2(4), Weile et al 2008).  Groundwater wells with static water levels above the Accounting 
Surface are presumed to yield water that will be replaced by precipitation, mountain front recharge 
or inflow from tributary valleys (i.e., tributary water).  

Assessment of Water Elevation Data Relative to the Accounting Surface 

As requested by First Solar, AECOM conducted research:  

to establish the current and historic static water level below the Project site and in the 
Upper Chuckwalla Valley; and, 
to determine if the static water level is above or below the proposed Accounting Surface as 
defined by the USGS at an elevation of between 238 and 242 feet msl (Wiele et al 2008, 
Figure 6). 

To assess the water levels in the vicinity of the site, AECOM reviewed available information in the 
online National Water Information System (NWIS) USGS database and reviewed selected 
published reports from hydrogeologic investigation of the Upper Chuckwalla Valley (DWR 91-24, 
GEI 2009a and GEI 2009b).  The water level data from this research is shown on Table 1, including 
the historic and recent elevation data from wells in the vicinity of the Project site and the difference 
between these elevations and the proposed Accounting Surface at 238 feet and 242 feet msl. 

The well locations listed in Table 1 are also shown on Figure 1 relative to the Project site.  In 
addition to a comparison of water level data, AECOM reviewed interpretations of the potentiometric 
surface in the area of the Project site from previous hydrogeologic investigations (DWR 91-24, GEI 
2009a,b). 
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3 AECOM 

The available well data shows that the static water level elevation in the vicinity of the Project site 
have been measured between 469 feet and 504 feet msl (see Table1, 5S/15E-13C01, 4S/16E
19M01, 19N01, 30D01 and CW#2 and P-12).  A review of cross sections and potentiometric 
maps from prior investigations of the Upper Chuckwalla Valley show that the water level elevation 
has been interpreted to be between about 500 to 540 feet msl in the area of the Project site. The 
difference between the static water level measurements for the wells in the vicinity of the Project 
site and interpreted potentiometric surface from prior investigations and the proposed Accounting 
Surface is between 241 and 266 feet.  The range in the difference reflects the variability in the water 
level measurements from the wells surrounding the Project site and the lower (238 feet) and higher 
(242 feet) proposed accounting surface for the Basin.  Most significantly, the data show that static 
water level is well above the proposed Accounting Surface.  These water level data, either from the 
wells or used in the interpretation of the potentiometric surface, were collected from 1961 and 1992 
(Table 1). 

More recent data from a well close to the community of Desert Center (5S/16E-7P01, 7P02) and 
several miles south-southeast of the Desert Sunlight site show similar water level elevations to 
those measured in the early 1960s then show a period of water level decline in the mid-1980s due 
to expanded agricultural operations, where combined pumping exceeded 20,000 acre-feet per year 
(afy)(GEI 2009b) which is well above historic water usage for the western part of the Basin.  These 
agricultural operations began to be curtailed in the late 1980s and water levels in the Desert Center 
area have recovered to levels similar to the early 1960s.  The most recent water level elevation 
measured in Well 5S/16E-17P02 was 462 feet msl or about 220 feet above the proposed 
Accounting Surface (Table 1). 

Another important element in the potential implications of the Accounting Surface for the Project is the 
proposed groundwater pumping and the predicted level of drawdown in the water supply wells from 
which Project water supplies are obtained.  A numerical groundwater model was developed for the 
DEIS (Appendix G) to evaluate potential affects from Project pumping on adjacent water supply wells 
and on the Basin storage. Project water use during operation will be minimal (0.2 afy over a 30-year 
Project life for a total of only 60 acre-feet (af)). Project water use that was modeled during construction 
was between 1,300 and 1,400 af over a 26-month construction period.  The model predicted 
drawdown in either a single well or two water supply wells of between about 10 and 20 feet over the 
construction period.  Given the above water elevation data, the drawdown will be well above the 
proposed Accounting Surface.  In addition, groundwater modeling of the cumulative impacts from the 
combined pumping of all proposed solar power projects within the Basin show that after 30 years the 
water table would drop between 20 and 50 feet (AECOM 2010, GEI 2009a). Even with this predicted 
decline in the water table, caused largely by other projects’ water use, the static water table in the 
vicinity of the Desert Sunlight Project would be well above the Accounting Surface. 

Conclusions  

A comparison of available historic and recent groundwater level data from wells in the vicinity of the 
Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project site and prior interpretations of the water level elevation below 
the Project site reveal that the static water level elevation is well above the proposed Accounting 
Surface. A buffer of more than 200 feet is indicated in the groundwater level data.  The data 
indicate that the Project would therefore not impact the Accounting Surface as it would draw 
groundwater from well above the surface of what is termed “tributary” water (i.e., other than a 
Colorado River source, Wiele et al 2008).  The “tributary” water replenishing groundwater 
withdrawals by the Project is therefore attributable to inflow from precipitation, mountain front 
recharge, Pinto Basin underflow and Hayfield Basin underflow (GEI 2009a). 
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4 AECOM 

In addition, a numerical groundwater model developed for the Project predicted drawdown of 
between only 10 to 20 feet in the Project’s water supply well(s) as a result of Project pumping during 
the 26-month construction period.  Because Sunlight is a solar photovoltaic project that does not 
utilize a steam cycle to generate electricity, water use during operation is negligible.  Although not 
considered in the Proposed Accounting Surface Rule, the Project’s minimal level of drawdown 
reinforces the conclusion that the predicted water levels would remain well above the Accounting 
Surface and therefore not hydraulically connected to the Colorado River.  
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02S/17E-30E01 Yes 850 624 uncased Jan-33 325 525 

02S/17E-30E01S 002S017E30E001S 1/30/1933 7 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Dec-54 150 931 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Jun-55 154.94 926 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Sep-55 155.2 925 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Dec-55 155.6 925 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Feb-56 155.2 925 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Feb-56 155.1 926 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Feb-56 155 926 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Mar-56 155 926 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 May-56 154.88 926 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Jul-56 155.3 925 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Aug-56 155.3 925 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Sep-56 155.7 925 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 May-57 155.21 925 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 May-57 155.65 925 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Jun-57 155.48 925 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Aug-57 155.49 925 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Sep-57 155.37 925 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Nov-57 155 926 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Mar-58 155.1 926 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 May-58 155.4 925 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Sep-58 155.6 925 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Jan-59 155.7 925 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Mar-59 155.6 925 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Jun-59 155.8 925 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Sep-59 155.71 925 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Dec-59 155.74 925 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Mar-60 155.6 925 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Jun-60 155.9 925 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Oct-60 155.93 925 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Jan-61 156.14 924 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Mar-61 156.81 924 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Nov-61 157.49 923 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Nov-61 157.77 923 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Nov-62 158.79 922 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Mar-63 159.28 921 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Oct-63 159.34 921 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Mar-64 159.49 921 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Nov-64 159.53 921 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Mar-65 159.81 921 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Nov-65 160.21 920 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Mar-66 161.95 919 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Oct-66 162.94 918 
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03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Mar-67 163.38 917 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Oct-67 163.78 917 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Oct-69 165.06 916 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 May-70 164.86 916 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Oct-70 166.17 914 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Mar-71 166.54 914 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Jan-72 165.04 916 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Jun-72 166.67 914 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Mar-73 166.31 914 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Sep-73 167.72 913 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Feb-74 167.72 913 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Oct-74 167.48 913 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Apr-75 167.88 913 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Nov-75 168 913 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Mar-76 168.25 912 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Nov-76 168.91 912 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Apr-77 169 912 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Oct-77 169.43 911 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 May-78 169.08 912 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Oct-78 169.75 911 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Apr-79 168.65 912 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Oct-79 170.49 910 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Apr-80 170.55 910 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Oct-80 170.2 910 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Apr-81 170.03 911 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Oct-81 171.49 909 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Apr-82 170.89 910 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Jan-83 169.73 911 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Aug-84 167.24 913 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Feb-85 166.44 914 

03S/15E-04J01S 003S015E04J001S 33.93667885 -115.4099836 1,081 575 Jun-85 166.27 914 

03S/18E-03Q01 No 1,675 17 Jun-61 13 1662 

03S/18E-11A01 No 1,580 40 Jun-61 37 1543 

04S/15E-13C01S 004S015E13C001S Yes 683 452 220-248, 317-328 Feb-61 188 495 Feb-32 450 

04S/16E-19M01 No 610 585 Oct-61 127 483 

04S/16E-19N01 No 600 151 Apr-61 112 488 

04S/16E-21N01 No 565 39 Apr-61 - -

04S/16E-29R01 No 545 110 Jun-61 80 465 

04S/16E-29R01S 004S016E29R001S 33.7902952 -115.3202862 540 110 Apr-61 79.95 460 

04S/16E-29R01S 004S016E29R001S 33.7902952 -115.3202862 540 110 Sep-61 80 460 

04S/16E-29R01S 004S016E29R001S 33.7902952 -115.3202862 540 110 Oct-61 79.93 460 

04S/16E-29R01S 004S016E29R001S 33.7902952 -115.3202862 540 110 Nov-61 79.92 460 

04S/16E-29R01S 004S016E29R001S 33.7902952 -115.3202862 540 110 Dec-61 79.94 460 
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04S/16E-29R01S 004S016E29R001S 33.7902952 -115.3202862 540 110 Jan-62 79.92 460 

04S/16E-29R01S 004S016E29R001S 33.7902952 -115.3202862 540 110 Feb-62 79.94 460 

04S/16E-29R01S 004S016E29R001S 33.7902952 -115.3202862 540 110 Mar-62 79.93 460 

04S/16E-29R01S 004S016E29R001S 33.7902952 -115.3202862 540 110 Apr-62 79.86 460 

04S/16E-29R01S 004S016E29R001S 33.7902952 -115.3202862 540 110 May-62 79.93 460 

04S/16E-29R01S 004S016E29R001S 33.7902952 -115.3202862 540 110 Jun-62 79.97 460 

04S/16E-29R01S 004S016E29R001S 33.7902952 -115.3202862 540 110 Nov-62 79.96 460 

04S/16E-29R01S 004S016E29R001S 33.7902952 -115.3202862 540 110 Mar-63 79.96 460 

04S/16E-29R01S 004S016E29R001S 33.7902952 -115.3202862 540 110 Oct-63 80 460 

04S/16E-29R01S 004S016E29R001S 33.7902952 -115.3202862 540 110 Mar-64 80.04 460 

04S/16E-29R01S 004S016E29R001S 33.7902952 -115.3202862 540 110 Mar-65 80.11 460 

04S/16E-29R01S 004S016E29R001S 33.7902952 -115.3202862 540 110 Nov-65 80.27 460 

04S/16E-29R01S 004S016E29R001S 33.7902952 -115.3202862 540 110 Oct-66 79.1 461 

04S/16E-29R01S 004S016E29R001S 33.7902952 -115.3202862 540 110 Mar-67 78.93 461 

04S/16E-29R01S 004S016E29R001S 33.7902952 -115.3202862 540 110 Oct-67 78.76 461 

04S/16E-29R01S 004S016E29R001S 33.7902952 -115.3202862 540 110 May-70 78.25 462 

04S/16E-30D01S 004S016E30D001S No 603 610 Oct-61 114 489 Oct-60 5075 110 

04S/16E-30D01S 004S016E30D001S 33.8008503 -115.3347034 603 610 May-61 113.91 489 Oct-60 5075 110 

04S/16E-30D01S 004S016E30D001S 33.8008503 -115.3347034 603 610 Jun-61 114.3 489 

04S/16E-30D01S 004S016E30D001S 33.8008503 -115.3347034 603 610 May-70 118.53 484 

04S/16E-31D01S 004S016E31D001S Yes 595 600 135-597 Jun-61 95 500 Jun-61 2328 44 

04S/16E-31R01 Yes 555 36 Apr-61 - -

04S/16E-32D01 Yes 555 610 265-555 Jun-61 79 476 

04S/16E-32D01S 004S016E32D001S Oct-61 2750 80 

04S/16E-32E01 No 555 77 63-95, 245-252 Apr-61 - -

04S/16E-32M01 Yes 555 555 Jun-61 74 481 

04S/16E-32M01S 004S016E32M001S Jun-61 2000 

04S/16E-32M01S 004S016E32M001S 33.7797398 -115.333592 548 555 Apr-61 71.41 477 Jun-61 2000 

04S/16E-32M01S 004S016E32M001S 33.7797398 -115.333592 548 555 Apr-61 71.61 476 

04S/16E-32M01S 004S016E32M001S 33.7797398 -115.333592 548 555 Jun-61 71.43 477 

04S/16E-32M01S 004S016E32M001S 33.7797398 -115.333592 548 555 Jun-61 73.46 475 

04S/16E-32M01S 004S016E32M001S 33.7797398 -115.333592 548 555 Feb-62 69.32 479 

04S/16E-32M01S 004S016E32M001S 33.7797398 -115.333592 548 555 Mar-62 70.29 478 

04S/16E-32M01S 004S016E32M001S 33.7797398 -115.333592 548 555 Apr-62 72.45 476 

04S/16E-32M01S 004S016E32M001S 33.7797398 -115.333592 548 555 May-62 73.82 474 

04S/16E-32M01S 004S016E32M001S 33.7797398 -115.333592 548 555 Aug-62 79.95 468 

04S/16E-32M01S 004S016E32M001S 33.7797398 -115.333592 548 555 Sep-62 79.57 468 

04S/16E-32M01S 004S016E32M001S 33.7797398 -115.333592 548 555 Nov-62 77.17 471 

04S/16E-32M01S 004S016E32M001S 33.7797398 -115.333592 548 555 May-70 77.25 471 

04S/16E-32M01S 004S016E32M001S 33.7797398 -115.333592 548 555 Apr-79 66.95 481 

04S/16E-32M01S 004S016E32M001S 33.7797398 -115.333592 548 555 Jul-80 72.87 475 

04S/16E-32M01S 004S016E32M001S 33.7797398 -115.333592 548 555 Jan-81 74.16 474 

04S/16E-32M01S 004S016E32M001S 33.7797398 -115.333592 548 555 Oct-81 86.9 461 
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04S/16E-32M01S 004S016E32M001S 33.7797398 -115.333592 548 555 Apr-82 82.01 466 

04S/16E-32M01S 004S016E32M001S 33.7797398 -115.333592 548 555 Jan-83 90.29 458 

04S/16E-32M01S 004S016E32M001S 33.7797398 -115.333592 548 555 Jul-84 121.88 426 

04S/16E-32M01S 004S016E32M001S 33.7797398 -115.333592 548 555 Feb-85 120.8 427 

04S/16E-35Z01 No 470 - Jan-17 13 457 

04S/17E-06C01 Yes 500 501 Oct-61 22 478 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Jan-32 22.5 478 Apr-61 106 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 May-52 21 479 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Sep-54 21.2 479 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Oct-56 21.4 479 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 May-57 21.6 478 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Sep-59 21.9 478 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Apr-61 21.82 478 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Nov-61 22.4 478 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Jan-62 22.2 478 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Mar-62 22.14 478 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Nov-62 22.41 478 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Mar-63 22.22 478 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Oct-63 22.31 478 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Mar-64 22.41 478 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Nov-64 22.4 478 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Mar-65 22.51 477 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Nov-65 22.3 478 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Mar-66 22.5 478 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Oct-66 22.74 477 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Mar-67 22.55 477 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Oct-67 22.95 477 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Apr-68 22.8 477 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Nov-68 22.71 477 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Apr-69 25.02 475 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Oct-69 24.72 475 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Apr-70 23.15 477 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Oct-70 23.55 476 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Mar-71 23.57 476 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Apr-79 23.88 476.12 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Jul-80 24.4 476 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Jan-81 24.52 475 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Oct-81 25.23 475 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Apr-82 26.69 473 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Jan-83 25.01 475 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Jul-84 25.31 475 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Feb-85 25.42 475 

04S/17E-06C01S 004S017E06C001S 33.85918308 -115.2394237 500 Jun-85 25.65 474 
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05S/14E-24R01 Yes 1,072 733 Jan-33 570 502 

05S/14E-35L01 No 1,270 600 349-784 Sep-61 570 700 

05S/14E-35L01 No 1,270 641 Sep-61 571 699 

05S/14E-35L01 No 1,190 877 526-746 Sep-61 485 705 

05S/14E-35L01 Yes 1,369 501 400-501 Nov-80 Dry -

05S/14E-35L01 Yes 1,342 805 599-799 Nov-80 635 708 

05S/14E-35L01S 005S014E35L001S Nov-61 2 

05S/14E-35L02S 005S014E35L002S Nov-61 6 

05S/15E-01E01 No 645 755 215-788 Oct-61 146 499 

05S/15E-01L01 Yes 640 790 Oct-61 139 501 

05S/15E-01L01S 005S015E01L001S Mar-61 1674 42 

05S/15E-01L01S 005S015E01L001S Mar-60 3150 

05S/15E-02E01S 005S015E02E001S Nov-60 3300 56 

05S/15E-12N01 Yes 688 746 - May-61 173 515 

05S/15E-12N01S 005S015E12N001S 33.7440238 -115.3781377 671 746 Apr-61 173 498 May-61 1900 

05S/15E-12N01S 005S015E12N001S 33.7440238 -115.3781377 671 746 Jun-67 172 499 

05S/15E-12N01S 005S015E12N001S 33.7440238 -115.3781377 671 746 May-70 172 499 

05S/15E-12N01S 005S015E12N001S 33.7440238 -115.3781377 671 746 Mar-92 190 481 

05S/15E-12N01S 005S015E12N001S 33.7440238 -115.3781377 671 746 Mar-00 183 488 

05S/15E-13B01 Yes 650 788 - Sep-61 160 490 

05S/15E-14E01 No 750 799 - Nov-61 245 505 

05S/15E-14J01 No 710 63 - - - -

05S/15E-15E01 No 805 808 - Nov-61 313 492 

05S/15E-23N01 No 880 409 - Mar-61 367 513 

05S/15E-27B01 Yes 900 644 553-625 Oct-61 395 505 

05S/15E-27B01S 005S015E27B001S 33.71390794 -115.4038719 900 644 May-58 395 505 

05S/15E-27B01S 005S015E27B001S 33.71390794 -115.4038719 900 644 Mar-61 395 505 

05S/15E-27B01S 005S015E27B001S 33.71390794 -115.4038719 900 644 Jun-61 395 505 

05S/15E-27B02 No 900 - 224-705 - - -

05S/15E-27H01 No 904 598 - Mar-61 429 475 

05S/15E-29F01 No 1,046 680 - Sep-61 366 680 

05S/15E-2E01 No 700 728 - Oct-61 210 490 

05S/16E-05B01 No 560 114 - Jul-61 71 489 

05S/16E-05B02 Yes 548 715 - Oct-61 69 479 

05S/16E-05E01 No 570 124 - - - -

05S/16E-05F01S 005S016E05F001S 33.7679373 -115.3378755 544 Oct-00 79 464 

05S/16E-05F02S 005S016E05F002S 33.76787344 -115.3380088 545 250 Jun-99 81 464 

05S/16E-05F02S 005S016E05F002S 33.76787344 -115.3380088 545 250 Oct-00 80 465 

05S/16E-05F02S 005S016E05F002S 33.76787344 -115.3380088 545 250 Oct-00 80 465 

05S/16E-05M01S 005S016E05M001S 33.765729 -115.3441312 557 Oct-00 90 467 

05S/16E-06N01 Yes 604 723 228-331, 334-722 Jun-61 126 478 

05S/16E-07M01 No 614 648 Jun-61 61 553 

05S/16E-07M01 Yes 611 789 280-789 Jul-61 126 485 
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05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Apr-61 121 483 Feb-59 1324 94 

05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Apr-61 126 478 Feb-58 3634 110 

05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Jun-61 125 479 Jun-61 1118 124 

05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Jun-61 127 477 Apr-59 707 

05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Jun-61 127 477 Apr-61 1115 

05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Jun-61 126 478 

05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Jun-61 128 476 

05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Jun-61 129 475 

05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Aug-61 127 477 

05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Oct-61 124 480 

05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Oct-61 124 480 

05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Oct-61 125 479 

05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Oct-61 125 479 

05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Nov-61 127 477 

05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Nov-62 140 464 

05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Apr-70 128 476 

05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Oct-91 194 409 

05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Feb-92 189 415 

05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Mar-92 190 414 

05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Sep-92 188 415 

05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Apr-93 183 421 

05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Sep-93 182 421 

05S/16E-07M01S 005S016E07M001S 33.749171 -115.3573315 604 648 Apr-94 179 425 

05S/16E-07P01 Yes 608 347 248-296, 299-347 Apr-61 121 487 

05S/16E-07P01S 005S016E07P001S 33.74557395 -115.3533147 598 347 Sep-52 108 490 

05S/16E-07P01S 005S016E07P001S 33.74557395 -115.3533147 598 347 Jun-90 213 385 

05S/16E-07P01S 005S016E07P001S 33.74557395 -115.3533147 598 347 Oct-90 208 390 

05S/16E-07P01S 005S016E07P001S 33.74557395 -115.3533147 598 347 Mar-91 199 399 

05S/16E-07P01S 005S016E07P001S 33.74557395 -115.3533147 598 347 Feb-92 188 410 

05S/16E-07P02S 005S016E07P002S 33.7453656 -115.3535703 598 767 Oct-00 137 462 

05S/16E-08F01 Yes 560 206 103-168, 172-188 Sep-61 83 477 

05S/16E-08K01 Yes 555 212 124-162, 178-180 Jun-61 83 472 

05S/16E-09E01 No 545 - Jun-61 - -

05S/16E-10Z01 No - 76 Jun-61 74 -

05S/16E-18M01 No 646 790 Apr-61 161 485 

05S/16E-18Q01 No 660 37 Jun-61 - -

05S/16E-22N01 No 653 516 Dec-61 188 465 

05S/16E-25F01 No 598 680 May-61 135 463 

05S/16E-36M01 Yes 730 357 261-357 Sep-61 274 456 

05S/17E-17F01S 005S017E17F001S 33.70807585 -115.2488671 574 698 Apr-61 108 466 

05S/17E-17F01S 005S017E17F001S 33.70807585 -115.2488671 574 698 May-70 111 463 

05S/17E-17F01S 005S017E17F001S 33.70807585 -115.2488671 574 698 Mar-92 113 461 

05S/17E-19Q01 Yes 535 760 314-758 Apr-61 76 459 
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05S/17E-19Q01S 005S017E19Q001S 33.71446456 -115.2472004 538 760 Apr-61 76 462 

05S/17E-19Q01S 005S017E19Q001S 33.71446456 -115.2472004 538 760 Apr-61 76 462 

05S/17E-19Q01S 005S017E19Q001S 33.71446456 -115.2472004 538 760 May-70 75 463 

05S/17E-19Q01S 005S017E19Q001S 33.71446456 -115.2472004 538 760 Feb-92 82 456 

05S/17E-20F01 No 465 10 

05S/17E-21Z01 No Jan-17 98 

05S/17E-29E01 Yes 533 983 Apr-61 84 449 

05S/17E-29H01 Yes 495 1,025 uncased Aug-61 

05S/17E-30F01 Yes 570 720 120-288, 314-698 Apr-61 108 462 

05S/17E-30G01S 005S017E30G001S 33.7079481 -115.2388196 543 Mar-00 116 428 

05S/17E-30P01 No 620 147 Jun-61 

05S/17E-30P01S 005S017E30P001S 33.70057607 -115.2494227 607 152 May-57 150 457 

05S/17E-33N01 Yes 597 758 266-758 Apr-61 173 424 

05S/17E-33N01S 005S017E33N001S 33.6861321 -115.2210885 592 758 Apr-61 173 419 

05S/17E-33N01S 005S017E33N001S 33.6861321 -115.2210885 592 758 Apr-61 173 419 

05S/17E-33N01S 005S017E33N001S 33.6861321 -115.2210885 592 758 Oct-61 173 419 

05S/17E-33N01S 005S017E33N001S 33.6861321 -115.2210885 592 758 Apr-70 175 417 

06S/15E-24E01S 006S015E24E001S 33.63391075 -115.3774823 1,995 22 Aug-61 17 1978 

06S/15E-24E02S 006S015E24E002S 33.63529958 -115.3794268 2,000 22 Aug-61 19 1981 

06S/15E-24E03S 006S015E24E003S 33.63279968 -115.3758156 1,995 14 May-52 10 1985 

06S/15E-30Q01S 006S015E30Q001S 33.61613324 -115.4580404 2,200 15 Aug-61 12 2188 

06S/17E-03M01 Yes 565 818 Apr-61 190 375 

06S/17E-03M01S 006S017E03M001S 33.67641019 -115.2035878 566 818 Apr-61 190 376 

06S/17E-03M01S 006S017E03M001S 33.67641019 -115.2035878 566 818 Apr-61 190 376 

06S/19E-28R01S 006S019E28R001S 33.6130791 -114.9955244 354 Sep-90 81 273 

06S/19E-28R01S 006S019E28R001S 33.6130791 -114.9955244 354 Sep-90 82 272 

06S/19E-28R01S 006S019E28R001S 33.6130791 -114.9955244 354 Feb-92 81 273 

06S/19E-32K01S 006S019E32K001S 33.60406264 -115.0196002 390 Feb-92 104 286 

06S/19E-32K01S 006S019E32K001S 33.60406264 -115.0196002 390 Mar-00 97 293 

06S/19E-32K02S 006S019E32K002S 33.6041904 -115.0196919 390 Feb-92 110 280 

06S/20E-33C01S 006S020E33C001S 33.61002386 -114.9013548 392 Sep-90 134 258 

06S/20E-33C01S 006S020E33C001S 33.61002386 -114.9013548 392 Feb-92 135 257 

06S/20E-33L01S 006S020E33L001S 33.60465735 -114.9017964 388 800 Feb-02 125 262 

07S/18E-14F01S 007S018E14F001S 33.56214983 -115.073652 563 1,000 Dec-82 300 263 

07S/18E-14F01S 007S018E14F001S 33.56214983 -115.073652 563 1,000 Feb-92 270 292 

07S/18E-14F01S 007S018E14F001S 33.56214983 -115.073652 563 1,000 Mar-00 270 293 

07S/18E-14H01S 007S018E14H001S 33.56226096 -115.0650739 546 985 Jan-83 270 276 

07S/18E-14H01S 007S018E14H001S 33.56226096 -115.0650739 546 985 Feb-92 258 288 

07S/18E-14H01S 007S018E14H001S 33.56226096 -115.0650739 546 985 Mar-00 257 289 

07S/19E-04R01S 007S019E04R001S 33.5849549 -114.9955658 424 Sep-90 144 280 

07S/19E-04R01S 007S019E04R001S 33.5849549 -114.9955658 424 Mar-00 144 279 

07S/20E-04R01S 007S020E04R001S 33.5839135 -114.8910764 418 Jun-61 152 266 

07S/20E-04R01S 007S020E04R001S 33.5839135 -114.8910764 418 Oct-61 151 267 
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07S/20E-04R01S 007S020E04R001S 33.5839135 -114.8910764 418 Nov-61 151 267 

07S/20E-04R01S 007S020E04R001S 33.5839135 -114.8910764 418 Jan-62 151 267 

07S/20E-04R01S 007S020E04R001S 33.5839135 -114.8910764 418 Mar-62 151 267 

07S/20E-04R01S 007S020E04R001S 33.5839135 -114.8910764 418 Apr-62 151 267 

07S/20E-04R01S 007S020E04R001S 33.5839135 -114.8910764 418 May-62 151 267 

07S/20E-04R01S 007S020E04R001S 33.5839135 -114.8910764 418 Oct-62 151 267 

07S/20E-04R01S 007S020E04R001S 33.5839135 -114.8910764 418 Mar-63 151 267 

07S/20E-04R01S 007S020E04R001S 33.5839135 -114.8910764 418 Oct-63 151 267 

07S/20E-04R01S 007S020E04R001S 33.5839135 -114.8910764 418 Mar-64 151 267 

07S/20E-04R01S 007S020E04R001S 33.5839135 -114.8910764 418 Nov-64 151 267 

07S/20E-04R01S 007S020E04R001S 33.5839135 -114.8910764 418 Mar-65 151 267 

07S/20E-04R01S 007S020E04R001S 33.5839135 -114.8910764 418 Nov-65 151 267 

07S/20E-04R01S 007S020E04R001S 33.5839135 -114.8910764 418 Mar-66 151 267 

07S/20E-04R01S 007S020E04R001S 33.5839135 -114.8910764 418 Oct-66 151 267 

07S/20E-04R01S 007S020E04R001S 33.5839135 -114.8910764 418 Mar-67 151 267 

07S/20E-04R01S 007S020E04R001S 33.5839135 -114.8910764 418 Oct-67 151 267 

07S/20E-04R01S 007S020E04R001S 33.5839135 -114.8910764 418 Oct-69 151 267 

07S/20E-04R01S 007S020E04R001S 33.5839135 -114.8910764 418 Apr-70 151 267 

07S/20E-16M01S 007S020E16M001S 33.5591308 -114.9053349 456 1,200 Jun-05 202 254 

07S/20E-16M01S 007S020E16M001S 33.5591308 -114.9053349 456 1,200 Sep-90 206 250 

07S/20E-16M01S 007S020E16M001S 33.5591308 -114.9053349 456 1,200 Feb-92 207 249 

07S/20E-16M01S 007S020E16M001S 33.5591308 -114.9053349 456 1,200 Feb-92 206 250 

07S/20E-17C01S 007S020E17C001S 33.56891386 -114.9166326 433 Feb-92 174 259 

07S/20E-17G01S 007S020E17G001S 33.5644973 -114.9155269 444 1,200 Dec-87 203 241 

07S/20E-17G01S 007S020E17G001S 33.5644973 -114.9155269 444 1,200 Sep-90 189 254 

07S/20E-17G01S 007S020E17G001S 33.5644973 -114.9155269 444 1,200 Feb-92 186 257 

07S/20E-17G01S 007S020E17G001S 33.5644973 -114.9155269 444 1,200 Feb-92 188 256 

07S/20E-17G01S 007S020E17G001S 33.5644973 -114.9155269 444 1,200 Mar-00 199 244 

07S/20E-17K01S 007S020E17K001S 33.55918915 -114.9121462 457 1,200 Dec-87 205 252 

07S/20E-17K01S 007S020E17K001S 33.55918915 -114.9121462 457 1,200 Feb-92 201 256 

07S/20E-17K01S 007S020E17K001S 33.55918915 -114.9121462 457 1,200 Feb-92 199 257 

07S/20E-17K01S 007S020E17K001S 33.55918915 -114.9121462 457 1,200 Feb-92 200 257 

07S/20E-17L01S 007S020E17L001S 33.55882247 -114.9202159 458 1,200 Oct-92 213 245 

07S/20E-18H01S 007S020E18H001S 33.5625251 -114.926355 443 1,139 Apr-61 168 275 

07S/20E-18H01S 007S020E18H001S 33.5625251 -114.926355 443 1,139 Apr-70 172 271 

07S/20E-18H01S 007S020E18H001S 33.5625251 -114.926355 443 1,139 Jul-79 173 269 

07S/20E-18H01S 007S020E18H001S 33.5625251 -114.926355 443 1,139 Jul-80 169 274 

07S/20E-18H01S 007S020E18H001S 33.5625251 -114.926355 443 1,139 Jan-81 169 274 

07S/20E-18H01S 007S020E18H001S 33.5625251 -114.926355 443 1,139 Sep-81 169 274 

07S/20E-18H01S 007S020E18H001S 33.5625251 -114.926355 443 1,139 Mar-82 170 273 

07S/20E-18H01S 007S020E18H001S 33.5625251 -114.926355 443 1,139 Jan-83 171 272 

07S/20E-18H01S 007S020E18H001S 33.5625251 -114.926355 443 1,139 Jul-84 171 272 

07S/20E-18H01S 007S020E18H001S 33.5625251 -114.926355 443 1,139 Feb-85 171 272 
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WELLS DATABASE
 
PROJECT BEACON
 

WELL DATA1 WELL COMPLETION DATA GROUNDWATER LEVELS WELL PERFORMANCE DATA2 

COMMENTS STATE WELL NUMBER 
(DWR) 

STATE WELL NUMBER 
(USGS) 

LATITUDE LONGITUDE 

Well Owner 

Pu
bl

is
he

d
U

se
 

Year Status 
(op) 

Li
th

ol
og

ic
 L

og
(Y

ES
)

Ground 
Surface 

Elevation 

Total 
Depth 

Well 
Diameter 

Perforation 
Interval(s) 

Depth to Groundwater Groundwater 
Elevation 

Pump 
Model 

Pumping 
Test Date 

Pumping 
Rate 

Specific 
Capacity 

NAD 83 NAD 83 feet-msl feet-bgs inches Date feet-bgs feet-msl (Hp) Mo/Yr gpm gpm/ft 

07S/20E-18H01S 007S020E18H001S 33.5625251 -114.926355 443 1,139 Jun-85 173 270 

07S/20E-18H01S 007S020E18H001S 33.5625251 -114.926355 443 1,139 Feb-92 183 259 

07S/20E-18K01S 007S020E18K001S 33.5600363 -114.9319802 449 1,200 Oct-92 193 256 

07S/20E-18R01S 007S020E18R001S 33.5573475 -114.9270467 454 1,160 Oct-92 202 252 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Mar-82 248 258 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Feb-92 232 273 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Mar-00 235 271 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Oct-00 235 271 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Jan-01 235 271 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Feb-01 234 271 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Apr-01 235 271 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Apr-01 235 271 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Jul-01 235 270 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Nov-01 236 270 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Nov-01 236 270 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Apr-02 235 271 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Apr-02 235 271 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Oct-02 236 270 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Oct-02 236 269 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Jun-03 236 270 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Jun-03 236 270 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Nov-03 236 269 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Nov-03 236 269 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Mar-04 236 270 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Mar-04 236 270 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Aug-04 236 270 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Dec-04 236 270 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Apr-05 235 270 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Aug-05 236 270 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Aug-05 236 270 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Feb-06 236 270 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Feb-06 236 270 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 May-06 236 269 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 May-06 236 269 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Aug-06 237 269 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Aug-06 237 269 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Dec-06 237 269 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Dec-06 237 269 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Feb-07 236 269 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Feb-07 236 269 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 May-07 237 269 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 May-07 237 269 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Sep-07 237 269 

07S/20E-28C01S 007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Sep-07 237 269 
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WELLS DATABASE
 
PROJECT BEACON
 

WELL DATA1 WELL COMPLETION DATA GROUNDWATER LEVELS WELL PERFORMANCE DATA2 

COMMENTS STATE WELL NUMBER 
(DWR) 

STATE WELL NUMBER 
(USGS) 

LATITUDE LONGITUDE 

Well Owner 

Pu
bl
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he
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se
 

Year Status 
(op) 

Li
th
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og
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og
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)

Ground 
Surface 

Elevation 

Total 
Depth 

Well 
Diameter 

Perforation 
Interval(s) 

Depth to Groundwater Groundwater 
Elevation 

Pump 
Model 

Pumping 
Test Date 

Pumping 
Rate 

Specific 
Capacity 

NAD 83 NAD 83 feet-msl feet-bgs inches Date feet-bgs feet-msl (Hp) Mo/Yr gpm gpm/ft 

07S/20E-28C01S 

07S/20E-28C01S 

07S/20E-28C01S 

07S/20E-28C01S 

07S/20E-28C01S 

07S/20E-28C01S 

07S/20E-28C01S 

07S/20E-28C01S 

07S/20E-28C01S 

07S/20E-28C01S 

07S/20E-28C01S 

07S/20E-28C01S 

07S/20E-28C01S 

07S/20E-28C01S 

07S/20E-28C01S 

07S/20E-28C02S 

007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Sep-07 237 269 

007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Dec-07 237 269 

007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Dec-07 237 269 

007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Mar-08 236 270 

007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Mar-08 236 270 

007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Mar-08 236 270 

007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Jun-08 236 270 

007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Jun-08 236 270 

007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Sep-08 236 270 

007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Sep-08 236 270 

007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Sep-08 236 270 

007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Jan-09 235 270 

007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Jan-09 235 270 

007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Apr-09 235 270 

007S020E28C001S 33.53725089 -114.8991372 506 830 Apr-09 235 270 

007S020E28C002S 33.5372481 -114.8989955 505 1,100 Nov-89 234 271 

NOTES 

1 

2 

DEFINITIONS 

NAD-83 

feet-msl 

feet-bgs 

Mo 

gpm 

gpm/ft 

-

Data as provided in the USGS National Water Information System Database - http//:nwis/waterdata.usgs.gov/ and the Department of Water Resources Database  - http://wdl.water.ca.gov/gw/ 

Data obtained by historical documents 

North American Datum 1983 

feet above mean sea level 

feet below ground surface 

month 

gallons per minute 

gallons per minute per foot of drawdown 

data not provided or available in USGS or DWR database. 
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TABLE 1
 
SUMMARY OF AVAILABLE WATER LEVEL DATA FOR WELLS
 

WITHIN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO THE DESERT SUNLIGHT SOLAR POWER PROJECT
 
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
 

STATE WELL 
NUMBER 
(DWR)1 

STATE WELL 
NUMBER 
(USGS) 

Ground 
Surface 

Elevation 
Total Depth Perforation 

Interval(s) 
Depth to 

Groundwater 
Groundwater 

Elevation6 

ACCOUNTING 
SURFACE 
238 ft msl7 

ACCOUNTING 
SURFACE 
242 ft msl7 

feet-msl feet-bgs Date feet-bgs feet-msl 
DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE 

feet feet 

04S/16E-19M01 - 610 585 - Oct-61 127 483 245 241 

04S/16E-30D01S 

04S/16E-30D01S 

004S016E30D001S 

004S016E30D001S 

603 

603 

610 

610 

-

-

Oct-61 

May-70 

114 

118.53 

489 

484 

251 

246 

247 

242 

04S/15E-13C01S 004S015E13C001S 683 452 220-248, 317-328 Feb-61 188 495 257 253 

04S/16E-19N01 - 600 151 - Apr-61 112 488 250 246 

05S/16E-07P012 

05S/16E-07P012 

05S/16E-07P012 

05S/16E-07P012 

05S/16E-07P012 

05S/16E-07P012 

005S016E07P001S 

005S016E07P001S 

005S016E07P001S 

005S016E07P001S 

005S016E07P001S 

005S016E07P001S 

608 

598 

598 

598 

598 

598 

347 

347 

347 

347 

347 

347 

248-296, 299-347 

-

-

-

-

-

Apr-61 

Sep-52 

Jun-90 

Oct-90 

Mar-91 

Feb-92 

121 

108 

213 

208 

199 

188 

487 

490 

385 

390 

399 

410 

249 

252 

147 

152 

161 

172 

245 

248 

143 

148 

157 

168 

05S/16E-07P022 005S016E07P002S 598 767 - Oct-00 137 462 224 220 

CW#23 - - - - Jul-92 - 469 231 227 

P-123 - - - - Jul-92 - 504 266 262 

GEI (2009b) Cross Section C-C' 4 NA NA NA NA NA 540 302 302 

DWR 91-24 (1979) 5 NA NA NA NA NA 520 282 282 

Notes 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

-

NA 

CW 

P 
Piezometer (Kaiser 
Mine). 

Well locations are shown on Figure -1. Information shown was take from the USGS NWIS database. 

Water elevation data from the NWIS database.  Time-series graph of Wells 5S/16E-7P01 and 5S/16E-7P02 as shown on GEI Figure 3.3.3-7 (GEI 
2009b). Decline in water levels during the mid-1980's and through the early 1990's is from expanded pumping in support of agriculture (upwards of 
20,000 afy). Since the mid-1990's agriculture has been in decline as evidenced by the recovery in the water levels. 

Estimate of water elevation based on water level surface plotted onto cross section C-C' (GEI, 2009a Figure 5) in the area of well 5S/16E-13C001 and 
Kaiser Well CW#4.  Water level data interpreted was from 1961 and 1964. 

Estimate of water elevation based on water level elevation map as shown on GEI Figure 3.3.3-10 (GEI 2009b).  Figure references modificaiton after 
DWR 91-24 (1979).  Water level data used in development of the contours was from 1974. 

Proposed Accounting Surface elevation after USGS 2008-5113 (Weile et al, 2008), Figure 6, "Map showing the accouting surface in the Parker, Palo 
Verde and Cibola Valleys and adjacent tribuary areas in California and Arizona". 
Information not present in the USGS NWIS database. 

Not applicable.  Water elevation data interpreted using graphical data (i.e., cross section and water level maps).  No specific well completion, depth to 
water or elevation data included on the referenced figures. 

Values in BOLD, are shown on Figure-1 "Site Plan Showing Recent Water Level Data for Wells Adjacent to the Project Site". 

Chuckwalla Basin Water Supply Well (Kaiser Mine). 

Water elevation data as shown on Figure 3.3.3-11, "Groundwater Contours Near the Project Site - July 15, 1992 (GEI 2009b).  Water level data posted 
for those wells that are the most proximal to the Project Site (see Figure 1). 

References 

DWR 91-24, Department of Water Resources, 1979, Sources of Power Plant Cooling Water in the Desert Area of Southern California – Reconnaissance Study: Prepared by the 
United States Department of Interior - Geological Survey, August. 

GEI, 2009a, Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project No 13123 - Final License Application, Technical Appendices for Exhibit E, Volume 3 of 6 Groundwater Supply Pumping 
Effects – Attachment A Supplemental Alluvial Aquifer Properties, Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin.  April 17, 2009 (GEI Project No. 080473) Figure 5 - Cross Section C-C', 
April 2009. 

GEI, 2009b, Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project, Exhibit E - Applicant Prepared Environmental Impact Statement, Volume 2 of 6, Groundwater Resources, Figures 3.3.3-1 
through 3.3.3-20, Groundwater Resources Figures (June 22, 2009). 

USGS 2010, National Water System Web Interface (NWIS), Groundwater Levels for California, Riverside County.  Accessed at: 
http://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/ca/nwis/gwlevels?county_cd=06029&format=station_list&sort_key=station_nm&group_key=county_cd&sitefile_output_format=html_table&column 
_name=well_depth_va&begin_date=&end_date=&TZoutput=0&date_format=YYYY-MM DD&rdb_compression=file&list_of_search_criteria=county_cd 

Wiele, S.  M., Lieke, S.A., Owen-Joyce, S.J., and McGuire, E.H., 2008, Update of the Accounting Surface Along the Lower Colorado River - Scientific Investigations Report 2008
5113 (Prepared in Cooperation with the Bureau of Reclamation): U.S Geological survey, Reston, Virginia, 16p. 
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